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Introduction

Ton Derks / Nico Roymans

The present volume derives from two meetings that were organised in the framework of the research programme entitled *The Batavians. Ethnic identity in a frontier situation*. This programme, launched by the Archaeological Centre of the VU University Amsterdam, was funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) and ran between 1999 and 2005. Both at the beginning and the end of the project's term, small-scale expert meetings were organised in order to present the results of the research group to an international audience. The first meeting was a two-day round table discussion held under the title of the present volume at the VU University Amsterdam in December 2001. Its chronological and thematic scope ranged from Archaic Greece to Early Mediaeval Western Europe. In December 2004, on the occasion of a large temporary exhibition focussing on the history and archaeology of the Batavi, as well as on the impact of the ‘Batavian myth’ on Dutch national history and popular culture from the 16th century onwards, the Museum Het Valkhof at Nijmegen hosted a one-day workshop on *Tribal identities in the frontier provinces of the Roman empire*. Papers were read by Karl Strobel, Dick Whittaker and Greg Woolf as well as the present authors. All papers presented at these three days have been gathered in the present volume. A further article, written by Bert van der Spek, was added in the editorial process.

Both the round table discussion and the workshop aimed for an interdisciplinary, comparative exploration of the complex themes of ethnicity and ethnogenesis in the ancient world, such with reference to recent discussions in the social and historical disciplines. The volume’s starting point is the current view of ethnicity as a subjective, dynamic construct that is shaped through interaction with an ethnic ‘other’. If ethnicity was the central focus of both meetings, we were well aware that ethnic identities cannot be studied in isolation from other forms of identity. The thirteen case studies collected in this volume demonstrate that ethnic identity is often related to questions of power, religion, law, class and gender. Ethnicity may be expressed through language, material culture or social practices. Given these complex interrelationships, it will come as no surprise that, despite shared views on the concept of ethnicity and fruitful exchanges of ideas during each of the meetings, some areas of disagreement between the individual contributors have remained. The following pages aim to draw some general conclusions whilst making explicit and bringing up for discussion the most important differences of opinion or approach. It is hoped that these lines may thus serve not just as a general introduction to the volume, but as a stimulus for further discussion in the future.

**ETHNIC CONSTRUCTS, POWER AND TRADITION**

Ethnic identities are always constructed in close association with political systems. It is politics that define ethnicity, not vice versa. Ethnic affiliation may be expressed at different scales of social organisation. At the highest level, there are macro-ethnic formations (*Großstämme*) such as Ionians and Achaians, or Gauls and Germans. At a local or regional level, smaller social groups may be discerned that coincide with localised political communities (e.g. *poleis*, *civitates*, or tribes). Despite frequent claims by ethnic groups to the contrary, all ethnic formations are intrinsically unstable and dynamic over time. Much of this dynamism is to be understood in close association with conflict, violence and changing constellations...
of power. Expanding or collapsing empires, for instance, create new – or bring an end to old – ethnic groups. But smaller formations such as tribes too, are continuously subject to ethnic change. In this context, Reinhard Wenskus’ concept of a *Traditionskern* (*nucleus of tradition*) still seems valuable today. Essentially, the model assumes the hand of the political elite in conferring ethnic traditions onto a much larger, and sometimes quite heterogeneous, population group. However, as Roymans has argued earlier, besides the small aristocratic group that Wenskus wanted to see as the sole keepers and propagators of the group’s core values, other social agents may be important contributors to the group’s ethnicity as well (e.g. encroaching empires or lower social groups within the tribe). With this qualification in mind, we still believe the model has strong explanatory power. Hence the title of the first symposium and the present volume.

**ETHNICITY AND LANGUAGE**

Communication is essential for the continued existence of any community; ethnic communities are no exception. Communities can call on different media in order to convey their messages: the language of the spoken or written word, other sets of symbolic codes and/or collective rituals. In studies of ethnicity, particular weight is often attributed to language. An example from this volume is Strobel’s contribution on the Galatians of Central Asia Minor. His paper revolves around the central argument that a common and distinct language was the key to the perseverance of the Galatians’ self-consciousness as an ethnic group. His contribution invites a few comments on the importance of language for ethnic constructs.

Firstly, we have to acknowledge that, if we did not have the literary evidence at our disposal, we would probably not have been able to identify the Galatians as an ethnic group at all. As it happens, their aristocratic leaders quickly adopted a Hellenistic lifestyle, learned Greek as a second language and became full members of the Hellenistic koine that characterised the period. As archaeologists have been unable to identify items of La Tène style material culture typical of the immigrants’ supposed homeland in the Galatian area, the Galatians have remained invisible in the material record. Secondly, without wanting to detract from the importance of a shared language for the reproduction of group identity, the extreme example of the Galatians should not lead us to conclude that language always played a critical role in the self-consciousness of ethnic communities. Ethnic groups may change their language without affecting the group’s ethnic identity. In the frontier zone of the Roman empire, the Batavians provide an example of this. In their correspondence with family and friends at home, Batavian auxiliary soldiers, we have argued elsewhere, used the *lingua franca* of the Roman army rather than their native tongue. We cannot exclude, of course, that the switch to Latin was made only for communication in writing. But given the large scale recruitment for the Roman auxilia, the extraordinarily long term of service in the Roman army, and the high proportion of veterans who, after completion of their stipendia, returned home, we expect the impact on the spoken word within the receiving communities to have been dramatic and the erosion of the native language quick and radical. What these examples may prove is that as far as language is concerned, two opposing scenarios are equally possible: whereas enclaves of ethnic groups with a mother tongue different from their social environment may strive to preserve their language as a sign of their ethnic identity (Galatians), for other ethnic groups preservation of their mother tongue may be secondary to the reproduction of their ethnic identity (Batavi).

---

1 Roymans 2004, esp. 3 and 258 f.
3 Derks/Roymans 2002.
4 Derks/Roymans 2006; Nicolay 2007.
Archaeology’s primary object of research is material culture. If the discipline has seen a long tradition of interpreting types of material culture as cultural markers of ethnic groups, thanks to the work of Siân Jones and Sebastian Brather amongst others, today most archaeologists are well aware of the inherent problems associated with such direct lines of thinking. However, the contributions gathered in this volume also show that opinions still differ widely on the important question of what the study of material culture has to contribute to our reconstructions of ethnic identities. While some authors are skeptical or markedly negative about its potential, others take a more optimistic stance.

If we have to believe Strobel and Whittaker, archaeologists have little to contribute to the study of ethnicity. Arguing from the example of the Galatians, Strobel pleads for a strict distinction between ethnic and cultural identity. According to Strobel, ‘[b]oundaries of culture and ethnic identity do not coincide. Just as ethnic identity can be preserved in spite of cultural changes and dominating cultural influences, cultural contents can vary without any critical consequence for the maintenance of the ethnic group and its defining boundaries. Continuity of ethnic identity is not to be equated with a continuity of culture or even material culture.’ Whittaker, for his part, goes one step further and claims, looking back at recent discussions on the issue of Romanisation, that ‘[a]rchaeology cannot dig up ethnicity’.

Theuws’s contribution on grave inventories from 4th- and 5th-century Northern Gaul fits in well with recent critical approaches. His paper is foremost an attempt to debunk some of the deeply rooted ethnic interpretations of Late Roman and Early Mediaeval funerary archaeology. He concludes that the objects found in grave assemblages of the allegedly ‘Germanic’ invaders of Late Antique and Early Mediaeval Northern Gaul must relate to age, gender or lifestyle rather than ethnicity. According to him, ‘[w]ritten and spoken language is not the only medium for constructing identities; others are gestures and material culture. The way that people dress in specific situations, that pots are shaped, food is eaten, houses are built, settlements are organised and landscape is shaped may convey messages about the identity – including the ethnic identity – of a person, a family, or a group. However, the symbolism is complex and, by definition, open to multiple interpretations, in both the past and the present.’ In conclusion he states that ‘[t]rying to understand the rhetoric of material culture in relation to the creation of identities is a hazardous undertaking’.

Morgan and Crielaard are more optimistic about what studies of material culture have to offer to reconstructions of group identities. Much of the material culture that is the subject of their studies is seen as an expression of a particular lifestyle (habitus for Morgan) that is part of a group identity, where ethnic and other forms of social status interplay. Following changing views of state formation in the Archaic Eastern Mediterranean, they recognise that political communities were in practice tiered rather than mutually exclusive forms of association and so their papers focus on ‘multiple registers in which the habitus was constructed in many areas of Greece’ (Morgan). As they deal with periods and places where there was no overarching bureaucracy to provide classifications of groups, Morgan recognises, ‘much depends on modern assessments of diverse source material’. Under these circumstances, the approach adopted as it is described by Morgan, comes down to ‘an unpacking of certain forms of regional complexity’ and ‘seeking case by case to identify and predict points of tension where identity would be likely to have become a particularly important issue’ (our emphasis). Noteworthy here is the deliberate omission of the distinction between ‘cultural’ and ‘ethnic’ identity.

Our own position would be more in line with Jonathan Hall’s, who argued that ‘there can be no archaeology of ethnicity among societies who have left us no record’, or with Koen Goudriaan’s, who, in his study of Greek communities in Ptolemaic Egypt, stated that ‘[c]ulture and ethnicity are two different things’.

and concluded that for ‘the perpetuation of ethnic boundaries the maintenance of only a few culture differences suffices’. If ethnicity is a form of self-ascription that may vary across time and space, and that may be foregrounded only during particular forms of social interaction, some sort of linguistic evidence seems to be a pre-requisite for accessing the emic viewpoint. The challenge for the archaeologist lies in trying to assess exactly which tokens were ethnically laden and under what circumstances precisely. The cases presented by Theuws and Strobel, however, may serve as warnings of the traps and pitfalls we may come across when trying to talk about ethnicity on the (sole) basis of material culture.

ETHNICITY AND EMPIRES

Empires produce and cultivate new ethnic communities, while denying, marginalising or even destroying existing ones. The engine behind these processes may be different. Firstly, ‘on the violent edge of empire’, existing ethnic groups may be annihilated or split up by the imperial power, while among the people in the frontier zones themselves, in reaction to the imperial presence, ethnic consciousness may be enhanced and new forms of ethnic self-ascription aroused. Secondly, the conquest of new territories always asks for some form of physical presence by the empire’s centre of power. This gives rise to the coming into being of expatriate communities of the invading power in the frontier zones of the empire. Conversely, the subsequent integration of the autochthonous population into the framework of empire and the social mobility that goes with it, ultimately creates other pockets of ethnic groups across the imperial territory. The modalities and the scale with which this happens varies according to historical context. Finally, next to some form of physical presence, empires also need a central bureaucracy that inventories the imperial territory and its resources, including the subject population. In the process of categorisation, existing ethnic groups may be ‘forbidden to exist’, whereas conversely new ethnic identities may be imposed on others.

The dynamism of ethnicity in the frontier zones of empires is perhaps best exemplified by the number and bewildering array of ethnonyms that have been preserved for the frontiers of the Roman empire. The rationale behind the disappearing and appearing of tribes during the centuries of its existence is not always clear, but informed by anthropological models Whittaker argues that in most cases this may be best explained by changing ethnic self-ascription. Concrete examples of imperial destruction of ethnic names are few, of which the North African Nassamones and the Lower Rhine Eburones are two.

Examples of small-scale diaspora spread across empires are discussed by Van der Spek and Derks. In his survey of Hellenistic Mesopotamia, Van der Spek draws our attention to pieces of evidence which offer rare glimpses of the living conditions of ethnic enclaves in the empires of Alexander the Great and the Seleucids. In the Alexandrian colony of Charax, at the head of the Persian Gulf, so Pliny tells us, Alexander ordered that one district of the town – called Pellaeum, after his native town Pella – be reserved exclusively for Macedonians. And although even under his immediate successors the Macedonians who lived in Babylon were deported to Seleucia on the Tigris, the new ‘town of kingship’ of the Seleucid empire, a Greek community was established again at Babylon in the early 2nd century BC. As these examples show, the development of ethnic enclaves is often directly related to violent military conquest rather than to spontaneous individual action and free will. The boundaries between the ethnic enclaves and the hosting urban communities may have been physical, legal or political. In the borough of Pella at Charax, spatial separation of the Macedonian settlers from the rest of the town may have ultimately resulted in ethnic segregation. In Seleucid Babylon on the other hand, a Greek community was set apart

7 Goudriaan 1988, ii.
9 Cf. Roymans 2004, ch. 3; Whittaker this volume.
first of all politically, by admission to the local community of πολιται through the granting of citizenship. If, in contrast to the Macedonians, the Greeks in Babylon did not form an ethnic township but were living across the town (something we do not know as the living quarters of the city are hardly excavated), the Babylonian sources suggest they were easily recognisable by different habits, the practice of anointing the body with oil when visiting the gymnasion being mentioned as a case in point.

Ethnic communities of expatriates are also a regular phenomenon in the Roman empire. Well represented are groups of tradesmen and soldiers, for whom the diaspora was a kind of natural habitat. Until well into the 2nd century AD, members of these ethnic associations were often peregrini (non-citizens). Derks cites the example of the cives Remi originating from the area around modern Reims and living at Xanten on the Rhine. After having survived some unidentified troubles, they joined together to consecrate a temple to one of their patron gods, whilst thanking the emperor for their protection. Ethnic groups in the auxiliary units of the Roman army were more constrained. Although they were perfectly integrated into the Roman military community at large and participated in the official army religion, as Derks and Whittaker show, they occasionally joined together to act on their own behalf, especially for the worship of the patron deities of their ethnic communities. Following Rome’s general attitude towards religious affairs, Roman army authorities allowed such collective acts of worship by ethnic sections of the Roman auxilia as an addition to official army religion rather than as a replacement of it. Within the army (and especially within the auxilia) ethnic sentiments were thus inevitably always present in the background and, in times of crisis, could be easily mobilised against the empire. To what this could lead, is clearly exemplified by the revolts of Batavi and Mauri.

To put the above in a slightly larger context, it may be useful to briefly focus our attention on one particular form of ethnic club which has not been discussed in this volume, namely that of the conventus civium Romanorum, the associations of Roman citizens in a particular town or province of the empire. These associations, predominantly consisting of, again, tradesmen and businessmen, were intended for defending their interests and privileges in interactions with the host communities and protecting them against potential attacks. While their privileged position was perhaps comparable to that of the Macedonian communities in the Alexandrian empire, they differed fundamentally regarding their frames of reference. The citizenship of the πολιται in Babylon was strictly local and confined to the town of Babylon itself. The cives Romani, however, whilst being organised as local clubs, symbolically referred to a community that was scattered across the entire Roman empire. Judging by their legal position and its frame of reference rather than their (sometimes very heterogeneous) geographical backgrounds, such ‘communities of Roman citizens’ are not essentially different from other ethnic diaspora. As Whittaker points out, such a conceptualisation of Roman ethnicity may be of the highest importance for the ongoing debate on the issue of Romanisation: it takes us beyond the polemics of the cultural implications of Romanisation and focuses again on the question of how such a huge and ethnically heterogeneous empire managed to function as a successful symbolic community over such a long timespan.

Several papers in the volume discuss the impact of imperial categorisation on the ethnic map of the frontier zones of empires (Derks, Whittaker, Bazelmans). The Frisian case, presented by Bazelmans, provides the most extreme example. Bazelmans argues strongly for an archaeological discontinuity in the habitation of present-day Friesland between the 3rd and 5th centuries. Since there is also a gap of about three centuries between the latest Roman and earliest mediaeval sources that mention Frisians, he concludes that in the Merovingian period there would have been no groups left in the area who called themselves Frisians, and suggests that the name Frisia was re-introduced in the area when it became part of the frontier of the Frankish empire in the 7th century AD. Drawing on the traditions of classical Roman ethnography, the Frankish imperial elite was thus able to bridge a gap of several hundreds of years and, as an external power,
succeeded in re-vitalising an old ethnonym with a new content. The initiative may have been part of a conscious Merovingian strategy to reintroduce Roman names to enforce their claims on landed property which originally belonged to the Roman state. Paradoxically, the externally imposed ethnic self-identification ultimately became entrenched among inhabitants of present-day Friesland to such an extent that in the popular press Bazelmans’s recently published Dutch-language article has become most controversial!

As the Frisian case demonstrates, continuity of ethnic names does not necessarily coincide with an unbroken tradition of habitation. Whittaker presents other examples of this from the Roman frontier of North Africa, where in large areas nomadism was the rule rather than habitation in permanent settlements. The Romans ‘had no understanding of the nomadic concept of possession of terre de parcours nor of territory as “the science of movement”’, he writes, and continues ‘I am not sure that modern historians of Roman Africa have done much better’. According to Whittaker, this particular way of life may explain the occurrence of one and the same ethnonym at places that sometimes lie at enormous distances in time and space from each other. The examples also underline that, determined by modes of existence, the association of ethnic groups with a particular territory may be looser than is commonly assumed on the basis of nation-state models.

**MULTIPLE ETHNIC IDENTITIES AND THE INDIVIDUAL**

As we saw earlier, ethnic affiliation may be expressed at different scales of social organisation. According to context, individuals may thus identify with different ethnic groups of varying amplitude. Such identifications were tiered rather than mutually exclusive. Greeks, for instance, ‘had many different loyalties, of which being a Hellene was only one, and usually less important than loyalty to family, village, polis or to wider, ethnic groups (such as Arcadians)’, as Whittaker reminds us. ‘Context was all important as to which label was claimed’, he continues. The issue of multiple ethnic identity and the individual is raised in several papers.

In his discussion of a rich grave inventory from Mesagne in the Southern Italian district of Salento, tentatively dated to the 170s BC, Yntema tries to unravel the distinct group networks to which the deceased may have belonged. Drawing on Ennius, the famous contemporary Salentine poet who described his membership of multiple overlapping identity groups with the famous words ‘he had three hearts (tria corda) since he spoke Greek, Oscan and Latin’, Yntema concludes that the various sets of objects that accompanied the anonymous deceased (Rhodian wine amphorae, golden funerary crown and black gloss dinner set of Brindisi ware) are strong pointers of his reception in social networks of varying amplitude, only some of which may be described as ethnic. Given the choice of the location for the grave in the small, declining settlement of Mesagne rather than in boomtown Brundisium, the springboard to Greece, Yntema assumes that in the rapidly changing world of the time the deceased and his relatives deliberately stressed the family’s local roots in the Salentine peninsula.

Yntema’s ‘thick description’ of the Mesagne burial is valuable in itself, but (as the papers by Morgan and Crielaard show), also exceptional: in most other cases historical information of comparable detail is missing. For the issue of multiple ethnic identity more potential is to be expected from epigraphic data, as inscriptions can provide an unparalleled source for research into subjective and context based constructions of ethnicity at the level of the individual. As the papers by Crielaard and Derks show, the individual abroad identified himself above all with his local home community, i.e. the polis or the civitas. In the 6th century BC, East Greeks visiting temples in Egypt at Abu Simbel or in Naucratis in the Nile delta left their names, followed by references to their polis, on statues and small votive objects. Similarly, Roman auxiliary soldiers from the Lower Rhine who died abroad, normally referred to their home civitas (natione Batavus, Ubius) rather than the province (Germanus). A point of discussion is to what extent the overarching labels of an Ionian or Germanic identity were used in a selfascriptive sense: while Derks presents some evidence for its adoption among Germans in Rome and Britain, apart from the Homeric Hymn,
all references to an Ionian identity are made by non-Ionian contemporaries, such as those from Anatolia. Perhaps one of the conclusions we may draw is that since the political aspect of these macro-groups was weakly developed and only marginally present in the everyday experiences of most individuals, ethnic identity on the highest scale of identification was much less important to the people concerned.

The evidence presented by Crielaard and Derks is significant in at least one more sense: it points out, if necessary, that ethnicity is not just a matter of the aristocratic core of politicised groups such as poleis and civitates. Lower strata in society comprising mercenaries or tradesmen in the Egyptian case or auxiliary soldiers of the Roman army in the Lower Rhineland, were no less active agents in the continuous negotiation of ethnic identities. Their involvement contributed no less to the creation and reproduction of ethnic stereotypes.

ETHNICITY AND CLASSICAL ETHNOGRAPHY

Research on ethnicity in the ancient world tends to be textually driven, and, in our view, rightly so. This does not preclude, however, that the way in which such textual evidence is incorporated in the analysis may become a matter of concern, as it has indeed to several authors in this volume. In her strongly methodological paper on the Archaic Greek mainland, Morgan rightly observes that ‘attention has focused less on ethnicity as the process of situational identity creation and negotiation (...), and more on the outcomes of that process’ (our emphasis). Taking the rich documentation for Roman North Africa as an example (for which more than 400 ethnic names have been registered!), it becomes abundantly clear that, with the same tribal names disappearing and popping up again at huge distances in time and space from each other, a simple reliance on the outcome, i.e. on the recorded names, will not suffice. As Whittaker said, pinpointing names onto a map: that is not how ethnicity works.

Several complementary ways forward have been suggested. Morgan forces us ‘to re-examine past assumptions about the complex of relations from which individual communities were constituted’ and suggests examining the longer term history of identity construction. Woolf calls for a re-appreciation of ancient ethnographic accounts. Regarding their truth-value, scholars have taken widely differing positions, treating them as essentially fictional at one end of the spectrum, to assuming a broad veracity at the other. In the wake of postcolonial thinking, recent decades have seen the development of a strong current of cultural constructionist readings of ancient ethnography. With a certain amount of scepticism and inspired by parallels with early modern ethnographic writing in the New World, Woolf instead argues against such depreciation of classical ethnographic writing and draws our attention to ‘the concept of the middle ground, a particular form of stable co-existence in a colonial situation.’ Archaeologists will know these fields as the places of creative hybridisation, but for the generation of ancient ethnographic knowledge ‘the processes of investigation, documentation and systematisation that lie behind our largely classical accounts of ethnic identity in temperate Europe’ have hardly been explored, and certainly far less than the texts that resulted from them. In trying to form an image of these processes, Woolf focuses on men like the Frisian Cruptorix, a returned veteran of the Roman army who ‘passed back and forward between societies, becoming to some extent bi-cultural as well as bi-lingual’. As the ethnographer’s informants, these transcultural mediators translate the details of the local culture to the world of the ethnographer and his audience.

ETHNICITY, FOUNDATION MyTHS AND SANCTUARIES

All authors in the volume agree that ethnic communities cannot exist without tracing their origins back to some point in the past. However, this mythical origin of a society’s core group is no fixed given, but is subject to manipulation in the service of the present. As a result of changing constellations of power,
it can be changed and accommodated according to the new circumstances. This is what Gehrke calls ‘intentional history’ (intentionale Geschichte). Such accommodations of the origin myths of ethnic groups are discussed by Gehrke, Belayche, Roymans and Derks. Thanks to the rich documentation for the construction of Athenian identity in the aftermath of the Persian wars, Gehrke is able to present a detailed example of how communities, through ingenious interweaving of mythological and historical information, may have succeeded in the endeavour to present convincingly an account of the past that suited the needs of the present. For the Roman East, Belayche draws the attention to the different ways in which urban communities in Judaea re-shaped their past in a reaction to Roman imperialism: following the foundation of Colonia Aelia Capitolina, the town’s traditional myths were relegated to the margin to make way for Rome’s classical myths of origin, now prominently displayed on local coin emissions, whereas Judaean towns with municipal status largely kept their Hellenistic myths of origin. Similarly, Derks assumes that in the colonies of the Roman West (Cologne, Xanten) mythical cycles of the former tribal groups were marginalised and in the end made way for the imperial ideology of descent associated with the foundation of Rome.

To the archaeologist, the great sanctuaries of civic religion, as well as the meeting places of ‘international’ cult communities (koina), offer perhaps the best possibilities for gaining access to ethnic constructs of the past at different scales of social organisation. These sites constitute the concrete anchoring points in the landscape where the polity’s core values – as exemplified in its tradition of origin – were transmitted to the wider community through recitals, dramatic performances and collective rituals. Judging by the widespread phenomenon of large scale public investment in the monumentalisation and embellishment of civic sanctuaries and their amenities, they functioned as embodiments of the local identity par excellence. This, however, also made them vulnerable to manipulation by those wanting to rewrite history. The most extreme form of this are attempts by warring parties to assault and destroy the enemy’s most important sanctuaries, examples of which are cited by Crielaard.

The role of sanctuaries in the construction of ethnic identity is explicitly discussed by Crielaard, Strobel and Roymans. By placing the waxing and waning of local and supra-local sanctuaries in East Ionia in the context of regional political developments, Crielaard concludes that, after an initial dominance of local over supra-local or regional identity, a nascent East Ionian identity gained importance in the 6th century BC, especially in the time of the Lydian and Persian expansions. The Persian wars brought a dramatic shift in the balance of power, which, according to Crielaard, must have forced the East Ionians to rigorously rewrite their tradition. The introduction of the Roman imperial cult at Galatian sanctuaries in Pessinous, Ankyra and Tavium in the Early Imperial period provides another example of the important role of sanctuaries in the reproduction of local and supra-local identities, as well as their flexible accommodation to changed balances of power. In his final discussion of the Hercules cult of the Lower Rhine area, Roymans points out the importance of rites associated with the human life cycle. The initiation rites of young males, partly fulfilled within the precincts of the Batavian sanctuaries such as that at Empel and archaeologically visible in the prominent deposition of weaponry and coins, provided an important stage for the transmission of the core values to the entire male population of Batavian society.

**Ethnicity and Gender**

The papers gathered in this volume give remarkably little attention to the role of women in the construction of ethnic identities. If authors are explicit about gender, it is males who dominate the discussion. Warriors and mercenaries figure in the papers by Crielaard, Strobel and Roymans, whereas their ‘civilised’ counterparts, the ethnic soldiers of the Roman army, are prominently present as agents of ethnicity in those by Whittaker and Derks. If the battlefield may be associated with men, women play important binding roles in terms of procreation and marriage. This is true in mythology as much as in
real life. There is, for instance, a striking difference between the sexes in origin myths: whereas founding heroes or ancestor gods of ethnic communities are generally male, females, especially kings’ daughters, often play an important role in constructing new lines of descent or explaining fusion between ethnic groups. According to the standard pattern in origin myths of royal lineages in the frontier of the Roman North, for instance, Hercules, writes Roymans, sires a son by the daughter of a local king, and the son subsequently becomes eponymous for a city or ancestor of a people. In real life, in situations of ethnic polarisation between groups, women may play a similar diplomatic function. According to Whittaker, ‘exogamy is the most effective destroyer of ethnic boundaries, even if it also encourages greater strategic manipulation of ethnicity’. If ethnicity is particularly relevant in politicised contexts, the centrality of such contexts in much research may explain why the role of women has been underrepresented so far. In line with their different gender roles, we would expect men and women to have different ethnic markers. Engendering ethnicity may be one of the tasks for future research on the topic.

We wish to express our gratitude to all authors for their contribution to what have been two most inspiring meetings. All discussions took place in a pleasant, open-minded and constructive atmosphere. Although we initially planned to publish the papers in the short term, things developed differently. As a result of the first author of these lines acquiring a permanent position at VU University, the editorial process had to be drawn out over a much longer period of time than had been foreseen. We are convinced, however, that the volume has not lost its topicality and wish to thank the authors for their patience and, in many cases, their willingness to update their papers.

Finally, it is our pleasant duty to hereby thank all who have contributed to the success of this project. The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research and VU University facilitated the first meeting in Amsterdam. The Valkhof Museum in Nijmegen, and especially its director Marijke Brouwer, deserves our gratitude for hosting the second meeting. Annelies Koster and Louis Swinkels were most helpful in ensuring the smooth and successful running of this event. Our gratitude also goes to Luuk de Blois, who willingly accepted the invitation to chair the discussions. In preparing the papers for the press, the help and professional experience of Bert Brouwenstijn, who was responsible for the final layout of the volume, has been indispensable. Paul Beliën (Geld- en Bankmuseum, Utrecht) and Louis Swinkels helped us out with literature and images we would have been unable to find otherwise. Annette Visser (Auckland, New Zealand) undertook the painful task of translating or correcting the English of most of the contributions by non-English speaking authors. Finally, we thank the staff of Amsterdam University Press, in particular Jeroen Sondervan, for their patience and help in the final stage of production. We would like to devote the last lines of this introduction to our academic colleague and friend Dick Whittaker. While wrapping up the editing of this volume, we received the sad news of the fatal illness which had struck him in his country home in Southern France. On November 28, 2008, Dick Whittaker passed away. We deeply regret that he did not survive to see the final publication of this volume. The academic world has lost in him a great scholar and a most congenial colleague. This volume is dedicated to his memory.

Amsterdam
December 2008
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I INTRODUCTION

The construction and expression of individual and group identity has been one of the most extensively explored aspects of the history and archaeology of Early Iron Age and Archaic Greece in the past few years. Particular attention has been directed towards ethnic identity, and especially the ways in which political communities and sub-groups drew upon the great ‘tribal’ identities of the Greek world (Dorian, Ionian, Achaian etc.) as part of the wider discourses through which social proximity or distance were articulated. Considerable progress has also been made in understanding the more general role of ethnic claims of all kinds in the rhetoric of political association within and beyond the old Greek world, emphasising that in the open, interconnected Mediterranean prior to 480, the language of association was more powerful than that of exclusivity, let alone ethnic purity.

Yet if there is broad consensus on the importance of ethnicity, the kind of situations in which it came into play, and its basic nature as a process of identity construction, there is less agreement about how the process and its outcomes should be traced and interpreted in the record. This is not wholly a reflection of different historical circumstances. This article focuses on the neglected area of research strategy with particular reference to the early Greek mainland. I have chosen this period and area partly because, by

---

1 I am grateful to Ton Derks and Nico Roymans for their hospitality at a most stimulating round table discussion. I thank my fellow participants, Sofia Voutsakis and Thomas Heine Nielsen, for valuable discussion of issues raised. This article was prepared when my book, Early Greek states beyond the polis (published in 2003) was at press. Its aim was to emphasise key issues addressed in that book and to focus on methodology. Five years on, were I to write afresh under the same title the results would be very different—both my own work and the field in general have moved in a variety of new directions. Yet there seems still to be merit in summarising the main issues addressed in Early Greek states and considering the rationale for the book. It is in this spirit that this chapter is presented with minimal updating.

2 See, for example, Crielaard in this volume; Hall 1997.

3 Hall 1997, chapter 3; Horden/Purcell 2000, 396–400; Morgan 2003, 1–4.
contrast with other cases discussed in this volume, the limited and specific role of writing throws into particularly sharp relief the role of material objects as a means of communication. More particularly, however, changing views of state formation, a major framework around which ethnicity may operate, are of particular importance. In this context, the political dimension of ethnicity should be conceived both in terms of the process of making claims to a particular stake in a community and in the way in which particular forms of discourse may become the dominant mode of authority. Indeed, recognition that political communities defined primarily in ethnic or the polis/place terms were in practice tiered rather than mutually exclusive forms of association begs the question of the processes by which political salience came to be accorded to a particular set of associations in each local set of circumstances.

In this article, I follow Orlando Patterson’s definition of ethnicity as, ‘that condition wherein certain members of a society, in a given social context, choose to emphasise as their most meaningful basis of primary, extrafamilial identity certain assumed cultural, national or somatic traits.’ Ethnicity is a continuing process of choice, manipulation and politicisation, highlighting traits accorded active importance (either by the group themselves or in response to outsider perceptions) in the structuring and expression of socio-political relations within the community and in relation to outsiders. The aim should therefore be to move beyond outcome to trace process, emphasising the strategy of definition according to context rather than on the precise criteria chosen (indeed, ethnically salient criteria are rarely objectively definable). While Patterson’s approach has been criticised as instrumentalist, it seems inevitable that ethnic identity will be claimed or exploited to mask some other political and/or economic purpose. One should not be surprised to find that groups sometimes consciously or unconsciously obscure certain intentions to reach particular goals, or if unforeseen benefits or consequences resulted. More seriously, it is misleading to separate and privilege other explanations (economics or gender, for example), not least since ethnic discourse generally draws on whatever is seen (by insiders or outsiders) best to articulate the distinctive nature of the group concerned in the social context in which it operates. As this observation highlights, ethnic identities can arise both from insider perceptions and from the views of outsiders subsequently internalised. But especially under circumstances such as those of early Greece, where there was no overarching bureaucracy to provide classifications of groups distinct both from asserted ethnicities and localised political organisations (even though there are strong hints of the existence of such groups in a tantalisingly fragmentary epigraphical record), and where much depends on modern assessments of diverse source material, the question of ‘cultural’ as opposed to ‘ethnic’ identity is highly problematic. Since modern analytical perceptions are fundamental to the etic aspects of ethnic construction, we should at least be aware of the much-debated issue of the extent to which ‘cultural identity’ is a product of modern classification with no intrinsic explanatory power, leaving strong expressions in the record to be explained in other terms. We will return to these questions later.

2  MEDITERRANEAN INTERCONNECTIONS

It may seem strange to begin an article on the Greek mainland by focusing on the western colonial world. But this is done partly because innovative research in this area is directly relevant to my approach to the old Greek world, and partly because the extent and complexity of long-term interconnections make it hard to justify treating the two regions as fundamentally different. These connections beg assessment of the contexts and social registers in which various forms of relationship were expressed, and ethnicity thus created and enacted.

5 Morgan 2001b, 76-77; Morgan 2003, 10-11.
In Sicily and Magna Graecia new communities, more or less directly derived from one or (frequently) more differently constituted mother cities or ethne scattered across the old Greek world, were forced to define and redefine themselves in relation to their Greek and native neighbours as well as to their mainland geographical, political and ethnic heritages. This process certainly exploited old Greek ‘tribal’ affiliations, which thus acquired new associations and meanings. Ira Malkin has emphasised the way in which the migratory nature of Sparta’s Dorian ‘charter myth’, centred on the return of the Herakleidai, served both as a paradigm and a rich source of imagery for her real or claimed colonising ventures in the varied circumstances of Sicily and South Italy, North Africa, the Peloponnese and the islands. Achaian identity is even more complex, encompassing as it did a range of evocative and variously emphasised epic, North Peloponnese and Achaian colonial geographical associations which could be developed in different ways according to context. Affiliations of this kind were from time to time explicitly expressed via a wide variety of civic material statements, ranging from coin imagery to the development of particular cults. Indeed, despite long-standing scholarly emphasis on metropolitan origins, certain cults which achieved prominence in western cities drew on a range of ethnic, geographical and political associations wider than those offered by the mother city alone. In the case of Hera, for example, one should note in addition to local cults, her wider Peloponnese role and the epic Achaian connections of the Argolid, home to one of her most renowned sanctuaries. Equally, the myth charter of Metapontine Artemis owes less to metropolitan Achaia (where Artemis was worshipped from the mid-8th century onwards at Ano Mazaraki) than to Artemis’ place in epic tradition. Bacchylides’ epinikian X (XI) for Alexidamos of Metapontion places the immediate origins of the cult in Azanian Lousoi, at a sanctuary established by Proteus during his successful endeavour to be reunited with his daughters, who had wandered for thirteen months through Arkadia after their flight from Argos to Tiryns.

Investigation of the material expression of ethnic identity has certainly not been confined to purely public contexts. Potential for the material expression of group identity has increasingly been recognised in diverse aspects of lifestyle – choice of food products, for example, and the manner of their preparation and presentation. Here one might cite the circulation of the distinctive indigenous Sicilian amphora types which probably held honey or the native drink hydromele, shape preferences in cooking vessels which relate closely to the manner of food preparation. Likewise, imported tablewares may, in addition to expressing wealth and status, affect behavioural matters like portion size, what is served communally or individually, or how provision is made for individual foods. Attic serving and drinking shapes in the context of Black Sea colonial domestic assemblages and local elite graves are such a case. Such forms of shared conduct contribute to perceptions of communal traditions just as much as the kinds of public monument and ritual (notably tomb cults) on which attention has often focused (see further below). But since both private and public manifestations of this kind can operate in a variety of social registers,

---

6 For a recent critique of state focused interpretations of early colonial settlement, stressing private enterprise, mixed groups, and the diversity of claims for settlement origins, see Osborne 1998, and compare the fuller archaeological picture presented by Yntema 2000.
7 For a review with bibliography, see Morgan 1999a.
10 Parise 2002. One does not have to follow the wider economic arguments of Papadopoulos 2002 to appreciate the use of specific imagery.
13 For a much later illustration of this point, see Joyner 1997.
15 Morgan 2004; Morgan forthcoming a.
from family to ethnos or polis, it is essential to understand both the specific local context and the wider patterns of behaviour within which it fits.

By contrast, the long-standing focus on typology, reading ethnic significance into the forms and styles of buildings and artefacts, has rightly come under critical scrutiny as the various interconnected aspects of the origin, reception and adaptation of particular forms and designs, the location and mode of production, the identity of producers and the nature and source of the materials used have been disentangled and reappraised. Radically different interpretations may result, as the case of the indigenous settlement at Morgantina in the eastern Sicilian interior well illustrates. Here a 6th-century phase of construction, in mud brick but featuring tiled roofs with architectural terracottas, succeeded (and in places overlapped chronologically with) ‘indigenous’ Early Iron Age longhouses. Together with the popularity of Greek imports, especially pottery, in contemporary graves and in the settlement on and around the Citadella acropolis, this change (characterised as ‘urbanisation’) was long taken as evidence of Greek settlement, with an accelerated process of ‘Hellenisation’ enhanced by contact with the Greek colony at Gela. Yet consideration of the individual contexts involved produces a more complex picture. The public buildings which featured so-called Greek-style roofs, and on occasion terracotta moulded frieze decoration, accommodated not only cults accessible to all elements of the population, but also in the case of the so-called Four Room Building, long-established local institutions (such as elite dining). In form, these buildings owe as much to other parts of Italy, Etruria in particular, as the Greek world. Equally, the burial record shows strong continuity in grave offerings and tomb types (favouring chamber tombs). Imported fine pottery reinforced established shape preferences (symposium equipment for use in communal dining for example), whereas cooking pots and vessels closely linked with food preparation remained predominantly local.

As both Claire Lyons and Carla Antonaccio have emphasised, the limited nature of the behavioural changes implied by the use to which imports and local copies were put at Morgantina hardly implies a change in population. Rather, the site is typical of a number of inland indigenous centres in adopting a range of material goods (apparently an eclectic range, although that may be a hellenocentric perception) in a general context of elite aggrandisement. Imports formed part of a prestige goods economy whereby local chiefs exploited connections with a Greek colony such as Gela to acquire the material trappings with which they could enhance their own status. That they asserted control over trade in some way seems uncontroversial, although the exact mechanisms employed are harder to reconstruct. Equally, one might debate the extent of direct elite intervention in the production and distribution of the local commodities used in this exchange. At Morgantina, as elsewhere, there are clear links between wealth, status and a construction of identity which plays on both Greek and Sikel affiliations – in language for example, as well as the kind of material statements noted above. Indeed, this interplay between ethnic claims and social status serves to reinforce my introductory remarks about the general unhelpfulness of over-precise classification of behaviours. The basic point is that a local hierarchy asserted its power by reference to its ability to exploit, and likely command and control, connections with the colonial world. Under such circumstances, it is hardly surprising to find that what has been seen as ‘Hellenisation’ (although might better be described as *bricolage*) and the beginnings of assertion of indigenous identities emerged at much the same time.

---

16 The issue of the social register(s) in which Thessalian funerary cults operated is discussed by Morgan 2003, 192-195.

17 See, for example, papers in Crielaard/Stissi/Van Wijngaarden 1999. Papadopoulos 1997 raises important issues while focusing strongly on producer mobility.

18 Evidence and arguments are summarised by Antonaccio 1997; see also Leighton 1993, chapter 5.

19 Neils 1991; Lyons 1996 chapters 3, 8; summarised by Morgan 1999a, 97-114.

20 Antonaccio/Neils 1995.

The innovative work done in many parts of Early Iron Age and Archaic Italy rests not only on recognition of the pragmatic and ideological issues surrounding the definition of personal and group status which flowed from the mixing and juxtaposition of populations, but also on critical historiographical approaches to the retrospective (and outsider) ethnographical narratives of Thucydides and Herodotos in particular.22 With the significant exception of Crete, the remainder of the Greek world has rarely been problematised in the same way. Yet connections between different parts of the Mediterranean operated on such a complex range of social, political and economic levels that it is hard not to see the different kinds of group identity, constructed on the basis of more or less shared social, political and economic referents, as part of a single spectrum. This is not to suggest that any wider Hellenic identity resulted from 8th-century colonisation. Whatever sense of Greekness emerged in the colonial west at this stage was neither strong enough nor construed so as to be useful back on the mainland: nor was it sufficiently distinct to serve as a mirror in which settlers could contemplate their shared identity.23

Despite substantial evidence for the role of private (even anti-establishment) enterprise in early colonisation, in Robin Osborne’s words, ‘the model of a human colony remains tied up with states’.24 It is not necessary to infer any direct transfer of political organisation between colony and mother-city to understand that early settlers in the west brought with them a diversity of experience in the construction and complexity of political identity, and the role of what have come to be seen as key elements of it (such as city life). Consideration of just two of the regions particularly prominent in 8th-century western colonisation, Corinth and Achaia, supports this point. By the time of colonisation, both had long been engaged in a complex network of interconnections along the Gulf, in the Ionian Islands and Italy (albeit in the case of Achaia not specifically with the areas later colonised). These connections certainly expanded and shifted in geographical focus during the 8th century, but they date back at least to Protogeometric times in the case of Corinthian links with Otranto, and for Achaia into the Late Bronze Age.25 The extent of the material debt of the Achaeian colonies to Peloponnesian Achaia and the wider Gulf milieu has convincingly been shown to be much greater than previously thought, with attention focusing both on the stylistic similarity of the earliest colonial pottery to that of the northern Peloponnesian (which was already in circulation in various parts of the west), and on the variety of stylistic influences and connections evident in homeland Achaian production.26

But if Corinth and Achaia were more or less equally engaged in international navigation and trade well before the establishment of settlements abroad, greater contrasts are evident in their domestic social

22 Antonaccio 2001; Morgan 1999a, 87-92, noting extensive previous bibliography. On the colonies within the later Bosphoran Kingdom, see Morgan 2004, chapter 3 (on tablewares); Morgan forthcoming a.


24 Osborne 1998, 252.

25 For a general review, see Morgan 2003, 213-222. Eder 2003 discusses Late Bronze Age connections; for Corinth: D’Andria 1995; Yntema 2000, 23-32, considers the evidence in the wider context of Salentine settlement development; Morgan 1998 on patterns of Corinthian contact, with full bibliography. Dehl 1984 remains a fundamental study of the distribution of 8th-century Corinthian fineware in Italy, although one should allow the likelihood of an admixture of Italic and perhaps Corinthianising among supposedly Corinthian imports.

26 Coldstream 1998; Tomay 2002. Papadopoulos 2001 is both broader in scope and more questionable, since the catalogue (not always based on autopsy) conflates under the heading of Achaia or Achaianising stylistically similar vases of various dates locally produced in different parts of the Gulf and with clear local stylistic pedigrees (a point also emphasised by Tomay 2002, 350). The notion of a single style source for this pottery is in itself highly problematic, privileging as it does what we now choose to perceive as the most important centre(s) – a risky exercise especially at a time when archaeology in the north west in particular is producing a wealth of new evidence. The primacy which Papadopoulos accords to (‘Magna’) Achaia is reminiscent of older assessments of Corinth, and a retrograde step in evaluating the true complexity of interactions.
and political organisation, and thus in the experience of group affiliations and identity expression which colonists might carry with them. Of all Greek states constructed simply as poleis, Corinth saw perhaps the closest and most consistent association of a territory, a single dominant settlement centre, and identification with the regional ethnic. ‘Corinthios’ is first attested as the name of the dedicator of a wooden votive plaque at Pitsa in the latter part of the 6th century, but it should probably also be read on a local plate from Megara Hyblaea around a century earlier.\textsuperscript{27} Even though a number of important secondary settlements outside the city centre of Corinth were established or expanded markedly through the late Archaic and Classical period,\textsuperscript{28} sub-regional ethnics remain rare. The earliest individual to describe himself in these terms, En[t]imidas Solygeatas, dedicated a bronze bowl to Poseidon at Isthmia at some point during the Archaic period, but we have to wait until the second half of the 4th century for the next secure instance (Agathon Kromnites).\textsuperscript{29} In Achaia, the coastal zone has produced evidence of large settlements (such as Aigion)\textsuperscript{30} which, even allowing for problems of preservation and the limitations of rescue archaeology, appear similar to contemporary centres within poleis. In many respects, a settler from this area would carry with him much the same practical experience of ‘city life’ as a contemporary Corinthian. Taking Achaia as a whole, however, very different local trajectories in the mesogeia, the north coast, the area of Patras, and Dyme, contribute to a much more complex regional picture.\textsuperscript{31} But while this might lead us to expect that local affiliations would predominate, colonial identity was in fact constructed in the regional ethnic register, even though there is scant evidence to suggest that this was politically salient in any other context at this time (when only the frontier with Arkadian Azania was strongly marked). Indeed, sources linking specific sites in mainland Achaia with colonial myth-histories tend to be late and inconsistent.\textsuperscript{32} Various (mutually compatible) explanations may be advanced. Mixed groups of colonists might have found common ground only at this level, epic connotations may have been attractive from the start, or in a context of intensive maritime activity, Achaia could already have come to serve as a general shorthand description, perhaps initiated by outsiders, for this part of the north Peloponnesian coast.

Clearly, the experiences brought by Achaians and Corinthians to their new colonial foundations must be set within a longer and more complex history of interactions between Italian and old Greek communities. While this is often considered in terms of commodity exchange and movement of people, it is also important to consider the frameworks of (usually elite) shared behaviour which arose through the 8th century, and fostered traits such as the adaptation of imagery, affectation of foreign dress, ritualised friendship, or the use of overseas contexts to heighten established behaviour patterns.\textsuperscript{33} A good illustration of this can be found in the 8th-/early 7th-century votive deposit at the sanctuary at Aetos on Ithaca, located in the middle of what appears to be an elite residential area, beside an important longhouse. Portable dedications, which are mostly either personal ornaments or small bronzes, reflect connections and ideas about status display drawn from a wide arc of contacts, from southern Italy through Macedonia,

\textsuperscript{27} Wachter 2001, 156-157, COP App1Ad (Pitsa), 200-201, DOC 3 (Megara Hyblaea, c. 625-600).
\textsuperscript{28} E.g. by modern Perachora, Kromna, and the large sherd scatter present on Rachi Boska: Wiseman 1976, 36, 66-70; Tartaron et al. 2006, 494-513.
\textsuperscript{29} Raubitschek 1998, cat.48; Wiseman 1976, 10. The one possible instance in the intervening period, an inscription naming Timos Teneos on the lip of an Attic black-figure band cup of ca. 540-530 from Sellada on Thera, could be a genitive patronymic, and the identification of the script as Corinthian is controversial: Το Έργον της Αρχαιολογικής Εταιρείας 1961, 209, fig. 224; Wiseman 1976, 14, note 8.
\textsuperscript{30} Papakosta 1991, 236-237.
\textsuperscript{32} Morgan/Hall 1996, 199-213; Morgan 2002; Morgan 2003, 176-187.
\textsuperscript{33} Malkin 2002 offers analogous reflections. This phenomenon has been most fully evaluated in the context of later Archaic and Classical Athens: see among extensive literature Cohen 2001 on dress; Miller 1991, chapter 7 on dress and personal ornament, noting also her more general discussion of reception in chapter 10.
central Greece and the Peloponese, and out to Crete and Cyprus. Ithacan figurative iconography, found almost exclusively at this sanctuary, includes a unique body of highly ritualised imagery on vessels likely used in cult activities. This incorporates traits from a range of Italian, mainland Greek (Corinthian, Attic and Euboian) and Near Eastern sources, and include depictions of chariots, side-saddle male riders, and long robes worn by male participants in ritual events – all traits which could themselves be deployed in the expression of a variety of personal identities – involving a complex of social connotations which may or may not have been transferred with the image.34 Ritualised friendship was not an exclusively Greek institution: it merely required that the partners involved were of equal status, and early instances involve non-Greeks with great frequency.35 It is therefore interesting to speculate about the origin of the ‘guest-friend, personal friend, and faithful companion’ greeted in an inscription of c. 700 (the earliest so far attested in Achaian script) on a long-necked conical oinochoe from Aetos.36

The appearance of non-Greek objects in Greek ritual contexts has frequently given rise to debate about the identity of their dedicators and the rationale for their deposition. Lavish Italian, and especially Sicilian, metal dedication at Olympia from the late 9th- (and especially the mid-8th) century onwards is such a case, and one of particular interest given the later history of Italian dedication (notably of treasuries) and, especially in the case of Sicily, often highly successful participation in the Olympic games.37 Explanations range from offerings by elite Italian voyagers to dedications by colonial Greeks at a prestigious old world sanctuary which lay conveniently outside the territory of their motherlands, or the gifts of Greek traders or pirates (noting the high proportion of weapons involved). Weapons could be practically connected with the violence often associated with colonialism, yet their display, as that of metal resources in general, was of growing importance to the expression of elite (‘princely’) male status in burials in several parts of Italy, especially the broader Tyrrenian region encompassing the Bay of Naples, Campania and Latium, from the late 8th century onwards, coincident with the greatest volume of dedications at Olympia.38 In other words, this is exactly how one would expect an Italian aristocrat to express his status should he choose to do so in the heightened context of an overseas sanctuary (and the importance of the agon at Olympia in particular is crucial). These explanations are not mutually exclusive, and it is likely that Olympia was an institution meaningful in different ways within a range of different social and political systems.

Bridge-building behaviours and mechanisms of this kind, while prominent in the colonial world, are hardly confined to it, and instances elsewhere in Greece should be seen as part of a continuum. They often draw upon ethnic language and connections. Thus, for example, xenos-derived names include regional ethnics,39 here too used at a time when they are unlikely to have had more than a limited state-political salience. Peisistratos’ choice of the name Thessalos for his son40 reflects a focus on the regional level of identity (via Thessaly’s eponymous hero) presumably shared by those with whom he had close ties of friendship, and it is tempting to suggest that the same was true of Ptoiodoros of Corinth, whose son Thessalos won the Olympic diaulos in 504.41

---

34 Morgan 2001a (noting that the single exception is a kantharos exported to Pithekoussai, and that no such evidence has been found elsewhere on Ithaca); Morgan 2006. The wider cult and material connections of the sanctuary at Aetos are fully assessed by Symeonoglou 2002; Morgan forthcoming b.
35 Herman 1987, 10-13 (see also appendix A).
38 Cinquantaquattro 2001, 123-130; d’Agostino 1999; Prin-cipi, see esp. 225-227 with associated catalogue references. The extent to which this escalation reflects local entry into wider aristocratic value-schemes centred on honour and valour is well discussed by Crielaard 2000.
39 The phenomenon is discussed in the wider context of xenia and naming by Herman 1987, 19-22.
40 Thucydides 1.20.2, 6.55.1.
41 Pindar, Ol. 13.35.
How, then, may we approach issues of this kind in the specific circumstances of the early Greek mainland? Problems surrounding the material and historical analysis of ethnic identity as constructed and expressed on a supra-state level are considered in Jan Paul Crielaard’s discussion of the Panionion in this volume. Rich and important as this level of analysis is, especially when it also gives a place to some of the comparatively poorly understood associations that self-consciously constituted themselves in such terms, it is not the focus of this present paper. In recent years, a number of studies have been devoted to ethne – to those states primarily defined, at least by the 5th century, in terms of a regional, rather than the city (polis), identity. These cover a wide spectrum of development, ranging from that of Phokis, where the 6th-century emergence of a koinon followed the violent end of the Thessalian occupation,42 to Arkadia, where the politicisation of the regional ethnic proceeded slowly and in parallel with that of city and sub-regional (‘tribal’) ethnics,43 or Triphylia, created wholly anew from an early 4th-century association of local poleis,44 and the elusive Archaic Azanes of northern Arkadia.45 These studies focus on more local salience, with the aim of tracing the circumstances (place, location and actors) under which an ethnic (usually regional) was deployed with active political intent. As is plain from this now extensive body of work, on a variety of levels beneath that of the great panhellenic ‘tribal’ identities, ethnic expression was crucial to the construction and subsequent definition and redefinition of the various identities to which an individual might subscribe under different circumstances.

At the heart of the discussion, therefore, is the issue of when and how social groups opened and closed, with particular kinds of identity created and deployed, and how this changed over time. Reconstructing the contexts which frame and determine the form of such behaviour is a substantially (although far from exclusively) archaeological issue, but it demands a more sophisticated approach to the material record than has often been adopted. Drawing on the work of Bourdieu and Bentley, Siân Jones has emphasised the need to explore more fully the relationship between ethnicity and culture. Rather than resorting to the uninformative notion of cultural identity, she sees ethnic expression grounded in what, to use Bourdieu’s term, may be called the habitus (i.e. the ‘principles of generation and structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ and ‘regular’ without in any way being the product of rules’).46 Intersubjectivity is crucial here; the habitus does not merely define the contexts of ethnic expression and provide the pool of signifiers on which it draws, but shapes and is shaped by the form and effects of that expression.47 But before considering the archaeological implications of these propositions, it is worth pausing to assess how they compare with recent approaches to the process of defining ethnic identity in the early Greek world.

Social science literature reveals a considerable diversity of approaches to the definition of ethnicity, and especially to the range of personal or group identities to which the term may be applied (or with which ethnicity may be from time to time become so entwined as to make them an integral part of a specific investigation).48 This is echoed in recent work on early Greek ethnicity which raises various issues of considerable importance to the formulation of the kind of research designs discussed in this article. Perhaps the strongest recent advocate of a very restricted definition, Jonathan Hall, follows Max Weber in defining ethnicity strictly in terms of kinship (accepting that this may be fictive, and including also consubstantiality). Hall’s objection to polythetic definitions rests on what he sees as the limited heuristic potential of a concept defined by different means in different situations. To be useful in any comparative

---

42 McInerney 1999, chapter 7.
44 Heine Nielsen 1997.
46 Bourdieu 1977, 72.
47 Jones 1997, 87–100.
analysis, ethnicity must have a universal fundamental meaning. The social context in which it operates may vary, but the definition of the concept will not.49 One might reasonably doubt whether the impact of variation in social context upon ethnic expression would have been so slight as to make a monothetic definition of ethnicity automatically an effective (let alone the best) entrée to identification and analysis in all cases. If, as Frederick Barth argues, ‘ethnic categories provide an organizational vessel that may be given varying amounts and forms of content in different socio-cultural systems’,50 is the existence of an ethnic category more important than its content? A monothetic definition certainly facilitates broad, (often) cross-cultural comparisons as Hall rightly emphasises. And indeed, the existence of a number of common frames of reference (the pantheon,51 for example, or the swift spread of a common alphabet)52 in the otherwise highly diverse Archaic Greek world is itself striking. But as the local variations, accretions of meaning and patterns of deployment traceable in each case highlight, it is a significant step to infer conceptual centrality and uniformity of meaning of a criterion such as kinship simply from its ubiquity, especially as non-Greek peoples were included within the same frame of reference. In short, even if one broadly accepts Hall’s observations about the primacy of kinship, it remains only a part of the story. If ethnic identity is to have any historical import, the entire context of action must be reconstructed – in any case an essential step to a ‘thicker’ understanding of the rhetoric of kinship in each case.

Preference for a monothetic definition of ethnicity also has significant implications for our contemporary engagement with the ancient record in all its forms. It is undoubtedly true that Archaic Greeks used the language of kinship widely to describe a variety of key associations and relationships. But we are hardly bound to limit ourselves to accepting their conceptualisations at face value – that would be to risk self-fulfilling argument. The result may not be ‘wrong’, but it will be partial at best, and more importantly, deliberately or not, it downplays the critical input of the modern analyst. There are obvious (if usually unavoidable) risks in defining the generally recognised, empirical criteria required if we reject the relativist position of treating equally a plurality of perspectives on the past, and seek to evaluate competing interpretations. Especially in a field like ethnicity, the extent to which such judgements implicate scholars as arbitrators in contemporary political debate should not be underrated.53 In practice, most commentators are only too well aware of the implications of the extremes of empiricism and relativism, not least because both in their different ways limit personal responsibility. Either sound argument using correctly identified criteria must produce ‘correct’ results, making different interpretations automatically less valued, or the analyst’s standpoint is so fully integrated into the argument that different views cannot be independently evaluated. Most seek some kind of middle ground, accepting to varying degrees the existence of, and need to document plurality, with all that that implies for innovation in research design, but recognising the importance of critical evaluation. How this may be achieved is, of course, a much debated matter which could fill more than one further chapter. None of this negates Hall’s argument, nor is it intended to do so. But from a historiographical point of view, it is important to locate one’s chosen approach within the empirical-relativist spectrum and to recognise its consequences.

One important consequence of treating kinship as the sole criterion defining ethnicity is the specific nature of the media (i.e. written sources) from which it can be read directly. As Hall puts it, ‘ethnicity can be communicated archaeologically, but there can be no archaeology of ethnicity among societies who have left us no record.’54 At first sight, this conclusion casts into doubt the possibility of investigating an

49 Hall 2002, 11-12.
50 Introduction to Barth 1969, 14 (F. Barth).
52 See e.g. Johnston 1999.
53 Jones 1997, 10-12, 61-62. Childe 1933 illustrates the severity of such concerns in the past. It is worth recalling the formative role of Classical scholarship in anthropological analysis of kin-based social and political systems from the 19th century onwards: see e.g. Morgan 2003, 12-16, for a summary of approaches to tribalism with bibliography.
important social phenomenon (to judge from the very diverse usage of the word ethnos and its cognates in pre-Classical written sources)\textsuperscript{55} before the adoption of alphabetic writing in the 8th century. It also risks sideling the behaviour of a significant sector of the population who did not have access to (let alone control of) the genealogical discourse reported in written sources, or the skills and means of writing.\textsuperscript{56} It is not simply that relatively little contemporary written evidence survives. Early writing is a distinctive kind of artefact deployed for particular purposes, and only occasionally on the stone and pottery which survive archaeologically. It represents one register of communication, and we have only hints of the oral context within which it developed and functioned\textsuperscript{57} (for example in the construction of personal names, where the occasional use of regional ethnics has already been noted,\textsuperscript{58} or the oral histories which informed the great narrative syntheses of the 5th and 4th centuries).\textsuperscript{59} Graffiti in particular continue to be discovered, and it is certainly true that close examination of certain types of medium (notably rock outcrops in pasturelands) is now proving fruitful. But whether such evidence will radically change our current understanding remains debatable. Clearly, though, the overall pattern of deployment of written language in Archaic Greece is so different from the Hellenistic and Roman evidence discussed elsewhere in this volume, that unless major areas of early response to thought about identity are to remain an intellectual void, research designs must be shaped accordingly.

Hall's observation does, however, reveal a perception of archaeological analysis which should give pause for thought within the discipline. I have considerable sympathy for the implicit criticism of programmatic 'archaeologies' which is echoed in Nicholas Purcell’s review of \textit{The archaeology of Greek colonisation} that ‘the heavier the load of cultural ideology in the phenomenon, the stranger it sounds to have an archaeology of it’. As Purcell continues, this is ‘not to doubt, of course, that there is a material record relating to the contexts of … political manifestations, or that one could quite legitimately set out to investigate the ties and dissonances between the material record and the cultural history of politics in such a case. One would, however, expect to identify the delicacy of such a task in a programmatic statement of considerable sensitivity’.\textsuperscript{60} Without wishing to be unduly dismissive, many discussions of ethnicity in the old Greek world have tended to be rather narrowly channeled – even more so than in Ionia, the west, and in a somewhat different way, the Black Sea. By this I mean that they have generally emphasised the interaction of written and material evidence, with less attention paid to the more fundamental questions of the intellectual construction of the archaeological ‘record’ and the implications of shifts in our understanding of the socio-political construction of early Greek communities for the investigation of ethnic expression.\textsuperscript{61}

It is now generally accepted that a straightforwardly typological approach to reading ethnic expression in material data does not work. Indeed, it is unfortunate that so much time has had to be devoted to setting out what was wrong with past ‘ethnic’ readings of the Greek record, rejecting the idea of fixed

\textsuperscript{56} A point made strongly by Antonaccio 2001, 115–116.
\textsuperscript{57} For a full summary of the arguments, see Thomas 1992, 56–73.
\textsuperscript{58} The fact that ethnically based names are relatively rare raises the question of the circumstances of their use: Morgan 2003, 207–211. In the early Archaic period, before the accrual of any substantial prosopographical record, script remains the more common means of detecting the presence of foreigners. A case in point is the relatively large collection of late 8th- and 7th-century graffiti on local pots (and thus presumably written \textit{in situ}) from Kommos on Crete: Csapo/Johnston/Geagan 2000, cat.nos 11 (Euboian, dedicatory?), 17 (probably Attic rather than Euboian or Cycladic, owner’s mark), 19 (probably Boiotian, cf. Thessaly, Phokis or less likely Euboia, owner’s mark), 27 (probably Lokrian, Phokian or northern Boiotian, owner’s mark). See Csapo 1991 and 1993 for an overview.
\textsuperscript{59} Lasserre 1976.
\textsuperscript{60} Purcell 1997, 500.
\textsuperscript{61} The chief exceptions to the latter cluster in the colonial west: see e.g. Antonaccio 2001; Van Dommelen 2002; Yntema 2000.
cultural-material indicia to identify ethnic groups, since ultimately this adds little to the much broader debate about the nature, contemporary political exploitation, and analytical utility of archaeological "cultures". This is not to suggest that the act of classifying artefacts and mapping the distributions which form the palimpsests which we rationalise as cultures does not raise important questions about the behaviours underlying these patterns (i.e. the *habitus*). How do the various different territories of action add up to the political territory of a community (be it one which defined itself primarily as a polis or an ethnos)? And while it is tempting to focus on areas of confluence, where are the dissonances in each case? To cite but one example, the regional distinctions in fine pottery styles which were particularly evident in southern Greece during the 8th century have often been seen, implicitly or explicitly, as having political significance. This is certainly not an uncritical perception, nor is it generally construed in terms of individual state formation, as the correspondence between style and state political territories varies considerably, as does the extent of internal stylistic variation within regional schools. Such style groups could as well cover a single polis (as Corinth) as a region with several poleis (the Argolid) or a much wider area, like the western mainland (which thus came to be termed a *koine*). But political explanations must surely be underpinned by an understanding of attitudes to style and how these played out in context, as well the practical processes surrounding the creation and distribution of these vessels. How were particular shapes and types of decoration deployed in context, how did markets operate, and did producers specialise, have equal access to markets (a question also applicable to consumers), share facilities like kilns, or travel around?

A further major area of concern is how we conceive the political frameworks which form particularly potent contexts for the development and expression of ideas about ethnic identity (although they are far from the only such contexts). Put crudely, we form the picture of ethnicity which best fits our understanding of political organisation – and here the fundamental differences between the various Roman and Greek situations discussed in this book cannot be too strongly emphasised. Through much of the 19th and 20th centuries, scholarly interest focused on the autonomous polis as the *telos* of Greek state formation, and conceptions of ethnicity closely tied to the modern nation state suited this well. Hence the popularity of work such as that of Anthony Smith, which is deeply entwined with a modern nationalist agenda. Smith’s six criteria for the identification of an ethnic group (a collective name, shared history, common myth of descent, distinctive shared culture, association with a specific territory, and a sense of communal solidarity) echo the terms in which Anthony Snodgrass sought to trace the emergence of the polis from the 8th century onwards. Both isolate politicised social entities, but neither explore their precise nature in any given case. Such approaches do not cope well with nested political structures or with the phenomenon of transitory ethnicities and the loss of political salience: the implication of progress to nationhood should also be treated with great caution. Under certain circumstances, they may have heuristic value. Thus, for example, the Copenhagen Polis Centre’s collective study of Arkadia
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opens with Thomas Heine Nielsen’s application of Smith’s criteria to determine whether the Classical Arkadians could constitute an ethnic group. Subsequent contributors then proceeded to investigate the processes by which Arkadian identity evolved, when and how it was expressed, and how the overall ethnic affiliation compared with other forms of local, sub-regional and regional identity (settlements, cult communities, or networks of relations facilitating various subsistence and trading activities) over time. The book did not depend on Heine Nielsen’s conclusions, but the basic exercise was valuable. But in many other regions, the full implications of the problems raised by identification of the existence of ethnic groups, both in terms of the reading of archaeological evidence and our changing understanding of the structure of early Greek political communities, have yet to be explored.

Following from this polis-centred perspective, one approach to finding the material assertions of distinctiveness which may betoken ethnic expression involves establishing dominant group identity, perhaps the composition of the population, and the ground rules of social behaviour to which a ‘citizen’ would normally subscribe according to age, gender and status, and then looking for breaks in these rules. We seek regularities in the record which are interpreted as representing the norms of conduct by which citizens of a political community organise their lives – burying their dead, organising their cults and rituals, obtaining and use tools and utensils, or arranging their settlements. Deviance is assessed against this normative background, and these norms also enable us to evaluate the potential raw materials to which special cultural-political significance may be assigned as and when groups chose to assert an ethnic identity. This approach has indeed highlighted interesting situations. For example, Nicolas Coldstream, in comparing the nature and context of imported Attic pottery at Knossos and Lefkandi, showed how Knossians used imports to enhance established dining and funerary practices, whilst at Lefkandi, their appearance within distinctive and unusual burials following Athenian custom establishes a much stronger case for an assertively marked Athenian presence. In theoretical terms, however, this does not take us much beyond the historical-behaviourism of Gordon Childe, even if we tend to pay greater attention to the archaeology of ‘deviance’ (for want of a better term). In part this reflects the growing battery of scientific data that bring hitherto less accessible topics, such as attitudes to disease, disability and treatment of the body, within our purview. Hence work on subjects as diverse as attitudes to epilepsy in 9th-century Athens, or post-mortem treatment of the body. Yet such advances as have been made in these areas stem more from changes in the case material that can now be handled than from any increase in theoretical sophistication.

The same could be said of approaches to new kinds of site and context. The 8th-century settlement at Pithekoussai is such a case. Initially, it fostered considerable debate about its proper description within long-established categories (Phoenician or Euboian, colony or trading post). Only later did it prompt re-evaluation of such issues as attitudes to artefact style and the use and the role of imports which has had a considerable impact in other parts of the Greek world too (the presence and significance of imports in reconstructing putative pre-8th century Euboian settlement in Macedonia, for example). But the opposition between normal conduct and deviance upon which most such reconstructions rest is one-dimensional, and implies a degree of coherence and relative stability which is not always evident. Where circumstances are more complex, it does little to tease out the diverse ways in which the material record can reflect ethnicity. These objections do not apply to the concept of the habitus outlined above.
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78 Evidence from Elateia, studied by Profs. E and S. Reuer, will be of considerable interest in this respect.
The problem of assumed coherence leads us back to the issues raised earlier in this article, and to consider-
eration of the implications of more recent research into the nature of, and relationship between, poleis
and ethne in early Greece. The programme of the Copenhagen Polis Centre (CPC), while much debated,
has resulted in two solidly documented conclusions of particular significance for the present discussion.
First, communities which called themselves poleis were not always the autonomous, politically inde-
dependent entities commonly assumed on the nation-state model. They frequently existed within ethne
and in dependent relationships to each other (as is clear in many regions from Lakonia to Crete). As
I put it in 2003, ‘far from being distinct and alternative forms of state, poleis and ethne (operative at
regional, supra-regional or sub-regional level, as exemplified by the Arkadian ‘tribes’) were thus nested
tiers of identity with which groups could identify with varying enthusiasm and motivation at different
times’. I further commented on the way in which individuals’ social identities consisted of a palimpsest
of inherited and ascribed traits which were more or less important under different circumstances, and the
political identity of individual communities was constructed from a complex of associations, including
relationship to a polis, an ethnos or variously constituted groups within these, which could be differently
weighted to the perceived advantage of that community. In Early Greek states I also explored other forms
of (often extra-community) class or interest bond, such as ties of xenia or cult communities (certain of
which date back in one form or another to the Late Bronze Age–Early Iron Age transition, usually under-
going complex changes of constituency and/or interest representation over time, as illustrated in the case
of Kalapodi in Phokis). With hindsight, I could have paid greater attention to the existence of further
forms of association implied by the quite substantial number of epigraphical attestations, even though we
generally know little or nothing specific about them other than their name.

The second conclusion from the work of the CPC concerns the correlates of polis status, notably the
use of the city ethnic and a strong association with a dominant settlement centre, which seem to have
been in place by the end of the Archaic period at the latest. The term polis was applied to settlements
that were also central to a polis as a political community – and it is hard to find secure examples of poleis
that lacked such a physical centre. But it is less clear whether (and how) we can read back into the Early
Iron Age the political role (whatever its precise form) of settlements which appear prominent within
regional patterns, let alone whether the term polis should be applied (bearing in mind its great antiquity
and likely original meaning as an acropolis or stronghold). In practice, status tends to be judged on the
basis of site size, as while we have a growing body of detailed information on function obtained from
large-scale open area excavations like those of the Athenian Agora and Kerameikos, it remains the case
that most early big sites are reconstructed to a greater or lesser extent either from rescue excavations (as
at Argos, Aigion, Megara or Sparta) or surface remains located via survey. Indeed, most site hierarchies
proposed on the basis of survey data rest primarily on surface area, even though the thresholds involved
are rarely explicitly defined. But whatever the precise circumstances of each site, the issue of attaching
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political significance to big sites raises a wide range of questions, from the specific functions fulfilled by nucleated settlements to more general issues of the impact of proximal residence through the Early Iron Age. One important consequence of accepting tiered political identity is the final abandonment of the much criticised social evolutionary models which had the ethnos as the primitive precursor of the polis. But a concomitant of this proposition is reappraisal of the supposedly ‘advanced’ developments in city centres by which polis formation is sometimes gauged (town planning, for example, although one might reasonably doubt whether there is any such thing as an ‘unplanned’ settlement), recognising that, with its connotations of social health and progress, the notion of ‘urbanism’ (itself a neologism) may create anachronistic expectations. Indeed, it is important to emphasise that by the 8th century there are striking similarities in the appearance of big sites across the polis-ethnos spectrum as traditionally conceived; compare, for example, Argos with Pherai in Thessaly. If identification with a settlement centre was one point of articulation for personal or group identity, even if only in the sense of the place of primary residence, what other registers were there and how in practice did they differ? What issues arose from ‘city life’ in terms of the sociology of residence patterns, the maintenance of facilities and access to resources, how do these promote particular forms of identification, and what was conducted elsewhere (physically or in terms of supra-residential association) which could form a focus of identity that under the right circumstances might enter into ethnic discourse?

The Copenhagen programme raised important issues of the multiple registers in which the habitus was constructed in many areas of Greece, and thus the extent to which reading of ethnic claims must move beyond finding ‘breakage’ of ‘communal’ rules. This was the impetus behind Early Greek states beyond the polis, and the reason for structuring it as a series of explorations of the main forms of association with which adult males in the Early Iron Age were likely to be involved. I will not here repeat discussion of the case material in the book, but will rather concentrate upon the questions asked. Perhaps because discussions of ethnicity in the ancient world have tended to be textually driven (and it is surely no accident that more work has been done on text-rich later periods, especially state or imperial organisations with extensive bureaucracies), attention has focused less on ethnicity as the process of situational identity creation and negotiation (with all that this implies for understanding of specific context), and more on the outcomes of that process. Beginning from documents containing ethnic statements, one works to explore the situations to which they pertain as examples of ‘ethnicity in action’. The results can be weak in explanatory power, relying rather on contingent circumstances and the notion of mentalité. Partly in response to the circumstances of the Peloponnese and central Greece which have rich, understudied and often recently discovered early records, and partly through dissatisfaction with limited theoretical perspectives, I instead chose to work from the premise that ethnicity is a process of identity negotiation – the act of dialogue or argument whereby groups are seen to stake claims to social power usually via politicisation of a particular kind of identity. Since, as emphasised, an effective ethnic claim will draw on whatever is seen (by insiders or outsiders) best to articulate the distinctive and different nature of a particular group in the context in question, this approach avoids the pitfall of compartmentalising status and purpose. Part of the problem of trying to find clearly defined cases of ethnic expression lies with the desire for clarity and exclusivity. That is, if a phenomenon can be otherwise explained, this should take precedence over ethnicity. This is not to suggest that everything be conflated under one vague heading, merely that label-
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ling is not an end in itself, and as I have emphasised, the kind of politicised situations with which we are concerned should make us wary of empty terms such as 'cultural identity'.98 We cannot fully understand ethnicity as a means of exercising or claiming power (in the widest sense of rights of some kind or access to particular socio-political discourses) without understanding the framework within which each claim is made, recognising that many early Greek communities themselves contained formally defined, usually subordinate groups (the Thessalian penestai, for example).99 In other words, trying to trace the rationale for, and form of, a particular ethnic claim forces us to re-examine past assumptions about the complex of relations from which individual communities were constituted.

Reconstructing the chronological development of, and balance between, often highly localised ties of place and broader notions of people and/or geography in the construction of political identities is a particularly important challenge. One obvious question is which level of political integration came first in any particular region. Here the literary and epigraphical record offers little help, as both regional and city ethnics are quite rare before the late 6th century, and it is hard to trace any reliable chronological pattern in their use.100 The main exception, Homer, and especially the Catalogue of Ships in Iliad 2 with its exceptionally wide geographical coverage, would seem to offer strong evidence for regional ethnic consciousness.101 The date of Homer (let alone whether the Catalogue was created for the Iliad) is of course much debated, and one might also protest that the simple use of ethnic plurals is not evidence for their political significance. But the Catalogue is a muster list, and the way in which contingents are presented reflects opinions (of whom we cannot tell) of what is appropriate in such a context. Within individual regions, however, there is no evidence to prioritise ethnic over place identities. Indeed, with the exception of the Parrhasians, Arkadian contingents are presented exclusively in terms of toponyms. The Arkadian case is unusual, though, and in general regional entries variously combine specific toponyms, wider locations of residence, and regional and sub-regional ethnics, resulting in an overall picture which, as I put it in the case of Thessaly, frames in an highly abbreviated fashion what was probably a dynamic situation in terms of interlocking tiers of political affiliation and identity.102 Homer aside, most of the earliest attestations of the regional ethnic (usually attached to a personal name) occur outside the region in question, perhaps as a simple shorthand applied by, or directed to, outsiders uninterested in, or uncomprehending of, the complex identities possible in the home region. Thus, for example, in a likely Archaic instance,103 one Echembrotos described himself as Arkas on a tripod dedicated to Herakles at Thebes in celebration of a Pythian victory (and the place of dedication makes it plausible that Echembrotos was resident in Boiotia).104 Alternatively, there are hints of the later practice of using ethnics of both kinds in the home region in contexts, such as sanctuaries, frequented by foreigners or where locals and foreigners worked together.105 Hence, for example, the occasional appearance of regional-ethnic names among Archaic potter and painter signatures in the Corinthia (one Lokris and a name ending in –phoke on a pinax dedicated at Penteskouphia), as well as the Qorinthios noted above as a dedicator at Pitsa.106 If, as this rather fragmentary evidence implies, external perceptions were of particular importance in promoting the deployment of regional ethnics, one should not underrate the consequences for internal perceptions also.

100 On the distinction between the terms, see Hansen 1996a, 174-176, 181-190. The picture presented by Boiotia (Hansen 1995b, 30-34, with app.1) and Arkadia (Heine Nielsen 2002, chapter 5) seems typical.
102 Morgan 2003, 102-105 (Thessaly, quotation p. 104), 175 (Arkadia). Even the Arkadian Azanes are ignored – only Pheneos is mentioned and then as an Arkadian settlement: Heine Nielsen/Roy 1998, 13.
103 Pausanias 10.7.6.
104 Heine Nielsen 2002, 55 (see more generally 54-57); Morgan 2003, 210-211.
105 Hansen 1996a, 179-180.
106 Wachter 2001, COP 63 (Lokris and –phoke), COP App1Ad (Qorinthios). While much should now be added to the list of ethnic personal names in Bechtel 1917, 536-544, the impression that 6th-century evidence is comparatively slight remains accurate.
Evidence of this kind certainly confirms the plurality of registers in which political decisions were located and personal identity constructed by the end of the 6th century. But the archaeological record offers the best prospect of gaining both chronological depth and an understanding of the full complexity of individual cases. On this basis, we can attempt to trace the emergence of situations where one might expect to find strong marking of identity, in turn introducing the predictive element which has been so lacking in past work. To give but one example, it is easy to envisage circumstances under which the central part of the north coast of the Peloponnese might be subsumed under the general heading of ‘Achaia’, for example in geographical statements for which this provides the salient level of detail (‘beyond Achaia lies Elis’, rather than ‘beyond Pellene lies Aegira … and then Elis’), or (as already noted) by Achaians overseas seeking a basis for their shared identity. But an added dimension to the specific place identities of north coast settlements like Aegira or Aigai derives from the fact that Aigion is one of the finest natural ports along the Gulf. One might therefore predict that certain categories of people would hold specific knowledge of this site – navigators and traders, for example, including those from the Peloponnesian interior seeking access to markets – thus promoting the wider salience of personal identification via the city ethnic. Access to imports also formed a distinctive part of the way in which the city’s residents celebrated key aspects of their personal and group identity (in graves and via dedications at the inland sanctuary at Ano Mazaraki).107 Equally, given the conjunction of the port and a major road leading inland from Aigion which provides rare access through the mountains to northern Arkadia and thence westwards to Patras, one might expect control of this route to be marked and the identity of groups in the area signalled to neighbours and those travelling through. Hence the spectacular 8th-century investment in a temple at Ano Mazaraki and the strong material marking of identity by the Achaian and Azanian-Arkadian communities neighbouring each other in the upland plains. Echoing the emphasis placed on context rather than typology, it is not surprising to find that the exact form taken by this signalling varied over time, but responded to shared frames of reference. It is in this context that we find the short-lived ethnos of the Azanes.108 It was in order to investigate plurality of this kind at a regional level, and trace how and why supra-polis and/or pan-regional identity could become politically salient, that I chose to focus on identification of the different means by which individuals’ activities and associated social personae were articulated, at what level of integration they operated, and how they interrelated. To a great extent this involved using tools and approaches more highly developed in other branches of archaeology, for example in considering the dynamics of settlement growth, the social construction of landscape, sacral economics, and the concept of social boundaries in relation to technology and the chain of consumption.

At least during the Early Iron Age and early Archaic period, social groupings such as those generated by sanctuary activity, various manufacturing and subsistence activities, political and city life, intersected but were not coterminous.109 There is no strong connection between settlement centres and manufacturing.110 The role of sanctuaries as manufacturing centres meant that they were at least as likely to house activities like metalworking as, for example settlements such as Oropos, or rural locations such as that of the smithy noted by Hesiod.111 During the Archaic period, there is an emerging distinction between the production of commodities such as pottery, which integrate resources, manpower and markets across wider areas, and which can be undertaken in a wide variety of contexts, and activities, like quarrying and
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stoneworking, which may have greater value in enhancing the status of those involved in commission and supply, but which are by definition more specifically located.\textsuperscript{112}

Links between cities and political authority are equally non-exclusive. In particular, the epigraphical record highlights the dependence of ‘secular’ upon ‘divine’ authority in the enforcement of state laws and decrees. In rare instances, divine authority is directly involved in the civil process. A late 6th-century inscription from the agora at Mantinea records the judicial procedure used to try thirteen men in a case of murder,\textsuperscript{113} with the sentence (loss of property and banishment from the sanctuary) given by ‘divine oracle and human judgement’, and reinforced by a curse. This is at present a unique procedure, and we have no idea how it operated in practice: its oddity may be explained by the fact that the offence had apparently taken place in the sanctuary. Much more commonly, civil procedures were supported by the threat of divine sanction, often in the form of a curse, with the inscribed texts displayed either in the settlement or the guarantor sanctuary or both, thus adding the authority of place to that of text.\textsuperscript{114} The relationship between Elis and Olympia is such a case, especially as the view that the shrine served as the political centre of the Elean state before the synoikism of 471 has now been called into question, not least thanks to full presentation of pre-synoikism archaeological evidence from the city.\textsuperscript{115} Emphasising the very limited extent of excavation at Elis, it is interesting to find one counterpart for the large collection of 6th-century bronze decrees long known from Olympia,\textsuperscript{116} although we can only speculate about the relationship of display which it represents. Clearly, however, the decision to display decrees and treaties at Olympia was a real choice, and possible factors include the role of Olympian Zeus as guarantor, and the advantage that the use of a long-established and much frequented sanctuary may have conferred in ensuring the compliance of smaller neighbours in Elis’ rather predatory attempts to define her boundaries during the 6th century (a prominent theme in these decrees).\textsuperscript{117} It is, however, important to stress that the choice of a particular deity as a guarantor was not innocent. The fact that every deity had a cult community and a priesthood, who would thus be given a particular importance, made it a social statement in its own right.

In the same vein, we should briefly note two other particularly important forms of association which functioned, at least in part, beyond city centres. Cult organisations were regulated social entities often of long standing, which operated on both a symbolic and practical level, not least as major consumers and producers. Rituals and offerings reflected and reinforced aspects of the social status of participants, and together with the expenses of sanctuary maintenance, provided important opportunities for individuals to display their economic means and gain not merely social standing but the chance to benefit from the by-products of a festival (hides, bone etc.). However, there is no reason to assume that sacral and city economies were coterminous (especially as some sanctuaries served more than one polis). It is the archaeological record which permits detailed documentation of patterns of consumption over time; how much of what was required and when, how were resource provision and storage managed, how were secondary products recycled or disposed of, and how were non-perishable resources, like metal dedications, maintained and treated after they were removed from display?\textsuperscript{118} Secondly, and perhaps most importantly of all, the definition of group territory reflected a palimpsest of spatial concerns.\textsuperscript{119} What land was required for what purpose, was it ‘owned’ by the group or was access negotiated (and if so, how regularly

\textsuperscript{112} I am grateful to Chris Hayward for discussion of his continuing work on the Corinthian stone industry: Hayward 2003. For a general review, see Osborne 1987, 81-92.

\textsuperscript{113} Thür/Taeuber 1994, no. 8; Taeuber 1987-1988, 354-355; Thür 2001, including a review of previous interpretations.

\textsuperscript{114} Hölkeskamp 2000.


\textsuperscript{116} Siewert 2001, 245-249.

\textsuperscript{117} I owe this observation to Jim Roy; on the form and creation of perioikic relationships, see Roy 1997 and 2002.

\textsuperscript{118} Morgan 2003, 142-155.

\textsuperscript{119} Morgan 2003, chapter 4.
and how many other groups were involved), and in what ways and with what frequency were group members thus required to measure the social distance which separated them from the ‘others’ whom they encountered? Within this framework we may also consider archaeological phenomena such as the creation and subsequent interpretation of public monuments (not merely shrines, but also for example the location and monumentalisation of cemeteries, and the erection of isolated reliefs), all of which can serve as vital symbols for the articulation of social memory.¹²⁰

Observations of this kind may seem to be a simple matter of joining up thinking in different areas. Yet by emphasising the equal importance (and potential independence) of these various forms and contexts of association, we may avoid the positivistic tendency to concentrate on what is most visible in the record (hence my earlier emphasis on the problems of reading big sites in later polis terms). Moreover, considering these different kinds and levels of association as palimpsests gives wider scope for investigating how and on what level they were embedded within geographically wider movements, processes and systems – the Corinthian and Achaian connections with the Gulf milieu and different parts of Italy noted at the start of this article being cases in point. Factors affecting the variety of associations and identities within regions include the nature and diversity of settlement strategies (i.e. the potential for differently constituted local place identities) and their connection with environmental diversity (i.e. the resulting degree of economic interdependence within and between regions, however constituted in practice). Processes affecting the manner of embedding of particular identities within wider supra-regional associations include geographical expansion of settlement, perhaps involving occupation, as that of Phokis by Thessaly,¹²¹ or outright conquest, such as the Spartan subjection of Messenia,¹²² and internal and external demographic mobility via colonisation, warfare etc.¹²³ Likewise, the varying need and potential for definition by opposition with neighbours is clear from the very varied dates at which frontiers were defined.¹²⁴ And the role of communication routes must also be considered. Land routes which connected with major waterways, like the Corinthian Gulf, were especially important in linking coastal and upland settlement, providing access to markets for mountain economies (as those of Arkadia),¹²⁵ and facilitating communication between neighbouring communities often very different in organisation.¹²⁶ Understanding the social contexts so created opens opportunities for a more sophisticated approach to a broad range of issues – artefact style, for example, long linked with group identity. One might cite the brief emergence of elaborately decorated pottery in ‘intersticial’ areas like the major communication routes through inland Achaia, which drew on the style pools of the areas which they connected.¹²⁷ Indeed, a new twist

¹²⁰ Alcock 2002.
¹²¹ See McInerney 1999, chapter 6, for a full discussion of the consequences for the embedding of Thessalian identity within various Phokian and central Greek forms of association.
¹²² Shipley 1997.
¹²³ Morgan 2003, 196–205.
¹²⁴ The frontier zone between Achaia (i.e. Aigion) and northern Arkadia/Azania is one of the earliest to be so marked; see above and Morgan 2002, 108–109. Elis: Roy 2000 for discussion of the Elean-Arkadian frontier; see also Roy 2002 on the formation of the internal and perioikic relationships by which Elis emerged an entity through the 6th century. The frontier between Achaia and Elis was of little salience in the pre-Classical period, not least as little evidence of pre–6th century settlement has so far been discovered in the Dyme area (Lakaki-Marchetti 2000; Papagiannopoulos/Zachos 2000; Morgan/Hall 1996, 186–189); the ‘Archaic’ temple at Santameri is at present the earliest evidence of symbolic construction in the frontier zone (Αρχαιολογικόν Δελτίον 22B, 1967, 216). The impact of external relations on the creation and marking of group identity is particularly clear in Arkadia, where it contributed to the fragmentation of subzones: Morgan 1999c, esp. 425–432.
¹²⁵ Roy 1999.
¹²⁶ The fullest review of the kinds of issues implied in these observations is Horden/Purcell 2000, chapter 5. Morgan 2003, chapters 4 and 5 includes discussion of the factors underlying Peloponnesian and central Greek interconnectivity.
on the old active versus passive debate surrounding style generation has been given by the application of Darwinian theory, and especially the notion of niche, to material symbolism.128

5 CONCLUSION

The kind of observations presented in this article offer scope for reappraisal in a wide variety of early Mediterranean circumstances. A major advantage of such a ‘bottom-up’ approach, accepting as normal the existence of different registers of activity (and related group closure) and the potential for dissonance between them, and seeking case by case to identify and predict points of tension where identity would be likely to have become a particularly important issue, is that it is not limited by the scope of the written record. A variety of issues have been raised which we would not expect to find covered in the available texts. As is evident from the manner in which epigraphic evidence has been cited throughout this article, the actual content of texts is often of less interest than the way in which they relate to the performative aspects of language deployment, as material as much as literary statements. My focus on identifying and predicting points of tension also allows us to move back beyond the adoption of alphabetic writing to examine the longer term history of identity construction. In considering the Bronze Age/Iron Age transition in the western Peloponnese, for example, an important area of investigation concerns transformations in the treatment of certain forms of equipment and the practice of certain activities which had served as symbols of what, from a purely modern perspective, we might term Mycenaean identity.129 These include ritual dining and distinctive forms of burnt sacrifice, which during LHIIIB were conducted in the closed and socially exclusive setting of the palace at Pylos,130 but which reappeared, perhaps as little as 50 years after the destruction of the palace, in the open air setting of the new sanctuary at Olympia, following a major shift in regional settlement.131 Furthermore, among the earliest and most elaborate vessels at Olympia are kylikes, a shape central to Mycenaean ritual, and perhaps thus carrying a burden of inherited meaning.132 In partial contrast, weapons and images of warfare, which were equally central to Mycenaean identity,133 had a more limited survival. There is a striking number of rich warrior graves in LHIIIC Achaia (especially in the west of the region), but the phenomenon did not continue beyond this period.134 These two examples well illustrate the questions raised by the fate of politically-charged symbols as the social contexts within which power was expressed were reshaped. Some symbols may simply disappear; but while others retained a basic political charge, the nature of the identity expression in which they were implicated changed. Reading the resulting ‘cultural biographies’ is an important challenge, even if they tend to raise more questions than can currently be answered.

Overall, the wide range of questions and observations presented here add up to a complex analysis which can be approached from a number of different viewpoints. Indeed, it may not seem obvious that what is primarily an unpacking of certain forms of regional complexity has much to do with ethnicity. I would, however, argue that this is the only way forward if we are to understand how the process of ethnicity could operate, why specific ethnic groups gained and lost political salience, and to move beyond the descriptive level of much present work. If I have one major criticism of approaches to ethnicity in Classical scholarship to date, it has been that we have sometimes pursued the quick fix in looking for evidence that can be pinned down rather superficially as ethnic identity pure and simple. Considering

128 Maschner/Mithen 1996; Shennan 1996.
129 Bennet 1999.
130 Isaakidou/Halstead/Davis/Stocker 2002; on dining, see Killen 1994.
131 Eder 2001a; Eder 2001b; Kyrieleis 2002.
133 Davis/Bennet 1999.
134 The evidence is reviewed by Eder 2003; see also Papadopoulos 1999.
the ancient Greek world from the standpoint of what has been achieved in the social sciences, we have far to go in exploring the full potential of the material record in particular.

This article has ranged widely in presenting issues central to the formulation of effective research designs appropriate to the circumstances of the southern and central Greek mainland. While many of these issues are of general relevance, an appropriate design to investigate ethnic expression during the same period in the very different circumstances of, for example, the Cycladic islands, would present a new range of challenges. Equally, while this chapter is different in many respects from other contributions in this volume, there are wider general implications (especially for research design) which need to be worked through as appropriate to each period and region. Ethnic groups, for better or worse, have been an important aspect of the analysis of Greek and Roman political structures for well over a century, and throughout have been entwined with modern political preconceptions. This article continues the process by examining the implications of recent developments in approaches to early Greek political groupings which move beyond the polis-obsession of the later 19th and much of the 20th centuries. These offer hope of real progress because they require research designs which force continuing re-evaluation of the nature of social complexity, and especially issues of group closure, and begin to address problems of prediction and explanation. If this serves to remove theoretical straightjackets while bringing large but neglected bodies of data into prominence, so much the better.
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I INTRODUCTION

In his history of the Persian wars of the 6th and 5th centuries BC, Herodotos of Halikarnassos provides some interesting details about the Ionians of the Dodekapolis, the twelve cities on the west coast of Asia Minor and the offshore islands of Samos and Chios (fig. 1).\(^1\) The Ionians of the Dodekapolis were proud of the name ‘Ionian’, Herodotos tells us, and ‘marked their pride by building a temple for their own use which they called the Panionion, and by excluding from it all the other Ionians’. In revolt against Persian domination, the twelve cities united in a Panonian **koinon** or ‘league’.\(^2\)

Herodotos suggests that the Ionians of the Dodekapolis possessed some kind of collective identity, which was expressed in religion and cult, and enhanced solidarity in military matters. For previous generations of scholars, there was little need to discuss on what this collective identity was based and how it had come into being. It seemed clear that being Ionian was a matter of ethnic affiliation.\(^3\) Such categories as Ionians and Dorians and their subdivisions – **phylai** or ‘tribes’ in English translation – were considered as primordial ethnic entities that were part of a primitive social substructure that had managed to live

\(^1\) The main body of the present paper was written in 2002; a few additions to text and bibliography were made in the Fall of 2008. I wish to thank the participants in the 2001 conference for their comments during the discussions, as well as Filiz Songu, Jonathan Hall and Hans van Wees for reading earlier drafts of this paper, Bert Brouwenstijn for the art work, and Willemijn van Dijk for her help with preparing fig. 2. For quotations from Archaic lyric poetry, I have used the translation by M.L. West (1993).

\(^2\) Hdt. 1.141-143 (quote from 143.3); further 1.147-148, 151-152, 170; 5.108-109; 6.7.

\(^3\) Herodotos himself uses at least twice kinship terms to describe the collective identity of the Ionians (1.56: **genos**; 1.143: **ethnos**).
on in historical times. This way of looking at ethnicity meant that myths about common origins and ethnic identity found in ancient literary sources were believed to contain a kernel of historical truth. The role that was attributed to archaeology was mainly to furnish evidence that could give credence to the ancient tradition.

Over the last decades, sociologists and anthropologists alike have critically re-examined these kinds of ideas about ethnicity. Their insights have also reached the field of archaeology, not in the least thanks to the work of Stephen Shennan, Siân Jones, Jonathan Hall and others, who have put ethnicity back

---

4 See e.g. Sakellariou 1958, 47, 255 (Mycenaean origins); Roebuck 1955, 31-36; also 1961, 496 f., 504 f. (Panhellenic league going back to at least the Ionian migration of the 11th - 9th centuries).

5 E.g. Roebuck 1961, 496.


7 Shennan 1989; S. Jones 1997; J. Hall 1997; 2002 (67-71: on the Ionians of Asia Minor); Malkin 2001. A distinct, but largely parallel interest in the processual nature of ethnogenesis and in the construction of identities has developed in the German-speaking academic world, see e.g. Ulf 1996a; Brather 2000.
on the archaeological agenda. There are a number of relevant insights we may share with these authors. Ethnicity, they stress, is not of all times. It is a cultural construct, not a biological fact. Ethnicity is only one of many possible forms of group identity. Like other kinds of cultural identity, it is a situational construct. If ethnic consciousness exists, it is not always given prominence but given expression in specific situations. Furthermore, ethnic identity is not a static, ascribed aspect of people’s lives, but is contested, negotiable and subject to change. This means that ethnic and other identities can be expected to be in a state of flux, especially in situations of significant social or political change or tension. As ethnic identities change, so too do boundaries between ethnic groups.

With these insights in mind, we may return to the passage in Herodotos just referred to. We may re-examine a number of basic questions raised by this passage, such as on what exactly Ionian identity was based, when and why it came into existence, and how it developed over time. Furthermore, we may discuss the circumstances that fostered the construction of Ionian identity and the contexts in which Ionians and others chose to express ethnic or other forms of self-consciousness. The realization that ethnicity is not so much a fixed, biological fact as a mental construct that is likely to change over time, draws our attention to group strategies of inclusion and exclusion, and to the ways in which those who were excluded responded to this. As we saw from Herodotos’ description, the Ionians of Asia Minor used exclusive religious gatherings to set themselves apart from their Ionian ‘kinsmen’ and the other Greeks. A little further on, Herodotos adds that the Ionians of Asia Minor pretended to be ‘more truly Ionian, or better born than the other Ionians’. What this statement implies is that ethnic identity could even be a matter of rivalry between competing groups. Herodotos himself argues fiercely against the claims of the Ionians that belonged to the Dodekapolis. This serves to remind us that our source of information is not a distant observer, but a participant in a dispute about contested identities. The background to this dispute and, more generally, the circumstances under which ethnic claims were rhetorically mobilized are also issues that we have to take into account.

In contrast to some previous studies, the approach to literary evidence chosen here will be not to use the ancient tradition to piece together the earlier history of the Ionians and their institutions, or to reconstruct certain ‘historical’ events, such as the supposed Ionian migration. Instead, our focus will be on what Eric Hobsbawm calls the ‘invention of tradition’ and what Hans-Joachim Gehrke labels ‘geglaubte’ or ‘intentionale Geschichte’ to denote the mechanism of creating a mythical past as part of a process of ethnogenesis. Literary sources will be used primarily to reconstruct what self-images Ionians sought to create, how they saw themselves in the present and past, and how they were perceived by others. I will try to introduce a temporal dimension and consider how these perceptions changed over the course of time. Archaeology, I believe, can make an important contribution to this type of approach. First of all, archaeological data give us an opportunity to check up on written sources in order to estimate when and how traditions were invented. But an even more significant potential contribution of archaeology concerns the study of material culture and its role in shaping identities. Identities were created not only by means of ‘words’ but also with the help of ‘things’ or ‘actions’ that possibly left traces in the archaeological record. We will see that increasingly intensive communications with entities that were culturally or ethnically different demanded some kind of response. We will also see that material culture was used

8 Barth 1969.
9 See e.g. contributions in De Vos/Romanucci-Ross 1975; Roussel (1976) stresses this point with respect to tribal subdivisions in ancient Greece.
10 Hdt. 1.146. Herodotos makes an effort to stress the disunity and internal disunion of the Ionians, see esp. 1.141-143, with Alty 1982, 11 f. This is an example of an anti-Ionian bias current in the 5th century after the Persian wars, see Roebuck 1953, 15 note 7, and below.
11 Hobsbawm 1983; Gehrke 1994, esp. 247; idem, this volume.
in an active manner to formulate responses – responses that varied from opposition on the one hand to integration and accommodation on the other.

In this paper, the term ‘Ionia’ is reserved for the coastal area between the rivers Hermos and Maian-dros, and the off-coast islands of Samos and Chios. To distinguish this region’s inhabitants from the other Ionians, I mostly will refer to them as ‘East Ionians’. The period I will focus on covers the late 8th to the early 5th century BC. Our information about this era comes from a rich variety of literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources. The period under discussion saw the formation of the polis and, in its wake, the articulation of local aristocracies or oligarchies, and the rise of tyrannoi.\(^{13}\) The Ionian poleis of the Archaic period can be reckoned among the leading centres of the Hellenic world (fig. 2) – culturally, intellectually and, to a certain extent, politically. What makes the East Ionians an interesting case for the study of identity in antiquity is their proximity to and interaction with other entities. These were, first of all, their neighbours – Dorian and Aiolian Greeks, and non-Greek Lydians and Karians.\(^{14}\) In the second place, the Ionians and, indeed, the East Greeks in general, were in frequent contact with more distant ‘others’ by means of a wide range of overseas activities. They were active as traders and settlers all around the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, and served as mercenaries in the armies of the great kings of Egypt and the Near East.\(^{15}\)

Also of interest in this connection is that during the Archaic period the Ionian cities of Asia Minor were exposed to a number of more powerful entities. Some of the Ionian cities came under almost constant attack from the Lydian kings of the Mermnad dynasty (c. 675 – 546)\(^{16}\) and were even nominally

\(^{13}\) Cook 1982b, 199-201.

\(^{14}\) Mazzarino (1947) in particular has emphasized that interactions with non-Greek neighbours must have stimulated Ionian self-awareness.


\(^{16}\) Minn. fr. 13-13a [West], with Hdt. 1.14-22, 25; Polyain. Stat. 7.2.2; Paus. 4.21.5; 9.29.4. Cobet 1997, 256-258 for further references.
subjected by king Kroisos, although the new political constellation did hardly affect the prosperity or military might of the Ionian cities. When the Persians defeated Kroisos, the mainland cities came under Persian rule during the 540s and most of them were governed by pro-Persian tyrants. Many Ionian and other East Greek cities joined in the revolt in 500/499, which the Persians put down in 494. In 490 and 480/479 the Persians were defeated twice in mainland Greece, after which the Athenians started to carve out an 'Ionian' maritime empire in the Aegean under the guise of an anti-Persian confederacy. According to some modern scholars, it is especially interaction with empires or expanding states that makes smaller socio-political units more aware of their ethnic identity. The underlying idea is that empires and expanding states favour the establishment of more fixed geographical boundaries between groups of peoples, and that these boundaries foster ethnic self-consciousness. One of the matters we will examine in this paper is the effect Lydian and Persian imperial policy had on the construction of Ionian ethnic identity.

2 ETHNONYMS: SELF-DEFINITION AT HOME AND ABROAD

We will start with a brief overview of the occurrence of the terms 'Ionians' and 'Ionia' in the early Greek literary record. The oldest attestations date to the Late Bronze Age. The ethnikon 'Ionian' occurs as i-ja-wo-ne on two fragmentary Linear B tablets from Knossos. One of these comes from a context that dates possibly to c. 1400 BC. The tablets presumably list detachments of warriors and their original ethnic designations. Our earliest literary sources for the Iron Age are the Homeric epics. Homer's poetry stands at the end of a long oral tradition, but – as most scholars see it – the Iliad and Odyssey were composed and possibly also put down in writing in the second half of the 8th or the first half of the 7th century BC. In the Homeric poems Ionians are mentioned only once, in the archaizing form Iaones, accompanied by the epithet 'with their trailing garments'. The context is a battle scene that involves contingents from a number of neighbouring regions. The regions mentioned make clear that the Ionians are West Ionians, i.e. Athenians or, less likely, Euboians. The context further indicates that the term Iaones does not refer to a supra-regional entity, but to some kind of smaller, regional entity. The Homeric Hymn to Apollo, which

17 Hdt. 1.6.2, 26–28, 141. However, the Lydian kings established with the Ionian islanders friendship relations (ξεινίη; 1.27.5), and made the Milesians friends and allies (ξίνος και συμμάχος; 1.22.4, 141.4, with Balcer 1984, 14; Tausend 1992, 95 f.).
18 See e.g. Anakreon fr. 146 [Page]; Hdt. 3.39.3–4, 122.2 (Samos); 5.28 (Miletos); Thouk. 1.13–14 (Samos, Phokaia and Ionians in general).
22 Whitehead 1992; also De Vos 1995, 16.
23 Driessen 1998/1999, 84 f. See also below, note 31. O. Carruba (1995, 13–21) argues, not entirely convincingly, that the terms Iaones and Ahhiyawa are linguistically connected.
24 References in Crielaard 1995, 201 note 2. In my opinion, the Homeric poems have many links with the Hellenic world of the early 7th century, see Crielaard 1995; 2002; also van Wees 2002.
25 II. 13.685 ff.: ἱαόνες ἑλκεχίτωνες. The 'chosen Athenian men' mentioned in 689 seem to be the same as the Iaones in 685, but W. Burkert (1984, 17 f.) argues that the latter were Euboians. However, in the Iliad (2.536; 4.464) inhabitants of Euobia are known as Abantes (see also below, note 80). It is possible that the mention of Iaones in this passage is an example of deliberate archaization: the poet knew that Ionians had migrated to Asia Minor only after the Trojan war. Another possibility is that the Athenians already identified themselves as Ionians (cf. Strabo 9.1.5). According to F. Prinz (1979, 364 f.; also Ulf 1996b, 251), on the other hand, II. 13.685 ff. is a later interpolation by which Athenians tried to usurp the name 'Ionian'.
is dated to the 7th or, more plausibly, the latter half of the 6th century,\textsuperscript{26} also mentions ‘Ionians with their trailing garments’,\textsuperscript{27} who gather together on the island of Delos for their religious celebrations. They probably came from the neighbouring islands (the Kyklades, Euboia and, possibly, Attika) and the eastern Aegean (see further below: section 6). The earliest references to the term ‘Ionia’, finally, date to c. 600. In a fragmentary poem Sappho of Lesbos possibly speaks of ‘Ionia’s cities’.\textsuperscript{28} It may be added that other sources usually refer to the central west coast of Anatolia as \textit{Asiē}, which seems to have been used for this part of the coastal region until it became applied more widely.\textsuperscript{29} Solon, the Athenian statesman and poet who lived around 600 BC, claims in a political poem that Attika is ‘the eldest country of Ionia’. It is unknown what other regions outside Attika he had in mind, but not necessarily the domicile of the East Ionians. In antiquity there was a tradition that in early times ‘Ionia’ included Attika and Megaris, as well as Boiotia and different parts of the Peloponnese (including Achaia of later times).\textsuperscript{30} It is, thus, possible that Solon intended to say that Attika was founded in the deep, premigratory past, and had been preeminent already in the times when Ionians had occupied a much larger part of Hellas.

With respect to ethnonyms and self-identification it is relevant also to consider how Ionians abroad were identified and identified themselves vis-à-vis non-Greeks. In Near Eastern documents in Akkadian, Hebrew and Aramaic we find references to \textit{Yawanāyā}, \textit{Yawanāyu}, \textit{Yāwînu} etc.\textsuperscript{31} Most specialists agree that these are transcriptions of the terms ‘Ionia’ and ‘Ionian(s)’, derived from the archaic form \textit{laones} (< *\textit{launones}). Assyrian and Babylonian documents dating to the 7th and 6th centuries and references in the Old Testament give the impression that \textit{Yawanāyā} or \textit{Yāwînu} were associated with the Aegean as well as with Cyprus and Cilicia.\textsuperscript{32} In still later times, when communications became more frequent and geographical knowledge more detailed, the terms were used for the Greeks in general.\textsuperscript{33} Taking this broadening of terminology into consideration, it is especially relevant to look at the first attestations of the term. We may assume that the earliest Near Eastern encounters with the ‘original’ \textit{Yawanāyā} were with Greeks who identified...
themselves as ‘Ionians’. The earliest mention is in Assyrian texts dated between 735 and 705 BC, where Yaw(a)naya are said to have raided the Phoenician coast. They occur as a well-known entity that does not deserve further explanation, indicating that the Assyrians had encountered them before.34 Who were these Ionians? Walter Burkert suggests that they were West Ionians from Euboia.35 Archaeology may support this position. The distribution of imported Greek pottery – the only testimony we have for possible activities of Greeks in this period – indicates that Euboians were active in the eastern Mediterranean from the later 10th century onwards, with a peak in the second half of the 8th century. Possible imports from Ionian cities in Asia Minor, on the other hand, gain substance only after 700 BC.36

Greek inscriptions found in Egypt provide testimony of how East Ionians and other East Greeks identified themselves abroad in the Archaic period. Probably during the Nubian expedition of Psammetichos II in 592/137 Greek and Karian mercenaries visited the ancient temple at Abu Simbel. On the legs of the colossal rock-cut statues they left a memorial inscription in a Doric dialect (but mainly in Ionian script), and some soldiers added their signature together with an ethnic/toponym. We encounter Pa[m]bis the Kolophonian, Elesibios (or: Hegesibios?) the Teian and Telephos and Anaxanor of Ialysos (Rhodos).38 In 6th-century inscriptions, graffiti and dipinti found in the Greek sanctuaries at Naukratis in the Egyptian Delta, East Greeks from Chios, Phokaia, Klaizomenai, Teos, Mytilene and Rhodos present themselves in a similar fashion (i.e. first name + ethnic/toponym).39 It has been suggested that names without ethnics at Abu Simbel and Naukratis belonged to second-generation Greek mercenaries and local residents.40 However that may be, it is striking that in both cases there were individuals that identified themselves by their city of origin and did not refer to themselves by the generic ‘Ionian’, as one would perhaps expect in this situation and context. One possible conclusion is that Ionian identity was not yet strongly articulated. On the other hand, it cannot be ruled out that the above examples of self-identification were specifically aimed at fellow Greeks abroad. If so, this would underline that among the Greeks of the Archaic period polis identity was especially salient. By way of contrast, we may note that 6th-century dedicatory graffiti of East Ionians at Gravisca in Etruria mention neither toponyms nor patronyms.41

Lastly, we may refer to a palimpsest from Elephantine, Egypt, written in Aramaic. It recounts port duties collected from Ionian and Phoenician ships in 475 BC. Following the date of arrival, each Ionian ship is identified by the Greek name and patronymic of the captain/owner, followed by the word ywny (‘Ionian’). Some of the names and the mention of ‘Ionian’ (ywn) wine suggest that these traders were East Greeks.42 In this context, the generic ‘Ionian’ (=Greek) + patronymic was apparently sufficient.

36 Crieland 1996, 343 Table IX.
37 See Hdt. 2.161-163.
39 Jeffery 1990, 340 f., 344 f. (59, 63-64, 68), 361 (4); also H. Prinz 1908, 118; Möller 2000, 166-177; Wachter 2001, 214-219, esp. 215, 218 (G, K).
42 Yardeni 1993, 67-78; only a few of the personal names are preserved: ibid., 69 Table 2.
If we summarize this section, we may say that already during the Bronze Age the term ‘Ionians’ may have existed as an ethnonym. We have noted that the early testimony for the historical period (later 8th to early 6th centuries) – however sparse – tends to place the ‘Ionians’ on the west side of the Aegean (Euboia, Attika) and on the Aegean islands (basically the Kyklades). The name ‘Ionians’ may have applied also to inhabitants of the eastern Aegean, but our sources are less explicit about this.43 The epigraphic evidence from Egypt and the Near East makes it clear that, after the early attestations of probably Euboian Yaw(a)nya / Iaones, Ionian Greeks identified themselves by means of place name or patronym. This could be taken as an indication that local or polis identity44 was important – apparently more important than other categories, such as ‘Ionian’ or ‘Greek’.

Notwithstanding that, we will try to identify in which ways Ionian identity found expression, and how this changed over the course of time. We start our query from a fictional speech in Herodotos’ Histories. In this speech four characteristics are enumerated that Greeks of the 5th century were supposed to hold in common. These were common descent, common language, shared religious practices and a common way of life.45 Although it is not clear to what extent these characteristics were generally accepted as criteria of group self-recognition, we have here a useful set of marks of ethnic self-definition that will serve in the following sections (3 - 6) as a guideline to discuss possible aspects of Ionian identity.

3 LANGUAGE AND DIALECT

Language and dialect are a first, potentially distinctive feature that could have helped to shape Ionian identity.46 The local Greek dialects of the historical period can be classified within four major dialect groups. The distribution of three of these dialect groups was characterized by a division into zones that stretched west – east across the Aegean (fig. 3). Ionian dialects were spoken in Attika, Euboia and most of the Kyklades (together sometimes designated as ‘West Ionian’ and ‘Central Ionian’), and on Samos, Chios and the central coastline of Asia Minor (so-called East Ionian). Dorian – one of the Western-Greek dialects – was spoken to the south of the Ionian dialect zone, and to the north it was bordered by Aiolian-speaking entities.47 Local scripts to some extent followed this division: the East Ionians used a common alphabet that was different from that of the West Ionians of Attika and Euboia; at the same time, this alphabet was distinct from the script used by their Dorian and Aiolian neighbours.48

By the 3rd century BC and possibly even earlier, ancient authors tended to equate dialect with genos.49 Consequently, it was felt that the major Greek dialects overlapped with the traditional ethnic divisions. However, it is far from certain whether in the 8th to 6th centuries the geographical distribution of individual dialect groups was the same or was as sharply defined as in, say, the 5th century.50 In fact, it is

43 Centa Cassola 1957, 246-256; F Prinz 1979, 314-376. Both authors believe that the ethnikon ‘Ionian’ originated in Asia Minor.
44 In this paper, I use the terms local identity and polis identity alternately as largely overlapping categories.
46 In principle, group identity can even be maintained by minor differences in speech patterns, such as local or regional dialects; see e.g. De Vos 1995, 23. For a more general discussion of Greek dialects and ethnicity, see J. Hall 1997, esp. 170-181; 2002, 111-117.
47 See e.g. Bartonek 1979.
49 Kearns 1992, 5.
50 Huxley (1966, 34), for one, argues that during the Dark Ages the line between the Aiolian and Ionian dialects was further south than in historical times. Bartonek (1979, 124) stresses the strong influences of Ionian spoken in Asia Minor on the Lesbian dialect. See further J. Hall 1997, 166, 170.
questionable whether the regions where these different dialects were spoken during the Archaic period were separated by hard, impermeable boundaries. For this earlier period we have evidence that the linguistic or ethnic situation was in some kind of flux. Halikarnassos, for example, which regarded itself as a Dorian settlement and member of the original Hexapolis of the Dorians,\(^{51}\) was essentially a Karian-ruled place whose inhabitants frequently bore Karian names but employed – at least in the 5th century – the East Ionian dialect and script.\(^{52}\) What is also important to remember is that dialect was sometimes used outside the context of ethnic affiliation. Ionian, for one, was the conventional dialect used for specific poetical, philosophical and literary genres, independent of the origin of the author. Thus, we find that even for a 'typically' Dorian poet such as Tyrtaios there was nothing unusual about composing elegies in epic language that was a composite form of Ionian. This ability of dialect switching may have tempered feelings of regional differences. It will have contributed rather to an awareness of the 'Greekness' that all dialects had in common.\(^{53}\)

'Tongue differs from tongue among the men from many lands,' Homer says in the *Iliad* about Troia’s Anatolian allies.\(^{54}\) Indeed, a variety of non-Greek peoples living in the interior of Asia Minor and in some coastal areas spoke Karian, Lydian, Phrygian and Lykian. Lydian and Lykian descended from the Indo-European ‘Anatolian’ languages of the Bronze Age and this is probably also true for the language of the Karians, although for Homer their speech was *barbarophonos*.\(^{55}\) Although compared to the above dialectal differences, the linguistic boundaries between Greek and non-Greek speaking populations will have been more solid, they were certainly not impermeable. A first indication of this is the use of script.

\(^{51}\) Later Pentapolis, see Hdt 1.144.2; also 2.178; 7.99.3.  
\(^{52}\) Bean/Cook 1955, 96; Jeffery 1976, 195; 1990, 353.  
\(^{53}\) A point made by Morpurgo Davies 2002, 157 f., 165.  
\(^{54}\) *Il.* 2.804-805; see also 4.437-438, with Ross 2005.  
From the 8th century onwards the Greek and non-Greek speaking populations of western Anatolia developed a writing system that was closely interrelated (the so-called ‘Greek’ alphabet). But there are more compelling indications to think that linguistic differences did not create ‘hard’ ethnic borderlines. Smyrna, for example, has yielded epigraphic evidence to suggest that during the 8th century and later, Karian and Lydian were used next to Greek, which could indicate that it accommodated a multilingual population on a temporal or permanent basis. Also the satiric poetry of Hipponax, who lived in Ephesos and Kklazomenai during the late 6th century, shows that the poet and – presumably – his audience had quite a firm grasp of Lydian and even Phrygian. The many loanwords create the impression that the demotic vernacular current in the East Greek cities was not pure Greek. Hipponax’ poetry, combined with evidence from the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, even suggest that bilingualism may not have been uncommon in western Asia Minor.

Herodotos tells us that among the East Ionians four regional sub-dialects (charakteres glossês) could be distinguished, but he fails to specify on what these differences were based. Although phonological differences are not very obvious in the epigraphic corpus, it is possible that the extant inscriptions render official Ionian, whereas dialectal variation would have been used in colloquial speech. There are indications that the sub-dialects Herodotos alludes to were tinged with a flavour of Karian, Lydian and Aiolian, respectively. Analysis of the available linguistic evidence leads one modern scholar to the conclusion that a ‘Western Anatolian Sprachbund’ existed among a number of cities in Ionia and Lydia.

Summing up, although linguistic and dialectal differences existed during the late 8th to early 5th centuries, they do not seem to have created ‘hard’ linguistic or ethnic borderlines. We may end this section with a reference to a fragment of another political poem by Solon, in which he says he has brought back the poor peasants of Athens, who had been sold abroad as slaves – ‘their speech no longer Attic’.

This passage is of interest for two reasons. One is that it shows that in Athens at this time we do find pronounced sentiments about the identity of autochthonous inhabitants, the purity of their mother tongue and their link with what Solon calls Athens’ ‘god-founded’ land. The other interesting aspect is that the native mother tongue is already identified as ‘Attic’ (attikè), not as Ionian.

4 MYTHS OF COMMON DESCENT

IONIANS AND DORIANS

The literary sources of the Archaic period provide testimony of a certain interest in ethnic identity. Awareness of ethnic differences and communalities is apparent in so-called theogonic and genealogical poetry. Hesiod’s Theogoneia of the early 7th century presents a first genealogical catalogue of the fami-
lies of the gods. Especially relevant in this connection is the Hesiodic *Catalogue of Women*, a posthumous continuation of the *Theogony*. It has been fragmentarily preserved, but originally it must have comprised a comprehensive genealogical catalogue of heroes and heroines, bringing together myths concerning the origins of various local populations living in mainland Greece. One of the first genealogies mentioned is that of Hellen, the *Urvater* of the Hellenes: ‘From Hellen the war-loving king sprang Đōros and Xouthos and Aiōlos who fights from the chariot’. Đōros and Aiōlos were the progenitors of the Dorians and Aiolians, respectively. The non-eponymous Xouthos was the father of Ion (Iaion) and Achaios, who in their turn were the eponymous ancestors of the Ionians and Achaians (Achaioi). The *Catalogue* in its final form can be dated to the 6th century, but it is possible that it evolved by stages from earlier, local or regional genealogies. Martin West suggests that the passage about Hellen’s offspring is an example of a ‘regional’ genealogy, perhaps going back to the 8th or even 9th century. Originally it may have related to groups of this name living in central mainland Greece. As for the descendants of Xouthos and Ion, they occupy a marginal place in this genealogy. This can be taken to indicate that they were localized in what from a central mainland perspective was the periphery of the central Greek world. The Ionians of this original genealogy are, then, possibly to be identified with the Ionian inhabitants of Euβoia. West suggests that only at a much later stage – possibly in the final, encyclopaedic version of the 6th century – the genealogies of the Ionians, Dorians, Aiolians and Achaians were extended and elaborated in such a way that they included large parts of the central and southern Greek mainland, including Attika and the Peloponnesian. Christoph Ulf, on the other hand, argues that the myth of Hellen’s offspring had no earlier roots, but was a relatively late construct meant to explain the coexistence of three intra-Hellenic subgroups. Given the fact that the presence of Aiolians, Ionians and Dorians was apparently especially salient in Asia Minor, this is also the region where Ulf locates the origin of these ethnic categories as well as the myth of Hellen.

The myth of Xouthos and Ion shows that the Ionians were an ethnic entity in the sense that their consanguinity was traced back to an eponymous *Urvater*. At the same time, the lack of detail in this story gives the impression that in the 6th century a specific Ionian mythology and hence a well-defined Ionian ethnic identity had not (or not yet) fully crystallized. This idea we will try to elaborate by means of comparing information about the Ionians with what we know from similar sources about the Dorians – the other important ethnic subgroup of Archaic and Classical Greece.

The work of the Spartan poet Tyrtaios, who lived during the late 7th century, contains some of the earliest references to the charter myth of the Dorians. In one of his elegies, he mentions the three Dorian tribes: ‘Pamphyloi, Hylleis and Dymanes, each distinct’. Interestingly, the broader context of the poem suggests that the ethnic subdivision also embodied a military subdivision. In another poem, Tyrtaios refers to the invasion and conquest of the Peloponnesian by Herakleidai and Dorians:

---

67 *Cat. of Women* fr. 9 [Merkelbach/West], with West 1985, 36, 57.
69 Note on the other hand that the Euβoians probably had a place within the genealogy of the *Catalogue* in the person of such figures as Arethousa, Chalkodon and Elephenor (cf. West 1985, 42, 99; also 145 f.).
70 West 1985, 57-59, 138-144. In its definitive form, the poem became something approaching a compendium account of the nation’s legendary past. As West remarks (p. 166) ‘... the initial position of the Deukalionids creates the illusion that Hellen with his sons Đōros, Xouthos, and Aiōlos stand over the whole complex, as if they were the ancestors of the entire nation’.
71 Ulf 1996b, esp. 249-252, 264-271. A weak point in this hypothesis, however, is that the fourth subgroup, the Achaians, did not have a place in Asia Minor.
72 Tyrtaios fr. 19 [West]. Hylleis descended from Herakles’ son Hyllos and should, strictly speaking, be a Heraklid. The other two descended from sons of Aigimios, son of Đōros, the mythical ancestor of the Dorians.
Zeus gave the sons of Herakles this state (polis).
Under their lead we left windswept Erineos
and came to Pelops’ broad sea-circled land.73

Here we have an early attestation of two elements that are typical of the ancient Greek Ursprungsmythos. One is that of blood ties going back to a common (eponymous) ancestor. The other is that of a shared non-indigenous, migratory past and association with a specific territory. The latter contributed to the sense of forming a kind of super-family and helped to define the Self in opposition to the (indigenous) Other. Somewhat earlier in date are two possible references to Dorians that we encounter in the Homeric epics. In the Odyssey, Kretes is described as an island of linguistically and ethnically mixed composition. Among its inhabitants are the ‘three-divided Dorians’.74 In the Iliad’s ‘Catalogue of Ships’, the inhabitants of Rhodos are likewise said to be ‘ordered in triple division’ and to ‘have settled there in triple division by tribes’.75 The latter reference to three phylai can be taken to refer to the Dorian origin of the Rhodians.76

What is more, Tlepolemos – the leader of the Rhodian contingent – traces his pedigree back to the mythical hero Herakles, as do his peers from other Dodekanesian islands.77 It may be evident that these passages contain a number of elements that betray ethnic consciousness, although it should be acknowledged that there is discussion about the precise interpretation of these passages.78 Even if we handle the evidence with utmost care, we are permitted, I think, to observe that Homer is apparently acquainted with migrant Dorians in Kretes and, possibly, the Dodekanese, and with local elites on some of the Dodekanesian islands that thought of themselves as Herakleidai. These island communities in the southern Aegean had in common that they were internally divided into three subgroups, which in at least one instance are identified as kinship and descent groups. What knitted some of these communities together was a collective identity based on the belief in a common Dorian origin. The Dorians of Kretes are described as living side by side with, inter alia, Eteokretans (‘true Kretans’), which shows that they constituted a regional entity of newcomers differentiated from the indigenous Kretans. This in its turn implies two things: firstly, that the Dorians shared a belief in a common migratory past, and, secondly, that these Dorians must have had kinsmen in one or more regions outside Kretes. In other words, in the epics the Dorians are presented as a regional as well as a supra-regional ethnic entity. If we are willing to accept a slightly less cautious interpretation, we may envisage kinsmen of the Kretan Dorians living in the Dodekanese. If we consider the foundation myth of Rhodos rendered in the Iliad, the most economic interpretation still is that this story is a variation of, or is modelled on, the story of the conquest of the Peloponnes by the Dorian tribes, led by Heraklid kings.79

73 Tyrtaios fr. 2 [West]. See also fr. 11.1 [West]: Spartans (or, as Jonathan Hall [2007, 46] suggests, the more noble among them) are of the ‘lineage (genos) of undefeated Herakles’. Cf. later sources: Simonides, el. 13 [West]; Pindar Pyth. 1.61-66; 5.69-72; Isth. 9.2-3, also Hdt. 1.56. For a different interpretation of these fragments, see Ulf 1996b, 256-260, 264 f.
74 Od. 19.177: Δωριέες τε τριχάϊκες. Od. 2.655: δὲ ρήμα κοιμήθηντες; 668: φηγηθα δέ ωφελήνα καταφυλα- δέν. See further Cat. of Women fr. 233 [Merkelbach/West]; Pindar, Ol. 7.27-29.
75 For example, West (1985, 59, 114) assumes that this refers to the establishment of the three Dorian kingdoms in the Peloponnes.
76 Kinship terminology or terms related to that are rare in the Homeric epics; cf. Il. 2.362-363 (κατὰ φύλα [‘tribes’], κατὰ φρήτρα [‘brotherhoods’]), 840 (φύλα), although here these terms are used in a military or even political sense (Kirk 1985, 154); cf. 9.362-363. On these and other possible kinship groups in early Greece, see Gehrke 2000. Il. 2.653, 658-660, 666, 676-679, 5.638-639. Cf. Cat. of Women fr. 232 [Merkelbach/West]; Pindar, Ol. 7.27-29.
78 At the same time, the story also contains elements typical of foundation stories known from colonies during the historical period, see esp. Il. 2.661-670. Comparable migration stories in Od. 6.9 ff. (Phaiakians) and Il. 6.150-211 (Lykian elite).
This would then suggest that Homer was even familiar with a supra-regional *Ursprungsmythos* that tied the Dorians together as invaders who had left their common homeland and, as a result of conquest and mass migration, had settled elsewhere. The Herakleids, as leaders of this migration, were an essential element in this myth. With respect to these Herakleids, we may observe that within communities that identified themselves as Dorian, local elites set themselves apart from the rest of the population, claiming privileged descent from the 'original' Heraklid rulers.

Let us now go back to the Ionians. As we saw earlier, the Ionians are virtually absent in the Homeric epics. What is more, the epics are rather consistent in not referring to regions and places that in historical times were inhabited by Ionians. This applies to a certain extent to Athens and Euboia\(^80\) and even more to the Kykklades and the islands off the coast of Asia Minor, such as Naxos, Paros, Samos and Chios.\(^81\) In fact, hardly any ethnic entities are mentioned as living on the west coast of Asia Minor south of the Troad and north of Lydia, except for Karians in the region of Miletos and Mykale.\(^82\)

The near absence in the Homeric epics of Ionians and, especially, East Ionians is conspicuous for more than one reason. Although the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* are truly pan-Hellenic poems, they are essentially an Ionian achievement. Something similar relates to the epic language that the poet uses: it is an artificial language, but the (East) Ionian and, to a lesser degree, Aiolian elements in it are dominant.\(^83\) Moreover, later sources record the tradition that the poet of the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* lived in one of the main Ionian cities of East Greece (Chios, Smyrna, Erythrai etc.).\(^84\) The poet's Ionian background can be detected also in the poems themselves: 'The *Iliad*,' says Martin West, 'shows a knowledge of Asia Minor, from the Hellespont to the Cayster [Kaystros], that strongly suggests that its author lived somewhere between those limits.'\(^85\)

The omission of Ionians and their habitat from the epics requires an explanation. According to a widely accepted view, it is a case of deliberate archaizing. The Ionians and Aiolians of historical times believed that their forebears had migrated to Asia Minor after the Trojan war. In order to create a credible account of this Heroic Era (what we call the Bronze Age), the epic poet had to avoid any hint of the Ionians, Aiolians or migrations of the Iron Age. Instead, pre-Greek, native populations were mentioned as occupying later Ionian sites such as Miletos. This would be an example of 'constructed history' intended to further enhance archaizing effects.\(^86\) However, this explanation is not entirely satisfactory. For one thing, Athens and Naxos play an obscure role in the Homeric poems, although they had important

---

\(^80\) Athens: see esp. *Il.* 13.689-691, but also 2.546-556; *Od.* 7.80-81. Euboia: *Il.* 2.536-545; 4.464; *Od.* 7.321; also 3.175-179. In the *Iliad*, Euboia's inhabitants are Abantes; cf. *Cat. of Women* fr. 204.52-53, 244, 296 [Merkelbach/West], with West 1985, 99, and Kallim. Del. 20: Abanti(a)s is the ancient name for Euboia. Note Hdt. 1.146: Abantes took part in the 'Ionian migration', but were 'not even Ionians in name'; cf. Paus. 7.4.8-10; also 2.3-4, with Jeffrey 1976, 230; Euboians from Abai settled in Chios.

\(^81\) *Od.* 3.169-172, e.g., mentions Chios and Psyros only in passing; see also *Il.* 24.78: Samos (=Samothrace). This in contrast to Lesbos and Tenedos, which are dependencies of Troy, see *Il.* 24.544-546, with 9.128-129=270-271, 664; 11.624; *Od.* 17.133-135.

\(^82\) *Il.* 2.867-868. Cf. *Strabo* 14.3.1 (ref. to Pherekydes=FGH 3 F 102). On the possible reference to the cult of Poseidon Helikonios at Mykale in *Il.* 20.403-405, see section 6 below. Note also the mention of Abydos and Ariste, 7th-century foundations of Miletos in the Hellespont, which are among Troy's allies (836).

\(^83\) E.g. Horrocks 1997, 212 f. For discussion about West Ionian (viz. Euboian) components, see e.g. West 1992; Sherratt 1990, 820.

\(^84\) E.g. Simonides, *el.* 19 [West] calls Homer 'the Chian'.

\(^85\) West 1988, 165; also Starke 1997, esp. 460-466: familiarity with the Anatolian-Luwian world of the 2nd and early 1st millennium.

settlements not only in the Iron Age but also during the Bronze Age. What is more, the epic geography of the eastern Aegean and of western Asia Minor has a distinct post-Bronze Age and post-migratory ring. This is clear from various non-Greek peoples named in the epics, such as Maionians (i.e. Lydians), Mystians and Phrygians who are known to have occupied western Asia Minor after the collapse of the Hittite empire. An even clearer example is constituted by the inhabitants of the Dodekanese who, as we just saw, were probably of Dorian stock. In marked contrast to the near absence of Ionians and Ionian territories, these Dorian Dodekanesians play a role of some significance among the allied Greek forces before Troia.

The prominent place of the Dorian Dodekanesians in the epics brings us back to the subject of ethnic identity. Earlier we observed that some sort of ethnic consciousness may have existed in Greece already in the 9th or 8th century, but, as the case of the Dorians shows, the earliest unequivocal evidence of ethnic identity is manifest only in the first half of the 7th century. We saw that on both sides of the Aegean there were Dorians who possessed a supra-local or, indeed, supra-regional collective identity based on ethnic affiliation (being Dorian; triple tribal subdivision) and an elaborate, specifically Dorian mythology (Ursprungsmythos centring on a migration story). What is important is that our testimony includes the Dodekanesian Dorians who were neighbours of the East Ionians. This fact makes the virtual absence of references to the Ionians and their habitat in the epics even more remarkable. As I see it, this situation may be explained in two ways. A first possible explanation is that we are confronted with a sort of paradoxical situation: the fact that Ionia and the Ionians were banned from the epics so meticulously presupposes that indeed some kind of Ionian self-awareness and Ionian collective identity existed, based inter alia on the belief in large-scale migrations after the Trojan war. This explanation would be compatible with a suggestion offered some time ago by Barbara Patzek. She supposes that the dating of the story of the Trojan war before the migratory period makes Asia Minor into an apt location where the contrast between early Greeks and Asiatic Orientals could be made visible. By means of this clear west–east scheme — mainland Greeks vs. Oriental Anatolians — the Ionian audience could give substance to its identification with the Hellènes. This is an interesting suggestion, although the prominent place that the Asiatic Dorians occupy, especially in the Iliad, does not fit comfortably with this idea. Moreover, as other authors have argued, we can observe a process of ‘othering’ in the epics, but this does not yet make use of stereotyped oppositions between Greeks and barbarian non-Greeks. However this may be, a second explanation for the virtual absence of Ionians and ‘Ionian’ localities in the epics should be taken into consideration. This explanation is more straightforward and entirely contrary to the first, as it is based on the supposition that Ionian identity — especially when compared to Dorian identity — was still very much unarticulated, in particular on the east side of the Aegean.

It is not easy to decide how we should interpret the absence of Ionians in the epics. In any way it urges us to pose the question whether a communal Ionian identity already existed in the earlier part of the 7th century. An elegy of Mimnermos of Smyrna (late 7th century) may clarify the matter:

---

87 Naxos-Metropolis area: walled city in LH IIIC, continuity into Iron Age; Lambrinoudakis/Phlaniotou-Hadjianastasiou 2001.
88 Cf. Hdt. 1.6.3.
89 E.g. Il. 2.858, 862-877; 10.428-31; further 3.184-189, 401; 4.141; 5.43-44; 16.719; 18.291-292; 20.385, 390-392 (Phrygians, Maionians); 5.628 ff.; 6.150-211; 12.310-314 etc. (Lykians). See also Kullmann 1999, 191 f.
90 See also Rhodian-Lykian clashes (Il. 5.628 ff.), probably reflecting Iron Age realities, with Crielaard 1995, 275, for further references.
91 Patzek 1992, 154. This view goes back ultimately to Hdt. 1.3-4.
92 E. Hall 1989; Cartledge 1993, 38 f. See further below, section 5.
Mimnermos was a near contemporary of Tyrtaios and it is instructive to compare this elegy to the one by Tyrtaios quoted above. The content of both elegies is comparable and there are similarities in the phrasing. For example, both actions took place with divine sanction and both poets speak of ‘we’, although the events clearly occurred before their own time. Although it cannot be entirely ruled out that the use of first-person plural verbs was related to poetic conventions (viz. to exhortatory elegy), the broader context of the fragments rather indicates that it was linked to the existence of a self-aware collective identity that was based at least partly on a migration story. But there is one important difference. Tyrtaios focuses on the early ‘history’ of the Spartan polis but at the same time refers to the Peloponnese as a whole, which is claimed by a pan-regional or even supra-regional ethnic entity. Mimnermos’ foundation story, on the other hand, does not relate to a larger region (such as Ionia) but to two specific localities (Kolophon and Smyrna). This suggests that this collective history was first of all a matter of local identity. Although the reference to ‘Aiolian Smyrna’ may indicate a notion of ethnic opposition (Ionians vs. Aioloans), no reference is made to Ionian identity in more general terms. We may conclude, then, that by the mid-7th century migration stories existed in cities in East Ionia that helped to create or cement a collective identity. As far as we can judge from Mimnermos, this collective identity was probably not defined in terms of being ‘Ionian’, just as the foundation story of Kolophon/Smyrna fails to support the idea that the concept of an ‘Ionian migration’ already existed in this early period.

The notion that the Ionian migration was a genuine, historical event goes back to accounts of ancient authors who believed that the clustering of regional Greek dialects was the direct result of ethnic mass migrations. The ancients agreed that the Ionian migration took place after the Dorian invasions of the Peloponnese and the Aiolian colonization of northwest Asia Minor. For the rest, their accounts are far

93 Mimn. fr. 9 [West]. Cf. ll. 2.592; Hdt. 1.16, 150; Strabo 14.1.4.
94 The capture of Smyrna by Kolophonian invaders may have been a relatively recent event, but it must predate the 23rd Olympiad, i.e. 688 BC, cf. Paus. 5.8.7; also 4.21.5, with Jeffery 1976, 225; Boardman 1980, 29; Cook/Nicholls 1998, 57 f.
95 Bowie (2001, 47-49, 66) thinks that Mimn. fr. 9 and perhaps Tyrtaios fr. 2 represent narrative elegy dealing with the recent past and earlier history of Smyrna and Sparta, respectively.
96 J. Hall 2002, 72 f. On the other hand, there is the possibility that ‘Aiolian Smyrna’ embraces a sort of standard epithet (cf. the so-called Epigrams of Homer 4.6), whether or not to differentiate it from other localities of that name (such as the neighbourhood of Ephesos of that name, see below note 194) – just as Hesiod speaks of ‘Aiolian Kyne’ (W & D. 636), perhaps to discriminate it from Euboian Kyne or Kyne in Campania. In other words, it is possible that ‘Aiolian’ is used in a geographical rather than ethnic sense.
97 See e.g. Strabo 8.1.2.
98 See e.g. Hdt. 5.76; Thouk. 1.12.4; Strabo 14.1.3. Late antique sources (references in Roebuck 1955, 37 note 5) were even able to produce absolute dates in the earlier 11th century.
from unanimous. We may try to detect some chronological layering in these stories. As we just saw, Mimnermos in the late 7th century speaks of a migration directly from Neleid Pylos. Allegedly, he considered Andraimon of Pylos to be the founder of Kolophon. Strabo mentions that Miletos was founded by Neleus, ‘a Pylian by birth’, while Neleus’ son Aipytos was known as one of the founders of Priene, which presumably preserves a scrap of a similar, early tradition. What we find then is that, according to this tradition and in contrast to later versions of the story, some of the Ionian cities had been founded directly from Neleid Pylos and had nothing to do with Athens, the later champion of the Ionians. Interestingly, there is epigraphic evidence to suggest that already in the first half of the 6th century there existed a cult of Neleus on Samos. For the sake of clarity, it may be noted that Neleus, the founder of Miletos, cannot be identical with Neleus, the legendary son of Poseidon and father of Nestor, who was the founder or conqueror of ‘Neleid Pylos’. Neleus of Miletos and Andraimon who ‘left Neleid Pylos to settle at Kolophon’ were possibly considered to be his descendants. However this may be, we find that by the 5th century at least another version or perhaps even more than one version of the story of the Ionian migration were in circulation. Herodotos is acquainted with a tradition according to which the Ionians of the Dodekapolis originally lived in the northwest Peloponnese, in the twelve cities of Achaia; one of these was Helike, which – claims Herodotos – lent its name to the cult of Poseidon Helikonios celebrated at the Panionion. As we saw in the introduction, Herodotos tells us that the Ionians who founded the twelve cities in Asia pretended to be ‘more truly Ionian, or better born than the other Ionians’. What can be deduced from Herodotos’ description is that these Ionians made these claims on account of their association with the original Ionian homeland in the northwest Peloponnese. Further on in the same passage he reports that there was another category of Asiatic Ionians who proclaimed to be of ‘the best born of the Ionians’. The Milesians seem to have held this claim, pointing out that they had started out from the protyaneion (‘city hall’) in Athens. This claim is possibly connected with another element of the tradition regarding the Ionian migration or, alternatively, a different version of the story that Herodotos was

---

99 For fundamental source criticism, I refer especially to F. Prinz 1979, 314-376; Cobet 2007.
100 Strabo 14.1.3, referring to Mimnermos’ Nanno (=fr. 10 [West]).
101 Strabo 14.1.3; Paus. 7.2.10. Further Paus. 7.2.6 (Neleus’ tomb outside Ephesos); Plut. Mul. virt. 16, with Jeffery 1976, 210 (feast).
102 See Paus. 7.3.3 and also below.
103 Inscribed bronze miniature vessel mentioning priest of Neleus from the Heraion; see Lazzarini 1978; Jeffery 1990, 471 C.
104 Od. 11.252-257; see also Catalogue of Women fr. 33a [Merkelbach/West]. According to ‘Eumelos’ (fr. 6B, D=Paus. 2.2.2.), Neleus, father of Nestor, died at Korinth and was buried in an unknown grave on the Isthmos.
105 Hdt. 1.145.148 (cf. 149: the twelve Aiolian cities); also 7.94: still in Achaia they were called Aigialean Pelasgians (‘P. of the Coast’). After the coming of Xouthos, they took their name from his son Ion. The same applied to the islanders (95.1; also 8.46.2-3, 48). An Achaian origin is also mentioned by the 4th-century poet Timotheos of Miletos, Pers. 246-248. According to Morgan and Hall (1996; also J. Hall 2000, 389-396, 399; 2007, 64 f.), the Achaian connection was elaborated during the 7th and 6th centuries as a result of Achaian and Ionian colonial rivalries in southern Italy. The story seems to have emphasized that in the past the Achaians had forcibly displaced the Ionians from Achaia, just as they more recently (mid-6th c.) had expelled the Ionians from Siris. But cf. Malkin 1998, 211 f.: founder’s cult of Neleidai at Metapontion serving to stress the commonalities between neighbouring Achaian and Ionian colonies.
106 Hdt. 1.146.1: ’…μᾶλλον οὗτοι Ἰωνές εἰσι τῶν ἄλλων Ἰωνῶν ή κάλλιόν τι γεγόνασι’ 146.2 ’…καὶ νομίζοντες γενναιότατοι εἶναι Ἰωνῶν’. These and other claims were refuted by Herodotos. J. McInerney (2001, 57-59) points out that the historian seeks to contest the ethnic unity of the East Ionians and their ethnic identity on the basis of the same essentials that appear in his definition of Greek ethnicity (Hdt. 8.144; see also above, note 45). In Herodotos’ view (1.147), the only real Ionians were those who were of Athenian descent and celebrated the Apatouria. Cf. comments in Thomas 2001, 225 f.
acquainted with. It is not clear from his scattered and allusive account whether he pictured the Ionians expelled from Achaia to have resettled in Attika before migrating to the eastern Aegean, but he states plainly that the Ionian Dodekapolis was founded from Athens. This may be identified as the ‘Athenian’ version of the Ionian migration and its Pylian connection in which Neleus or Neileos, the founder of Miletos, is presented as the son of the mythical Athenian king Kodros, who was made into a descendant of Neleus, king of Pylos. Since Kodros had become king of Athens, the colonization of Ionia from Pylos was then pictured to have taken place indirectly, via an Athenian detour. Later authors, such as Pausanias and Strabo, present the stories in a more elaborated form by incorporating various local and sometimes older versions and making them compatible. In this late, synthesized version, twelve of Kodros’ sons (including bastard sons and a grandson) took the Ionians, who previously had been expelled by the Achaians and had come to Attika, and led these refugees to Asia Minor where they founded the twelve Ionian cities. The supreme commander was either Neleus, the founder of Ionian Miletos, or Androklos, the founder of Ephesos, depending on the respective claims to primacy of these cities.

Thus, we catch a glimpse of how traditions concerning the Ionian migration developed from the 7th to 5th centuries and later. The origin of these traditions perhaps lies in heroic genealogies and ancestor myths of local aristocratic families or royal dynasties wishing to trace back their pedigree to gods, epic figures or other heroic progenitors, as did for example the Neleidai, the genus basileion at Miletos, and the Aipytidai, the royal clan of Priene. The construction of ancestor myths provided elite families with an illustrious lineage and helped to legitimate their position in society. But they were also a form of ‘intentional history’, as they were intended to explicate the political alliances that existed between some families, or the competition for superior status and more ancient descent taking place between others. Significantly, some of these family genealogies are incompatible with divisions that existed later between Ionians and Aiolians, and between Greeks and non-Greeks. Possibly as a next stage, stories of wandering ‘heroes’ were extrapolated to migratory stories that served as ‘ancestor myths’ for a large part of the polis population. We can read between the lines that in Ionia a great variety of local foundation stories must have existed, involving ‘Pylian’ or ‘Ionian’ settlers, but also a staggering number of other ethnic groups, both Greek and non-Greek. These local myths were not necessarily mutually compatible. This relates especially to the Neleus legend that seems to have had a different development on each side of the Aegean. During the 7th

---

107 Hdt. 1.147; 5.65; 7.94; 9.97; Hellan. FGH 4 F 125, with Heinzel 1999, 3, 9 f. J. Hall (2007, 57) suggests that the tradition that the Ionians were the former residents of Achaia who fled to Attika before setting out to colonize the Anatolian coast is a 5th-c. rationalization to account for the fact that both regions are independently named in earlier sources as the original Ionian homeland. In late 5th-century Attika there existed a chthonic cult of Neleus and Basileia (Lazzarini 1978, 181), which opens up the possibility that a local hero named Neleus was incorporated into the stories of the Kodrid kings and Ionian migration.

108 Paus. 2.18.7; 7.1–4 (note that Andraimon, who is a Pylian according to Mimnermos, is here made into a son of Athenian Kodros); also 7.6.1–2; Strabo 8.1.2, 7.1–4; 14.1.3 ff. Further Aelian VH 8.5; Zenobius Adag. 5.17.


110 Agamemnonidai: at Pygela near Mykale (Huxley 1966, 27, with note 56 for references), Kyme and Mytilene (Strabo 9.2.5; 13.1.3); cf. also Sappho fr. 17 [Voigt]. Herakleidai: Sardeis (Hdt. 1.7, 91), Dodekanese (see section 4.1 above).

111 In the Iliad both Tlepolemos, the Heraklid ruler of Rhodes (2.659), and the Lykian king Glaukos (6.152 ff.) have roots in Ephyre on the Peloponnese. What is more, Glaukos was a descendent of Aiolos (6.152 ff.); and yet this did not prevent some of the Ionian ruling families to trace back their pedigree to Glaukos (see Hdt. 1.147).

112 E.g. Hdt. 1.146. Further below, note 142. Note also in this context the strong Boiotian ‘undercurrent’ in the foundation myths of especially Priene, Melhe, Kolophon and Teos, see Cook 1961, 12; Huxley 1966, 27 f.; Kleiner et al. 1967, 80; Emlyn-Jones 1980, 21, 25, 66) – all with references.
and 6th centuries many local histories were composed which combined local myths with episodes from a more recent past. Semonides’ *archaiologia* of the Samians, Minnermos’ *Smyrneis* and Xenophanes’ *foundation of Kolophon* all celebrated local identity. If historiography can be taken as indicative of changes in identity, the 5th century must have been a turning point. We see a shift to overarching narratives tying together traditions of several local communities. Examples of this shift are accounts by Pherekydes of Athens and Panyassis of Halikarnassos. Both dealt with the early migrations from mainland Greece and testify to a shift in focus towards a communal, Ionian identity. But there is more. From Panyassis’ *Ionika* onwards, Athens started to employ these migration stories for propagandistic purposes, especially to substantiate her leadership within the first Delian-Attic League. In ancient Greece, it was not uncommon to refer to the past to underline special relationships between two or more states, and if necessary, traditions were fabricated or reinvented. The more ancient and respectable the relationship, the higher the degree of solidarity and loyalty the parties would experience. Athens, however, went one step further by creating a tradition that stressed the ethnic purity of the Athenians and advertised Athens as the most Ionian city of all. By means of elaboration or possibly even appropriation of the Neleus legend, Athens sought to substantiate its claim to be the metropolis of all Ionians. It is probably in this context that we have to put Herodotos’ remarks about conflicting traditions that were utilized to claim and contest degrees of purity of Ionian blood. At the same time, the Ionian cities seem to have accepted the story of a single organized act of colonization; their response to Athens’ claims was to credit themselves retrospectively with a venerable past that included foundation by one of Kodros’ offspring.

**TRIBAL SUBDIVISIONS**

Like the Dorians, the Ionians were subdivided into *phylai* (‘tribes’). In Athens before Kleisthenes four tribes existed (Geleontes, Argadeis, Aigikoreis and Hopletes). In a number of Ionian cities or their colonies some of these tribal names have been attested, in addition to other names (such as Oinopes and Boreis, after Boros, an ancestor of Neleus). As remarked in the introduction, these subdivisions are generally considered as fossilized relics of a tribal structure that had pertained in the premigratory period, although those employed in Ionia are sometimes considered as local inventions of a later date. More recently, however, the evidence has been more critically appraised. It has been suggested that Ionian tribal names became standardized when the Ionians came to identify themselves as a cult community or as a dialect group during or after the Dark Ages. Gehrke argues that these groups were created as a cohesive force within the context of the incipient polis. He postulates that – thanks to observable linguistic and religious similarities – groups in the eastern Aegean identified themselves with mainland Ionians.

113 In comparison to these works, the treatise on the future of Ionia by Bias of Priene (see Diog. Laert. 1.85; cf. Hdt. 1.170) seems conspicuously precocious.


115 Cf. Strabo 14.1.3.

116 It has been suggested that this happened already during the 7th or 6th century on the initiative of cosmopolitan or politically ambitious elite families, including the Peisistratidae, see J. Hall 1997, 52 f.; I.S. Lemos 2007, 714, both with further refs.

117 Gehrke 1994, 239 f.

118 Hdt. 1.147: there are East Ionians of pure birth (οἱ ἑως Ἀθηναίων γεγονότες Ἴωνες) and all are Ionians who are of Athenian descent.

119 See e.g. Thuk. 1.12.4 (about early Greeks sending out colonies): ‘... as Athens did to Ionia and most of the islands, and the Peloponnesians to most of Italy and Sicily’; see further Roebuck 1955, 34.

120 Hdt. 5.66.2.


But whereas the *Ionienbegriff* supposedly spread from east to west (from the Panionion to the islands and then to the mainland), the internal division into *phylai* would have moved in the opposite direction.\(^{123}\) A similar east-west crossing has been suggested for the Apatouria,\(^{124}\) the festival marking the admittance of new members to the *phratriai* which Herodotos considers as one of the hallmarks of the true Ionians.\(^{125}\)

This is not the place to explicate this topic. What should be noted, however, is that cities in Ionia seldom possessed the same set of subdivisions, that is, tribal names that exactly correspond. Where they did possess the same set, we should seriously consider the possibility of borrowing and ‘cross-fertilization’. Moreover, literary testimony is very clear in showing that such subdivisions as *phylai* were highly dynamic entities that could be reinvented unimpededly.\(^{126}\) This means that we cannot exclude that tribal subdivisions and ethnonyms – as well as other social institutions such as calendars and festivals – were borrowed rather than inherited\(^{127}\) and could be part of ‘invented’ traditions that helped to create supra-local communalities and a common history. At the same time, we may assume that such traditions could be manipulated or appropriated, for instance to substantiate claims to seniority and superiority.

**The Ionian Migration and Archaeology**

To conclude this section we will look at independent sources outside the ancient migration stories that can shed light on Ionia’s early history. For this we have to go as far back as the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BC. In this period we find a number of political entities existing in western Asia Minor. Among them are Millawanda, probably the Bronze Age predecessor of Miletos, and Apaša or Ephesos of later times, which during the Bronze Age, however, was the capital of the Luwian kingdom of Arzawa. The region maintained contacts with the inland Hittite empire and, in particular, Ahhiyawa. The latter denotes probably some ‘Achaian’, viz. Mycenaean, centre of power, on either the islands or the Greek mainland. Hittite texts seem to suggest that Millawanda lay under the authority of the Great King of Ahhiyawa.\(^{128}\) Excavations at Miletos have yielded architecture, pottery and tomb types indicating that the site was inhabited by Mycenaeans or, at least, that it had very close links with the Mycenaean world.\(^{129}\) At Ephesos, the Ayasuluk hill contained a fortified settlement belonging to a population with a mixed Anatolian-Mycenaean material culture. Also below the later Artemision at Ephesos traces of Late Bronze Age occupation were brought to light, including a cult place with Mycenaean traits.\(^{130}\) Painted pottery

\(^{123}\) Gehrke 2000, 159 ff., 163, 167-171; also Ulf 1996b, esp. 271; J. Hall (2002, 71) that the term Ionia/Ionians originated in coastal Anatolia. On tribal structures, see also J. Hall 2007, 56: “the tribe was a subdivision of – and consequently, subsequent to – the *polis*”.

\(^{124}\) Huxley 1966, 31; Connor 1993, 197; J. Hall 2007, 54.

\(^{125}\) Hdt. 1.147.2; see also Thuk. 2.15.4.

\(^{126}\) See, notably, Kleisthenes’ reforms, but also the so-called ‘Chian Laws’ (c. 575 - 550), discussed in N.F. Jones 1987, 14-17, with 13, 191-193; also Murray 1990, 12-16.

\(^{127}\) Connor 1993, 197; ploc Gorman 2001, 37 ff. J. Hall (2007, 53 f.) points out that the calendars of Athens and Miletos only partly overlapped; perhaps even more significant are correspondences between the names of months used in Ionia and Dorian Rhodos.


found on the eastern Aegean islands and the west coast of Asia Minor corroborates the picture that intensive communications existed with the Mycenaean world.131

Like elsewhere in the Aegean, there were violent destructions near the end of the Bronze Age.132 More significant, however, is that a number of settlements managed to survive into the post-palatial, LH IIIC period.133 Continuity of population is also suggested by the development of a homogeneous pottery style in the southeastern Aegean covering the (palatial) LH IIIB2 as well as the (post-palatial) LH IIIC period.134 There is ceramic and other archaeological evidence for continuous inhabitation even from the Bronze to the Iron Age in Samos, Klazomenai/Limantepe, Ephesos (both Ayasuluk hill and the Artemision), Miletos, and Assesos and Teichioussa in the area of Miletos, and possibly also at Chios, Erythrai and Kuşadası.135 Needless to say, in historical times these places ranked among the most important Ionian cities. In other places the earliest Iron Age material is later (see e.g. Protogeometric at Smyrna, Phokaia, Teos and Klaros), although it should be added that at some of these sites the final Bronze Age or early Iron Age levels have not been reached or they appear to have been destroyed by large-scale building activities of later periods.

Apparently, the settlement history of the east side of the Aegean was rather similar to that of the western part (i.e. fortified LBA settlements, destructions, relatively flourishing IIIC coastal sites, continuous inhabitation in some places), and the two regions seem to have enjoyed more or less uninterrupted contacts during the Bronze – Iron Age period. With the archaeological information we have today, it would be overdramatic to cling to the picture of the eastern Aegean as ‘a potentially or actually hostile shore’, separated from mainland Greece by ‘a hundred of miles or more across dangerous seas’.136 In fact during the Bronze-Iron transition the western and eastern Aegean were parts of the same cultural area,137 and we see that new pottery styles, house types and burial customs were picked up more or less simultaneously on both sides of the Aegean.138

133 E.g. Panaztepe-Menemen (LH IIIC Early); Bademgediği Tepesi-Torbali (fortified site near classical Metropolis; LH IIIC Early); Emporio, Chios (LH IIIC Middle-Late); Ephesos (LH IIIC); Miletos (LH IIIC Middle/Late); see further Troia (LH IIIC Early [and: Middle?]), Pitane, Muskebi and Iasos (LH IIIC), see Mountjoy 1998, 35 ff., 53, 60; 1999, 1147-1155; Greaves/Helwing 2001, 506; Meriç 2002.
134 Mountjoy 1998, 51-63; 2005: her late LH IIIB–LH IIIC Early-Middle ‘East Aegean Koine’. Not including Rhodos that displays a new, but flourishing material culture, which Mountjoy (1998, 63) is inclined to connect to newcomers (from Kreta?), I.S. Lemos (2007, esp. 723 f.) argues that migrations to the eastern Aegean started in LH IIIC
136 Snodgrass 1971, 373.
137 Patzek 1992, 11 f. makes a similar point.
138 E.g. at Klazomenai/Limantepe: Ayaṭclar 2004; Ersoy 2007, 151-153. I am inclined to see the local production of PG finewares and cooking wares at Miletos and Ephesos (Niemeier 2007, 89, with refs.) in the same light. Among archaeologists dealing with the Ionian migrations, there is a tendency to focus on Attic and Atticizing pottery from the PG period found in Ionia (e.g. ibid., 89 f.; Kerschner 2006), but it is important to note that Ath-
It is not easy to reconcile this picture with that of one or more waves of migrants instigating new communities and cultures. In this light it is rather ironical that Miletos and Ephesos – the cities that later claimed to have been the first to receive a large body of Ionian settlers – have produced the best evidence for continuous occupation. Apart from settlements that were inhabited without interruption, archaeology provides evidence of a prolonged process of occupation or reoccupation of sites and more sparsely populated areas – presumably sometimes attended with conquest by force.\(^{139}\) Instances of warlike and forceful acquisition of land that have been attested for the 8th and 7th centuries (see also section 5 below) can be considered the final stage of this process that is characterized by the gradual settlement of the coastal landscape of Asia Minor.\(^{140}\) It is possible that as part of this process new settlers arrived who brought with them the proto-Ionian dialect, although migration is certainly not the only means of diffusion of a language.\(^{141}\)

If we adhere to this model of continuous inhabitation and desultory infiltration, the stories of a concerted Ionian migration leading to a massive influx of settlers must be considered as fabrications of a later period. What is compatible with this model, though, are the frequent references to non-Ionian or Anatolian elements in the population in these foundation stories. Herodotos, for example, to support his claim that the Asiatic Ionians were not more truly Ionian than the other Ionians, points out that also Greeks from other regions had settled in Ionian cities, the settlers of Miletos even having taken brides after killing their male relatives; other cities, he says, were ruled by Lykian kings.\(^{142}\) Although Herodotos presents this information to contest the ethnic identity and ethnic unity of the East Ionians, it is likely that he took this information from local traditions. Another recurrent element in these foundation stories is that of Greeks expelling or killing Karians and other indigenous inhabitants. This can be seen as a form of colonial discourse, similarly known in the West,\(^{143}\) that can be interpreted as later attempts to ‘prove’ the community’s homogeneity and ethnic purity.

5 COMMON WAY OF LIFE

WARLIKE BEHAVIOUR AND COLLECTIVE IDENTITY

In the ancient sources, the Greeks living in Ionia are often portrayed as luxury-loving, decadent and effeminate. This can be considered a cliché that became popular especially after the Archaic period (see below). The fact is that a variety of sources show that war, conquest and piracy run like a continuous thread through the history of the Ionian Greeks. It is probably no accident that the first fortified settlements of the Iron Age are found in Ionia and the Kyklades.\(^{144}\) During the ensuing Archaic period some East Ionian poleis clung to piracy and naval warfare (during the 7th and 6th centuries, in particular

\(^{139}\) See also Patzek 1992, 111.

\(^{140}\) Pollen diagrams from SW Anatolia show increase of anthropogenic activity from c. 1450 BC onwards, see Eastwood et al. 1998.

\(^{141}\) Cf. J. Hall 1997, 162-170; also 2007, 56 where he argues against the assumption that dialectal correspondences are due to their shared descent from a protodialect.

\(^{142}\) Hdt. 1.146-147. See further Hom. Il. 2.867-869; Thouk. 1.8.1; Strabo 14.1.3; Paus. 7.2.2-4.6. According to the latter (7.2.5), only Klazomenai and Phokaia were non-existent before the coming of the Ionians. For mixed marriages, see also Coldstream 1993, esp. 96-98.

\(^{143}\) Cf. Yntema 2000.

\(^{144}\) Crielaard 2009, 363.
Samos and Phokaia\textsuperscript{145}, while other, mainly inland cities were renowned in antiquity for their powerful cavalry (notably Kolophon and Magnesia on the Maiandros).\textsuperscript{146} During the 7th and 6th centuries East Ionians fought in the armies of the Babylonians and Persians, and served the Egyptian pharaohs of the 26th Dynasty (between c. 663 and 570) as footsoldiers, marines and bodyguards, often alongside their Aiolian, Dorian and Karian neighbours.\textsuperscript{147}

I wish to point out that war and violence must be regarded as major cohesive forces.\textsuperscript{148} It can be argued that war and warlike behaviour played a significant role in collective identities at both a local and

\textsuperscript{145} Samos: e.g. Thouk. 1.13.2-3; Hdt. 3.39 (fleet of tyrant Polykrates, c. 532 - 522 BC); further Hdt. 1.70; 3.47; 6.223. Phokaia: e.g. Hdt. 1.162-167; 6.17 (freebooting); Thouk. 1.13.6; cf. Mele 1979, esp. Ch. 8. Further Hdt. 2.152 (Ionian and Karian marauders in Egypt).

\textsuperscript{146} Kolophon: Polyain. Strat. 7.2.2; Strabo 14.1.28, with Talamo 1973; Fogazza 1974. Magnesia: Arist. Pol. 4.3.1-2.


\textsuperscript{148} For early Greek warfare as a means of interaction and communication, see also Snodgrass 1986, esp. 51 f.
a supra-local level. We may start with the importance of war for collective identity and self-representation at the level of local communities. Earlier I quoted the 7th-century poet Mimnermos. His poetry shows that in the charter myths of Kolophon and Smyrna not only migration, but also conquest and violence (on the verge of communal *hybris*) were presented as elements that unified the inhabitants. Conquest and acquisition of territory were also a way of life for island polities such as Samos and Chios, which during the 8th and 7th centuries were busy carving out territories (*peraia*) on the opposite coast of Asia Minor. On top of that, there were conflicts with equally warlike, non-Greek neighbours, such as Karians, Kimmerians and Lydians. Conflicts with these inland peoples seem to have fostered, first of all, a kind of local solidarity focussing on the polis community. This is clear from the martial elegies that the 7th-century poets Kallinos of Ephesos and Mimnermos of Smyrna composed to exhort their fellow citizens to fight to the death against outsiders threatening their polis. Absent in these poems are hints at an antithesis based on ethnic oppositions along the lines of the Greek Self vs. the non-Greek culturally Other. To the contrary, the Lydians, who were the main opponents of the Ionians, were foes and simultaneously role models (see section 5 below). Symptomatic of this situation is also that the Ionian cities never felt induced to operate as one united front against these adversaries; it is therefore questionable whether this external threat did much to foster a common Ionian identity.

War and violence were important for collective identity and self-representation also at a supra-local level, but this operated differently than one would perhaps expect. Literary information on warlike and diplomatic relationships during the Archaic period creates the strong impression that the East Ionian cities found friends and foes first and foremost among their own kind (and hardly among the neighbouring Dorian Dodekanesians, for instance), and secondly among the Ionian cities in the Kyklades and, more incidentally, Euboia. Attika appears to be somewhat outside this orbit of alliances and animosities.

---

149 The mention of *hybris* in Minn. fr. 9.4 possibly served to explain the later punishment of Kolophon, presumably in the form of its capture by the Lydian king Gyges, see Hdt. 1.14.4, with Fisher 1992, 213-216; J. Hall 2000, 393.

150 See Shapley 1987, 30 f., 35, 47; Debdor 2001; further Jeffery 1976, 208 f., 221; cf. 89, 237 (Lesbos). Naturally, these acquisitive actions led to conflicts with neighbouring polities.

151 Karians: e.g. Alkaios fr. 388 [Voigt] (c. 600); Anakreon fr. 401 [Page] (6th century), with Snodgrass 1964, 107-118. Kimmerians: Kallinos fr. 5a; also Archil. fr. 20 [West]; cf. Hdt. 1.6.3; Strabo 1.3.21; further references in Cobet 1997, 255 f. Lydians: see above.

152 See e.g. Kallinos frs. 1; 5a, 4 [West]; Minn. fr. 14 [West]. For other references to wars between Ionians of Kolophon and Smyrna, and the Lydians under Gyges, see Hdt. 1.14; Paus. 4.21.5; 9.29.2; Strabo 14.1.4.

153 For e.g. the different relations that especially Miletos, Priene and Ephesos maintained with Lydia, see Jeffery 1976, 221, 223.

154 Alliances: Miletos and Chios, vs. Erythrai and Lydia (before c. 600; Hdt. 1.18.3); Miletos and Paros (Archil. fr. 192 [West]); Miletos, Erythrai and Paros jointly colonizing Parion (c. 710 BC; Strabo 13.1.13-14); Miletos and Erythrai, vs. Naxos (Andriskos *FGH* 500 F 1; Plut. *Mor.* 254b-f; later hostilities: Hdt. 5.30 ff.); Eretria and Miletos vs. Chalkis and Samos (7th century?; Hdt. 5.99.1). See further arbitrations by Paros, Samos and Erythrai in dispute between Andros and Chalkis over Akanthos (mid-7th century; Plut. *QG* 30), and by Paros in Milesian conflict (c. 520; Hdt. 5.28-29). Wars: Kolophon’s conquest of Smyrna (Minn. fr. 9 [West]; Hdt. 1.150); Chios vs. Erythrai (Plut. *Mor.* 244e-245a; Polyain. *Stat.* 8.66; cf. Jeffery 1976, 212, 229 with note 10, 230); Miletos vs. Myous (Plut., *Mor.* 253f); Ephesos vs. Magnesia (before c. 640; Athen. 12.525c; cf. to Kallinos and Archilochos; cf. Huxley 1966, 83); Samos and Miletos) vs. Priene (over Mykale’s territory, earlier 6th century; Plut. *QG* 20); Miletos vs. Melos, and Miletos vs. Karystos in Euboia (Konon *FGH* 26 F 1, xiv; Nic. Damasc. *FGH* 90 F 52-53); Samos vs. Lesbos (ally of Miletos, later 6th century; Hdt. 3.39.4). Tausend 1992, 70-89 provides a sketch of the historical backgrounds.

155 Aristocratic alliances in Athens, Naxos and Euboia: Hdt. 1.61, 64; Athens, Eretria and Miletos vs. Persians in 498: Hdt. 5.97 ff., with Tausend 1992, 123-126. Wars of Athens vs. Mitilene in Hellespont region (later 7th and 6th centuries), see e.g. Alkaios fr. 401b [Voigt]; Hdt. 5.94-95, with Jeffery 1976, 89-90, 238-239.
Perhaps the most explicit example of the relationship between war and supra-local identity is provided by the fragmentarily preserved story of what Vitruvius calls ‘the war with Melite’. He adds that, ‘because of the arrogance of its people’ this city was destroyed by the Ionian cities jointly. Early sources refer to the Meliakos polemos, the war about Melie. Melie (or Melia) may have been either a Karian or an Ionian-Karian settlement. Apparently it was powerful and dominated a large territory. Epigraphic evidence of a much later date tells us that Melie’s land was divided up, probably between Samos, Priene, and Miletos, while Kolophon was perhaps also involved in some way. What is particularly important in this context of supra-local, Ionian identity is the date of this conflict, also because the Panionion – the common East Ionian sanctuary of Poseidon Helikonios – was established supposedly after the ‘Meliac war’. This sanctuary lay on the north side of Mykale, the coastal spur that commands the fertile plane to the north as well as the narrow strait between Samos and the mainland (fig. 4). Melie has been identified with the site of Kaletepe near Güzelçamlı. Kaletepe lies two kilometres southwest of the remains of large-scale architecture that have been connected with the Poseidon sanctuary (present-day Otomatik Tepe). The earliest occupation phases at Kaletepe date to Protogeometric and Geometric times. The fortification wall on the acropolis was constructed and reinforced possibly between c. 750 and 650 BC, and a lower enclosure wall was added around 600 BC. On the basis of circumstantial evidence, the destruction and subsequent abandonment of the site are dated for reasons of convenience to c. 700 BC. However, the archaeological evidence is generally flimsy, and there are no clear indications of a break in the site’s occupation after 700. It is even doubtful whether Kaletepe can be identified with Melie at all. Hans Lohmann has found a fortified settlement that was seemingly destroyed around 600 BC on the north side of Mykale at Çatallar Tepe, which he identifies as the site of Melie and the Panionion (see section 6 below). To be brief, the story of the joint destruction of Melie may have served as a kind of charter myth common to the Ionians of Asia Minor. However, if it was based on a historical event at all, this event may be dated closer to 600 than to 700 BC.

MATERIAL CULTURE: LUXURY AS SELF-EXPRESSION

During the 7th and 6th centuries an elitist culture was adopted in Ionia and Aiolis, centring on habrosynē and tryphiē. These two terms can be understood as ‘graciousness’ and ‘hedonistic luxury’, verging on wantonness. They typified the leisure class of the Archaic period and were intimately connected with a specific elitist notion of freedom. Living in luxury was a way of life or, rather, a style of private expenditure that found expression especially in gorgeous attire, perfumes and other forms of personal adornment, as well as

156 Vitruv. De arch. 4.1.3-5.
159 Hdt. 1.148; Diod. 15.49; Strabo 8.7.2, 14.1.19.
162 For later finds, in addition to the earlier 7th-century reinforcements of the acropolis wall, see the LG-SubG Grabbau (Kleiner et al. 1967, 167-170) and, on the acropolis, later 7th-/earlier 6th-century houses (p. 90, 97, 118-123, 134) and other finds from the early 7th to mid-6th centuries (p. 95, 116; 133-158). Cf also Tausend 1992, 77.
163 Lohmann 2004, 38 f.; Lohmann et al. (2007, 80, 102 f.) consider Kaletepe as a Fluchtburg, to be identified with Karion Phourion mentioned in later inscriptions from Priene.
164 See Diod. 8.20: ‘the Milesians living in luxury’ (Μιλησίων τραφέντων); a visiting Sybarite reported to his fellow citizens that he had seen but one free Greek city which was the city of the Milesians.
copious food and drink.\textsuperscript{165} Ian Morris has pointed out that by means of this type of lifestyle elitists identified themselves with Lydia and the Orient.\textsuperscript{166} Although Lydia, which paired wealth and refinement with military strength, served as the principal role model,\textsuperscript{167} I would suggest that ‘internationalism’ or ‘cosmopolitanism’ – rather than ‘orientalism’ – is the keyword to characterize East Greek elite culture. To give some examples, members of the Ionian or Aiolian upper class had a liking for Karian-type shields and helmets, and swords made in Chalkis.\textsuperscript{168} They campaigned as hereditary guest-friends with the Egyptian pharaoh in Nubia, and in Palestine with the Babylonians.\textsuperscript{169} These regions were ‘the world’s end’, from where they would bring back all kinds of goods like ‘an ivory sword-hilt fastened with gold’ as well as stories of duels with huge giants, almost ‘five cubits tall’.\textsuperscript{170} It could even happen that these elitist fighters were decorated by the pharaoh, given a city in Egypt to govern and bring back home an inscribed statue as proof of all this.\textsuperscript{171} In times of peace, they would go to the agora in purple garments, with elegant hairstyles and exquisite scents – ‘useless \textit{habrosynai} (‘luxuries’) learnt from Lydia’, that were criticized sharply by Xenophanes of Kolophon in the mid-6th century.\textsuperscript{172} They were slinging cups from Teos, to play ‘the Sicilian \textit{kottabos}’, and long for a Thracian courtesan in Egyptian Naukratis.\textsuperscript{173} Just as male members were dressed in ‘trailing garments’, elite females walked about ‘long-robed’.\textsuperscript{174} Like men, they ‘loved \textit{habrosyne}’, such as ‘kerchieves and crimson-dyed aprons ... sent from Phokaia, precious gifts ...’, decorated slippers – ‘lovely piece of Lydian work’ – Skythian cloaks, and many-coloured \textit{mitrai} (‘headbands’ or perhaps ‘turbans’) that ‘only just recently were brought from Sardeis to Ionia’s cities’.\textsuperscript{175} For men and women alike, the hallmark of this sophisticated lifestyle was all kinds of fragrances, incense and perfumes, the same ‘as used by Kroisos’.\textsuperscript{176} In this manner, they were

\textsuperscript{165} Kurke 1992. As De Vos (1995, 22 ff.) also stresses, aesthetic traditions, such as tastes in food, styles of clothing and definitions of physical beauty, are often used symbolically as a basis of Self and ethnic identity.

\textsuperscript{166} I. Morris 2000, 178 ff.

\textsuperscript{167} See e.g. Sappho frs. 16.15, 96.3, 132.4 [Voigt]; Alkaios fr. 69.2 [Voigt]; Alkman fr. 16.5 [West]; also Archil. fr. 19 [West]. For the Lydians’ luxurious lifestyle and martial valour, see also Hdt. 1.55.4, 79.2-3.

\textsuperscript{168} Anakreon fr. 401 [Page] (Karian shield); Alkaios frs. 140.10, 388 [Voigt] (Chalkidian swords; Karian helmet).

\textsuperscript{169} Herman 1987, 101 f. (discussing the Abu Simbel inscriptions in Nubia); also Helm 1980, 137; Haider 1996, 107 f., 114 (aristocrats).

\textsuperscript{170} Alkaios fr. 350 [Voigt], relating his brother Antimenidas’ adventures in Palestine, with Bettalli 1995, 26, 43-49, 54-55, 104, 108 f. (about elite fighters).

\textsuperscript{171} Masson/Yoyotte 1988; also Vittmann 2003, 203-205: Egyptian ‘block statue’ reportedly found near Priene. The pharaoh in question is either Psammetichos I (c. 665-610; favoured by Haider 2001, 200 f.) or II (c. 595-589; see Pernigotti 1999, 95 f.).

\textsuperscript{172} Xenophanes fr. 3 [West]. See also Hippias of Erythrai, \textit{FGH} 421 F 1, with Jeffery 1976, 229: tyrants of Erythrai (7th century?) copying luxurious Lydian habits, such as wearing scarlet, jewellery and false curls, and travelling in litters. On the Samians (6th century?), see Asios ad Douris of Samos, \textit{FGH} 76 F 60 (=Athen. 12.525ff.); also Eratosthenes, \textit{FGH} 241 F 11.

\textsuperscript{173} Alkaios fr. 322 [Voigt] (Teian cups); Anakreon fr. 415 [Page] (‘slinging the Sicilian \textit{kottabos}’). Rhodopis, the \textit{hetaira}: Sappho fr. 15 [Voigt]; cf. Hdt. 2.134, 135.6; Strabo 27.1.33.

\textsuperscript{174} Alkaios fr. 1306.18 [Voigt]: \textit{ἐλκεσίπεπλοι}; \textit{ἐλκεχίτωνες Ἰάονες} (\textit{ἑλκεχίτωνες Ἰάονες}), with Van Wees 2005.

\textsuperscript{175} Sappho fr. 58.25 [Voigt] (ἀερίη \\ˈφωσφόνην); cf. Anakreon fr. 373 [Page]. Sappho frs. 101; 39; 98 [Voigt] (Phokaian kerchieves; Lydian slippers; \textit{mitrai} from Sardeis); cf. Alkman, \textit{Parthenion} 1.67-68 (μίτρα Λυδία); Pindar, \textit{Nem.} 8.15 (Λυδίας \textit{μίτρας}), more likely to refer to a fillet or ribbon). Skythian cloak: Hipponax fr. 2 [West].

\textsuperscript{176} E.g. Sappho frs. 2.4; 44 [Voigt] (frankincense, fragrances and other luxuries); Xenophanes frs. 1, 3 [West] (perfume and frankincense; scented unguents); Alkaios frs. 50; 362 (scent; myrrh); Hipponax fr. 104.12 [West] (perfume as used by Kroisos). As J. de La Genière (1984, 91) puts it aptly: ‘si l’on écoute Aténée [XV.690b-c] en effet, le royaume de Sardes est une province importante du vaste empire des parfums qu’est aux yeux des Grecs le monde oriental’. See Gras 2000, 150 f. for further references to use and production of incense in Ionia and Aiolis.
cosmopolitans, members of an international elite: East Greeks – especially Milesians and Kolophonians – shared a life of exotic luxury with notably Lydians, Sybarites and Etruscans. In the archaeological record we see a reflection of this lifestyle, for instance, in the wide distribution of *lydia*, unguent flasks of Lydian origin or type, while in the representational art of this period we find, for example, symposiasts and komasts wearing Lydian turbans. A number of these elements come together on a decorated Klaizomenian sarcophagus that was discovered not very long ago at Akanthos in Chalkidike (fig. 5). The main panel shows a symposium scene. A variety of unguent flasks can be seen standing on the side tables. Below the bed on the left side are two examples of what the ancient Greeks called the ‘Persian bird’ (cock). Some of the reclining symposiasts wear turbans of Lydian type. But perhaps the most ‘exotic’ of all is that these turbans are worn by women who are reclining together with the men. To many mainland Greeks this would be highly unusual: they would qualify the presence of women at a banquet as an eastern habit that ran counter to Greek customs.

Initially, foreign contacts, a refined way of life, and love of luxury were not suspect and not considered a sign of weakness. Poets like Mimnermos, Alkaios and Polymnestos (another Kolophonian) embodied two types of men – the brave man fighting on the battlefield and the light one enjoying the pleasures of a sophisticated lifestyle. Martial conduct and love of luxury were two sides of the same, aristocratic

---

177 Hdt. 6.21.1; Diod. 8.18, 20; Timaios 12.519 b (=FGH 566 F 50). For Kolophonian colonists at Siris, see Athen. 12.523c, with J. Hall 2000, 389–396, 398.
181 See Hdt. 5.18.2–3. It is possible that the women depicted on the Akanthos sarcophagus are *hetairai*, although this is not made explicit by specific actions or performances; for this, cf. Kurke 1999, 184 f., 199 ff. A *hetaira* seems to be mentioned in Anakreon fr. 373 [Page]; sometimes also slave girls attended banquets, see Theogn. 1002.
With Xenophanes’ scolding the Kolophonians for submissiveness and love of luxury, the idea was introduced that with pleasure and luxury the masculine vigour of the state had collapsed and that the East Greek cities had been punished for their *hybris*. By the first half of the 5th century the decadence of the East Ionian cities seems to have become proverbial. Moreover, after the Greek victory over the Persians, Greek identity was redefined on the basis of a series of oppositions between independent, courageous and self-disciplined Greeks vs. servile, unrestrained and luxury-loving easterners. Ionia, which during the Archaic period had served as an intermediary between the exotic east and the Greek states to the west and had been subject first to the Lydians and later to the Persians, was considered to share the qualifications of easterners. To some extent this also affected the Ionian Athenians, which may have been the reason why, if we can believe Herodotos, many Athenians were ashamed of their Ionian ancestry. Not surprisingly, during the Peloponnesian war the Spartans eagerly used it as one of the themes in the ethnic rhetoric that was part of their political propaganda.

6. **CULT: SANCTUARIES AS FOCI OF LOCAL AND SUPRA-LOCAL IDENTITIES**

During a large part of the 1st millennium BC the polis was the most important form of socio-political organization on both sides of the Aegean. The polis’ three main constituent parts were the city, its territory and its resident community. Authority and landownership were, at least formally, located in the citizen community as a whole. The type of constitution and the part of the polis community that performed governmental functions, however, could vary. Archaeological evidence shows that the first signs of community life can be found in the rise of formal sanctuaries and the building of temples during the 8th and 7th centuries. Apparently, this was a formative period in the development of the polis. The emphasis on cult and sanctuaries indicates that the community of the incipient polis regarded itself first of all as a community of cult. Literary sources from Homer onwards substantiate this picture. Communal cult including sacrifices and communal meals were an important aspect of community life. Even when members of the ruling elite fulfilled priestly functions (for instance, the Branchidai at Didyma), there was a strong sense that all citizens collectively formed a cult community and that this community as a whole...
maintained a reciprocal relationship with its patron deities. This idea is clearly expressed in a prayer to Zeus composed by Kallinos in the mid-7th century:

*Have mercy on us Smyrnaian [...] Think of the times Smyrnaian have for thee burned fine ox-thighbones.*

Also individual community members felt a close relationship with the community’s patron deity. This is particularly well illustrated by the foundation of cults of specific polis deities in foreign lands or votive offerings made abroad to the polis deity of the individual’s home town, such as 6th-century dedications ‘to Milesian Apollo’ and ‘to Apollon Didymeus’ found at Naukratis and ‘to Apollon Didymeus Milesios’ found at Olbia on the Black Sea. The cult of the main patron deity was celebrated in the central polis sanctuary, which usually was located in the polis’ civic centre, for example on the acropolis. The Samian Heraion and Ephesian Artemision are exceptions to this rule. The sub-urban Artemision at Ephesos was situated at the foot of a promontory (today’s Ayasuluk hill) where during the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age an important settlement nucleus was located. The story of the Lydian siege of Ephesos under Kroisos underscores the strong bond between patron goddess and city. Next to these central polis sanctuaries, there existed important extra-urban sanctuaries that helped to strengthen the link between city and countryside and gave expression to the territorial sovereignty of the polis. Examples of such sanctuaries are the oracular sanctuary of Apollo and Artemis at Didyma (also known as Branchida) in the territory of Miletos, and the one at Klaros near Kolophon, as well as the smaller rural sanctuaries that were scattered over the countryside.

---

193 Already in Homer, see e.g. II. 6.86 ff., 269ff., with Crielaard 1995, 216-217, 242-243, 253. According to Solon, Pallas Athena is ‘guardian’ (ἐπίσκοπος) of the polis of the Athenians (fr. 4.3 [West]), while the Athenian fatherland is referred to as ‘god-founded’ (Ἀθήνας πατρίς ἐς θεόκτιτον; fr. 36.7). Cult of Athena Poliochous (‘guardian of the polis’) at Chios, see Hdt. 1.160. Artemis is ‘shepherd of the citizens’ of Magnesia, see Anakreon fr. 348.8 (Page). Cf. also Alkaios fr. 129.1-3 [Voigt] (c. 600): ἐνιαύτης ἄνδρας Ἀλκαῖος [...], ἐν ἑαυτῷ τίμωσε μέγα γόνα καὶ πάντων, ‘... the Lesbians founded this great, conspicuous precinct for everybody’ (=sanctuary of Zeus, Dionysos and Hera). Hera is addressed as Αἰολήιαν κυδαλίμαν θέον πάντων (fr. 129.6-7), ‘Aiolian goddess, proud mother of all’, but the context of this poem and of Sappho fr. 17 [Voigt] makes it clear that this is not a regional, Aiolian but a local, Lesbian sanctuary; nevertheless, it may be seen as an expression of the island’s Aiolian identity, as Jonathan Hall (2002, 73) points out. At the same time, this Hera ‘mother of all’ has distinctively Anatolian overtones (cf. Roller 1999, ch. 5).

194 Kallinos fr. 2, 2a [West]. It is sometimes assumed that the Smyrnaian mentioned here are inhabitants of a neighbourhood of Ephesos named Smyrna, cf. Strabo 14.1.4; also Hipponax fr. 50 [West].

195 E.g. temenea of Samian Hera and Milesian Apollo at Naukratis: Hdt. II.178, with Möller 2000, 94-99, 101. Dedications: Möller 2000, 176-177; Onyshkevyych 2002. This is not to say that other Greeks were not making dedications to these gods (see e.g. Möller 2000, 171); see in this connection also cults of Ephesian Artemis and ‘Panionian’ Apollo Delphinios at Phokaian Massalia, and of Ephesian Artemis in Massalia’s colony at Emporion, Spain (Strabo 4.179).


Another phenomenon connected with the development of poleis concerns the rise of inter-state sanctuaries. These fulfilled religious functions, but were also centres of communication and competition. Located outside the control of any single major power, they were neutral meeting places of poleis and their individual members. Religious delegations (theoriai) were sent there to bring votive offerings and hold communal celebrations and athletic or musical contests. It was on Delos and at Mykale that the Ionians held their panegyris (religious assemblage). Archaeological evidence suggests that only in the second half of the 8th century did Delos achieve broader, supra-regional importance. The first monumental architecture dates to the 7th century. Present-day Otomatik Tepe near Güzelçamlı and Kaletepe (‘Melie’) has been identified as the site of the Panionion on Mykale. There are traces of a large altar enclosed on three sides by a substantial terrace wall, and a council ‘chamber’ in the form of a theatre. The earliest human activity at the site can be attributed to the 6th century on the basis of a few early 6th-century pottery fragments.

Lohmann, however, points out that the monumental architecture belongs to the 4th century, and attributes it to a phase when the Panonia were re-installed. The question is then where, when and how the Archaic Panionion was established. The Iliad mentions the bellowing of bulls that are ‘dragged’ for Poseidon who is addressed as the ‘Helikonion master’. If it is not Poseidon of Heliak in Achaia, it may be Poseidon Helikonios of Mykale who is referred to in this simile. Considering that Homer knows Mykale as Karian territory, the poet may have had a non- or pre-Greek cult place in mind (and not necessarily the Panionion, as is sometimes assumed). Lohmann has pointed at evidence suggesting that pulling up roaring bulls was indeed an element of some cults in Asia Minor. Perhaps the cult of Poseidon Helikonios of the Panionion was a continuation of an earlier, Karian cult which was connected with Melie. As referred to earlier in section 5, Lohmann claims that he has identified what Herodotos describes as ‘a consecrated spot on the north side of Mykale, chosen by common consent of the Ionians and dedicated to Poseidon Helikonios’ at Çatallar Tepe on Mykale. At an altitude of 780 m he has discovered the remains of a settlement that was fortified by defensive walls built in a non-Greek fashion. Intensive surface surveys of the settlement area have yielded pottery that is confined to the 7th century. Excavations brought to light a small cult building with an offering bench and circular altar of the same period (c. 650/40–600/590 BC). On top of this, a 100-foot-long temple was erected c. 560 BC. It comprised a pronaos, naos and a room that on the basis of its lay-out can be identified as a leshche. This dining room contained much pottery connected with drinking, as well as spear heads and possibly shields found near the walls. Lohmann suggests that the earlier settlement was Melie, which was destroyed together with its defences and sanctuary at the end of the 7th century. The hekatompedon built amidst the ruins after a hiatus of some 50 years was the sanctuary of Poseidon Helikonios, with its leshche functioning as the council chamber of the koinon of the Ionian Dodekapolis. Especially the latter element is a strong point in favour of this theory. On the other hand, architectural details of the hekatompedon suggest that – measured by standards of contemporary Ionian architecture – it is a ‘primitive’ and

200 In addition to that, East Greek cities had treasuries at pan-Hellenic sanctuaries, such as Delphi; cf. Hdt. 1.50.
202 Kleiner et al. 1967, 22–28; also 75, 96 (pottery frs.).
204 Il. 2.869 (Karians holding the peaks of Mykale); 20.403–405 (Ἑλικώνιον ... ἄνακτα). According to H.T. Wade-Gery (1952, 2 f.) this is an oblique reference to the Panonia; for the Achaian connection: Il. 8.200–204; Hom. hymn Pov. 3; Paus. 7.24.4, 8.7.2; Strabo. 8.7.2, with Hdt. 1.145, 148, but cf. Lohmann 2004 for further discussion of Poseidon Helikonios and the localization of Melie and the Panionion.
205 Hdt. 1.148: τῆς Μυκάλης χῶρος ἱρός; cf. also Diod. 15.49.
‘ambivalent’ building. Somewhat problematic also is that it was destroyed by fire only some ten years after its construction, never to be rebuilt again, whereas Herodotus makes it clear that during the second half of the 6th century it still functioned as a meeting place for the Ionians. To sum up, the destruction of Melie provides a post quem for the installation of a common Ionian festival and sanctuary. In earlier literature this event is usually dated around 700, but this date is probably too high. As argued earlier, close scrutiny of the evidence from Kafetepe could suggest a considerably lower date, but it is doubtful whether this site can be linked to Melie. At Çatallar Tepe, which might turn out to be a better candidate, the earliest evidence we have for a common Ionian festival and sanctuary does not pre-date the first half of the 6th century.

Perhaps the establishment of the Panionion should be seen in relation to or even in opposition with the Triopion of the Asiatic Dorians. According to the tradition, the Triopion was the place where the Dorians had first landed in Asia Minor and where the Dorian Pentapolis later celebrated their joint cult of Apollo Triopios. The site of the sanctuary has recently been located on the south side of the Knidos peninsula on a promontory to the south of present-day Emecik Köy. The sanctuary may go back to the later 8th century, but building activities giving it a more ‘monumental’ look date to the later 7th or earlier 6th century.

We will now look in more detail at these two types of sanctuaries. The idea is that, given the centrality of cult in community life, sanctuaries can provide important information about how collective identities were perceived and defined. More in particular, we have the opportunity to examine the importance of local and supra-local identities, as well as ethnic identities and other forms of identity cross-cutting these categories. Furthermore, we will try to determine whether these various identities were marked by ‘hard’ barriers or rather by ‘soft’ boundaries.

LOCAL SANCTUARIES

Evidently, local sanctuaries were in the first place foci of local identity. They were not only centres of local cult, but also places where local memory and history were kept alive with the help of dedications, inscriptions, victory monuments etc. The indissoluble link that existed between cult places and the identity of local polis communities is illustrated, for one, by the frequent attempts warring parties made to burn down the opponent’s main sanctuaries and thus hit the other right in the heart. Local identity often verged on local pride and we see that already at an early stage sanctuaries became arenas of competition between local communities. Thus, during the later 8th and 7th centuries a series of unusually large, 100-foot-long temples were constructed for local patron deities at Eretria, Samos and possibly Teos, which testify to incipient peer-polity rivalry amongst the developing poleis. Later, in the mid-6th century, the colossal Ionian temple on Samos was almost immediately emulated by similar dipteroi at Ephesos and Didyma.

208 Lohmann et al. 2007, 137–138, 150, 155–157. Herda (2006) argues that Çatallar Tepe is Mykales-Mykale with the sanctuary of Zeus Mykleus, adhering to the traditional idea that Kafetepe is Melie/Panionion.
209 See above, section 5; also Cook 1960, 47; 1982a, 750.
210 D. Berges/N. Tuna 2000a; 2000b; Berges 2002.
211 See e.g. Artemis temples at Ephesos and Magnesia destroyed by Kimmerians (Kallim., Hymn. 3.251–258; Athen. 12.525c); Athena temple at Phokaia and Hera temple on Samos by Persians (Paus. 7.5.2; see also Hdt. 3.147.2); Kybebe temple at Sardes by Milesians, Athenians and Eretrians in 500/499 (Hdt. 5.102; also Paus. 7.5.3); Didyma by Persians in 494 (Hdt. 6.19); temples on Athenian Acropolis in 490 by Persians (8.52, 144.2). More generally, Hdt. 6.13 and 32 but cf. 6.25.2.
212 The hekatompedon at Eretria (c. 740 – 720) is earlier than the one on Samos (c. 700), see Mazarakis Anian 1997, 62 f., 199-202. The ashlar building on the acropolis of Teos is not precisely dated; it is just somewhat bigger than the Samian hekatompedon; see Tuna 1997, 220 f. See also Ephesos (late 7th/early 6th century): Bammer/Muss 1996, 44; Bammer 1998, 46.
213 Hdt. 2.148; 3.60.4.
The one at Ephesos was bigger and made of marble, but when the original Samian dipteros was destroyed by fire later in the 6th century, an even larger temple was planned to surpass the one that was being built at Ephesos. Unquestionably, temple construction remained a vehicle of inter-state competition.214 Another phenomenon of the 8th and especially the 7th century concerns the dedication of foreign objects in local sanctuaries. An impressive quantity and variety of such goods came to light in sanctuaries at Ephesos, Miletos and, especially, on Samos, where preservation and recovery conditions are unusually favourable.215 Elsewhere in the Greek world such collections are found mostly in inter-state sanctuaries, such as Delphi and Olympia.216 I suggest that a large part of these lavish dedications of foreign luxury goods – many of which are specifically related to an elite way of life – had been made by members of the local upper class to underline their special position within the local community. In a previous period tombs were the prime location for conspicuous consumption of exotica and other prestige goods.217 However, during the 8th and 7th centuries, when sanctuaries became a new arena for social differentiation and intra-elite competition, similar categories of foreign goods were deposited at cult sites.218 At the same time, the accumulation of exotica in local sanctuaries was part of status competition between peer communities. Clearly, sanctuaries were important places to express elite identity, but this happened partly within the context of the local community.

It is likely that, in addition to members of local elites, foreign visitors made exotic dedications and sacrifices.219 Foreign rulers, such as Kroisos of Lydia and the Egyptian pharaohs Necho II and Amasis, sent personal items as dedications to Didyma, Ephesos and Samos. Kroisos also sponsored the construction of the Archaic Artemision at Ephesos.220 This shows that sanctuaries were places of ‘mediation’, viz. localities where relationships with the outside world were materialized. It is also clear that by having access to local polis sanctuaries, foreigners in fact had access to the heart of the Ionian poleis.

References to the world beyond are also found in the design of some of these sanctuaries. Early cult buildings in the Artemision at Ephesos and the Heraion on Delos were possibly inspired by Near Eastern prototypes.222 Intercommunication with the wider world found a particularly clear expression in the new layout of a number of sanctuaries in the course of the 6th century. Egyptian inspiration is detectable in the colossal marble kouroi (on Samos and Delos, and at Klaros), seated temple officials and other figures (Samos and Didyma), and rows of couching lions and sphinxes (Didyma and Delos).223 The practice of lining the

216 It is entirely possible that the Samian Heraion fulfilled supra-local and even ‘international’ functions; on the other hand, the sacred road (not later than the early 6th century) leading to the city of Samos forms the materialization of the link that existed between city and sanctuary.
217 See e.g. Crielaard 1999a; 2006.
218 Cf. de Polignac 1996; Crielaard 1998b. At Samos, for one, especially various horse-related items and weapons (including exotic specimens) can be considered as votives dedicated by members of the elite.
221 De Polignac 1994.
sacred way up to the temple with long rows of such statues was also a clear example of Greek sanctuaries seeking to emulate the great temple precincts of Egypt. Votives from Samos and Ephesos reveal a Kretan connection, while a certain class of ‘kouros’ and ‘korai’ from Samos testify to a close link with Cyprus. Apparently, the East Ionian cities wished to put their sanctuaries on a par with those of Egypt and the Near East.

There is one more interesting aspect about ‘foreign’ elements in cult and sanctuaries: their links with the Anatolian milieu. A number of East Ionian cities housed cults of Syro-Phrygian Kubaba/Kybele (e.g. in Chios, Phokaia and Ephesos) or cults of goddesses that otherwise display Anatolian traits. The oracles at Klaros and Didyma most probably had Anatolian roots, and the same seems to apply to Hera’s cult on Samos. As for Didyma, the place name, the name of the clan or association of temple officials called Branchidai (from Βράγχος or Βάραγχος), the layout and nature of the earliest sanctuary and the non-Greek character of the animal sacrifices all point to a Karian origin of this cult site. As archaeology suggests, the cult may have started to function only during the 8th century. In the course of the second half of the 6th century, possibly under tyrannical rule, a number of cult sites in Miletos and on the Milesian peninsula underwent large-scale remodelling. This included the construction of the sacred road linking Miletos and Didyma. Halfway between the two places and overlooking the sacred road, a cult site of an aristocratic clan was founded. This sacred road and the annual procession from the Delphinion (the central polis sanctuary) to Didyma embedded the ‘Karian’ sanctuary even more firmly in the cultic infrastructure of the Milesian polis.

SUPRA-LOCAL SANCTUARIES

The interstate sanctuary of Apollo on Delos held special importance for the supra-local, collective identity of the Ionians, as made clear by a passage in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo:

Many temples and wooded groves are yours […]
But it is in Delos, O Phoibos, that your heart delights the most,
for Ionians with trailing garments gather there
in your honour, together with their children and modest wives.
And with boxing matches, dancing and song,
they delight you and remember you whenever they hold the contests.

224 Tuchelt 1970, 93-98; also 1991a, 38 ff., 44 ff.; Boardman 1980, 144.
227 See e.g. Cook 1958-1959, 12 note 4; Jeffery 1964, 39 (Artemis at Smyrna); Mellink 1981/1983 (Hera of Samos, Artemis of Ephesos); Bammer 1985a; 1985b, 107 f. (Artemis of Ephesos); Villing 1998, 154-159 (Athena at Erythrai); Parke 1988, 51-70 (Sibyls at Erythrai, Ephesos and Samos, who – like the one at Sardeis – were possibly of Phrygian origin).
228 Parke 1985; also Ohly 1953, 77-83, esp. 82 (Samos).
230 Ehrhardt 1998, 11-20; Niemeier 1999b, 396-409. Both authors argue against K. Tuchelt’s earlier view (1988, 430-433; 1991b, 91-96) that Didyma for a long time was independent from Miletos. Aristocratic cult site: see now also Tuchelt 1991a, 40 ff.; Tuchelt et al. 1996.
Here, the Ionians are identified as a religious group. A second passage underlines the special relationship between Apollo and Delos (the god’s birthplace), in opposition to Apollo sanctuaries in individual cities and neighbouring non-Greek communities:

O Lord, yours is Lykia and lovely Maionia [i.e. Lydia]
and Militos, too, enchanting city by the sea,
but over wave-girt Delos you greatly reign your own self.\(^{232}\)

The writer of the *Hymn to Apollo* – or at least of its first, Delian part – claims to be a native of Chios.\(^{233}\) His outlook is Aegean.\(^{234}\) A catalogue that begins as a survey of Apollo’s worshippers covers the Aegean and its shores, with special emphasis on the eastern side.\(^{235}\) The Apollo sanctuary on Delos probably catered for a relatively large region. Thukydides, who quotes passages from the hymn, tells us that in the old days ‘the Ionians and the neighbouring islanders used to come to the festival at Delos’.\(^{236}\) Pottery brought by votaries during the 8th to 6th centuries confirms that the island sanctuary attracted visitors especially from the Kyklades, the eastern Aegean islands, the coast of Asia Minor and, to a lesser extent, Euboia and Attika.\(^{237}\) There is a tradition that Messenians sent sacrifices to Apollo at Delos with a chorus of men, singing a Prosodion, a processional hymn composed by the Korinthian poet Eumelos.\(^{238}\) Moreover, according to the *Hymn to Apollo* the so-called Delian maidens, after singing hymns to the gods and heroes, skilfully mimicked ‘the tongues of all men and their clattering speech’.\(^{239}\) These were probably the various local dialects and perhaps also the non-Greek languages of pilgrims coming to Delos.\(^{240}\) This implies that the sanctuary attracted visitors from a much wider variety of regions. The message of the above passage in the *Hymn to Apollo* can thus be summarized as follows: of all places sacred to Apollo, Delos is dearest to the god, while of all who visit this most revered sanctuary, the Ionians are closest to him.

By means of their special relationship to Delian Apollo that is proclaimed in this hymn, the Ionians define themselves as a supra-local community of cult. In this connection we may note that no reference is made to aspects of a collective identity that we may label as strictly ‘ethnic’. Among the things that the gathered Ionians have in common, apart from religious ties, are a shared lifestyle and a ‘proximity’ to the deity that gives them a god-like appearance.\(^{241}\) These things find expression in their way of dressing and in such activities as boxing, dancing and singing. Moreover, we are told that whoever sees the grace of the ‘fair-girded women and the men with their swift ships and many possessions’, ‘might think that they were forever immortal and ageless’.\(^{242}\) These lines constitute important testimony of Ionian self-perception in

---


\(^{234}\) *Hom. hymn* Ap. 30-44.


\(^{236}\) *Hom. hymn* Ap. 158-164.

\(^{237}\) It has been suggested that the ‘babble’ of the Maidens referred to Anatolian cult songs. For a discussion of this and other interpretations, see Clay 1989, 50, with note 102.

\(^{238}\) Cf. Niles 1979, 39; Clay 1989, 47.

\(^{239}\) Cf. Niles 1979, 39; Clay 1989, 47.

\(^{240}\) With respect to ‘grace’, mentioned in line 153, L. Kurke (1999, 292) concludes that ‘grace (\(\gamma\)\(\varphi\)\(c\)) was the highest virtue of aristocratic style, denoting the perfection of bodily form and movement, the numinous value bestowed on \(\alpha\)g\(\lambda\)\(\nu\)\(\mu\)\(a\)\(\tau\)a, the radiant circuit of gift exchange, and the pleasures of festivity’.
the Archaic period. It concerns a lifestyle that typifies a leisure class; also the link that is made between
wealth and a god-like appearance stems from a typically aristocratic ideology. At the same time, as we
saw earlier, it was the aspect of wealth and luxury that later sources tended to label as typically Ionian.243
Thus, being an aristocrat and being an Ionian were in part overlapping categories. Those who gathered
on Delos came not only to worship their god Apollo, but also to celebrate their Ionian, elitist identity.

Whereas the Apollo sanctuary on Delos probably catered for a wider, basically Ionian-speaking
region, the Panionion on Mykale with its cult of Poseidon Helikonios was a supra-local sanctuary that
served more or less exclusively the Ionian cities of the eastern Aegean. As noted earlier, there are some
parallels with the Dorian Triopion. According to Herodotos,244 the Dorians were careful to exclude their
neighbours from the use of their sanctuary, which underlines the importance of the Triopion for Dorian
identity. Similarly, the Panionion was the expression in religious form of the unity of the Ionians, as they
seem to have considered themselves (see section 1: ‘Introduction’). Herodotos raises protests against this
claim, which he felt was an unjustified assumption of a name common to a much wider group245 that
must have included islanders, Athenians and cities like Smyrna, which was not even allowed access to the
Panionion, since its application had been rejected.246

It was at Mykale that the ‘koinon of the Ionians’ came together.247 Earlier scholars tended to give much
weight to the political function of the league, but Carl Roebuck convincingly argued that the league of
the 6th century was primarily of a religious nature. From a political and military point of view, it was
a loose federation of autonomous states with very rudimentarily developed political institutions. At the
time of the attacks by the Lydian kings Gyges and Alyattes, common action was evidently still absent. It
seems likely that under pressure of Persian aggression the Panionion started to fulfill political functions,
but that the league became a closer unit only during the Ionian revolt.248 It may be noted that not all
East Ionian states cooperated in this confederation. Miletos,249 the island states of Samos and Chios250 and
possibly also Kolophon did not cooperate for opportunistic reasons.

As a last example of supra-local sanctuaries, we may briefly discuss the sanctuaries that Greeks held
in common in their settlement at Naukratis in the Nile Delta of Egypt.251 The Egyptian pharaoh (Herodoto-
names Amasis of the mid-6th century) granted them land upon which the Greeks who did not
want to live permanently in Egypt might erect altars and temples. The largest, most used and best known
sanctuary was the Hellenion (the ‘Hellenes’ sanctuary’), founded by ‘Ionians of Chios, Teos, Phokaia and
Klazomenai, Dorians of Rhodos, Knidos, Halikarnassos and Phaselis, and Aiolians of Mytilene’. Aigi-
netans built a temple of Zeus separately, the Samians one of Hera, and the Milesians one of Apollo.252
Apart from Aigina, these were all East Greek cities. Vase dedications name several deities, the most tell-
ing in this respect being simply ‘to the gods of the Hellenes’.253 The term Hellenion could suggest that

243 Samian nobles attending the Heraion are described in
a much similar way by the Archaic Samian poet Asios,
quoted in Athen. 12.525 f. (also above, note 172).
244 Hdt. 1.144, also 174.
245 Note that in spite of his protests Herodotos himself often
uses ‘Ionians’ without the adjective ‘Asiatic’ or ‘eastern’.
This in contrast to his use of Dorians, see Hdt. 1.6:
‘Ionian, Aiolians and Asiatic Dorians’ (emphasis added).
246 See Hdt. 1.143.3; further 1.141.4-143, 147, with Roe-
buck 1955, 26 with note 7. For a possible explanation for
Smyrna’s refusal, see Strabo 14.1.37, with Cobet 1997,
258; Smyrna was destroyed c. 600 BC, see Cook 1985.
A parallel case may be Magnesia on the Maiandros, see
Anakreon fr. 348 [Page]; Hdt. 1.161; Arist. Pol. 4.3.1-2;
Athen. 12.525c; Strabo 14.1.40; Zenobios 3.88.
247 Five times between 546 and 494 BC: Hdt. 1.143, 148;
also 5.109.3; cf. Roebuck 1955, 27.
248 Roebuck 1955, 30, 55 f.; also Tausend 1992, 90-95; cf.
Murray 1988, 480 f.
249 Hdt. 1.141.4.
250 Hdt. 1.155-160.
251 Boardman 1980, 117-132; Sullivan 1996; Pernigotti
1999; Möller 2000, esp. 75-113.
252 Boardman 1980, 120; Wächter 2001, 215 (L); Möller
2000, 177, 238 f.
being ‘Greek’ was the common basis on which these states operated together. Apparently, the Egyptian environment stimulated a precocious sense of Hellenic identity (ironically, the temple itself – if identified correctly – bears strong Egyptian influence). This sense of ‘Hellenicity’ on the part of Greeks who remained in Egypt for only a limited time stood in contrast to the mixed identity of Greeks who settled in Egypt on a permanent basis and became rapidly Egyptianized. Of the poleis that had established separate temples, probably already before the Hellenion, Samos and Miletos honoured their respective patron deities. But even here polis pride or ethnic distinction did not create impermeable borders: epigraphic evidence shows that inhabitants of Dorian Knidos were making sacrifices ‘to Milesian Apollo’.

To conclude this section, our data relating to cult and sanctuaries suggest that local identity was the most strongly articulated form of collective identity. Supra-local, Ionian identity (tainted with aristocratic sentiments) played a role, especially on Delos. At Mykale a selection of the larger Ionian community gathered. These were the Ionian cities of the eastern Aegean, which suggest that regional interests were important next to ethnic relationships. There was rivalry and competition at the level of local communities and, within these local communities, at the level of local elites. It is significant that at both levels the means that were employed to compete with were often sought outside the sphere of the own locality or region (‘exotic’ votive offerings, emulation of foreign cult sites). On the one hand, sanctuaries were important foci of local and supra-local identities. On the other hand, access to them was not restricted to community members: outsiders could underline their bonds with the sanctuary and its community. ‘Insiders’ made efforts to undermine their links with the wider world outside their own community. Sanctuaries were not introspective and introverted places, and their communities do not seem to have felt that collective identity and ‘foreignness’ were incompatible. Cult was interconnected with local or regional identities, but cult was also a domain of cultural fusion and, in specific cases, of accommodation (for instance, Lydian kings building temples at Assesos and Ephesos). In short, both local polis identity and supra-local Ionian identity seem to have been marked by ‘soft’, permeable borders.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

We have seen that the ethnonym ‘Ionian’ was in use already in the Late Bronze Age, although we do not know where exactly we should locate the Ionians mentioned. The Ionians who occur in the literary sources of the 8th to early 6th centuries seem to have lived mainly on the west side of the Aegean (Euboia, Attika) and on the Aegean islands (basically the Kyklades). Interestingly, the earliest references to ethnic categories and their subdivisions seem to relate to military divisions (i-ja-wo-ne on Knossian Linear B tablets, Ioanes in Iliad XIII; also Tyrtaios’ mention of the three Dorian tribes). It is also on the west side of the Aegean that we find the first traces of an embryonic Ionian origin myth, which may have fostered some sense of ethnic affiliation based on shared ancestry. If we look at the other side of the Aegean, we see that since the Late Bronze Age Greek-speaking populations must have lived there, together with Anatolian elements and later joined by newcomers from the islands or mainland Greece. It is uncertain when the inhabitants began to refer to themselves as Ionians; the first possible attestation of Ioniē designating this region dates to the later 7th century.

---


256 Jeffery 1990, 352, 357 (32; mid-6th century?); also Möller 2000, 171.
It may be clear that the historical evidence is insufficient to provide a straightforward answer to the question when Ionian identity came into existence and on what exactly it was based on. This problem can be partly circumvented, however, by looking at indications of various forms of collective identities and awareness of supra-local unity in more general terms. Both archaeological and literary evidence suggest that in 8th- and 7th-century Ionia, local identity was the most strongly articulated form of collective identity; a sense of supra-local or supra-regional unity seems to have been a distinctly later development. In the sphere of religion and cult, which in this period constitutes a major cohesive factor, we observe first a proliferation of sanctuaries that housed local cults, and only somewhat later we witness the rise of inter-state sanctuaries that provided a potential setting for celebrating supra-local identities. One of these sanctuaries was Delos, which developed into a meeting place for worshippers from mainly the Kyklades and the eastern Aegean during the late 8th and especially the 7th century. The *Homeric Hymn to Apollo* of the second half of the 6th century expresses the special relationship that existed between Apollo, Delos and the Ionians, and identifies the Ionians as a supra-regional community of cult. In Asia Minor itself, the Panionion at Mykale served as a supra-local or regional sanctuary of Poseidon Helikonios; there are no compelling reasons to think that this started before the 6th century. The Panionion can be regarded as an expression of a nascent collective Ionian identity. On the other hand, we should bear in mind that despite its name it was not held in common by all Ionians, but was confined to the Ionians of Asia Minor and the eastern Aegean; the Panonian *koinon* that met there, in its turn, did not include all eastern Ionians but was limited to twelve member cities. This would suggest that regional interests came before ethnic unity.

War and warlike behaviour present a similar picture. War, first of all, helped to shape local identity; it fostered solidarity among polis members and served as a means to acquire individual honour and valour within the context of the polis community. At the same time, changing constellations of allies and adversaries will have created some sense of unity at a regional level. The Melian war, possibly datable to the late 7th century, provides evidence of common (Ionian) military action. The story of this war acted as a sort of charter myth for the establishment of the Panionion. Typically, until the Ionian revolt of 500 – 494 BC the *koinon* of the Ionians remained a religious rather than a military union.

Considering origin myths, which served as an important medium to substantiate collective identity, we observe the recording of local histories during the 7th and 6th centuries that combined myth, migration stories and episodes from the more recent past. It was only in the later 6th or the 5th century that ‘regional histories’ were composed bringing together traditions of several local communities; it is probably also at this stage that a collective (Ionian) migration story was created. These ‘regional histories’ can be considered as a sign of developing awareness of a supra-local, Ionian identity.

In addition to the above forms of collective identity, there is the strong sense of elite identity that existed among members of the local upper classes. This was manifest especially in a lifestyle that combined martial attitudes and love of luxury. Lavish dedications and elaborate ceremonial show that sanctuaries – both local and regional ones – were important arenas for display. On the basis of the description of the Ionians in the *Homeric Hymn to Apollo*, it can be argued that in the 6th century Ionian identity was interwoven with elite identity. What is more, elite identity clearly had two faces. Members of the local upper class saw themselves as the main representatives of the polis. At the same time, elitist culture was strongly internationally oriented: members of the elite placed themselves, as it were, above the polis community by advertising themselves as the cosmopolitan members of an ‘international’ elite. After c. 500 BC this elitist lifestyle became suspect.

Taking these various sorts of evidence together, we may conclude that the development of supra-local unity and a collective Ionian identity was a slow process that became more salient during the 6th century and gained momentum around 500 BC. Still, potential ethnic indicia such as language, dialect and script were probably not very important for identity. Likewise, although cult may have been interconnected with local or regional self-awareness, it was also a domain of cultural fusion, as evidenced by ‘exotic’ votive offerings and emulation of foreign cult sites. In short, both local polis identity and supra-
local Ionian identity seem to have been marked by ‘soft’, permeable borders. Conscious references to the world outside create the impression that the mechanism of self-definition and the approach towards other cultures was aggregative rather than oppositional.257

In much of this the East Ionians differed from both the Dorians of the Greek mainland and the Ionians of Athens. Already in the mid-7th century the Dorians possessed an elaborated *Ursprungsmythos* stressing blood ties and a shared migratory history. Probably not much later, the Athenian Ionians were occupied with the construction of an ethnic identity that emphasised autochthony.258 Under the influence of democracy in the 5th century this aspect was further elaborated in order to give – I should like to suggest – the *demos* as a whole a collective history, which, on top of that, could compete with the origin myths of the Dorians who ‘had been constantly on the move’259 and were therefore qualified as less ancient. If we try to answer the question why in East Greece collective identity followed a different track, an obvious explanation would be the Anatolian milieu and proximity of non-Ionian and non-Greek neighbours. Especially in local cults we observe a juxtaposition or fusion of ‘Greek’ and ‘Anatolian’ elements (as far as it is relevant to make such a distinction in this period and region). This is important, since cult was strongly intertwined with the identity of the community. Apart from cult and religion, the East Ionians and their Anatolian neighbours were bound together by some linguistic interconnections and a shared material culture.260 In such a milieu, emphasis on autochthony or on sharply defined ethnic boundaries was out of the question. This was even more so thanks to the intercommunications that existed with these non-Greek neighbours as well as with foreigners in more distant regions. These intercommunications were fostered by the strong aristocratic culture in this part of the Greek world. Within this aristocratic culture there was place for both peaceful contacts and violent confrontations, as is most clearly shown by the example of the Lydians who were both enemies and role models.261 Besides, these local aristocrats who saw themselves as members of an ‘international’ elite did not feel bounded by ethnic borderlines neither in a cultural or political sense. As an example we may take Alkaios of Mytilene – though not an Ionian, his case illustrates the point very well. He belonged to an established land-owning family. In his struggles with the popular leaders, he regularly shifted alliances with others of his class, and at one point even with Lydia.262 Clearly, the imperial policy of the Lydians and, more generally, the exposure to populations that had a different linguistic, cultural and historical background did not result in a greater awareness of Ionian identity; on the contrary, it seems to have prevented such a development.

The Persian conquest of Asia Minor changed things dramatically. It is generally acknowledged that due to contacts and conflicts with the Persians in the decades around 500 BC the Greeks developed a sense of separateness, self-awareness and superiority. Therefore, the Persian wars form a watershed in the genesis of ethnic self-consciousness and even straightforward hellenocentrism.263 After the Greek victory over the Persians, Greek identity was defined in opposition to a series of generalizations that were supposed to characterize easterners. Ionia, which during the Archaic period had served as an intermediary between the exotic east and the Greek states to the west and had been subject first to the Lydians and

259 Hdt. 1.56.2; cf. also Thouk. 1.2; Plato, Mx 245d.
later the Persians, was considered to share these qualifications. In the aftermath of the Persian wars, political tension between Sparta and Athens increased. Not only was Ionian identity redefined in oppositional terms (Ionians vs. Dorians), but there was a clash of identities between the Ionians of Athens and the Ionians of Asia Minor. In order to legitimize her leading role in the first Delian-Attic League (and substantiate her claims on the eastern Aegean in reaction to Persia’s presence in the region), Athens seems to have appropriated the myth of the Ionian migration, claiming to be the most Ionian city of all and to be the metropolis of all Ionians. The East Ionians whose Ionian identity was contested, seem to have fought back by means of a rigorous revision of the tradition. By interweaving their common history with that of the Attic Ionians they could claim that they were at least as pure Ionian as the Athenians were. This version of the story gave some Asiatic Ionians the opportunity to claim to be of ‘the best born of the Ionians’. It is probably against this background that we should see Herodotos’ remarks about different claims on purity of Ionian descent with which we began this paper.
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I INTRODUCTION

You may wonder why, in the context of a book on ‘Ethnic constructs in Antiquity’, I am going to discuss the ethnicity of Europe and to introduce Europe, quite a modern multinational union of different states with different traditions, into the field of research on ethnicity. I believe there are good reasons for doing so. I have spent almost ten years studying the construction of collective identities, particularly the impact of history or of conceptions of the past on the creation of social and collective identity. As a result I have come to believe that ethnic construction is always linked to and shaped by the history or traditions that a given community or society perceives as constituting its own past. Using the anthropological concepts of Wilhelm Mühlmann, I call this kind of history, which is vital to the identity of a group, ‘intentional history’.

During processes of ethnogenesis in particular, we find an enormous amount of activity relating to the construction of ‘intentional history’: tales are told, myths are formed, and traditions are invented. And all these legends speak of ancestors of the group’s members and of kinship ties between them, intended as real or at least as metaphorical. Modern research on ethnogenesis has shown that such groups or ethnic communities are not fixed units. They can be greatly expanded, for example by prestige and success, as demonstrated by Reinhard Wenkus in his important book on the tribes of the _Völkerwanderungszeit_.

---

1 The manuscript of this article was delivered in spring 2003. For contributions to the topic published in the meantime see the references in another version of this paper: Marathon: A European charter myth, in: _Palamedes_ 2, 2007, 93-108. In addition, one has to consult now also M. Meyer, Bilder und Vorbilder. Zu Sinn und Zweck von Siegesmonumenten Athens in klassischer Zeit, _OJh_ 74, 2005, 277-312.
Nevertheless, to their members, they appear as preformed units held together by bonds of kinship and a common ancestry; people think of their community as physically given. The sociologists Berger and Luckmann would call that phenomenon ‘reification’.4

Thus, in analysing ethnic concepts and images of Self and Other, history as ‘intentional history’ comes into play. During the work of the Freiburg interdisciplinary research group (Sonderforschungsbereich) on collective identities in Greek and Roman history, we discovered that this special way of dealing with the past did not confine itself to tribes, to *ethne* in the narrower sense, but was equally true of different and much larger types of communities to which we do not normally apply the term ethnicity: for example, the Greek polis, the world of the Hellenes, and the Roman empire.

My aim is to show that the principal elements and the essential structures of ‘intentional history’ are to be found in the construction of European traditions as well and that, by using the past in this way, the growing European community created its identity using time-honoured means and with consequences that are not immediately apparent. I would now like to take you back to a summer in ancient Greece.

On a day in August in the year 490, a Persian armada of several hundred warships and troop transports landed on the long peninsula of Schoinias, on the northern end of the plain of Marathon in eastern Attica (fig. 1–2). Approximately fifteen to twenty thousand Persian, Median and Sacian troops, foot-soldiers together with the fearsome cavalry, disembarked under the command of the Median aristocrat Datis and the Persian prince Arthaphernes. The Great King Darius had sent them to exact revenge for supporting the rebellion of the Greeks of Asia Minor against Persian domination. The army had already destroyed Eretria on Euboea and had deported as many people as they could capture. Among the Persians was Hippias, the tyrant who only 20 years earlier had been driven out by the Athenians and who, after the much anticipated victory, was to be made ruler of Athens and the guarantor of Persian overlordship.

---

The Athenians sent forth their entire contingent of heavy infantry, the hoplites. Some 8,000 strong, they were to block the enemy's path to Athens by engaging them in open battle. These troops were supported by several hundred warriors from the neighbouring city of Plataea. Prominent among their commanders was General (strategos) Miltiades. When, several days after their army had landed, the Persians lined up in battle formation, Miltiades drew up the Athenian contingent at the foot of Agrieliki mountain. We are told that, in order to evade the worst of the feared Persian arrows, the hoplites attacked the Persian line in a closed phalanx, marching in double time and covering a distance of more than 1,500 metres. After an arduous battle, they were able to overwhelm their opponent's flank and force the enemy back toward their ships and the sandy marshes. On the following day, the Persians attempted a surprise attack on the city of Athens with their fleet. When they realised that the Athenian army was approaching at a rapid march, they returned home unsuccessfully. All in all, the Athenians had lost 192 men and the Persians several thousand.5

Ten years later, the Persians renewed their attack: this time in even grander style and with the aim of subjugating all of Greece. After years of stockpiling arms, the Great King Xerxes had a gigantic force at his command, army and fleet. The Greeks were victorious in one encounter after another (480 and 479) in the strait between the island of Salamis and the Athenian mainland and on the plain of Plataea.6 Under the banner of freedom and revenge, they quickly took the offensive against Persian positions in

---

5 The reconstruction is based mainly on Herodotus’ account (6.102 ff.); for further sources and the hitherto definitive modern description of the battle, see Busolt 1895, 578 ff.; for the date, ibid. 596-597, n. 4. For a critique of the details of the Athenian attack, see Delbrück 1887, 56 ff.; for the topography of the battlefield, Pritchett 1969, 1 ff.; cf. also recently Doenges 1998, 1-17.

6 Cf. esp. the vivid account by Green 1970.
Asia Minor and in the Northern Aegean. In the course of these struggles, the Athenians became the foremost power in the Greek world, thanks to their fleet, which bore the glory of Salamis. And internally, they were able to develop their democratic order free from interruption.

This much, more or less, can be found in any contemporary textbook. But how was the history of the Persian wars constructed? How did Marathon become a myth, so much so that John Stuart Mill later claimed that ‘the battle of Marathon, even as an event in English history, is more important than the Battle of Hastings’? I would like to address these questions in this paper, and to concentrate on the meaning and interpretation of Marathon in ancient Athens (sections 2–6). In the final part of my argument (section 7), I will take a brief look at developments in modern times as well, thus taking into account how the specific Athenian success evolved into a European charter myth.9

2 PERSIAN WARS AND GREEK IDENTITY

The fact that a significant and unexpected victory had been pulled off against the only superpower of the time was of course immediately apparent to all observers. The glory of the warriors was first celebrated in the traditional manner: the heroes were highly praised for the bravery (arete) with which they had saved their homeland from slavery. The victors of Marathon, Salamis and Plataea were all treated in similar fashion. However, just a few years later, the victories began to acquire a deeper meaning. This is first apparent in Aeschylus’ Persians, performed in the year 472, which charged the events with meaning and which brought into sharp relief the following principles: the Greeks stood against the Barbarians and Freedom was set against Slavery. Indeed, it was then that Greek identity was first linked to the concept of freedom. Freedom became a constituent part of Greek identity and the Barbarians became associated with oppression. This association reached its height in the following century in Aristotle’s much debated passage which contended that the Barbarians were by nature slaves.10

The Athenians celebrated in grand style those who fell in battle, with a state burial, an official eulogy, and games held in their honour. It is not clear when these rites were established, i.e. whether they began in the 6th century, sometime after the battle of Marathon, or somewhat later. Nevertheless, we can generally say that it was through these ceremonial games that the fallen acquired the status of heroes.11

3 FORMATION: MARATHON IN ATHENIAN REMEMBRANCE, PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

The beginnings of the remembrance, both private and public, associated specifically with Marathon, can be traced back to the influence of Miltiades’ son Cimon, who was the leading Athenian politician in the years following Salamis until his banishment through ostracism in 461. At the start of the 460s, the Athenians

7 Robson 1978, 273.
9 Cf. Raaflaub 1985, 71 ff. Apart from passages in Aeschylus’ Persai (241 ff., 402 ff.), one of the so-called Marathon Epigrams is significant in that it emphasises liberty and the most plausible reconstruction of the damaged text links one inscription with the battle of Salamis (IG I’ 503/4 A 1 with Matthaiou 1988, 118 ff.).
11 On the public funeral, see esp. Stupperich 1977, 31 ff.; Clarmont 1983; on the agon epitaphios cf. Diodorus 11.33.3; IG I’ 523; on the aspect of heroisation, see Böhringer 1996, 50.
dedicated a large monument in Delphi as a tithe from the spoils of the battle of Marathon. It consisted of a series of bronze statues, wrought by Phidias, representing the ten Attic heroes, and next to them the legendary kings Codrus and Theseus, and Philaius, the ancestor of Miltiades’ family. The gods Apollo and Athena were also represented, as was ‘Miltiades, one of the generals’. It is worth emphasising that the mythical representatives of the Athenian polis joined together with both the great man Miltiades and his family ancestor, in the presence of the Athenian protecting goddess and of the Lord of the Delphic sanctuary.

Much the same connotation is carried by the images portrayed in a large hall, the Stoa Poecile, a building which Cimon’s brother-in-law Peisianax sponsored in about 460 BC and which, with the agreement of the demos, was decorated with several painted masterpieces. The battle of Marathon was depicted here in various scenes. Together with a small number of Athenians, we recognise Miltiades, as well as Athena, Hercules and Theseus, and another demos god (Echetlos). There were three other paintings as well. One showed a battle recently fought against the Spartans, another stood as a reminder of the victory of the Athenians against the attacking Amazons, and the third depicted a famous event at the end of the Trojan war. We see here not only the emphasis on Miltiades and the association with gods and heroes, as was the case in Delphi. Rather, the iconographic program of the Stoa Poecile displays in parallel – and thereby equates – mythic events (i.e. ancient history) and events of contemporary history.

The texts of three epigrams engraved on three herms (near the later Stoa Poecile) help us to interpret this evidence. The epigrams celebrate a major victory by the Athenians under Cimon’s leadership in the Northern Aegean at the end of 476. One epigram is a reminder of the role played by Menestheus, the Athenian leader in the Trojan war. Another praises the recent achievements against the Persians, namely the capture of Eion-on-the Strymon in the Northern Aegean. The third expresses the thanks of the Athenians to their leaders for their good deeds and excellence, and serves to motivate future generations. Cimon himself, the person to be honoured, is not mentioned. Nor is Miltiades named in the inscription of the Stoa Poecile. However, just as we recognise Miltiades, it is clear who is meant here.

We observe here a central characteristic of Athenian democracy: its principles of equality and political participation ran counter to the still strong and highly competitive spirit of the nobility, with its focus on individual and familial honour. This is an attempt to integrate these opposing forces. On the one hand, the nobility uses its bravery – or arete – to benefit the polis, which in turn honours the nobility for doing so, although not to an excessive extent. And at the same time, arete is collectivised: the nobles stand alongside others and simple soldiers are also given their share of glory. Because of the influence of Miltiades and Cimon, the battle of Marathon provided an ideal example for this compromesso storico.

However, we see rather clearly here the extent to which history becomes argument. It is not only the presence of gods and demigods, but also the clear parallelism of the events with mythical models which in turn lends the historical event a mythical character of its own. Historical and mythical events are juxtaposed and equated with one another. Since the Greeks did not make the strict distinction between myth and history that we do today, but rather took the events of myth as their own history, what we understand as a historical event became contextualised, becoming part of a mytho-historical sequence, and what is more, forming its apex.

In this way, together with Salamis, the battle of Marathon became an integral part of the Athenian interpretation of the Persian wars. It symbolised their thirst for freedom, while at the same time serving to legitimise their supremacy in Greece. Herodotus, who was well aware of Athens’ new role, focuses precisely on this element in his interpretation of the battle of Marathon, expressed in a speech he attributes to Miltiades.

13 Pausanias 1.15.3; cf. esp. Hölscher 1973, 50 ff., 186, 239 f.
14 Aeschines 3.183 ff.; Plutarch, Kimon 7.
16 Herodotus 7.109.
By the middle of the 5th century at the latest, we can reconstruct some aspects of the Athenians’ emerging self-perception. The Athenians had always fought for divine order and against foreign and barbarian forces, Amazons, Centaurs, and Persians (just as Athena fought alongside other gods against the Giants). They protected the weak and defended freedom, not only their own, but also that of the Hellenes. Rightfully, then, they were the dominant power. This self-image is the predominant motif of Athenian history, or more specifically, of what the Athenians considered to be their history – their intentional history. It lay at the heart of their identity. And Marathon and the Persian wars were extended backwards, as it were, into what we understand as *spatium mythicum*. Thus Marathon became the crowning point of a long development: from the defensive battle against the Amazons, the battle against the Thracians allied with Eumolpus, the support of the persecuted descendents of Heracles, the assistance given to the Argives after the expedition of the Seven against Thebes, up until the victory over the Persians.

These events were repeatedly commemorated. They became a recurrent, almost canonical component of the funeral oration that was read during state memorial services for the fallen, held each year in the course of every war – almost a normal state of affairs in 5th-century Athens. They were also repeatedly represented in festivals to honour Dionysus. Many tragedies exemplify this. The most climactic moment, the Athenian victory over the Persians, was also condensed in an image: it was literally poured in bronze. The most important Athenian state memorial, an approximately 7-metre high bronze statue of Athena by the great sculptor Phidias (fig. 3–4), was erected on the Acropolis in the 50s. Equipped with her
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weaponry, her spear point and helmet plumage resplendent in the sunlight, she stood on a 2-metre high pedestal. The epithet given to the goddess was Promachos, the ‘fighter in the front row’, although we are uncertain whether it was added immediately or somewhat later. It was taken as an expression of the victory over ‘the Medes, who landed in Marathon’ – to cite the periegete Pausanias. Admittedly, we do not know whether he is quoting from the inscription on the base of the statue or offering an interpretation of his own. The latter is more likely, however, since the victory at Marathon was seen as an integral part of success in the Persian wars in Pausanias’ time. Whether Marathon would have been as prominent as in the Cimonian era is rather doubtful, given that Cimon’s opponent, Pericles, was a dominant figure at the time of the statue’s erection and the artist Phidias belonged to his entourage. Pericles favoured the lower classes and they asserted themselves through their service as oarsmen. In Pericles’ time, the battle of Salamis may have stood in the foreground. That was to change, however.

4 DEBATE: THE REINTERPRETATION OF REMEMBRANCE

The victory of Marathon came to the fore again at the end of the 5th century, during the Peloponnesian war. This was no accident or coincidence. The Marathon fighters suddenly appeared – particularly in the Comedies of Aristophanes\(^1\) – not simply as champions of freedom, but rather as representatives of the

\(^{19}\) *Acharnes* 161. 698f.; *Clouds* 986; *Knights* 1316 ff.; *Wasps* 711; cf. now Flashar 1996. At the same time, Marathon symbolises as *pars pro toto* the Persian wars, and Salamis is not neglected (*Knights* 779 ff.).
good old days. They represented the tried and true and were effectively juxtaposed with the increasing sense of corruption and decreasing sense of honour and shame in the modern period. Even if there is more irony concealed in Aristophanes’ work than some interpretations would concede, this shows a new perspective.

My interpretation of this specific idealisation of the battle of Marathon is based upon the following observations. Reservations about democracy increased during the course of the Peloponnesian war, leading – after the Sicilian disaster – to the temporary abolition of the constitution.20 In the ensuing embittered and sometimes brutal disputes, the opponents of the Periclean-type democracy did not operate under terms like ‘aristocracy’ or ‘oligarchy’, but rather sought to correct their offspring, return to the good old constitution, to the inherited order, to the patrios politeia.21 This concept was so effective that it could not be ignored, not even by the opposing side. The correction of democracy was a major consideration for the landed gentry, i.e. precisely those who could afford full armour, the hoplites. People like them had fought at Marathon, while Salamis was the glorious chapter of the itetes, the class which stood below the hoplite census. It is interesting to observe that the rowers of the Athenian fleet played a key role in the failure of the attempted coup. Thus the interpretation of history became completely enmeshed in the struggle between the parties in the civil war. It was also significant that Marathon was an achievement that the Athenians could claim for themselves while the League of the Greeks had fought under Spartan leadership at Salamis and Plataea – and Sparta was now an enemy.

5 RECONCILIATION: THE UNIFICATION AND GENERALISATION OF REMEMBRANCE

The highpoint of the anti-democratic movement came with military defeat in 404. With Spartan support, a junta of 30 oligarchs came to power, with the slogan of a constitution based upon the peasantry and the hoplite class. However, it remained a regime of terror, interested only in preserving personal power and increasing personal wealth. When it fell, the Athenian democracy was restored during a period of intense debate. This was in essence the democracy of Pericles, in which, however, the key term patrios politeia now played a key role. The restored democracy aimed at both an internal balance between the different political groups and an aggressive foreign policy. Homonoia and arche (the keywords in the title of Peter Funke’s thesis)22 – i.e. ‘concord’ and ‘leadership’ – were the two leading ideas of the time.

In this climate, the more conservative interpretation of the Persian wars became the general view. In any case, in subsequent decades, we see a clear emphasis on Marathon in Athenian self-representation.23 Although Salamis did not disappear completely, Marathon became a symbol for the Persian wars.24 All the elements of the celebration of the Persian wars, as described briefly above, were now applied to Marathon. The Panhellenic and hence anti-barbarian aspect became prominent. The orator Lycurgus, one of the most vehement representatives of Athenian self-representation and one of the most successful politicians of his time, cites a distich:25

‘As champions of the Hellenes, the Athenians at Marathon have destroyed the power of the gold carrying Medes.’

21 Cf. Gehrke 1976, 90 f. (n. 23), 96 f.
22 Funke 1980.
23 Cf. n. 15 above; Flashar 1996, 70 ff.
25 Lycurgus 109, directly connected with the famous epigram on the Spartans who fell at Thermopylae.
‘Champions of the Hellenes’ (promachountes Hellenon): the Marathon warriors would certainly not have depicted themselves in this way, but their descendants did, time and again. It corresponded to their political self-perception; they founded their own identity upon this image. And therefore, the same had to be true of their predecessors. It was precisely this concept which was embodied by the powerful Athena, as protectress of the polis, the promachos, visible for all to see. By this time she had been indivisibly linked to the battle of Marathon.

In this way Marathon became a universal memory, largely detached from the historical event. It was transformed from a concrete set of occurrences into an extremely diffuse image used for remembrance which, thanks to its omnipresence, lived on in the Athenian memoria, determining and defining the self-image of Athens. It is perhaps not a coincidence that, even after the ancient greatness of Athens had long since passed, this figure continued to impress many, including Roman emperors. Orations treated the ancient subject in new ways, monuments made it visible, and coins featuring images of Miltiades and Themistocles can be seen as illustrations of those orations, even into the 2nd century AD. Other coin types depict Athena Promachos in the most prominent position on the Acropolis (fig. 5).26

To the extent that Athenian orators of the 4th century were increasingly considered models of style and were therefore canonised and imitated, their themes and topoi, including of course the battle of Marathon, were disseminated throughout the Graeco-Roman world. Ultimately, the battle became so de-individuated and so ideologically imbued with the connotations of freedom vs. servitude, civilisation vs. barbarity, that it could be moulded to fit other contexts.

6   RECEIPTION: ATHENIAN REMEMBRANCE AS AN IDEOLOGICAL CONCEPT IN ANTIQUITY

In antiquity, we recognise two particularly telling examples of the transfer of an Athenian configuration into another, comparable context.

Attalus II, king of Pergamum, dedicated four groups of statues or reliefs on the Acropolis to Athena. These represented the battle between the gods and the giants, the Amazon battle of the Athenians, the

26 Cf. the evidence quoted by Von Mosch 1996, 159 ff.; cf. also the replica of a late-classical portrait of Miltiades (Krumeich 1997, 98 f.); an example from the 2nd century AD (with a Latin and a Greek inscription) is given by Petrakos 1996, 40 f.
battle of Marathon, and Attalus’ victory over the Galatians. Here we see not only a myth of the gods (the Gigantomachy also displayed on the Pergamum frieze) but also a historical myth (the Amazonomachy) connected with what we regard as two historical events. Moreover, we see the achievement of the Attalids set against and alongside the famous Athenian victory, thus ‘mythologising’ the achievement itself. The victory at the Caycos springs, exploited ad nauseam by the Attalids for their self-representation, is here equated to the Persian wars, as a victory of Greek civilisation over Barbarian savagery.

Even more striking is a measure taken by the youthful Roman emperor Gordian III (238–244 AD). In ideological preparation for the massive and carefully organised war which was to be waged against the new Persian empire of the Sassanids under Shapur I, in the year 242, the emperor Gordian established a new festival in Rome to honour Minerva, understood as Athena Promachos. A new cult was introduced, complete with competitions (the Promacheia), which were held immediately before the Janus temple was ostentatiously opened, and shortly before the emperor himself travelled to the Orient in order to restore peace by means of war. Using keywords like Libertas, Securitas and Virtus, or Pax aeterna as immortalised on coin legends, the emperor was to defend the Graeco–Roman order against the Sassanids, who clung to the ancient traditions of the Achaemenids – the aggressors in the Persian wars. In doing so, he evoked the Athena Promachos. The traditional Athenian goddess had now become the personification of a historically unspecific figure of remembrance whose ideological significance is nevertheless unmistakable – a battle myth in the form of a god, as it were.

Thus we no longer need wonder about the story recounted by the early Byzantine historian Zosimos (ca. 500 AD). During the siege of Athens, Alaric, leading his army of Visigoths, suddenly noticed Athena Promachos on the wall: ‘how one can clearly see her in her statues: armed, as if she were rushing to oppose the aggressor’. As she was accompanied by Achilles, Alaric withdrew. Not only did the Marathon myth appear here in its divine form, it also had the effect of the divine. A myth could scarcely have had a more auspicious beginning.

7 BEYOND ANTIQUITY: THE MYTH OF MARATHON AS A MODERN FIGURE OF REMEMBRANCE

But it did not stop there. As tracing it into the modern period would take us too far, I will limit myself to a very brief sketch. Humanistic and neo-humanistic interest in the classical tradition set in motion new mechanisms of identification. These are evident in J.S. Mill’s comment cited at the beginning of this paper. He went on to say: ‘If the issue of that day (i.e. the day of Marathon) had been different, perhaps the Britons and the Saxons would still be wandering in the woods’. In other words, inasmuch as European self-perception, particularly in terms of civilisation, was oriented towards classical antiquity, the Athenians at Marathon had also fought for the west and its culture. We implicitly see ourselves as the keepers of the flame, the legitimate heirs of the ancient Greeks, and we have appropriated their battle myths together with their history.

The price at which this identification came, i.e. just who was marginalised, is classically shown by Hegel’s Philosophy of history. The interest of world history has been hung in the balance here. Set against
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27 Pausanias 1.25.1; for the bibliography see Flashar 1996, 82 f., n. 74.
28 Chronica Minor 147 (Mommsen); Aurelius Victor 27.7; for the epigraphic evidence and the historical context see Robert 1970, 11 ff.; the ideological preparation and the organisation of Gordian’s III campaign against Persia have been thoroughly studied by Loriot 1975, 766 ff.
30 See above, note 6.
one another were the oriental despotism, that is, a world united under one leader; and, on the other side, nations much more divided and much smaller in size and means, but nations which were enlivened by the free individual’. Thus, the victories of Marathon, Salamis, and Plataea were ‘triumphs in world history; they have saved culture and the spiritual power and have taken away all of the strength from the Asian principle’.

This veritable metaphysical characterisation of the opposition between East and West was predetermined by the structure of ancient memory. The western intellectual tradition, with its rigorous dialectic, made a radical choice by adopting – as an element of its own identity – a mode of remembrance that comprised opposition and exclusion. In so doing, the European tradition lost touch with one of its original components; oriental history and civilisation, and Jewish culture along with them, disappeared from the European tradition to which they indisputably belong. And here we refer not only to Hegel: we could also mention the numerous scholars who explicitly or implicitly pay homage to this same dialectic.

In Greece, the situation is even simpler. With the founding of the Greek national state, the construction of a national identity placed the tradition of classical antiquity above all others. A natural identification occurred, as it were, insofar as the ancient Greeks were and are considered forefathers. Who is surprised at hearing that the battle of Marathon appears in literary works and folktales as a metaphor for battles against Turks?32 The myth of Marathon was especially nurtured during the dictatorship of the Colonels (1967–1974). The Soros, a prominent artificial mound on the plain of Marathon, considered to be the mass grave of the Athenians who fell in the battle (fig. 6), was transformed into a national memorial with

---

32 An example is given by Flashar 1996, 75.
the addition of various pseudo-historical adornments. Ironically, a recently published article presents very serious arguments against the interpretation of the tumulus as an Athenian grave. He who scoffs at the Greek colonels, however, need only consider the localisation of the Teutoburg forest and the memorial of Hermann the Cheruscan.

And since we are talking about ironies of history, another word about the marathon, the most popular variant of modern interpretations of Marathon. Here we have a myth on two levels. In its principal elements and in numerous details (if not the Athenian relics, then at least those of the brave helpers from Plataea), we can still discern at least one historical event behind the battle myth of Marathon. But the figure of the marathon runner is pure legend. Like the first historian of the battle, contemporaries knew nothing about him. He first appears in the text of a 4th-century BC author and his story is told in various ways. According to Lucian, who wrote about 650 years after the event itself took place, he was called Phidippides. At the first meeting of the International Olympic Committee in 1894, the classically educated French scholar Michel Bréal, member of the Institut de France, reminded Baron Pierre de Coubertin and the assembled committee of the legendary achievement of this runner and offered a prize for a race which was to be run over the same stretch. In this way, the marathon became part of the program of the modern Olympic Games, despite the fact that there had never been a corresponding event in antiquity (fig. 7). Even the distance did not match that from the battlefield to the centre of ancient Athens. Ever since the 1908 Olympics in London, the distance has been fixed at 42.195 km (or

Fig. 7. Modern start of the Marathon race at Marathon (author’s photo).

33 Mersch 1995, 55 ff.
34 Von Elbe 1977, 106 f.
35 Plutarch, Moralia 347 C (quoting Heraclides Ponticus).
37 For these and the following details see Lucas 1976, 132 ff. (with further references).
26 miles and 385 yards). This figure was arrived at because it corresponded to the distance from Windsor castle to the royal seats in the Olympic stadium!

From the very beginning, the event itself took on a mythical status and the victors became legends in their own time, starting with the first marathon in 1896 and the Greek herdsman Spyridon Louis. The ‘loneliness of the long distance runner’, the battle – full of surprises – against opponents and one’s own weakness became the stuff of new heroes who would gain a place in the mémoire collective of modernity: the Italian Dorando Petri, for example, who in 1908 collapsed shortly before the finish line, was helped across by a referee and was subsequently disqualified, a fate which moved the world; the Korean, Kitei Son, who as a citizen of an occupied country was celebrated as a Japanese citizen in the Berlin games of 1936; the Czech Emil Zatopek, who after winning two gold medals for the 5,000 and 10,000 metres, went on to win his first marathon race; the ‘Lion of Ethiopia’, Abebe Bikila, who is still the only athlete to win two Olympic golds in the marathon, first in 1960 and again in 1964 (the first time running barefoot). But it does not stop there. In recent times the glorified, and glorifying, contest of the individual has been transformed into a mass event. Today, entire legions of marathon runners, men and women alike, congregate at predetermined times in major metropolises all over the world – from Tokyo to New York, from Boston to Berlin. And last but certainly not least, there is the ‘true’ race which is run from Marathon to Athens.

8 CONCLUSION

All this demonstrates two things. When forged into a myth, a historical event not only becomes available for application to new situations, it also lends itself to further mythologising and adornment. This can be particularly effective because it is so much more appealing than real history. In this way, a myth can be used and reused, in completely different contexts. The marathon has become a mainstay in the world of modern sport. We celebrate and ‘repeat’ an event which never happened in order to pay homage to a major event about which we know next to nothing. Finally, the marathon has become a metaphor – in modern languages like German and Italian – for something that takes a long time; the story thus ends by being trivialised.

To sum up, we can say that the important historical event of the battle of Marathon became firmly anchored in Athenian ritualised memory. After a process of reinterpretation, shaped by internal politics and conflicts, the event went on to acquire a new meaning in the cultural memory of the Athenians, a meaning that far transcended the confines of the original issue. It has truly become the authoritative memorial of the Persian wars. Correspondingly, Marathon, together with the related cult of Athena Promachos, subsumed the entire range of meaning associated with the Persian wars. In this way the battle has become a symbol of identity which stands for special qualities and achievements, but also involves a contrast with the ‘Other’. Because of this symbolism, the specific details have been lost. And the figure of remembrance, with all its fundamental significance, has been carried over into other contexts, thus serving identity mechanisms of a very different nature. The old, traditional figure of remembrance lends them authority, and serves as a model, allowing them to build identity in precisely those situations where it is both possible and appropriate. In this sense, history is also argument. The ‘history’ referred to here is not what we normally call history, but rather a multifaceted entity, one that is context-dependent yet firmly

Incidentally, as early as 1896 a Greek girl with the lovely name of Melpomene had applied unsuccessfully to participate in the Olympic Marathon race. She is said to have run the entire distance, accompanied by cyclists, in about four and a half hours (according to Lucas 1976, 132). It was not until the Los Angeles Olympics in 1984 that women were allowed to compete in the marathon.
fixed within the *spatium mythicum*, one that demonstrates rather than expounds, but which nevertheless is understood as history by those who see it as their specific past: it is their intentional history.

As a battle myth which establishes identity, Marathon is a figure of remembrance that contains this conflict within itself. Since the presence of an enemy is part of it, the myth serves to construct an identity which depends upon an otherness perceived as being in opposition to one’s own group, community, or culture. This, in turn, allows conclusions to be drawn about the epochs and situations in which such myths are nurtured. At the same time, myth – understood as real history— becomes a symbol for exclusion or integration by means of segregation. It is precisely through participating in this process that the historian has to recall history.
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‘Long live Hellas and Babylon, child of the gods.’
(Herodicus of Babylon, 2nd century BC)

I INTRODUCTION

Ethnicity is a complex phenomenon with a complex terminology.1 Although it is impossible and unnecessary to give an overview of the modern anthropological discussion of the subject, I want to clarify my position in the discussion and specify my terminology. In the first place we must distinguish between ‘ethnic group’ (French étine) and ‘nation.’ A ‘nation’ is in the definition of A.D. Smith ‘a named human population sharing an historic territory, common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a common economy and common legal rights and duties for all members’.2 Ethnic is defined as ‘a named human population with myths of common ancestry, shared historical memories, one or more elements of common culture, a link with a homeland and a sense of solidarity among at least some of its members.’3 The main difference between nations and ethnic groups is, that in ethnic groups the link with territory may be only historical and symbolic, whereas in the case of the nation it is physical and actual.

In the modern debate about ethnicity the discussion has centred around the question whether ethnic characteristics are ‘primordial’ or ‘situational’, the question whether an ethnic identity is real and caused

---

1 This article is based on a lecture given at the 48th Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, held in Leiden, July 2002, which has been published as Van der Spek 2005. For a presentation of the main Greek and Babylonian evidence, the reader is referred to the appendix in that contribution.


3 Hutchinson/Smith 1996, 6.
by common descent, or is a subjective and situational construct. In recent literature the situational approach has become dominant.

One of the most fruitful studies in this approach is the one of the Norwegian anthropologist Fredrik Barth. He argued that it is impossible to find definite criteria for ethnicity; ethnicity is rather the result of labelling. Boundaries between ethnic groups are created, either by the group itself, or by others. So it may be that at one time the boundary mark is language, the other time it is religion, a third time it is common history. This also allows for the possibility to assign different ethnicities to one person at the same time, which leads to multiple ethnic identities. When Zinedine Zidane scores a goal for the national soccer team of France, he is a French hero, but if he fails or misses a penalty, he will be an Algerian in the eyes of the French. That is labelling by others. But people themselves may feel part of different nations. A Frisian will feel Dutch when he watches the Dutch national football team, but Frisian, when he watches the typical Frisian ball game of ‘kaatsen.’

The only thing I would add to the theories of Barth, is that the criteria are not chosen at random. Language, religion, physical features, and common history are often recurring boundary marks. The notion of a common descent, though often fictitious, but mostly with a kernel of truth, always plays an important part in the perception of ethnicity.

In Antiquity, the situation was not very different. An interesting case in point is the dichotomy between Greeks and barbarians. The Greeks formed an ethnic group. They had a common proper name (Hellenes), they had a myth of common ancestry (descent from Hellen), they shared important historical memories (the Trojan war, the Persian wars), they shared important elements of common culture (religion, customs, and language), they felt a link with a common homeland, Hellas, although they lived all over the Mediterranean and in the Hellenistic period far into Asia, and they more or less felt some sense of solidarity, although they were very frequently at war with each other. Moreover, the Greeks were conscious of their identity. Herodotus defined to hellenikon as ‘being of one blood and one language, honouring the same gods with sanctuaries and sacrifices, having the same customs (thea).’ Nevertheless, in Antiquity the Greeks never formed a nation-state.

The non-Greeks were the ‘barbarians’, people who spoke an unintelligible language. An interesting thing is that, notwithstanding the theory of the common descent from Hellen, many non-Greeks developed into Greeks, especially in Asia Minor, and were accepted as such, a process which took centuries. The process was accelerated in large parts of Western Asia by the conquest of Alexander the Great. It created new Greeks, but also persons with a multiple ethnic identity.

Multiple ethnic identity became a striking feature of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. When the Jerusalem high-priest Jason wore Greek clothes, or sported nakedly in the gymnasium, he certainly felt Greek. When he put on his high-priestly official robes, conducted the ceremonies on Sabbath in the temple, he was the Jew Jehoshua or Jeshua. A Greek-speaking farmer in Ptolemaic Egypt may have regarded himself to be Greek, and was treated that way there, but when he travelled to the city of Alexandria, he will have been despised as a backward Egyptian. Personal names are not a clue at all. Jason of Cyrene, the author of the original, full version of II Maccabees, certainly saw himself as a Jew, but had a Greek name. Jason the high priest had two names. The apostle Paul (Saul) was a Jew from Tarsus in Turkey, who spoke Greek, and was a Roman citizen.

Ethnic labels are not for eternity. Jews and Greeks are fairly old ethnic groups; Palestinians are fairly recent (in former times they were seen as Arabs, rather than as Palestinians, but as soon as they themselves and the outside world treat them as a nation, label them as a nation, they are a nation).

---

5 Barth 1969.  
6 Herodotus, VIII 144.
Ethnic groups frequently disappear. Sumerians, Babylonians, Chaldaeans, Thracians and Batavians are lost in history. These people were not able, did not feel the need to stick to their ethnic peculiarities (which may change over time by the way). Nor did the outside world find it necessary to define certain people as Sumerians, etc. An example of this process of ethnic dissolution can be seen in Ptolemaic Egypt: in the early period, ethnic groups such as Thracians, Macedonians and Persians were still distinguished, but the terms lost their meaning first, and then disappeared all together. In the end, only Egyptians, Greeks and Jews survived.

In Ptolemaic Egypt, ethnicity did not play a very prominent role in daily life. There were different Egyptian and Greek courts, which conducted law according to Egyptian and Greek principles, but the choice of the court was not determined by ethnicity in the first place, but by the language, which the litigants (being either Egyptians or Greeks) chose for their contracts. Yet ‘being Greek’ could be relevant. New research has shown that ‘Hellene’ came to mean a person with certain minor tax privileges (tax Hellenes), although in some cases their status in a ‘primordial’ sense could rather be determined as Jewish or Egyptian. The Romans introduced the laographia, a poll tax with substantial reductions for the Greek and Roman citizens. Then it became even more important to be a Greek or Roman and to be clearly defined as such. Controversies about this ultimately led to the Jewish pogrom in Alexandria in AD 38.

2 MULTI-ETHNICITY IN BABYLONIA

These things should be kept in mind when we try to discuss problems of ethnicity in ancient Mesopotamia, and Hellenistic Mesopotamia in particular. The empires of Alexander and the Seleucids were multi-ethnic states with different ethnic groups. Many people acquired a multiple identity. The Hellenistic period is, since Johann Gustav Droysen, often characterised as a period of fusion of cultures, Verschmelzung, and of ‘Hellenisation’, the spread of Greek culture over the Near East.

Hellenistic Babylonia is a gold mine for the research into problems of ethnicity. There has been a slow process of Greek influence in Babylonia in the Achaemenid period, but there was not a slow process of ‘Landnahme’, a gradual occupation of land by intruders, rather a sudden conquest. Alexander the Great took over Mesopotamia (Iraq) in 331 BC and the result of his conquest was the immigration of large groups of Greeks and Macedonians. This resulted in the foundation of new cities, such as Alexandria on the Persian Gulf, Seleucia on the Tigris, Seleucia on the Euphrates. In the older Mesopotamian cities Greeks made their entry. It is very likely that Greeks entered Babylon, Nippur, Uruk and other cities (fig. 1). I say ‘likely’, since our main evidence for the presence of Greeks are Greek names occurring in cuneiform documents, but, as such documents from Uruk show, it is certain that many of the people mentioned with a Greek name were in fact Urukeans of a pure Babylonian origin.

Babylonia has been characterised by multi-ethnicity since millennia. The most ancient people we know of, are the Sumerians who settled there in the fourth millennium BC. Not much later the Semitic speaking Akkadians arrived. They took over the Sumerian cuneiform writing, adapted it to their own language, and adopted their religious and cultural traditions. Together Sumerians and Akkadians laid the foundation of Mesopotamian civilisation. Later other ethnic groups arrived, like the Amorites, the Kassites, the Aramaeans and Chaldaeans. Even when they took over political power, they all assimilated quickly into the Mesopotamian culture. Babylonian and Assyrian kings themselves inadvertently contributed to the creation of a multicultural society. It was their policy to deport large segments of the populations of conquered

7 Goudriaan 1988, 96 ff.
11 Van Driel 2006, 3.
areas, so that the main Assyrian and Babylonian cities were filled with foreigners. The phenomenon is nicely expressed in a letter of an Assyrian official to king Assurbanipal: ‘There are many foreign language speakers in Nippur under the aegis of the king, my lord.’

In 539 BC, Mesopotamia for the first time became part of an empire – the Persian empire – that had its centre of power located outside the region. Though the Persian kings occasionally resided in the royal palace in Babylon, the core of the empire was established in Persis (Fars) in present-day south-western Iran. While the Persians also took over some elements of Mesopotamian civilisation, especially in art and architecture, they stuck to their own Persian gods like Ahura Mazda, Anahita and Mitra. They also developed their own variant of cuneiform script for monumental texts in Old Persian. However, Babylonian, Elamite and Aramaic were also used for monumental inscriptions and Aramaic became the official language of the empire. Meanwhile, Babylonia remained faithful to its own religious and cultural practices. Cuneiform Babylonian writing persisted, though the role of Aramaic, more and more the lingua franca of the Near East and written in an alphabetic script, became steadily more prominent. Persian functionaries appeared in Babylonia, but the Persians never carried out an extensive colonisation programme.

12 Reynolds 2003, no. 192 rev. 6‘.
In 331 BC, Mesopotamia was for the first time conquered by a foreign king from the west: Alexander the Great. Alexander seems to have thought of making Babylon again the core of an empire. He died, however, in this very city, but the Macedonian and Greek presence remained. After his death, wars broke out between the generals of Alexander about the control of Alexander’s conquests. Seleucus (I Nicator), appointed satrap of Babylonia in 320 BC, after a long struggle came to control the largest part of Alexander’s empire, from India to Western Asia Minor, though southern Syria and Palestine remained with the satrap of Egypt, Ptolemy. In 306–305 BC, Seleucus and Ptolemy adopted the title of king and thus became the founders of the Seleucid and Ptolemaic kingdoms respectively.
The main difference between the Persian empire and the empires of Alexander and the Seleucids is that the latter started an extensive colonisation programme. The city foundations of Alexander are well known. He founded many Alexandrias, among which Alexandria in Egypt, Kandahar in Afghanistan, and Iskenderun in Turkey are the most well-known. The Seleucids continued this policy. Seleucus I first founded Seleucia, on the confluence of the Tigris and the King's Canal (i.e. the canal connecting the Euphrates and the Tigris). This was a huge city both as regards numbers of inhabitants as well as regarding its surface: it is reported to have had 600,000 inhabitants in the days of Pliny the Younger¹³ and a built-up area of 550 ha (cf. Athens: 215 ha in the classical period). It was destined to be a capital of the empire (‘city of kingship’ in the Babylonian documents) and it was populated by inhabitants of different ethnic backgrounds: Macedonians, Greeks, Babylonians, Syrians and Jews. Macedonians and Greeks were apparently privileged as ‘citizens’ (politai). The foundation of a new capital at Seleucia meant that the old city of Babylon lost importance, though the town's temple of Marduk and the palace of Nebuchadnezzar continued to attract Seleucid kings. Apart from Seleucia, Seleucus also founded cities in other parts of his realm, especially in northern Syria: Antioch on the Orontes (100 ha, but growing to 600 ha in the time of the emperor Tiberius), Seleucia in Pieria and Laodicea on the Sea, and Apamea on the middle Orontes.

It goes without saying that the presence of Macedonians and Greeks (the difference between these two is an interesting but difficult issue, which we cannot deal with here) was part of the new political situation, which brought a new ruling elite into Asia by force of arms, an elite which by that time had already lost its political power in Macedonia and Greece itself! Apart from the foundation of new cities, Macedonians and Greeks also settled in the old oriental cities, like Babylon, Susa and Damascus. This was partly a process of free movement, partly brought about by forced settlement.

The Macedonians and Greeks were not the last foreign rulers in Babylonia. In 141 BC an Iranian people from the east, the Parthians, took over the country. Babylonia again had to accept new overlords, and while the Greeks and indigenous Babylonians were subjected to a foreign ethnic group, the Greeks cherished their identity. Greek cities like Seleucia kept their political institutions and language and the Greek community in Susa remained a distinctive group. The attitude of the Parthian kings towards the Greeks wavered between favour and repression. They used Greek in their inscriptions and for their coin legends. Some Parthian kings called themselves philhellēn, ‘friend of the Greeks’. On the other hand the Greeks were suspected of giving support to attempts of Seleucid kings to reconquer their lost territories.

In this paper, I wish to focus my attention on the city of Babylon (fig. 2). Many Greeks, especially soldiers, entered Babylon in 331 BC and a garrison was stationed there.¹⁴ Alexander destined Babylon to be his royal residence¹⁵ and the capital would certainly have become a Greek, or strongly Hellenised city, had he lived longer. But events took another turn for the time being. After Alexander had died in 323 BC, the wars of the Successors broke out, resulting in a victory of Seleucus I, who indeed made Babylonia the backbone of his empire, but at the same time (as Alexander had done in Egypt) founded a new city: Seleucia on the Tigris, which became ‘the city of kingship’. As we saw above, Babylon remained an important city and religious centre, occasionally visited by the kings, who then would reside in the palace of Nebuchadnezzar. Antiochus III (187 BC) even took the robe of Nebuchadnezzar from the New-Year’s Festival house.¹⁶ Not many Greeks, however, seem to have lived in Babylon until Antiochus IV (175-164 BC). Following a Babylonian chronicle dealing with Antiochus (I Soter), viceroy under his father Seleu-

¹³ Pliny, NH, VI.122.
¹⁴ Arrian, Anabasis Alexandri III 16.4; Sherwin-White 1982.
¹⁵ Strabo, Geographica, XV 3.9–10.
¹⁶ Reported in the so-called Astronomical Diaries. Astronomical diaries are daily reports made by Babylonian astronomers. They contain apart from reports about celestial phenomena also records of political events, commodity prices, the level of the Euphrates and ominous events. The diaries are published by Sachs/Hunger 1988, 1989, 1996. The diary in question is AD II, no. –187: rev. 4'–18'; cf. Sherwin-White/Kuhrt 1993, 216.
cus I Nicator until he succeeded to the throne in 281 BC, the Macedonians who lived in Babylon under Alexander and the early successors, were deported to Seleucia on the Tigris. The chronicle says:

‘[Month …]. That month Antiochus, the crown [prince], settled [the Macedonians, as many as there were in Babylon, whom king Alexander had forced to enter, from Babylon into Seleucia on the Tigris].’

Some evidence may confirm the deportation mentioned in the chronicle. There are hardly Greek names in the cuneiform tablets until Antiochus IV and in the architecture only few signs of Greek influence are detectable. Most Greeks of the region lived in Seleucia on the Tigris.

The situation changed radically under the reign of Antiochus IV when a Greek community was introduced into the city of Babylon. This community was given privileged political status (politeia), and the boundary marks of this community were of clear political nature: membership of the politeia or politeuma and the citizens were called politai, ‘citizens’. It is difficult to assess who these people were. How Greek were they? Some criteria will have been used. They may have been veteran soldiers of different nationalities, but used to the language of command, being Greek; there may have been Greeks from the Greek world, as we shall see. Possibly also autochthonous Babylonians will have taken a new Greek name and have become members of this community. At our state of the evidence we can hardly add anything to this. What we can say is that there was a kind of ‘apartheid’ between the community of politai and the rest of the city’s inhabitants. The Babylonians and the Greeks each had their own institutions and the central government communicated with both communities. This state of affairs continued into the Parthian period and is evidenced until one hundred years after the introduction of it by Antiochus IV, when, in 77 BC, the cuneiform record ends.

3 EVIDENCE OF THE GREEK COMMUNITY

In earlier publications, I already argued that Antiochus IV introduced a Greek community in Babylon.18 By lack of explicit information in the sources, the arguments had to be circumstantial. The evidence so far consisted of: 1. the Greek inscription OGIS 253,19 allegedly coming from Babylon, dated to 166 BC, naming Antiochus IV kitistès … tis poleós, ‘founder of the city’; 2. the regular appearance of the term politai, ‘citizens’ (pu-lī-te-tē; pu-lī-ta-ma and related forms) in the Babylonian astronomical diaries from 169 BC onwards;20 3. the date (139 SE21 = 173/2 BC) of the so-called Lehmann-text, according to which the Babylonian citizens pleaded for their title to a land donation by the earlier king Antiochus II; they may have protested against expropriation of land in favour of the Greek colonists;22 4. archaeological evidence for the rebuilding of the theatre in the mid-2nd century BC; 5. the occurrence of Greek names in the

---

17 BCHP 5 rev. 6-9. This Babylonian Chronicle was first published by Grayson (1975) as chronicle 11. Meanwhile Irving Finkel (British Museum) found additional fragments, which could be joined. It has now been published as BCHP 5 in Van der Spek 2006, 280–284 and online: http://www.livius.org > Mesopotamia > Babylonian chronicles.


20 Among the new Babylonian chronicles (cf. n. 2) a chronicle (BCHP 13) was found referring to politai in the 140th year of the Seleucid era (172/1 BC).

21 The Seleucid era (SE) starts with the conquest of Babylon by Seleucus I in 311 BC. SE year 1 begins April 311/310 BC according to the Babylonian, October 312/311 BC according to the Macedonian calendar.

cuneiform sources in the very early and the later Hellenistic period; 6. the fact that Greek inscriptions from Babylon date to the reign of Antiochus IV, or (much) later, to the 2nd century AD.

None of these data may be seen as conclusive and so the introduction of the Greek community by Antiochus IV was questioned.23 However, a recently discovered chronicle fragment in the archives of the British Museum (hitherto unpublished) mentions the introduction of the Greek politai by Antiochus (IV) expressis verbis, and sheds new light on the existing evidence. I present here a full translation.

‘Year 149 (of the Seleucid era = 163/2 BC), Antiochus (V) king, month V[II, day x]. The Greeks, as they are called, the politai, who in the past at the command of king Antiochus (IV) [had entered] Babylon and who anoint with oil just like the politai who are in Seleucia, the royal city, on the Tigris and the King’s Canal, [did] b[attle] with the prefect (šaknu) and the people of the land who are in Babylon. Day 8, at the command of the governor (pāhātu) of Babylon [the …… and] the women,24 who among the politai, the people of the land, (and) the b[oul]ē??, from Babylon into the region below Babylon because of the battle with the [prefect and his] troop[s, had gone?], returned into Babylon.24

Of special interest are the ‘boundary marks’ given by the Babylonian scribe to the new group. They are ‘Greeks’, politai, and they ‘anoint with oil, just like the politai, who are in Seleucia, the royal city, on the Tigris and the King’s Canal’. The latter expression must refer to the activities of the Greeks in the gymnasium, where they sported nakedly and anointed themselves with olive oil. Admittance to the gymnasium was normally restricted to the citizens of Greek cities and was a hallmark of Greek citizenship.

Del Monte discerns three population groups in Babylon, each with their own administrative institutions:25 firstly, the Babylonian citizens (mārē Bābili, ‘sons of Babylon’) under the shatammu (administrative head of the temple) and kinishtu (council) of the temple; secondly, the Greek citizens (puliţē or puliţānu, a loan word from Greek politai), under the authority of the ‘governor of Babylon’ (pahāt Bābili = in my view the equivalent of the Greek term epistatēs), and, thirdly, the royal slaves led by ‘the prefect of the king’. The distinction is neatly made in an astronomical diary relating to a census held in 145 BC (king Demetrius II Nicator):

‘That month, at the command of A[r]daya, the general (= stratēgos) of Babylonia, they made a counting [… of the Babylonians, the slaves of the king [and of the] politai, who were in Babylon and Seleucia.’26

Although Del Monte’s ideas are fruitful, I do suggest a few adaptations. As a matter of fact even more population groups may be discerned, such as the ‘people of the land,’ probably the indigenous population living in the countryside. A fifth category is constituted by the temple slaves. In my view, the ‘prefect of the king’ is somehow related to the ‘people of the land.’ Hence he may have been the governor of the people living in the villages outside the jurisdiction of the cities, in Greek terminology designated as the laoi and the laoi basilikoi (‘people of the king’). One might venture the suggestion that ‘the people of the land’ (laoi) and the royal slaves (laoi basilikoi) both were subject to the authority of the prefect of the king. Conclusive evidence is lacking so far.27

23 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt 1993, 158.
24 BCHP 14. On the basis of a lacunose astronomical diary (AD II, 331, no. -187A: 9’-10’), Tom Boiy (2004, 207-209) argues that the politai existed in Babylon already under Antiochus III. If correct, this would make Antiochus III the king who introduced the politai into Babylon.
27 The prefect of the king may also have been the regent of the minor king Antiochus V.
In my earlier publications, I defended the idea that the Babylonian and Greek population groups each had their own political organisations and institutions. I even used the word ‘apartheid’. The Babylonians were governed by the temple authorities, who were simultaneously the main city authorities. The head of the Babylonian community was the *shatammu*; the governing body was the *kinishtu*, which met in the *bit milki*, ‘the house of deliberation’.

If the central government wanted to communicate with the Babylonians, they wrote their letters to this institution, as is evident from the Astronomical Diary of August 94 BC: ‘[… Letters of the king, which] were written to the *shatammu* of Esagila and the Babylonians, were read in the house of deliberation in the Juniper Garden.’ From the context we may deduce that the king, the Parthian king Mithridates II, imposed heavy work obligations upon the Babylonians.

The institutions of the Greek community are not easily found, but new evidence sheds some light. In the first place the Greeks distinguished themselves as ‘citizens’ (*politai*), so they seem to have had their own *politeia*, ‘constitution’. It must be remembered though, that there is not one Greek exclusive format of a *politeia*. In the classical period the constitutions of e.g. Athens, Sparta and Corinth were very different. Normally, however, the following elements are recurring albeit under a widely differing terminology: 1. magistrates (*archontes*, *stratēgoi*, *ephoroi*, *probouloi*); 2. one or more councils (*boulē*, *synhedrion*, *gerousia*, *Areiopagos*); 3. an assembly (*ekklesia*, *apella*, *dēmos*). The constitutions were of a different nature: Athens was democratic, Sparta and Corinth both oligarchic but nonetheless different. Furthermore, it has to be kept in mind that the Seleucid empire was ruled by a Macedonian dynasty and Macedonian institutions, like *epistatēs* (governor) and *peliganēs* ([council of] ‘elders’), are attested in many places.

Though as yet no word for assembly is attested in the Babylonian sources, it is evident that the *politai* met in the theatre. That Babylon disposed of a theatre, is known since the earliest excavations of ancient Babylon at the beginning of the 20th century. Its existence was further proven by a 2nd-century AD Greek inscription from the theatre, mentioning its repair. Recently, the Greek theatre was found in the astronomical diaries as well. From these texts, it appears that kings had letters read out loud before the *politai* being assembled in the theatre. The Greek word *theatron* was translated into cuneiform as *bit tamarti*, ‘house of observation’.

The citizens now also appear to have had their own council of elders. This council was referred to with the Macedonian name *peliganēs*, which is derived from the Macedonian word *pelioi* meaning ‘old men’, *gerontēs*. This term is attested in a Greek inscription from Laodicea on the Sea, dating to November/December 175 BC, the first regnal year of Antiochus IV, containing a decision of the *peliganēs*. The name is also found in the corrupted form *Adeiganēs* in Polybius V 54.10, which describes measures taken by Hermeias in Seleucia on the Tigris after the suppression of the revolt of Molon against Antiochus III. The evidence from Babylon is now found in fragments of an unpublished chronicle in the British Museum, joined by Irving Finkel, who kindly called my attention to this document. The tablet is badly mutilated, but the same institutions as discussed above appear: ‘the *politai* and their army’ (line 7); ‘the Babylonians and the people of the land’ (line 13), ‘the governor of Babylon’ (line 14); *ia-*‘a-man-nu, ‘Greeks’ (line 21). Excitingly enough, the *peliganēs* are also mentioned: *pe-li-ga-na-a-n[u ...], ‘peliganēs’ (with Babylonian plural) (line 3), unfortunately in an incomprehensible context.
Magistrates are not attested, apart from officials appointed by the king, like the pahatu in cuneiform texts and the stratēgos kai epistatēs tēs poleōs in a Greek inscription. Lower officials like an agoranomos (‘market official’) and a gymnasiarchos (‘superintendent of the gymnasium’) are known from Greek inscriptions as well.

5 GREEK CULTURE IN BABYLON

The Greek citizens not only had their own political institutions, but also their own cultural life. As we have seen above, there was a theatre. The excavators argue that it was built in the early Hellenistic period, rebuilt in the 2nd century BC and again in the 2nd century AD. It seems likely that the building was erected under Alexander, Antigonus or Seleucus I (before 300 BC), neglected during the following years, but rebuilt under Antiochus IV. On the south side of the theatre a big Greek building was erected, which was interpreted as a palaestra by the excavators. A gymnasium existed as well. A Greek clay tablet records the winners of the Babylonian year 111/110 BC. The gymnasiarchos is also mentioned.

But this is not all. A stoic school was established by Archedemus of Tarsus. He was probably a pupil of Diogenes of Babylon (ca. 240 - 152 BC). Despite his name, Diogenes is reported to come from Seleucia on the basis of the evidence of Strabo, who claims that Seleucians habitually were called Babylonians. However, Strabo may well have been biased and Diogenes may have belonged to the colonists settled in Babylon by Antiochus IV in 173 BC. If we may follow Plutarchus’ eulogy of the spread of Hellenic culture over Asia, Diogenes was a native Babylonian who was persuaded by Zeno of Tarsus to study Greek philosophy. However that may be, Babylon was an attractive place for a Stoic school. The holistic world view of the Stoa fitted nicely in with the holistic premises of Babylonian astrology.

Another colonist of cultural significance was the poet and philosopher Herodicus of Babylon (2nd century BC). He is known, among other works, from a humoristic poem against a school of grammarians who were expelled from Alexandria in 145 BC, which shows his multiple identity as Greek and Babylonian: ‘As for Herodicus, long live Hellas and Babylon, child of the gods’.

Strangely enough, we lack evidence of a Greek temple. Temples are an important part of the religious-political community. It may be surmised that a temple was built, but that this building has not been found yet. New excavations in the Homera area, in which the theatre was found, might one day show up remnants of a Greek sanctuary. Another option is that the temple of the Babylonian god Bel was supposed to fill in the needs of the Greek Babylonians as well. Bel was considered to be Zeus by Herodotus and the Hellenistic Greeks might have felt similarly. A major problem in this view is the idea that the Greeks would have had access to the temple. One would expect then some adaptations in the cult, but the cuneiform evidence hardly provides evidence for this view. The temple authorities are entirely Babylonian and the rituals exhibit hardly Greek influences. The only Greek presence is indicated by the presentations of offerings by kings and high officials (according to the instructions of the Babylonian shatammu and kinishtu) and the questionable introduction of a ruler cult. The fact that the Babylonian Astronomical Diaries often report that newly appointed ‘governors of Babylon’ were ‘one of the politai’
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49 Cf. Linssen 2004 passim.
and that these newly appointed governors made offerings in the Esagila, the temple of the Babylonian supreme deity, to the Babylonian gods, may be a signal that the Babylonian temple was considered to be a main sanctuary for the Greek community as well. At the present state of our knowledge, I think we have to consider the question unresolved.

6 CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE GREEK AND THE BABYLONIAN COMMUNITIES

The relations between the Greek and Babylonian communities were not always friendly. Firstly, the Babylonians seem to have feared expropriation of part of their land in favour of the new Greek colonists (see above). Secondly, less than a year after the death of Antiochus IV, in the countryside downstream of Babylon fighting broke out between the politai, their women and their soldiers with the prefect of the king and the people of the land. The background of the conflict is hard to establish. The autochthonous Babylonian city population does not seem involved. The situation was apparently dangerous and frightful. The garrison commander, who resided in the royal palace, did not dare to go into the streets of Babylon, and the general (stratēgos) of Babylonia, who had fled from Seleucia, did not show up either. One can hardly suppress the feeling that everything is somehow related to the anarchy after Antiochus’ IV death, when the appointed regents of the minor king Antiochus V, Lysias and Philip, struggled for the regency, and Timarchus tried to become king. The matter seems to have been settled by a court session, in April 162 BC. The diary is badly mutilated, but people of the land were interrogated ‘on the rack of interrogation,’ some people (Babylonians?) were killed and their bodies were interred outside Babylon.

Under Parthian rule the Greeks may have lost their privileged position, but they retained a special position. And disputes continued. In February 124 BC a quarrel arose about a royal throne. King Hyspa-osines of Characene, who had usurped the throne a few months in 127 BC, had presented a throne from the royal palace to the temple of Bel to be placed in the ‘Day-One-Temple’, probably the New Year’s Festival House. Now ‘the governor (pāhatu = epistates) of Babylon and the politai, who are in Babylon’ took it away. It is interesting to note that the astronomer added that the Greek word for throne was thronos (tu-ru-nu-us). In 77 BC it seems to have come to outright fighting: ‘The 21st (XI 234 SE = 16 February), the substitute of the shatammu of Esagila and the Babylonians [provided] one bull and two sheep as offering [for . . . . . .]. That month, the Babylonians and the politai carried battle equipment (and) fought against each other in the area of the temple of Nabû-ša-harê’.

50 See the above mentioned chronicle and the Astronomical Diary of Month V 149 SE = 12 Aug. – 10 Sept. 163 BC (AD III, p. 27, No. -162 Rev. 11-17): ‘That month, the politai who are in Babylon, their women, their troops [and their . . . . . .] went out of Babylon. That month, the governor of the king [and the . . . . . .] sacked the politai who were in the countryside. That month, the governor of Babylon (epistates) […] The garrison commander for fear of the prefect (taknu) of the king and the people of the [land’ from’ the pal]ace of the king, which is in Babylon, into the city streets did not go out. That month the general (’gal,erin = stratēgos) of Babylonia, who […] on the 29th day, who from Seleucia, which is on the Tigris and the King’s Canal, had fled, […] was not seen [as] before’.


53 AD III, 503, No. –77 B Rev. 15’-16’.
Ethnic segregation is not only attested in Hellenistic Babylon. Alexander the Great founded Charax on the Persian Gulf, called it Alexandria, but took as colonists autochthonous people from Durine and veteran soldiers, who got a privileged position and separate city quarter:

‘Charax, a city on the Persian Gulf, (…), was first founded by Alexander the Great, by bringing colonists from the royal city of Durine, which then ceased to exist, and by leaving there useless soldiers. He ordered to call it Alexandria, and a district (pagus) (of it) Pellaeum after his homeland, which he destined for the Macedonians.’

An even more striking example comes from Hellenistic Spain. The city of Emporiae (now Empúries) was, much like modern Berlin and Nicosia on Cyprus, divided by a wall.

‘Even at that time (195 BC) Emporiae consisted of two towns (oppida) separated by a wall. One was inhabited by Greeks from Phocaea (…), the other by the Spaniards. (…) A third class of inhabitants, Roman colonists, was added by the deified Caesar, (…) and at present all are fused into one mass, the Spaniards first, and later the Greeks, having been received into Roman citizenship. (…) No Spaniard was admitted to the city, nor did the Greeks themselves leave the city without good cause.’

The last example of segregation I wish to present is Jerusalem under the high-priest Jason in 175 BC, though in this case Greek political institutions are not attested and the privileged community apparently consisted of more or less Hellenised Jews. But they received some special status connected with the establishment of a gymnasium. Jason, appointed high-priest by Antiochus IV, promised to pay 440 talents of silver and

‘in addition to this he promised to pay 150 more, if permission were given to establish by his authority a gymnasium and an ephebeion for it, and to enter “those in Jerusalem” in a public register as Antiochenes.’

8 CONCLUSIONS

1. Following A.D. Smith’s definition of an ethnic group, there was a Greek community (ethnic) in Babylon. It was a named human population (‘Greeks as they are called’), with myths of common ancestry, shared historical memories, one or more elements of common culture (theatre, gymnasium), a link with a homeland (cf. ‘Hellas’ in Herodicus’ poem) and a sense of solidarity among at least some of its members. Antiochus IV (or III) introduced this community. Greeks may have lived in Babylon before, but without special status. They now received politeia, Greek institutions. The head was the

---

54 Pliny, NH,VI.138, transl. Loeb Classical Library.
56 II Macc. 4: 9: kai tous en Hierosolymois Antiocheis anagrap-sai. This is a hotly debated passage and the situation in Jerusalem is in many respects far from clear. The apparent meaning is that a section of the population in Jerusalem (members of the gymnasium?) was set apart as a community of citizens named ‘the Antiochenes in Jerusalem’. For a recent discussion, see Ameling 2003 and Kennell 2005, 15; I myself reject Ameling’s and Kennell’s proposition that Jerusalem received a full-fledged Greek constitution. The city remained governed by the high priest and a council of priests; no archons, boulē or ekklesia are attested.
epistates (pāhātu), there was a council of elders (peliganes), and an assembly of citizens, the politai (pulītē). The meeting place of the citizens was the theatre. The constitution was a copy of the constitution of Seleucia on the Tigris, where there was also an epistates and a council of peliganes.

The members of this community were not necessarily only Greeks (or Macedonians) by descent. In view of the growing number of Babylonians with Greek names and double names in the cuneiform tablets, Hellenised Babylonians may well have been members too.

The king may have used land, which in the past had been given by Antiochus II to the Babylonians, for his colonisation programme. It may be the background of the request of the Babylonians that their assignments would be left untouched.

2. Greek cultural life flourished. There was a Stoic school of Archedemus; the poet Herodicus lived there. There was a theatre and a gymnasium and sport contests were held far into the Parthian period, at least until the 2nd century AD.

3. There was a Babylonian political community too. This community was headed by the shatammu and the kinishtu (knesseth, consisting of temple functionaries or prebendaries) of the temple(s) of Babylon. This board met in the bit milki (House of Deliberation) in the Juniper garden. The members are called ‘Babylonians’.

4. Babylonian cultural life flourished too. The temple functioned as of old. Astronomy experienced a scientific revolution in the 2nd century BC. Cuneiform and even Sumerian was still taught in the schools. The largest temple tower ever built was not the ziqqurat of Nebuchadnezzar, but the one built by Anu-uballit/Nikarchos in Hellenistic Uruk. The last manuscript of the Gilgamesh epic discovered so far was written about 130 BC in Babylon.

5. Other categories of people may be discerned. ‘People of the land’ (nišē māti = laoi?); royal slaves (arad šarrāni = laoi basilikoī?

6. In political sense there was ‘apartheid’. Animosity between the population groups is also attested (fights, removal of the thronos, controversy about land use).

7. There does not seem to have been a clear dividing line in that the two communities lived in different ghettos of the city, divided by a wall. Greek officials entered the temple and sacrificed there. Some Babylonians may have been members of both communities. The Homera area may have been the Greek quarter, but the evidence for this is scanty.

In sum: Hellenistic Babylon is an interesting case in the study of ethnicity in the context of empires. It gives an interesting insight into the effects of the so heavily debated term of ‘Hellenisation’. On a broader scale, one might ask to what extent the situation of the Seleucid empire can be compared to the Roman empire. Whereas, in my view, the situation in Babylon can provide a heuristic model for the ways ethnic communities in towns of the Roman empire coexisted, one point of difference must be acknowledged. The Roman empire developed in a slow process from a medium city state in the centre of Italy into an empire that encompassed the entire Mediterranean. In this process of territorial expansion, the

57 Space did not allow me to elaborate on this issue and provide full references. See, inter alia, Boiy 2004; Van der Spek 1987, 2006; Rochberg 2004, 228-236.
community of Roman citizens remained the core of the empire. This in turn created the possibility of using this citizenship in an imperial strategy. The situation in the Seleucid empire was entirely different. It emerged out of the empire of Alexander the Great, who had conquered from outside, viz. from Macedonia, the Persian empire, which had no such citizen tradition. Since the Seleucid empire did not comprise Macedonia, it had not a core comparable with Rome in the Roman empire: a clear geographical centre was lacking. The royal court had no permanent seat, but travelled through the empire to temporarily settle at dispersed royal residences, like Seleucia on the Tigris, Antioch on the Orontes, Ephesus on the coast and Sardes in the interior of Asia Minor. A universal ‘Seleucid citizenship’ did not exist: instead, there were many cities with as many constitutions and forms of citizenship. The kings communicated with subject communities in their respective languages and according their traditions. In diplomatic contacts with the Greek cities, the kings developed a discourse which suited the Greek traditions, in Babylon they acted as a traditional Babylonian king, in Jerusalem they dealt with the temple authorities. Their approach was regionally determined. Some kings may have furthered the Greek type of citizenship in some parts of the empire, but – in contrast to what we know from Rome – this citizenship was always tied to the city, not to the empire.
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The Galatians in the Roman Empire: historical tradition and ethnic identity in Hellenistic and Roman Asia Minor

Karl Strobel

I  INTRODUCTION

An exceedingly important phenomenon in the history of Early Hellenistic Central Asia Minor is the immigration and settlement of Celtic tribal groups and the formation of three tribal states, the first steps of which took place in 274/272 BC.1 These events changed the political and geographical landscape of ancient Central Anatolia leading to the establishment of the new historical country of Galatia. Superimposed on parts of the territories of Phrygia and Cappadocia,2 Galatia quickly formed its own ethnic and linguistic identity and tradition (cf. fig. 1).3 After the early sixties of the 3rd century BC, the three tribal states of the Tolistobogioi, the Tekosages and the Trokmoi were permanently established in Central

1  This paper has also been published, in slightly different versions, in German, as Strobel 2007a, 2007b. For a more detailed account, see Strobel 1994b, 1996, 2002a, 2002b; idem, DNP 4, 1998, 742-745, s.v. Galatia; DNP 6, 1999, 393-400, s.v. Kelten. Arslan 2000, the first description of the Galatians in Turkish, collected the sources often without critical analysis and summarises older positions and newer approaches indiscriminately; he takes account of historical research beyond his subject only to a limited extent. For critical remarks on Mitchell 1993 and Darbyshire/Mitchell 1999, cf. Strobel 1996, 71 ff.; idem 2002a, 2000b. Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar 2000 make important corrections and now nearly completely follow my main argumentation. Birkhan 1997, 130 ff. is largely based on Tomaszczk’s dissertation (now Tomaszczk 2002) and is only reliable to a certain extent; he does not go deeper into the question of sources and historical matters and considers the archaeological material for the East insufficiently. Tomaszczk is often indebted to older concepts, especially those of his teacher G. Dobesch.

2  Cf. Strab. 2, 5, 31, where (Inner) Phrygia, the part belonging to the Galatians, is named Galatia (with an unequivocal definition: Galatia of the Gallograeci); 12, 3, 9; 12, 8, 1; Plin., NH 5, 146 (cf. Strobel 1996, 254 ff.); Arrian. an. 2, 4, 1 (Ankya designated as ‘Galatian’). For the Galatiké chōra in contrast to other parts of the Roman province of Galatia, Acts 16, 6; 18, 23.

Anatolia. The relatively small groups of Celtic immigrant settlers were to leave their mark on the spoken language and the historical identity of the people living in this central part of Anatolia for around eight centuries. This extraordinary historical process was based on the specific hierarchical and well-developed social structures of the Celtic immigrant groups as well as on value systems shared by the whole population in this region. These factors constituted the favourable conditions for the long lasting vitality of the new Galatian identity and ethnic-historical tradition. At this point, it may be important to note that there was never anything like a La Tène culture or a Latèneised regional culture in Asia Minor. La Tène objects dating from the 3rd and 2nd century BC which are found in Anatolia and south-eastern Turkey are clearly to be associated with Celtic mercenaries serving in the armies of the Hellenistic kings and the Attalids of Pergamon, whereas the younger group of objects must be associated with mercenaries of King Mithridates VI Eupator of Pontos.

After the 3rd century BC, Hellenisation had a profound effect on the cultural structures of Galatia. Specific archaic rituals like the sacrifice of human beings, which is now well documented in the Galatian sanctuary at Gordion prior to its destruction in 189 BC, ceased to exist in the mid-2nd century BC; the last mentioning of a ritual sacrifice of prisoners dates back to the Galatian struggle for existence, and freedom from Pergamon in 168/166 BC. The heroic fighting tradition of Celtic elite warrior bands, which was based on religious and ritual traditions, is attested for the last time in 189 BC, when a corps of elite warriors of three of the four Tolistobogian tetrarchies still fought naked against the army of Cn. Manlius Vulso in the battle of Mons Olympus. Military equipment in La Tène tradition, which is only documented on the triumphal monuments of Pergamon, seems to have finally disappeared early in the first half of the 2nd century BC. The Galatian aristocracy was already integrated into the international diplomatic network of Asia Minor in the first half of the 2nd century BC, based on the principles of mutual friendship (philia) and of hospitality (proxenia and epixenoma). From that time onwards, the Romans considered them Gallograeci, i.e. a degenerate mixture of Gauls and peoples of Asia Minor, who pretended to be Celts, as formulated splendidly in Livy based on the annalistic tradition available to him, but who in reality seemed to be Anatolians or 'Greeks'. The Romans – and also Strabon – thus used the terms Gallograeci and Gallogracia to characterise the cultural habit of the Galatians, expressing thereby that to them they were primarily Hellenised Anatolians and not, despite their claims, Gauls.

4 Cf. also Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar 2000.
7 Diod. 31, 13: ‘The general of the barbarous Galatians … gathered the prisoners together and perpetrated an act of utter inhumanity and arrogance. Those of the prisoners who were most handsome in appearance and in the full bloom of life he crowned with garlands and offered in sacrifice to the gods … all the rest he had shot down, and though many of them were acquaintances known to him through prior exchanges of hospitality, yet no one received pity on the score of friendship’.
8 Liv. 38, 18, 1.14-15. One of the Tolistobogian tetrarchies remained neutral and in friendship with Pergamon.
11 Cf. Liv. 38, 17, 9 f. (mixti, et Gallograci vere, quod appellabantur); 38, 17, 13 (Phrygios igiustu Gallicos oneratos arnis); 48, 46, 1. Cf. Strab. 2, 5, 31; Caes., BC 3, 4, 5; Strobel 1996, 124.
In this paper, the processes of Hellenisation and acculturation within the regional culture of Asia Minor will not be dealt with in any detail as they have already been discussed in several other contributions. The main focus here will be on the long lasting effects of the ‘Galatisation’ of Central Anatolia.

We must be aware that the term *Galatai* is used in Greek sources as a general designation for the Celts, for Celtic groups of people everywhere and even for groups that were only marked as such by their ancient contemporaries. In the present paper, however, the name ‘Galatians’ is used in a stricter sense, referring only to the three Galatian peoples in Asia Minor. The collective name of *Galatai* was originally used for the designation and self-designation of Celtic warrior bands. As such the name was not only used by ancient authors, but also by themselves, as is attested in the honorific inscription for Brogitaros and in the funerary inscription from Tumulus B at Karalar, erected for Deiotaros II Phlipator, son and co-regent of Deiotaros I Philorhomaios. In the latter inscription both father and son bear the title king as well as the title tetrarch of the *Galatai Tolistobogioi* and *Galatai Trokmoi*. The last Galatian ruler, King Amyntas, son of Dyitalos, designated himself too as tetrarch of all Galatians. The kingship of the last Galatian rulers was a separate majestic dignity beyond the traditional social and political order of the Galatian tribes. Although the dignity was only given by the authority of Rome on an individual basis, the title *tetrarch* remained the traditional designation of the ruling Galatian princes.

As stated above, the main focus of the present paper is the crucial transition of the Galatians into the vast Roman province of Galatia, created by Augustus in 25/24 BC when he annexed all the territories of King Amyntas who had been killed by the Homonades during his war in Pisidia. Since 166 BC, when Rome granted and guaranteed autonomy and freedom from Attalid domination, the Galatians were loyal allies of the Romans. During the First Mithradatic war (89–85 BC), Mithradates VI Eupator, king of Pontos, massacred most members of the tetrarchic aristocracy in Pergamon. Pompeius finally established a new political leadership ruling over the three tribal states: Deiotaros I over the Tolistobogoi, Brogitaros over the Trokmoi, while the Tektosages, initially divided into two tetrarchies, were later united under the rule of Kastor Tarkondarios. After removing all his rivals, Deiotaros I managed to become tetrarch of all Galatians at the end of his reign. His successors, Kastor and Amyntas, were enthroned by Marcus Antonius.

Against this background, the question here is how the historical tradition and ethnic identity of the Galatians continued after they had lost their political independence and were incorporated into the Roman administrative organisation. According to Stephen Mitchell’s definition, ethnicity is based on the perception of differences; it is seen as the attribute of smaller geographically circumscribed communities that differ in one way or another from the dominant culture. Regarding Asia Minor, Mitchell argues

---

12 See my contributions cited above, note 1.
13 Cf. Strobel 1996, 123 ff. on the name *Galatai* and the different modern definitions of Celts; the term ‘Celtic’ is used here in a modern scientific sense based on the criterion of spoken Celtic language or language-dialects. Neither the Hallstatt culture nor the La Tène culture can be equated with the definition of ‘Celts’. Cf. also Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar 2000, 77 f.; Birkhan 1997, 32 ff., whose explanation of the name ‘Galatian’ (p. 47 ff.) is not convincing.
14 OGIS 349; French 2003, no. 1.
that the local sense of identities which did not correspond to the administrative boundaries of imperial
government vanished over time, because of the new reality constructed from above, i.e. the general
categories of identity – Roman and Greek, and later Christian, i.e. so-called ‘ascribed statuses’. The result in
the case of the Galatians would have been that their historical identity – which always included ethnic
and cultural identity – should have vanished after the end of the Galatian polity. Since this was not the
case, Mitchell’s model appears to be insufficient for our discussion.19 Nico Roymans emphasises more
convincingly: ‘Ethnic identities are by definition subjective, dynamic and situational constructs… they
relate to a collective of people who — in interaction with their self-image and the picture that others
construct of them – formulate and use rules of belonging, role filling and exclusion’.20

In what follows, we will consider the different aspects of historical, ethnic, linguistic and cultural
identity first, and emphasise the importance of language in our context (section 2). Next, we will sum-
marise the settlement of the Celtic immigrants and the ethnogenesis of the historical Galatian tribes in
Asia Minor (section 3). After having discussed the expression of identity in the autonomous Galatian
cities that were established during the organisation of the new Roman province of Galatia (section 4),
we will examine the homogeneous amalgam of the population – which shared identities, value systems,
and religious beliefs and practices – and discuss the evidence for continuity of ethnic and historical tra-
ditions in the former Galatian territories within the Roman province (section 5). Finally, a discussion of
the historical identity within the social elite of Roman Galatia follows.

2 HISTORICAL AND ETHNIC IDENTITY AND
SELF-CONFIDENCE

Contrary to popular understanding, there was never one common Celtic identity.21 Only historical iden-
tities of a single people, of a single constituent tribal group or of a single ‘clan’ existed. These identities
were based on common traditions and ‘histories’ and on shared social and mental codes, which provided
the essential instruments for the historical and ethnic self-confidence of the group and its members. All
ethnic and cultural identities only exist at a certain point in time as specific forms of time-referenced
and thus historical systems.22 Ethnic identity is the mental self-attribution to an ethnic tradition which

19 The question of loosing ethnic differentiation in middle
Byzantine times is beyond the scope of this paper.
20 Roymans 2004, 1 ff.
21 For the approaches and models of ethnogenesis, accultura-
tion, ethnicity and ethnic identity, cf. the contributions in
the following edited volumes: Barth 1969 (esp. Barth 9 ff.);
Studies zur Ethnogenese 1985; Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe 7,
1992, 141-431, s.v. Volk, Nation (R. Koselleck 141 ff.; F
Gschnitzer 151 ff.); Kamber/Moser 1984; Fischer 1992,
esp. 47 ff., 61 ff. (W. Rudolph); Brunner/Merta 1994
(W. Pohl); Pohl/Reimitz 1998; somewhat problematic
is Gillett 2002 (not convincing are the contributions by
W. Goiffart, A.C. Murray 39 ff., M. Kulikowski, and C.R.
Bowldus); cf. also Assmann 2000, 144 ff. (chapter ‘Ethno-
genese als Steigerung der Grundstrukturen kollektiver
Identität’). For different aspects of specific models, cf.
Mühlmann 1964; Thiel 1977; Geary 1983; Eriksen 2002;
Roymans 2004, 1 ff. The German language research on
ethnogenesis is almost totally ignored in the contributions
in Mitchell/Greatrex 2000. Some aspects of the discussion
of ethnicity based on theoretical anthropological models
have already developed into ‘self-fulfilling prophecies’.
The controversial diversity of theoretical approaches
shapes, for example, the discussion by Hall 2002; cf. the
contributions in Ancient East and West 4/2, 2005.
22 Cf. Strobel 1996, 139 ff.; 2002b, 234 ff.; Assmann 2000,
130 ff., 144 ff.; Pohl 2004a, 7 ff., 45 ff.; 2004b; H. Cas-
tritius, RGA² 29, 2005, 508-515, s.v. Stammesbildung,
Ethnogenese; in general, Wenskus 1977 (esp. 14 ff., 59 ff.,
130 ff.); idem 1986; Heckmann 1992, 30 ff.; Rübekeil
1998; Pohl 1998a; 1998b; 2002; Frank 2002. For the
importance of onomastic traditions as a reflection of a
Berausstiegsgemeinschaft, cf. below note 29.
is always defined by its history and only exists in its historical dimension. It is founded on the awareness of, and the conscious affiliation with, a collective tradition based on myths, a shared past and the notion of a common origin, and becomes manifest in oral traditions, ritual acts, common symbolic codes and values, common customs and in a shared tradition of language. As a form of human self-definition, ethnicity becomes manifest in the expression and communication of contrastive differences between individuals and groups which consider themselves to be distinctive in terms of tradition, self-representation and specific elements of culture. As with all social groups, the formulation of boundaries as a means of self-definition by a binary opposition between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is fundamental. These boundaries, which were created by a mutual process of self-attribution and external attribution by ‘others’, are crucial for the self-confidence of the members of the ethnic group.

Boundaries of culture and ethnic identity do not coincide. Just as ethnic identity can be preserved in spite of cultural changes and dominating cultural influences, cultural contents can vary without any critical consequence for the maintenance of the ethnic group and its defining boundaries. Continuity of ethnic identity is not to be equated with a continuity of culture or even material culture. In this context, the ethnic self-designation, the ‘Volksname’ as a marker of self-identification, is of great importance. Here, the Galatians in Asia Minor provide an important example. Gregorios of Nazianzos, Basilios of Caesarea, Ammianus Marcellinus or Hieronymus in the 4th century AD, and the author of the vita of Theodoros of Sykeon in the mid-7th century AD took the existence of a specific identity of the Galatians in Asia Minor for granted, and to be well-known to their audience. However, at this point in time, any cultural differences with the people in the neighbouring regions had long ceased to exist, except for the use of the Celtic language which continued until well into the 6th century AD. Clearly, the maintenance of a shared language and language tradition is the most important factor for the survival of an ethnic community or its identity, especially in a foreign cultural and linguistic environment and in the confrontation with a culturally dominant language, in our case Greek.

Above all, identities are based on, and consist of, symbolic codes or languages, on the coding, transmission and decoding of information. Fundamental to the whole self-understanding and self-imagination of the human being is his ability to create symbols and to use the media of symbolism in all its variations. The abilities to speak, to communicate through dialogues, and to construct rituals and ritual codes are

---


24 Cf. esp. Barth 1969, 9-38, esp. 15, 18, who emphasises the importance of ethnic demarcation and of maintaining these boundaries in interaction with other groups.


26 Cf. esp. v. Theod. 50, 12-19.

27 Cf. esp. Strab. 12, 5, 1; Hieronymus, comm. in ep. ad Galat. 2, 3, 429-430 (Migne PL 26, 356 ff.); Galatas excepto sermone Graeco, quo omnis Oriens loquitur, proprium linguan eadem paene habere quae Treviros. Cf. Strobel 1996, 139 ff. Freeman 2001 only provides a chrestomathy of passages from ancient sources relating to the Galatians and their language and a list of onomastic data; his historical assumptions are often problematic and the necessary differentiation between the Galatians of Asia Minor and the generally used term Galatai is not made.

inseparable from the notion of the symbolic. Speech and the processing of language, memory, cognitive rituals, ritual acts, and symbolic signs build the specific networks which enable human beings to communicate, to act and to develop individual and collective orientation. Social systems of all kinds and sizes are based on a common symbolic language and symbolic tradition. Decisive is the accepted and consensual use of specific codes, language included, as media of communication within the community and, at the same time, of self-representation and self-confidence vis-à-vis the social environment.

As the basic paradigm of the human ability to symbolise, language is the pivotal instrument for constructing social realities and the central medium of social interaction between human beings. A common language creates a central means of socialisation and, in an environment of different languages, provides a central element of self-definition in contrast to others. Using the language of an ethnic-linguistic or a socio-cultural group or status-group in itself implies self-attribution to that group. The survival of a language spoken by small groups reflects the power of their historical identity and their social background. Both are fixed in linguistic and, more generally, in symbolic traditions including specific semantic and ritual codes. The loss of a specific language always means the loss of a system of symbolic codes and values. These are fundamental to aspects of the mentality, cultural tradition and self-representation, all of which are expressed in the onomastic tradition. Since the identity of ethnic groups is, to a large extent, based on a common language and a common language tradition, ethnic identity is expressed first of all in linguistic coding and semantic.

The long survival of the Celtic language among the Galatian tribes in confrontation with a culturally dominating, supra-regional language of communication which, in addition, was of the highest social status, as was the case with Greek, is a strong indication of the power of the tradition and the historical identity and self-definition of the Galatians. The automatic switch to Greek, when the means of communication changed from oral to written, is no counter-argument. Since the Early Bronze Age, regions with a specific regional culture and important supra-regional cultural influences had existed side by side in Asia Minor. Language proved to be a central factor here for the persistence of collective identity and self-representation. The Luwian language and language tradition, for instance, continued well into the 5/6th century AD and constituted a fixed part of the Isaurian identity. The same is true for the Luwian dialects in Lycaonia and Cappadocia. Phrygian was a spoken language at least well into the 6th century AD. Herodotus is an example of the opposite development: although he was born in the old West-Anatolian, but early Hellenised city of Halikarnassos in a family of Carian tradition, he considered himself both culturally and linguistically an Ionian Greek.

3 THE SETTLEMENT AND ETHNOGENESIS OF THE GALATIANPEOPLES IN ASIA MINOR

In 278 BC, King Nikomedes of Bithynia had been fighting together with his allies in the so-called Northern League (first of all Byzantion, Pontic Herakleia, and the Mithradatic Kingdom of Pontus) against the Seleucid king Antiocos I. He had hired migrating groups of Celtic peoples who stayed in the southeastern Balkans near Byzantion as mercenaries (symmachoi). In 275/74 BC, he handed over to them the eastern part of northern Phrygia (i.e. the Galatian territory west of the River Halys, today Kızıl Irmak), as

30 Cf. also Mitchell 2000.
33 Cf. Sokr. 5,23 (PG 67, 648A); Holl 1908, Brizhe 1999.
was agreed in the treaty he had concluded with the Celtic leaders. In return for their services as symmachoi for the kings of Pontus during their conflict with Heraklea over the town of Amasis – the Galatian forces had beaten off a seaborne invasion by a Ptolemaic fleet that assisted Heraklea – the Celts further received, most likely in 274/273 BC, the frontier area between Cappadocia on the Pontus (better known as Pontos) and Greater Cappadocia, which was within the Seleucid sphere of influence. The area given by the Mithradatides was situated in the bend of the river Halys and comprised the central fertile regions around the middle and lower reaches of the river Kappadox (today Delice Irmak) with the important regional centre of Tavium, the old Anatolian city of Tawinija.34 The region that Nikomedes had handed over to the Celts included the area within the eastern bend of the River Sangarios, the region of the Köröğlu Dağları and the area south of these mountains as far as the Halys and the Great Salt Lake, i.e. the territories south of Paphlagonia (the kingdom of Gangra), and the now eastward-expanding Bithynian kingdom. In the north, the north-western limits of Paphlagonia (the basin of Krateia/Gerede, the ‘country of Gaizatorix’), and the area of the Free Mariandynians as far as the Abant Dağları, including the basin of Bolu, were part

---

of the Galatian territories until 179 BC, when they fell to Paphlagonia and to Bithynia as a result of the defeat of Pharnaces, king of Pontos, and his Galatian allies. After the defeat of the Galatians by Antiochus I in the so-called ‘battle of the elephants’, most likely in 268 BC, the border between the territory of the Galatians – who now became important components for the Seleucids in Asia Minor – and the Seleucid empire was definitely established (fig. 1).

The three tribes of the Tolistobogioi, Tektosages, and Trokmoi divided up the given land among themselves. The most important group, the Tolistobogioi, occupied the large areas west and east of the Sangarios bend with the urban centre of Gordion, while the Tektosages held the central strip of land west of the Halys, but also including, beyond the river, the basin of Kirikkale. The Trokmoi received the territory east of the Halys bend, i.e. eastern Galatia, comprising the old fertile region around the middle and lower Delice Irmak, the ancient Kappadox, and its tributaries. The region the Celtic immigrants took over included a large number of villages and other settlements which existed alongside the major centres of Gordion, Ankara and Tavium. The agricultural structures were prosperous and provided a great variety of agricultural products. The traditional routes to and from the old economic centres of Gordion, Ankara and Tavium, which continued to be improved in Persian times, helped to create a well-connected area in Central Anatolia, which came to be of great economic importance thanks to its resources, communication network and agricultural produce.

It is important to note that the three immigrant groups of Celts did not develop into a unified gens, but rather cultivated the individual tribal identities of their leading, kin-based groups and of the subgroups associated with them. In terms of ethnic origin and historical identity, they all remained committed to their former self-definition. This fact proves that the core groups of the three tribal formations were fixed and stable identity-bearing and tradition-conveying bodies based on the leading aristocratic kin groups. After taking possession of the country and settling in it, a process called ‘Territorialisierung’ began, a complex process of ethnogenesis that transformed the migrating groups, tribal sections, clans or components of clans into new social units based on their territories. This process ultimately gave rise to the historical Galatian peoples known in the later 3rd and in the 2nd century BC. The ethnogenesis was based upon the integration of the autochthonous population into the politically and socially dominating Celtic groups. In this case, ethnogenesis does not refer to the primary shaping of an ethnos, but to a gradual process of re-shaping which tribes and peoples or parts of tribes and peoples go through

35 Cf. Strobel 1994a. There are erroneous assumptions in Darbyshire/Mitchell 1999, 166, 181, 184, first, that the area of the Tektosages extended far more southwards including parts of Pisidia in the 1st c. BC, second, that the entire northern part of Galatia should belong to the Tolistobogians, and finally that fortifications in southern Paphlagonia should be attributed to the Galatians. Parnassos was a place in Cappadocia (Polyb. 24, 14, 8), and there were no Trokman sites round Çorum nor north of Çorum (in contrast to Mitchell 1993 I, 54; not always convincing Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar 2000, 79). The Proseilemmene became part of the territory of Ankara only in the new territorial organisation under Augustus (cf. Strobel, DNP 10, 2001, 437, s.v. Proseilemmenitia).

36 The Tolistobogioi and Trokmoi had come as mercenaries to Asia Minor in 278, and were joined by the Tektosages in 277 BC.


40 Cf. Plin., NH 5, 146; Strobel 2002b, 235 ff.


on migration and in subsequent territorialisation. In these complex processes, convergence is built on elite groups that bear high prestige, identity and tradition and establish themselves as the ruling power. The focus was on the historical identity of the leading prestigious core-groups and on its specific codes including language, self-image, and values.

In addition to the names of the three tribes, we know the names of several tribal subgroups, which in the Greek terminology were called tetrarchies or 'fourths', obviously following a principle of internal territorial and tribal subdivision of Celtic peoples. While we thus know the Voturi and Ambitouti as tribal subunits of the Tolistobogioi and the Toutobodiaci as a subunit of the Tektosages, we are unable to assign the tetrarchy of the Tosiopai to one of the three main tribes. Each tetrarchy had its own independent political structure and leadership under a 'quarter-ruler' or tetrarch. Alongside the twelve tetrarchies as subdivisions of the three peoples of the Galatians, Pliny the Elder mentions 183 populi as additional subgroups; they can be seen as kin groups or clans, or to use the Old Irish term, as fine, and they were headed by noblemen or (clan) chieftains (Old Irish agae fine or cenn fine) and their families. Essentially, the three main tribes of the Galatians were federations of tribal groups and clans which attributed the common historical and ethnic identity of the respective tribes to themselves. The populi or clans of the Galatians, organised in 12 tetrarchies, a loose political federation with a common representative assembly, only took on their ultimate historical shape during the territorialisation of the immigrating groups as part of process of ethnogenesis of the Galatian peoples in Central Anatolia. We can call the whole complex process the Galatisation of the core of Central Anatolia and its population by the small, but politically, socially and linguistically dominant, groups of Celtic immigrants. As Strabo testifies (12, 5, 1), the Celtic language was used all over the Galatian territories as a unifying and delimitating characteristic by the 1st century BC. It remained the mother tongue of broad population strata until the mid-6th century AD, as I have already said before, although in Hellenistic times Greek was already the second language of the Galatian elite and parts of the populace were bilingual (Celtic language and Anatolian dialects). In Hieronymus' wording, the Galatians learnt a new language, but did not loose their own as a consequence of intermarriage; the Celtic language was used in Late Antiquity alongside the generally widespread Greek, even in Ankyra, the metropolis of the Roman province. The long-lasting persistence of language and ethnic

43 Plin., NH 5, 146.
44 Plut., mor. 259a-c. It is unclear whether the Rhigosages, symmachi or mercenaries fighting in the army of Antiochus III against Molon (Polyb. 5, 53, 3), were a further subdivision of the Galatians in Asia Minor or whether they were mercenaries recruited directly from the Balkans like the Aigosages of Attalos I of Pergamon. However, the second option is more probable.
45 For the federal structure which was destroyed in the First Mithridatic war, cf. Strab. 12, 5, 1; Strobel 2002a, 2002b, 240 ff. Cf., for example, Birkhan 1997, 141, 996 on 'quarter-rulers' as 'kings of provinces'; Strobel 2002b, note 46; Kelly 1995; Birkhan 1997, 791. Coşkun 2004 tries to prove Strabo’s constitutional sketch to be wrong. However, none of his arguments are convincing. The title tetrarches was not introduced by Pompeius in 62 BC, but was a Greek synonym for a Celtic title. The title is attested prior to the time of Pompeius. Strabo’s sketch is a short version of the presumably much more detailed description in his lost Historika Hypomnemata.
46 Plin., NH 5, 146 (195 populi et tetrarchiae); the 52 Galatian duces taken along on Manlius Vulso’s triumphal procession in 187 BC (Liv. 39, 7, 2) were probably recruited on the whole from captured clan chieftains. Cf., for example, Birkhan 1997, 994 ff.
48 While Neo-Phrygian inscriptions are clearly missing in Galatian tribal territories to the west of the Halys (cf. Waelkens 1977), a transitional bilingual Phrygian-Galatian zone is discernible at the southern limits of Galatia; cf. the Greek inscription of Bodoris (or Bodorix) from Sinanli with a Neo-Phrygian formulaic text from the area north of Veteston/Vetisso (MAMA VII 214) in the southern part of the Tolistobogoi, which did not belong to region of Proseilemmene (in contrast to Mitchell 1993 I, 50; contrary to him, Yarash was not part of the Galatian tribal territories, but of the Proseilemmene) which was annexed to the territory of the city of Ankyra in Roman times.
identity can be seen as a crucial factor in the processes of ethnogenesis and acculturation of the Galatian peoples of Asia Minor in the 3rd and 2nd century BC.

The original population of the later Galatian areas, the autochthonous people of the Phrygian or Luwian (and Palaian in the North) language traditions, lived in numerous villages and was undoubtedly several times larger than the groups of Celts arriving here to settle in their new land. When they crossed into Asia Minor, they totalled a maximum of perhaps 25,000 to 30,000 or probably even less, but armed warriors made up a disproportionately large number.⁴⁹ It must be assumed that there was a strong demographic imbalance amongst the immigrating Celtic groups; we see the characteristically high proportion of armed men in other cases of migrating groups. Furthermore it must be assumed that they suffered considerable losses in fighting up to 268 BC, and an unknown number of warriors may have joined Hellenistic armies as mercenaries. These factors had to be compensated for, particularly by recourse to the local population. In the course of the territorialisation of the immigrating tribal groups, sub-groups, and warrior bands, whose inner structure was based on the military following of their chiefs, women undoubtedly joined them in considerable numbers to be integrated into the clans in various forms of marriage and with varying legal status.⁵⁰ The specific internal structure of the clans, based on the strict hierarchy of Celtic tribal society and its legal system, and their readiness to accept foreign persons were instrumental in absorbing the much greater numbers of the indigenous population into the different

tribal groups and clans and their historical and ethnic traditions. This process of integration also provided many possibilities for social advancement. Celtic peoples appear to be typical of that specific type of society, well-known in anthropology, which shows a remarkable ability to absorb a foreign population in large numbers into their social and ritual structures in the course of only one or two generations.

After the settlement in central Anatolia, which was not challenged after 268 BC, superimposition on and integration of the indigenous population in a process of ethnogenesis and mutual acculturation gave rise to the historical Galatian peoples in Asia Minor. The whole process was finished in less than three generations. The higher stratum of the Celtic immigrants formed the governing class and left their mark on language, socio-political order, and historical and ethnic identity. While the tumuli of the leading elite show Hellenistic standards (fig. 2), the Luwian or Phrygian-Anatolian population predominantly influenced everyday life, from housing and building styles or methods of storage to kitchenware and the Hellenistic-Anatolian types of graves. The networks of trade and commerce, local and regional manufacturing traditions, and the patterns of land use apparently continued.

The Celts did not challenge the existing village communities, but integrated them into their own social hierarchy and system of social rule. Little or no change occurred in the life of the local village populations during Galatian times, even if their legal status might have declined, insofar as they were not already part of a dependent population. We do not know what the social structures of the area in Persian times were, but we may reasonably assume aristocratic landownership, royal estates, and temple territories. The lower social strata of the Celtic and Anatolian populations quickly developed into a relatively homogeneous amalgam with shared religious beliefs and practices, with shared identities and value systems and a shared language. The names show Phrygian, Old Anatolian, Hellenistic Greek and Celtic traditions at the same time (we will examine these phenomena in one of the following paragraphs). The continuity of rural life is characteristic of Galatia in Roman times. It is only in the 4th century AD that Christianisation and the institutions of the Church changed important aspects of life. While Christian belief led to a totally new onomastic habit, according to the *vita* of Theodoros of Sykeon, everyday life in the villages was still much the same in the 6th century AD.

At the same time, we must emphasise that the Galatian upper classes, whose wealth was based on the control of agriculture, were the important forces in the process of Hellenisation in Central Anatolia. The Galatisation of this part of Anatolia led to a more intensified Hellenisation of the area, which reached the lower strata of society outside the cities to some extent only in the 2nd or 3rd century AD. The acculturation of upper class Galatians to contemporary Hellenistic culture in terms of their representative self-portrayals and lifestyle is well documented in the extravagant architecture of their graves (cf. fig. 2) and fortresses since the 2nd century BC and in the imported fine ware and luxury goods since the 3rd century BC. In the 2nd century BC, the fortified residences of the princely elite were built in contemporary and sophisticated Hellenistic-Anatolian architecture. Gordion, the former Phrygian capital, was rebuilt as an Early Hellenistic regional centre at the beginning of the 3rd century BC and then became the central settlement of the Tolstobogiosi, until it was destroyed by Cn. Manlius Vulso in 189 BC. Galatian Gordion provides the best evidence for the above-mentioned phenomena of Hellenisation

---

54 Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar 2000, 88-93 wrongly associate sites in Paphlagonia and fortifications – which can clearly be dated into Byzantine times – with the Galatians. A list containing a great number of small fortifications which were built with only a minimum of stonework erected in dry-stone building technique or rubble walling was compiled in the surveys of L.Vardar and his team since 1996, but they must be dated into middle and late Byzantine times. Contrary to Darbyshire/Mitchell/Vardar *l.c.*, there is no evidence for a Hellenistic/Galatian context.
in the 3rd century BC. Hellenistic style buildings, a public area with a large representative buildings, and workshops of Greek artists are characteristics of the Galatian city. Greek graffiti from Galatian levels – all writing was done in Greek – show a mixed population of Greek, Phrygian-Anatolian and Celtic inhabitants. Some houses of the early Galatian period produce new tools used for specific food processing habits as evidence of the immigrants in the 3rd century BC; the wide-spread presence of horse bones is a new phenomenon too. Both indicate some Celtic influence in everyday life.

4 THE CITIES OF ROMAN GALATIA – ANKRYA, PESELLUS, TAVIUM – AND THE CONTINUITY OF HISTORICAL IDENTITY

The important old Anatolian and later Phrygian town of Ankyra dominated a small but fertile and well-watered basin. In Phrygian and Hellenistic times, the town’s urban area of Ankyra extended far beyond the citadel and upper town to the western slopes of the citadel’s rock and included the centre of the later Roman town and the high terrace of Ulus. Ankyra remained independent from the Tectosages until Pompey’s reorganisation in 65/64 BC, but we can suppose with good reason that there were always close relations with the neighbouring tetrarchies of the Tectosages and Galatian aristocrats and ordinary people were already living in the city previous to 65/64 BC. When Augustus, after the death of Amyntas, the king of Pisidia and last tetrarch of all Galatians, annexed the kingdom and established the new Roman province of Galatia (comprising the whole former kingdom) in 25/24 BC, Ankyra was organised as an autonomous Greek city (polis), received the status of metropolis of the province, and became the main centre of the koinon of the Galatians (koinon of the Sebastenoi Galatai). The territory of the new autonomous city of Ankyra now comprised the civitas of the Tectosages. Large parts of the original Tolstobogian territory were added insofar as that had not been incorporated into the territory of the new autonomous city of Pessinus, the new Tolstobogian capital and upholder of Tolstobogian ethnos.

Neither Ankyra’s affiliation with the territory of the Galatian rulers after 65/64 BC nor its merging with the ethnos of the Tectosages after 25/24 BC left traces on the town’s internal organisation. Inscriptions refer to a figure of twelve phylae which are well documented in the honorary inscription for Latinia Cleopatra, erected in the time of Hadrian by all twelve phylae. The original names of the phylae of the autonomous polis can be traced back to Phrygian and Luwian traditions only. They are derived from regions or people: Marouragene (no. 1), Pakalene (no. 2), Hiermene (no. 4), Mene (no. 7), from a group of population, which itself derived from the god Men: phyle of the Menorizites (no. 3);
thirdly from a deity: phyle of Zeus Taenos\(^62\) (no. 12); and from a place of worship: phyle of Dios Trapezōn (no. 5, altars of Zeus); one phyle is named in honour of the urban government: Hieroi Boulaia (no. 9); and another one in honour of Augustus: Sebasteia (no. 6). Later, new names for existing phylae appeared which replaced older, unknown names\(^63\): Claudia Athenai (no. 8), Nerua (no. 10), Nea Olympia (no. 11; referring to Hadrian). Although the last mentioned phylae possibly were just additions to an original number of only nine, there is much to be said against this since the phyle of Zeus Taenos certainly held the 12th place. The number of twelve phylae must have been fixed in early Augustan times when the population of the newly founded autonomous polis was organised in the traditional manner of a Greek city state, governed by the council (boule) and the people (demos) of the city. We can rightly assume that Ankyra was already established as an urban settlement as early as the Early Hellenistic Age – several citizens of Ankyra together with their families can be traced in Athens since the late 4th century BC.\(^64\) – but this settlement was not organised according to the model of the Greek polis. There is no evidence for the existence of polis-institutions in pre-Roman times. We do not know the inner political structure of the Phrygian city of Ankyra or of any prehellenistic Phrygian city, but we can assume with good reason that the city was governed by local aristocrats. Perhaps the civil administration of the Late Hellenistic city was led by an archon.\(^65\) The Phrygian-Anatolian elite and the members of the leading Galatian aristocracy of the third quarter of the 1st century BC became incorporated into the upper social strata of the new autonomous city and provincial metropolis. They filled the positions of the city government.\(^66\) The collegium veteranorum comprised a Roman element in the city, already established in the early period of the new province when a legionary garrison stayed there.\(^67\) In contrast to the common practice of erecting funerary inscriptions in Greek, Roman veterans have their tombstones inscribed in Latin.

On Severan coins minted by the Metropolis Ankyra, Ankyra also appears as the city of the Sebastenoi Tektosages or, shorter, of the Sebastenoi.\(^68\) Other coins minted in the 1st century AD in the name of the Sebastenoi Tektosages did not explicitly mention the name of the town. In the same way, an honorary inscription of the first half of the 2nd century was erected by the council and the people of the Sebastenoi Tektosages, i.e. of Ankyra.\(^69\) These documents show the long lasting identification of the urban community of Ankyra with the historical and ethnic tradition of the Tektosages. Although Ankyra was the metropolis of the Koinon of the Galatians, the tradition of three independent ethne was preserved within the Koinon until at least the early 3rd century AD.

The building of the temple of the imperial cult in Ankyra, dedicated to Dea Roma and Augustus, must have started soon after the province and the Galatian Koinon were established. The construction of huge substructures, which were to provide the platform of the temenos, certainly took some time. While parts of the temple’s cela were under construction by the mid-Augustan period, the sanctuary was finally dedicated in AD 19/20 as we can reasonably assume on the basis of the list of high priests (archiereis) of the cult. This list, given by the inscription on the south anta of the temple, documents the archiereis during the reign of Tiberius together with the gifts, donations, festivals and games provided by them.\(^70\) The lemmata of this

\(^62\) A special epiclesis of Zeus; it cannot be identified with Zeus Taouianos/Tavianus or derived from the Old Anatolian stem of the name Tau-, (several variations: Taurinija, Tavoa, Tavion, Tavio, Tavia, Tubia, ethnic name Tavioi) as erroneously assumed by Kruse, *RE* IV A 2, 1932, 2007, s.v.Taenos; Bosch 1967, 275; French 2003, 108. Cf. Bosch 1967, no. 211, a dedication to Zeus Megistos Taenos (not Tavianos as in French 2003, 65); but Bosch 1967, no. 212 is a dedication to Zeus Tavianos.

\(^63\) This explanation is not discussed by Bosch 1967, 141 ff.

\(^64\) Cf. Bosch 1967, no. 12-46 and commentary.

\(^65\) Also attested in Roman times; cf. French 2003, no. 11.


\(^68\) For the numismatic evidence, cf. RPC I 3546-3567; II 1614-1617; *ISEGRIM*, s.v. Ancyra; Arslan 1991, 1997; for the denomination on the coins, Bosch 1967, *passim*.

\(^69\) Bosch 1967, no. 92.
inscription mention the three *ethne*, the three Galatian peoples which were shown as separate ‘nationalities’ within the Koinon of the Galatians, i.e. the people in Pessinus, now the Tolistobogioi, the people in Ankyra, now the Tektosages, and the people in Tavium, now the Trokmoi. The ethnos of Tavium, the Trokmoi, was not always included among the recipients of the high priests’ gifts listed in the inscription, and whereas several high priests only donated gifts to the ethnos in Ankyra, one of the priests donated special gifts and spectacles only to the people of Pessinus. Both Pessinus and Tavium had their own temples, priests, and celebrations of the cult of Dea Roma and Augustus. Although Ankyra was the metropolis of the Koinon of the Galatians and the main centre of the imperial cult, all three Galatian peoples preserved their identity and self-reliance within the organisation of the Koinon well into the 3rd century AD.

The new autonomous city of Pessinus, founded in 25/24 BC, is attested under the name *Galatai Tolistobogioi Pessinountioi* or *Sebastenoi Tolistobogioi Pessinountioi* on coins and inscriptions. The temple state of Pessinus had remained independent in Hellenistic times. Between 189/188 and 168 BC, its territory was very probably extended, at the expense of the Tolistobogioi, as far as the River Tembris and the River Sangarios. At that time the Sangarios was flowing along the eastern side of the old urban area of Gordion.

---


71 Cf. ISEGRIM, s.v. Pessinus; Strubbe 2005 for the inscriptions and testimonia. Sebastenoi Tolistobogioi (IK Pessinous 170); Sebastenoi Tolistobogioi Pessinountioi (IK Pessinous 13; 15; 16); 1st-2nd century AD.

72 Cf. K. Strobel, *DNP* 9, 2000, 658–660, s.v. Pessinus; Strobel in press. The widespread assumption that calling the priests of Kybele ‘Galloi’ goes back to the Celts of Asia Minor is ill-conceived (cf. Waser/Ruge/Cumont, *RE* VII/1, 1912, 674–682, s.v. Gallos on the Phrygian tradition of the name *Gallos*). The symbol of the cock on the gravestones of the priests is often brought into connection with the name *Galloi*, but has a completely different symbolic background.
The position of the independent temple state of the priests of Kybele, who first looked for support from the Seleucids and then from Rome and Pergamon, must have been strengthened by the fact that the cult of the Great Mother, or Matar (kybileia), gained greatest importance among the neighbouring Tolistobogioi who interpreted the goddess with their own concept of female gods. We have good reason to believe that members of leading Tolistobogian aristocratic families became priests at Pessinus as early as the 3rd century. Between 163 and 156 BC, the temple state was headed by a Galatian prince, known under his traditional cultic name of Attis, and a brother of Aioirix, tetrarch of the Tolistobogioi.

The fact that the priests of Pessinus welcomed Manlius Vulso in 189 BC is no counter argument against the above mentioned assumption, as it would be wrong to assume a pan-Galatian consciousness or even a ‘national’ loyalty amongst the Celts. Being high priest in Pessinus, Attis only felt obliged to his temple state and its interests and to his own power. For the first time between 65/64 and 59/58, and then definitely from 56 BC, Pessinus was under control of Deiotaros I, sole tetrarch of the Tolistobogioi, who now held the power of investiture of the high priests. After the annexation of Amyntas’ kingdom into the new Roman province of Galatia, Pessinus too became an autonomous polis. The temple of the imperial cult and the theatre associated with it were erected in the reign of Tiberius. Probably already under Augustus, but under the emperor Claudius at the latest, the imperial authority ordered a reform of the priesthood of the temple of Kybele. There were now one high priest and ten other priests, half of them of Phrygian, the other half of Galatian descent. Typical examples are Tiberius Claudius Heras and his son Tiberius Claudius Deiotarus in the later 1st century AD, who were 9th and 10th on the overall list of priests in Pessinus, and 4th and 5th on that of the priests of Galatian lineage.

The main settlement in the area of the middle Kappadox was Tavium (Tawinija in Old Anatolian sources of the 2nd millennium BC). In Hellenistic times, the sanctuary of Zeus Tavianos, the Greek name for the Hittite god Teššop, was of supra-regional importance and possessed the internationally recognised right of asylum. The god’s colossal bronze statue was praised by Strabo. The fortified Hellenistic urban settlement (ca. 175 ha), which was already an important centre in the Early Bronze Age, did not have the status of an autonomous polis in pre-Roman times and therefore appears in Strabo’s description only as an emporium and stronghold (phrourion) of the Trokmoi. Since 274/72 BC, Tavium was their main settlement and most probably the residence of the most important tetrarchy of the Trokmoi (fig. 3); beyond doubt, the last Trokmian tetrarch Brogitaros Philorhomaios, son of an unknown Deiotaros, and

---

73 Cf. Roller 1991; Strobel 2002a, 2002b; also Birkhan 1997, 513 ff. on the Celtic notion of the great, nameless mother goddess, the great godly power manifested in nature, who, at the same time, was the deity of the country and appeared in a series of images of female gods.

74 Welles 1934, no. 55-61 = IK Pessinous 1-7.

75 IGRR III 225.230 = OGIS 540.541 = IK Pessinous 17.18. Strubbe 2005, 31 ff. tries to date the careers to the late 2nd century AD, but his arguments are not convincing. For Heras and Deiotarus, see also below, note 118.


77 Strab. 12, 5, 2. In Roman times the coins of the town portrayed the statue modelled on that of Zeus in Olympia and the hexastyle temple (cf. BMC Galatia no. 3.4.6.17 and pl. V 12; RPC I, p. 548; II p. 235).

78 Strab. 12, 5, 2.

79 The Hellenistic fortress was built on the southern rocky promontory of Büyükkale in the southern part of the city of Tavium.
his wife Adobogiona, had their residence in Tavium until the couple was murdered by Brogitaros’ rival and father-in-law Deiotaros I in about 52 BC. During the organisation of the Roman province of Galatia in 25/24 BC, Tavium did not become an autonomous city at once, but a little later in 21/20 BC. The whole territory of the Trokmoi was now organized as the polis of the Sebastenoi Trokmoi Taouianoi or Trokmoi Taouianoi. In the years 226–250 AD, the city’s self-designation was Sebaste Trokmôn Taoutia.

5 THE POPULATION OF ROMAN GALATIA: SHARED TRADITIONS, VALUES, AND RELIGIOUS THOUGHTS

Most ancient place names recorded for the Galatian territories are of Anatolian tradition and illustrate the strong continuity of settlement and population during the 1st millennium BC, which is now also apparent from numerous archaeological surveys. The same continuity can also be seen in pre-Galatian names of regions and smaller areas like Lagantine, Mnezine, Kalmizene, and Konkarztiaköton. In the mid-3rd century BC, the settling of Celtic immigrants in existing villages was apparently completed; newly founded settlements with a Celtic place name are rare, the most important example of which is Ekkobriga. Other Celtic toponyms are: Petrobrogen (also Ipetrobrogen), a stop on the main road from Nikaia to Ankyra; the toponym Souliobrogen or Souliobriga, which is related to the epithet of Zeus Souolibrogenos; Rosolodiaco; Acitoriciacum; Erigobrogis; T olastochora, which may be derived from a short form of the ethnic name of the Tolistobogioi; Ueteston (chora Ouētisseïn); Vindia or Uindia. In Vindia was a shrine of the Anatolian moon god Men, worshipped as Theos Ouindiei-

80 Both had close relations with several cities (IGRR IV 1683, Pergamon; OGIS 349 = IK Kyme 15; I. Didyma 475, 35–40 Brogitaros and his sister Adobogiona). Brogitaros bought the rule over Pessinus and the royal title from Clodius in 58 BC. For his silver coinage, cf. BMC Galatia, p. XVII. Brogitaros’ sister Adobogiona (OGIS 348, honoured by the people of Methymna) was the mother of Mithradates of Pergamon whose father was Mithradates VI Eupator King of Pontos. Later she married Menodotos, a wealthy citizen of Pergamon. Her son became a decisive ally of Caesar in the bellum Alexandri num and received the Trokmian tetrarchy – which Caesar took away from Deiotaros I – and the royal title of the Bosporanian Kingdom in 47 BC, but died shortly after on his campaign to conquer the Bosporanian Kingdom.

81 Cf. Leschhorn 1993, 410–414, who, however, wrongly supposes that the Trokmii were not at once incorporated into the new province in 25/24 BC. Cf. also Drew-Bear/ Labarre 2002, 78 f.

82 Drew-Bear/Labarre 2002, 71, no. 2. The dedication of the Homonaia-statue in Antiochia in Pisidia must be related to the time of the separation of the city from the province of Galatia during these years.

83 See above note 37. Assumptions of Celtic origin for toponyms are exaggerated in Mitchell 1993 I, 50 and note 89. For Celtic place names, cf. also P. de Bernardo Stempel, RGA² 16, 2000, 407–413.

84 Cf. Strobel, DNP 12/2, 2002, 950; idem 2007c.

85 TI Byz 4, 215.

86 RECAM II 191; from the area around Kızılhamam.

87 TI Byz 4, 219.

88 Tab. Peut. 9, 5.

89 Festugière 1970, I, 24 f.

90 TI Byz 4, 236.

91 TI Byz 4, 242.

92 Ptol. 5, 4, 5; as a road stop in Itin. Ant. 201, 5; 202, 9; TI Byz 4, 171. Mitchell 1993 I, 50, 55 erroneously interprets the name Vindia as the Celtic name of Gordion, which would have lost its former name in the 2nd century BC. However, Gordion appears as a village in Strab. 12, 5, 3; this village is the settlement of Later Hellenistic times and was rebuilt as a planned settlement in Roman times and continued into Late Antiquity. The tell of the upper-town of Gordion was resettled after a hiatus following the destruction in the year 189 BC. Vindia, in contrast, was the Celtic name for the settlement on the eastern bank of the ancient riverbed of the Sangarios, which was directly located at the river crossing of the road from Pessinus to Ankyra. For Roman Gordion, cf. Goldman 2005.
Another toponym is Chôrion Artikniakon, which is derived from the Galatian personal name Artiknos. We know an Artiknos who belonged to one of the Tolistobogian aristocratic families and also appears in the list of priests at the temple of Roma and Augustus in Ankyra.

Strong evidence for shared traditions and values is the common use of Celtic personal names. This phenomenon can be followed well into the 4th century AD, when Christianity completely changed onomastic customs in Asia Minor. We can recognise a social amalgam that was shaped by the processes of ethnogenesis and acculturation. Variable use of and switching between different onomastic traditions of Celtic, Anatolian, Greek and Latin names is typical of the social milieu. For instance, in Ankyra in the 2nd century AD, Diogneta, daughter of Tektomaros, erected a gravestone for her husband Statilius, son of Gaius. The tombstone of Claudius Statilius and Claudius Deiotarianus probably dated to the later 2nd century AD was erected by their sister Claudia Briseis. Klodia, daughter of Bitognatos, erected a memorial for her husband, Valerios, and her son, Poupoulos, a corrupt form of Publius. From Kalecik (ancient Malos) we know a tombstone that Katomaros erected in 165 AD in memory of his wife Octaviane and his daughter Domne; father and daughter both have Celtic names. A good example of the mixed use of different onomastic traditions is the 1st /2nd century AD altar found near Ankara: it was dedicated by Tatas, an Anatolian name, and Bellon, a Celtic one.

The specific form of Romanisation which affected Asia Minor was primarily a phenomenon of the cities and in Galatia especially of Ankyra, the metropolis of the province and true nodal point in the communication lines of the Roman East. Characteristic of the social upper class in 1st-century AD Ankyra is the switch to the onomastic tradition of Roman citizens. In the dedication of the year 102 AD to Trajan, 60 men have Roman personal names, 17 have names of Roman citizens (though several with Greek cognomina), and ca. 120 have names of Greek origin, whereas only one name is of Persian, and one of Celtic origin: Marcellus, son of Boiorix. In the 2nd-century AD honorific inscription for Kyrikkos (Celtic), son of Manes (Phrygian), a certain Titianus (Latin), son of Bougionos (Celtic), appears as an important member of the 11th phyle of Nea Olympias at Ankyra. In both cases, the father still had a Celtic name.

Another specific aspect of social and ethnic identity can be analysed in the religious habit. A particularly striking example of the continuity of the local population and, at the same time, of the intentional spiritual standardisation is given by the inscriptions found in and around the sanctuary of Zeus Bussurigos, ‘Zeus with the royal mouth’, north-west of modern Kalecik, the ancient village of Malos in the district of Kalmizene. Malos was situated on the western riverbank of the Halys where the road from Ankyra

93 Votive inscription near Konya (Buckler/Calder/Cox, JRS 14, 1924, 24-84, no. 1) set up by a citizen of Hadri-anapolis, southwest Paphlagonia (TIByz 9, 1996, 155 f.).
94 RECAM II 172.
95 Cf. RECAM II, Index; SEG 32, 1982, 1663; Stähelin 1907, 109 ff.; Weßgerber 1931; Bosch 1952/53; Schmidt 1957, 1994, 1995; Dressler 1967; Zgusta 1964, 1970; Evans 1967; Strubbe 1978; Mason 1982; 1986; Strubbe 2005, XII f. and note 16 (several interpretations are not convincing). Several studies also include Celtic names in Asia Minor belonging to persons of Celtic origin but not belonging to the Galatian peoples.
96 Cf. for the change between Greek and Latin names, RECAM II 204; IK Pessinous 163: Argeios, son of Tertius, and his wife Bella and the children Klodia, Brikkon, Tertius, and Lupus.
97 Bosch 1967, no. 147.
98 Bosch 1967, no. 57.
99 RECAM II 214.
100 RECAM II 209.
101 French 2003, no. 34.
102 Bosch 1967, no. 98.
103 French 2003, no. 19.
104 RECAM II 201-206. For this invocation of Zeus, cf. H. Schwabl, REV X A, 1972, 253 ff., esp. 291 ff., also 288, 293, 339, 358, s.v. Zeus I, Epiklesen; Birkhan 1997, 147, 662, who wants to interpret this god as the god of law, i.e. corresponding to the Celtic god Lugus. Birkhan erroneously interprets Zeus Bennios as another Celtic invocation which, however, was a Phrygian one. For the cult of Zeus in Galatia, cf. also Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15, 1978, 1159 ff., 1474, s.v. Zeus II Kultbelege. The cults of Zeus Narenos and Zeus Sarnendenos, which were also present in north-western Galatia, originated from northern Phrygia.
to Ekkobriga and to Tavium coming down from the Baykuşbeli pass crossed the river.105 The sanctuary itself was located near the modern village of Karahüyük where an ancient settlement can be traced back into prehistoric periods. Inscribed boundary stones of the 6th century AD belonging to a shrine for the Archangel Michael presumably marked the Christian successor of the cult of Zeus Bussurigios;106 they mention the name of the village Diakimelion in the district of Konkarzitiakōton, a district separated from the Kalmizene by the above mentioned pass. The inscriptions belonging to the cult of the sanctuary are significant: Aurelius Sentamus, who had a Celtic name and came from the village of Dallapoze, erected two monuments in 218 AD. On the first monument, he appears as a worshipper of Zeus Bussurigios, on the second, which he erected together with his mother Akka and his grandson Sentamus, as the archigallos, the local high priest of the great goddess Kybele, who was apparently worshipped here alongside Zeus Bussurigios.107 Aurelius Helius, son of Domnus, whose father had a Celtic name, came from the village of the Kłossamoeni; he was neokoros of Zeus Bussurigios and erected a votive monument dedicated to the god during his lifetime, which at the same time served as his memorial.108 Aurelius Philotas, son of Statellos (Statiliius), from the village of Ikotarion, was a worshipper and servant of Zeus Bussurigios; he erected his funeral stele during his lifetime in 227 AD.109 No direct mention of the god can be found on the memorial of Aurelius Askepiades, son of Malos in the district of Kalmizene, which was erected in 251 AD.110

Additional Galatian invocations of Zeus, who united the aspects of the god of heaven, weather and mountains, and who represented a Hellenised Celtic interpretation of the older Anatolian cults, especially of Teššop, were Zeus Soulibrogenos111 and Zeus Bussumaros (‘large mouth’, in German ‘Großmund’) whose cult is also attested in Apulum in Roman Dacia.112 Roman legionaries of Galatian origin took the cult of Zeus Bussumaros to Dacia. Contrary to H. Birkhan, in my opinion such invocations should not be understood as attributes of the god; the epithets Bussurigios and Busumaros are rather derived from the names of sub-groups of the Galatian population, i.e. from the Boussourigioi and the Boussoumaroi. The cult of Zeus Tavianos has already been mentioned above. It is very probable that the Celtic immigrants identified the goddess Artemis, the Hellenised form of the Old Anatolian goddess Kubaba and especially of her Minervan aspect, with their own concept of the Great Goddess. The Galatian princess Kamma, who killed the tetrarch Sinorix, the father of Deiotaros I and murderer of her husband, was a hereditary priestess of Artemis; Plutarch tells us that this goddess was most venerated by the Galatians.113 The phenomenon of the tetrarchic aristocracy adopting Anatolian cults and religious concepts is also the background of Augustus’ appointment of Dyteutos, son of Adiatorix, as high priest and ruler of the temple state of the goddess Ma in Pontic Comana, where his short lived predecessor Kleon failed because he violated the taboo against pork. We can assume Dyteutos was connected with this Anatolian cult at least in some way.114

105 TIByz 4, 1984, 201 f. The settlement goes back at least to Hittite times. There was a Jewish proseuche in the 3rd century AD (RECAM II 209b) and a Montanist church (Mitchell 1982).
106 RECAM II 207–208.
107 RECAM II 201, 206.
108 RECAM II 203.
109 RECAM II 204.
110 RECAM II 205. RECAM II 209a presumably belongs to this series too (dated to 217 AD).
111 RECAM II 191 (157 AD); epithet derived from a toponym.
112 Cf. CIL III 1033; 1421515 (as an invocation of Iupiter Optimus Maximus). Zeus Tavianos was also brought from Galatia to Apulum by Roman soldiers or military colonists.
113 Plut., mor. 257e–258c; 786c. The sacred procession during the great spring festival of Kybele in 312 AD is mentioned in the life of Saint Theodotos of Ankyra (cf. Mitchell 1982, esp. 105 ff.) where the name of the goddess is given as Artemis too.
114 Cf. Strab. 12, 3, 35; 12, 8, 9.
After the formation of the province of Galatia, the aristocratic elite of the Galatians was integrated into the new political structures of both the three poleis and the Galatian Koinon; they were thus incorporated into Roman provincial rule and became important supporters of the new bonds of loyalty.\footnote{115} As Galatarchs, Helladarchs,\footnote{116} and priests or high priests of the imperial cult (hierus, archiereus, sebastophantes, neokoros), they held leading positions in the Koinon – for the Koinon as a whole at the temple of Roma and Augustus in Ankyra or for the local imperial cults at Pessinus and Tavium. The Koinon’s Tiberian list of high priests, inscribed on the wall of the south anta of the temple of Roma and Augustus at Ankyra, presents the contemporary top echelon of the Galatian aristocracy:\footnote{117} Pylaimenes, son of King Amyntas, who was not allowed to follow his father on the throne in 25 BC; Kastor, son of King Brigatos; Albiorix, son of Ateporix; Amyntas, son of Gaizatodiastes; Musanos, son of Artiknos; Aristokles, son of Albiorix. Typical examples of how close these institutions were interwoven are the careers of Ti. Claudius Heras and his son Ti. Claudius Deiotarus.\footnote{118} As representatives of the Galatian lineage, both held the office of priest for life in the sanctuary of Kybele at Pessinus in the late 1st century AD. Furthermore, Heras, the father, was priest of Kybele in the city of Midaion as well. In addition, he was six times archiereus of the Koinon at Ankyra and sebastophant of the temple of the imperial cult at Pessinus, where he was also the presiding priest. He had been prefect of a Cohors Ituraeorum and equestrian tribune of the legions XII Fulminata and III Cyrenaica, and had received military decorations in the Judean war of Vespasian and Titus. Deiotarus, his son, was twice archiereus of the Koinon and also sebastophant of the temple of the imperial cult at Pessinus.

During the reigns of Augustus, Tiberius, and Claudius, Roman citizenship was granted to the leading families of Galatian society. From the Flavian period onwards, they were integrated into the senate and the leading social strata of the Roman Empire. However, they remained proud of their Galatian descent, and in their monuments kept emphasising this identity and the prestige associated with it. Ti. Claudius Gentianus, for example, is praised on his funerary monument for his erudition and his ancestry that is traced back to an unknown Asklepios as well as to Galatian tetrarchs.\footnote{119} His father was Ti. Claudius Sacerdos, a close relative of Ti. Claudius Sacerdos Iulianus, consul suffectus in 100 AD and magister of the Fratres Arvales in 101 AD. Another example is Latinia Cleopatra, daughter of Latinius Alexander, a leading citizen of Ankyra, who was honoured by the phylarchs of all 12 phylae of Ankyra in Hadrianic time.\footnote{120} She is praised as a descendant of kings, i.e. of the Attalids and the last Galatian rulers. In an honorific inscription from the time of Antoninus Pius, Ti. Claudius Bocchus is praised as the son of the Galatarch Ti. Claudius Alexander, and as a descendant of Galatian tetrarchs.\footnote{121} On the other hand, in the honorific inscription of his son Ti. Claudius Procillianus, such a reference to descent is missing.\footnote{122} It seems that the direct ancestry that was integrated into the leading class of Asia Minor and the Empire gained pre-eminence in the second half of the 2nd century AD. Claudia Balbina, ‘first

\footnote{115} Cf. Mitchell 1993 I, 100 ff.
\footnote{116} President and former president of the Council of the Koinon. Cf. French 2003, 44.
\footnote{117} See above note 68. Q. Gallius Pulcher, archiereus of the Koinon in 35/36 AD, had his home in Pessinus and in the Tolstobogian ethnos; his family had received the Roman citizenship from Q. Gallius, quaestor of Cilicia ca. 47/46 BC; the cognomen is related to Clodius (cf. Mitchell 1993 I, 35).
\footnote{118} See above note 75.
\footnote{119} Bosch 1967, no. 73; cf. Halfmann 1979, 49, 116.
\footnote{120} Bosch 1967, no. 117 = French 2003, no. 18. One of the dedicating phylarchs was a certain Aquila, son of Dekmos; the father has a Celtic name. Bosch 1967, 147 proposed the correction into the Latin praenomen Decimus, but that must be rejected.
\footnote{121} Bosch 1967, no. 100; French 2003, no. 11.
\footnote{122} Bosch 1967, no. 142; French 2003, no. 12.
(lady) of the province’ and ‘mother of the metropolis (Ankyra)’, possessed the rank of a queen according to her royal descent and was praised for her unparalleled munificence. She was sebastophant of the imperial cult at Ankyra, and married to (L.) Claudius Arrianus, consul suffectus in the mid-2nd century AD. All families mentioned above demonstrated their identity by reference to the historical identity and high prestige of the tetrarchic aristocracy and their position within the aristocratic social elite of the eastern part of the Empire.

Even more spectacular is the example of C. Iulius Severus. He was the most prominent citizen of Ankyra during the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius; he was consul suffectus in 138 (or 139) AD, consul Germaniae Inferior, member of the pontifices in Rome, proconsul of the province of Asia in 152/153 AD, and ‘relative of many Roman senators’. Severus was archiereus of the Koinon and sebastophant. During the winter 113/114 AD, he provided food for Trajan’s army in its winter quarters at Ankyra at his own expense, a clear indication of his enormous wealth. His later honorific inscriptions emphasise his descent from kings and tetrarchs, but his earlier inscriptions are more precise: he was a descendant of the king (and finally tetrarch of all Galatians) Deiotaros I and of the tetrarchs Amyntas, son of Brigatos, and Amyntas, son of Dyitalos. The last mentioned Amyntas, son of Dyitalos, was probably the grandfather of the famous King Amyntas, son of Dyitalos, king of Pisidia and the last tetrarch of all Galatians. Although Severus was a descendant both of the royal family of the Attalids and of three dynastic lines of the tetrarchic aristocracy, his descent from Attalos, King of Asia, i.e. Attalos II of Pergamon, is praised only after his tetrarchic ancestry. The first wife of Deiotaros I was Stratoniike, probably the great-

123 Bosch 1967, no. 75. Cf. PIR² C 1080.
124 Halfmann 1979, 173-174 no. 92.
125 Halfmann 1979, 47-49, 151-152 no. 62; PIR² I 573. Iulius Severus was the son of Iulius Quadratus (PIR² I 505) and was a near relative of C. Antius A. Iulius Quadratus from Pergamon, consul suffectus 94 AD and consul II ordinarius 105 AD, one of the important friends of Trajan (PIR² I 507; Halfmann 1979, 112-115, no. 17). C. Antius A. Iulius Quadratus and his close relative C. Iulius Quadratus Bassus (Halfmann 1979, 119 f., no. 26), one of the most important generals of Trajan, were of royal Pergamenian descent. A further link to Iulius Severus is A. Iulius Amyntas (Halfmann 1979, 114), a relative of C. Antius A. Iulius Quadratus. These connections illustrate the network of marriage and descent between the leading families of Pergamon and Galatia. Several more family relations of Iulius Severus can be pointed out (C. Claudius Severus, C. Iulius Alexander, Ti. Iulius Aquila Polemaeanus).
granddaughter of Attalos II. Severus’ brother was C. Iulius Amyntianus128 whose name demonstrates the tetrarchic descent. Severus had married Claudia Aquillia, also praised as a descendant of kings.129 His son was C. Iulius Severus, consul ordinarius in 155 AD and one of the leading generals in the Parthian war of Lucius Verus;130 Elagabal married his granddaughter, the Vestal Virgin Iulia Aquilia Severa.

Since the 3rd century BC, a profound process of Hellenisation had already affected major aspects of the lifestyle of the Galatian ‘upper class’, including eating and drinking habits. This is shown through imported and locally produced fine ware, imported wine, through the production of Hellenistic terracotta figurines, imported luxury goods, jewellery, and specific aspects of religious cults, especially the interpretatio Graeca of deities. Hellenistic culture became a dominant point of reference during the 2nd century BC. Deiotaros I, whose honorific statue was erected in Athens and who had close relations to Ephesos or Nikaia, was well known for his erudition in Greek poetry and literature.131 However, the ethnic self-identification and historical identity was only based on the Galatian tradition. The image-conscious use of the own ethnic–historical tradition and the corresponding ethnic–historical self-representation provided the basis for the Galatian aristocracy to separate its own group from the other groups of the same social status in Asia Minor and to preserve the specific military and ‘barbaric’ prestige that had been known by the people of Asia Minor and the Eastern Mediterranean since 281 BC.132 The bust of Adobogiona, the daughter of Deiotaros I and wife of Brogitaros, belonging to her honorific statue in Pergamon,133 which must be dated between 63 and 58 BC, shows an individual and consciously non-Greek portrait in contrast to the Greek costume and headdress. This evidence is even more important because the Late-Hellenistic royal portrait expresses ideological content. Thus the identity of the group, the awareness of the ‘we’ in contrast to ‘the others’, was preserved into Roman times.

This self-consciousness did not prevent the leading aristocracy of the Galatian clans and tetrarchies from alternating between different onomastic traditions in the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, corresponding with their acculturation in Asia Minor and their Hellenistic environment.134 One part of the names in the last ruling generations of the tetrarchic families and in the following generation in Roman times is Celtic: Deiotaros, Domnekleios (or Domnilaos),135 Dyitalos, Dyteutos, Brogitoros, Brigatos Adiatorix, Ateporix, Albiorix, Artiknos, Gaizatodiastes, Zmertorix,136 and Adobogiona (three women bearing the same name). A second part is of Macedonian (royal prestige) and Greek origin: Amyntas, Seleukos, Kastor, Aristokles, Diognetos, Menemachos, Metrodoros. A third small group is of Anatolian origin: Kamma, Pylaimenes (the traditional dynastic name in Paphlagonia). The phenomenon of the repeated alternation between different onomastic traditions from one generation to the next and also within the same generation is well attested

128 PIR² I 147; cf. Halfmann 1979, 152. Contrary to the doubts of D. French, he put up the dedication SEG 27, 852 = French 2003, no. 28.
130 Cf. Halfmann 1979, 165-166, no. 81.
131 IG II² 3429; Cic., Deiot. 25; Varro, rust. 1, 1, 10.
133 Cf. Strobel 1991, 130 and note 194. Her daughter, the younger Adobogiona, was the wife of the younger Kastor, tetrarch of all Galatians 41/40-37/36 BC, and the mother of Deiotaros Philadelphos, the last king of Paphlagonia.
134 Cf. Pylaimenes, son of King Amyntas; King Amyntas, son of Dyitalos, son of Amyntas, son of Dyitalos; Aristokles, son of Albiorix; Amyntas, son of Gaizatodiastes; Amyntas, son of Brigatos; Musanos, son of Artiknos; Zmertorix, son of Philonides. Galatian mercenary leaders in Seleucid armies had Greek or Attic-Ionic names already in the late 3rd century (cf. Lysimachos; Polyb. 5, 79, 11) or preserved their Celtic name (Apatourios; Polyb. 4, 48, 8f.).
135 Two different forms of the name in Caes., BC 3, 4, 5 and Strab. 12, 3, 6.
136 Marcus Antonius gave Znertorix, son of Philonides, the city of Eumeneia in Phrygia where he minted coins (Imhoof-Blumer 231; BMC Phrygia 21; Lindgren/Kovacs 1985, 160 and pl. 120). His son Valerius Znertorix was the leading magistrate of the city in the early Tiberian period (RPC I, 3144).
in the funerary monument of Bellon, son of Goutoumaros, which was erected by his sons Andromachos and Grimitalos (fig. 4). The stele, which was found by the author in 2004, is an import made of Parian marble and was erected in the cemetery which belongs to a big estate in the area west of Tavium. The inscription was made by a local stonercutter and most probably dates to the late 1st century BC. The estate, which belonged to an aristocratic Galatian family, was specialised in the large scale production of wine and continued to exist well into Late Antiquity. The stele had been repaired after damage and the rear side of it had been worked for incorporation into a greater monument, a clear sign of the long-lasting veneration of the ancestors. A very well made funerary inscription was found in Haydarbeyli near Tavium. It belonged to a great circular monument built by Athenais and her husband Deiotaros for her father Amyntas, son of Satton. Here again we glimpse a family of the Trokmian aristocracy of the first half of the 1st century AD.

7 EPILOGUE

The historical identity and ethnic tradition of the Galatian peoples, which had not just been defined by themselves, but had been attributed to them by others as well, remained alive and stable after the tribal states and their autonomous political organisation had come to an end in 25/24 BC. The basic processes were the settlement and the process of ethnogenesis and acculturation in Central Anatolia in the 3rd century BC; this ‘Galatisation’ of the central area of inner Asia Minor created the three historical Galatian peoples as a Celtic-Anatolian population, but whose elite was shaped by an early and growing Hellenisation. The Galatians continued to be a specific and well-defined group within the large Roman province of Galatia. The most salient feature, which makes them unique and distinctive within Hellenistic and Roman Asia Minor, was their common use of the Celtic language until well into Late Antiquity. We would like to emphasise here that after the mid-2nd century BC no other cultural feature of the social elite or of the broader population would have made them distinct from the surrounding people in Central Anatolia. The second characteristic element is the continuity of the ethnic names and self-definitions of the Galatian peoples, which remained alive well into the 3rd century AD and became dominant for the new urban and administrative organisation of the Galatian territories under Roman rule after 25/24 BC. The continuity of the historical identity is attested on several levels of social life: onomastic and religious traditions or the self-definition of the social elite and the cities. Telling is that the literary tradition even ascribes the founding of the well-known city of Ankyra to the Galatians of Asia Minor. However, not only the founding of Ankyra but also that of the cities of Pessinus and Tavium was ascribed to them, and even the names of Pessinus, the old and well-known Phrygian temple-state, and of Tavium, would have been taken from legendary leaders of the Galatians. At the back of such theories was the strong identification of the cities with the ethnic-historical identity of the Galatian peoples in Roman times and the remarkable vitality of the historical identity and ethnic tradition of the three Galatian people as they took shape in Central Anatolia after 272/268 BC. Ankyra was the metropolis of the Koinon of the Galatians, which was established by the Roman authority when the much larger province of Galatia was organised; but even within the Koinon the tradition of the three independent Galatian peoples was preserved. Since at the same time the external attribution of the people of the three cities to the ethnic collective for the Galatians continued, the identity of the ethnic-historical group of the Galatians, i.e. the common consciousness of

---

137 Cf. Strobel 2006; Strobel/Gerber 2007, 596 ff. The stele is now in the village of Çamdibi (Tavium-no. ÇC 01). Measures: 56,5 x 136,5 x 17 cm.

138 Tavium-Projekt, Fund-Nr. Ha 6 (2002) = RECAM II 498

ethnic identity, the symbol of affiliation, and the ethnic-historical self-confidence could be preserved during Roman times. This phenomenon was the precondition for the survival of the native Celtic language and had at same time its own mental foundation in the living Celtic language tradition.

ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCH</td>
<td>Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC</td>
<td>British Museum Coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAI</td>
<td>Comptes rendus des séances de l’Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNP</td>
<td>Der Neue Pauly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtCelt</td>
<td>Études Celtiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRR</td>
<td>Graecae ad res Romanas pertinentes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IK</td>
<td>Inschriften griechischer Städte aus Kleinasien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imhoof-Blumer</td>
<td>Imhoof-Blumer 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEGRIM</td>
<td>Informationssystem zur Erfassung Griechischer Münzen: Datenbank kleinasiatisher Münzen (<a href="http://hist">http://hist</a> 3-10.philfac.uni.duesseldorf.de/isegrim/index.html)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>Journal of Hellenic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMA</td>
<td>Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGIS</td>
<td>Orientis Graecae Inscriptiones Selectae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIR</td>
<td>Prosopographia Imperii Romani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECAM II</td>
<td>Mitchell, S., 1982: Regional Epigraphic Catalogues of Asia Minor II. The Inscriptions of North Galatia, Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGA²</td>
<td>Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde, 2nd edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA</td>
<td>Reallexikon der Assyriologie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>Roman Provincial Coinage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNG</td>
<td>Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIByz</td>
<td>Tabula Imperii Byzantini</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I INTRODUCTION

Ethnicity and identities assumed by groups that believed they had a common origin or a shared past have been the subject of various recent studies. This renewed focus on the different aspects of ethnicity in ancient societies follows a period in which for various reasons there was little thorough research into this subject and ethnic terms were used rather lightly (e.g. Jones 1997; Brather 2000). For instance, connections were quickly made between material culture and ethnic identity. In many cases a particular type of fibula, belt or pot was associated with an ethnic group (mostly derived from an ancient written source) and a person buried with such an ‘Etruscan’, ‘Samnite’, ‘Celtic’ or ‘Frankish’ object was identified as an Etruscan, a Samnite, a Celt or a Frank. A burial with ‘Celtic’ armour and a host of characteristically local funerary wares in a pre-Roman, ‘native’ (i.e. non-Greek) district of southern Italy, for instance, triggered

1 I am grateful to the participants in the Amsterdam Ethnicity Symposium who read the first drafts and commented upon this paper. The research, carried out at various sites of the south-Italian Brindisi district (Mesagne, Muro Tenente, San Pancrazio Salentino), is funded by the VU University Amsterdam and the City of Mesagne, province of Brindisi. It is being conducted within the framework of Progetto Strategico 251100 of the Consiglio Nazionale per le Ricerche. We are grateful to our friends and colleagues at Lecce University (Prof. Francesco D’Andria, Prof. Mario Lombardo and Prof. Grazia Semeraro), the Soprintendenza alle Antichità (Prof. Giuseppe Andreassi, Dr. Assunta Cocchiaro, Dr. Grazia Angela Maruggi) and the Mesagne Museum (Dr. Alessia Galliano) for giving us help, support and permission to study materials. I am also indebted to Dr. Miguel-John Versluys (Leiden University), who supplied information on the wall paintings of the Mesagne tomb and the late Dr. Jaap van der Werff (Amersfoort, the Netherlands), who analysed the two amphorae found in the tomb that provided the starting point for this paper. Photographs and drawings: B. Brouwenstijn (fig. 1), Centro Studi Antonucci, Mesagne (Brindisi) (figs. 2-9), T. Derks (fig. 10).

2 This approach to ethnicity has sometimes been called ‘empirical’; cf. the editorial introduction (p. 179-180) to the section ‘Burial and ethnicity’ in the conference volume Pearce et al. 2000.
a lively discussion on – historically attested – Celtic invasions in Italy and Celtic chieftains living among native Italians. However, tombs in a similar chronological and geographical context containing, among other objects, a ‘Greek’ panoply, have invariably been interpreted as the burials of native chieftains and have never elicited a debate on Greek invasions into native territories or Greek elites living among native south Italians.3

One of the reactions against this straightforward use of ethnic qualifications has been deconstruction.4 For the ancient world of the Mediterranean, however, attempts to deal with ethnic identity and ethnic labelling have already been made with considerable success since the late 1980s.5 It appeared that ancient written sources are crucial in discussions on ethnic identities, since – as Jonathan Hall put it – ‘ethnic identity is considered to be primarily discursive’.6 Although the way to ethnicity appears to be strewn with snags and pitfalls even with the help of such sources, if interpreted with caution these sources may help us to reveal how people labelled others and saw themselves in distant pasts.

Ethnic groups, as fundamentally social groups, are not ‘static and monolithic, but dynamic and fluid’.7 In principle, ethnic boundaries are permeable. Studies on both modern and ancient ethnic identities revealed that ethnic labelling and self-labelling are situational constructs. The same person or group may subscribe to various group identities according to the context in which he, she or it operates. It is, however, a mistake to believe that ethnic terms and labels are used lightly, according to the circumstances and purely for convenience. In many cases they appear to have deep roots indeed.8

Ethnic identities as perceived by groups and the origo myths often connected with them have been amply discussed in recent years.9 This paper wishes to explore more ‘individual’ dimensions of ethnic identity and ethnicity such as those discussed in Goudriaan’s Ethnicity in Ptolemaic Egypt.10 It appears that individuals rarely subscribe to one single identity. Therefore, the phenomenon of plural identity is one of the two aspects on which we will focus here. Since, moreover, considerable attention has been paid to the way individuals and groups label the Other, our focus here is a nuanced picture of the Self: the way in which individuals label themselves in particular situations. In doing so we may well avoid the discursively constructed bipolarity (the ‘Us’ versus the ‘Others’) that so often dominates the discussions on ethnicity: the various identities of the Self are, of course, not defined in oppositional discourse.

The second aspect to which this paper wishes to contribute is the thorny problem of the relationships between identities and material culture. We are well aware of the fact that the things we wear and use and the ways in which we speak, behave and think are often linked to the different identities we assume under various circumstances. It should be noted that these identities are not exclusively ethnic in nature but may often be cultural identities. For instance, representations found in the first millennium BC Mediterranean of people drinking while reclining on couches may at first sight look like non-Greek versions of Greek symposia and have often been interpreted in this way.11 Such parties may in fact have been an

---

3 For a tomb with Celtic armour from the settlement of Canosa (Apulia, southern Italy), see Oliver 1968 (tomb of the 3rd century BC); Greek panoplies are found in tombs in large parts of southern Italy in the later 6th and early 5th centuries BC (e.g. Adamesteanu 1971, Nista 1978, Emanuele 1983 and Bottini 1989).
5 See, for instance, Goudriaan 1988, Hall 1989, Dench 1995, and Hall 1997; the papers collected in Harrison et al. 2002 are mostly from the 1980s and give a good impression of the state of research concerning the Greek views of the ‘Other’ in that decade.
6 Hall 1997, 2; for the importance of written sources in the discussions on ethnicity, see also Malkin 2001a, 4-6, and contributions in Malkin 2001b.
7 Hall 1997, 34.
integral part of a wider Mediterranean elite culture and as such can be considered as displaying a cultural rather than ethnic identity. The person buried in a tomb containing a number of objects which we tend to read as paraphernalia of the Greek symposium may in fact have wished to display his elite status and not his Greek or Grecian elite status. However, it is sometimes difficult - and perhaps even irrelevant - to attempt to draw a line between these two aspects of identity. The drinking party that looks like a symposium is indeed part of the ‘international’ cultural language of one social subgroup (the elite) of various ethnic groups. But the elite of each of these ethnic groups may have held drinking parties displaying various features that are characteristic of that particular group alone. An Athenian, for instance, may well have remarked rather disapprovingly that ‘the Etruscans admit women to their symposia’. Often, it seems, cultural and ethnic identities are closely interwoven.

The starting point for this discussion on identities will be the material culture from a wealthy elite burial in south-eastern Italy. An archaeological interpretation of the grave goods is followed by an analysis of written sources concerning the contemporary elite from the same area. This is done in order to gain insight into the elite network in which the deceased functioned, and to see how this particular elite perceived its own identities in various contexts. The way these identities are expressed in objects in the funerary sphere may be compared with how they are expressed in words.

2 THE MESAGNE BURIAL

On 3 May 1988 a large and mouldering palm tree, well over a hundred years old, was removed from a small piazza in the southern part of the town of Mesagne, in Brindisi province, southern Italy. This brought to light a very large and unusual tomb that had been enclosed and protected by the roots of the tree. The surrounding area is known to have been part of a large, dispersed necropolis with cist graves dating predominantly between the 5th and the mid-3rd century BC. Although the unusual nature of this spectacular find triggered some debate in local circles (none of which appeared in print), the documentation was only presented in local publications.

The present-day town of Mesagne is some 20 km west of Brindisi in southern Apulia (fig. 1). The earliest settlement traces go back to the middle of the 8th century BC. The features and artefacts uncovered to date indicate that it can be counted among the settlements of the groups that inhabited the Salento peninsula in pre-Roman times. These groups are conventionally designated Messapians, since various ancient authors (both Greek and Roman) place the tribe of the Messapioi/Messapii in that particular area of Italy. The names Calabri and Sallentini were used for non-Greek populations of approximately the

11 People who participated in these drinking parties (e.g. Etruscans or Campanians) may even have believed they were doing something Greek and have called their meeting a ‘symposium’; at the same time they must have been aware of the fact that their symposium differed from a Greek symposium in several respects.

12 It is perhaps symptomatic of the Graeco-centric ideas of classical archaeologists to view almost every Mediterranean or even Hallstattian drinking party from the 7th to 6th century onward as a ‘Greek’ symposium or a derivative of the Greek symposium. There is good reason to assume that the Greek symposium was, in fact, a regional, characteristically Greek variant of an element of elite culture diffused throughout large parts of the Mediterranean; cf. paper by Crieland, this volume (section: ‘Luxury as self-expression’).

13 In the ancient representations, the majority of these distinguishing features (e.g. the unwritten rules for ‘admission’, particular rituals, type of music played during the party) elude us.

14 See Cocchiaro 1989 and Nitti 1989/90; short notes on this find also appeared in the Superintendency’s yearly reports (Cocchiaro 1988; Guzzo 1989, 577).
same part of Italy. For the sake of convenience, I shall use the conventional term ‘Messapians’ in order to indicate the non–Greek, ‘native’ groups that inhabited the Salento peninsula.

According to the Fasti Triumphales, the population of this area was incorporated into the Roman state from 267/266 BC onward. It was the last district of peninsular Italy to be conquered by the Romans. A decisive step in the Romanisation of this area was the foundation of a colonia latina in or near the native settlement of Brindisi in 244 BC. From this moment onward Brindisi was a town containing two substantial groups of people with vastly different roots: the original population (the ‘Messapians’) and the newcomers from central Italy (the ‘Latins’).

For ancient written texts on Salento, see Lombardo 1992; for the significance and use of the labels Messapioi/Messapi, Calabri and Sallentini for approximately the same population, see Nenci 1978: Messapii is often believed to be a label applied to the Salento populations in general, possibly exclusively by outsiders such as Greeks and Romans; Calabri and Sallentini are thought to have been a kind of ‘subdivision’ that corresponded more or less to tribal realities in the 3rd and early 2nd centuries BC.

On the Romanisation of the Brindisi district, see Yntema 1995.
The unusual tomb was constructed in the very centre of a 5th- to 3rd-century southern necropolis of Mesagne. No marker has been found that might have indicated the location of the subterranean tomb. The walls and roof of the tomb consisted of large blocks of local limestone. On the inside, the tomb was 3.40 m long, 1.70 m wide, and 2.10 m deep. The inside of the tomb was covered with stucco, part of which was painted red (in bands); imitation marble blocks were painted (fig. 2) in the white zone in between. The style of the wall painting is strongly reminiscent of the so-called ‘Pompeian’ first style. It is likely to date to the first half or middle of the 2nd century BC. The burial chamber was at least twice as large as the average tomb of the regional elite of the later 4th and earlier 3rd centuries BC.

It was not just the sheer dimensions of the tomb that stimulated debate among regional archaeologists. Discussion focused in particular on the assemblage of objects that accompanied the deceased. The finds recovered from the tomb appeared to cover a period of some 140 to 170 years and could be dated

---

17 Typologically the Mesagne tomb is a so-called tomba a semi-camera or Halbkammergrab (e.g. Steingräber 2000).

18 Information supplied by dr. M.J. Versluys (Leiden University).

19 The Brindisi area in which the settlement of Mesagne is situated has no hypogaea, but large cist tombs. On average, such cist tombs are c. 2 m long, and approximately 1 m wide and deep. The hypogaea of Lecce, Rudiae and Gnathia, dating mainly to the 3rd centuries BC, are larger than the Mesagne tomb (cf. Lamboley 1982).

between c. 330/300–170/160 BC. Such a long time span is highly unusual in the Messapian world of Salento, where most of the artefacts found in the tombs were made especially for funerary purposes and usually cover a period of 20 to 30 years at most. Burials containing 2nd-century objects, moreover, are very uncommon in formerly native settlements of Salento, except for the two fast-growing, early Roman towns of Brindisi (Brundisium) and Lecce (Lupiae).

Since the practice of reusing tombs is indeed attested in the Salento peninsula, the discussion among regional scholars focused on the possibility of secondary interment. The human remains, however, clearly belonged to a single individual, and all the objects – including those that had been made some 80 to 170 years before the burial took place – were carefully arranged around the body of the deceased. The tomb itself, moreover, is almost certainly not a reused 4th-/early 3rd-century grave, because of its unusually large dimensions and the painted decoration displaying close affinities with the so-called ‘Pompeian first style’. In my view, therefore, the tomb should be read as a burial from the first half of the 2nd century BC in which elements of much earlier times were consciously and purposely incorporated.

Let us take a brief look at the artefacts found in the tomb. The earliest object is an Apulian red-figured volute krater (fig. 3). This pottery class, made mainly in the Greek polis of Taranto, is never found during the excavations of non-Greek settlement contexts. Since the specimen under discussion displays, on both sides, a representation of a funerary monument flanked by people bearing funerary gifts, it certainly belongs to an Apulian red-figured series produced especially for funerary purposes. Similarly decorated pots are traditionally dated to c. 330/320 BC. Although the dating of such wares is mainly based on stylistic seriation, there is no reason to suppose that the pot under discussion was actually made after 300 BC. The red-figured krater, therefore, was some 140 to 170 years old when the Mesagne man was buried. The tomb also contained 10 pieces of Apulian Gnathia wares (fig. 4). This is a class of pottery (also produced at the Greek polis of Taranto) that – in the context of the native societies of Salento – was used

---

21 The mainly ceramic artefacts deposited in the tomb, datable with a precision of about 20 to 30 years, were often made especially for funerary purposes and never show signs of wear. This means that they were new or almost new when the tomb was closed.

22 These fast-growing towns were Brindisi (Brundisium) and Lecce (ancient Lupiae); burial plots with fairly modest graves of the 2nd century BC were discovered here (Andreassi/Cocciaro 1988; Giardino 1994).

23 In the case of reuse of cist graves of the Salento area, the objects of the earlier burial are usually collected and deposited in a corner of the tomb or even outside the grave.

24 See Steingräber 2000, 38 and note 18 above.

25 On Apulian red-figured wares decorated with funerary monuments, see Lohmann 1979.

exclusively in funerary and votive deposits. On the strength of the present evidence, the earliest Gnathia pieces in the Mesagne tomb may still date to the late 4th century, but the vast majority of them belong to the first half to middle of the 3rd century BC: they were at least eighty, but some probably well over a hundred years old when they were arranged around the man in the Mesagne tomb. Next, there is a set of black gloss pots (three platters, one lamp, three spool-shaped unguentaria and one kantharos; fig. 5). There is nothing special about them: they were all produced in large quantities and are commonly encountered in many settlement excavations of the district under discussion. Their shapes and fabrics, probably all from Brindisi workshops, are altogether characteristic of the first half of the 2nd century BC and display close similarities to wares associated with Brindisi coins of the earlier 2nd century BC in settlement contexts of the nearby site of Valesio. In addition to a banded jug (again with close parallels dating to the earlier 2nd century BC), there are two complete wine amphorae of the earlier 2nd century BC, a Rhodian and a Knidian specimen (fig. 6). By virtue of the stamps on their handles, the Rhodian specimen can probably be dated to 183 BC and the Knidian specimen to c. 183–175 BC. The metal finds consist of 23 golden oak leaves and a golden rosette belonging to a funerary crown (fig. 7), a bronze basin, bronze clasps (belonging to a cuirass?), an iron horse bit and a bronze ring with two iron strigils.

These finds are revealing. Whilst the strigils suggest that the deceased knew something about Greek paideia, the horse bit, the wine amphorae and the sheer dimensions of the tomb indicate that he was also a wealthy man who rode a horse and drank good Greek wines. His high social status is, of course, stressed by the golden funerary crown, which makes him a member of a 2nd-century BC elite of southern Italy and adjacent areas. The painting of the tomb with its Pompeian-first style features is yet another reference to wealth and an international spirit, since very similar paintings decorated the houses of rich merchants - many Italkoi among them - on the island of Delos.

27 Chronologies of Gnathia wares have been presented in the 1960s and 1970s by Forti and Green, but seriation of the Hellenistic tombs of Taranto has indicated that Green’s ‘short’ chronology is not correct: Gnathia pottery continued to be made during much of the 3rd century BC. For chronologies based mainly on stylistic seriation of Gnathia wares, see Forti 1965, Green 1968 and Green 1976; For datings based on the seriation of the Taranto burials, see Lippolis 1994 and Graepler, 1997, 58–60.

28 For typo-chronologies of Apulian Black Gloss wares based on contextual evidence from settlement contexts, see Yntema 2001, 137–212.

29 The height of the Rhodian amphora is 0.81 m, and that of the Knidian amphora is 0.86 m.

30 The leaves of the crown have the best parallels in the late 3rd or early 2nd century; see, for instance De Julis et al. 1984, 95–96 (item 26) and 98 (item 31).
The remaining features of the tomb tell another story. The way the chamber was constructed makes the tomb itself a huge copy of the traditional Salento cist graves of the 4th and early 3rd centuries BC.\textsuperscript{31} This ‘traditional’ aspect is further stressed by the presence of one Apulian red-figured krater and the ten pieces of Gnathia pottery. Although these two classes of pottery were produced in the Greek \emph{polis} of Taranto and only sparingly deposited in Greek graves,\textsuperscript{32} they are present in substantial quantities in the pre-Roman tombs of the ‘native’ Salento district. Indeed, every 4th- and 3rd-century elite tomb contains quite a number of these richly decorated terracotta vessels. The horse bit should perhaps be interpreted in the same ‘traditional’ vein. Finally, the 2nd-century tomb was surrounded by other graves dating to between the 5th and the mid-3rd century BC and belonging to the large southern necropolis area of the

\textsuperscript{31} For a large, 4th-century elite tomb of the Brindisi area, see, for instance, F.G. Lo Porto 1990.

pre-Roman settlement of Mesagne. All these features seem to link the deceased to venerated traditions, some of them in fact elite traditions, of pre-Roman times.

Summarising the evidence produced by the tomb, one might say that the deceased, buried in the Mesagne tomb between approximately 180 and 170 BC, appears to have been a wealthy man. He or his descendants emphasised his horseman’s status, drank imported wines and belonged to the regional elite of Magna Graecia. He claimed strong regional roots by referring to the pre-Roman elite of Salento: he was every inch a nobleman with an impressive pedigree, and what is more, a ‘Salento’ nobleman. Moreover, he had access to, or connections with, the world of Hellenistic Greece. He certainly did not see himself as a ‘barbarian’, but was or believed himself to be a highly ‘civilised’ person displaying Greek paideia: his strigils refer to the palaestra, his wines were Greek and the walls of his tomb were decorated in approximately the same manner as the opulent houses of the merchants on the Greek island of Delos.

Reading the Mesagne tomb and its grave goods, seems to provide us with the image of a man that may refer to two identities. First, he (or his descendants) believed himself to be a chieftain or, perhaps better, someone in the tradition of the great Salento chiefs of the pre-Roman era. Second, he presents himself as someone who might be perceived as a Greek or, in any case, as someone deeply imbued with Greek culture.

It should be noted, however, that the image of the person presented above rests on my interpretations: e.g. the assumption that the 4th- and 3rd-century objects were deliberately and meaningfully placed in the Mesagne grave. Therefore, some additional evidence is needed. This can be done by searching the archaeological data for large tombs with comparable characteristics and dating to approximately the same period.

3 CONTEXTUALISING THE MESAGNE TOMB

Fig. 7. Mesagne (Brindisi), via San Pancrazio, tomb 1: golden funerary crown (2nd century BC).
First of all, a very similar and equally large tomb with walls decorated in a comparable fashion has been found in the northern part of the present-day town of Mesagne, about 1 km from the tomb described above. Unfortunately the tomb had been robbed almost completely of its contents, but the excavator (Dr. Assunta Cocchiaro, who also excavated the 1988 tomb) assigns it to the same category. More convincing evidence comes from the settlement of Oria, some 15 km west of Mesagne. In pre-Roman times this settlement was probably one of the major tribal centres of Salento, but became a rather modest *municipium* in Roman Imperial times.\(^{33}\) Here, two tombs were excavated in 1973 that are close parallels to the Mesagne tombs. These too were believed to have been fundamentally early 3rd-century tombs with secondary interment of the first half to mid-2nd century BC, but I read them as mid-2nd century tombs in which much older objects were purposely incorporated (figs. 8–9).\(^{34}\) The first burial (tomb 1973–1) belonged to a man. It contained, *inter alia*, a Gnathia krater of about the second quarter to middle of the 3rd century BC, a spear head, probably indicative of a 4th to early 3rd-century BC warrior status,\(^{35}\) a Rhodian amphora, and a white-slipped *lagynos* from western Asia Minor, all dating to about the middle of the 2nd century BC. The second grave (tomb 1973–3), found in the same burial plot, probably belonged to a woman. Its contents included a Gnathia kantharos dating to about the middle of the 3rd century BC, a wine amphora from Crete and an oil amphora from Brindisi.\(^{36}\) These near-contemporary

---

33 Yntema 1993, 177-226.
34 The two Oria tombs have been summarily published in Lo Porto 1975, 243-344.
35 For spears in native fighting and elite representations on Apulian red-figured pottery of the 4th century BC, cf. Trendall 1971; see also Small 2000, 231: ‘The spear was the standard weapon of the (4th-century)Italic warrior.’
36 These amphorae were identified by the late Dr. J. van der Werff (Amersfoort, the Netherlands).
tombs from Oria, though not so wealthy as the Mesagne tomb, seem to display a similar conception. All in all, there are at least four tombs in the Brindisi district (northern Salento) that share a considerable number of features: they are unusually large, they all date to about the first half to middle of the 2nd century BC, they contain one or more objects that were between 80 and 150 years old when deposited in the tomb, and they contain objects which display links with Greece (including wine amphorae). The Mesagne tomb, excavated in 1988, is therefore not an isolated case. It has at least three parallels in the same district showing similar traits.

In order to strengthen our case still further, we will go briefly to an area outside our region of focus so far, and look at a district of northern Apulia. This is the area conventionally designated by both archaeologists and ancient historians as the territory of the Daunian tribe. While there is reason to believe that the tribal world of Salento in southern Apulia was severely eroded by about 200 BC and had almost vanished at about the middle of the 2nd century BC,37 social systems of a tribal character were still very much alive in northern Apulia at about 200/150 BC.38 The most notable, originally non-Roman centres here were Canosa (Latin: Canusium) and Arpi Nuova (Latin: Arpi). In these two fairly dispersed settlements lived a regional elite that had been burying its dead in sumptuous hypogaea and large chamber tombs since the

---

37 For instance, the important tribal sanctuary at Oria (Monte Papalucio), some 20 km west of Mesagne, started to decline in the later 3rd century BC. It was definitively abandoned around the middle of the 2nd century BC; for a report on this sanctuary, see D’Andria et al. 1990, 239-306.

38 This difference between northern and southern Apulia is probably caused by substantial differences in contact situations. Whilst northern Apulia was in close contact with the Sabellic tribes in the central Apennines and tribal societies on the Istrian-Dalmatian coast, the Salento district of southern Apulia was wedged between a series of Greek states (e.g. Dyrrhacchium, Apollonia and Corfu on the eastern shores of the Strait of Otranto and Greek poleis such as Taranto and Metaponto to the west).
late 4th century BC and that continued to do so until the 1st century BC. It is especially towards the end of the 3rd and during the first half to third quarter of the 2nd century BC that their elite graves display features which remind us of the burials of the Brindisi district discussed above. Among the grave goods deposited in these tombs are oil amphorae (mostly from the Brindisi area) and a substantial series of Greek amphorae (from Rhodes and Cos, as well as Corinthian A and B amphorae). In addition to these oil and wine amphorae, elite burials of this area contain exquisite glass vessels that are often believed to have been produced at Alexandria in Egypt. The finds at Canosa even included an Egyptian faience jug displaying the image of the Ptolemaic queen Arsinoe II. Here again the link between the local elites of early Roman Apulia and the Hellenistic-Greek states of the eastern Mediterranean is evident.

On the basis of the present evidence, therefore, two areas of south-eastern Italy have graves displaying substantial wealth on the one hand and connections with the Hellenistic states of the eastern Mediterranean on the other. The presence of wine and/or oil amphorae seems to be the recurring characteristic of all these Apulian elite graves. They invariably date between the later 3rd and the mid-2nd century BC. The main centres in or around which these burials are found are Brindisi in southern Apulia and both Canosa and Arpi in northern Apulia. It seems that the elites of the settlements of Arpi, Canosa and Brindisi had special links with Greek Hellenistic states during the late 3rd and first half of the 2nd century BC.
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In the preceding sections the contents of a series of Apulian elite burials have been analysed. It would be interesting to try to refine the fairly hypothetic and blurred picture of these elites that results from the archaeological evidence. Let us now turn to written sources in order to see whether we can find persons belonging to the local elites who lived in the later 3rd and earlier 2nd century BC and who stemmed from the Apulian settlements of Arpi, Canosa or Brindisi.

People meeting these requirements actually appear in two types of written sources, in both literary texts and inscriptions. The first Apulian to turn up in the written evidence is a certain Bouzos, son of Orteiras. He is the person mentioned in an inscription from the island of Delos displaying an honorary decree. In the inscription dated between 241 and 232 BC, Bouzos and his offspring are granted the status of *proxenos* and *euergetes* of the sanctuary and people of Delos. The proxeny allowed him to possess plots of land and a house on the island and to sit in the first row (the *proedria*) during the games (*agones*). The same privileged status, however, obliged him to offer hospitality, help and protection to Delians coming to Canosa.

39  See Oliver 1968; Mazzei *et al.* 1984 (both on *hypogaeae* at Canosa); Mazzei 1995 (*hypogaeae* at Arpi).

40  For elite burial with gold, silver, glass and amphorae from Canosa, see Ciancio 1980 and De Julis *et al.* 1984; for a cluster of elite burials with gold, silver, glass and amphorae from the site of Arpi, see Mazzei 1995; for comparable tombs (more isolated cases, it seems) from the north-Apulian site of Ascoli Satriano (Latin: *Ausculum*) and San Paolo Civitate (Latin: *Teanum Apulum*), see Tinè Bertocchi 1985, 209–219, and Mazzei *et al.* 1984, 227 (fig. 276).

41  The island of Rhodes is also a good candidate (cf. Rotroff 1982, 333, notes 24 and 25)

42  For Ptolemaic faience oinochoe from Canosa, see Ciancio 1980, 49 (on such oinochoi in general, see Burr Thompson 1973).

43  Very similar tomb contents (e.g., Rhodian amphorae, glass from the eastern Mediterranean, silver and gold objects and pottery stemming from western Asia Minor) have been found at Ancona in the Marche district; see Mercando 1976.

44  For the inscription, see *IG XI.4*, no. 642; for the proxeny, cf. Marek 1984.
Obviously, the Canosan Bouzos was a man of high status and very considerable means with a close link to the island of Delos. Moreover, he was perhaps not the only member of the family whose name survives in the written sources. A woman called Busa, who lived in the settlement of Canosa, is mentioned by Livy. She was of noble birth and wealthy. After the disastrous battle of Cannae in 216 BC, she helped the dispersed groups of Roman survivors that took refuge in nearby Canosa (c. 10–15 km from the battlefield), by giving them corn, clothing and ‘money for the way’. Lady Busa was greatly honoured by the Senate in Rome.

In the year of Hannibal’s arrival in Italy, a Brindisi man is reported to have played a rather ignoble role. According to Livy (XXI, 48) a certain Darius Brundisinus was bribed by the Cartaginian general and surrendered the small Po valley stronghold of Clastidium to him (now Casteggio, near Pavia). In the same Punic war the name of an Arpi nobleman crops up for the first time: the turncoat Darius Altinius, who went over to Hannibal before the battle of Cannae and betrayed the Carthaginian when the Romans gained the upper hand in 213 BC (Livy XXIV, 44). However, it is not until 191/190 BC that the first connection between Arpi, Brindisi and the eastern Mediterranean can be traced in the ancient written sources: in that year one Salios Tagullios, son of Tagilos, from Argirippa (Greek for Arpi) was granted a proxeny by the important sanctuary of Delphi. He was not the only Italios to be granted that honour. The Canosan Blattos, son of Matouros, had preceded him in 195/194, whilst Gaius Statorius (Latin: Gaius Statorius), son of Gaios, from Brindisi was granted a proxeny by the sanctuary of Delphi in the same year – 191/190 – as Salios Tagullios. These three men appear in a large proxenos-inscription on the so-called polygonal wall. Leukios Ortesios (Latin: Lucius Ortesius) of Brindisi followed them in 168/167 BC. According to the text presented by Pouilloux, Ortesius was granted the promanteia (the right to consult the oracle), proedria (seats of honour in the first row), prodikia (priority of trial), asylia (personal safety in peace and war) and ateleia (exemption from public taxes). If Delphi considered an Italios worthy of a proxeny, he had to be rich and influential with good networks in both Greece and Italy. In addition to a handful of Rhomaioi and one Angkonites (man from Ancona, central-Adriatic Italy), these three ‘Apulians’ from Arpi, Canosa and Brindisi were the only persons from non-Greek Italy to be granted a proxeny by Delphi in the approximately three decades covered by the large Delphic proxenos inscription.

Now it is time to focus once again on Salento. Statorius and Ortesius were not the only men professing a Salento origin who appear in Greek inscriptions of the earlier 2nd century BC. At Delos we encounter Dazos from Ugento (Latin: Dasus from Uxentum) in the inventory of dedicators of the sanctuary of Apollo in the 190s. Gaios Rennios (Latin: Gaius Rennius) from Brindisi was granted a proxeny by the sanctuary of Delphi in the approximately three decades covered by the large Delphic proxenos inscription. It is uncertain whether Ancona considered itself a Greek town or a non-Greek settlement. Some of its inhabitants presented themselves as Greeks (funerary inscriptions). But the presence of an Ancona man in the large Delphic proxenos inscription and the presence of elite tombs at Ancona displaying features that are closely comparable to those found in the tombs of Arpi, Canosa and Brindisi, whose elites also appear in the same large inscription, is probably not coincidental (see above note 43). A few families from central-Adriatic Ancona were probably involved in the same supra-regional elite network as the leading citizens of the Apulian settlements of Canosa, Arpi and Brindisi.

---

45 In the transcriptions of Messapic names, the original Messapic Ζ is transformed into an S in Latin: cf. Bouzos/Busus, Dazos/Dasus.
46 Livy, XXII, 52: Eos qui Canaum perfugerant mulier Apula nomine Bussa, genere clara ac divitis, ...... frumento, veste, viatico etiam iuret, pro qua ei munificentia postea ...... ubi senatus honores habiti sunt. Since the events mentioned by Livy took place some 15 to 25 years after Bouzos (probably Busus in the Latin transcription) was granted a proxeny by the sanctuary and people of Delos, Lady Busa may, for instance, have been Bouzos’ daughter.
47 Dittenberger 1917, 585.
48 Pouilloux 1976, 96.
49 For the significance of a proxeny, see Marek 1984.
50 It is uncertain whether Ancona considered itself a Greek town or a non-Greek settlement. Some of its inhabitants presented themselves as Greeks (funerary inscriptions). But the presence of an Ancona man in the large Delphic proxenos inscription and the presence of elite tombs at Ancona displaying features that are closely comparable to those found in the tombs of Arpi, Canosa and Brindisi, whose elites also appear in the same large inscription, is probably not coincidental (see above note 43). A few families from central-Adriatic Ancona were probably involved in the same supra-regional elite network as the leading citizens of the Apulian settlements of Canosa, Arpi and Brindisi.
of Dodona in the 190s or 180s, and Gaios Polfennios (Latin: Gaius Pulfennius), also from Brindisi, by the 
Koinon of the Epirotes in the 170s.\textsuperscript{51} From these data it is clear that Salento, and especially Brindisi, was 
the home base of a handful of families of wealth and influence that maintained close relations with Greek 
states and sanctuaries of the middle-Hellenistic period. It should also be noted that it was precisely in this 
30-year period that Rome began to intervene in Greek politics and fought its ‘Greek’ wars.\textsuperscript{52}

But before we enter the scenes of wars and politics, we should check whether the Salento people who 
appear in the Greek inscriptions actually had Salento roots, since the man in the Mesagne grave seems to 
emphasise a local pedigree. Of course it is important that most of these men give Brindisi as their town 
of origin. However, this indication is in itself not decisive: it should be observed that, in principle, these 
men could also stem from the group of Latin settlers that made up the body of colonists that arrived in 
244 BC when the \textit{colonia latina} of \textit{Brundisium} was founded.

As for Lucius Ortesius of Brindisi, the inscription gives no clues as to his roots. Dasus from Ugento 
has the most common, characteristically regional name. He was the son of Daziskos, another name of 
the same Daz– type (something like John, son of Johnny). He undoubtedly had Salento roots. The same 
goes for Rennius and Pulfinius. Although the \textit{gentilicium} of these gentlemen could indeed stem from 
central Italy, the inscriptions also give us their highly characteristic father’s names. Gaius Rennius is the 
son of Dazoupos, Gaius Pulfinius is the son of Dazos, both Daz– names. In the case of Statorius, the 
father’s name Gaius is not informative on this subject,\textsuperscript{53} but the \textit{gentilicium} of Statorius is revealing. It is 
very likely to be a latinisation of the pre–Roman family name of the Thaotoridas, a native elite family 
that appears in various inscriptions from Salento.\textsuperscript{54} Except for Ortesius whose origin cannot be traced, 
the Salento people who figure in Greek inscriptions of the earlier 2nd century BC can all be shown to 
have solid Salento roots.

5  SETTING THE SCENE

The inscriptions cited above are pitifully short, say little about the role these people played on the 2nd-
century BC stage, and give hardly any information on the networks in which they operated. From 
the fact that they received proxenies, we can infer that they must have been important and influential in their day. Fortunately, we have a literary source that supplies more detailed information on such a high-ranking 
Salento man and his connections. A nobleman from Brindisi played a crucial role at the start of the 3rd 
Macedonian war (172 BC). The story is told by both Livy and Appianus (\textit{Rhomaika}, IX.7). In the text of 
the former the man is called Lucius Rammius, whilst Appianus speaks about (H)Erennius. Livy has the 
most complete version:

\begin{quote}
‘Rammius was a prominent citizen of Brundisium (princeps Brundisii), and entertained hospitably all 
Romans, generals as well as ambassadors. He also entertained distinguished persons of foreign states and espe-
cially members of princely houses. In consequence he became acquainted with (the Macedonian king) Perseus,
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{51} For Dazos, see De Simone 1964/65; for the Rennios 
inscription, see \textit{Griech. Dial. Inschrifte} II.1, 1339; for the 
Polfinnios inscription, see Cabanes 1976, 554–556. 
A \textit{proxenos} named \textit{.....ios}, reported to come from the 
Salento town of Gnathia, appears in an inscription from 
Karthia (Keos), but seems to belong to another period 
(IG. XII.1, no. 542; 4th century BC?).

\textsuperscript{52} For instance, the 2nd and 3rd Macedonian war and the 
‘Syrian’ war with Antiochus III the Great and the Aeto-
lions.

\textsuperscript{53} Perhaps his father, with the typically Roman \textit{praenomen} 
Gaius, was already a Roman citizen or a citizen \textit{iuris latini}.

\textsuperscript{54} On this \textit{gens} with solid Salento roots, see Pagliara 1980, 
225–235 (Thaotoridas, Statorius, Tutorius).
though he was far away. When a letter roused in him the hope of a more intimate friendship and of great prosperity as a result, he went to visit the king. In a short time he began to be regarded as his confidant and was drawn into his secret conferences to a greater degree than he wished. For, promising him a great reward, the king began to ask of him - since all the Roman generals and ambassadors were accustomed to avail themselves of his hospitality - that he should try to poison those about whom king Perseus should communicate with him by letter." 55

Of course, our good man went to Rome and revealed King Perseus’ vile plot to the Senate who, thanks to the eminent Lucius Rammius of Brundisium, had an excellent excuse to attack the Macedonian king. But this passage in Livy makes it patently clear that Rammius (or whatever his real name was) was prominent in the ‘international’ networks of his day. He was close friends with the Roman elite on the one hand and princes of the Greek-Hellenistic world on the other. In the remaining part of the Rammius story, Livy suggests that Rammius was not just a close friend of King Perseus of Macedonia. Since his associate in the set-up for Perseus was King Eumenes of Pergamum, Rammius must have known the latter king as well. Eumenes may well have stayed at Rammius’ Brindisi house when he was on his way from the Senate in Rome to the sanctuary at Delphi in the same year, 172 BC. Perhaps we should read Livy’s Rammius as ‘Rennius’ (cf. Appianus’ version: Erennios), and was the Lucius Rennius in Livy’s passage on 172 BC a close relative of the Gaius Rennius who was granted a proxeny by the sanctuary of Dodona in the 190s or the 180s BC. There cannot have been too many elite families in Brindisi that played an important role in the ‘international’ scene in this short time span of about 30 to 40 years. With the Rennii (and possibly the Rammii), the Ortesii, the Pulfennii and the Statorii we are already quite well served.

This does not mean, of course, that the Greek inscriptions reveal to us the complete Salento elite with regional roots in the earlier 2nd century BC. The persons that appear in these sources are likely to be the tip of the iceberg: these are the people of the regional elite that featured in the wider Hellenistic world and had close connections with Greek and Roman elites. Other members of originally the same social group must have been somewhat less conspicuous. Since the members of the Salento elite are likely to have owned very substantial plots of land,56 the majority of these men may well have continued to be big landowners and men of regional importance without attaining the eminent ‘international’ status of the Rennii, Ortesii, Pulfennii and Statorii. The two Oria burials discussed above – tombs without golden crowns and an excess of heirlooms referring to the local elite of the 4th to 3rd century BC – could well belong to an elite couple of strictly regional importance.

6 CONSTRUCTING IDENTITIES

The man called Rammius, Rennius or Erennius was not the only nobleman from Salento to turn up in literary sources of Greek or Roman writers. The best-known nobleman with regional roots is, of course, Quintus Ennius, the father of Latin literature whom we are actually able to see face to face (fig. 10).57 Although only modest fragments of his numerous literary works have survived, they contain a few passages that are relevant to the present subject. Moreover, because of his great literary importance, we are relatively well informed about his life. From various passages in Roman authors we may infer that Ennius was born in 239 BC in the southern Salento town of Rudiae. He happened to be in Sardinia in 204, from

55 Livy, History of Rome, XLI.17.2, author’s transl.
56 Yntema 1995, 175.
57 There is a portrait of Ennius in the Vatican Museum (fig. 10). Hafner (1968) moreover, tentatively identified a portrait in the Copenhagen Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek as Ennius of Rudiae.
58 Ennius’ reasons for staying in Sardinia are not mentioned. It is, of course, tempting to assume that Ennius, as a Sal·
entian nobleman from Rudiae, commanded a Salentinian contingent that served as an occupation force in this
formerly Carthaginian territory during the final episode of the 2nd Punic war (cf. Darius Brundisium’s role as the
commander of Clastidium in 218 BC).

59 There are a few passages in ancient authors suggesting that Ennius lived poorly in Rome (cf. Suetonius, De
Grammaticis, 1; Cicero, Cato, 14). These, I believe, were
written under the influence of the Hellenistic cliché of the
poor poet.

60 For instance, Silius Italicus XII, 393: antiqua Messapic ab origine regis.

61 Ose instead of Messapic, as we would perhaps expect, since Messapic was Ennius’ mother tongue. Either Gel-
lius made a mistake, or Ennius also spoke the Oscan language, which was of course the lingua franca in large
parts of central and southern Italy before the Social war of 91-89 BC.

where the elder Cato took him to Rome. 58 His
Roman patron was M. Fulvius Nobilior (consul
in 189 BC), whom he followed to Greece in
order to besiege the town of Ambracia in the
Syrian-Aetolian war (192-189). He was also
closely acquainted with the Corneli Scipiones.
Quintus Ennius became a Roman citizen in
the year 184. The ‘Messapian’ father of Roman
literature died in Rome in the year 169 BC.

The poet Ennius was no poor immigrant
in Rome. 59 He was definitely of noble birth
and was believed to have the mythical king and
Messapian Urvater Messapus among his ances-
tors. 60 His sister, moreover, was married to a
man from Brindisi: their son was Marcus Pacu-
vius, the Roman playwright and painter (born
c. 220, died c. 130 BC). These data suggests that
Ennius’ family was involved in a regional elite
network.

Since Ennius is still able to voice his views
through his literary works, we can learn from him about his identities. In one of his works in Latin (i.e.
in a Roman context) he stated: Nos sumus Romani, qui fuvimus ante Rudini (‘I am a man of Rome, but formerly I was a man of Rudiae’). At the moment of writing Ennius lived in Rome, had been granted
Roman citizenship and obviously felt that he truly belonged to the Roman community, whilst in an
earlier stage of his existence he must have considered himself to belong to the social world of Rudiae
in the southern part of the Salento peninsula. This statement, however, made in a Roman context, does
not mean that he simply changed coats by exchanging his Rudinus identity for a Romanus one. That is
not the way identities are usually constructed, and Ennius himself also tells us that he saw it differently:
from 184 BC onward he was certainly not exclusively a Romanus. In another passage, quoted by Aulus
Gellius in his Noctes Atticae (XVII.17.1), Ennius openly stated that he had three identities (‘three hearts’
as he puts it): Quintus Ennius tria corda habere sese dicebat, quod logui Graece, Ose et Latine sciret (‘Quintus
Ennius used to say that he had three hearts, since he spoke Greek, Oscan and Latin’). 61 The reason he

Fig. 10. Vatican Museums: portrait identified as the Roman
poet Q. Ennius from Rudiae (Salento).
gives for his three identities is his command of three languages; for Ennius, in his particular situation, language is obviously one of the major discriminating factors. However, by using the word *corda* (‘hearts’), the poet suggests that he actually means something that went deeper than speech alone and that he is basically speaking about identities. Speaking Greek, Latin and a native language for him meant being Greek, being Roman and being a *Rudinus*, though not necessarily at the same time. In Greek contexts, such as Taranto or Ambracia, he had a Greek ‘heart’ and felt himself to be a Greek among Greeks: what remains of his Latin translations of Greek tragedies shows his perfect command of both Greek and Latin. When in Rome or among Romans, he did as Romans do and considered himself to be a Roman. And when Quintus Ennius returned to his home base in Salento, he spoke in his native language with Gaius Statorius and Gaius Pulfinnius and became again the noble *Rudinus* his father had been. But when Gaius Statorius happened to knock at the door of Ennius’ Roman house at the time when Scipio Nasica paid a visit to the venerated poet, the three of them spoke Latin, the tongue of power, or exchanged views in Greek, the language of culture.62

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let us turn back to the Mesagne burial with its 4th- and 3rd-century ‘Messapian’ heirlooms, the 2nd-century cup, platters and *unguentaria*, the Greek wines, the horse bit and the golden funerary crown. Is this assemblage of funerary objects indeed significant and indicative of identities, and did the deceased or his next of kin make deliberate choices by selecting some of these particular items above others? There were alternatives, of course. In view of the evidence presented above, the deceased is likely to have been a prominent citizen of Brindisi. However, he was not buried at the contemporary necropolis of booming Brindisi, but some 20 km to the west at insignificant Mesagne. He was, moreover, buried in the middle of a 5th to 3rd-century BC necropolis. He could have drunk the local or regional wines that filled the regionally produced Graeco-Italic amphorae; instead he chose the Greek wines from Rhodos and Knidos. In view of his wealth he might have chosen Alexandrinian or Rhodian glass, like his colleagues from Ancona or the Canosa area; instead he chose an everyday dinner set of simple black gloss pots from Brindisi and was surrounded by ten 80 to 150 year old vessels which – though produced at Greek Taranto – were part and parcel of the native elite funerary tradition of the Brindisi area in his grandfather’s and great-grandfather’s time. The material culture of the burial suggests that the deceased had various identities, but the written sources suggest how these clues can be interpreted. They are therefore crucial if we wish to avoid ill-founded interpretations of identities expressed by material culture.

On the strength of these carefully selected finds, it should be observed that the man called Rammius, Rennius or Erennius, whom we have met above and who rubbed shoulders with both Greek princes

62 Cicero (*De Oratore* II, 276) tells us an amusing anecdote (sometimes supposed to stem from Ennius’ own *Satires*) regarding the friendship between Ennius and Scipio Nasica (consul in 191 BC): *cum [Nasica] ad poetam Ennium venisset eique ab ostio quaerenti Ennium ancilla dixisset domi non esse, Nasica sensit illam domini iussu dixisse et illum intus esse. Paucis post diebus cum ad Nasicam venisset Ennius et eum ianuam quaeret, exclamat Nasica se domi non esse. Tum Ennius ‘Quid! Ego non cognosco vocem’ inquit ‘tuum?’ Hic Nasica: ‘Homo es impudens. Ego cum te quaererem, ancillae tuae credidi te domi non esse, tu mihi non credis ipse?’ (‘When Scipio Nasica came to visit Ennius and asked for him at the door, Ennius’ slave girl told him that her master was not at home. But Ennius believed that her master had told her to say so and that he was actually at home. A few days later, when Ennius went to Nasica’s house and asked for him at the door, Nasica cried that he was not in. ‘What!’ said Ennius, ‘But don’t I recognise your voice? Then Nasica answered: ‘You’re a shameless man. When I asked for you, I believed your slave girl when she said that you were not in, and you won’t even believe me!’’; translation DY)
and Roman senators, answers quite well to the description of the man in the Mesagne tomb: local elite, wealthy, Greek *paideia*, and good connections in the Hellenistic-Greek world. Of course, there is a chance that the *princeps Brundisii* was actually buried in the Mesagne grave, only a few years after his performance in the Roman Senate in 172 BC. This may have happened because he had his roots in Mesagne. By about the first half of the 2nd century BC this ‘native’ settlement – like many other pre-Roman centres of Salento – had lost much of its former importance. Brindisi, with its magnificent harbour, was the boom town of the district: it was the regional centre of power where regional politics were made. There is some evidence that the small Roman settlement underneath present-day Mesagne belonged to the *ager Brundisinus* in later Roman times. If Rammius/Rennius had his roots and his lands near Mesagne, he mostly lived in Brindisi, made politics in Brindisi, used Brindisi as a spring-board for activities in Greece, but may well have been gathered to his ancestors in the settlement where his roots really lay: the dramatically declining settlement of Mesagne. By wishing to be buried there at about 170 BC, he could have stressed again his noble Salento ancestry. Perhaps he differentiated himself in this way from ‘those Latin newcomers’ who, as inhabitants of the *new colonia latina* of Brundisium, did not arrive until 244 BC, whilst his family – as he probably believed – had lived in the area since the great King Diomedes of Argos had founded the settlement of Brindisi, shortly after the Trojan war.

There is a very good chance indeed that the occupant of the Mesagne tomb was actually one of the other members of the traditional Salento elite. If the man in the Mesagne grave was not the person described by Livy as *princeps Brundisii*, it was in any case someone who knew Rammius-Rennius personally. Let us assume that his name is not among those mentioned above. He and Rammius-Rennius were close acquaintances. Both must have been involved in Brindisi politics, regional politics and perhaps, inter-state contacts. Sometimes they had a drink or a dinner together. Our Mesagne man may well have been present when King Eumenes of Pergamum or leading senators of Rome dined and feasted at Rammius/Rennius' Brindisi house. Sometimes he himself may have been the host. At such occasions he must have joined toasts with the honoured princely guests and his colleagues Lucius Ortesius and Gaius Pulffenius, who may have been a decade or two younger. Perhaps, Rennius, Pulffenius and the Mesagne man took part together in the funerary rites for Gaius Statorius, the grand old Brindisi man from the grand old Salento family of the Thaodradas, who was granted a proxeny by the important Greek sanctuary of Delphi in 191 BC.

We shall, of course, never know the name of the Mesagne man. Nor are the bones sufficiently well preserved to give him a face. But since the written evidence allows us to construct the contexts in which he functioned, we now have a fairly good idea about his status, his affiliations, his environment and the identities he assumed in various contexts. He was a man like Ennius and Rammius/Rennius. He had, or claimed to have had, a solid native background. He almost certainly spoke Messapic, Latin and Greek. He was wealthy. He was almost certainly a big landowner and it is highly likely that he had interests of some kind in Hellenistic-Greek states. He may, therefore, have been involved in some way in large-scale trading activities as well and could, for instance, have owned a fine house at Delos or some other place in the Greek-speaking world. Of course, he knew the members of the regional elite of the Salento district such as Rammius, Rennius, Ortesius, Pulffenius, Statorius and Ennius, but he was also acquainted in some way with political leaders of both the Roman republic in Italy and Greek states of the eastern Mediterranean. He may have visited Greece and Rome, but had almost certainly met people belonging to the Greek and Roman elites of the earlier 2nd century BC. At his interment, not only his descendants and his dependent farmers, but also the Brindisi elite would have gathered around the large grave at Mesagne that served as the starting point of this discussion.

63 On the role of Brindisi in middle and late Hellenistic times, see Marasco 1988; Yntema 1995; Burgers 1998. 64 See Marangio 1975. 65 For foundation myths of Brindisi, see Bérard 1963, 358; Malkin 1998, 240 ff.
By sheer luck we have identified a series of probably compatible sources of various kinds that have put flesh on the meagre bones found in the Mesagne grave. These have allowed us to recapture a sense of the world inhabited by the man buried there. In his grave dating to about 175/170 BC, the Mesagne man stressed his noble Salento ancestry, his Greek paideia and other links with the Greek world. In exactly the same time (late 3rd and early 2nd century BC), we meet other members of his class, all from the very same district, who tell us they have a Roman, a Greek and a native ‘heart’ (Ennius), who befriended Greek kings and leading Roman senators (Rammius/Rennius) and who were proxenoi of Greek states and sanctuaries (Rennius, Ortesius, Pulfennius, Statorius), a status allowing them to possess a house and fields in Greece and live intensely in Greek contexts.

It was probably not only Ennius who had three ‘hearts’. Rammius, Rennius, Ortesius, Pulfennius, Statorius and the Mesagne man were not just Brentesinoi or Brundisini. When in Greece, they believed themselves to be Greeks among Greeks.66 They were not just Greeks, because Isocrates had defined Greekness in cultural terms.67 But since they were proxenoi of Greek states and sanctuaries, they were basically also members of Greek communities: they took part in Greek religious rites and were granted the honour of the proedria during the agones. The leading families of Brindisi, moreover, were important to Rome (see the role of Rammius in Livy). They may have been granted Roman citizenship, as happened to the politically less significant nobleman, Ennius of Rudiae. Like Ennius, some of the others may also have felt themselves to be Romans at times. There is, in any case, good reason to assume that each of them subscribed to various identities that were not just cultural, but also ethnic in nature. They had Greek and perhaps Roman hearts, but also ‘Messapian’ hearts, or whatever ethnic label they chose to give themselves. This combination of ancient written texts and archaeological evidence enables us to discover a group of persons with self-applied, multicultural labels who were prominent in the Hellenistic world of the late 3rd and early 2nd centuries BC.

Of course, the people discussed above had more identities than can be derived from our sources. Ennius described himself as a Rudinus, a Romanus and a Hellenos or Graecus, but when he appeared in the tribal assembly of the southern Salento Lecce district (if it still existed), he may have felt himself to be a Salentinus, just as the Mesagne man may have seen himself as a Calaber when he went to the old tribal centre of Oria to participate in the rites of the major tribal sanctuary of the north-Salento Brindisi district.68 In this perspective it is quite remarkable that all the ‘Apulians’ we have met above identify themselves with the settlement they come from, not with the tribal groups to which they belonged: e.g., Bouzos and Blattos from Canosa, Salsios Tagullios from Arpi, Ennius from Rudiae, Statorius, Ortesius, Rennius and Pulfennius from Brindisi. Whilst this is quite understandable for the persons coming from the Salento peninsula, which is likely to have had a strong tradition of fairly independent oppida within a comparatively loose tribal framework,69 it is somewhat surprising to find the same type of self-identification for the people from Canosa and Arpi, where tribal structures continued to be strong.70

66 Or perhaps Delphians among Delphians, Epirotes among Epirotes, Delians among Delians.

67 According to Isocrates (and many Greeks of Hellenistic times), Greekness was something that could be acquired following a period of apprenticeship (Hertog 2001, 80 and 97); see also Said 2001, 279.

68 For Calabri and Salentini as labels for different groups on the Salento peninsula, see note 15. For the probable tribal sanctuary of Oria-Monte Papalucio, see note 37.

69 Burgers 1998, 259-263.

70 On the one hand, perhaps, there may be a very simple explanation for this phenomenon. It should be noted that these ‘Apulians’ appear in Greek proxenos inscriptions. The Greeks appearing in the same inscriptions are invariably presented with their name, their father’s name and their place of origin. This Greek automatism of giving the town of provenance in such inscriptions could also have applied when Italoi were granted a proxeny. On the other hand, it should be noted that in the Lower Rhine area people identify themselves initially with the tribal label (e.g. Ubius) and in a somewhat later moment with the town they come from, e.g. Agrippinensis (see paper by Derks in this volume).
Another remarkable aspect is that the Mesagne man, who was probably an important citizen of the *colonia latina* of Brindisi and may indeed have been a *cives Romanus*, seems to display no signs of this Roman or Latin identity in his grave. It must have been as important to him as it was to Quintus Ennius. In fact, one may well ask what sign of ‘Roman-ness’ could have been given to us by a highly prominent citizen of Brindisi or his next of kin in the context of Salento funerary practices around 170 BC. Probably, the most conspicuous sign of Roman-ness was the toga. Therefore, the Mesagne man may have been buried in the typically Roman toga which rarely leaves traces in the archaeological record. It should be remembered, however, that material culture can indeed be used to express both ethnic and cultural identities, but that only some of the personal identities are stressed by means of material culture, and only, of course, under particular circumstances.
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I INTRODUCTION

The Roman province of Judaea (Syria-Palestine from the 2nd century onwards) was founded in the first half of the 1st century,1 replacing the independent Herodian state.2 In the preceding centuries (beginning with the Alexandrian conquest of the Achaemenid realm), Hellenistic influences had been spreading throughout the country of the Jews, even at the time when a Jewish monarchy was reestablished: mainly in Greek cities on the coast, and as far afield as Jewish cities like Jerusalem (cf. map, fig. 1), as we know from the internal conflict under the Maccabees. In accordance with the well-known Greek tradition of civic self-assertion,3 many cities claimed to have been founded by gods or heroes. Most looked to Greek origins; some coastal cities, however, argued for a Semitic foundation, while others, as we shall see, had points of reference that were more varied. Although the antiquity of their foundations and the fact that they all underwent a process of Hellenisation may partially explain the diversity of these claims, it does not do so fully. In fact, Greek cities, founded by the Ptolemies or Seleucids, followed either local or imported traditions, whether Egyptian, Syro-Phoenician or Canaanite.4 These traditions continued with varying strength beneath an uneven layer of Hellenism or alongside authentic Greek ones.

Claiming a mythical foundation as a way of defining one’s identity was not a new phenomenon in the Roman period.5 However, the process of reviving ancient mythical traditions, or of creating new mythical points of reference, gathered momentum from the era of the Antonines – a time of growing urbanisation. Thanks to the valuable studies of L. Robert, M. Sartre and F. Millar, among others, we know that agônes between cities jealous of their image generated the same trend throughout the Roman East.6

1 I wish to thank T. Derks for his close reading of the manuscript and F. Lachaud, M. Lobban and A. Visser for their correction of the English text.
2 Eck 2007a.
3 Malkin 1987 and Bouffartigue 1996.
4 Schürer et al. 1979 (vol. II), 85-183; Cohen 2006, ch. 5.
5 Hall 2002; Rogers 1991; Bruit Zaidman/Gherchanoc 2006.
Does this mean that the Palestine example followed the norm? The ethnic and religious composition of the province renders such a conclusion doubtful. In fact, the assertion of mythical foundations went further than the simple expression of membership of the Graeco-Roman oikoumenè: it was also a means of parting themselves from the Jewish population, who had previously been masters of the land, and to secure the province’s normalisation within the Roman world.

2 COINAGE AS A MEDIUM FOR DEFINING CIVIC IDENTITIES

The evidence for this comes from a variety of sources, including late mythographers who collected or reworked traditions, no matter how contradictory they were. The most significant information derives from coins, which conveyed powerful messages to contemporaries. Civic coinage gave communities an opportunity to show themselves off. Coins displayed their loyalty to the Empire and the holder of imperium, set against a background of glorification of the city and its points of reference. They were the medium through which the local elite expressed its civic pride and prestige in an official representation of the city’s ideological position. Hence, the repetitive character of figurations on coins from one city to another. Indeed, they all drew heavily on the same repertoire of themes and forms, fashionable in the East in this period: where cities did not exchange moulds, models or engravers, they inspired one another. They all felt an equal pride in the exaltation of their image. However contrived the aetiologies might have become, they all desired, wherever possible, to link themselves to a Greek (or at least a Hellenised) mythological descent, since this was the only glorious one. And yet, not all cities were able to present such an image of themselves, either because (as with Caesarea Maritima) their history was too recent – and consequently too historical – or (as in Sepphoris-Dioecesarea) because they were known as Jewish centres and remained so. Others, however, such as the Roman colony of Aelia Capitolina, were able to borrow a ready-made myth because they were new cities.

3 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT

In order to understand the various ways in which foundation myths were manipulated, it may be helpful to recall briefly the situation of Syria-Palaestina from the time of Hadrian. Ancient Palestine’s singularity derives from the fact that this was the ‘Promised’ Land of Canaan, where, according to the Holy Scriptures, ‘milk and honey flows’. It was a land with a single national God within a polytheistic, initially Greek and then Roman environment, organised on the basis of civic and/or ethnic identities. However, the monotheistic Jewish population were never the sole inhabitants of the country. As far as we can see – and the Old Testament offers the first evidence of this –, Iudaea-Palaestina was peopled by various groups, each with their own language, culture and religion. After the revolt of Galilee under Trajan and the failure of the Second Jewish Revolt, known as the Bar Kokhba war (in 132/136), the new province of Syria-Palaestina was no longer distinguished as the land of the Jews, despite its rabbinical Judaism. Rather, the religious mix created in the Roman melting pot was gaining ground: at the beginning of the 4th century, Eusebius of

8 E.g. the young Commodus’ symbolic adventus, Kadman 1956, n° 65, and Gaza coins dated by Hadrian’s ἐπίδημα in 130, BMC Pal. n° 14-55. Harl 1987, 31-51 and pl. 22.
9 For the imperial coinage, see Veyne 2002, 15-21.
11 For an exhaustive study, see Belayche 2001.
12 Eck 2007b.
Caesarea listed in his *Onomasticon* a mere eighteen mono-ethnic villages out of more than nine hundred cited.\(^{13}\) After the First Revolt (66–73), Graeco-Romanisation had already increased in some cities, such as Caesarea Maritima, which no longer had a Jewish population. From 117–120 onwards, two legions were stationed permanently in the province, which became a consular one. Jewish losses during the Second Revolt and reinforcement of the Roman presence changed the ethnic balance.\(^ {14}\) A good indication of this is the widespread use of the Latin language, which was very unusual in an Eastern province.\(^ {15}\) In quantita-

---

\(^{13}\) Isaac 1998b; more generally, Schäfer 2003.  
\(^{14}\) Belayche 2004.  
tive terms, Graeco-Roman populations were in the majority, and Jews were even exiled by law from the Judaean district and its heart, Jerusalem. This religious and cultural resettlement happened at a time when Hadrian was attempting to spread Hellenism. During his second Palestinian tour in 129/130, he showed his zeal towards Zeus Olympios on Mount Gerizim and sought to embellish the province along Graeco-Roman lines. He monumentalised the Mambre sanctuary, close to Hebron, and transformed Jerusalem into a Roman colony, giving it a new name. In return for his benefaction, religious honours were bestowed on him, including two Hadrianeia in Caesarea and Tiberias and a festival in Gaza, to mention only the main ones. The philhellenic example given by the emperor himself, at a time when Jews were reorganising their life around the Torah, created favourable conditions for pagan populations to craft an image of their own cities, now part of what was almost an ordinary province.

In Palestine, Rome enforced its usual territorial policy of maintaining autonomous poleis, which were charged with heavy administrative burdens, including fiscal levies. The majority of the civic settlements in the area dated from earlier periods, for urbanisation had been the means of occupying territory since Hellenistic times, if not before. There were about twenty-five cities of varying status (cf. map, fig. 1). One of the main roots of ‘Romanisation’—conveying Hellenism as well—was the intense urbanisation that took place from the time of the Flavians, and was comparable to what was happening in Syria and, to a lesser degree, in Arabia after AD 106. But in fact, Roman power did not create cities ex nihilo: emperors modified the status of existing settlements, promoting simple townships to municipal or colonial rank. The Severan period in particular was characterised by numerous alterations in status, with foundations of colonies in line with the general policies of the dynasty. An urban network secured Roman order in a region coveted by enemies both from within and without. For instance, during the war of succession of 193–196, the granting or denial of civic status was used by Septimius Severus as a means of rewarding or punishing political choices: while Neapolis was favoured, Sebaste was punished, these two fates echoing the opposing destinies of Nicaea and Nicomedia in Bithynia. Such favour encouraged loyalty and an adherence to the dominant culture.

The presence of sizeable pagan or mixed cities set the tone for regional behaviour. Nomenclature documented by funerary inscriptions and the use of epigrams testifies to the vitality of Hellenism, which was to be found in every field. From the first half of the 2nd century, local elites competed with each other for the importance of their benefaction, following the example of Transjordanian cities that used their prosperity to fund monumental urban amenities and festivals. Theatres and other buildings, which placed a heavy burden on local finances, revealed the cultural tastes and religious attitudes of the
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16 Ptolemy, Geography V, 15, 5: ‘Jerusalem that we call today Aelia Capitolina’; Eusebius, HE IV, 6, 4.
17 Epiphanius, Panarion 30, 12, 2; Chronicon Pascale I, 474 (Dindorf).
18 Jones 1930; Schürer et al. 1979 (vol. II), 85–97. On the coast, at least, the list of cities in the Roman period is almost identical to that of ‘Hellenistic cities’ studied by Schürer et al. 1979 (vol. II), 97–184. Frézouls 1988 examines methodological problems.
19 Sartre 1991, 390. For a review by dynasty (from the Flavians to the Severans), see Isaac 1990b; more generally, see Woolf 1997.
20 Isaac 1990a, 344–361.
24 SEG 7 (1934), 329; 14 (1957), 847.
25 For the moral obligations behind such benefactions, compare Julian the emperor’s famous judgment about the situation in Syrian Antioch: ‘Money spent on such festivals gives your curiales much more credibility and renown in others’ eyes than Solon had after he met Croesus’. Julian, Or. VII (Misopogon) 8 [342c].
majority of the civic population. Revealingly, although the Mishnah forbade trade in bears and lions, since they were sold for the circus games, the people of all the cities, ancient and newly founded alike, had the same recreational activities and types of display as those of any town in the empire. This can be seen from the list of victories of one wrestler, summed up in an inscription from Aphrodisias in Caria dated to about 165. The text reads like a roll-call of the eastern oikoumenè, in which Palestinian cities hold a good position: in Damascus ..., in Berytos ..., in Tyre ..., in Caesarea Stratonis the men's pancratium, in Neapolis of Samaria the men's pancratium, in Scythopolis, the men's pancratium, in Gaza the men's pancratium, in Caesarea Panias the men's pancratium twice, in Hierapolis ... In Palestine, unlike neighbouring Syria and the Hauran, the Semitic pagan background had been severely attacked by the Hasmonaean reconquest, causing the destruction of many ancient sanctuaries, such as those of Ascalon and Gaza. In the mid-2nd century BC, the Jewish monarchy, heirs to the Maccabees and based on theocratic principles, made it a point of honour to destroy pagan cults. Once Pompey had liberated the coastal cities, the sanctuaries that were rebuilt promoted the revival of local non-Jewish traditions, but this took place in a definitely Graeco-Roman cultural atmosphere.

From the Hellenistic period, onwards and despite Jewish parentheses, civic foundation legends, recast in a Greek mould, suggested that it was only Greek founders who were capable of promoting cities in a Hellenised world. At Tell Abu Shusha–Gabba Hippeion, founded by Herod to the north east of Dora, a Greek inscription honours Abdagos, son of Alexandros, first citizen of the city and its founder. The citizen’s name – slave of Dagon – evokes the Phoenician cult of the great god of Arados, which had been wiped out by the Maccabees at Azotus in 148-146 BC. But the honour granted to the ktistès shows that the mental attitude was Greek. This did not prevent the perpetuation of Syrian myths in a Hellenised form. If the foundation was voluntary, however, the reference could be Roman, as in Aelia Capitolina.

4 ROMAN FOUNDATION MITHS IN COLONIES

In Roman colonies, which were considered ‘miniatures of Rome’ according to A. Gellius’ well-known formula, the Roman origin myth was borrowed and transferred naturally, without any need for a special exegesis. In all these communities, Rome was referred to on coins through the use of the classic image of the she-wolf and the twins. However, because of their diverse histories, not all Palestinian colonies assigned the same role to the myth.

In Caesarea Maritima, for instance, coins showed the sulcus primigenius as a symbol of colonial status (fig. 2). Caesarea was a Greek city by foundation and its promotion as a Roman colony by Vespasian did not significantly change its ethnic composition. Its points of reference remained mainly Greek, Roman influence passing only through the presence of the legatus Augusti and his following. In Sebaste, a town that was granted colonial status in 201/202, Roman symbolism is also confined. The city’s legal promotion

26 Mishnah Avodah Zarah 1, 7; on the damnation of theatre and circus because they were devoted to idols, see Babylonian Talmud, Avodah Zarah 18b. Cf. Jacobs 1998.
27 Moretti 1953, 206-211, n° 72 ; also 250, n° 85 (AD 221).
28 Cf. e.g. Josephus, BJ 1, 85-106. Schürer et al. 1973 (vol. I), 228, about Alexander Jannaeus: ‘this work of conquest … was … a question of … annihilation of Greek civilisation’.
30 Kasher 1990, 32–48, who in my opinion relies too much on late Roman evidence to reconstruct the Hellenistic situation. For parallel developments in Asia Minor, see Heller 2006.
31 Gellius, Noctes Atticae XVI, 13, 9: effigies parvae simulataque populi Romani; Grell 1972, 140–144. The lex coloniae Genetinae organises the public cult in the colony. See Crawford 1996, I, ch. 64 ff, esp. 70–71 (munus ludosum scaenicos Iovi Iunonis Mineruae); Rüpke 2006.
is celebrated in foundation coinage minted under Caracalla, which figures the *circumductio* (fig. 3).\(^{33}\) This is one of two coin issues of truly Roman inspiration, with the Capitoline triad standing in a tetrastyle temple.\(^{34}\) But here also, tradition remained Greek, as expressed by the name of the city, *Sebaste*, derived from the Greek equivalent of *Augusta*. Next, in neighbouring Neapolis, the Roman myth was only used to give iconographic expression to the collectivity’s legal status. From the composite reverse of a coin minted under Trebonianus Gallus (fig. 4), we can infer that the religious atmosphere in this Flavian ‘new city’ was mainly Graeco-Semitic. The city honoured its recent (Philip I) status as a Roman colony by representing the she-wolf suckling the twins. This motif forms the basis of the whole composition: in the centre, a Tyche, holding a phial and the horn of plenty, rests her feet on the she-wolf, a position that designates her as a figure equivalent to *Genius Iuno civitatis*. Flanking this civic divinity are two cages shaped in the

\(^{33}\) Meshorer 1985, 45, n° 118; *BMC Pal*. n° 14.

\(^{34}\) *BMC Pal*. n° 12 (Septimius Severus), and n° 15 (Julia Maesa); Crowfoot/Crowfoot/Kenyon 1954, 67, n° 17 and 68, n° 20.
manner of Graeco-Roman temples with pediments housing doves, the birds of the Dea Syria. The true patronus of the whole construct is Mount Gerizim, depicted in a very realistic fashion: dominating the town, with a portico at the bottom and two eminences (cf. fig. 5).35 The three cultural points of reference of the city are represented on this coin, but their respective positions paint a clear hierarchy that maintains the Graeco-Semitic tradition of Neapolis. The new, Roman status of the city is expressed by the she-wolf, but in an almost anecdotal fashion. It is a fact that, with the Constitutio Antoniniana from AD 212 onwards, colonial promotion did not lead to status changes for persons. The Gerizim and its temple remained the local reference par excellence: Zeus’s eagle bears its shrine on his outspread wings, and two Victories carry it in a crown (fig. 6).36 Even the she-wolf suckling the twins is protected by the eminence of the mount, and the Forum’s Marsyas, another colonial symbol, can be found together with a Victory or an eagle with Gerizim.37 If we turn finally to Scythopolis, we know, thanks to a bilingual dedication in honour of the emperor Galerius,38 that this city was upgraded to colonial status. Unfortunately, there is no foundation coinage, because the honour probably dates from the Tetrarchy, when cities no longer minted coins. Had such a coinage existed, it would probably have shown the she-wolf, as in Caesarea, Sebaste or Neapolis, and this despite the fact that Scythopolis claimed Dionysos as its founder, as we shall see.

In all these colonies, we can infer that the reference to the Roman foundation myth was no more than a simple expression of their political status. Things were different in the colony of Aelia Capitolina (Jerusalem), where the Roman myth was part of the construction of civic identity, for reasons related to the specific conditions of its creation. The colony’s intended character was proclaimed by its new name: Aelia honoured its imperial founder with its patronymic,39 and Capitolina ensured the new community the protection of Jupiter, which Hadrian had spread in the East, albeit in the form of Zeus Olympios.40 The revolts of AD 66–73 and 132–136, which left the civic landscape of Jerusalem a tabula rasa, facilitated the

35 On the northern one stood the temple of Zeus Olympios, connected to the town by a large flight of steps. BMC Pal. n° 159 with pl.VII, 18 and Meshorer 1985, 52, n° 148. For a Samaritan explanation of the coin type, see Meshorer 1989b, 173-174, n° 1.
36 Meshorer 1985, n° 140.
37 BMC Pal. n° 118-121 (Philip I) and n° 132 (Philip I and Junior); Meshorer 1985, 51, n° 141.
39 Eusebius, HE IV, 6, 4: “The Roman city which arose afterwards, changed its name and was called Aelia in honour of the reigning emperor Aelius Hadrianus”; cf. also Chronicon Pascale 119 (PG 92, 613) and Malalas XI (Dindorf, 279).
40 The wording was not completely unique since a Capitolias had been founded in the Decapolis in 97/98. RE III (1899), s.v. Capitolias, col. 1529 (Benzinger).
establishment of an imported, not to mention implanted, settlement. This was done according to secular rules: the Etrusco-Roman ritual. The ritual of the *circumductio* gave the colony its religious limits: drawn by two oxen, the plough was driven by the founding magistrate acting with the assistance of priests. Roman religious and historiographical tradition, the latter illustrated by Plutarch’s *Life of Romulus*, stated that this ritual re-enacted the foundation scene on the bank of the Tiber.41 This was all the more true in this case, since the ritual was performed under the personal auspices of the emperor himself as *conditor*. The event was immortalised on coins with a toga-clad Hadrian holding the yoke (fig. 7).42 Throughout the period of the city’s mint, which was active from Hadrian to Herennius and Hostilian, bronze coin issues celebrated the foundation *ex nihilo* in 130/135, as well as later changes to the colony’s status, using the same canonical type.43 On the Hadrianic coin, which remained the standard, the *vexillum*44 engraved behind the *conditor* expresses the fundamental link between the colonial foundation and the legionary camp that preceded it. This link was to figure on all foundation coins. For Aelia, the myth of the twins was not merely a form of political language: it was part of the demonstrative Romanness of the new colony, dominated by the Golgotha where a Capitol was built, next to the forum.45 Gradually, from the period of the Severans onwards, the colony took on a more Graeco-oriental aspect; the Severan military reforms, when allowing legionaries to found legal families, certainly played a role in this evolution.

5 THE CREATION OF A GREEK FOUNDATION MYTH IN SCYTHOPOLIS

Scythopolis, on the west bank of the river Jordan and formerly belonging to the Pompeyan Decapolis,46 was a Greek city which had been re-founded by Antiochos IV as Nysa, the name of a Seleucid princess. It had first been settled by the Scythians when they invaded Persian Palestine in the 7th century, and this may account for its name, ‘the city of Scythians’, which appears in *Judith* (3, 10) and later on in Polybius and the *Book of Maccabees*.47 Expressions of Semitic or Nabataean culture were occasional or superficial in Scythopolis, and there were almost no monotheists in the city between the massacre of its Jewish population in AD 6648 and the 3rd century.

41 Plutarch, *Romulus* 11.
42 Meshorer 1989a, n° 2.
43 Under Marcus Aurelius, there was a new allotment for colonists (Meshorer 1989a, n° 42); under Septimius Severus, *in itinere Palæstinis, plurima iura fundavit* (SHA Sev. 17, 1); under Elagabalus, Aelia received a new eponymous epithet, *Aurelia Antoniniana* or *Aurelia Augusta* (Meshorer 1989a, n° 112); finally, in 251 under Hostilianus (Meshorer 1989a, n° 178), there was another privilege, unknown to us because the mint was closed in 235 and only reopened under Decius. Roman and Talmudic books gave opposite meanings to this type, for which, see Stern 1998, 242-245.
44 Rostovtzeff 1942.
45 Belayche 1997.
48 According to Josephus (BJ 2, 468), 13,000 were killed.
At the foot of the ancestral tell, the Roman city had all the features and facilities of a particularly sumptuous Graeco-Roman settlement in contact with the Graeco-Asiatic world.49 Its lifestyle was able to rival that of the most opulent Greek cities in Asia.50 The image Scythopolis presented of itself was never a Roman one, in spite of the reference in the Talmud to *Saturnalia* celebrated there;51 the tradition of the future capital of the Palaestina Secunda was Greek. Zeus Olympios and the Saviour gods (the Dioscuri) had been venerated there since the times of Demetrius II Nicator in the 2nd century BC.52 The worship of Zeus Olympios was replaced on the acropolis by that of Zeus Akraios, an epithet known to the Greek world for a mountain Zeus, and which was akin to the adoration of the gods of the heights in the Syro-Phoenician world.53 This ‘Zeus of the heights’ was still honoured in Roman times.54

Despite his dominant position, Zeus was not the city’s main god. Legend had it that the town had been the birth or burial place of Nysa, Dionysos’ wet nurse. In the 1st century, Pliny the Elder knew the legend which combined the explanation of the two names of the city: ‘Scythopolis, formerly Nysa, where Liber Pater (= Bacchus) settled the Scythians after having buried his nurse there’.55 This tradition continued in the 2nd century with Solinus, but curiously, Nonnos’ *Dionysiaca* do not mention the legend of the nurse.56 In the 6th century AD, in his *Chronographia*, John Malalas gave a new version of the story, connecting it even more closely to the most glorious Greek mythology. He related how Orestes and Pylades had come to Palestine with Iphigenia whom they had freed from the Scythian king Thoas; impressed by the young girl, the inhabitants built a temple to her goddess, Artemis, and asked Iphigenia to offer to the deity a young girl named Nysa.57 Malalas is notorious for his mythographical reconstructions, and although I shall not discuss the origin of this late story, I would like to emphasise that the Byzantine writer also attempted to establish a connection between the two names and to integrate them into the oldest tradition, the Homeric one.

From the time of Gabinius in the mid-1st century BC, Dionysos appears in a public context. One century later, he is depicted on Claudian coinage.58 However, the name of Nysa did not become common until the 2nd century. It then stood for the cultural self-assertion by a city stressing its divine origin at a time when Palestine was being progressively normalised. It marked the shift from the conception of a Scythian foundation, which – judging from the rare presence of Artemis in either official documents or the local pantheon – was never much exploited, to a more glorious Dionysian origin. In front of Dionysos’ temple, an honorific inscription on the base of a statue of Marcus Aurelius dedicated on the
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49 It was divided into *amphidoi*. Fitzgerald 1927; Applebaum 1989, 1-8; Lifshitz 1977, 270-271.
50 Two Thasos marble statues, probably imported from Aphrodisias in the 2nd century, represent a helmeted Athena and Aphrodite. Vitto 1991.
51 *Jerusalem Talmud*, *Avodah Zarah* 1, 2 (39c); Lifshitz 1977, 276; Goodman 1983, 48.
52 *Ovadiah* 1975; Rigsby 1980; Fuks 1983, 81.
56 Clauvin 1991a.
57 Flusser 1974, 1066–1067.
58 Spijkerman/Piccirillo 1978, 188, n° 2.
occasion of his visit in 175 exalted the city’s titles: ‘the city of the Nysaeans, also called Scythopolitans (Νυσαέων τῶν καὶ Σκυθοπολιτῶν).’ This tradition thus gave Dionysos an eminent position within the civic, religious organisation of Scythopolis.

Many coin types depict a Greek Dionysos, naked, with oinochoe, thyrsus, grapes, and panther, or standing on a chariot. During the Hadrianic period, the god was also represented as a member of a triad, with Tyche and Zeus, from whose thigh the body of a child emerges. Some types show him in association with Tyche only, as on a Gordian III coin where a koutrotrophos Tyche is depicted as a sitting Nysa suckling the divine child. An inscribed hexagonal limestone altar dated to AD 141/142 tells the foundation myth in the most public context (fig. 8). The altar, decorated with masks of Dionysos, Pan and Silenus, and adorned with Dionysiac attributes (thyrsus, panpipes and crook), was erected in front of the basilica’s ase. Its location cannot have been fortuitous, since basileicas were the public buildings to which ariai were usually linked. The location, the donor, and the epigraph, all suggest an official offering. The altar was dedicated by Seleukos, son of Ariston, according to a traditional votive formula: Ἀγάθῃ τῇ θεῷ Διονύσῳ κτιστὴρι (to the god Dionysos), κτίστῃ τῷ κυρίῳ (founding master), Σέλευκος Ἀριστωνος, χαριστήριον (in recognition). The dedicator, of Hellenised, Seleucid origin, seems to have belonged to the city’s ruling aristocracy (aristoi). A shorter epigraph, Θεῷ Διονύσῳ Γερμανός confirms the interest in the god from a dedicant whose name occurs many times in the Near East. In addition to the altars, there must have been a temple of Dionysos in Scythopolis; this was probably the prostyle temple which had a naos with a circular ase. It was located in the heart of the town, at the intersection of the two main streets, and opened onto a paved square where the monumental base offered to Marcus Aurelius was situated, which was perhaps intended for a statue of the god. A young Dionysos, crowned with a vine branch and ivy, and a monumental head, have been found in the portico built during the Byzantine period. Fragments of a frieze adorned with Dionysos’ head may have been part of the temple’s decoration.

The Scythopolitan dedication is the only known Palestinian inscription honouring a founder god, although several other cities, mainly on the coast, also claim such a glorious foundation. L. Di Segni explains this lack of evidence by a deliberate refusal to use the word kūtistès – the Creator’s name in the Septuagint – in a country ‘strongly imbued with Jewish, Christian and pagan-monotheistic beliefs.’ However, during the Roman period, cities claiming a divine founder did not in fact come under strong monotheistic influences. In addition, Graeco-Roman populations had not read the Greek version of the Bible, at least until the development of an anti-Christian polemic in the 2nd century AD, which did not reach Palestine at that time. In the same paper, L. Di Segni provides a detailed analysis of the meaning

60 BMC Pal. n° 12-13 (Gordian); Spijkerman/Piccirillo 1978, 187; Meshorer 1985, n° 105 (Antoninus Pius), n° 107 (Commodus), n° 109 (Geta).
61 BMC Pal. n° 11; Meshorer 1985, n° 112 (Gordian III).
65 Di Segni 1997a, 140-143. It is doubtful that a link existed with the mid-3rd century Seleukos (ibid., 143 n. 12) who dedicated the inscription to Ares Hoplophoros and who was obviously a soldier or an official in transit. Three other inscriptions (two of them dating from 235/240) dedicated by a Seleukos, son of Ariston, are mentioned by Foerster and Tsafrir (1993, 8) but not published. They must have come from the basileica area where they were reused.
67 On the basis of the circular shape, Foerster/Tsafrir (1990, 31-32) surmise that it could have been a herōon dedicated to Nysa.
68 NEAEHL 1, ‘Beth-Shean’, 227 (Foerster).
69 Supra, note 59.
70 Foerster 2000.
of the founder’s cult, with Hadrian represented as a human archetype. She lists parallels from Asia Minor and the Balkans and relates them to the emphasis placed on origins, which was characteristic of the 2nd century and which reflected the Panhellenism to which Hadrian gave such a strong impetus.\(^\text{72}\) In Scythopolis, two monumental cuirassed statues testify to his impact in the area. A bronze statue of Hadrian found at Tell Shalem near the city is one of two pointers to the city’s sympathies with Romanness.\(^\text{73}\) It was closely linked to the encampment of the legio VI during the Second Revolt, and strongly recalls the torso of a marble statue found in the urban excavations, with a breastplate decoration showing an apotropaic Medusa’s head above two griffins and an eagle perched on a thunderbolt. The dedication of the public altar to Dionysos is slightly later in date, from the reign of Antoninus Pius, when the last vestiges of agitation following the Bar Kokhba war were finally stamped out.

Since Dionysian aetiology does not appear in the city’s propaganda before the imperial period, it is impossible to date this devotion back to the Ptolemies, who venerated Dionysos as their ἀρχέτης\(^\text{74}\) and who raised tribute to Scythopolis until 218 BC. Nor can we invoke the assimilation between Yahveh and

---

\(^\text{72}\) Pont 2007.


\(^\text{74}\) RE II (1895), s.v. Archegetes, col. 442-443 (H. Jessen), and Leschhorn 1984.
Dionysos, of which traces are to be found in some 2nd-century BC speculations. On the other hand, its expression fits perfectly well with the claim for Hellenism which the city repeated on its coin legends as well as on the above-mentioned dedication to Marcus Aurelius: ‘holy and inviolable, among Greek cities of Coele Syria’. The rare final formula *Hellenis polis* suits the image of a city whose toponym refers to Europe. It was doubly pertinent to choose Dionysos as a founder, since the god linked the city to the most triumphal of Greek traditions, providing it, at the same time, with the means to assert its loyalty to the empire. In fact, when the Nysaean tradition developed, under the Antonines, emperors were worshipped as Νέοι Διόνυσοι. Independently from any imperial reference, the period saw the widespread iconographic diffusion of the Dionysian myth. For instance, the triumph of Dionysos provided a popular motif for luxurious mosaic pavements. Palestine was also geographically well situated for the use of this theme, since the young victorious god was known to have crossed the region on his journey back from India; therefore his passage through Scythopolis was not inconceivable. Even in the Galilaean city of Sepphoris-Diocaesarea, where the majority of the population was Jewish, this theme was favoured. The earthquake of 363 preserved the Dionysiac pavement of a sumptuous building. The *triclinium* mosaic displays the mythological story of the god BAXXE and depicts Bacchic rites; its central panel shows the two victorious gods, Dionysos and Heracles, feasting. The choice of Dionysos’ adventure, with its mythi-cal and ritual features, was not accidental. The villa was probably connected to the neighbouring theatre and must have housed the actors invited by the city. The iconographic theme conformed to the main trends of the Greek world’s religiosity in the 2nd-3rd centuries, a period when Dionysos had become the symbol of hope for survival.

In Scythopolis, the ideological construct, publicly endorsed by the ruling class, sheds light on the culture of the local society. In the extreme south of Palestine, on the border with Egypt, the city of Raphia also claimed a Dionysian patronage, but in a more contrived way. Despite the scanty information available on this city, one may safely assume that in this case the connection was established purely on an etymological basis. The town’s name evoked the stitching, ῥαφή, that Zeus put into his thigh in order to bring Semele’s child to term. This may explain why the local coinage features either the child held by the civic Tyche or the young god, naked, holding the thyrsus and accompanied by a triumphal panther as
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75 Under Antiochos Epiphanes, Dionysia were celebrated in Jerusalem: *II Maccabees* 6, 7; Kern 1923-1924. Flusser 1974, 1068-1069 ‘surmises’ that the link between Dionysos and Beth Shean would have come from good relationships between Jews and pagans and from the assimilation of Yahweh with Dionysos.


77 τῆς ἱερᾶς καὶ ἀσύλου τῶν κατὰ Κοίλην Συρίαν Ἑλληνίδων πόλεων. Cf supra, note 69.

78 Cohen 2006, 290-299.

79 Sartre 1988; Gatier 1990, 205-206, n° 2; more generally Foerster/Tsafrir 1992. We read a similar pride in Dura Europos: Κωλονεία Εὐρῳπαῖων Σελεύκου (Seleucos Nicator). Welles/Fink/Gilliam 1959, n° 32, l. 4.


81 Jeanmaire 1970, 372-416. For the fashion of Dionysiac representations on sarcophagi, e.g. on the Neapolis road to the north of Jerusalem, see Michon 1913. In Erez (near Ascalon), on a 5th-century mosaic pavement, Dionysos’ triumphal procession has been adapted to Christian conceptions. See Rahmani 1975 and Daszewski 1985.
in Scythopolis. This in the Decapolis, another city also played on etymology in order to link itself to some glorious origin. On the coinage of Hippos-Susita, founded by the Seleucids (Antiochia ad Hippum), the city’s name is spelled out by an emblematic horse: coins feature either a horse’s head, or Tyche, holding a horse by the bridle or carrying a little horse on her right hand. Aetiology was clearly at work here, turning a trivial horse into a Pegasus by reference to Greek mythology.

6 A SYRIAN FOUNDATION MYTH IN ASCALON

In Ascalon, Greek tradition is also evident in the legend which attributed the foundation to Ascalos, son of Poseidon (fig. 9). This, however, was never the main tradition. The Philistine town, which passed into Tyre’s control during the Persian period, was known above all for the temple of its thea patria Atargatis-Derketo, Aphrodite Urania in Greek. As early as the 5th century BC, Herodotus knew of this as ‘the oldest of all the temples of the goddess’. On his way to Jerusalem, Philo of Alexandria would have noticed how popular the local tradition was. ‘In Syria, by the sea, is a town called Ascalon; when I passed by there ..., I saw an incredible number of doves at the crossroads and in each house’. Derketo was the civic goddess to whom the foundation of the city was attributed. Her name is a dialectical variation of Atargatis, the Syrian goddess, probably formed in the 7th century BC; the link with Semiramis, Derketo’s daughter according to mythology, went back to the times of Persian domination. On silver coins dated from the 1st century BC, the dove depicted on the reverse was used as the city’s emblem, and a coin from AD 225 chose the two symbolical representations of Astarte-Tyche: the aphlaston (the ornament on a ship’s stern) and the dove. Clearly, in Ascalon, the foundation myth did not primarily serve a political assertion; it was the pillar of one of the two great local cults.

7 FOUNDATION MYTHS IN BICULTURAL, GRAECO-SEMITIC CITIES

Greek cities were little open to Romanisation on the linguistic level; the Latin language remained confined to the administrative and military population which settled there. These cities continued in their
Greek ways, which had been successfully grafted onto Semitic traditions. The use of Greek channels benefited local traditions relating to divine or mythical founders and to supernatural patrons. Accordin to Claudius Iolaus, Dora, the ancient Tanturah, had been settled by the Phoenicians. According to Claudius Iolaus, Dora, the ancient Tanturah, had been settled by the Phoenicians. The use of Greek channels benefitted local traditions relating to divine or mythical founders and to supernatural patrons. According to Claudius Iolaus, Dora, the ancient Tanturah, had been settled by the Phoenicians. And yet it displayed its status as a Greek city 'sacred, inviolable autonomous, (Δωριτῶν ἱερὰ ἀσυλος αὐτονομος)'. Playing with etymology in a rather imaginative way, it claimed a mythical Greek founder, Doros, son of Poseidon. The two figures inspired the motif struck on the reverse of local bronze coins, as well as the representation in a temple of Zeus and Astarte-Aphrodite-Tyche, or that of the deity holding a marine ensign, an appropriate symbol for a city which called itself παραγχς (‘flagship’).

Further to the south, in Jaffa (Ἰόπη, Ἰόππη), the coinage only depicted the legend that linked the city to Greek mythological tradition, despite having acquired the title of Flavia in the reign of Vespasian. The Greeks associated the city with the myth of Perseus and Andromeda, which went back to the most ancient times of Palestine, since its foundation was reputed to be antiquior terrarum inundatione. A spring of red water near Jaffa kept alive the memory of the Greek hero who, after having killed the sea-monster, to which the daughter of Cepheus had been exposed, washed off the blood in the spring. The bones of the monster had been displayed in Rome itself during a triumph in 58 BC, and according to Flavious Josephus, ‘the impressions of Andromeda’s chains’ could still be seen on the sea rocks. This myth was the main – and almost exclusive – inspiration for local coinage in the Severan period: Perseus holding the harpoon and Medusa’s head, the bull offered as a thanksgiving sacrifice to the gods, and Athena – the protective goddess of the hero – who remained alone on coinage after Elagabalus. With the progress of Christianisation, this mythological episode, recorded on civic coins in the shape of a rider besieging a monster with his lance, may have endured in the representation of St. George, martyred under Diocletian and buried in Lydda-Diospolis. Jaffa thus expressed its glorious birth in two forms, one linked to the most ancient near-eastern traditions (the Flood) and another one dependent on Greek tradition. But unlike Scythopolis, the evidence does not allow us to see whether the foundation myth went further than a mediatic image, and no founder cult is attested in Jaffa.

The elaboration of Gaza’s origins was more complex and contrived. The great local god was Marnas, ‘Lord of the rains’. Sometimes represented on coins by the Phoenician letter mem, which had become the mint’s trademark, Marnas was the only god sufficiently representative of the local identity to be transported to Transjordan and even as far as Ostia by emigrants from Gaza. His image as a great pagan god is nearly as paradigmatic as that of Serapis in Alexandria, whom he survived by ten years. He was so much...
the face of the city that, during the Christians’ attack in 402, a crisis arose among the Christians themselves, with a minority wanting to keep the temple intact by converting it into a church.\footnote{Mark Deacon, \textit{Vita Porphyrii} 66, 3–4.} Marnas’ reputation of being honoured by human sacrifices,\footnote{Mark Deacon, \textit{Vita Porphyrii} 66, 12–13.} despite the lack of proof during the Roman period, calls to mind the cultic practices for the Philistine god Dagon, honoured in Azotus before the time of Jonathan Maccabee.\footnote{I Maccabees 10, 83-84; \textit{RAC} I (1950), s.v. Baal, Dagon, 1086 (Klauser).} The literary tradition unanimously identifies Marnas with the Cretan Zeus interpreted as meaning ‘born in Crete’ (ἐρμηνευόμενον Κρηταγενῆ).\footnote{Stephanus Byzantinus \textit{s.v.} Εглавα, Mark Deacon, \textit{Vita Porphyrii} 64, 18. Cf. also Epiphanius of Salamis, \textit{Amoratus} 109C (PG 43, 209). Mussels 1990, 2427–2433, has collected the mythological sources. On the Cretan Zeus as a juvenile god, see Capdeville 1995, 179–196.} In spite of a name which is probably Semitic (‘Our Lord’),\footnote{\textit{RE} XIV, 2 (1930), s.v. Marna, Marnas, col. 1899-1906 (Preisendanz). Cf. Philo, \textit{Legatio ad Gaium} 39, on a demonstration in Alexandria against Agrippa qualified as ‘Marni’. After etymological research, Mussels 1990, 2433–2443, concludes that it is a Philistine name, and not an Aramaic one.} Stephanus Byzantinus says that \textit{Marnas/Maman} is a Cretan name meaning Παρθένος, ‘But some people tell of a legend according to which it [Gaza] was founded by Zeus who left his treasure there, for Gaza is the Persian word for silver.\footnote{Mussels 1990, 2443–2447.} It was also called Minoa because Minos, with his brothers Eachus and Rhadamantus, leaving his country, founded this city’.\footnote{Mussels 1990, 2446. \textit{Contra Chuvin} 1991b, 210, who believes in the Philistine tradition, as in Tyre for Heracles Melqart.} The connection between Crete and Phoenicia is attested to from the earliest times.\footnote{Messerer 1985, 29, n° 55. According to Stephanus Byzantinus, the city had first been called Mino. Thus, Cook 1914, I, 478, proposed a labyrinthic plan for the Marnas temple.} Without going back as far as the arrival of the Peoples of the Sea, Gaza and its port maintained regular links with the Greek island. Nevertheless, in the light of other Palestinian traditions, I prefer to follow the conclusions of G. Mussies, who considers ‘the Cretan origin of this enigmatic deity as a later addition due to the – mainly Hellenistic – tendency to elaborate the historical fact of the stay of the Philistines in Crete’.\footnote{Meshorer 1985, 198, n° 147; Messerer 1985, n° 65.} As far as historical evidence is concerned, the aetiology of the Cretan Zeus is confirmed by the legend on a coin from Hadrian’s time, which bears the name MINOS, the legendary king of Knossos,\footnote{Messerer 1985, 198, n° 147; Meshorer 1985, n° 65.} and by the toponymy: a village situated to the south-east of Gaza is called \textit{Minois}. Etymologies for Marnas seem to have developed in a more or less coherent fashion. They highlight the value which the citizens of Gaza and the literary tradition attached to a Greek ascendance. Flavius Josephus stressed this connection to explain why, on Herod’s death, Gaza, like Gadara and Hippos, had been integrated in the province of Syria.\footnote{BJ 2, 97, Schürer \textit{et al.} 1979, II, 98–103.} We see the city proudly boasting its Greek titles on a dedication made in Ostia in 243 on the god’s order and through the temple’s curator: ἡ πόλις ἠ τῶν Γαζαίων ἱερὰ καὶ ἄσυλος καὶ αὐτόνομος πιστὴ καὶ εὐσεβὴς λαμπρὰ καὶ μεγάλη (‘the city of the Gazaeans, holy, asylum, autonomous, faithful, pious, illustrious and great’).\footnote{IG XIV, 926, lines 7–11.} The dedication shows the same noble series of titles as the other Greek cities in Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine. Overall, the nomenclature of notables was Graeco-Roman,\footnote{Di Segni 1997b, 541–557, n° 177*-191*.} even though some names were of Egyptian origin.\footnote{Di Segni 1997b, 510–511, n° 153: a 179/180 dedication of Ammonios, son of Domesticos.} On coins, the depiction of Marnas varies, reflecting the more or less Hellenic aspect of his personality and cult. When he is represented, for instance on a Gordian III coin, standing naked, his right hand raised and his left hand brandishing the thunderbolt, it is his Jovian aspect that is being emphasised. This is enhanced by the depiction of an eagle at his feet and of a Nike who is crowning him.\footnote{BMC Pal. n° 147; Messerer 1985, n° 65.} However, the Marnas of
Gaza could also resemble Idumaean Qos as featured in Khirbet et-Tannur. Other, more numerous series of coins depict him in a temple with a triangular pediment, in the form of a young, Apollo-like god, naked, holding a bow and facing his female consort (an Artemis?) in her huntress form (fig. 10). He is no longer the bearded, seated Greek-style Zeus found in the Tell el-Ajul area.

A number of other city temples, which might shed some light on our enquiry, are not mentioned by Mark the Deacon, including those of Io or Artemis, and of Heracles or his son, although these deities are often summoned as divine references in aetiological legends and on coins. However, this is consistent with the ideological character of the documents where they do appear; we might conclude that they did not receive cultic honours. Yet, Porphyrius’ biographer lists τὸ λεγόμενον Ἡρωεῖον (the so-called Heroeion): it is only known from this list and may have preserved the memory of Heracles and his, possibly eponymous, son. From the available aetiological legends, Stephanus Byzantinus quoted the one which linked the city’s name with Aza, son of Heracles, a presumed founder: ‘It was called Aza, as well as Gaza, and until today Syrians call it Aza from Azon, son of Heracles’. Coins often depict the bust of Heracles, or Heracles standing, holding a club and the lion’s skin (fig. 11). In the 5th century, his twelve labours were represented marking the hours on a large public clock described by Procopius of Gaza. A lead sarcophagus, perhaps made in a Gaza workshop, displays a drunken Heracles on a chariot drawn by centaurs in the style of Dionysiac-inspired motifs, the popularity of which in Palestine has already been illustrated by the Diocaesarea mosaic. The Heroon could also have been an Ioon. ‘It is also called Ione for Io came all the way here, via the sea route, and landed here.’ The flight of Io pursued by Hera’s ire was well known to have led Zeus’ beloved, transformed into a heifer, towards the southern Mediterranean and to Egypt, so that she gave her name to the Ionion Pelagos between Gaza and Egypt. Her miserable fate inspired the minters, who chose to represent her either in her zoomorphic shape at the feet of the civic Tyche, or in her human form, shaking the hand of the civic divinity. Stephanus Byzantinus specified that ‘there was a heifer near a statue’; this might indicate that a statuary group served

---

**Fig. 10.** Bronze coin from Gaza (AD 131/132) with reverse displaying a distyle temple enclosing two figures: to the right, Marnas in the form of a young, Apollo-like god, naked, holding a bow and facing his female consort (an Artemis?) in her huntress form, drawing arrow from quiver at her shoulder and holding a bow (after Rosenberger 1977, n° 65).
as a model for the engravers. Whatever the identity of the god to whom the shrine may have been dedicated, what is significant for us is that the city’s ancient Philistine history was almost concealed, and the Gazaeans preferred to trace their roots back to a Greek past.

C O N C L U S I O N

This journey through Roman Palestine has revealed many different options for the cities wishing to boost their local image by claiming a divine foundation. These claims became more prominent in the period after the two Jewish wars, when Palestine had to redefine its position within the Roman world. In this context, the points of reference invoked for the construction of civic identity could not be original, since they had to proclaim the cities’ successful integration among the communities of the Graeco-Roman world. Therefore, these models of mythical or cultural claims were sought in other oriental provinces, in Asia Minor and Syria. The fact that older local traditions were still alive did not curb this trend. In the cities with a renowned Greek mythology (e.g. Ascalon), they simply had to portray its main figures, for instance on coins. With the exception of Aelia Capitolina, all the Roman colonies preferred to keep their own cultural traditions (e.g. Neapolis) instead of borrowing the Roman twin myth, however majestic it may have been. Other cities (e.g. Scythopolis or Gaza) that had to assert their image and position in the large eastern region developed an aetiology based on Greek values; these were prevalent culturally at that time and ensured that the cities could be distinguished from their Jewish neighbours. These Greek traditions that conveyed a glorious image could be grafted onto local, Philistine traditions as in Gaza, or onto a Roman tradition (e.g. Aelia Capitolina) when the Roman political masters were exporting their own model.

A B B R E V I A T I O N S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>l’Année Epigraphique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>Archiv für Religionsgeschichte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEFAR</td>
<td>Bibliothèque des Ecoles Françaises d’Athènes et de Rome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCDS</td>
<td>Corpus Cultus Deae Syriae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDèlos</td>
<td>Inscriptions de Délos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>Inscriptiones Graecae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGLS</td>
<td>Inscriptions Grecques et Latines de Syrie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 INTRODUCTION

Anthropologists have long voiced disquiet, although no agreement, about the concept of ethnicity, some dismissing it as an administrative fiction, others finding it too vague to be an analytical term, too objective to explain change, or too contested between ‘primordialists’ and ‘instrumentalists’ to be debated. Ethnography, says Amory, is ‘a discourse in anxious flux’, and hence the title of this paper.

I shall cut through the modern debate by assuming without discussion the transactionalist definition of ethnicity established by Barth (1969) and others who have followed his line of argument, which I find the most satisfactory. This states (1) that ethnicity is not the same as culture, let alone an identifiable material culture; and to believe otherwise produces teleological ‘ethno-histories’ and ‘acculturation studies’; (2) that ethnic groups are self-ascriptive, mutable and context-based in history, often producing ethnic labels in periods of conflict; the frontiers they establish, consequently, are non-exclusive, and porous; (3) that ethnic groups, although primarily political and social systems, nevertheless have a built-in or ‘essentializing’ tendency to invent feelings of common descent, common religion, common icons, however mythical; (4) that ethnicity is not simply an invention of colonial powers to exercise bureaucratic control or to create martial units, although both can encourage symbols of unity; (5) that exogamy is the most effective destroyer of ethnic boundaries, even if it also encourages greater strategic manipulation of ethnicity.

The question that I have asked myself here is how much of this clarifies or lays bare the discourse about Roman rule in Africa (and by extension in other provinces of the empire), which is full of references to ‘tribal’ divisions, tribal military units and tribes on the frontiers. The growth of the Roman empire in fact has been described as a history of ‘ethnicity being harnessed’, and certainly the Romans were enthusiastic

1 De Heusch 2000.
3 Hutchinson/Smith 1996, 15.
4 Jones 1997.
5 Amory 1997, 3.
ethno-hunters. It was an easy sport when you had access to archives of *formae provinciales*, geographic commentaries or itineraries. And Africa was an exceptionally fruitful field for such a passion.

Best known are the ethnic lists provided in the 1st century AD by Pliny the Elder, who claimed that there were 516 *populi* in Africa Proconsularis, of which 463 were non-*civitates*, although he named only 25. Ptolemy added to the list in the 2nd century AD and tried to locate them geographically. Further names of tribes were recorded on the Peutinger Table, probably derived from itineraries of the 2nd century AD, others were named in the spate of topographic catalogues that appeared in the later Empire (such as the Verona list, various *Cosmographia*, the Latin Excerpts of Jerome, and so on), drawn from earlier lists and commentaries. And finally today we have yet more ethnic names that turn up in the huge modern collections of inscriptions, which are more numerous in Africa than in any other province. Jehan Desanges who collected and collated almost all the references in his *Catalogue des tribus africaines* (1962) registered 420 names in the index. The problem, however, has always been what to do with such inventories. Certainly one should not try and pin point them onto maps nor to write ethno-histories. Both are doomed to failure, since that is not how ethnicity works.

Ancient reaction to these embarrassing numbers was usually to explain in uncomprehending ways how it was that tribes seemed to appear and disappear in different parts of the Maghreb. In Libya the Psylli tribe of snake charmers, said Herodotus, were buried by the South wind, though Agatharcides said they had been chopped to pieces by the Nasamones. Yet they reappeared later in Pliny’s and Ptolemy’s lists ‘above’ the Garamantes in the 1st century or on the borders of Cyrenaica in the 2nd century, and yet again serving as Vandal auxiliaries in the 5th century. The Nasamones, whom different authors placed at various points along the Grand Syrtes or in the oases of the East, were ‘forbidden to exist’ by Domitian in the later 1st century AD after they refused to pay taxes. But they were back again in Ptolemy’s list and were still around in the later Empire as part of the Laguatan invasion of Tripolitania. The once mighty Masaesyli of central Algeria in Jugurtha’s day (that is, during the 1st century BC) were *extincta*, if we believe Pliny. But, although Ptolemy subsumed them into the Numidians, they crop up again in the late 2nd or 3rd century in a Libyan bilingual inscription, this time on the other side of the Maghreb near Tetuan in Morocco. The Mauri said Pliny, though once a major *gens*, were now reduced to a few *familiae*, yet from the 3rd century AD they dominated African ethnic history.

So, while we get some sense of movement from the ancient sources, we get no notion from them of the intrinsic instability of ethnicity, nor of the changing networks of dependence and circulation of elites within tribal communities. They knew all about wandering nomads, for example, especially since fecklessness and vagabondage were supposedly typical of all barbarians. And the very name of the Numidae, so they believed, was a corruption of nomad. But Roman and Greek writers were all outsiders and in reality had no more interest in the anatomy of African tribes than they had during the later Empire in the identity of Franks and Goths, who received the same treatment. When Massinissa, the powerful Numidian chief of the Massyles in western Tunisia who helped to bring down Carthage, laid claim to ‘ancestral lands’ in Tripolitania some 500 km to the east of his capital, the Romans believed he was cheating, since that was what all natives did. They had no understanding of the nomadic concept of possession of ‘terre de parcours’ nor of territory as ‘the science of movement’.

I am not sure that modern historians of Roman Africa have done much better.

---

7 Herodotus, 4.173; Pliny, *NH* 7.13.
8 Pliny, *NH* 5.270; Ptol., 4.4.6; Sidonius Apollinaris, *Carm.* 5.337.
9 Cassius Dio, 67.5.6-7.
10 *RIL* 882.
11 Pliny, *NH* 5.17; repeated by Ptolemy.
12 Silius Italicus 3.2.90: *migrare per arva mos*.
Little attempt in fact has been made to comprehend African ethnicity in terms of historical contingency and context-based identity. ‘Ethnic divisions that grow into conflict’, say two anthropologists recently, ‘are in reality entirely new constructions that… never existed before’. The essence of ethnicity is its mutability, especially in periods of stress, while ethnic fictions and self-ascription draw readily on names and symbols of the past. The past glories of Massinissa must surely account for the name of the Massinisenses who appeared near Setif in central Algeria during the disturbed wars of Firmus in the 4th century AD. But they had nothing to do with the Tunisian kingdom of five centuries earlier. The same is true of the Musulamii, a powerful confederation of tribes who were first recruited as ethnic soldiers (with Tacfarinas as one of their leaders) while the Romans were penetrating southwards in the early 1st century AD. They are subsequently firmly located by inscriptions in the next century on the Tunisian-Algerian border as part of the nomadic movement coming out of the southern oases that Trajan and Hadrian wished to control. Yet in the 3rd century they suddenly appear near Tipasa on the coast of central Algeria, some 500 km to the West, when a governor of Mauretania fought against them. The circumstances are obscure, except that it was a known period of instability in the Ouarsenis Mountains when this inscription was put up, and the group was either newly formed, or it was the remnants of a Roman military ethnic unit once stationed in Mauretania whose recorded inscriptions disappear after the 2nd century. In neither case were they a fraction of the former Musulamii that had somehow survived and migrated, but a newly imagined community framed by historical circumstance – what Geary (1983) in the context of Merovingian Gaul calls a ‘situational construct’.

The most spectacular examples of ideological manipulation and atavistic attachments, in order to create new ethnic groups, were under Juba I and his son, Juba II, during the Roman civil wars of the 1st century BC. Juba I was typically regarded by Romans as an unpredictable and cruel barbarian with tasteless dress and a funny hair style. But Juba knew how to play the ethnic game. He adopted symbolic, ethnic themes on his coins, such as the goat-god Ammon and the elephant head-dress, he made an ‘ancestral’ claim to command the Libyan tribes of Tripolitania, he appealed to old Massyles’ memories by putting up honorific inscriptions to Massinissa in central Numidia, and he was able to win the support of Jugurtha’s old alliance with the Gaetulians. All this made his alliance against Julius Caesar indispensable for the Pompeians. His son, Juba II, is usually dismissed as the puppet of Augustus, set up to control Mauretania. But he was more than a Roman cipher. His success in establishing his ethnic credentials in a region far removed from his Numidian heartland illustrates the ephemeral and political quality of ethnicity. It was not so much his Hellenistic court at Caesarea-Cherchel that made him valuable to Augustus but his capacity to control the Gaetulian and Garamantes desert tribes from Algeria to Tripolitania, and the western Mauri tribes as far as Volubilis in Morocco, a history largely unrecorded by Roman historians until he was challenged by Tacfarinas.

Again it is the exploitation of African ethnicity by Juba II that is striking, despite his highly Romanized upbringing. We see that in his claim to Massinissa’s patrimony, in the ancestry he traced from Hercules-Melqart, and in his ‘national’ coinage figuring the iconic themes of Hercules, African lions and elephants. Forty years after his death and after a rebellion in the by-now annexed province of Mauretania, Sulpicius Galba, the Roman governor, thought it still expedient to honour Juba at Cherchel,
and twenty years later the pretender Luccius Albinus took the name Juba to win support.\textsuperscript{22} The name continued to be venerated at local shrines or recalled in the tribal names of the Baniubae of Morocco and the Jubaleni of central Algeria.

Self-ascription and historical context must also explain some of the many ethnic inscriptions that are found all over the Roman Maghreb. Usually they are assumed to be the relics of Roman administration and land cadastration, since the Latin text often makes reference to the emperor. Hence they are analysed and explained in terms of forced sedentarization and tribal containment. Some no doubt are, as I shall come on to discuss. But we cannot dismiss the possibility that sometimes the initiative for tribal identification was taken as a consequence of new, political consciousness among the local population in reaction to Roman power. For example, the inscription, mentioned earlier, commemorating the once powerful Masasylu, was a bilingual in Latin and Libyan, and unlikely, therefore, to have been set up by Roman administrators.

Another example of what looks like self-ascription comes from the once powerful Numidae, whom the Romans encountered and recruited in their push towards the southern Aures mountains. But we find them also named on 2nd-century inscriptions 300 km to the North-West of the Aures where the plain meets the Biban mountains of Algeria. Two of them record \textit{fines adsignati} by the \textit{indulgentia} of Hadrian.\textsuperscript{23} Why should it be assumed, as it is usually, that this refers to land marked out for the benefit of the provincial administration or imperial estates? The motive was almost certainly to safeguard the annual market, which lay nearby and happens to be recorded on another inscription, at a place called Vanisesium.\textsuperscript{24} State permission was usually needed for annual markets, but particularly in this part of Africa which has always been the meeting point, often the flash point, where huge, migrant tribal groups of the South encounter those of the highlands. For that reason markets were often placed under the guardianship of local gods or holy men, as the inscription records in this case.\textsuperscript{25} The reference to the emperor’s indulgence, therefore, is within the context of an appeal by a group seeking recognition, while exploiting the strategic use of ethnic labels and symbols to heighten their own political consciousness and claims.

Although Roman imperial power provided a new kind of glue to tribal cohesion, the process by which native peoples adopt elements of colonial power to construct a new ethnicity for themselves has been analysed in more recent empires by Said and others.\textsuperscript{26} This poses a riddle of how to interpret many of the territorial inscriptions in Roman Africa. Another series of ethnic inscriptions concern the Musulamii, referred to earlier, which were connected with the work of Trajan’s governor in his consolidation of the southern frontier stretching from the Aures Massif in Algeria to the salt lake Chotts of Tunisia. The frontier undoubtedly interfered with the traditional, free movement of nomadic groups, and the inscribed stones, set up officially between AD 102 and 106 on the fringes of a 100 km triangle in eastern Algeria, are usually, therefore, regarded as marking the area to which the movements of the Musulamii were restricted. That may be true. But they could nevertheless have also stimulated a new ethnic consciousness and identity among previously disparate tribesmen. Certainly the nomadic transhumance of the Musulamii did not cease. Rather like what happened in the case of the Numidae, an inscription was set up some 20 years later about 50 km to the East, recording senatorial permission for a regular market to meet on Musulamii territory at a strategic entry point to the high plains from the South. The permission was conditional on good behaviour and avoiding violence (\textit{sine iniuria et incommodo}) in encounters with strangers, members of other tribes.\textsuperscript{27} So although the context of the inscription was that of administrative control, yet the market served as a node of ethnic self-identity.

\textsuperscript{22} \textit{AE} 1960, 595; Tacitus, \textit{Hist.} 58-59.
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\textsuperscript{24} \textit{CIL} VIII, 20627.
\textsuperscript{25} Shaw 1995.
\textsuperscript{26} Said 1994.
\textsuperscript{27} \textit{CIL} VIII, 270 = \textit{ILTun} 396.
Frontiers, says Barth, are not for separation but conjunctions, ‘a constant field for opportunities for mediators, traders and middle persons of all kinds’. The name ‘Numidian’ had many different meanings and became a vague identification of ‘the other’ for Romans, ‘a sort of frontier in public consciousness’. This is very much like the way the name ‘Goths’ came to be used later on the northern frontier. It is not, however, ethnicity that defines politics but vice-versa – as recent tragic events among the Hutu of Rwanda have reminded us. When the Bavares and Baquates of the western Algerian mountains became identified through a well-known series of treaty inscriptions in the period between the late 2nd and the 3rd centuries, we cannot ignore the fact that this was while the Severan frontiers were taking shape in the region. Roman sources talk about wars that ultimately compelled the tribal groups to make peace, using stereotyped descriptions of perfidious rebel attacks and barbarian fury and adding another of those vague ethnic, boundary terms, ‘Mauri’, for effect. But most modern commentators believe the encounters to have been much exaggerated and the series of treaties recorded on the inscriptions no more than normal diplomatic exchanges. It was this interaction that defined the identity of the groups. The episodes add evidence to what has recently been argued by Ferguson and Whitehead, that the supposed endemic tendency of all primitive people to engage in ‘pristine’ warfare is in reality a reflection of a colonial presence. ‘States make tribes’, they claim, in order to expand.

I shall return to the frontiers later. Here I simply want to expand the argument of contextuality by pointing out that multiple ethnic identity should not trouble us. The Greeks had many different loyalties, of which being a Hellene was only one, and usually less important than loyalty to the family, village, polis or to wider, ethnic groups (such as Arcadians). Context was all important as to which label was claimed. The region of north-eastern Algeria around Hippo Regius has yielded an unusual concentration of inscriptions in the Libyan language. That is, they are selfascriptive evidence, many of them bilingual with Latin added, of a tribal group who call themselves the Misiciri. One member of the Misiciri, however, calls himself Gaetulicus, evoking a wider loyalty to a confederation of the Gaetulian tribes. We know that there was such a wider identity from the earliest reference to a tribal prefect in the reign of Nero referring to his responsibility for six Gaetulian tribes together. The Macae and Nasamones were other prominent, but wider tribal groups in Tripolitania, clearly composed of what are often termed sub-tribes. But it makes more sense to consider them as ethnic units that appear or disappear according to historical exigency. This corresponds to the way that Amory describes the Goths in later Roman history - ‘The edges of an ethnic group are always bleeding and healing as people leave it or join it.’ For example, the Baniouri and the Nababes could also be Quinquegentanei when fighting the Romans in the Kabylie mountains during the late 3rd and 4th centuries. The name, though Latinized, was not necessarily given them by the Romans to describe an alliance, since a contemporary Latin panegyricist calls them Mauri, and Julius Honorius listed them as a single tribe. Identities were fluid and multiplex accordingly as friends and enemies chose.
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I have assumed that ethnicity is not a definition of culture, nor *a fortiori* of material culture. Ethnicity is about how people feel, while material culture often crosses group boundaries. Pre-Roman Gaul had a number of highly diverse cultures as well as common features; but the differences were not defined by ethnic limits. The same seems to be true of the Maghreb, although, apart from studies of prehistoric monuments and the UNESCO Libyan Valleys survey, there has been little rural archaeology. There is a certain broad, regional diversity between eastern burial chambers and dolmens, western stone circles and silo burials, and pre-Saharan tumuli burials. But, concludes Camps, who is the doyen of the pre-historians of the Maghreb, ‘La distinction entre *Afri*, *Numides* et *Maures* paraît, même aux auteurs anciens, plus livresque que le reflet d’une réalité ethnique.’

Language is much the same, insofar as one can judge by inscriptions. Certainly, there were notable differences in the survival and penetration of the Latin, Punic and Libyan languages. But they indicate regional, not tribal differences. Neo-Punic staged a revival in Tripolitania but not much elsewhere; around Hippo Regius there seems to have been a bunching of Libyan inscriptions (which may be an archaeological accident); while in the mountainous regions of the Kabylie and Aures there was a relative scarcity, though not total absence, of Latin. But again what Camps notes is ‘l’unité linguistique des anciennes populations du nord de l’Afrique’ and not the ethnic variations, despite a curious list of supposed tribal languages contained in the *Liber Generationis* that bears no relation to any other evidence.

If we look at cultural traits such as habitations, they obviously varied considerably between nomadic and settled populations, although the essential feature of transhumance was that ethnic separation between desert and town was minimized by symbiotic unions between the two. Nomads right across North Africa, however, were characterized in Roman authors to the point of stereotype by shared characteristics. All nomads, for instance lived in the same portable *mapalia* huts, whether they were Numidae (Pliny), Mauri (Pliny), Gaetuli (Sallust), Furni (Jerome) or Ethiopian Asphodelodes, the latter whose name supposedly derived from the rush matting of these dwelling. Even among the sedentary populations portrayed on mosaics, such as those at Oudna (Tunisia) and el-Alia (Tunisia), historians believe they can identify rural *mapalia*, which also seems to be the origins of place-names in agricultural regions, such as Mapalia Magna (Henchir Mettich) on the central Tunisian plain, Mapalia in eastern Algeria, or a suburb of that name in Carthage. So, whatever the distinctions in settlements, they were not tribal differences.

In religious practice, including the choice of the gods they worshiped, one might expect to find greater differences among the ethnic groups, since it is precisely the use of such symbols and icons that reinforces ethnicity. To some extent that is born out by worship of local deities, most obviously those called *genii loci*, that had a geographic particularity. The Libyan bull god, Gurzil, that figured prominently as an icon of the Laguatan tribes in the 6th century, probably originated as the local god of Ghirza and derived his name from the place. Yet it is also the commonality of the gods that strikes commentators, ancient and modern. Apart from a generalized practice and use of animism, magic, fertility, taboos and amulets, the saints and dead ancestors that were venerated may have had different names, but few had
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distinctive personalities. ‘À première vue’, says Bénabou, ‘ces divinités ne se distinguent guère’. Even Gurzil is found commemorated in 1st century Carthage and (probably) at Banasa in Morocco, as well as lending his iconic name to the tribe of Pagogurgenses and Aethogurgenses. The distinctions, in short, were ethnic but not cultural.

4 E T H N I C I Z I N G A N D E S S E N T I A L I Z I N G

Barth has been criticized for neglecting in his analysis pre-existing social systems which are part of the cultural influence that creates feelings of common descent. Ethnicity is not solely the result of social relations or political manipulation, since there is a group identity in origin upon which to mythologize, that is not the invention of the colonizer. I agree with the argument, although, in that case, we all share in such essentializing, primordial feelings, whether we call it nationalism, patriotism or tribalism.

It is not hard to find such ethnicizing features of a mythic past in African tribal societies. El Bekri and Ibn Kaldoun in the Middle Ages preserved a long list of the supposed origins of Berbers, many of them with roots deep in antiquity. The problem for us in analysing such myths of ethnogenesis in North Africa, which are repeated by ancient writers such as Sallust or Strabo, is to know how much was the creation of outsiders, how much that of self-identification, even if stimulated in response to political pressures from Carthaginians and Romans. Some seem to be clear colonial importations; for example, how wandering Persians, who arrived carrying their mapalia, intermarried with Gaetulians and called themselves Nomads; or how Hercules, regularly identified with Phoenician Melqart, crossed over from Spain. Pliny claimed that the Pharusii, a nomadic tribe of Morocco, owed their name to the Persians who came over with Hercules, just as Augustine believed the Chenani who told him (in Punic) that they were descendants of the Chananaei or Canaanites. These look like imported aetiologies. But we also know that Hiempsal, descendant of Massinissa, possessed libri punici that ended up in the possession of Juba II and were still around in the time of Augustine. So even if the mythology was imported, it is not hard to imagine how these two royal chiefs might have exploited the myths to reinforce their own ethnic pedigrees.

Other essentializing features I have already touched upon. Religion and divine associations, for example, were important for group identity. Although it is much debated whether African tribal groups deified their leaders, there is no doubt that royal tombs, such as the huge Medracen burial chamber in the southern marches of Algeria, were places of worship. Some tribal groups added theophoric names for selfascriptive identity, like the Massinissenses, noted earlier. Royal names were associated with Jupiter or Ammon and appear on inscriptions or in literary sources. The annual market of the Numidae at Vanisnesium, that I discussed earlier, owed its foundation, according to the inscription, to Jovis (sic) et Juba et genius Vanisnesi as well as to unknown tribal gods called the dii Ingirozolezim. The sacred personalities were there to protect market transactions, much as later Arab tribes employed the shrines of saints and marabouts. Minucius Felix and Cyprian, both of them probably Africans of the late 2nd and early 3rd centuries, say that Juba was made a god by the Mauri, at a time which was also exactly when the ethnicity of the Mauri was asserting itself against the Romans. Resistance is one of the historical processes that creates ethnic identity. Medinisses, general of the Mauri resistance to the Byzantine reconquest of Africa
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bore a name that is surely a distortion of Massinissa.57 Antalas, one of the attacking Laguatan chiefs in the 6th century, was said to have been chosen by the oracle of Ammon.58

Ethnic soldiers inevitably adopted ethnic icons of gods and ancestors as agents of esprit de corps, which played upon the essentializing character of African ethnicity. The best known and most discussed are the Mauri military units that served Rome, whose *dii Mauri* or *dii patrii* were honoured on inscriptions of the 3rd century in North Africa and in other parts of the empire.59 The unusual characteristic of the Mauri, who rapidly evolved into crack units of the imperial *comitatus*, was that, despite a certain amount of dilution, as always happened when ethnic units were posted abroad,60 many of the units made greater efforts to preserve and encourage their corporate identity than most others. So much so that Mommsen regarded them as barbarian federates *avant la date*, with their special hair styles, special rates of pay and their especially savage ways of fighting.61 The *dii Mauri* served an essentializing purpose that put an ethnic weapon in the hands of the Roman state. But the weapon ended up as a two edged sword.

### 5 Ethnicity and the State

It is this facet of ethnicity, the exploitation of ethnicity by the state that was once believed by some anthropologists to have been the dominant feature of tribes in history; that is, that they were often no more than an administrative fiction and a political tool in the hands of a colonial bureaucracy – ‘an accomplice of colonialism’.62 Although there is more to ethnicity than this, we cannot ignore the practical desire of imperial powers to freeze the identity of the communities they encounter, or to harness the ethnicity of what they considered the ‘martial races’ on their borders. In the case of Roman North Africa, the process can be followed perhaps more clearly than in other provinces of the empire, thanks to the richness of the dossier of inscriptions.

Broadly speaking, the main imperial interests of the Romans in their provinces were security and taxation. In Africa this translated itself into a struggle to maintain the agricultural productivity of the sedentary population against the constant pressure of nomadic intrusions. The majority of ethnic names on inscriptions comes from territorial boundary stones whose purpose was either to compel nomadic communities of the southern pre-desert to settle on cadastrated (taxable) land or to regulate the time and place of seasonal transhumance by marking the permissible ‘terre de parcours’.63 We have a celebrated series of inscriptions of the Nicives and Suburbures that have been interpreted either way.64 In terms of historical contingency, therefore, such bureaucratic intervention inevitably halted or changed the cycle of construction and deconstruction of ethnic groups.

The fact is that on ‘the violent edge of empire’ states need ethnic leaders with whom to negotiate, and leaders need states to invent their own base of authority.65 In North Africa, as the Roman state pushed its frontiers southwards and westwards from Tunisia to Morocco between the 1st and 3rd centuries, the process is well illustrated in two ways: by the administrative creation of managerial elites and by the military influence of frontiers and ethnic soldiers.

There seems to have been a standard procedure for taxation and recruiting in every frontier province, as soon as it was formed, through the use of *praefecti gentis*. In Africa this procedure is documented by a
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dozen references from Nero to the later Empire. Most of the prefects were Roman army officers who later rose in civil careers, although at least two in the 2nd century were African born – one a prefect of the Musulamii, the other of the Gaetulian Cinithii, and both possibly members of the tribes. If so, it was a forecast of the future. Besides the state prefects there were those with the title princeps gentis, although other similar titles (such as principes civitatis) occur and all doubtless were used as general terms for leaders of local, tribal communities who sometimes existed side by side with urban magistrates. By the later Empire it is evident that the two titles had merged and the prefects, now regularly drawn from the tribes, were formally invested with state symbols of authority, perhaps rather like the tribuni of the gentiles who appeared at the same time in Tripolitania.

All this is well known and has been much discussed. But what interests me is the use of prefects and principes in a dual role, both as instruments of urbanization and as managerial elites to control the border gentes. Again, the process seems to have been standardized and, allowing for the particularities of Africa (such as nomadism), may well be a paradigm for other western provinces. To the two examples of African-born prefects already noted, we can add the princeps Numidanum. He was not a prefect but he shared with the others the functions of leading the gentes while at the same time holding an urban magistracy in one of the urban centres or civitates that lay within the tribal areas, many of which eventually became Roman municipia and even colonies. This was at the very time in the 2nd century when the southern Algerian-Tunisian frontier was being consolidated and when territorial restrictions were being imposed on some of these same tribes.

Those who have argued that the gentes were in this way left unchanged and did not become part of the civitas, are almost certainly correct. Instead they were ‘attributed’ (or attached) to the urban centre in a manner that is documented earlier in Italy. Administratively, however, they were drawn into the urban network through the new Afro-Roman ‘managers’; that is to say, by men drawn from the ethnic élite who at the same time became part of the Romanized, urban aristocracy. The more one looks, the more cases appear to fit this model, although at various, different stages of evolution. For example, further west in the colony of Sitifis an inscription records a princeps of the Musuni gens, a tribe whose territorial markers appear in the same region. The nomadic Nicives and Suburbures, whose territory was defined in the 2nd century, also appear to become attached to urbanized centres, the civitas Nattabutum and the respublica of the gens Suburbarum, after the organization of the central Algerian frontier.

On the western limits of Mauretania Tingitana we can see what appears to be the first stage of the evolution of this process in the celebrated Tabula Banasitana, an inscription of the later 2nd century. It records a tribe, almost certainly attributed to the colony of Banasa, whose princeps with his family was awarded Roman citizenship, in return for which he recognized his duty to collect tribute and recruits, as is recorded in Caracalla’s edict of 216. Their condition resembles the first stage of transition from gens to civitas status on other frontiers. Tacitus, for example, records a similar process taking place among the northern border tribes, the Batavi, the Frisii and the gentes of Raetia and Noricum. In the light of later history in Africa, the most interesting example of princeps gentis (or in this case primores), after the establishment of a civitas centre for the élite, is at Altava, which was founded as a military post on the border of Mauretania Caesariensis.
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after the frontier with the Mauri tribes became defined in the Severan period. Such a system of attachments meant that ethnic boundaries overlapped with, but also extended beyond, formal, Roman administered territory, since tribute and recruits were being regularly drawn from the gentes.79

6 ETHNIC SOLDIERS

We know very little about ethnic military units in the early Roman army of Africa, but we may assume that Roman commanders made the usual calculations of what have been called ‘situational risks’ in such circumstances – that is, how to turn peasants and herdsmen into soldiers within the wider polity by exploiting a false or artificial, ethnic consciousness, without at the same time creating a rod for their own backs.80 Tacfarinas’s rebellion in the 1st century AD was a clear example of such risks, after he had served as a Musulamius auxiliary; and further similar experiences on the Rhine frontier turned the Roman administration away from the policy of employing ethnic auxiliaries on home fronts. So, while African ethnic units begin to appear in our army lists to coincide with the Flavian and 2nd-century drive towards the southern frontiers, none seems to have had local postings. The second Flavian equestrian cohort of Numidians is found in Thracia, the first cohort of Numidian archers in Syria, and so on.81 Only the first Flavian cohort of Musulamii is recorded in the Maghreb, but that, too, was well away from home territory in Mauretania Caesariensis; and it disappears after Hadrian.

In general, within such units it appears that little attempt was made to maintain ethnic purity by recruiting, so that they must have quickly become diluted and artificially ethnicized once they left home territory. True, one of the few individual records we possess is of a veteran from a cohort of Musulamii who returned to the town of Thubursicum Numidarum to join the Roman citizen, urban elite, thereby reinforcing the ties between gens and civitas.82 The same seems to have been true of the large numbers of Gaetulian veterans and wives whose seventy known inscriptions show them preserving Gaetulicus / Gaetulius as a cognomen in their Roman name.83 They were proud of their origins, perhaps, but much more proud of their Roman citizenship and their military service, since the ethnic name was probably just as artificial as that of the present day Gurkhas in the British army. These ‘Gaetulians’, too, settled for the most part in urban, often veteran centres.

It is difficult to know why the Romans changed their military policy towards foreign posting for ethnic units in the course of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, at the time when the Severan frontiers of central and western Algeria were being defined. If we can judge by other periods of history, ethnicity and the use of ‘martial races’ becomes diluted in the army when central state institutions consolidate; and the converse happens when the army plays a greater role in politics.84 The latter is what happened in the Severan period. But we should also take into account, as I argued earlier, that Roman expansion ‘tribalized’ the frontier populations. The development of Severan Mauretania coincided with the rise to prominence of Mauri ethnic units in the 3rd century. Although Mauri units, most of them numeri, continued to be posted to other frontiers, including the frontiers in other parts of Africa, as was normal practice with regular auxiliaries, they now also appear extensively on the Mauretanian frontier or praetensiones,85 and are particularly prominent in emergencies against other hostile Mauri tribes.86
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A similar ‘nativization’ of the frontiers took place on the Tripolitanian limes in the same century, where the desert forts were garrisoned partly by cohorts of Afri and irregular numeri, some of whom were presumably recruited from the adjacent Libyan gentes, as was standard procedure. That is a plausible explanation to account for the low-grade ‘latin créole’ found in military records in the outposts, which was a foretaste of the frontier Latin argot used by gentiles in the following century.\(^{87}\) We have, however, no evidence that the change in military policy ever resulted in such ethnic units betraying the imperial frontiers by joining forces with hostile tribes beyond. True, we do have some examples of Mauri being used by imperial pretenders, but that argues more for regional esprit de corps rather than for treachery against Rome. In the events of AD 235, when Gordian I declared Africa Proconsularis for the senate against Maximinus, some Mauri units (according to the Augustan History) on the Numidian frontier supported the military governor of Numidia in putting down the civilian usurpation.\(^{88}\)

The Roman frontiers, in fact, had created two kinds of ethnicities: one in reaction to Roman power provoked among people beyond the limes, and the other by ideological manipulation of ethnicity in the military units of the imperial army. By the 6th century Corippus’s account of the Byzantine reconquest divided African ethnicity into good ‘Afri’ and bad ‘Mauri’. The first were Roman in spirit (animo Romanus) and peaceful; the other – pointedly called gentes – were stereotyped by savagery, barbarity, treachery and paganism.\(^{89}\)

7 ROMANIZATION

For the last part of this paper I want to shift the discourse on ethnicity to the concept of ‘Romanization’, which these days appears to have become a dirty word, with an even dirtier historiographic past, tarnished by imperialism, colonialism and ethnocentricity. The criticism of the term in recent polemics has focused on its cultural implications.\(^{90}\) Although this is not the place for a full discussion, the debate can be briefly summarized as follows:

First and most vociferously, it is argued, the concept of Romanization does not account for the multiplicity of cultural responses within the Roman empire, nor indeed within Italy itself. We should be debating not uniformity, say the critics, but the new ‘cultural logic’ of variations and the ‘cultural bricolage’ of provincial civilizations.\(^{91}\) Most of this stress on diversity is the result of the growing industry of provincial histories and regional archaeology, since it is here, archaeologists claim, that ‘Romanization’ misreads material cultures; that is, it takes no account of the archaism and symbolism of artefacts, the relationship between material goods and imperialism or between materialism and identity.\(^{92}\) Nor is Roman material culture the same as Roman identity.

A second thrust of the debate concerns the nature and mode of cultural change, whether it was imposed from above by the state or adopted from below through the emulation of local elites.\(^{93}\) Some prefer the notion of a resolution or accommodation between the clash of cultures; others the idea of a bargain for power. But despite local cultural variations, some argue, we cannot dismiss the evidence of overriding Roman imperial power displayed through similar styles adopted simultaneously over widely
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diverse areas and provinces. So, the question is, what was specific about Roman ideology and Roman practice to produce this effect.

A third, interesting facet of the debate is equivocal about the very term Romanization, and goes beyond a purely cultural definition to talk of cultural myths used for legitimation of empire, of the invention of tradition, of new imagined identity and new ‘media of representation’. The focus is on the manipulation of identity through language or symbols of communication; or how public and private inscriptions and texts convey multiple identities. This comes closest to the discourse on ethnicity and is worth expanding in this paper.

Romanization is, of course, a modern word. But used in an ideological and ethnic sense, the term is revalorized. ‘Being Roman’ should not even be expected to mean uniformity or acculturation (even if that happened sometimes), much less the adoption of a specific material culture. If Weber was right that, ‘It is primarily the political community, no matter how artificially organized, that inspires belief in a common ethnicity,’ there is no reason why the Roman community should be excluded from the generalization. We should not fall into the trap of confining discourses on ethnicity to the third world or, in the Roman context, of limiting ethnicity to so-called tribal societies. We can test this by applying the assumptions with which I began, while using Roman Africa as the example.

It is hardly worth pausing over the truism that being Roman was not a claim to cultural uniformity. It is obvious that Seigneur Julius, the elegant villa owner who appears on the mosaic at Carthage and Q. Apuleius Maxsumus (sic), a Libyan farmer who has left his semi-literate inscription in the Tripoli-tania Gebel, were worlds apart. But both were Roman citizens and this is the important, specific fact of Romanization. We are not talking here about general uniformity, and certainly not about a uniform material culture. Nor did a Roman identity preclude other ethnic ascriptions, chosen according to the context. I noted earlier a bilingual from northern Algeria recording in the Libyan language a man as a member of the local Misicir people, but who in the Latin version called himself C. Julius Gaetulicus, advertising himself as an ethnic, Gaetulian veteran and a Roman citizen. The importance of communication through self-ascription and incorporation is stressed in all analyses of ethnicity, which was also peculiarly well suited to the Roman epigraphic habit. The public and private use of language and onomastics was a tool in Italian and provincial societies to assert local or Roman ethnic identity, sometimes simultaneously. On tombs in Lepcis Magna for example, the exterior inscriptions were in Latin for public recognition, but the underground container was inscribed in neo-Punic as a private claim.

One facet of the modern debate on ethnicity stresses the contrast between the Germanic myths of cultural communities (Volksgemeinschaft) and the French Jacobin ideal of common, legal rights. The latter, I believe, offers a key to the Roman invention of ethnicity. Civitas or agere civiliter was an ideal implying common rights and duties that ineluctably shifted not just the juridical status of an individual but also that of a community and its cultural practices. Civitas was an instrument of Roman ethnicity that extended to communities, even if they had not formally adopted municipal laws. Whatever the overt cultural differences, says Barth, what matters is what people say they are by ‘continual expression and validation.’ That more or less paraphrases the edict of Claudius concerning the Tridentine gentes when he said, ‘Although I am aware that this category of people does not have much of an inherited claim to Roman civitas, nev-
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ertheless, since they are said to possess it by a long-standing claim (longa usurpatione),... I permit them to keep this legal status'. As I suggested earlier, civitas in Africa was the Roman bureaucratic instrument to bridge the gap between the urban, citizen elites, and the attributed ethnic gentes, so that they, too, might become Roman after 'a long standing claim' - as many of them did by the 3rd century.

If Roman civitas was essentially, like all ethnic devices, intended to promote a social and political system, there is no shortage of evidence of 'essentializing' symbols and myths that the state and communities invented to create feelings of common descent and solidarity. Apart from the more obvious common worship of the Roman Capitoline triad and of Roman emperors in urban centres or the Romanizing of native gods through evocatio, Roman provincials also invented new ethnic gods with pseudo-Roman credentials – Juno Caelestis for Tanit, Saturn for Baal Hammon and so on – many of whose religious titles reflected explicit loyalty to the new Roman ethnicity, by, for example, the addition of the title Augustus to a god's name. Virtues such as amor cives or amor patriae were prominently displayed on inscriptions not only in a large cosmopolitan town such as Lepcis, but also in the frontier towns of Timgad and remote Altava, as they became widespread in the later Empire. The dii patrii as alternatives for the dii Mauri were the military expression of similar ethnic loyalties. Although the Roman wolf and twins, as the mythical symbol of common Roman descent, appeared in several provinces, it has not so far turned up in Africa. But recollections of Troy and Aeneas were used to rally the Libyans and miserable Africans to the Byzantine cause.

Finally, to return to the frontiers, from where Barth began his reappraisal of ethnicity, we need to ask how Romanization – that is Romanization as an ethnic term – improves our understanding of what happened on North Africa's frontiers under Roman rule. The fluidity of the nomadic, southern pre-desert and the independence of the western Mauretanian mountain regions provide illustrations of how frontiers afford opportunities for 'conjunctions' rather than 'separations'. We can trace the African cultural influence on the Roman limes through ethnic auxiliaries, but at the same time the Romanization of ethnic gentes through increasing citizenship and service in the legions. Many legionaries preserved their African origins through local cognomina, such as Donatus, Damapho and Saturninus. Not all such names necessarily derived from groups settled on the frontiers, but some names, such as Aurassus or Numidius, probably did. The frontier was at once the point of most rigorous ethnic enforcement (by military or bureaucratic devises), but, also, the most easily penetrated (through economic, cultural and demographic symbiosis). I can illustrate this best through reference to marriage among the frontier soldiers, keeping in mind the general principle that exogamy ensures the erosion of ethnic boundaries within a few generations.

Recent studies of marriage in the Roman army show, I believe, that in military camps and veteran colonies the birth rate was not sufficiently high to replace retiring legionaries, nor (more to the point) to produce enough 'wives' or partners for soldiers and veterans. To make up the shortfall of women, if we take the example of Syria, the soldiers turned to contubernatio with local women. But it is also becoming clearer that a fair number of such partners were slaves or ex-slaves, some of whom are explicitly registered as such on military inscriptions – like, for example, Cerennia Hilara, named as wife and liberta of a veteran at Lambaesis. There were many others who would not have wished to advertise their servile origins but whose Romanized nomen repeats that of their husbands. About 17% of such wives must be classed as 'uncertain' for that reason. The figure could be even higher if Roman rules future with the evidence in detail.

102 CIL V, 5050 = ILS 206.
104 Février 1985.
105 Barth 2000.
107 I am aware these are contentious points (cf. Whittaker 2004, 137-138); I hope to publish a paper in the near
of onomastics were not strictly followed or were concealed – as, for example, in the case of the wife of T. Flavius Crispus, who is recorded as his liberta but with the name Ulpia Euphoreta that reveals nothing of the family attachment to her husband.\footnote{Le Bohec 1989, 208 (note 236).} The commonest source of slaves, after home bred \textit{vernae}, was the frontiers, although it is the most under-recorded.\footnote{Harris 1999.} For ordinary soldiers such slaves were also the cheapest. There were enough petty wars on the African frontiers to keep up the supply. For example, after the rebellion of the Bavares whole families were deported,\footnote{CIL VIII, 21486: \textit{familias eorum abductas}.} not to mention the tax on imported slaves at the frontier post at Zarai, or Augustine’s reference to Gaetulian captives sold by illicit slave traders.\footnote{CIL VIII, 4508; Augustine, \textit{Ep.10* p. 47, 1.8-11.}} Interestingly, the latter were sometimes dressed as soldiers, no doubt because soldiers were common enough in the commerce not to attract notice. Even if we will never know the precise numbers, we can say that many of these ethnic slaves who became partners of soldiers, would probably have noticed little difference culturally or racially as they crossed the frontier, ultimately to become citizens and mothers of future Romans.

In short, if ethnicity is not a culture, but, in Weber’s words, ‘presumed identity’ and ‘fiction’, then Romanization, which is historically contingent, shifting and \textit{bricolée}, stimulated new – or the rediscovery of old – identities. Above all, as a strategy to maintain boundaries, Romanization served to define ethnic alterity, especially in periods of stress. But it did not enforce a physical or cultural iron curtain.

Later antiquity witnessed an expansion of the meaning of ‘Romanus’ all over the empire, while \textit{gentes} both internally and externally took on new ethnic definitions that coincided with a new political consciousness.\footnote{Amory 1997, 22-24.} But being Roman was an ever more changing situational construct, especially among army groups who served both emperors and themselves, or among immigrants who settled within Roman territory. Many of these men were not Roman citizens. But \textit{civitas} was no longer the index of Romanity, which was defined increasingly by how close a person was to the emperor. Theodoric briefly tried to unite his \textit{gentes} by the revival of \textit{civilitas}, but there were then too many centres of political power.

In Africa the change is reflected in the evolution of the Mauri. The ethnic title had become at once a generic term for African units loyal to the emperor and the state’s stereotype of ferocious savages and barbarians beyond the frontiers.\footnote{Amory 1997, 22-24.} The clearest indication of change comes from a 6th-century inscription from the Mauretanian border town of Altava when Roman administration was in transition. It honours a local \textit{princeps}, Masuna, who seems to be called \textit{rex gentium Maurorum et Romanorum}.\footnote{CIL VIII, 9835 and p. 2059; Février 1988 doubts that Romans could be called a \textit{gens}.} Not only does this show the ambiguity of what used to be called a frontier, but it illustrates how Romanus and Maurus were now recognized as equivalent labels of ethnicity.

What conclusions, therefore, can we reach that are relevant to the great debate on Romanization? Being or becoming Roman, I have argued, cannot be measured by cultural change but by political integration. The stress is on rights and obligations, not on behavioural norms or material goods. This does not mean that there is no relation between the two. Adoption of Roman political practice carried with it cultural implications, such as the means by which a community organized its religious practice or its social organization, as well as the access it created for material influences in styles of living, trade and consumption. But while material innovations can be measured by archaeologists, they cannot be calibrated against ethnicity. Just as no modern commentator would dream of equating the consumption of Coca Cola or MacDonald hamburgers in Europe with the assimilation of American identity (\textit{au contraire} often), so the term ‘Americanization’, used in this material sense, means no more than Romanization. It can describe a measure of exposure to external influences but it is not a guide to substantive political change. Archaeology cannot dig up ethnicity and it is time the debate shifted to the domain of social history.
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Cruptorix and his kind. Talking ethnicity on the middle ground

Greg Woolf

Tacitus tells the story of the Frisian revolt of 28 AD as a case history in the brutality and stupidity of Roman provincial government.¹ The Frisii had for a generation been taxed in hides which were used by the army: ‘because of their poverty’ glosses the historian, although archaeologists will remember the importance of livestock in this local economy, and of leather in the production of Roman military equipment.² A senior centurion, assigned as district officer, demanded the hides of aurochs rather than cattle, or rather their equivalent in domestic hides. Forced requisitions of cattle, confiscations of land and enslavement of the families of defaulters eventually drove the Frisii into committing atrocities. The Romans holed up in the fort of Flevum to await the relief, which duly marched down the Rhine from Cologne led by the provincial governor, Lucius Apronius. Flevum was relieved but a subsequent punitive expedition into the marshes went horribly wrong. The Canninefates’ cavalry, ordered to outflank the Frisii, were routed. The deployment of legionaries as reinforcements was bungled. Auxiliary infantry finally rescued the other units, but casualties were heavy. Tacitus’ account ends with the fate of two detachments which had been cut off. One group had fought until morning in the grove of Baduhenna before being slaughtered. Another unit committed mass suicide after a panicky night hiding out in the villa of a former Roman soldier named Cruptorix.

Tacitus’ Germany is forever a place of treacherous landscapes. Dark forests hide enemies and the traces of Roman disasters. Earlier in the Annales we have already been treated to the story of Germanicus’ army stumbling onto the site of the Varian disaster, modern Kalkriese, with its bloody altars on which legionaries had been sacrificed to barbarous gods.³ This is territory that the Romans had once ruled but now had lost. Germanicus’ invasion was a journey back in time to the once great Roman empire. Like the marshes that blur the boundaries between land and sea, Germany is fluid, intractable: when grasped, it drips through Roman fingers like mud. Roman energy can win victories in this terrain, but they are never long-lived. During the summers of AD 14, 15 and 16, Germanicus led his army across the Rhine at first to restore morale and discipline and teach Rome’s enemies a lesson, later with wider aims in view. The language used by Tacitus deliberately recalls Julius Caesar’s trans-Rhenine expeditions as narrated in his Gallic war. The campaign of AD 16 was nothing less than an attempt to recover the province lost by Varus seven years before.⁴ Germanicus concludes the campaign by setting up a great trophy, dedicated to Mars, Jupiter and Augustus on which he claims, in Virgilian language, to have defeated all the peoples between the Rhine and the Elbe. On the return journey, a great storm shatters the Roman fleet. Germanicus is shipwrecked and even contemplates suicide. When the survivors are gathered and ransomed, humiliated thanks to the mediation of the recently re-conquered Angivarii, they tell tales of hurricanes, strange birds, sea monsters

¹ Tacitus, Ann. 4.72-4.
² For the ecological frame, see Roymans/Theuws 1991, Roymans 1996. For the use of leather in military equipment, see Bishop/ Coulston 1993, 194, listing, among the products for which leather was needed, footwear, belts, shield covers and covering, body armour, tents and horse harnesses.
³ Tacitus, Ann. 1.61.
⁴ Tacitus, Ann. 2.5-26.
and creatures half human, half animal, ‘whether seen or simply imagined in terror’. They have been brought back from the ends of the earth.  

Vivid as these images are, they can obscure the complex mundanities of imperial rule and provincial identity in this part of the empire. Savage barbarian chaos did not, in fact, routinely confront Roman order on the Roman frontiers where patterns of interaction rapidly became established which created a relatively stable social landscape.

Tacitus provides glimpses of these exchanges. The roles played by the Canninefates and Angivarii remind us that no Roman army ever marched in these regions without local allies. Then there are the scattered references to Germans who had been in Roman service. Segestes, leader of the pro-Roman faction among the Cherusci, sent as envoy to Germanicus his son Segimundus who had been priest at the altar in Cologne in AD 9 but had run off to join the rebels. The German leader Arminius was himself a former Roman soldier, and his brother, now with the unlikely Roman name of Flavus (‘blondy’), was still serving under Germanicus. Tacitus stages a debate between the brothers on the banks of the Weser. A few chapters later an enemy horseman rides up to the Roman camp at night, calling out to them in Latin that Arminius would reward deserters with wives, land and pay at the rate of 100 HS a day. And then there is Cruptorix, a retired auxiliary, inhabiting a villa he has built for himself. Tacitus’ purposes were complex: the moral gulf he fixed between Rome and Germany allowed the memory of the Varian disaster to hang over Germanicus’ efforts in the present; provided an apologia for the failure of Roman imperialism and also an accusation of the emperors; enabled Germany to serve as Rome’s antitype, its opposite as well as its limit; and established relations between his text and those of his predecessors, especially Pliny the Elder’s massive Germania and Caesar’s Commentaries. Yet it is clear that Tacitus was well aware that Germany was also and perhaps primarily a zone of interaction, and one in which information passed across a gradient.

Similar, if always unique, situations existed all along Rome’s long frontier with northern Europe. The incorporation of the Batavi within the empire on terms that preserved old identities at the same time as assigning new roles has been described with subtlety. Roman-style buildings have been documented beyond the Danubian limes. Widespread bilingualism among the Pannonians has been noticed. Equally the existence of a broad zone beyond the frontier in which finds of Roman ceramic, coin and manufactured objects, has long been discussed. Those objects are all that remains of networks of exchange and travel that once extended far across the frontier. A throwaway comment in the Germania describes the special privileges enjoyed by the Hermunduri who alone were allowed to cross the Danube and travel wherever they wished in Raetia including to the provincial capital, while all other peoples had to conduct trade on the riverbank or at the camps. Roman explorers travelled far north of the river on occasion, presumably moving with traders, some from the provinces, others from neighbouring peoples who acted as intermediaries. The slave trade relied on barbarian slave-traders. And then there were the diplomatic travellers and hostages, like the son of Arminius born in the Roman empire of the daughter of Segestes. All these vectors of contact have been well studied. It is broadly agreed that, at this end of the empire at least, there are strong analogies to be drawn with other colonial situations in which, despite
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5 On the presentation of the edges of the world in classical literature see Romm 1992.
6 For frontiers as zones of interaction see Whittaker 1994.
7 Tacitus, Ann. 1.57.
8 Tacitus, Ann. 2.9.
12 Mócsy 1983.
13 From a vast bibliography see Fulford 1985, Hedeager 1987.
14 Tacitus, Germ. 41.
15 For this incident see Tacitus, Ann. 1.58. On the roles of these figures as cultural mediators see Creighton 2000.
sharp asymmetries in power and occasional instances of bloody confrontation, it is possible to see all par-
ties contributing to new lifestyles. Individuals like CruDtronix passed back and forward between societies,
becoming to some extent bi-cultural as well as bi-lingual. Able to operate in worlds that seemed at first
completely alien to each other, they became cultural mediators or brokers and participated in creating
new accommodations and in finding new common meanings.

Historians of the Americas developed the concept of the middle ground to describe a particular
form of stable co-existence in a colonial situation. This situation was contrasted on the one hand with
the dynamics of first contact, and on the other with situations in which the impact of colonizing pow-
ers led to a disintegration of indigenous societies. That latter situation is most familiar today, wherever
industrializing nation states have impacted on small scale societies. But in the early modern period, some
colonial populations co-existed for long periods with indigenous peoples.16 On the middle ground, a
wide range of rapprochements and exchanges were developed, transforming both societies. Typically too
there were individuals who moved between adjacent worlds; bilinguals, mestizos, traders, interpreteres and
the like. On the middle ground, however, there was some freedom and agency available to both sides. A
contrast is usually drawn with styles of colonial rule in which the conquerors treated the land, possessions
and bodies of the conquered as theirs to dispose of as they wished. Some colonial encounters moved
rapidly to such an attempted obliteration of pre-contact orders. Land was treated as *terra nullius* territory
without owners. Indigenes were treated as if children (as in Mexico) or even as sub-human (as in parts
of Australia); in neither case were they regarded as having full human rights. But in many regions of the
globe, first contact was not backed up by overwhelming military force and civilians – including traders,
misionaries, trappers and settlers – were largely left to negotiate accommodations with local inhabit-
ants and polities. On the middle ground, new arrivals had to make concessions to local customs. Equally,
they brought with them goods, tools and ideas that were seen by some members of indigenous societies
more as opportunities than threats. In regions like the Great Lakes region, these conditions lasted for
generations. Entire peoples emerged whose ways of life, religion and identity was a product of intense
but piecemeal exchanges. In retrospect we view these situations as transitional states, but at the time they
were to all intents and purposes a new and enduring order of things.

Further distinctions might be made, and some qualifications. The contrast between the middle ground
and what has been called *terra nullius* can easily be overdrawn. Probably no colonial society has ever really
been able to do without accommodation, no imperial power has ever lived up to its fantasies of complete
control, and no colonial episode has not generated at least some winners and some losers on both sides.
Conversely, those who met on the middle ground were never exact equals. Even the complex web of
commercial, sexual and religious relations constructed about Hudson’s Bay between indigenous peoples
and the first European whale-hunters and fur trappers – the paradigm for middle grounds around the
world – was created on very uneven terms. Europeans had technological advantages, a biological edge
given by their domesticated species and the pathogens they brought with them, and of course they had
the freedom to leave the encounter. But in general it is true that there have been many colonial locales
in history where complex local arrangements have been made and have endured sometimes for centuries.
These middle grounds were by definition places of creative hybridization.17 Their authors were drawn
from many groups. The Roman experience had its peculiarities, but many have imagined that in the
frontier zone there were traders, soldiers, deserters and others from within the provinces who made lives

16 White 1991, compare Van der Leeuw 1983 draw-
ing analogies between Hudson’s Bay in the six-
teenth through eighteenth centuries and the Low
Countries during the Roman Empire. The most
important application of the idea to archaeologi-
cal material is Gosden 2004, 82-113. See also Van
Dommmelen, 1998. This paper is endebted to all
these works.

17 Thomas 1994 is a paradigmatic study.
for themselves beyond them as well as barbarians who, half civilized in the empire or its service, returned to societies that were no longer quite home. Men, that is, like Cruptorix.

Less often explored are the implications of all this for the generation of ancient ethnographic knowledge. By this I mean the processes of investigation, documentation and systematisation that lie behind our largely classical accounts of ethnic identity in temperate Europe just before and during the Roman period. Those processes are in general less studied than the texts that resulted from them, partly for positivist reasons, partly because of the intellectual habits of the modern disciplines most concerned. Only a few of these texts are ethnographies as such and only one, Tacitus’ *Germania*, survives. Most ancient ethnography took the form of passages within histories or more rarely geographies (the intellectual fields were less clearly differentiated than today) or else is represented by ethnographic knowledge deployed in texts as diverse as medical treatises, encyclopaedias, forensic orations, epic poems and even satires and odes. Nothing like the present-day professions of cultural or social anthropology or ethnography existed with their evolved traditions of training and validation of research. But there were methodological debates, for example over the relative importance of autopsy and library study, over the key determinants of cultural variation and even over the best scale at which to write. There were key analytical categories not completely unlike our notions of ‘culture’ and ‘society’. The idea of ‘people’ was variously described as *genos*, *ethnos* or *demos* in Greek or *natio*, *gens* or *populus* in Latin: each term had its own distinctive connotations.18

Modern study has focused much more, however, on how ancient writers chose to present, write or ‘construct’ other cultures than on how they found out about them. Given the centrality of classical texts to all accounts of ancient ethnicity, this is a matter of some concern. Indeed the truth-value of these accounts is itself controversial, some scholars treating them as essentially fictional, others assuming their broad veracity, yet others choosing to evade the issue by focusing on ancient mentalités, on literary tropes or the notion of a Roman *imaginaire*. A large strand of recent classical scholarship has viewed ancient ethnography largely in terms of the rhetorical redeployment of tropes of barbarism in the service of identity-building in the metropolitan core or else of the manipulation of ethnonyms for short-term political interest.19 Germans, Africans and Gauls line up as anti-Romans rather as Persians, Scythians and Egyptians are sometimes regarded as mirrors of the Greeks. Alternatively, the distinctiveness of Caesar’s Germans is attributed to his need to make the crossing of the Rhine seem even more impressive to Roman audiences. Cultural constructionism, and a fascination with the generic, has deep roots within classical scholarship. In this field in particular, the influence of Foucault, Said and their admirers has been very strong. Stereotyping of barbarians has been presented as part of the creation of an imperial order of knowledge, a complementary means of subjugating Rome’s enemies that can be considered alongside war and taxation.20 Faith in the ideological content of Roman ethnography has undermined, for some, any belief in its historical value as evidence. The Chatti and Cheruscii have been banished to a place in the Roman Imaginary, far from the mundane *Realien* of Roman manufactures found east of the Rhine and north of the Danube. This species of cultural history has not precisely challenged archaeologically informed investigation of ancient peoples so much as declared a lack of interest in engaging in such a conversation. That broader debate cannot be dealt with here, although I hope to return to it later.

18 Bickermann 1952 is the starting point for discussion of the ideas.
19 Harrison 2002 collects a range of recent treatments of Greeks and their neighbours. Hall 1989, Hartog 1988 and Cartledge 1993 offer contrasting cultural constructionist accounts of the othering of barbarians in Greek literature, with different emphases on the political and sociological components of the process. For Romans and barbarians, see Woolf 1998 chapter 3 with bibliography.
20 Nicolet 1988 for an influential but certainly not isolated example of this approach. See further most recently Murphy 2004. For the *Germania* the excellent studies of Bazelmans 1991, especially pp. 93–106, and O’Gorman 1993 illustrate the strengths, but also the limitations of this approach.
There are some good reasons to distrust extreme cultural constructionist readings of ancient ethnography. First, there is a growing recognition among historians of other periods that however important the imperial context of modern ethnographies may have been, and however real the asymmetries of power between questioner and respondent, empire did not generally determine the content of ethnography. Perhaps no one has ever asserted quite such an extreme position. Actual descriptions of alien peoples varied considerably. The Napoleonic *Description de l’Egypte* with which Said illustrated some of his arguments, is perhaps an example of an intellectual project unusually closely linked to an imperialist agenda, yet even here the spread of Egyptomania illustrates the capacity of the colonial subject to set some agendas for metropolitan society. On other occasions, it is clear that the descriptions written of native society and science often show a genuine exchange of ideas. This was the case in India under British rule, where the interaction can be observed from both sides. When the art and architecture of Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are considered it is clear not only that actual (as opposed to imagined or constructed) cultural forms could be very influential on creativity at the heart of empire: the agency of some metropolitan artists was hardly linked at all to colonialist politics or attitudes.

Classicists too are now moderating their language when it comes to descriptions of the Other. The most recent work on Herodotus’ history, once a key text for students of *alterité*, makes more of Herodotus’s background in Ionian scientific enquiry than of his identity as a Greek. Descriptions and dramatisations of Persians could play a part in Greek self-definition. Perhaps this was especially important in the period of major Greco-Persian conflict during the 5th century. But it is also clear that some 4th-century writers – Xenophon in the *Cyropaedia* and the *Anabasis* for instance – could produce very nuanced accounts of Persians and even hold up Persian kings and princes as models for imitation by Greek and Macedonian leaders. Greek practice is relevant to our enquiry, of course, since it was Greek writing that provided the main models for ethnographic discourse in Latin.

If we reject extreme cultural constructionist views of ethnography, it becomes all the more important to ascertain the sources of the information incorporated into ethnographic writing. Our extant texts do, of course, often carry information over from earlier writers. Much of Tacitus’ *Germania* derives from earlier works in Latin and Greek. But at some point information entered the written record. If we exclude the hypothesis that most of this information was invented, fictionalised on the basis of existing tropes about barbarians or else manufactured by inverting the norms of ‘civilized’ society, it is hard to escape the conclusion that at some point Roman writers relied, as many claimed they did, on local informants. None of this denies that opportunities existed to select, edit, repackage, gloss and reinterpret what they learned. Yet perhaps like those western scholars fascinated by Indian science, or those artists enraptured by Turkish architecture, sometimes there was no desire to fictionalise and stereotype. Among the characteristic assertions of authority made by ancient geographers, universal historians and encyclopaedists are claims to accuracy, to have discovered new facts, to have engaged in personal research, to have corrected the errors of predecessors and to have extended the collective body of knowledge. It does not of course follow that ancient ethnographers were any more faithful and neutral recorders of colonial voices than are their modern counterparts. Most anthropologists now treat it as a given that, like it or not, they shape their material, if only by the questions they ask and their prior assumptions about what an ethnographic project involves.
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22 Bayly 1996.
24 Thomas 2000.
25 On these claims in Pliny the Elder see, for instance, Murphy 2004.
26 Clifford/Marcus 1986 for an enormously influential contribution to what has become a fierce debate.
If we ask, then, how Tacitus knew about Germania, there is only one reasonable answer. He knew what Germans told him, and it was probably told in Latin by Germans who had learned the language in the course of years spent involved with Romans. This is a version of what James Clifford calls ‘the Squanto effect’ after the Anglophone Patuxet Indian, who met the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620, shortly after his own return from Europe, and helped them survive their first winter in the New World.27 The modern myth of the ethnographer arriving out of the blue, immediately immersing him or herself in a new language, living as a native, and returning to the academy with new knowledge of a pristine culture was always a myth. There are always mediators, interpreters in a wide sense, and their own knowledge of both worlds cannot but influence the ethnographer and his or her descriptions, thick or otherwise, or the alien culture. Where for the Pilgrim Fathers there was Squanto, for Roman administrator-scholars there was Cruptorix and his kind.

This is much clearer from ancient ethnographies than from modern ones, since ancient writers did not live under the shadow of Malinowski and felt no qualms about declaring the sources of their knowledge. Polybius describes Scipio interrogating merchants in Gaul about the Tin Islands. Caesar is explicit that he learned of Britain from the Gauls. By what other router could Tacitus have learned of the great battle in which the Bructeri were annihilated by the Chamavi and Angivarii in a battle in which 60,000 Germans fell, or about the Kings of the distant Gotones? Roman knowledge of the alien was not brought back across a cultural divide so much as exchanged easily over a gentle gradient.

Parallel conversations were taking place all over the Roman world. One of Strabo’s sources for Spain was the writer Asclepiades from Myrleia in north-west Asia Minor.28 Asclepiades taught grammatical education, among the Turdetanoi of southern Spain at some point in the 1st century BC. Not much is known of his but he was also the author of an account of his native Bithynia and is described variously as an orator, a philosopher and a grammarian. He also wrote commentaries on Homer and some Hellenistic poets, and a work On Orthography. Asclepiades was part of a diaspora of Greek intellectuals who had earned their living first in Italy, and then all over the western provinces, as civic educators, itinerant performers and domestic retainers of the wealthy.29 While teaching in Spain, Asclepiades wrote an account of the peoples of the region. Perhaps this was the first to be composed: it was certainly influential on the later accounts of Pompeius Trogus and even – at some remove – on late antique and early mediaeval accounts. Asclepiades testified that in the temple to Athena in the city of Odysseia in Spain there were shields and prows from Odysseus’ wanderings. He also described the wanderings of the Trojan heroes Teucer and Amphilocus elsewhere in Spain, and how some of Herakles’ companions and some Messenians colonised Iberia.30 He found evidence of Spartan colonists in Cantabria and a city there founded by Antenor’s companion Ocelas. Strabo’s summary – all we have – strongly suggests that Asclepiades employed toponyms and perhaps ethnonyms as important clues in working out the identity of the founders of various Spanish peoples. That they were likely to have had founders, and ones identifiable from Greek myth, he took for granted as did many other scholars in his day.31

The best means of reconstructing the origins of peoples was a matter of controversy. Strabo describes how some scholars used Homer as the basis for their scientific hypotheses, while others rejected this method. One who did reject Homer was Pomponius Mela, whose Chorographia, written not long after

27 Clifford 1999.
28 Strabo 3.4.3. The fragments of Asclepiades’ works, which included a history of his native Bithynia, are gathered at Jacoby, FGrHist 697.
29 On these movements see Rawson 1985 for the late Republic and Dueck 2000 for Strabo’s own day. Juvenal, Satire 6 and Lucian’s On Salaried Posts present hilarious accounts of the phenomenon in the 2nd century AD.
31 Bickermann 1952.
Strabo’s *Geography*, has recently been characterised as a ‘Phoenician geography’. Written in Latin by a Roman citizen from a Spanish town that had Carthaginian roots it does show some interest in the Punic geography of the pre-Roman Mediterranean. But it is difficult to tell how far it represents the survival of genuinely pre-Roman perspectives, rather than a meticulously constructed provincial identity. As in the case of Asclepiades, we seem to be dealing with the product of ethno-graphic investigation taking place on the middle ground, as part of the search for new meanings and accommodations.

Local erudits and visiting scholars around the empire joined forces to connect up the evidence of local myths, monuments and names to the Great Traditions of Hellenistic science and archaic myth. The researches of Asclepiades were conducted on the ground: whatever clues toponymy gave he seems to have followed up looking for hard evidence, for temples in which hard archaeological evidence was displayed. Tacitus and Ammianus both mention Greek inscriptions as evidence for the travels of Greek heroes in Europe. Whether or not – as seems likely – these are in fact mis-interpretations of Gallo-Greek inscriptions, there is at least an interest in testing scientific hypotheses against local information. Much of that local information is presented as local traditions. But it would be wrong to assume these were stories that had been told time and time again within indigenous societies long before Greek or Roman observers heard and transcribed them. Many of these informants were already well versed in Roman and Greek habits of thought, knew what counted as a good explanation, perhaps even knew the myths that Greeks and Romans told of their origins. A small category of informants had received a Roman education as well as learning the language in the camps. Asclepiades’ educational methods, after all, would have included teaching his pupils to read and memorize Homer. Perhaps it is no surprise that they and he, both saturated in the Greek classics together came up with some promising hypotheses about local history. The children of the western elites were learning their Latin from Virgil’s *Aeneid* before going on to serve as commanders of auxiliary units. Those units would be brigaded alongside legions in which senatorial youths like Tacitus and his pupils did their own military services before entering on a senatorial career. It is a strange thought that part of the common ground that Batavian chieftains shared with Italian military tribunes was that both groups had been driven through the *Aeneid* as children by Asclepiades’ Latin teaching equivalents. Not all would have been interested in discussing local history, but for those who were they shared a ready made language and conceptual framework.

Occasionally it is almost possible to reconstruct the broad lines of some of these conversations. Consider one of the most often discussed passages of Tacitus’ *Germania*, the source of the phrase *interpretatio romana* which has been given so many meanings in modern literature since Wissowa first opened the debate.

In the land of the Nahanarvali is displayed a grove long held in awe. A priest in woman’s dress presides, but the gods they speak of in Roman translation as Castor and Pollux: that is the essence of this divine power, the actual name is the Alci. There are no images, no trace of foreign superstition, yet they are worshipped as young men and brothers.

The context is a discussion of some of the most distant German tribes, a series of peoples of the Suebi inhabiting regions north of the Mittelgebirge and the Hercynian forest, on the borders of the territory of the Sarmatians. Nothing much is known of most but their names, and, in this case, one oddity of cult. The same chapter includes the information that the Cotini mine iron and the Harii paint themselves black. We are on the borders of the exotic, three chapters before the peoples said to be half human, half beast. What sort of sources can we imagine Tacitus – or just possibly the author of an unacknowledged
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32 Batty 2000.
33 A writing tablet from Vindolanda on Hadrian’s Wall (TV 118) includes a line of the *Aeneid* quite plausibly the product of a Latin lesson in the commandant’s house; see Bowman and Thomas 1994, *ad loc.* for discussion.
34 Woolf 2000 for some discussion of this theme.
35 Wissowa 1916–19 is the starting point. Webster 1995 for a very different view.
source – would be using? These details go beyond schematic Othering. Yet no Roman army had ever fought in that territory. These can only be German stories, told about Germans by Germans to Roman enquirers. The enquirer is invisible but the information that there are no images, and no trace of a foreign (i.e.: non-German) origin for the cult presupposes a process of interrogation. In support of the enquirer being Tacitus we might cite his earlier interest in the origins of what he supposes to be a German cult of Isis, and his probably military service in Cologne. So who supplies the identification with the Dioscuri? Given that the *Germania* stresses the unique features of the cult, it is unlikely to be Tacitus. The translation – the *interpretatio* – looks like the work of Germans familiar with Roman deities.  

Classical authors did, of course, contribute to these conversations. One thing they brought was a set of research questions. Ancient ethnography was preoccupied with descent, with myths of origin, which operated for Greeks as a map of the past that underpinned present relations, what in other contexts have been called a ‘genealogical charter’. The Hellenic genealogy explains the relationships of the three main linguistic groups of the archaic age, the Doriens, the Ionians and the Aeolians in terms of their descent from three brothers, the sons of an eponymous Hellen. Elaborations of the system gave Macedonians a slightly less close relation, mapped the Achaeans’ position, related Athenians to Ionians in Asia Minor and so on. It is no surprise that Tacitus, or his source, sought similar information about German tribes.

‘In ancient lays, their only type of historical tradition, they celebrate Tuisto, a god brought forth from the earth. They attribute to him a son, Mannus, the source and founder of their people, and to Mannus three sons, from whose names those nearest the Ocean are called Ingaevones, those in the middle Hermiones, and the rest Istaevones. Some people, inasmuch as antiquity gives free rein to speculation, maintain that there were more sons born from the god and hence more tribal designations – Marsi, Cambrivii, Suebi, and Vandili – and that these names are genuine and ancient.‘

Again, the observation that there are more than one version of the German genealogy in existence, presupposes a process of enquiry and information gathering. Roman enquirers had elicited similar stories about the Gauls. Livy for example offered this account that ‘made sense’ of the distribution of Gallic peoples in his own day.

‘While Tarquinius Priscus was king of Rome, the supreme power amongst the Celts, who formed a third part of the whole of Gaul, was in the hands of the Bituriges; they used to furnish the king for the whole Celtic race. Ambigatus was king at that time, a man eminent for his own personal courage and prosperity as much as for those of his dominions. During his sway the harvests were so abundant and the population increased so rapidly in Gaul that the government of such vast numbers seemed almost impossible. He was now an old man, and anxious to relieve his realm from the burden of over-population. With this view he signified his intention of sending his sister’s sons Bellovesus and Segovesus, both enterprising young men, to settle in whatever locality the gods should by augury assign to them. They were to invite as many as wished to accompany them, sufficient to prevent any nation from repelling their approach. When the auspices were taken, the Hercynian forest was assigned to Segovesus; to Bellovesus the gods gave the far pleasanter way into Italy.’

It would be easy to multiply examples all the way back to Herodotus’ genealogy that explains the kinship of Etruscans and Lydians, but the main point is clear. Classical writers had a good sense of what

37 Scheid 1991 for a parallel argument that interpretationes among the Treveri presuppose local experts in Roman religion.  
38 Bohannon 1952, in relation to the Tiv.  
constituted a proper explanation for the subdivision of a group of related peoples. The questions they asked and the way they organised what they heard left a definitive trace on the text.

There were many other presuppositions. Among them were the beliefs that language marked peoples; that peoples had distinct customs; that the climate of the regions they inhabited had an impact on customs and dispositions; that there were certain symmetries in the geography and ethnography of the world; that wealth or comfortable lands brought about softness and hardship or rugged terrain strength; that there was a continuum between humans and beasts and that different barbarian peoples could be placed on it; that deviance from human norms increased with distance from the Mediterranean heartlands. But these presuppositions were simply equivalent to the working hypotheses that ethnographers today take with them into the field, a clutch of ideas about incest, ancestor worship, animism, kinship, personhood, gift exchange and the like. On the middle ground these general principles are brought into relation with what is heard and seen in a creative project to which questioner and respondent both contribute. Like modern ethnographers, in other words, ancient writers never came entirely fresh to their subject. Previous writings formed one part of their baggage, but a set of analytical procedures and assumptions were also important. Yet these did not wholly determine the final version, any more than that final version was simply a record of local knowledge. Asclepiades, Tacitus and their analogues, conversing with Cruptorix and his kind, created the new story together.

My central claim has been that ethnographic knowledge was created on the middle ground. The alternative views propose either that ethnographic texts were essentially esoteric products of internal Greek and Roman discourse, owing little and mattering less to the peoples described, or else that they were largely disinterested records of genuinely ancient traditions derived from pristine indigenous cultures and merely transcribed at the point of contact, just another variety of exotic goods bartered on the river bank. My contention is that the form of the texts we have, together with what we know of frontier relations, make it much more likely that what we have are products of the middle ground. This has been rightly termed a process of ethnogenesis. My concern here has been to explore the modalities of that process, and ask what each side brought to the encounter. The actual texts generated were probably the least important product at the time. Myths were also rehearsed in cult and ritual. The longer term significance of the creation of texts like the Germania was, of course, enormous, but that is, as they say, another story. Listening in, however, on the conversations that must lie behind these literary products gives us a different sense of what ‘Romans and natives’ actually felt like at the edge of empire. In the long intervals between the crises that attracted the attention of classical historians, we can just hear the echo of conversations on the middle ground in which representatives of different worlds meet to seek some common understanding of the new one that they shared.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N. M Y T H, H I S T O R Y A N D T H E C O N S T R U C -
T I O N O F C O L L E C T I V E I D E N T I T I E S

When studying romanisation processes, archaeologists have until recently focused their attention on socio-economic and political aspects of the integration of groups into the Roman empire. In the past decade, however, the scope has broadened to include ideological dimensions of the integration process. Several recent studies have pointed to the significance of foundation myths in the creation and perpetuation of collective identities within the context of the empire. Ethnic group identity is based to a significant extent on the notion of a common past. Almost every community in antiquity had its foundation myth. Although these stories often served to legitimise the power positions of leading elites, their significance went far beyond that. They played a key role in the self-definition of ethnic communities, marking their place in the cosmos. Foundation myths appear to be flexible creations that changed in response to changing historical constellations.

The historian Gehrke has recently analysed the relationship between myth, history and collective identity in ancient Greece. He emphasises that foundation myths do not derive their power and vitality simply from references to the past, but from their significance for the present and the future. Foundation myths usually define friendship or kinship relations with outside groups which are relevant for the present. They thus become a frame of reference for dealing with the present and the future, which places

---

1 This paper was published earlier as one of the chapters of my book Ethnic identity and imperial power The Batavians in the early Roman empire (Roymans 2004). While the text has only been slightly changed, notes and references have been brought up to date. I thank Ton Derks for his critical remarks on an earlier draft of this paper.
2 Hobsbawm/Ranger 1983.
3 Gehrke 2000; idem, this volume.
the modern concepts of myth, history and contemporary history on a single continuum. By means of creative adaptation, relationships and group identities from the present are projected back into the past to become part of the collective memory. Gehrke calls this 'intentional history' (intentionale Geschichte), in the sense that the past derives its relevance from its capacity to help form relationships in the present.

In this paper, I intend to focus on the significance of the cult of Hercules for Batavian integration into the Roman Empire. In so doing, I will build on recent discussions about the changing self-definition of Celto-Germanic groups following their incorporation into the empire. My central proposition is that 'becoming Roman' meant that groups had to redefine their identity and self-image - in short, to rewrite their history. Derks and Creighton have placed this topic on the research agenda of provincial Roman archaeology. They have pointed to the need of communities conquered by Rome to forge a link to Graeco-Roman mythology in the context of their political relationship with Rome. I intend to take up this insight and develop it for Lower Rhine groups, with a particular focus on the Batavians. How did the Batavians find their way into Roman mythology and what were their motives for doing so?

I am fully aware that in broaching this topic – the role of origin myths in the construction of new identities by provincial Roman groups – I am entering a terrain of meagre archaeological evidence and few historical sources. In fact, we have no direct historical information at all about Batavian descent myths. What we do have, however, is important circumstantial evidence, both historical and archaeological. By combining this knowledge with analogies with other groups in the northern provinces of the Roman Empire, we can put forward a model for developments among the Batavians. Although I realise that much of what I propose here is speculation, my reason for broaching this subject is that it constitutes a vital aspect of the romanisation of Lower Rhine groups, and one which we simply cannot ignore, especially if we hope to understand the self-image of groups vis-à-vis the Roman Empire.

The springboard for my analysis has been Derks' recent study of Gallo-Roman religion and, in particular, the cult of indigenous deities associated with Mars or Hercules. The monumental character of the sanctuaries where these gods were worshipped, the involvement of magistrates in their cult and, most notably, a number of inscriptions linking their cult to a civitas or pagus, all provide strong evidence to suggest that they were the principal deities of civitates or pagi. Derks maintains that the various associations of indigenous gods with the Roman Mars or Hercules are not isolated instances, but rather core elements in the mythical anchoring of Celto-Germanic groups in the Roman world, and hence in the creation of a new historical self-image. We can observe two strands in the available evidence:

- a link to Trojan descent myths, frequently associated with Mars as the principal deity, discernible in various civitates in Gaul and possibly Britannia.
- a link to Hercules, documented only on the Lower Germanic frontier.

Before discussing the significance of the cult of Hercules among the Batavians, I will elaborate on both these links.

2 EVIDENCE FOR TROJAN FOUNDATION MYTHS IN GAUL AND BRITAIN

Although foundation myths were an important element in the symbolic construction of ethnic identities in the pre-Roman Celto-Germanic world, the information we have about them is meagre. The best-known example is the Mannus genealogy of Germanic groups, described by Tacitus, in which tribes traced back their origins to deities or mythical ancestors. Tacitus' observation that different versions

5 Derks 1998; Creighton 2000.
7 Tacitus, Germ. 2.
of the genealogy were in circulation points to the myth’s dynamic character. Collective descent myths continued to play a fundamental role in the self-definition of provincial Roman groups, who, above all else, did not wish to be associated with the barbarians whom Rome had defeated. By creatively adapting foundation myths and genealogies, they sought to negotiate for themselves a worthy place in the Roman world. The myths were a declaration of political loyalty to the new regime. The following examples from Gaul and Britain demonstrate the creative appropriation of a Trojan foundation myth:

a. Arverni. The poet Lucan reported in the mid-1st century AD that the Arverni claimed Trojan descent and hence kinship ties with Rome. His words – that the Arverni ‘dared’ to represent themselves in this way – suggest that Rome did not officially recognise their prestigious foundation myth. This descent tradition, probably created in the 2nd century BC as a result of an alliance with Rome, was still referred to in the 5th century AD by Bishop Sidonius Apollinaris.

b. Aedui. Caesar reported that the Aedui were allies of Rome, whom the senate officially honoured with the title ‘brothers and kinsmen’ (fratres consanguineique). This would suggest that, like their neighbours the Arverni, the Aedui claimed Trojan descent. The alliance with Rome, and probably the notion of a common Trojan origin, dates back to the 2nd century BC. The kinship tie with Rome was still referred to in the 4th century AD. It appears that the Aedui worshipped Mars as their principal deity.

c. Remi. The Remi also seem to have claimed kinship ties with Rome. Mars Camulus, the principal deity of the Remi, may have been an important unifying element. A central clue is the interpretation of the sculptural programme on the monumental triple arch of the ‘Porta Martis’, at Reims. This is believed to represent the foundation myths of both Rome and the Remi. Mars, the god who gave the arch its name, is the principal figure on the central arch. The other arches depict Romulus and Remus, and Leda and the swan, while the arch facades include statues of Venus and Aeneas, and Rhea Silvia and Mars, four leading figures in the foundation myth of Rome. A votive inscription from Reims, dedicated to Mars Camulus, also hints at a direct link to Roman foundation myths. The dedicant, whose name is clearly a provincial one, was a member of the Laurentes Lavinates, an elite college of priests from Italy who had a specific responsibility for the cult surrounding the Trojan foundation myth of Rome. The name of the Remi may have contributed to the interweaving of their foundation myth with that of Rome. It enabled them to trace their origin to an eponymous forefather, Remus, immediately evoking associations with Romulus’ twin brother of the same name, the founder of Rome.

d. Britannia. Various medieval texts provide evidence of a Trojan foundation myth for Britain. At their heart is the Brutus story. Aeneas’ grandson, Silvius, had a secret love affair, out of which Brutus was born. Fate decreed that he should cause the death of both his mother and father. His relatives banished him from Italy and, after much wandering, he arrived in Britain, where successive generations of his descendants ruled until Julius Caesar reunited them with their noble origins. Although the earliest version of this medieval tale dates to c. 800 AD, Creighton believes it may have been of Roman origin, partly in view of the overwhelming evidence for the appropriation of Graeco-Roman myth by British rulers in the era before the Claudian conquest.

10 Sidonius Apollinaris, Carmina 7.139; Epistolae 7.7.2.
11 Caesar, BG 1.33.
12 Goudineau/Peyre 1993, 172-173.
13 Goudineau/Peyre 1993, 171-172.
17 Creighton 2000, 140.
18 Creighton 2000, 141 ff.
The above examples demonstrate how deeply rooted was the Trojan descent myth in the northwestern provinces. The earliest associations date from the 2nd century BC among peoples in Central/Eastern Gaul who already then maintained treaty relations with Rome. Later, Augustus may have provided a powerful impetus. At his instigation, literary circles made modifications to the foundation myth of Rome; the Julian family of his adoptive father Caesar was positioned at the heart of the myth by claiming descent from Venus and Aeneas.¹⁹ As the father of Romulus and hence the founder of Rome, Mars had been a central figure in the Roman foundation myth from early times. Trojan foundation myths long retained their popularity in Gaul, enabling us to trace the tradition among the Aedui and the Arverni right up until the 4th/5th century. It is interesting to note that the Merovingian kings also laid claim to Trojan descent. By appropriating the foundation myth of Rome, they were able to present themselves as Rome’s successors. Probably they were linking themselves to the then still widespread descent tradition of Rome and of many Gallic communities.²⁰

One feature of the Gallic examples is the connection with a local cult of Mars. This does not appear to have been coincidental; rather, it fitted within the ideological programme propagated by Augustus. The question we must ask is how close was this association? Should we assume a link with the Roman descent myth in all civitates where Mars was the principal deity? Derks believes that we should. He suggests that

¹⁹ Cf. in particular the sculptural design in the decoration of the Mars temple at the Forum of Augustus in Rome.


²⁰ Barlow 1995.
the choice of Mars went hand in hand with the incorporation of Rome’s legendary past into that of the local community. The choice of Mars can be seen as a declaration of loyalty to the Augustan political order. It is important to emphasise that the Gallic Mars deities are all syncretisms, in which a local – probably pre-Roman – god is equated with the Roman Mars. Such syncretisms enabled communities to create a new kinship bond with Rome, while at the same time preserving their local identity.


Alongside the Trojan origin myth there is a second, much less widespread myth, which is based on descent from Hercules. This tradition is directly linked to Roman myths about Hercules’ exploits in the barbarian north. In Graeco–Roman mythology, Hercules is the prime example of an adventurer who constantly traverses the frontiers of the civilised world. In his adventurous exploits in the world beyond the frontier, he comes face to face with barbaric hostile forces in a wild and inhospitable natural environment. He is credited with being the first explorer and civiliser of the barbarian frontier regions, initially in Spain and Africa, and later in Gaul and Germania. The earliest diffusion of Herculean myth accompanied the wave of colonisation by Greek states that swept across the western Mediterranean. Later, Hercules’ advance went hand in hand with Roman expansion in Gaul. As the boundaries of the Roman frontier shifted, so too did Hercules. Diodorus’ account of Hercules’ exploits in Gaul is an illustration of this. Hercules pacified and offered protection from perils in regions where nature was as yet untamed and where barbaric customs still prevailed, clearing a safe passage into wild areas and protecting those who took possession of these regions in his wake. Thus Diodorus links Hercules to Roman expansion, with

---

22 For geographical shifts in Hercules myths over time, see Jourdain-Annequin 1992; Plácido 1993.
23 For a brief chronological survey of passages on Hercules’ actions in Gaul in the Graeco-Roman literature, see Moitriex 2002, 69-72.
Hercules paving the way for Caesar’s legions. Hercules became the perfect embodiment of the war against the Barbarians, waged in the name of civilisation; he provided a justification for the Greek wave of colonisation and, later, for Roman military expansion.²⁵

We should therefore not be surprised at Hercules’ appearance, with similar associations, at the Germanic frontier several generations later. According to Tacitus, Hercules’ travels also took him to Germania, where people praised him as their supreme hero.²⁶ Elsewhere Tacitus reports on the Pillars of Hercules in the Frisian area on the North Sea coast.²⁷ Such references to Herculean myths primarily reflect a Roman perspective, and can probably be traced back to creations by Roman soldiers who were active in Germania. The central theme is that Hercules had preceded the Roman armies in exploring and socialising the Germanic frontier.²⁸

In the Graeco-Roman world, Hercules played a prominent role in the origin myths of local royal lineages. According to the standard pattern, Hercules would sire a son by the daughter of a local king, and the son would subsequently become eponymous for a city or primogenitor of a people.²⁹ It is precisely this theme that allowed groups at the barbarian frontier to creatively appropriate Herculean myths, thus taking up the Graeco-Roman myths about Hercules’ exploits among barbarian peoples. One early example dating back to the 5th century BC is a

²⁶ Tacitus, Germ. 3.
²⁷ Tacitus, Germ. 34. Tacitus reveals that he was aware of the dynamic nature of this myth; the location of the Pillars of Hercules moved from the Straits of Gibraltar to the North Sea coast.
²⁸ Cf. also the place name Castra Herculis, situated along the Lower Rhine and mentioned on the Peutinger Map. The name of this Roman fort may well refer to a foundation myth by Hercules, generated by the Roman soldiers who first built the camp. Castra Herculis has been identified with the fort at Arnhem-Meinerswijk, the foundation of which is related to the campaigns of Germanicus between AD 14 and 16 (Willems 1986). Cf. Tacitus’ story (Germ. 3) about the Greek hero Odysseus, who is said to have stopped in Germania on his northern travels. There he founded Asciburgium, and there is even a report of an altar dedicated to him. This myth, too, seems to be a product of Roman soldiers stationed in the army camp at Asciburgium.
²⁹ Cf. DNP 5, 1998, 387–392 s.v. Herakles [Fritz Graf]; 403–404 s.v. Hercules [A. Mastrocinque] (with further references); Huttner 1977, esp. 225–229. Hercules may also have played a role in the earliest foundation myth of Rome. In his recent book, Ercole e Roma, Mario Levi emphasises the significance of the Hercules cult at the Forum Boarium for early (pre-Hellenistic) Rome, and sees in him the true founder (vero ecista) of Rome (Levi 1997, 9). According to him, the classical foundation myth of Rome (including the link with the Trojan cycle) represents a more recent version, which did not emerge until the Hellenistic period (idem, 25).
Scythian origin myth, recounted by Herodotus. During his travels through the land of the Scythians with Geryones’ cattle, Hercules encountered a maiden – half woman, half snake – by whom he sired three sons. Scythes, the youngest, became the forefather of the Scythian kings.30 Later, similar myths appear to have been created by Gallic groups. Diodorus reports (probably following Posidonius) on the reputed descent of the Celts from Hercules, who was said to have visited Celtica during his campaigns against Geryones and to have sired a son, named Galates, by the daughter of a local king.31 It is this Galates to whom the Gauls owe their name. Diodorus also tells of Hercules founding the city of Alesia.32 Like the Trojan descent traditions of Gallic groups, these Herculean descent myths of ‘barbaric’ peoples will not have been externally imposed by the Greeks or by Rome. Rather, they express the viewpoint of local aristocrats, who used the creative appropriations of Mediterranean Hercules myths to demonstrate their close political and cultural ties with Greek states, and later, with Rome.33

30 Herodotus, Hist. 4, 8-10. This myth was allegedly told in Greek cities on the Black Sea coast. It was probably created by Scythian leaders who had entered into alliances with Greek colonies and who may even have had residences there. Cf. in this regard Herodotus’ fascinating story of the Scythian king, Scylas, who lived in two separate worlds, a Greek and a Scythian one (Hist. 4, 78 ff).
31 Diodorus, Bibliotheca 5.24. For related myths, cf. also Parthenius, Narrationes Amatoriae 30; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Romanae 14, 1, 3.
32 Diodorus, Bibliotheca 4.19.2.
33 Cf. Lund 1998, 99 ff. In contrast with Webster (1994, 5-6), who views such origin myths too one-sidedly as a Roman form of cultural imperialism, as part of a Roman colonial discourse imposed by Rome on Gallic groups. Relevant here is the rich numismatic evidence from Britannia, analysed by Creighton (2000). The coin series struck by British ‘client kings’ of Rome in the period before the Claudian conquest bears witness to an astonishingly rich knowledge of Graeco-Roman myth. Scheid (1999, 385) points out that in polytheistic religious systems (like the Graeco-Roman and Germano-Celtic religions) the adoption and worship of deities of other groups poses fewer problems than in monotheistic religions; we are dealing here with additive extensions of open systems.
It is important to note that the Hercules descent myths of the Gauls, reported by Diodorus and others, date from the period between Caesar’s Gallic wars and the death of Augustus. There is no evidence to show that this myth retained its vitality in the imperial period, by which time Mars had become the principal deity of almost all civitates. This stresses the particular status of Hercules as a ‘frontier deity’. After the provincialisation of Gaul and the introduction of a formal Roman civitas system under Augustus, Hercules seems to have lost his special appeal for the Gauls. He owed his initial popularity to his ambivalent nature: on the one hand a Roman god, on the other hand a deity with barbaric traits because of his martial and pastoral associations, his drinking habits and his nomadic life-style.

4  THE CULT OF HERCULES AMONG THE BATAVIANs

Derks and the present author have recently drawn attention to the special significance of the cult of Hercules among Lower Germanic groups along the Rhine and, in particular, the Batavians.34 This is an instance of the appropriation by indigenous groups of the Roman Hercules cult, probably tying in with Roman myths about the role of Hercules as the first explorer of the Celto-Germanic frontier.

Significant here is the epigraphic evidence for the cult of Hercules Magusanus. Hercules Magusanus is a god with a double name, a Roman and an indigenous one respectively, and we should regard him as a syncretism of the Roman Hercules with Magusanus, a local deity or hero. The cult was based in Germania Inferior, particularly the Batavian region, as attested to by the distribution of votive inscriptions and the presence of some monumental sanctuaries that can be ascribed to this deity (fig. 1). Hercules Magusanus may well have been the principal deity of the civitas of the Batavians.

From the Batavian area we now know of three cult places which have produced evidence for an association with Hercules. Firstly, the Gallo-Roman sanctuary at Empel (fig. 2); among the find material there are many pieces of military equipment, a bronze figurine of Hercules (fig. 3) and a votive inscription to Hercules Magusanus. Secondly, the Gallo-Roman temple at Elst (fig. 4). Bogaers’ hypothetical association of this sanctuary with Hercules Magusanus seems to be confirmed by the recent find of a votive inscription from the Batavian area (fig. 1), the association of the cult with the monumental temple complex at Empel and probably also Elst and Kessel, and the presence among the dedicants of a summus magistratus of the civitas Batavorum (CIL XIII 8771).

35 The sequence is reversed – Magusanus Hercules – in the oldest inscription from Ruimel (CIL XIII 8771; first half 1st century AD). Hercules Magusanus is the only example of an ‘indigenous’ Hercules north of the Alps. Cf. Moitriex 2002, 181 ff.
36 This is evident from the relatively large numbers of votive inscriptions from the Batavian area (fig. 1), the association of the cult with the monumental temple complex at Empel and probably also Elst and Kessel, and the presence among the dedicants of a summus magistratus of the civitas Batavorum (CIL XIII 8771).
fragment of a bronze figurine of Hercules, and a fragment of a votive altar dedicated to Hercules, found on an adjacent rural settlement (fig. 5). Thirdly, a cult place discovered during large-scale dredging operations at Kessel/Lith on the south bank of the Meuse. Here, a large ritual find complex was encountered with Late La Tène and early-Roman military equipment, human and animal bones and pottery. The same site also produced rich decorative building remains of a monumental Gallo-Roman temple (fig. 6) used as spolia in a Late Roman fortification. The strong military association of the cult place points to Hercules as the central deity worshipped here.

Recent investigations of the monumental cult places dedicated to Hercules Magusanus in the Batavian area have added substantially to our knowledge of the cult of this deity. Most striking are the strong masculine and military associations of the cult, as evidenced in the ritual deposition of many kinds of weaponry. Another notable feature is the pre-Roman origin of the sanctuaries.

Although no historical evidence has been passed down to us about the myths involving Hercules Magusanus, we note that the iconography relating to him is fully in keeping with that of the Roman Hercules, including references to the mythical repertoires associated with him. A bronze figurine from Empel (1st century AD; fig. 3) shows him wearing a lion’s skin over his shoulders, holding a club (now lost) in his left hand and a drinking cup in his right. On an altar stone from Bonn (226 AD; fig. 7), he once again bears a club and lion’s skin, and is flanked by Cerberus, the hellhound. And a statue from Xanten (2nd/3rd century AD; fig. 8) shows him in classical pose holding a club and, in his left hand, the apples of the Hesperides. All this would suggest that, although Hercules Magusanus may have expressed a local individuality and identity in terms of his name, he was quickly perceived – certainly by outsiders – as a truly Roman Hercules.

For the Batavians, we have no specific information about just how the Roman Hercules was integrated into local foundation myths. Analogies, however, allow us to proffer some suggestions. The same leitmotif that we encounter elsewhere in Herculean myths may have applied to Hercules Magusanus as well. During his travels with the cattle of Geryones, Hercules passed through the Batavian region, 38

---

38 Bogaers 1955, 173, 240; Derks et al. 2008, 77, fig. 4.8, 138 ff, fig. 5.2.
40 Derks 1998, 113–115. This may explain why the dedicants of votive altars to Hercules Magusanus include several persons who did not come from the Lower Rhine area.
where he is said to have sired a child by a local progenitress, thus entering into existing descent myths. However, as with the local Mars gods in Gaul, the situation with regard to Hercules Magusanus is more complex in that it involves a syncretism. Here we must take account of an existing deity or hero who already occupied a place in the pantheon, who shared several structural similarities with Hercules and who was identified with him.

Who among the Batavians could have been responsible for appropriating the myth of Hercules and fusing it with the already existing Magusanus myth? The originators must be sought first and foremost among those with access to political power: the pro-Roman Batavian elite, and the group of the Iulii in particular. In their youth, members of the stirps regia may have enjoyed a Roman education as ‘hostages’ in centres in Italy or in the province (fig. 9), and may have used the knowledge gained there to create new interpretations and appropriations of Graeco-Roman myth.41 Relevant here is the analogy with events in Britannia where, until the time of the Claudian conquest, British rulers enjoyed considerable autonomy as client kings of Rome. We know of coins from British rulers that either depicted Hercules or presented the rulers themselves as Hercules.42 These representations demonstrate the personal preferences of British kings, probably arising from knowledge acquired during their education in Italy. However, the elite cannot have been solely responsible for the success of the Lower Rhine Hercules cult. Although they probably made the initial association, this does not account for its general popularity. To become a common good, a new idea has to be accepted across all levels of society; it must be positively received or ‘believed’ by the broad masses. It would appear that the association of Magusanus with Hercules rapidly gained wide acceptance. Heroic Herculean legends probably merged

Fig. 8. Stone statue of Hercules Magusanus from Xanten (2nd/3rd century AD), dedicated by a Roman legionary soldier (CIL XIII 8610). Photo Ton Derks.

41 Taking and ‘raising’ children of the leading indigenous aristocracy as hostages or prisoners was a known Roman strategy for controlling groups in the Gallic and Germanic frontier (Wolters 1990, 87, 216; idem 2000, 37; Creighton 2000, 137; Allen 2006). As an illustration, we should examine the situation among the stirps regia of the Cherucsi who, on the eve of the revolt under Arminius, were the main ally of Rome in the area between the Lower Rhine and the Elbe (Wolters 1990, 211-212). Arminius’ son was a prisoner/hostage in Roman hands (Tacitus, Ann. 2.10), and his brother’s son (Flavus and Italicus respectively) was born in Rome. After being raised in Italy, Italicus was sent back under Claudius to his homeland, where he was appointed king (Tacitus, Ann. 11.16). The Augustan denarius RIC I 201a (fig. 9) makes a direct reference to the practice of taking hostages. The reverse side shows a barbarian in Germanic dress who, as a sign of subjection, hands over a child as hostage to emperor Augustus (cf. Wolters 2000, 37).

42 Creighton 2000, 179, 182.
with those of Magusanus and soon became an integral part of the collective memory of the Batavian community. This will have happened in one or two generations, probably in the Augustan era.43

The gradual introduction of the Roman *civitas* system from Drusus onwards and the later legal elevation of Noviomagus to the status of *municipium* around 100 under Trajan44 undoubtedly led to changes in the nature and organisation of the public cult. However, since there was no question here of large-scale settlement by foreign Roman veterans, we should assume a considerable degree of continuity in broad terms. Against this background, we can understand that the *civitas Batavorum* continued to adhere to the mythically-based Hercules tradition, as is evidenced by the impressive monumentalisation of the sanctuaries of Elst, Empel and Kessel around AD 100.

5 THE APPEAL OF THE ROMAN HERCULES AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF A BATAVIAN IDENTITY

The Batavian Hercules cult should be seen in the context of a special alliance with Rome during the early imperial period. Tacitus speaks of an *antiqua societas*, which may have had its roots in the Caesarian organisation of the Rhine frontier.45 As a consequence, the Batavians still enjoyed special privileges in the Neronian period, in particular exemption from paying tribute and the right to supply auxiliary troops in closed ethnic units, led by their own commanders. The size of the auxiliary units supplied to Rome was quite exceptional: in the pre-Flavian era, about 5000 soldiers spread across ten units.46 The alliance with Rome was closely

---

43 A terminus ante quem is provided by the above-mentioned altar stone from Ruimel, which is dedicated to Magusanus Hercules and which can be dated to the early 1st century AD. The fact that the dedication was carried out by a *summus magistratus* of the Batavian *civitas* means that the Hercules cult had already developed into a public cult at that time. It had probably begun as the private creation of members of the Batavian elite.

44 Cf. Haalebos 2000, 38. An additional argument is provided by the new dendrochronological dating of the construction of the Gallo-Roman temple at Elst-St. Maartenstraat around AD 100 (Derks et. al. 2008, 33 ff, 136 ff.).

45 Roymans 2004, chapter 5.

46 Roymans 1996, 23-24; fig. 4, with further references.
tied up with the power position of the Batavian aristocracy, who had acquired Roman citizenship; the most prominent of them belonged to the *stirps regia*, of which Julius Civilis was a member.

So what was the attraction of the Roman cult of Hercules for Germanic groups in the Lower Rhine, and for Batavians in particular? It has been argued that the Roman Hercules represented ideas and values which had particular appeal for Lower Rhine groups and which matched those associated with their local deity or hero, Magusanus.47

These were first and foremost martial values. In the Graeco-Roman world, Hercules stood for masculine power and courage, as epithets such as Hercules Victor and Hercules Invictus demonstrate. These martial qualities had particular appeal for Germanic groups. Tacitus reports that Hercules’ heroic deeds made him a shining example to Germanic warriors.48 In addition, a large proportion of the votive inscriptions to Hercules Magusanus were from soldiers or veterans. Further evidence of martial associations is the practice of depositing weapons in the sanctuary of Hercules Magusanus at Empel.

Secondly, Hercules’ popularity will have been influenced by the pastoral values associated with him. Unlike Mars, Hercules had a reputation as a keeper and protector of cattle, thus providing a link to the livelihood of indigenous groups in the Lower Rhine area. The Rhine delta – probably the centre of the Hercules Magusanus cult – was essentially a non-villa landscape in which the agrarian economy relied heavily on cattle and horse raising. Also interesting is the association of the Mediterranean Hercules with the theme of cattle raiding. Traditionally, cattle raids may have been the social context par excellence in which Lower Rhine groups could display both martial and pastoral values.49

A third factor accounting for Hercules’ appeal was his role as mediator, as an intermediary deity who bridged the gap between Germanic groups and Roman civilisation, thus securing for the former a respectable place in the Roman world. This theme builds on Hercules’ role as the first explorer of the Germanic frontier and, by virtue of his sexual escapades, as the mythical forebear of barbarian peoples. This bridging function was particularly relevant for Germanic groups, who continued to be stigmatised as barbarians by the Romans, particularly after the failure of the Augustan *Germania* policy.

This last point brings us to the ethnic self-definition, or self-image, of Lower Rhine groups vis-à-vis Rome and to the role of the Hercules myth. Two attributes, to some degree at odds with one another, may have dominated the collective self-image of the Batavians in relation to the Romans. On the one hand, there was their status as a worthy treaty partner of Rome. Certainly, their prestigious role as the supplier of elite troops and the bodyguard of the Julian-Claudian emperors will have added to their self-respect. On the other hand, there was the problem of their barbarian status. In Roman eyes, the Batavians were Germanic, and hence barbarians.50 Tacitus’ account of the Batavian revolt illustrates how easily the old barbarian clichés were reactivated in a time of crisis.51 Challenging their barbarian stigma must therefore have been a point of emphasis in the Batavian self-image. In the 1st century AD, the Batavians laid claim to a position within the Roman Empire, as shown by the votive stone from Ruimel, the triumphal pillar for Tiberius from Nijmegen,52 the construction of monumental temples and the fact that the upper-most Batavian elite enjoyed Roman citizenship. These were means by which they emphasised an inclusive Roman identity. The Batavian Hercules myth, too, cannot be viewed separately from the political relationship with Rome at the time: it was probably an essential component of Batavian ‘intentional history’, a mythical variant of the alliance with Rome.

---

48 Tacitus, Germ. 3.
49 Roymans 1996, 88 ff.
50 Cf. the discussion in Roymans 2004, chapter 10.3.
51 Tacitus reduces the conflict to a struggle between Romans and barbarians; the Romans strongly suspected Julius Civilis of striving for an independent *regnum Germanorum*, which would pose a serious threat to the Gallic provinces. Cf. Tacitus, Hist. 4.18; 4.73.
52 Panhuysen 2002; Roymans 2004, 216.
Generally speaking, public cult places played a vital role in the symbolic construction of ethnic communities and the creation of boundaries with outside groups. They often functioned as lieux de mémoire where foundation myths were reproduced through rituals, cult celebrations, imagery, etc. At appointed times people would gather in large numbers to affirm themselves as a cult community. The role of public sanctuaries as key locations for creating a collective identity is graphically illustrated in Tacitus’ account of the central cult place of the Germanic Suebi, where the tribe gathered each year to commemorate its origins (initia gentis):

They describe the Semnones as the most ancient and best-born of the Suebi. This credibility of their antiquity is confirmed by religion. At fixed seasons all tribes of the same name and blood gather through their delegations at a certain forest, (...). And after publicly offering up a human life, they celebrate the grim initiation of their barbarous worship (...). The whole superstition came to this, that it was here where the race arose, here where dwells the god who is lord of all things.

As argued above, Hercules will have played a prominent role in the initia gentis of the Batavians, and it therefore seems likely that the Hercules sanctuaries at Empel, Elst and Kessel were focal points where the Batavian origin myth was commemorated and where a collective identity was forged. These cult places may have had links to the mythical biography of Hercules Magusanus, perhaps as a place where he had once come to make a sacrifice.

Recent archaeological investigations in the sanctuaries of Empel and Elst have produced extensive evidence for the practice of ritual feasting. The pottery spectrum at Empel is dominated by drinking ware and kitchen pottery, which are related to the preparation and consumption of food and drink during religious festivities. The bone material is heavily dominated by cattle, which were slaughtered and consumed at the cult sites on a massive scale. This ritual feasting in public cult places was an important means of social interaction in early Batavian society. Powerful networks were sustained by collective food and drink rituals, and they probably constituted a major means of defining membership of the Batavian community.

The significance of the Batavian Hercules sanctuaries was certainly not confined solely to the creation of an ethnic identity, but also extended to the construction of gender and age-class identities. The excavations at Empel have furnished us with archaeological evidence of this. Inasmuch as we are able to make sex specifications, the ritual find complex discovered here is strikingly male in character. This is particularly evident in the many remains of weapons and horse gear. Find categories that point clearly to the female domain (certain fibula types, and especially terra cottas and glass bracelets) are almost entirely absent. The militaria found in Empel can be interpreted as personal equipment deposited by individual soldiers who had completed their military service.

53 On the interpretation of communities as symbolic constructs, see Cohen 1993.
55 Cf. the Hercules cult at the Forum Boarium in Rome, which is said to have originated from a sacrifice that Hercules himself once made there after having killed the monster Cacus (DKP 1, 1964, s.v. Cacus [W. Eisenhut]).
Cf. also Tacitus’ account (Germ. 3) of Odysseus erecting an altar at Asciburgium.
56 Klomp 1994 (pottery, Empel); Seijnen 1994; Robeert 2008 (animal bones, Empel and Elst).
57 Cf. Roymans 1996, 31-32; Nicolay 2004. For the social interpretation of the practice of coin deposition at Empel, see Roymans/Aarts 2005. Significant too is the find at Empel of 26 bronze seal-boxes, used for sealing private letters on wooden writing tablets. These letters were probably used in a votive ritual and will for the most part have been written by soldiers (Derks 1998, 229-230).
There are good reasons to assume that Hercules played a special role as the patron of the Batavian iuventus. In Roman Italy as well as in the provinces, local communities had their formal collegia of iuvenes, who organised competitive sporting events – equestrian sports in particular – at special festivals. In Celto-Germanic tribal societies, there were probably similar organisations of young men, which were predominantly military in nature and which consequently represented a politically significant force. Tacitus tells us of the existence of a iuventus among the Batavians. He claims that mishaps that occurred when Vitellius ordered the recruitment of new troops from the Batavorum iuventus were the immediate cause of the revolt of 69/70. The prime importance of the Batavians as a supplier of auxiliary troops suggests that the iuventus here was a paramilitary-like organisation, which prepared young men for a soldier's life. We observe a general pattern in the Roman empire, in which the collegia iuvenum manifested themselves as cult communities, with a specific deity as patron. Hercules emerges clearly as the most popular god, no doubt due to his military and sporting attributes. Given Hercules' position among the Batavians as principal deity in the public cult, it is probable that he functioned there too as protector of the iuventus. A possible epigraphic clue is the inscription on the altar stone from Over-Betuwe (fig. 10), dedicated to Hercules Magusanus and Haeva by a Batavian couple 'for their children'.

The Batavian cult places of Hercules may have been the concrete setting for the public initiation ritual of young male adults. Tacitus recounts the initiation of young men during a public rite de passage among Germanic groups:

(...) the custom is that no one takes arms until the tribe has endorsed his future competence; then in the assembly itself one of the chiefs, or his father, or his relatives equip the young man with shield and spear; this (...) is youth's first public distinction.

59 Cf. Roymans 1990, 28-29, with further references.  
60 Tacitus, Hist. 4.14. For other examples of the military role of the iuventus in the northern provinces, cf. Tacitus Ann. 3.43; Hist. 1.68, 3.5 and 2.12.  
62 CIL XIII 8705.  
63 Tacitus, Germ. 13.
If we accept the idea that Hercules Magusanus acted as the patron of the Batavian inventus, it seems obvious that such public initiation rituals would have been performed at the cult places of Hercules. In the Graeco-Roman world, too, the Hercules cult was strongly male-oriented and often associated with initiation rites of juveniles.64

### 7 ON THE HERCULES CULT IN THE OTHER CIVITATES OF LOWER GERMANY

What can be said about the Hercules cult in other civitates of Lower Germany? I can only offer some hypotheses here, as the archaeological evidence does not allow firm conclusions. The occurrence of votive inscriptions in Bonn (2), Cologne (1), Xanten (2), and bronze arm rings with votive inscriptions from Bonn, Cologne and Grimmlinghausen, proves that Hercules Magusanus was also worshipped in the adjacent parts of Germania Inferior (cf. fig. 1).65 Given the presence of several altar stones and a statue at Bonn and Xanten, we could even expect sanctuaries dedicated to this deity. However, it is not clear whether Hercules played a role in the public cult there; there is an absence of clues (e.g. associations with large monumental sanctuaries, or the involvement of civitas magistrates in the cult) to suggest this. Furthermore, it is significant that the votive inscriptions from the German Rhineland all date to the 2nd or 3rd century, while the earliest ones originate from the Batavian territory.66 This may point to a relatively late diffusion of the cult from the Batavian region to neighbouring civitates in the east. However, the number of inscriptions is too small to be conclusive. The Hercules Magusanus cult may have had early roots there too, given the close cultural ties between the Ubii and the Batavians since the late 1st century BC.67

Nevertheless, we must assume a considerable dynamic within the domain of the public cult of Lower Rhine groups, which is linked to their specific political and administrative integration into the Roman empire. One development that fundamentally affected the civitates of the Ubii and the Cugerni was the foundation of Roman colonies under Claudius and Trajan respectively. The massive settlement of veterans went hand in hand with the introduction of a new judicial framework, changing power relations, and a redefinition of collective identities. As a result of this large-scale settlement, the old, tradition-bearing core of the Ubii and Cugerni lost its political might or had to share it with the newcomers.68 This undoubtedly led to a comprehensive reorganisation of the public cult and a reconsideration of the tribal descent myths of these communities.69 The origin myth of the Ubii – possibly also via Hercules – was meaningless to the newly introduced community of veterans. The colony’s new name, Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium, referred to its founding by a member of the imperial house; no attempt at all was made to incorporate the Germanic-Ubian identity. In one of Tacitus’ fictitious orations, it is precisely the abandonment of their ethnic identity with which the trans-Rhenish Tencteri reproached the Ubii.

---

64 Cf. DNP 5, 1998, 391, s.v. Herakles [Fritz Graf]. At several places (e.g. at Thassos), the Herakles cult was linked to a practice of ritual feasting and the transference of the first weapons to young men.
65 For a list of votive inscriptions for Hercules Magusanus, see Derks 1998, appendix 3.1.
66 Inscriptions from St.-Michielsgestel-Ruimel (first half 1st century AD) and Empel (96–early 2nd century AD).
67 Cf. the recent study of the Late Iron Age triquetrum coinages in the Lower Rhine region (Roymans 2004, chapter 6), and the role of both groups in providing soldiers for the Germanic bodyguard of the Julio-Claudian emperors (Speidel 1994, 12 ff.).
68 The latter may have occurred voluntarily. Tacitus (Hist. 4.65) suggests that there was large-scale intermarriage between veterans and the Ubian elite.
69 Cf. the broader discussion in Scheid 1999, esp. 398 ff.; Derks, this volume. For comparable developments in the Roman province of Judaea, see Belayche, this volume.
in the context of the 69 AD revolt.⁷⁰ We should therefore assume a marginalisation of Hercules’ position as principal deity in the public cult among the Ubii and the Cugerni following the foundation of the *colonia*. It is likely that this role was taken over by the Roman Mars.⁷¹ In any case, there was a Mars temple in Cologne in the Neronian period, where a sword ascribed to Julius Caesar was kept.⁷² It is tempting to link the building of this temple to the founding of the *colonia* under Claudius.

**Discussion**

In this paper, I have discussed the role of Hercules in the creation of a Batavian identity in the context of the Roman Empire. My point of departure has been the assumption that the Batavians had to rewrite their history after their integration into the Roman world. The Hercules myth was a vital component in this process. Hercules probably played a prominent role in the origin myth of the Batavians and hence in their collective memory; they presumably saw themselves as his descendants. The appropriation of the Mediterranean Hercules myth reflected the friendly alliance they had with Rome at that time. Hercules Magusanus was thus a key element in the ‘intentional history’ created by the Batavians in order to forge for themselves a proper place in the Roman world.

We could also argue that the Hercules cult played a role in the ethnogenesis of the Batavians. This group was a relatively young creation from the period between c. 50 and 1 BC, the same period in which the foundations were laid for the cult of Hercules. The Batavians emerged following an amalgamation – probably orchestrated by Rome – of a small, but dominant *Traditionskern* of Chattian origin from the east of the Rhine, and an older indigenous population, who were probably remnants of the Eburones whom Caesar had destroyed.⁷³ Participation in the cult of Hercules, with its strong political and military associations, was undoubtedly a powerful integrating force among warriors who came from different subgroups of the emerging Batavian community. The social function of genesis stories was to symbolically express the identity and social cohesion of the new group. Furthermore, it is perhaps no coincidence that the Hercules sanctuaries of Empel, Elst and Kessel are of pre-Roman origin. Here, the connection with a ritual past may have strengthened the legitimacy of the newly formed Batavian community.

I would like to return here to the motives of Lower Rhine groups for appropriating the cult of Hercules. I have argued above that the Batavian choice of Hercules was partly determined by the fact that the Romans perceived them as Germanic and hence as barbarians. This points to the existence of some form of hierarchy in the descent traditions of provincial Roman groups. Foundation myths that forged a link with the Graeco-Roman world were a source of prestige within Roman Gaul. They needed to be negotiated and, certainly for Germanic groups, there were limits to what was feasible. The political relationship with Rome was the chief factor governing the success or failure of a claim to a prestigious descent tradition. Rome could reward certain *civitates* by formally recognising their foundation myths, as happened with the Aedui and the Remi. Other *civitates* might well claim such descent, but Rome could reject the claim, as appears to have been the case with the Arverni. At the time of Augustus, claims of blood ties with Rome by virtue of Trojan descent were a bridge too far for Germanic groups, including the Batavians. Other parties – Romans and Gauls – would have dismissed their claim as arrogant. They would have regarded descent from Hercules as more appropriate to the Germanic identity of the Batavians, but this claim was undoubtedly less prestigious than the foundation myth of the Aedui and the Remi.

---

⁷¹ After the 1st century, it seems that the Hercules Magusanus cult at Bonn, Cologne and Xanten was largely carried on by soldiers, who viewed him as a Roman Hercules.
⁷² Suetonius, *Vitellius* 8, 10. See also Derks, this volume.
⁷³ Roymans 2004, chapter 5. We should probably view this *Traditionskern* as a band of warriors led by a pro–Roman aristocratic leader.
Finally, what are the prospects for further research in this field? Clearly, we will never come to know the myths associated with the Lower Rhine Hercules cult. What archaeologists can do, however, is uncover new evidence on the material culture relating to the cult of Hercules Magusanus. I see particular potential for future research into the public Hercules sanctuary at Elst. Such research may yield new information about the origin, development and social significance of the Hercules cult in Batavian society.
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The Roman antiquities from the Netherlands show that the masters of the world did not live there with the same splendour and luxury as they did in neighbouring Gaul, Britain and the Rhine area. No colonies were founded on the poor heathlands and moors; no high rank official brought the magnificence and richness from the south. Remains of splendid villae, mosaic floors, marble cornices, columns and images have not been found here. The Batavian territory, too poor to produce tributes and taxes, was left to its own devices. But the sons of this unruly soil, hardened by the continuous struggle with an ungrateful nature and unfavourable climate, were fit for military service. Thus the Batavian territory was considered a breeding ground for soldiers of the Roman army (...).

Van Schevichaven 1881, i-ii
(author’s translation)

I INTRODUCTION

The impact of empires on their colonial subjects is manifold and often reaches far beyond the visible material conditions of life that are the focus of much archaeological research. Colonisers usually take control not just of the conquered land and its natural resources, but also of the people who inhabit it.

This paper springs from a research project entitled The Batavians: ethnic identity in a frontier situation (360–60–000) funded by the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) and VU University Amsterdam. The article is the expanded text of a lecture read at the Valkhof Museum at Nijmegen in December 2004 and a reworked version of a contribution originally published in Dutch as Derks 2004. I am grateful to the audience at Nijmegen and to Nico Roymans for their valuable comments, to Bert Brouwenstijn for drawing the maps of fig. 2 and 9, to Annette Visser for correcting my English.
Thus distinctions are made between those who control the land and those who occupy and work it. As Loren observes in a recent study on the impact of French and Spanish colonial rule in the 17th- and 18th-century American Southeast, the very demarcation and classification of the colonised constitutes an inherent part of colonisation.

While the empire’s classification of its subjects always reflects and serves its own needs and interests, redrawing the boundaries necessarily implies dividing pre-existing communities and amalgamating others; ultimately, it may even create new social categories that did not exist before while denying the existence of others. By simultaneously sanctioning certain social practices and discouraging or prohibiting others, such categorisation from above invariably has a profound effect on the self-understanding of the colonised. The post-Columbian Spanish empire in the Americas presents some nice examples of this. Whereas Spanish colonial rule focused on accommodating the caciques, the paramount leaders of the American Indians, by recognising their political authority, the Spanish crown also developed an elaborate, strict system of categorisation (the régimen de castas), which classified people by caste using a complex mix of ethnicity, phenotypic or racial characteristics, and legal status. Clearly, the caste system was designed to check and control the vast new colonial population of mixed-bloods, and to preserve the racial purity (Espanidad or ‘Spanishness’), power and wealth of the coloniser. But the ultimate upshot of anchoring the imperial classification systems in everyday social practice was that the colonised largely adopted the identities imposed by colonial rule. As the net result was certainly not always advantageous to all, some colonised groups also employed a strategy of fashioning their own social identity by acting, dressing and behaving like individuals from another group, or defined themselves as different by giving themselves a new name. This strategy could be particularly helpful for those seeking to enter colonial situations from which they would normally be excluded.

This paper deals with the Roman empire and the interplay between Roman imperial rule (and its projected identities) and the adopted identities of Rome’s subjects. It focuses on the images and self-images of a particular tribe in the northwestern frontier of the empire, the Batavi. Since the tribal peoples on the periphery of the empire were largely illiterate (and the Batavians were no exception), modern accounts have often relied heavily on the writings of ancient authors. The written texts of classical ethnography scarcely epitomise objective, accurate description, however. It is therefore imperative that we juxtapose the stock images from Roman imperial writing – which since the Renaissance have often become our own (witness the quote at the head of this chapter) – with other source material. Inscriptions are a much neglected category of sources that offers an extraordinarily rich potential for research in this area. Inscribed monuments erected by individual members of local communities provide unparalleled access to subjective feelings of belonging even at the level of the individual.

At the heart of this paper is a systematic inventory of inscriptions that mention Batavians. A key question governing the examination of these inscriptions is to what extent the ways in which Rome’s subjects are presented were their own choice (adopted identities) and to what extent they were influenced by structures of the empire in which they operated (projected identities)? In other words, what impact did the growing political integration of the Batavian community into the Roman empire have on the self-understanding of individual Batavians? When and where did they manifest themselves as an ethnic

---

2 Loren 2005, 303.
3 Deagan 2001, 186 ff.; Loren 2005, 303 ff. According to Deagan (ibid., 191), this ultimately resulted in the formal institutionalisation of racial mixtures into more than 25(!) categories, of which the mestizo, mulatto and quadroon are the best known.
5 For some nice examples of the predominance of clichés in writing on the Batavians, see Roymans 1999; Ribbens 2004. Archaeological research on the Batavians did not start until the mid-20th century.
6 Cf. Woolf, this volume.
group and how much did that assist or impede their full integration into Roman society at large? What changes, if any, can we observe in forms of self-representation? Did the Batavi see themselves as the brave tribal warriors generally portrayed in classical ethnography? Or did they instead emphasise their status as fully-fledged members of the world community which we know as the Roman empire? And how then should we assess the Batavian case in comparison to that of their neighbours?

After broadly outlining the epigraphic evidence central to the argument in this paper (section 4), I will first discuss the social contexts of ethnicity (section 5) as well as the specific epigraphic formulae used to express affiliation (section 6). In order to avoid the pitfalls of working directly from the Batavian evidence alone, I will try to explain the emergent pattern against a background of wider developments within the frontier of the Roman Northwest, such as military recruitment and urbanisation, by constantly comparing and contrasting our case with that available for some other Lower Rhine groups. In the final section (7), I will investigate what conclusions may be drawn for the community’s origin myths, which are generally thought to be crucial for the perpetuation of ethnic identity groups. But I begin this paper with a few remarks on the concept of ethnicity — concerning the correlation with material culture and the dynamics of ethnic categories — and a brief discussion of the frontier in the Roman Northwest (section 2), followed by a discussion of the possible impact of Roman army recruitment practices on the ethnicity of individual soldiers (section 3).

2 ETHNICITY AND THE ROMAN FRONTIER

Ethnicity refers to the collective identity of an ethnos, i.e. a tribe or people whose members subscribe to a perceived common origin. While material culture may have been instrumental in the construction of ethnic identities, the relationship between ethnicity and material culture is a complex one. Because of its strong symbolic value, material culture is by definition multivocal and capable of symbolising multiple aspects of human relationships, not just ethnicity. In contrast to earlier archaeological thinking, it is highly unlikely that we would be able to identify items of material culture that could stand exclusively for only one particular ethnicity. Conversely, ethnicity is never expressed through a single material item. Nor are ethnic signifiers necessarily the same for all members of society: they may have gender, age and class aspects. Given this complex and arbitrary correlation between material culture and ethnicity, archaeologists will quickly become lost if trying to investigate ethnic issues without having access to additional written evidence that offers clues about where to look. It is hoped that inscriptions can help us to direct our research in the right direction.

Ethnicity is first of all about people’s perceptions of their roots, or to quote a more scholarly definition by a Dutch anthropologist, ‘ethnicity is a discursive, subjective construction of group difference’. This is not to say that ethnicity is simply bipolar. If ethnic categorisations are ethnocentric by default, group difference is located on both sides of the boundary between ‘us’ and ‘them’. In other words, depending on the scale of observation, we may identify a hierarchy and a conglomerate of groups with graduated differences in familiarity and foreignness. Regardless of how well or poorly a group had integrated materially into the wider context of the empire, what mattered was how it defined its position symbolically. Origin myths and collective rituals are important concrete expressions of such symbolic thinking.

Although ethnic groups generally present themselves as bounded entities that never change, in reality they are shown to be dynamic and subject to change. History has revealed numerous examples of how

---

7 Cf. Loren 2005.
8 Generally, Hodder 1982; Jones 1997; for an early case study from Roman archaeology, Grahame 1998.
ethnogenesis processes and the dissolution of ethnic groups have transformed the ethnographic map of Europe over time. Two observations can be made about these processes of change: 1) the main driving force behind most modifications to the ethnographic map are changing configurations of power, and 2) if ethnic identity groups show significant changes, it would appear obvious that the binding factors of origin myths and collective rituals also change.

Frontiers are one geographical and socio-political context where ethnicity may be particularly relevant.10 Located on the periphery of nation states or empires, frontiers are best described as broad zones of interaction between an intrusive power and the indigenous tribes within its sphere of influence. Frontiers are not stable, but move with the expansion of empires. On the northwestern periphery of the Roman empire, we can identify four stages in the development of the frontier.

From Caesar’s Gallic war until the Augustan administrative reorganisation concluded by the foundation of the federal altar of the Tres Galliae at Lyon in 12 BC, the northern frontier of the Roman empire comprised the entire area between the province of Gallia Narbonensis and the river Rhine. After the incorporation of Comatian Gaul into the empire’s provincially organised core, the frontier shifted further to the north. From the beginning of the Germanic campaigns in 12 BC until the foundation of the two Germanic provinces under Domitian, it covered large areas on both sides of the Rhine, stretching from the military districts of Belgic Gaul across the Rhine far into Germany, where for the time being the river Elbe embodied the new symbolic boundary of the inhabited world. It was this shift in the main area of military operations that first put the spotlight on the Lower Rhine area, thereby producing the earliest historical records of the Batavians.11 After the transformation of the military districts of Belgic Gaul into the provinces of Upper and Lower Germany around AD 84, the frontier comprised the area of the client tribes of ‘Great Germany’ north and east of the Rhine.12 With the establishment of the Gallic empire in the third quarter of the 3rd century, the Lower Rhine and adjacent areas reverted to their frontier status, which they retained until the fall of the western empire in the early 5th century.13

As we saw in the introduction to this paper, the intervention of imperial powers in the frontier regions of their empires often reinforces some existing ethnic groups while at the same time creating new ethnic categories and disrupting others. Roman measures which may have been relevant in this respect were the annihilation, division or relocation of certain tribes, the targeting of tribal groups for ethnic soldiering, the settlement of veteran colonies, the creation of new political administrative centres, and the granting of municipal rights and citizenship. Of course, not all frontier peoples were affected by such measures in the same way or to the same degree. The Batavi, for instance, after splitting off from the Chatti on the Middle Rhine, were relocated in the heart of the Lower Rhine frontier. By virtue of a treaty with Rome they were exempt from capital and property taxes,14 but were exploited all the more for large-scale conscription: with eight cohortes of 500 men (replaced by four cohortes milliariae in the early 2nd century), one ala and many soldiers for the imperial horse guard and the German fleet, the Batavi were among the principal suppliers of manpower to the Roman army.15 As the vast majority of the epigraphically known Batavians appear to have been auxiliary soldiers, it may be useful to examine in more detail the potential impact of Roman recruitment practices for the auxilia on the construction of ethnic identity.

10 Barth 1969; Eriksen 1993; Chappell 1993; Rodseth/Parker 2005.
11 Tacitus, Ann. 2.8 and 2.11.
12 For the term, Alfoldy 1997.
14 Tacitus, Germ. 29.
15 For the concept of ethnic soldiering, Van Driel-Murray 2005; for the Batavian auxilia, Strobel 1987; Roymans 1996, 20 ff, 84 ff; idem 2004, 3 ff., 222 ff; Van Rossum 2004; for Batavians in the Germanic fleet, Tacitus, Hist., 4.16.
Long-term service in the Roman army inevitably left its mark on individual soldiers, especially on those who served in the auxilia. Many Roman army auxiliaries adopted a new name upon enrolment, and whether this was a Latinised version of their original native name or a completely new Latin or Greek name, to most men it meant adopting a partly new personal identity and a serious break with the past.\(^{16}\) The challenge of learning to understand, speak and perhaps even write the new language of power, as well as deployment in the remotest parts of the world among peoples who they had not even heard of until a short time previously, will certainly also have had an impact on the soldiers’ self-image. While this may be relatively easy to understand, less comprehensible perhaps is the idea that service in the Roman army may have affected the soldier’s ethnicity. This has everything to do with Roman recruitment practices and the army bureaucracy.

In contrast to the legions, most Roman army auxilia were levied from a single tribe. This was generally one of Rome’s peace conditions stipulated in a treaty that left responsibility for the levy itself to tribal leaders.\(^{17}\) These units were referred to by the ethnic names, possibly preceded by a serial number, of the peoples from which they were conscripted. For our purposes, it is important to realise that, provided the tribal leaders recruited enough men, it will have been of little interest to the Roman authorities whether the men serving in these units did in fact belong to the ethnic group that gave the unit its name. For any recruits from other ethnic groups, however, this arrangement meant that for the remainder of their military career they were entered in the Roman army records as ethnic members of the tribe from which the unit, according to its name, had been recruited. This phenomenon will no doubt have occurred among the Batavian auxiliaries as well. In fact, recent demographic calculations show that Batavian society was too small to satisfy on its own the annual demand for new recruits needed to maintain the eight Batavian cohorts and the Ala Batavorum. We must therefore conclude that there were scores of recruits from other groups, perhaps from Batavian client tribes, among the auxiliary soldiers listed as ‘Batavian’ in the army records.\(^ {18}\) For these men, the benefits of gaining access to a military career more than made up for the incidental masking or sublimation of their own individual ethnic identity in favour of another collective ethnic identity linked to their unit.

If the ethnic units were nominally homogeneous at the time of recruitment, most would have lost their real or supposed homogeneity soon afterwards. In general, new recruits needed to fill the gaps left by dead or retired soldiers were no longer conscripted from the eponymous tribe from which they were initially recruited, but from the province where the unit happened to be garrisoned. There has been extensive discussion as to whether the Batavi, for reasons of their particular qualities as soldiers, were excluded from this trend toward local recruitment. I agree with Van Rossum that, despite the Batavian background of some of their commanders, ethnic recruitment for the Batavian auxilia ended in all probability some time in the early 2nd century.\(^ {19}\) As long as troops were regularly moved, this resulted in quite mixed units, but once they started staying longer in the same garrison, from the Hadrianic period

---

\(^{16}\) Striking here are the Greek names adopted by soldiers figuring in the Vindolanda tablets (Birley 2001) and by Batavian members of the pre-Flavian horse guard in Rome. In the latter case, the choice may reflect conformity to onomastic conventions among slaves in the imperial service.


\(^{18}\) Van Rossum 2004, esp. 125, who draws this conclusion for the 2nd-century situation; to my mind, the same argument could be put forward for the 1st century. Cf. also Roymans 2004, 207 f., who reaches the same conclusion with regard to pre-Flavian recruitment but by a different route.

\(^{19}\) Van Rossum 2004, with the older literature. For ethnic recruitment in the late 1st, early 2nd century, cf. appendix B 19, B 25-26 and B 28.
onwards, the upshot was that units named after tribe x predominantly comprised soldiers from tribe y. Although the army continued to record the ethnic background of each individual soldier, this practice may have led to some ambiguity as to how these auxiliaries should categorise themselves collectively, as soldiers from tribe x or y. We will see an example of this in section 5.20.

The phenomenon of different categorisation scales leading to hierarchically overlapping identity groups is also apparent from evidence for Roman army recruitment. In addition to the ethnic units discussed above, the Roman auxilia also contained units recruited from several tribes and named after the group that served as the umbrella group, usually a province (e.g. Thracians, Raeti), but sometimes several provinces or a larger geographical area (e.g. Galli, Germani). For instance, the cohortes Gallorum – unlike the ethnic units levied from individual tribes in Belgic Gaul – consisted of volunteers conscripted from a range of tribes in the Tres Galliae. Similarly, the cohortes Germanorum were recruited from a series of tribes on both sides of the Rhine, in what the Romans called Great Germany, again inasmuch as they were not targeted for ethnic soldiering. Finally, we can say that to both Flavius Josephus and Suetonius the 1st-century imperial horse guard consisted of Germani. Interestingly, inscriptions from Britain and Rome suggest that these macro-categories existed not only within Roman army bureaucracy, but were also meaningful among the tribal people themselves. In contexts where soldiers from different tribes of the Lower Rhine frontier communicated with each other – Coventina’s well at Carrawburgh is a case in point – some presented themselves as Germanus, and in Rome the association uniting members of the Claudio–Neronian horse guard was called collegium Germanorum (fig. 1).

The predominance of Batavi in the imperial body guard of both the Germani corporis custodes and the equites singulares Augusti gave rise to a colloquial designation of the unit as a Batavian one. Suetonius tells us that Caligula received a divine warning in the sanctuary at the source of the river Clitumnus in Central Italy to supply the numerus Batavorum of his bodyguard with new recruits. In his report of Hadrian’s military inspections, Dio speaks of the ‘so-called Batavian cavalry’ in the emperor’s retinue crossing the river Danube, and a bilingual inscription on a tombstone from Anazarbus, Cilicia, in present-day Turkey, refers to the deceased – described in the Latin text as eques singularis – as ἱππεύς νομέρου Βατάων in Greek. Even if in the early 3rd century the Batavian guard still dominated the horse guard to such an extent that their tribal name could become emblematic for the whole unit, other inscriptions prove that the unit still contained a substantial number of men from other parts of the empire, especially Pannonia.

Finally, mention should be made of the differential recording of the auxiliary’s home in Roman army rosters and official documents such as military diplomas. According to Speidel, the way in which a soldier’s home was recorded (province, tribe or town) varied according to where he came from and where he was sent to serve. Whereas an auxiliary soldier’s native province was only given if he was sent abroad as a recruit, his tribe or town was stated if he had enrolled in a unit stationed or raised in his own province (local recruitment). There are two exceptions to this rule: 1) even when sent outside their home province, soldiers from Spain, Gaul and Germany were nearly always designated by their tribe or home town, probably because in these cases the terms Hispanus, Gallus or Germanus were ambiguous as to precisely which province they referred to, and 2) auxiliarii who enrolled as Roman citizens retained designated as numerus Bataorum and numerus e[لح]equitum Batavorum.

Cf. ESA 657, 688a, 688c-d, 732.

Speidel 1986. Once settled, it remained unchanged for the entire term of service.

There are a few examples of Germani corporis custodes and equites singulares Augusti designated as Germani, e.g. Bel-
their towns as their home even when sent abroad immediately upon enlistment. The best illustration of the impact of official recording on how individual soldiers presented themselves on private altars or epitaphs is the fact that, from Augustus to Trajan, we do not encounter a single exception to the above rule among the 173 stone inscriptions of the auxilia.\textsuperscript{29}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Two inscribed funerary monuments from the cemetery of the \textit{collegium Germanorum} at the Via Portuense in Rome, erected by members of the Germanic bodyguard (\textit{Germani corporis custodes}) in commemoration of deceased fellow guardians of different Germanic backgrounds, Fannius (left) being of Ubian, and Indus (right) of Batavian descent. Rome, Museo delle Terme di Diocleziano (author’s photographs).}
\end{figure}

\begin{verbatim}
Fannius / Neron(is) Claudi / Caesaris Aug(usti) / corpor(is) custos / dec(uria) Cotini / natione Ubius / vixit ann(os) XIX. H(ic) s(itus) e(st). / Posuit Corinthus / dec(uria) aedem heres eius / ex colleg(i)o German(orum) (AE 1952, 145 = Bellen A 12).

Indus / Neronis Claudi / Caesaris Aug(usti) / corpor(is) custos / dec(uria) Secundi / natione Batavus / vix(it) ann(os) XXXVI. H(ic) s(itus) e(st). / Posuit / Eumenes frater / et heres eius ex collegio / Germanorum (AE 1952, 148 = Bellen A 15).
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{29} Speidel 1986, 475, using the evidence collected by Holder 1980.
Despite the relatively abundant epigraphic evidence for the Batavi compared to some other peoples in the northwestern frontier of the empire, no up-to-date collection was available when this study began. The first catalogue of inscriptions was drawn up more than a century ago by the Dutch cultural historian, publicist and future municipal archivist of Nijmegen, Herman Van Schevichaven. In his booklet entitled *Epigraphie der Bataafsche Krijgslieden in de Romeinsche Legers* (Epigraphy of Batavian warriors in the Roman armies), written in Rome and Algiers and published in 1881, Van Schevichaven was able to gather some 50 inscriptions from findspots as far apart as Nijmegen, Lyon and Rome. The first collection after Van Schevichaven’s and the only systematic one is presented in Byvanck’s three-volume *Excerpta Romana*, a monumental survey of historical, epigraphic and archaeological sources for the Roman Netherlands. The second volume in the series, published in 1935 and entirely devoted to epigraphic evidence, contained all Latin inscriptions from the Netherlands then known, as well as those from abroad that could shed light on the people who settled in the territory confined by the actual national boundaries, especially the Batavi and the Cananefates. More recently, selections of inscriptions have been discussed in the context of research on the political institutions of the Batavi and Cananefates. It goes without saying that new discoveries have not only rendered these surveys incomplete, they have sometimes also forced us to reconsider some of the old material. As a full discussion of each inscription is clearly beyond the scope of this study, the available evidence has been presented in the appendix at the end of this paper.

The guiding principle for my inventory of inscriptions is that the text must entail an explicit reference to Batavian descent. I will come back to the methodological implications of this criterion in the next section. Suffice it to say that this has resulted in a collection of 58 inscriptions referring to 69 Batavi; a Batavian descent is explicitly stated for 63 of them, with the remaining six being direct relatives, mostly brothers (appendix, table B). Apart from this group of inscriptions, several categories have been defined for which Batavian descent may be surmised, with varying degrees of certainty. The first contains inscriptions erected by local magistrates and council members (table C). Although public offices in the local community will generally have been held by citizens from that civitas, examples of magistrates or councillors who served ‘abroad’ call for caution. As there are no explicit indications of a ‘foreign’ origin, I assume that the summus magistratus and the two decuriones of the Batavian civitas were all of local stock.

The second category contains people for whom we may assume a Batavian background on military-historical grounds. Service in a Batavian unit may be taken as a strong indicator, especially in the 1st and early 2nd century, but to avoid circular argument such cases have only been counted if there was addi-
tional confirming evidence such as onomastic clues or kinship relations (table D). In addition, a number of people bore the ethnic cognomen Batavus or the ethnic nomen derived from it, Batavinius (table E). Although they are often conjectured to be of Batavian origin, this is far from certain; all we can say for certain is that they will have had some relationship with the Batavi. Finally, for the sake of completeness, historically known Batavi have been listed (table A).

The oldest inscription dates from the reign of Tiberius, the youngest from the second half of the 3rd century. The chronological distribution develops from a hesitant start in the first half of the 1st century and a considerable increase in the second half, towards a culmination in the 2nd century, followed by a rapid decline in the early 3rd century. There is just one inscription for the late 3rd century, and epigraphic documents mentioning private individuals who explicitly designate themselves as ‘Batavian’ are completely absent for the 4th and 5th centuries. This chronological division corresponds perfectly to a general pattern observed over large parts of the Roman empire and must certainly be associated with the adoption and abandonment of the epigraphic practice. However, there are good reasons to assume that it is not just the drying up of our sources that prevents us from encountering any Batavians after the late 3rd century. Internal developments in Batavian society itself are just as important as the rapid decline in epigraphic evidence. Recent archaeological research has shown that many rural settlements began to be deserted from the early 3rd century on. Although 4th-century settlement traces are being uncovered (as was the case in Tiel, for instance), the excavated house types and associated material culture are completely different from the earlier phases, suggesting a major discontinuity. At the same time, public sanctuaries such as those at Empel and Elst, which played a key role in the reproduction of Batavian identity, were devastated shortly before the mid-3rd century and not rebuilt thereafter. And in the 270s the site of the tribal capital of Ulpia Noviomagus was even abandoned. Taken together, we cannot but conclude that at some time in the late 3rd century, the Batavian community (civitas Batavorum) ceased to exist as such. Although the memory of a Batavian identity group still lived on in some epigraphic and historically transmitted names of auxiliary units from the early 5th century, it is unlikely that at this stage the soldiers serving in these formations were all still ethnic Batavians. By then, the old practice of ethnic soldiering had long been replaced by local recruitment in the garrison’s province.

---

36 However, the ‘Batavian’ label does turn up as part of regimental names in late Roman inscriptions as well as written sources. Cf. note 40 below.
38 Heeren 2006; Roynans et al. 2007.
40 Epigraphically, after the mid-3rd century, the ethnic label of the Batavi is only documented as a regimental name of both an infantry and cavalry unit in sarcophagus inscriptions from the late Roman cemetery at Concordia in Northern Italy. For these inscriptions, see CIL V 8743, 8752, 8759, 8761, 8773, 8776, and AE 1891, 101 (Batavi seniores), and AE 1891, 106 (equites Batavi seniores), with comments and corrected readings in Hoffmann 1963 and id. 1969, 75 ff. As Hoffmann (1963, 25; 1969, 83 ff, esp. 101, 526) convincingly demonstrated, these inscriptions must be dated to the winter of AD 393-394; for the history of their discovery and a description of the cemetery, see CIL V, p. 1058, Hoffmann 1969, 61 ff and Lettich 1983, 17-37. These and additional units are mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum (Occ. 5.19, 5.163 and 7.14: pedites Batavi seniores; Occ. 6.5, 6.47, and 7.167: equites Batavi seniores; Occ. 40.39: Cohors I Batavorum; Occ. 35.24: Cohors IX Batavorum), whereas in a more general sense – i.e. without the details of unit names – Batavian armed forces are mentioned throughout Ammianus Marcellinus’ Res Gestae (16.12.45, 20.1.3, 20.4.2, 27.1.6, 27.8.7, 31.13.8-9). It may be noted in passing that the Batavi are the only namegiving tribe of late Roman auxiliary units which is already known as such from the early empire. This may point to the continued (or renewed) exceptional importance of ethnic soldiering among the Batavi at the time the regiments of the late Roman army were first conscripted (i.e. under the tetrarchy or Constantine at the latest).
41 Hoffmann 1969, 81.
If we now take a look at the geographical distribution of inscriptions that mention Batavians (fig. 2), apart from a marked presence at Rome, we are immediately struck by the scattering of inscriptions in the frontier regions of the empire. The pattern’s strong military bias is further confirmed by the military background recorded for most Batavians. Apart from Celerinius Fidelis (B 66), a former recruit in the 30th Legion based at Xanten who had succeeded in escaping the hardships of the ordinary soldier’s life to become an *officialis* in the office of the financial procurator of Lugdunensis and Aquitania at Lyon (cf. fig. 7), the only Batavian outside the imperial capital not directly linked to the army is a gladiator (*retiarius*), who died and was buried in the North Italian town of Parma (B 48). Also instructive is the fact that the four Batavian women whom we know of were all the wives of serving soldiers and officers who followed their husbands through the empire during their period of service. Two of these women

---

42 The situation of the Tungri is highly comparable. Here we know of only two people who did not serve in the army (cf. below table 5).
are known to us from military diplomas issued to their husbands on discharge: Mattua Silvani fil. (B 29) ended up with her Batavian husband M. Ulpius Fronto (B 28), a soldier in the Cohors I Batavorum, and their three daughters in the civil settlement near the auxiliary fortress of Regensburg-Kumpfmühl in Raetia, while the Batavian wife (who remains anonymous) of a Frisian cavalryman, following her husband’s discharge from the Ala I Hispanorum Auriana (B 32), then stationed in Biriciana/Weissenburg in Raetia, settled with her family in the vicinity of her husband’s last posting in the Raetian countryside. The two other Batavian women are known to us from gravestones, which we know with varying degrees of certainty were erected by their husbands in the vicinity of their army camps: the Batavian Procula (B 30) was buried near the castellum of Tibiscum in the province of Dacia, whereas Romana (B 65), who was married to the prefect (probably also a Batavian) of the Cohors III Batavorum milliaria, found her final resting place in the vicinity of the garrison town Vetus Salina in Pannonia Inferior.

In addition to these women for whom a Batavian origin is beyond question, our documentation also includes several examples of women for whom there is no final proof of a Batavian background, although all indications point in that direction. For example, we can assume on the basis of her nomen, formed by the Rhineland suffix ‘-inius’, that Maturinia Pia (D 15), who we know from an inscription from Lyon (cf. fig. 7), probably came from Germania Inferior; her relationship to a Batavian soldiering family makes it likely that she herself also originally came from the insula Batavorum. When her husband, the above-mentioned legionary Fidelis, was transferred to Lyon in the early 3rd century from his station in Xanten to serve as an exactus on the staff of the financial procurator of Gallia Lugdunensis (and Aquitania), she had no choice but to go with him. Following his death and burial there at the age of 40, she stayed behind as a widow with three children in the Gallic provincial capital. Finally, the probable Batavian Batavinia Romana (E 9), travelled with her husband M. Publicius Adventus, a soldier in the same 30th legion from Xanten, to Aquitania, where they buried their 11-month-old son, named after his father M. Adventinius Fruendus, in Avaricum/Bourges. It is not clear what brought them there, but Adventus was probably posted from his legion to the Lyon-based vexillatio, taken from the four Lower and Upper German legions which had taken over the job of the disbanded Cohors Urbana since Septimius Severus’s decisive victory

---

43 As the children of two Batavian parents, the daughters Vagatra, Sureia and Sata were Batavian by descent, although not explicitly designated as such in the diploma. The unit Fronto had served in was part of the army of Pannonia Superior at the time. It is unclear why Fronto and his family settled in Raetia; army service had probably brought him into contact with people in this army camp or the surrounding vicus.

44 Her husband’s name and background have not survived. If we assume, however, that her stay in Tibiscum was linked to her husband being based at the local fort, he may have served in the Cohors I Vindelicorum. This unit was stationed in the Flavian period in Lower Germany (CIL XIII 8320 = RSK 272; RMD IV 216 from AD 98), and was transferred to Moesia Superior; undoubtedly in connection with Trajan’s First Dacian war (CIL XVI 43 from AD 100). The unit arrived at Tibiscum shortly after the mid-2nd century (CIL XVI 107, dated to 156/157), or in the late 2nd or early 3rd century (Benea 1986, 452).


46 For the duty of exacti, see Haensch 1997, 713 ff, esp. 722; Bérard 2000, 291 f.

47 She may have been supported by her brother-in-law, Celerinus Augustus (B 67), an equestrian officer who completed the tres militiae, and who together with her took care of the gravestone. On Augustus’ career, see PME C 104; Haensch 2001, 136.

48 Both husband and wife bore a nomen that was typical of the Lower Rhine area. Cf. note 45 above.
over Clodius Albinus in 197.49 Once again, we know of these two women mainly through their husbands’ military careers. However colourful their life stories may have been, they confirm the strong military bias of the epigraphic source material available for the Batavians.

If we look more closely at the men themselves, we see that in the provinces, with the exception of two legionary soldiers (B 22 and B 66) and a commander of the Pannonian fleet (B 34), they all served in the auxiliary forces of the Roman army.50 Their presence in different parts of the empire is closely related to the military history of Batavian and other Lower German auxiliary forces. The few Batavians known to us for the 1st century served in a non-Batavian unit that was transferred from the Rhine to Dalmatia and Pannonia after their enrolment. In the early 2nd century, Batavians formed part of the Roman army that fought the Dacian wars, either in one of their own units or as soldiers enlisted in other ‘national’ units.51 At least two Batavian casualties were recorded on the impressive memorial altar that Trajan erected as a

Fig. 3. Photograph and drawing of a stone slab (width 0.90 m) from the left side of the war memorial of Adamklissi (RO) erected ‘to the memory of the very brave men who died for the country (patria)’ in the emperor Trajan’s Dacian wars showing two fragmentary preserved columns of soldiers’ names and their origins. In the left column one Batavian is mentioned (l. 16), in the right the heading of the Cohors II Batavorum is followed by the names of five victims from this unit (after Doruţiu 1961, 358, fig. 3).

49 For the Lyon garrison, see Freis 1967, esp. 30 f.; Bérard 2000, 279; idem 2001. For the inscription, Haensch 2001a, 120, no. 122; Kakoschke 2004, 145, who in spite of the designation miles suspects that that this may have involved a veteran.

50 B 68 was the 8-month-old son of a centurio from Legio II Parthica. Cf. note 80 below.

51 The Second Cohort of Batavians is recorded on the Trophaeum Traiani, but the First Cohort probably also took part in the war.
tribute to all those who had died in action on the battlefield near Adamklissi in present-day Romania (fig. 3). After the Dacian wars and the frequent transfers resulting from them, Batavians were mainly posted along the Upper Danube, in Noricum, Raetia and Pannonia.

Finally, we need to mention the single findspot with the largest number of inscriptions that record Batavians – the imperial capital at Rome. The vast majority of these inscriptions relate to Batavian soldiers from the imperial bodyguard, the Germani corporis custodes of the 1st century (cf. fig. 1) and the equites singulares Augusti of the 2nd and 3rd. These horsemen had been picked from the cavalry of the auxiliary forces in the provinces to serve the emperor in Rome and on his journeys across the empire. In the 3rd century, a few Batavian soldiers (B 52-56) worked their way up to the prestigious Praetorian Guard that also had its headquarters in the metropolis.

5 CONTEXTS OF ETHNIC CONSCIOUSNESS

Expressions of ethnic identity were only one way in which people sought to position themselves within the context of the Roman empire. As the empire’s inhabitants naturally belonged to many, partly overlapping, social groups based on class, age, profession, gender, kinship, religion, language or origin (to mention only the most important axes of social organisation), they had many allegiances whose relative importance fluctuated according to context. This raises the question as to what precisely were the kinds of social context in which ethnic self-definitions became relevant and were expressed in inscriptions.

The guiding principle behind the inventory in this study is the requirement that a Batavian affiliation be explicitly mentioned in the inscription. While this has the great advantage of presenting a clear criterion that avoids the difficult issue of establishing origin on the basis of onomastics, it also has major implications for the results of our inquiry. After all, references to origin have proven to be context-dependent and particularly relevant in interaction with perceived ethnic ‘others’. If we inspect more closely the geographical distribution of inscriptions containing an explicit mention of Batavian descent, we see that not a single text appears to have been found within Batavian territory. The local origin of people mentioned in votive or funeral inscriptions erected in their homeland was self-evident and usually went without saying; it was only abroad that Batavians revealed themselves as such. Conversely, it is only ‘foreigners’ who can be identified unambiguously in the epigraphy of the Batavian homeland. Since an explicit statement of tribal affiliation makes little sense among fellow tribesmen, Batavians remain invisible in their homeland.

52 Cf., for instance, Solin 1994/95.

53 In this respect, despite the distorting effects of the epigraphic habit, it is the presence in Roman Cologne of inscriptions mentioning Agrippinenses that requires an explanation, rather than the absence of Ubii (contra Carroll 2001, 128). Those who did refer to local citizenship in the frontier town will have had good reasons to do so, for instance, as a way of distancing themselves from others with whom they had otherwise much in common. We could think here of soldiers who wanted to stress their local origin as opposed to their numerous foreign colleagues, immigrants – including veterans and tradesmen – wanting to emphasise membership of the local citizenry despite a foreign origin (e.g. CIL XIII 8283 = RSK 219; CIL XIII 2023), and Ubians wishing to underline their citizenship in the colony despite their (former) Ubian background (e.g. CIL XIII 8336 = RSK 304). For an overview of such exceptions in Gaul, Burnand 2005, 240, note 2.

54 The military diploma of Elst is clearly an exception, but since such documents are products of the Roman army bureaucracy, they should not be included in a contextual analysis of ethnic self-ascription.

55 For an example, cf. the recently discovered funerary stele from Houten which was erected for an auxiliary soldier from Forum Iuli. In contrast to the view expressed in my first publication of the inscription (Derks 2003; AE 2001, 1515), the Iulia mentioned in the text may have been the deceased’s manumitted slave and wife. I thank Dick Whittaker for this suggestion.
These two patterns are not of course unique
to the Batavi, but apply generally to all tribal
groups in the Roman world.\footnote{Compare, for instance, the evidence collected in Wierschowski 2001 and Kakosche 2004.}
The idea that ethnicity is context-based
cannot just be inferred from the inscription
findspots, it is also evident in a few other
patterns. For instance, it is conspicuous that
nearly all Batavian soldiers whose tribal
affiliation is mentioned were serving in a
non-Batavian unit.\footnote{Again, this is not a pattern unique to the Batavians. Nouwen (1997, 261) made similar observations for soldiers from the Tungri.} The only exception is a
recently discovered epitaph from Solva/Esztergom in Hungary, erected by a Batavian
soldier from the First Cohort of Batavians
for his deceased father (B 26). Also impor-
tant is an observation regarding the famous
Vindolanda tablets. As we know, most of
these documents belong to the period when the Ninth Cohort of Batavians garrisoned the fort.\footnote{Bowman/Thomas 2003, 11-12, 23-26: periods II and III, ranging from c. AD 92 to c. AD 104/105.}
While the tablets contain many names of individual soldiers whose onomastics also show a clear connection
with the Lower Rhine area,\footnote{Birley 2001.} so far there are only two instances where the soldier’s name is accompanied
by his tribal affiliation. Tellingly, the men in question are a Treveran and – if the lacuna is correctly read – a Vangio, both foreigners in a cohort that at that time still largely consisted of ethnic Batavians. Birley
has suggested that this recording of tribal affiliation may have been prompted by a desire to distinguish
these men from Batavians of the same name.\footnote{Ibid, 246-247, note 15.} Regardless of how we explain these two exceptions, the
bulk of the Vindolanda evidence tells us clearly enough that ethnicity was hardly an issue in the daily
routine of a Roman garrison.\footnote{Although the unit was still ethnically homogeneous at this time (cf. Van Rossum 2004), this does not mean that particular behavioural characteristics of these soldiers could not have functioned as ethnic markers to an out-
sider. One example is the sizeable consumption of beer, as recorded in the Vindolanda writing tablets (TV 190, 628; cf. also TV 182, 186, 482, 581). While beer con-
sumption may not have been an exclusive prerogative of Batavian auxiliaries, it may have served as a pointer to a small circle of British or Germanic groups.}

The situation may have been completely different as soon as the men left the walled circuit of the
army camp on their patrols and encountered the enemy. A report on the fighting techniques of the
Britons is instructive here. We read that ‘the cavalry does not use swords nor do the little Brits mount in order to throw javelins’ (fig. 4).\(^{62}\) It seems that throwing javelins while mounted was the norm among the reporting scouts; the fact that they used the Latin diminutive Britunculi to designate the unusual equipment and behaviour of their opponents betrays an attitude of superiority and contempt towards the native British cavalry. Such positioning with regard to close neighbours whose way of life hardly differs from one’s own is typical of ethnic relationships, as is the disproportionate attention to what, to an outsider, may seem insignificant details. I’ll come back to this shortly. For the moment, we may conclude that such differences of detail only become clear and acquire meaning in interaction with those perceived as non-group members. Methodologically, it may be important to add that this feature of British ethnic identity focuses exclusively on the male section of society. What ethnic discourse among women would have looked like has gone unrecorded.

But let’s return to the monumental inscriptions that form the bulk of our evidence. They direct our attention to two more settings in which ethnicity may have been relevant. The first is death in a foreign country. The vast majority of Batavians living outside their homeland have become known to us through their epitaphs. Death was of course an occasion par excellence in which those who stayed behind could look back on the life of a beloved relative or friend. Aspects of status, age, and class roles, alongside flattering descriptions of the deceased’s character, were normally selected for inclusion in the commemorative inscription on funerary monuments erected to their memory. It seems that one thing that certainly mattered in the event of death in a foreign country was to refer to the deceased’s ethnic background. It is impossible to say whether explicit mention of this detail was prompted by regret at the premature death that prevented burial in the deceased’s native soil, or by a feeling of pride that also reflected on those responsible for erecting the monument (after all, they too will often have had a similar background). If the outward form of the commemorative monument bore any relation to the form of the funeral ceremony, we have to assume that most Batavians who died abroad were buried according to local custom rather than to that of their home region.\(^{63}\)

---

\(^{62}\) TV 164: (...) Brittones / nimium multi equites / gladis non utuntur equi/tes nec residunt / Britunculi ut iaculos / mittant.

\(^{63}\) Cf. Derks 2004, regarding the monuments of the Germani corporis custodes.
The second setting in which a person’s origin could be mentioned was dedications. We can distinguish here between individual and collective dedications. Private dedicators acting on their own rarely mentioned ethnic background. The few exceptions from the Lower Rhine include a dedication by a legionary soldier from Arezzo in Cologne⁶⁴ and a series of votive altars erected by Gaulish *negotiatores* in the sanctuary of Nehalennia, now off the coast near Colijnsplaat.⁶⁵ No single example survives for the Batavians.⁶⁶

Dedications that make explicit reference to ethnic background were normally acts of collective worship. A nice, and at the same time unique, example are the *cives Batavi sive Thraeces adlecti ex provincia Germania inferiori*, Batavian or Thracian horsemen who were selected for the imperial bodyguard in Rome after serving in the auxilia from Lower Germany (fig. 5). On returning from a journey to the Orient with the emperor Elagabalus, they dedicated an altar *ob reditum imperatoris* to Hercules Magusanus, one of the prominent gods in their last province of service. Soldiers from a particular ethnic group describing themselves as *cives* of a certain area and joining together for a dedication to a god or emperor were no exception in the Roman world. To mention just one familiar example, the German *cives Tuihanti* serving in a Frisian unit based at Housesteads erected several altars on Hadrian’s Wall to Mars Thingsus and the two Alaisiagae, otherwise unknown goddesses whose cult most probably originated from their home area on the continent.⁶⁷ Noteworthy in the Batavian example is the use of the syndeton *sive* as a conjunction between Batavi and Thraeces. It suggests that, to the authors of the inscription, there was hardly any difference between the Thracian and Batavian element mentioned in the text. This has led to the interesting assumption that the altar’s dedicators were Batavians recruited to a Thracian unit while it was stationed in Germany. This would fit well with our knowledge of the development of the recruitment system for the Roman army auxilia. In the early 3rd century, a nominally Thracian unit that had stayed long enough in the Batavian area would certainly have included large numbers of Batavi.⁶⁸ If this interpretation is correct, the inscription nicely illustrates the bureaucratic impact of the Roman army’s changing recruitment strategies on the collective self-representation of recruits.⁶⁹

An interesting aspect of the dedication by the ‘Batavi or Thracians’ is that, like the Tuihanti mentioned earlier, they apparently acted without their colleagues serving in the same unit. This raises the question as to what happened to those excluded soldiers. Were they so few in number that they were simply neglected?⁷⁰ Or should we imagine them doing the same with respect to their provincial gods? From a modern point of view, such separate and potentially divisive actions by different sections of the same military unit

⁶⁴ *CIL* XIII 8174 = *RSK* 15.


⁶⁶ Without explicit information on the dedicator’s background, votive inscriptions to ‘Batavian’ gods such as Hercules Magusanus or Vagdavercustis cannot in themselves be taken as a reliable indication that the dedicator was a Batavian.

⁶⁷ *RIB* 1593-1594. Likewise, soldiers recruited from areas either larger or smaller than a tribe and serving within a particular military unit could join together for worship. Compare, for instance, dedications by *cives* Raeti (*RIB* 2100), a *pagus Vellavi/us* (*RIB* 2107, Birrens), and a *pagus Condurstis* (*RIB* 2108), all serving in the same Cohors II Tungrorum based at Birrens.

⁶⁸ Noy 2000, 222. Of the Thracian units that had been stationed some time in Lower Germany, only the mixed Cohors IV Thracum, the Ala I Thracum, and the Ala Classiana Gallorum et Thracum may still have been in the province by the late 2nd or early 3rd century and eventually have functioned as the guards’ mother units. On these units, Alföldy 1968, 17 ff., 36 f., 71 f.; Bogaers 1974; Eck/Pangerl 2004 (complete diploma from 5.9.152).

⁶⁹ The alternative would be to explain the asyndeton by the similar high-quality horsemanship for which both Batavi and Thracians were renowned. The differential recording of their homes (tribe or province) matches the patterns observed in Roman military records (cf. above, note 27) and would again be testimony to the influence of the Roman army’s official records on the soldiers’ forms of self-representation in their private monuments.

⁷⁰ For non-Batavian members of the guard, cf. note 26 above.
would seem a threat to the unit's internal cohesion and esprit de corps. But judging by the evidence available for other formations, such as the Second Cohort of Tungrians, acts of worship by sections of army units were not viewed as a problem by the army authorities, probably because, in line with Rome's general attitude in religious affairs, they were seen to add to rather than replace the official army religion. From the Roman point of view, the 'native' gods of these ethnic groups were thus additionally recruited for the well-being and safeguarding of the unit; for the ethnic military enclaves themselves such collective acts of worship to the main gods of their home area were an important instrument for maintaining bonds of solidarity among like-minded fellow tribesmen while remaining fully loyal to the Roman cause.

Although acts of worship such as those by the Batavian or Thracian guard may have been quite routine and need not indicate any political unrest, they may well have triggered a heightened ethnic solidarity and consciousness. In two inscriptions from Xanten and Rindern, citizens from the Lingones and Remi joined together to thank the principal gods from their home regions for the well-being of emperor Nero, as well as for the salvation of the citizens (ob cives servatos). In this case, the addition of the latter formula does hint at a serious threat to public order; this has variously been identified with invasions by groups of Frisians and Amsivarii in AD 57/58, with the great fire of Rome in AD 64, with the Pisonian conspiracy in AD 65, or with the revolt of Vindex in AD 68. The exact historical context is irrelevant for our argument here; what matters here is that, after the crisis had been averted, these ethnic enclaves hastened to proclaim their loyalty to and sympathy with the sovereign authority in order to ensure that they were on the right side of the divide.

The Batavian revolt provides a clear example of how, in times of crisis or dramatic political upheaval, ethnic sentiments could be mobilised against the imperial power. To conclude this survey, I will touch upon one particular episode from this uprising that not only underpins my point, but is also particularly instructive as to the role of material culture in ethnic discourse.

During the Batavian revolt, the trans-Rhenish Tencteri sent envoys to the colony of the neighbouring Ubii. Not unlike the Tencteri, the Ubii had always claimed a Germanic origin. Since the establishment of a Roman colony under Claudius, they had quickly adopted Roman customs. For a long time, this had remained unproblematic: significantly, Julius Civilis himself, the leader of the anti-Roman coalition, had his son educated in the colony. But the changed political circumstances of the revolt suddenly transformed the symbols of Romanitas into a focus of hatred. In return for tearing down the walls of 'slavery' and killing all Romans in Ubian territory, the Tencteri envoys promised the Ubii a life as a 'pure, unaffected people, forgetting its former slave status'. The 'offer' was of course unacceptable to the Ubii. They replied that while all foreigners had already been killed or had fled to their home towns, the veteran settlers of the first hour had intermingled with them through marriage with native women to such an extent that they and their children considered the Ubian colony to be as much their patria as the Ubii themselves did.

---

71 For army religion, cf. Herz 2002; Stoll 2007. For the divisions of the Tungrian cohort, cf. note 67 above. There is some indication that these monuments were erected more or less simultaneously: one pair (RIB 2107 and 2108) shows essentially the same wording, whereas the third inscription (RIB 2100) was erected under the same prefect as one from the pair (RIB 2108). Finally, there is a dedication to Minerva by the whole unit, again under the same prefect (RIB 2104).


73 Wierschowski 2001, 410.

74 Tacitus, Hist. IV, 64.

75 Tacitus, Hist. IV, 63.

76 Since very few local women will have had Roman citizenship in the early 1st century, Tacitus’ description implies that the deduced legionary veterans were given the right of conubium. Cf. Vittinghoff 1994, 288 f.; Haensch 1999, 649 f. For an instructive epigraphic example of intermarriage between a putative legionary soldier and a native Ubian woman, see CIL XIII 8565 (Neuss).
From an archaeological point of view, this example has some wider relevance since it shows again how particular details are temporarily selected from the entire cultural package and treated as typical of a certain ethnic identity. In times of immense political pressure, heightened ethnic awareness clearly leads conflicting parties to emphasise selective details and neglect others – in short, it produces stereotypes. This is what is amply illustrated here: circumstances had reduced the multiple bonds of interaction existing between members of Civilis’ coalition and the inhabitants of the colony to a stereotypical opposition between ‘Germans’ and ‘Romans’.

Summing up, we may conclude that ethnicity is a situational construct that becomes relevant only in particular contexts. Although ethnic background was entered in each soldier’s personal files in the army archive, the Vindolanda evidence suggests that it went largely unrecorded in the paperwork that reflected each unit’s daily routine. At the same time, the recruitment practices of the Roman army fostered bonds of ethnic solidarity within these same auxilia. The sources suggest that the most important contexts were collective acts of worship by soldiers from the same ethnic background but serving in mixed units, as well as funerals for soldiers and veterans who died abroad. In the latter case, ethnicity was often deemed a relevant aspect that merited mention in an epitaph. In the interaction with the social environment of the fort, ethnic difference was not located in objective phenotypic difference, but in subjectively selected details of cultural practices, such as horse riding, which up to a point were broadly similar among the interacting groups. In times of political tension, ethnicity sometimes became a matter of life and death, whereby particular forms of behaviour or material culture were randomly selected and magnified to create stereotypical oppositions.

6  F O R M U L A I C  E X P R E S S I O N S  O F  O R I G I N

Having presented the evidence for Batavians in the epigraphic record and outlined the contexts of ethnic consciousness, we will discuss in this section the precise epigraphic formulae used in inscriptions to describe origin. We will investigate what distinct shades of meaning might have been involved, ask whether these remained unchanged and always relevant, and see what conclusions may be drawn from their chronological development.

We can distinguish three distinct principles of self-ascription in the terminology used to describe origin in the epigraphic evidence: 1) tribal affiliation, employing the term *natione* or *domo* in conjunction with the *ethnicium*,77 2) civic ascription built on the term *civis*, again followed by the *ethnicium*, and 3) geographical provenance through mention of the *caput civitatis*. In almost half of all inscriptions, the Batavi expressed their affiliation by the formula *natione Batavus* (table 1).78 From a cultural philosophical perspective it is noteworthy that *natione* derives from the Latin verb *nascisci*, ‘to be born’. Etymologically, the term thus refers to the idea of kinship through birth, one of the key notions that even today underlies much ethnic thinking. In the Roman empire origin was indeed hereditary rather than territorially defined.79 This is nicely illustrated by the epitaph erected by a Batavian *centurio* for his 8-month-old son: although the boy was said to be *nat(ione) Batav(u)s*, his very young age in combination with a burial place

77  The adjectival form of the province’s name could perhaps be used, e.g. Raetus, Pannonius etc. As this is unattested for tribes from the Lower Rhine (cf. above, note 27), I won’t elaborate on this elsewhere in this paper.

78  The inscription from Riez (B 68), which is the only one that has to be dated to the second half of the 3rd, or possibly even the 4th century AD, has not been included, whereas those listed in the appendix under nos B 49–51 have been counted among the 2nd-century inscriptions.

79  Thomas 1996.
at Cnidus in Asia Minor makes it very unlikely that he was actually born on Batavian soil. As the other, perhaps dominant, meaning of the Latin *natio* shows, the point of reference for this kin-ordered concept of origin appears to have been a people or tribe. If we take both shades of meaning together, the term *natio* seems to denote a tribal affiliation adopted through birth.

In three inscriptions from Pannonia the formula *domo Batavus* is used to express a Batavian origin (fig. 6). The form is a regional variant which was particularly popular in the Danube provinces. While it has the same connotation of defining origin through descent, the point of reference is the house rather than the tribe. Although there is ample evidence to show that the concept of 'house' refers to both the physical building that provides shelter and the social group that inhabited it, it is important to remember that not every residence could be called a *domus*: for a house to be designated as such, it had to be the seat of the family as apparent from the presence of the lares familiares. Judged against this background, expressions such as *domo Batavus* principally refer to an understanding of the Batavians as an ancestral lineage group with a shared origin.

In addition to this first group of formulae which conceptualise origin as a form of kinship, other forms of expression employed the term *civis*, followed by the adjective of the people or the town to which the person belonged, e.g. *civis Batavus* or *civis Agrippinensis* (fig. 7). Both forms emphasise political-administrative ascription to the civic community (*civitas*) where the individual was inscribed as a citizen. As many inscriptions by *peregrini* show, the citizenship referred to in such inscriptions is always a local one (e.g. *civis* of the *civitas Batavorum*), which did not necessarily imply Roman citizenship of the metropolis. If the local community happened to be a Roman colony, only inhabitants with full Roman citizenship were allowed to call themselves citizens. Both forms are rare among the Batavians: only two people presented themselves as *cives Batavi* (B 66 and B 69; cf. fig. 7), and we have no example of Batavians who described themselves as *cives Noviomagenses*.

---

80 Contra the editor of CIL III 14403, who reads *D(is) M(anibus) / T. Fl(avius) Maritimus / eq(ues) R(omanus) nat(us) / Batav(u)s vixit*, etc. For other Batavian children who in all probability were born in a foreign country, see note 43 above.

81 Krier 1981, 173.

82 Cf. Saller 1994, 80 ff. The sense of *domus* as a family group is of course well-known for the Imperial House and epigraphically widely attested by the formula *in honorem domus divinarum* used in all forms of dedications. See also the discussion on *domo* below.

83 Given the findspots of these inscriptions, *domo* cannot have referred to the place of residence, the *domicilium*, as opposed to the place of birth, the *patria*.
A neutral but ambiguous way of indicating origin was to employ the simple ethnicum (e.g. Batavus), used either as an adjective or as a substantival noun. Through the omission of natione, domo or civis, it could be read as the abbreviated form of each of the formulae discussed above. While this was the standard way of recording a soldier’s background in Roman army files, as is apparent from official documents such as military diplomas and laterculi, it remained incidental as a form of Batavian self-ascription (B 5 and B 49).

Finally, throughout the Latin West we find references to the tribal capital of a civitas as a common form of describing origin in geographical terms. Whenever Batavians employed this way of describing their roots,

---

Fig. 6. Funerary monument from Brigetio/Szőny (H) erected by two decurions of the Ala Augusta Ituraeorum for their Batavian fellow decurion Albanus Balvi f. The stele’s gable, with the deceased’s portrait, now lost, is known from a drawing by Bartholomaeus Jupp in a manuscript from AD 1588 which is kept in the library of the University of Leiden. With the formula domo Betavos, the mentioning of Albanus’ origin follows a regional convention. Photograph Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; drawing after Voss. Lat.O. 65, folia 49r, University of Leiden.

Albanus Balvi filius / dec(urio) ala Augusta Ituraeo/rum domo Betavos an/or(um) XLII stipendionem / XX hic situs est. Titulum / memoriae posuerunt / Tib(erius) Iulius Reitugenus et / Lucanus dec(uriones) ala Aug(usta) / Ituraeorum (CIL III 4368).
albeit mostly in abbreviated form (CCAA and CVT), and the rest of the population, who used the terms *Agrippinensis* and *Traianensis* or shortened versions of the town’s name such as *Cl(audia) Ara* and *Traiana*. See the useful overviews in Weisgerber 1968, 55-58; Galsterer-Kröll 1972, 115 f.; Schalles 1995, 380-385.

In a fragmentary *laterculus* from the *castra praetoria* in Rome (CIL VI 32627), the names of two soldiers are followed by the abbreviation *Nov* and that of a third one by the somewhat longer form *Novom*. Although these abbreviations may be extrapolated in different ways (e.g. Noviodunum, Noviomagus) and although DNP 8, 2000, 1032 ff., *s.a.* Noviomagus (R. Wiegels), lists as many as 8 different towns with the same same (!), it seems very likely that Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum was meant here. With its typical –inus suffix, the gentilicium of one of the men (M. Ingenuinius Super) clearly points to an origin in the Lower Rhine area. Moreover, three of his fellow soldiers serving in the same *centuria* can be identified as originating from Lower Germany as well, two being from the colony at Cologne (*Agrippina*) and a third one from that at Xanten (*Traiana*). It should be noted that the earlier name of the town, oppidum Batavorum or Batavodurum, in use from the early 1st century until shortly after the Batavian revolt (cf. Tacitus, *Hist.* 5.19-20), had ceased to exist before the bulk of the inscriptions were erected and before Roman citizenship had become widespread among the Batavi.

Albeit mostly in abbreviated form (CCAA and CVT), and the rest of the population, who used the terms *Agrippinensis* and *Traianensis* or shortened versions of the town’s name such as *Cl(audia) Ara* and *Traiana*. See the useful overviews in Weisgerber 1968, 55-58; Galsterer-Kröll 1972, 115 f.; Schalles 1995, 380-385.

86 In a fragmentary *laterculus* from the *castra praetoria* in Rome (CIL VI 32627), the names of two soldiers are followed by the abbreviation *Nov* and that of a third one by the somewhat longer form *Novom*. Although these abbreviations may be extrapolated in different ways (e.g. Noviodunum, Noviomagus) and although DNP 8, 2000, 1032 ff., *s.a.* Noviomagus (R. Wiegels), lists as many as 8 different towns with the same same (!), it seems very likely that Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum was meant here. With its typical –inus suffix, the gentilicium of one of the men (M. Ingenuinius Super) clearly points to an origin in the Lower Rhine area. Moreover, three of his fellow soldiers serving in the same *centuria* can be identified as originating from Lower Germany as well, two being from the colony at Cologne (*Agrippina*) and a third one from that at Xanten (*Traiana*). It should be noted that the earlier name of the town, oppidum Batavorum or Batavodurum, in use from the early 1st century until shortly after the Batavian revolt (cf. Tacitus, *Hist.* 5.19-20), had ceased to exist before the bulk of the inscriptions were erected and before Roman citizenship had become widespread among the Batavi.

they always referred to *(Ulpia) Noviomagus* and, as far as we can tell, they always had Roman citizenship. The earliest reference is in a fragmentary inscription from the very beginning of the 2nd century (B 21), but it is only from about 135 AD onwards that the name appears on a more regular basis (fig. 8).
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we need to mention four cases of redundant formulations containing both the name of the town and the ethnicum, occasionally preceded by *natione*.

What should we conclude from all this? Before drawing immediate conclusions, we first need to ask whether the different formulaic expressions still retained the distinct shades of meaning which their etymology suggests, or whether they had become blurred over time, developing into plain convention. Hybrid formulae combining *natione* or *domo* with the name of a town demonstrate a certain loss of terminological accuracy (cf. fig. 8). Also the fact that Batavi in Pannonia used the formulae typical of the area points to the importance of convention. Finally, whether the *origo* was described in terms of membership of the civic community in which the individual was inscribed (*civis Batavus*) or through reference to the capital where most privileges of that membership could be exercised (Ulpia Noviomagus) may have made little difference to the people concerned. In contrast, I would argue that the distinction between the tribal affiliation and self-ascription to a civic community remained critical. To make my point, I will compare the Batavian evidence with that available for the Ubii, Cugerni, Treveri and Tungri.

In the territories of the Ubii and Cugerni, the establishment of Roman colonies in AD 50 and AD 98/99 led not just to an enormous boost for the process of urbanisation, but also – and more importantly – to the social marginalisation of the peregrine sections of the original tribal population, ultimately resulting in their complete disappearance from the epigraphic record. Thus for the Ubii – with the exception of five *Germani corporis custodes* of the Julio-Claudian bodyguard, all with peregrine status – only one woman and four men, all of them peregrine *equites* from the auxilia, are known (table 2). The woman, of peregrine stock, is known from the funerary monument which her husband had erected close to the Roman road just outside the legionary fort at Neuss. The man himself, a Roman citizen inscribed in the Galerian tribe, must have been garrisoned at the local *castra*. Since he bears no cognomen, the...
inscription can not be much later than the early 40s AD and thus predates the foundation of the colony. The soldier’s tribe, together with the monument’s early dating, points to an origin from Northern Italy. The couple would then be a fine example of the process of intermarriage between first generation settlers from the Mediterranean and local Ubian women. As for the four horsemen, all completed their term of service within the 1st century. According to the military diploma issued to him in AD 99, one of them was conscripted as late as AD 74, proving that the Ubian tribal affiliation remained in use for a while after the colony’s foundation, at least in the official record-keeping of the Roman army. As demonstrated by the early 2nd-century example of M. Ulpius Victor, a veteran of the equites singulares from Rome, those Ubii who acquired Roman citizenship and were thus able to associate themselves with the new colonial town, did so eagerly.

Although the evidence for the Cugerni is much sparser, a largely similar development may be seen here. Actually, we have only one inscription in which someone claims Cugernian origin (table 3). The inscribed monument, a funerary stele for a peregrine horseman from the auxilia, is typologically dated to the mid-1st century, thus clearly before the foundation of the Colonia Vlpia Traiana that was to replace the civitas Cugernorum. Apart from the Cugerni, the Baetasii are another tribal group conventionally located within the territory that was later controlled by Trajan’s colony. Although their exact status is uncertain, they were at least used for military recruitment: during the Batavian revolt, they supported Claudius Labeo with an irregular unit of young men, and a regular Cohors Baetaserorum is epigraphically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Find spot</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Rome</td>
<td>Bassus</td>
<td>nat(ione) Veius (=Ubius?)</td>
<td>Germani corporis custodes</td>
<td>CIL VI 4337 = Bellen B 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Rome</td>
<td>Macer</td>
<td>natione Vein (=Ubius?)</td>
<td>Germani corporis custodes</td>
<td>CIL VI 4339 = Bellen A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Rome</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Germani corporis custodes</td>
<td>CIL VI 8805 = Bellen A19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Rome</td>
<td>Postumus</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Germani corporis custodes</td>
<td>CIL VI 8809 = Bellen A10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Rome</td>
<td>Fannius</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Germani corporis custodes</td>
<td>AE 1952, 145 = Bellen A12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Moesia inferior</td>
<td>Primus Marci f.</td>
<td>Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Ala Asturum</td>
<td>RGZM 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Châlon-sur-Soane</td>
<td>Albanus Excingi f.</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Ala Asturum</td>
<td>CIL XIII 2613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Mainz-Weisenau</td>
<td>Fronto Dregeni f.</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub(ius)</td>
<td>Ala Indiana</td>
<td>AE 1929, 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Cercovika (BG)</td>
<td>Blandus Singlibert[i] f.</td>
<td>natio(ne) Ub[bius]</td>
<td>Ala Bosporanorum</td>
<td>AE 1925, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Neuss</td>
<td>Louba Gatinasi f.</td>
<td>Ubia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CIL XIII 8565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Inscriptions mentioning Ubi, with the exception of one woman (no. 10) most likely married to a legionary soldier, all of them Germani corporis custodes or peregrine horsemen from the auxilia. All date from the 1st century AD.

90 The fort at Neuss was occupied by Legio XX under Tiberius and Legio XVI under Claudius. A veteran from Legio XX, originating from Veleia and inscribed in the Galerian tribe, settled in the urban centre of the colony itself. He may be another example of this phenomenon: CIL XIII 8286 = RSK 223.

91 CIL VI 3311 = ESA 728. Victor may have been conscripted as a Ubian, won Roman citizenship when selected for the imperial guard and ended up being assigned an origin from the colony at his death. This background perhaps explains the hybrid expression used to denote his origin; cf. note 88 above and Eck 2004, 160. Cf. also Tacitus, Germ. 28 on the Ubi who ‘preferred to be called Agrippinenses after the name of their foundress (Agrippina)’: libertius Agrippinenses conditoris sui vocentur.

92 CIL III 9727 (Trilj–Gardun, HR); Rinaldo Tufi 1971, no. 10 and fig. 3.

93 They are usually discussed in close association with the Sunuci – who, in contrast, are unattested in the epigraphy – and are located between the rivers Meuse and Niers. Cf. Tacitus, Hist. IV, 66; CIL XIII, p. 598 f.; Galsterer 1999, 253 f.
known from AD 103 onwards.94 We know of five cives Baetasii, all of them horsemen (table 3). Two are known from their 1st-century tombstones,95 while the names of the other three have been preserved on a large votive altar from the headquarters of the imperial horse guard in Rome. The altar was a collective dedication by 48 equites singulares Augusti in commemoration of their honourable discharge in AD 132. While the names of those responsible for the dedication were listed individually on the side panels,96 four also mentioned their origin, three of which read as Traianensis Baetasius. With the foundation of the Colonia Vlpia Traiana in AD 98/99, the territory of the Baetasii had apparently been allocated to the newly established veteran colony.97 As the consular dates on the top of the laterculi indicate, the Baetasii were placed on the rolls in AD 104, i.e. a few years after the colony had been established, when building activity in the new town was in full swing. One of the Baetasii – together with 37 of his comrades! – bore the praenomen and gentilicium of Trajan, showing that this emperor had granted him Roman citizenship upon admission to the imperial horse guard.98 Against this background, it is easy to understand that he and his fellow tribesmen felt a kind of dual identity: having been born as Baetasii and enrolled as such in the auxilia, they received Roman citizenship upon transfer to the emperor’s guard and finally completed their military service to become full citizens of the Colonia Vlpia Traiana, the town founded by the emperor to whom they owed their citizenship. The next generation of Baetasii either no longer felt this problem of loyalty or, from the subordinate position attributed to them, judged it more advantageous to mask their ‘true’ origin and to publicly declare themselves cives Traianenses, thereby depriving us of any prospect of tracing their origin.

So unless we have been misled by the peculiar characteristics of the epigraphic evidence, in the case of both the Ubii and the Cugerni (as well as the Baetasii), the old exclusive tribal identity of the 1st century quickly made way for an inclusive civic identity centred upon the new colonial town. This is exactly what we would expect, given the social implications of large-scale colonisation by a socially privileged group. The question then remains as to what form this development took in other districts that did not undergo such forms of colonisation and veteran settlement. Here the comparison with the Treveran and Tungrian material, which reveals two different trajectories, may be instructive.

94 Alföldy 1968, 77 and 84.
95 CIL VI 8806 = Bellen A 21: nat(ione) Baetesius (Neronian); CIL XIII 7025 (Mainz) = Boppert 1992, no. 34: cives Betasius (Flavian).
96 CIL VI 31140 = ESA 3.
97 Galsterer 1999, 254, 266; Raepsaet-Charlier 1999, 318 f.; for the Roman character of the colony, i.e. with veteran settlement, Galsterer 1999, 251; Vittinghoff 1994, 85, 104.
98 Whether the other two, named M. Arrad(ius) Priscus and C. Iul(ius) Crescens, already had citizenship when they joined the army, remains an open question. For the continued debate on the citizenship of the imperial horse guard, see Stylow 1994, with critical remarks by Raepsaet-Charlier 2001, 432 f.
The evidence available for the Treveri (table 4) reveals a trend which in many respects is similar to that described for the Ubii and Cugerni, but with the important difference that – unlike the latter tribes – the Treveri were not driven from their territory and marginalised, but remained centre stage. While the near absence of references to the *caput civitatis* may be difficult to explain,\(^9\) the high frequency of the formula with *civis* suggests that the Treveri evolved into a flourishing civic community as quickly as did the colonial towns on the Rhine.\(^1\)

In this respect, the Treveri show a marked difference from the Batavi. It is not simply that the term *civis* appeared late (not until the 3rd century) in the inscriptions of the Batavi (cf. table 1) and remained rare (only featuring twice) whereas the formula *natione* continued to be used frequently, there are also distinct differences with regard to geographical distribution and the ratio of civilians to military men. About three quarters of the inscriptions erected for and by Treveri stem from the ‘civilised’ provinces of the empire’s interior (fig. 9). Not surprisingly, many of the people involved had a civilian background. With nearly equal numbers of inscriptions for Treveri and Batavi, such sharp contrasts are unlikely to have been determined by chance. Instead, they support the idea that the high number of military personnel in the Batavian sample, as well as their much stronger identification with the ethnic group than with the civic community, reflects historical reality.

Most Batavians whom we happen to know of are soldiers, with auxiliaries and troopers from the imperial horse guard accounting for more than 75 % of the inscriptions. Due to the practice of ethnic recruitment, auxiliary soldiers tended to retain their tribal affiliation much longer than their legionary counterparts, a tendency that is perhaps corroborated by the Roman army system of recording the soldiers’ homes.\(^2\) Instructive for the distinct mental maps of auxiliaries and legionaries are the 13 inscriptions of 1st-century legionary soldiers whom we know were recruited from Gaul. While they all, much like their Italian colleagues, refer to an urban centre to indicate their provenance,\(^3\) their peregrine

---

Table 4. Specification of origin in inscriptions by Treveran individuals between the first half of the 1st and the 3rd century AD. The number of people who possessed Roman citizenship is given in brackets (data from Krier 1981; his nos 9, 17, 27, 28, 33, 52 and 62, for which the origin has not – or with not enough detail – been preserved, have not been included in this table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification of origin</th>
<th>I A</th>
<th>I B</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>IIB / IIIA</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>natione</em> Trever</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>7 (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>domo</em> Trever</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>domi</em> Trever</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trever</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>9 (5)</td>
<td>8 (7)</td>
<td>7 (7)</td>
<td>27 (20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>civis</em> Trever</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>7 (7)</td>
<td>11 (11)</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>25 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>domo Augusta Treverorum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>9 (2)</td>
<td>13 (7)</td>
<td>18 (17)</td>
<td>18 (18)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>63 (49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

99 It features only once (cf. note 88 above); perhaps the name *Augusta Treverorum* offered too few options for abbreviation (cf. note 85)?

100 I consider the simple ethnicum *Trever* comparable to the simple *Agrippinensis* or *Tiliaenensis*, and in both cases am inclined to understand a preceding *civis* rather than *natione*.

101 Cf. notes 27 and 29 above.

102 Syme 1938, esp. 186, note 8; Forni 1953, 181 f.; idem 1974, 370: Lugdunum (three men), Augustonemetum (three), Augustodunum (two), Autricum (two), Burdigala (two) and Andematunnum (one).
fellow countrymen from the auxilia also retained their tribal affiliation (Haeduus, Arvernus, Lingo). Against this background, the significant difference between the Treveran and Batavian evidence may be primarily explained by the exceptionally heavy recruitment for the auxilia among the Batavi and the disproportionately high representation of auxiliary soldiers in the available epigraphic evidence. What is most striking then is that despite their civitas having been promoted to the rank of municipium in the early 2nd century, and despite the fact that most Batavian auxiliaries had Roman citizenship from the 2nd century on, they continued to express their roots in terms of tribal affiliation. If a certain reluctance to switch to self-ascription in civic terms may have been widely shared by auxiliaries from different tribes, the striking unresponsiveness of Batavians demands an explanation. Since the label ‘Batavian’ became almost synonymous in army circles with military virtues such as ‘manliness’, ‘bravery’, and ‘martiality’, whereas the civitates of the remaining three were free (liberae). Most of the legionary soldiers seem to have been granted Roman citizenship upon enrolment.

103 As Ronald Syme noted (1938, 189), among the towns represented are a Roman colony, three tribal capitals of civitates which according to Pliny (NH IV 106) were federated (foederatae) i.e. Aedui, Carnutes and Lingones,
Batavian auxiliarii probably had good reasons for preferring to parade themselves as ‘Batavian’ rather than as ‘civis Noviomagensis’.  

Finally, the Tungri more or less follow the example of the Batavi (table 5). With four units of infantry and one of cavalry raised from their midst, they number among the small group of tribes that were exploited primarily for their manpower: with only two exceptions, all Tungrians attested to in the inscriptions served in the army. Although both the Batavian and Tungrian communities were granted municipal rights, they never achieved the same degree of urbanisation as the Roman colonies of the Agrippinenses and Traianenses, nor that of the Latin colony of the Treveri. In other words, if municipali-
sation and enfranchisement normally contributed to the dissolution of traditional ethnic bonds, insofar as the epigraphic evidence can tell us, this was not the case with the Batavi and Tungri.

### Table 5. Inscriptions mentioning Tungri. Based on data in Nouwen 1997, 156 f.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Find spot</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ovilava/Wels (A)</td>
<td>Chartius Pagudani (f.)</td>
<td>natione Tunger eques sing(u)</td>
<td>Ala Augusta</td>
<td>AE 1968, 412; CSIR III.3, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>M. Ulpius Felix</td>
<td>natione Tunger mirmillo</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CIL VI 33977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>---inus</td>
<td>Tunger</td>
<td>Cohors Pr</td>
<td>CIL VI 32623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuss</td>
<td>Oclatius Carvi f.</td>
<td>Tunger</td>
<td>signifer</td>
<td>Ala Afrorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semriach (A)</td>
<td>Host(illus)</td>
<td>Tunger</td>
<td>father of soldier</td>
<td>CIL III 5450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>Ti. Claudius Llaedi f.</td>
<td>Tun(ger) el(leges)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>CIL III 15163 = RHP 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guljanci (BG)</td>
<td>Sulpicius Massa</td>
<td>veteranus</td>
<td>Ala Hispanorum</td>
<td>CIL III 12361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamklissi</td>
<td>--- f.</td>
<td>Tun(ger)</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL III 14214, fragm. V, l. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamklissi</td>
<td>Tun(ger)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ibid., l. 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamklissi</td>
<td>Tun(ger)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ibid., l. 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainz (Zahlbach)</td>
<td>Freioverus Veransati f.</td>
<td>cives Tun(ger) eq(ues)</td>
<td>Cohors I Asturum</td>
<td>CIL XIII 7036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Batavian auxiliarii probably had good reasons for preferring to parade themselves as ‘Batavian’ rather than as ‘civis Noviomagensis’.  

Finally, the Tungri more or less follow the example of the Batavi (table 5). With four units of infantry and one of cavalry raised from their midst, they number among the small group of tribes that were exploited primarily for their manpower: with only two exceptions, all Tungrians attested to in the inscriptions served in the army. Although both the Batavian and Tungrian communities were granted municipal rights, they never achieved the same degree of urbanisation as the Roman colonies of the Agrippinenses and Traianenses, nor that of the Latin colony of the Treveri. In other words, if municipalisation and enfranchisement normally contributed to the dissolution of traditional ethnic bonds, insofar as the epigraphic evidence can tell us, this was not the case with the Batavi and Tungri.

### 7 POWER, TRADITION AND ORIGIN MYTHS

An important aspect of ethnicity is a shared belief in a common origin. If tribal communities in the frontier of the Roman Northwest experienced different forms of intervention, causing some to retain a strong tribal affiliation and others to adopt a new civic identity, a final question that I want to discuss here is how these different trajectories affected origin myths. Did they continue in the way they had

---

104 The three Batavians from the Praetorian Guard (see above, note 86) are the exceptions.

105 The father of a soldier from the Cohors VII praetoria (CIL III 5450), and a former mirmillo (CIL VI 33977) are the exceptions. Much like the Batavi (and quite unlike the Treveri), Tungrians are only found in the frontier provinces along the Rhine and Danube as well as in Rome. For further discussion, cf. Nouwen 1997, 157-163, 261-265, 298 f.

106 The only indication that Batavi and Tungri to a certain extent underwent a similar transition from self-ascription to an ethnic group to self-definition in civic terms is the isolated use of self-designations such as Batavus or Tunger, omitting the preceding formula natione.
before, or were they adapted in some way or replaced by new stories? In other words, was the creation of a new identity group simply a matter of changing names107 or did it go hand in hand with a redefinition of existing origin myths? From a theoretical point of view, the latter seems much more probable, but the evidence is flimsy and leaves much open to debate. We will first discuss the Ubii, then the Traianenses and finally the Batavi.

Two passages in Suetonius’ biography of Vitellius referring to a Mars sanctuary at Cologne provide some leads for the Ubii. First, after Vitellius was proclaimed emperor by the Cologne garrison, he was carried around, according to Suetonius, ‘holding the unsheathed sword of the Deified Julius, which someone had taken from a shrine of Mars and had handed him during the first congratulations’.108 Second, on inspection of the battlefield where his adversary Otho had committed suicide, Vitellius ‘declared that he [Otho] deserved such a mausoleum, and sent the dagger with which his rival had killed himself to the colony of Agrippina, in order to be dedicated to Mars’.109 In addition to these two references, there is a synodal charter from Cologne dating from AD 887 in which mention is made of a forum Iulii.110 Although we don’t know whether these individual messages refer to one and the same sanctuary, what we do know about the representation of the Julian ideology of descent suggests that this would certainly fit the model. It immediately calls to mind the Mars Ultor sanctuary on the Forum of Augustus in Rome, where the Julian house used an important sculptural programme to trace back its descent, via the Trojan hero Aeneas and the wolf twins Romulus and Remus, to Venus and Mars.111 Local archaeologists have tried to identify the sanctuary with partly excavated impressive stone foundations located at one of the central insulae south of the decumanus maximus and west of the walled circuit that ran along the Rhine front, but the problem is far from being settled.112

If we accept, as the Julian descent ideology suggests we should, that the Mars sanctuary and the forum Iulii were interconnected, when could this complex have been built? Suetonius of course only provides a terminus ante quem of AD 69. Since the earliest contacts between the Ubii and the Julian house date as far back as Agrippa or even Caesar,113 and since the bonds between these two parties were renewed time and again by successive representatives of the imperial family such as Augustus, Germanicus and Caligula, we may in theory assume any date between the earliest settling of the Ubii during one of Agrippa’s governorships and the turmoil of the Batavian revolt in AD 69. According to Galsterer, a cult for Mars Ultor, the avenger of Caesar’s assassins, would fit better in the Augustan era than in the second half of the 1st century.114 While the reign of Augustus certainly provides a good historical context from the Roman point of view, it probably does so less from the Ubian. We are unlikely to see dramatic changes in the religious traditions of the Ubii as long as the Ubian tribal identity group continued to exist. Since the sparse evidence we have points to Hercules rather than Mars as the principal male god of the Ubian pantheon,115 I would argue that the founding of the colony in AD 50 provides a context which better

---

107 Cf. note 91 above.
108 Suet., Vit. 8: stricturn Divi Iuli gladium tenens detractum delubro Martis atque in prima gratulatione porrectum sibi a quadam.
109 Suet., Vit. 10: dignum eo mausoleo ait, pugionemque, quo is se occiderat, in Agrippinensem coloniam misit Marti dedisandum.
111 Zanker 1988, fig. 149; Derks 1998, 30 ff.
112 Hellenkemper 1972/73; Seiler 1992, esp. 50 ff. In his recent evaluation of the architectural remains, Irmler (2004) identifies the site with the ara Ubiorum. Since the remnant architectural blocks cannot be dated before the Flavian period, it remains as yet unclear what evidence there is for the earliest phase of the ara, a point which is also neglected by Eck (2004, 88 ff). Given the fact that the nearby town gate on the decumanus maximus was designated porta Martis since at least as early as the first half of the 11th century, the temple’s location, if its identification with the recently excavated remains is rejected, can not be far away.
115 As we do not have a single inscription to Mars from the territory of the Ubii as opposed to several for Hercules,
accounts for the introduction of new public cults and the consecration of new sanctuaries. As the late republican colonial charter of the Spanish town of Urso makes clear, yearly decisions as to which cults should be public had to be taken by the colony’s duoviri within ten days of their nomination.116 This would also have been true for the first couple nominated immediately after the colony’s foundation. Promised within days after the initial foundation act, the actual completion of a new temple could have taken place in the decades that followed.

So how and when did ‘Caesar’s’ sword get to Cologne?117 Again, there are many options open to us and we can only guess. Is it logical to think that it happened in the early days of the Oppidum Ubiorum, with Agrippa as intermediary? Possibly, but this would have been a great honour for a community that had not yet proven exceptional bonds of loyalty. Could the foundation of the Ara Ubiorum have been a fitting occasion? Perhaps, but although the altar was in Ubian territory, its focus was far broader, and it was not devoted to the cult of Mars, but to that of Rome and Augustus. In my view, the most probable occasion is again the foundation of the colony itself. In the new sanctuary of Mars, probably on or adjacent to the forum Iulii, the weapon would have been an important symbol. The cultural biography of the sword that had played such a fundamental role in the history of the Julian family and the empire as a whole, whether ‘real’ or ‘fictive’, made it an important and valued object that could invest the new sanctuary with a lived history and a mythical past, linking the colony with the legends of Troy, through the Julian family.118 While that would have significantly enhanced the colony’s reputation and prestige as well as its Roman identity, the new sanctuary with its imported sacrum could at the same time embody

the Gallic model of a local male god who became associated or identified with Mars (cf. Derks 1998, 94 ff) seems less probable here. I do concede, however, that none of the Hercules inscriptions, mostly dating from the 2nd and 3rd centuries, provide conclusive evidence, as they may equally result from adoption of the cult by the military. On the Lower Rhine Hercules cult, see Roymans this volume.

117 The question of whether this sword ‘really’ did once belong to Caesar (or his murderers?) is irrelevant here in my view. For a discussion of the tensions between history and myth in Roman memory, cf. Timpe 1996.

Some of the most beautiful sculptural representations of Aeneas’ flight from Troy are known from Cologne itself (Noelke 1976). They once belonged to rich funerary monuments that lined the main streets leading from the town. They show how the Trojan legend was appropriated by local inhabitants for self-representations on their private monuments.

---

Fig. 10. Funerary monument from Lyon put up by the deceased’s mother in commemoration of her beloved son Valerius Honoratus, who is said to have been of Trojan descent (natione Trojanensis).

D(is) M(anibus) / et memoriae aeternae / Valeri Honorati, / ivvenis optimi, qui / xixit annis XXIII / m(ense) I / diebus / XVI, natione Troiani / Iunii a(nunia) / Iunia, mater, mor / te eius orbata, filio / pietissimo du(i) / is i(o) / suis p(onendum) / te iuvati / sus, (i) / asc(i) / d(icat) (CIL XIII 2034; now lost).
the long-established bonds of friendship between the Ubii and the Julian house, which had begun with the former owner of the object. A member of the imperial family probably acted as an intermediary in bringing ‘Caesar’s’ sword to its new location, perhaps the emperor Claudius, or Agrippina herself, scion of the gens Iulia, granddaughter of the founding father of the Oppidum Ubiorum, the town where she was born, and foundress of the colony. In this way, the new sanctuary, the imported sacrum and the refashioning of the mythical past all contributed to forge a new communal identity for the Agrippinenses, in which both foreign settlers and former Ubii could feel at home.

We have even fewer clues when it comes to the origin myths of the new identity group of Traianenses. But in general terms, since any Roman colony was in fact simply a part of Rome abroad, it seems no more than logical that the colony at Xanten, like all others, traced its origins back to those of Rome itself, and eventually to Aeneas and Troy. Two pieces of evidence may be adduced to corroborate this hypothesis. First, according to a late medieval story whose nucleus seems to go back as far as the 7th century AD, Xanten was founded by Priamus, the grandson of Troy’s famous king, hence its other name of Little Troy. Whereas this story could be simply explained away as a medieval invention that played on the similarity between the two place names, the same cannot be said of the second piece of evidence which firmly dates to the Roman period. In a funeral inscription from Lyon, the deceased is erroneously said to have been natione Trojanensis, ‘of Trojan descent’, instead of the more correct natione Traianensis (fig. 10). Although the evidence in itself may not be decisive, the misspelling is certainly revealing of the omnipresence of the Trojan origin myth in the early 3rd century.

Finally, let me devote a few words to the Batavi, Cananefates and Tungri. In contrast to the civitates of the Ubii and Cugerni, no Roman colony was established on their territories. The three civitates were granted municipal rights in the last years of the 1st century or during the 2nd century, but unlike the foundation of Roman colonies, such legal promotions did not entail a change of name as we have seen for the Ubii and Cugerni. Even though it wouldn’t have been too difficult to create new self-attributive labels derived from municipal titles like Municipium Ulpium Batavorum or Municipium Aelium Cananefatium, this did not happen. Although the sample of inscriptions at our disposal is small and therefore certainly not representative in all respects, the main reason for this difference must have been the absence of a sudden, massive influx of ‘foreign’ veterans typical of Roman colonies. As the Traditionskern of these communities remained more or less intact, there was no need for change in this sense. Moreover, a name like Colonia Augusta Treverorum, which lacked distinctive titles, indeed left few other possibilities for designating origin than the simple Trever(i).

119 Iulia Agrippina was born in the gens Iulia on 6 November AD 15 or 16 in the army camp near Cologne while her father Germanicus was campaigning in Germany. As the daughter of Agrippa’s daughter, she was called after both her grandfather and her mother, Vipsania Agrippina (Agrippina Maior). After marrying Emperor Claudius in AD 49, she persuaded her husband to promote her birthplace to the same rank as his own. Kienast 1996, 94; Haensch 1999, 649.
120 Borgolte 2001, 192, 195, and esp. 197, Abb. 207. In 1047, Emperor Heinrich III signed a deed of gift with Actum Troiae quod et Sanctum dicitur.
121 CIL XIII 2034.
122 Batavi never became Ulpientes, and Cananefates never Aelientes. An exception is the inscription on a sarcophagus from Brigetio in Pannonia (CIL III 4279), in which the army doctor from the Legio I Adiutrix designates his wife’s origin as domu Foro hadriensi provincia Germania inferiori.
123 We may question, for instance, whether the imperial epithets of the granting emperor were omitted for reasons of space from inscriptions recording the municipal status for the Batavi and Tungri (cf. AE 1958, 38; 2001, 1488 and 1499; 1994, 1279; also note 85 above). Why should we not assume that the full official title of the Batavian municipium was, say, Municipium Ulpium Batavorum?
124 Contra Haalebos 2000, 38, who assumed organised veteran settlement at Nijmegen.
125 For a summary of the recent discussion on the concept of Traditionskern, first coined by Reinhard Wenskus, see Roymans 2004, 3 and 257-259; also introduction this volume.
As far as the representation of their roots in the mythical past is concerned, it is perhaps also understandable against the above-sketched background that a dramatic reorganisation of the cult did not occur here as it did in Cologne. This is not to say that there were no changes (as I have demonstrated elsewhere, the public cults of these communities were thoroughly Romanised), but a traditional core was retained. The most important aspect was perhaps that of continuity of place, which rendered unnecessary imports such as the *sacrum* of the Mars sanctuary at Cologne.

8 CONCLUSIONS

1. In the epigraphic record of the Roman empire, forms of personal affiliation differed according to time, space and context. Whereas ethnic or tribal affiliations were common throughout the Lower Rhine frontier during the conquest and pacification of the early Imperial period, under the Pax Romana these were generally replaced by formulae using geographical provenance or political-administrative inscription in a certain *civitas*; by contrast, after the collapse of the *limes* and the civic system of administration, tribal or ethnic identity once again became important in the later Empire.

2. In contrast to the general development described above, self-ascription in civic terms remained a rare phenomenon among the Batavians even in the 2nd and 3rd centuries. This may be due to the strong military imprint of Batavian society, as is evident from the epigraphic sources in which soldiers from the auxilia or the imperial body guard make up about 75% of all known inscriptions erected by or for Batavians. If auxiliarii generally retained a tribal identity into the 2nd and 3rd centuries, partly as a result of the bureaucratic rules that governed the recording of soldiers’ homes in Roman army files, the typical outlook of Batavian society may even have reinforced this tendency among the Batavians. Here, the label ‘Batavian’ may have become synonymous with typical military virtues such as ‘manliness’, ‘bravery’, and ‘martiality’, and as these became an important source of pride, Batavian auxiliarii preferred to buck the trend and present themselves as ‘Batavus’ rather than ‘civis Noviomagensis’. The implication is that the social integration of the non-elite Batavian auxiliary soldiers was at best partial and cannot be called a success in all respects.

3. In the inscriptions of the Ubii and Baetasii, the disappearance of the exclusive tribal affiliation in favour of colonial self-definitions such as Agrippinenses or Traianenses signals the successful, rapid integration of the deduced veterans into a new inclusive identity group at the *civitas* level, which identified itself with members of the ruling imperial family. A decisive factor behind this success may have been the granting of *conubium* to the veterans and their sons, thereby favouring the practice of intermarriage. The foundation of the Roman colonies, with the expulsion, expropriation and legal exclusion of at least part of the old indigenous population, must have meant a sharp caesura in the history of the old tribal population. New origins will have been invented which linked up with the history of the imperial family and extended the ‘mytho-history’ of the new settlement far beyond the date of its actual foundation.

4. In contrast to the settlement of Roman colonies in the tribal areas of the Ubii and Cugerni, the simple promotion of the *civitas* of the Treveri to the status of a Latin colony and that of the Tungri and Batavi to the status of *municipium* did not bring about a massive influx of foreigners or a fundamental change in the towns’ names, nor a radical change in existing origin myths. Whereas ethnic affiliations


127 Supposed high numbers of returning veterans (cf. Derks/Roymans 2006; Nicolay 2007) and – if the sparse epigraphic evidence is any indication – the dominance of endogamous marriage (cf. B 28-29, B 65, and B 66-D 15) will have enhanced rather than offset this divergent development.
of the type *natione Trever* or *natione Tunger* were replaced among the Treveri and Tungrí by *civis Trever/Tunger* or simply *Trever/Tunger*, the majority of the Bataví continued to use the tribal affiliation in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, even if the community had long been promoted to municipal status and the men concerned had Roman citizenship. An attractive explanation is that the fame of the tribal name of the Bataví and its associated qualities was so strong that these men preferred to promote themselves as *Batavi* – or perhaps as *natione Batavus Ulpia Noviomagus* or *Ulpia Noviomagi Batavus* – rather than as *Noviomagenses*.

5. The institutionalisation of tribal names in both the designation of army units conscripted among subjected tribes, and of administrative districts, towns and regions (*insula Batavorum*) contributed to a ready and – as far as we can tell from our limited sources – fairly ‘universal’ acceptance of Rome’s ethnic labels by its subjects. One of the firmest pieces of evidence for this impact is the remarkable correspondence between the ways in which soldiers’ homes were recorded in documents of the Roman army bureaucracy par excellence, i.e. Roman military diplomas, and in private inscriptions of individual soldiers and veterans.

6. Ethnic consciousness at the level of the individual was especially marked in the event of death in a foreign country. The funeral constituted an occasion when friends, relatives and fellow countrymen gathered to commemorate the deceased, explicitly referred to common roots, and sought consolation together for the loss of the beloved friend or relative who had died abroad. Ethnic group solidarity, on the other hand, is especially apparent in collective dedications to the patron gods of the home area, quite a few of which were made by ethnic enclaves within Roman army units. Such acts of worship were complementary to the army’s corporate religion and, apart from periods of social stress, had an integrative rather than divisive impact on the army’s corporate identity.

7. Despite the reception of former tribal groups within its global limits and the breaking up of traditional boundaries, it is perhaps the paradox of an expanding empire that individual subjects, rather than identifying as citizens of the broader world community they had become part of, continued to identify with their localised origin, albeit in political-administrative or geographical rather than ethnic terms. One notable exception are Roman senators and their off-spring.¹²⁸ Legally tied to the imperial capital at Rome and officially denied any origin other than Roman, they had to mask their personal ties with their home town for the sake of the ideology of a single united empire. Although such legal decisions reflect the emperor’s concern to preserve the ‘Roman’ identity of the empire, it is doubtful whether the Roman self-understanding of senators really did go as far as imperial ideology suggests, and that they in all circumstances neglected to follow their heart.¹²⁹ But this is perhaps another matter, one that lies beyond the scope of this contribution.

¹²⁸ According to Solin (1993, 31–32), Roman senators never made their origin explicit. Throughout the empire only three exceptions to this rule are known: *CIL* VIII 2752 (*Mantua*); *AE* 1954, 138 (*ex Cappadocia*); and possibly also the fragmentary inscription *CIL* II 2666, for which an *origo* (*Mantua*) has been reconstructed; cf. also Alföldy 2005, 57, note 20.
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Appendix: historically and epigraphically attested Batavi

### Table A: Batavi Known from Historical Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>army unit</th>
<th>indications for origin</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(C. Iulius) Chariovalda</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>praefectus</td>
<td>ala Batavorum?</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian unit</td>
<td>PME I 43; Tac. Ann. 2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Iulius Civilis</td>
<td>69/70</td>
<td>praefectus</td>
<td>cohors Batavorum</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian unit</td>
<td>PME I 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Iulius Paulus</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>brother of Civilis</td>
<td>Tac. Hist. 4.13; 4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Iulius Briganticus</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>praefectus</td>
<td>ala Flavia singularium</td>
<td>son of Civilis' sister</td>
<td>PME I 35; Tac. Hist. 2.22; 4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Claudius Victor</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>son of Civilis' sister</td>
<td>Tac. Hist. 4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I—→ Verax</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>son of Civilis' sister</td>
<td>Tac. Hist. 5.20-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Claudius Labeo</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>praefectus</td>
<td>ala Batavorum</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian unit</td>
<td>PME C 150; Tac. Hist. 4.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table B: Batavi Known from Epigraphic Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>army unit</th>
<th>indications for origin</th>
<th>findspot</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Valens</td>
<td>14-37</td>
<td>Germanus</td>
<td></td>
<td>nation(e) Batavus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 4341; Bellen A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linus</td>
<td>41-54</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>natione Batavus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 8004; Bellen A8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Paetinus</td>
<td>41-54</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 8007; Bellen A9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Saturninus</td>
<td>41-54</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>natione Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1968, 32; Bellen A7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Imerix</td>
<td>c. 50</td>
<td>eques</td>
<td>ala Hispanorum</td>
<td>Batavos</td>
<td>Burnum / Ivoševci (HR)</td>
<td>AE 1971, 299 = ILJug 843; Bogaers 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Maloger</td>
<td>c. 50</td>
<td>eques</td>
<td>ala Hispanorum [/] domo Batav(os)</td>
<td>Aquincum / Buda (H)</td>
<td>CIL III 3577 = 3681 = 10513; RHP 127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ti. Claudius Chloreus</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>natione Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 8003; Bellen A18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Aelcimachus</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 8002; Bellen A17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nobilis</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 8006; Bellen A20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ter(tius)</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 146; Bellen A13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gamo</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 147; Bellen A14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hospes</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>frater of Gamo</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Indus</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>natione Batavus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 148; Bellen A15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Eumenes</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>frater of Indus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>[——]ius</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>nat(tione) Batav(i)us</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1952, 149; Bellen A16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>date</td>
<td>function</td>
<td>army unit</td>
<td>indications for origin</td>
<td>findspot</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Vetus</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis custos</td>
<td>(atione) Bat[av(us)]</td>
<td>Roma-Magiliana</td>
<td>AE 1983, 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Albanus Balvi f.</td>
<td>c. 70-92</td>
<td>decurio</td>
<td>ala Augusta</td>
<td>domo Betavos</td>
<td>Brigetio / Szény (H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Flavius Blandi f.</td>
<td>73-c. 80</td>
<td>eques</td>
<td>ala Front[on(iana)]</td>
<td>domo Bata[li/vus]</td>
<td>Aquincum / Budapest (H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>[---] Gaveri f.</td>
<td>20.2.98</td>
<td>ex gregale</td>
<td>[ala I B]atavorum</td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Elst (NL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>[---] Peregrini [f.]</td>
<td>20.2.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Elst (NL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>[---]? [---]</td>
<td>98-c. 117</td>
<td>(miles)</td>
<td>coh [---]</td>
<td>[Ulpia Noviomagi B]atavorum</td>
<td>Aquincum / Budapest (H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>T. Flavius Germ(nus)</td>
<td>98-c.125</td>
<td>veteranus</td>
<td>leg XXII Pr. PF</td>
<td>natione Bata[v]us</td>
<td>Wiesbaden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>[---]</td>
<td>102/103</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Adamklissi (RO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>[---]</td>
<td>102/103</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Adamklissi (RO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>M. Ulpius [O ?]</td>
<td>102/106-118</td>
<td>[vet'eranus]</td>
<td>coh I Bat. milliaria</td>
<td>Salva /</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rammi f. Inam[nus] ?</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td>c.R. PF</td>
<td>Exstergom (H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>M. Ulpius [M.f.]</td>
<td>102/106-118</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>coh I Bat. milliaria</td>
<td>Salva /</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aeb[utianus] ?</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td>c.R. PF</td>
<td>Exstergom (H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>C. Pettilius C.f.</td>
<td>2.7.110</td>
<td>ex decurione</td>
<td>ala Frontoniana</td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>M. Ulpius Peronis f.</td>
<td>16.12.113</td>
<td>ex pedite</td>
<td>coh I Batavorum</td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fronto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>milliaria c.R. PF</td>
<td>Regensburg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Mattius Silvani f.</td>
<td>16.12.113</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Regensburg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Proculia</td>
<td>shortly after</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Tibiscum / Jupa (RO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 1977, 699 = IDR III.1, 168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[---]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[coh I Breuc?]</td>
<td>AE 1988, 906; RMD II, 86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>[---] S[j]i [f.]</td>
<td>129-134</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav[us]</td>
<td>Pappenheim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>[---] Super</td>
<td>(J).11.135</td>
<td>cui pra(e)lest</td>
<td>coh I Ulpi Brit[onum] c.R.</td>
<td>Novi(mag)ia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paralissum / Moigrad (RO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 1995, 1283 = 1996, 1275;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Haalebos 1999, 200 f.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>[M]acrinius Regulus</td>
<td>11.8.146</td>
<td>cui pra(e)lest</td>
<td>[clas]sis Flav[ia] Pannonica(s)</td>
<td>Nevi(mag)ia(s) sic</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 2001, 2156 = RMD V. 401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL VI 3220; ESA 112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scribonius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL VI 3223; ESA 136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL VI 3284; ESA 110;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bogaers 1960-61, 286 f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 2003, 1454</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL VI 3237; ESA 166;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bogaers 1960-61, 284 ff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>date</td>
<td>function</td>
<td>army unit</td>
<td>indications for origin</td>
<td>findspot</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>T. Aurelius A[---]</td>
<td>138-193</td>
<td>[eq(ues) sing. Aug.]</td>
<td>Ulpia Noviomagi</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32843; Bogaers 1960-61, 286-1; ESA 284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>[-] (Simp)lex</td>
<td>138-193</td>
<td>eq(ues) sing. Aug. [sac(erdos)]</td>
<td>Ulpia [Noviomagi] Hercula?</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>ESA 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>T. Aurelius T.f. ?[---]</td>
<td>138-193</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batavus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>ESA 710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>[---] Avitus</td>
<td>before 193</td>
<td>[eq(ues) sing. Aug.]</td>
<td>[nati(one) Batav(ius)]</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>ESA 374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>[---] S[---]</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>eq(ues) sing. imp. n.</td>
<td>nat(ione) Batav(ius)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>ESA 277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>[] Simplicinii Serenus</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>[eq(ues) sing. Aug.]</td>
<td>natione Ulpia Noviomagi</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32869 = AE 1993, 385; ESA 211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Victorius</td>
<td>II (?)</td>
<td>eques sing. Aug.</td>
<td>[nati(one) Batav(ius) Ulpia Noviomagi]</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32834 + 32837 + 32837p + 32860; ESA 173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Vitalis Invicti f.</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>retiarius</td>
<td>natione Batav(ius)</td>
<td>Parma (I)</td>
<td>CIL XI 1070; Gregori 1989, no. 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>M. Add(ius)? Gar-</td>
<td>II-III</td>
<td></td>
<td>Batav(ius)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>Wollseifen (D) CIL XIII 7833; Van Schewichaven 1881, no. 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>[---] [---]</td>
<td>II-III</td>
<td>[eq(ues) xing. [Aug.]]</td>
<td>[nati(one) Batav(ius)]</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>ESA 352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>[-] [-]</td>
<td>II-III</td>
<td>[eq(ues) sing.]</td>
<td>[nati(one) Batav(ius)]</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32812; ESA 442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Sanctinius Probinus</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>miles coh III pr PV</td>
<td>natione Batav(ius)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 2548 = ILS 2040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Sanctinius Genialis</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td></td>
<td>frater of Probinus</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 2548 = ILS 2040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>M. Amusani(us) Hylaeus</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>coh praetoria Noviomagi</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32627; ER 1331; Bogaers 1960-61, 286 f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>M. Ingenuinius Super</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>coh praetoria Noviomaga</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>M. Aurelius Aquilinus</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>coh praetoria Noviomaga</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 32627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Septimius [---]</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>eq(ues) sin(g. imp.) n.</td>
<td>nat(ione) Batav(ius?)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1983, 56; ESA 589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Ulpius Valentinus</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>eques sing. imp. nost.</td>
<td>nat(ione) Batav(ius?)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 37255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Aurelius Victor</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td>[eq(ues) x. Augg. [n]ih.</td>
<td>nat(ione) Batav(ius?)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1924, 117; ESA 555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Aurelius Marcellinus</td>
<td>after 193</td>
<td></td>
<td>frater of Victor</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1924, 117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Divius Tauri[us]</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>[eq(ues) sin.]</td>
<td>nat(ione) Badav(ius)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>AE 1983, 55; ESA 552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Candidinius Verax</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>eq(ues) sin. imp. n.</td>
<td>natione Badaus (sic)</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3240; ESA 642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B name</td>
<td>date</td>
<td>function</td>
<td>army unit</td>
<td>indications for origin</td>
<td>findspot</td>
<td>references</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidinius Spec-tatus</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>eques sing. imp. n.</td>
<td>nat. Badaus (sic); frater</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3240; ESA 642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superinius Peregrinus</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>[eq(ues)?] castr(a) nova</td>
<td>nat. Badaus (sic); frater</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3289; ESA 856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 Candidinius Spec-tatus</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>eques sing. imp. n.</td>
<td>nat. Badaus (sic); frater</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3240; ESA 642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 Superinius Peregrinus</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>[eq(ues)?] castr(a) nova</td>
<td>nat. Badaus (sic); frater</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3289; ESA 856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 Superinius Peregrinus</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>eques sing. imp. n.</td>
<td>nat. Badaus (sic); frater</td>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>CIL VI 3289; ESA 856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 Celerinus Fidelis</td>
<td>222-235</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>civis Batavus</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>CIL XIII 1847 = ILS 2389; Mrozwicz B7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 Celerinus Augendus</td>
<td>222-235</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>civis Batavus</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>CIL XIII 1847 = ILS 2389; Mrozwicz B7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 T. Flavius Maritimus</td>
<td>222-235</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>civis Batavus</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>CIL XIII 1847 = ILS 2389; Mrozwicz B7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 (---?) Nero</td>
<td>IIIB</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>civis Batavus</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>CIL XIII 1847 = ILS 2389; Mrozwicz B7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE C: EPGRAPHICALLY ATTESTED MAGISTRATES AND COUNCILLORS OF THE CIVITAS BATAVORUM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C name</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>findspot</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Fla(v)us Vihirmatis f.</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>summus magistratus civitatis Batavorum</td>
<td>St-Michielsgestel-Ruimel</td>
<td>CIL XIII 8771 = AE 1994, 1281; Bogaers 1960-61, 268-271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Val(erius) Silvestre[r]</td>
<td>II-B-IIIA</td>
<td>dec(urio) m(unicipii) Batavorum)</td>
<td>Kapel-Avezaath</td>
<td>AE 1958, 38 = 1959, 10 = N-L 256; Bogaers 1960-61, 287-290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3° Q. Phoeb(ius) Hilarus</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>d(ecurio) m(unicipii) Batavorum)</td>
<td>Colijnspaan</td>
<td>AE 1975, 646; 2001, 1488 = Stuart B 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3° Q. Phoeb(ius) Hilarus</td>
<td>IIIA</td>
<td>d(ecurio) m(unicipii) Batavorum)</td>
<td>Colijnspaan</td>
<td>AE 1975, 630; 2001, 1499 = Stuart B 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table D: Epigraphically Attested Personae of Probable Batavian Descent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>army unit</th>
<th>indications for origin</th>
<th>findspot</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Iulia Ti(f. t)</td>
<td>c. 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>findspot</td>
<td>Houten (NL)</td>
<td>AE 2001, 1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hostilius Flavianus</td>
<td>c. 92-97</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>TV 172, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vettius Severus</td>
<td>c. 92-97</td>
<td>praef?</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME V 80 bis; TV 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Flavius Genialis</td>
<td>c. 92-105</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat?</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME F 49 bis; TV 123-125, 217-224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Flavius Cerialis</td>
<td>c. 97-105</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat (sc. milliaria eq.)</td>
<td>onomastics; prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME F 43 bis; TV 225-290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Flavius Similis</td>
<td>c. 97-105</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat</td>
<td>onomastics; correspondent (and relative of?) Cerialis</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME F 74 bis; TV 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Veraniius</td>
<td>c. 97-105</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. VIII Bat?</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME V 65a; TV 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Iulius Genialis</td>
<td>96 shortly after 104</td>
<td>veter(anus)</td>
<td>leg X G PF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Empel (NL)</td>
<td>AE 1990, 740; Derks 1998, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Iulius Adventus</td>
<td>IIA</td>
<td>splorator</td>
<td>Batalvorum</td>
<td>onomastics; Batalvorum</td>
<td>Aïn-Témouchent (Algeria)</td>
<td>CIL VIII 21668; Reuter 1999, no. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M. Victorius Provincialis</td>
<td>c. 162-180</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. IX Bat eq. milliaria exploratorum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Weissenburg (D)</td>
<td>PME V 112; CIL III 11918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Maturina Pia</td>
<td>222-235</td>
<td>wife of Celerinus Fidelis (B 66)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>CIL XIII 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M. Victorius Provincialis</td>
<td>c. 162-180</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh. IX Bat eq. milliaria exploratorum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Weissenburg (D)</td>
<td>PME V 112; CIL III 11918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>M. Celerinus Fidelis</td>
<td></td>
<td>trib(una)</td>
<td>coh. III Bat milliaria eq Adriani(a)s</td>
<td>onomastics, prefecture of Batavian cohort, dedication to Vagdavercustis</td>
<td>Vetus Salina</td>
<td>AE 1935, 163; PME S 54; RHP 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>---us Severus, rianus</td>
<td>IIB</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh III Bat milliaria eq</td>
<td>wife from Ulpia N</td>
<td>Vetus Salina</td>
<td>AE 1944, 97; AE 1969-70, 526; PME S 54; RHP 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>M. Simplicius Simplex</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh I Batavorum</td>
<td>onomastics, prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Carrawburgh (GB)</td>
<td>AE 1951, 125– RIB 1546; PME S 55; Mrozewicz B 15; CJS II.1.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>M. Simplicius Quietus</td>
<td>211-222</td>
<td>trib(una)</td>
<td>coh. III Bat milliaria eq An[toninian(a)]]</td>
<td>onomastics, prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vetus Salina</td>
<td>AE 1935, 163; PME S 54; RHP 264; Mrozewicz B 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>[---] Simplicius Q.</td>
<td>c. 92-105</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh VIII Bat?</td>
<td>prefecture of Batavian cohort</td>
<td>Vindolanda</td>
<td>PME V 65a; TV 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>[---] Severus, rianus</td>
<td>IIB</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh III Bat milliaria eq</td>
<td>wife from Ulpia N</td>
<td>Vetus Salina</td>
<td>AE 1944, 97; AE 1969-70, 526; PME S 54; RHP 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>[---] Severus, rianus</td>
<td>IIB</td>
<td>praef</td>
<td>coh III Bat milliaria eq</td>
<td>wife from Ulpia N</td>
<td>Vetus Salina</td>
<td>AE 1944, 97; AE 1969-70, 526; PME S 54; RHP 262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table E: Epigraphically attested personae with ethnic nomen or cognomen referring to a relationship with the Batavi

1-11: monumental inscriptions on stone or bronze; 12-16 instrumentum domesticum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>army unit</th>
<th>Indications for origin</th>
<th>findspot</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Batavus</td>
<td>54-68</td>
<td>corporis</td>
<td>custos</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>CIL VI 8802 = Beilen A17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Caballus Batavi f.</td>
<td>after 98</td>
<td>filiation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Virunum / Rosendorf</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL III 4890 = ILLPRON 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M. Ulpius</td>
<td>after 98</td>
<td>brother of</td>
<td>Caballus (E 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Virunum / Rosendorf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Verecundius Batavi</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trier</td>
<td>CIL XIII 3707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[--] Batavi</td>
<td>c. 150-160</td>
<td>(soldier)</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Nigrum Pulium / Zwermerdam</td>
<td>Haalebos 1977, 190, 193 f, no. 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aurelius Batavi</td>
<td>after 161</td>
<td>(soldier)</td>
<td>leg XIII Gem?</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Apulum / Alba Iulia (RO)</td>
<td>AE 1971, 370 = IDR III.5, no. 451; Wollmann 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Aurelius Batavi</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>CIL VI 19653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Flavia Batava</td>
<td>IIIB-IIIA</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL XIII 8339 = RSK 308; Wierschowski 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Batavinia Romana</td>
<td>Rhenish –ius-suffix; wife of legionary from Ger Inf</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Avaricum / Bourges</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL XIII 1196 = AE 1973, 351 = Wierschowski 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oualéris Batavi</td>
<td>308/310</td>
<td>governor of</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Bodrum (TR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 1999, 1593b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M. Ulpius Batavi</td>
<td>7.1.226</td>
<td>(witness and soldier)</td>
<td>coh praetoria</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMD III, 195 = RMD V, 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Batavi</td>
<td>c. 14-c. 54</td>
<td>(soldier)</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Velsen</td>
<td></td>
<td>AE 1997, 1165a; Derks 1987, no. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>[B]atavus</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(soldier)</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Vechten</td>
<td>unpublished, pers.comm. S. Wynia (T), Amstelveen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>[Ba?]tavius</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Valkenburg</td>
<td>unpublished; Haalebos 1977, 190, note 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Batavos</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(potter)</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Cologne?</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL XIII 10001, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Batavi</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(potter)</td>
<td>cognomen</td>
<td>Fectia / Vechten</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIL XIII 10001, 67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I INTRODUCTION

One of the attractions of the archaeology of Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages is the fact that burial rites involving the deposition of objects and food in graves were a common phenomenon in many regions of Europe.2 In addition, the inhumation burial, which gained popularity in the Roman West at the end of the 2nd century, involved the interment of the dressed body.3 As far as soil conditions permit, remains of the skeleton, textiles, clothing accessories, food, pottery, weapons and jewellery have been preserved. It is on the basis of this material culture and skeleton remains that we are able to construct – or reconstruct – the successive acts of the burial rite. Only a small part of the total ritual – the deposition of the body and

---

1 The basic ideas in this article were formulated in a paper given at the Leeds International Medieval Congress in July 1997 in a co-performance with Prof. Dr. Guy Halsall then of Birbeck College, University of London. Later the paper was presented in a session of the working group, led by Dr. Walter Pohl (Austrian Academy of Sciences) of the ‘Transformation of the Roman World’ programme of the European Science Foundation at the University of California in Los Angeles, as well as for staff and students of the department of archaeology of the University of Paris 1 Sorbonne Pantheon on the invitation of Prof. Sander van der Leeuw (Paris 1) and Dr. Anick Coudart (Centre National des Recherches Scientifiques). I would like to thank them all for their kind invitations and for the discussion following the presentations. My special thanks go to Prof. Dr. Guy Halsall and Prof. Dr. Bonnie Effros (now Bingampton University, New York) for their lively revisionist discussions on late Roman and early medieval burial rites. They have asked me impatiently where I buried my paper. Guy Halsall has already published his views on the subject matter in Halsall 2000, while Bonnie Effros’ ideas have been published in Effros 2003. The ethnicity symposium at the VU University Amsterdam, organised by Dr. Ton Derks and Prof. Nico Roymans in December 2001, was a welcome opportunity to address the topic again. I would also like to thank them for their invitation and comments. The manuscript for this paper was written in 2001, and finished in 2003.
objects in the grave, and hopefully earlier and later activities around the grave – can be archaeologically reconstructed. Interpreting the meaning of the ritual acts is therefore a hazardous undertaking, although it is precisely such an interpretation that archaeology should aim at. The interpretation of burial rites in late Roman and early medieval times has a long intellectual history that merits a study of its own. On the continent at least (in France, the Low Countries and Germany), much of it appears to stand on firm ground, rooted in the intellectual traditions that have developed since the late 19th century. However, recent research, both of an empirical and theoretical nature, has exposed the patches of drift sand in the familiar interpretative schemes. Answering simple questions about the relationship between burial communities – defined as groups burying their dead at a single cemetery – and actual social groups, such as families or co-resident groups, is no easy matter. Nor do we understand the complementarity of different cemeteries and the significance of the choices families had between different burial grounds in terms of defining different social solidarities. Whereas the vertical social hierarchy between individuals and family groups has traditionally been regarded as the chief determinant of differences in the wealth of grave goods, recent research points to the importance of sex and age for determining the composition of this set. We understand little about the meaning of typological groups of objects in relation to social networks. Are these groupings of objects, made primarily for the purpose of chronological ordering, relevant to the study of social and ideological problems? There are many questions we could raise about traditional and current interpretations of late Roman and early medieval burial rites in the west. One key element, one which lies at the root of almost all traditional interpretation, is the construct of the homogeneous society. This homogeneity creates dichotomies such as ‘Romans’ versus ‘Germans’, ‘Frans’ versus ‘Burgundians’, ‘Christians’ versus ‘pagans’, etc. These binary constructs have seduced archaeologists into making associations between these categories and ritual acts or groups of objects to form an almost ‘natural’ overlap between material culture and ethnic identities. However, in the light of recent empirical and theoretical research, these binary schemes oversimplify the complexities of changing ritual repertoires in changing societies. And that is exactly what late Roman Northern Gaul was: a society under transformation in which contemporaries developed new

---

2 I use the term ‘grave goods’ in a very general sense to indicate all the finds in a grave, irrespective of whether they are clothing accessories, objects carried on the body or objects placed in the grave. For a short introduction to the burial ritual in late Roman and early medieval times in the west, see Halsall 1995. Böhme 1974 remains the starting point for the study of the burial ritual in the 4th and 5th centuries in Northern Gaul. The historiography and development of intellectual engagement with and interpretation of this material is well presented in Effros 2003. To date, an immense body of literature has been produced, including publications on individual cemeteries, regional surveys, and surveys for specific types of objects, graves etc.

3 Young 1977, 43-45.

4 To gain some insight into the complexities of Roman and early medieval/Christian burial rituals, see for instance: Schoen 2000 and Paxton 1990.


7 Theuws 1999. High-ranking families were already confronted with this choice from early in the 6th century on. For the majority of the population, this choice did not become relevant until the 7th century, when we observe the dissolution of traditional cemeteries in many small individual burial grounds in several regions of northwestern Europe. See for instance the case of southern Germany: Scholkmann 1997 and Theune-Grosskopf 1997. Similar developments are evident in France.


10 Theuws 2000.

11 There is by now a growing quantity of critical literature on this subject that relates closely to the ethnic identity debate. For recent positions in this matter, see Pohl/Reimitz 1998; Pohl 2000; Gillet 2002; Geary 2002.


ritual repertoires to create and give meaning to new identities. It is in this light that I will attempt to tackle one construct: the relationship between specific burial rites and ethnic identities as revealed in written texts. I will try to show that ethnic identity was not at issue in the burial ritual, but rather new identities of another kind. In order to do so, I must first explain some major changes in the ritual repertoires relating to burials, elements of the ethnic identity debate concerning Late Antique Northern Gaul, an alternative interpretation scheme and alternative interpretations for one specific burial rite: the deposition of ‘weapons’ in graves in 4th-century Gaul.

2 CHANGING BURIAL RITES IN LATE ANTIQUE NORTHERN GAUL: DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION

It was customary in the Roman west to cremate the dead. The remains of the deceased were interred in a wide variety of ways. The cremation grave could be simple: a small hole in the ground where the burned bones, taken from the cremation pyre, were buried in a cloth, together with a few containers of food and drinks. There was some variation in the treatment of pyre remains or the addition of grave goods. The grave could be more elaborate and monumental: some graves have large mounds or stone monuments erected over them. In Northern Gaul, this basic pattern underwent a number of changes from the late 2nd century onwards.

Firstly, in the late 2nd and early 3rd century, inhumation was introduced in the cemeteries of towns such as Cologne and Tongres. Both cremation and inhumation were practised in the 3rd century, and from the end of the 3rd century, inhumation dominated the burial rites in both town and countryside. The practice of depositing food and drinks was maintained, however, so that large quantities of pottery and to some extent glass vessels have been recovered from graves from the first half of the 4th century. Cremation almost disappeared, but not altogether. It should be stressed that the cremation ritual was still practised up until the first half of the 5th century and, on a smaller scale, even later.

---

14 As Halsall has done in 1992 and 2000, and Effros in 2003, although my conclusions and interpretations differ in several respects from theirs. See also Theuws/Alkemade 2000, 456–461, with preliminary critical comments on late Roman (4th-century) weapon burials. Some modifications on the positions adopted are presented here.

15 This article is part of my ongoing preoccupation with existing interpretations of late Roman and early medieval burial rites and my wish to provide alternative interpretations. See also Theuws 1999, 2000, Theuws/Alkemade 2000.


18 Vanvinckenroye 1984; Friedhoff 1991; Päffgen 1992, I, 112–123, with a discussion of the different explanations offered for the rise of inhumation graves in a Roman context. See also Riedel 1998.

19 Dasnoy 1988, Lemant 1985, concerning Vireux-Molhain. In contrast to Halsall (2000, note 68), I think that there are sound indications for the presence of cremation graves in the cemetery of Vireux-Molhain. Seiller 1992, 601, concerning Vron, where nine late Roman cremations have been found. The still unpublished late Roman cemetery of Gennev-Touwslagersgroes (late 4th/early 5th century) consists entirely of cremation graves. A transition to inhumation seems to have taken place somewhere in the third quarter of the 5th century. The burnt objects found in the cremation graves are of the same type and quality as those of the inhumations of the Namurois. Many more cemeteries in Northern Gaul contain cremation graves, such as the cemetery found under Saint Severin’s in Cologne, where a cremation grave (number I, 69) with an axe was found, dating to the first half of the 3rd century, making it a chronologically isolated early find of a weapon grave (Päffgen 1992, II, 60–62). In the course of the 7th century, the cremation ritual regained popularity once again in the Rhine delta (Van Es 1968, 15–16; Ypey 1973; Van Es/Wagner 2000).
Secondly, the custom of depositing food and drinks in graves gradually disappeared from town cemeteries and to a lesser degree in the countryside. From the second half of the 4th century, large numbers of graves are devoid of grave goods, which makes them difficult to date. Not until the second half of the 5th century did the deposition of containers with food and drinks become a regular phenomenon again, although on a smaller scale, usually with a single container – a pot – being placed in the grave.

Thirdly, from about the middle of the 4th century, new types of grave goods appeared in relatively small numbers: weapons, and elaborate belts and brooches in the graves of men, and jewellery in the case

---

20 For instance, in Krefeld Gellep (Pirling 1993). In the past, this was considered a sign of the Christianisation of the population. Young (1977, 47-49) rightly rejects this interpretation; Van Es (1968, 11-12) had already done so in 1968.

21 In many cases, however, it is not possible to establish whether wooden containers were placed in graves alongside pottery and glass ones. See, for example, the importance of wooden objects in graves with optimum preservation conditions, as in the cemetery of Oberflacht (Schiek 1992).
of women.\textsuperscript{22} The weapons were mainly axes, lances, bows and arrows (fig. 1). The best-known jewellery found in women’s graves are the spectacular \textit{tutulus fibulae}, together with several other types of brooches and hairpins.

Fourthly, from the late 4th century on, a more diverse set of weapons began to be deposited in men’s graves. We encounter swords and shields too, although the number of graves with such weapon sets is extremely small in comparison to the total number of graves found.\textsuperscript{23} I believe it is vital that we distinguish between the period before the very late 4th century (c. 390), when weapon graves contained almost exclusively axes, lances and bows and arrows, and the period thereafter, when some lavish burials with swords and shields appeared as well.\textsuperscript{24} These burials are of a very diverse nature and, as with the rare sword burials from the late 3rd and 4th century, we can question whether they point to a structural change in burial rites. Weapon graves containing axes, lances and bow and arrows still predominated in this second phase. Sword burials (with the so-called Krefeld scabbards) did not appear until the middle of the 5th century. Because of their shared characteristics, this may point to a structural change in burial rites after the introduction of weapon graves around the middle of the 4th century.\textsuperscript{25} This last phase, which continued until the beginning of the 6th century, was phase 3 in the development of late Roman burial rites in Northern Gaul.

Fifthly, in the late 4th century, new cemeteries appeared in new places such as on or near hilltops close to a fortress, although we cannot link all new cemeteries to such fortresses. Examples are Furfooz, Samson and Vireux-Molhain in the Ardennes, Rhenen in the north and Vron on the Channel coast.\textsuperscript{26} These last three changes in burial rites have been interpreted in terms of the ethnic identity of the deceased. Graves with weapons, belts and brooches are usually ascribed to Germanic warriors in the service of the Roman army.\textsuperscript{27} Originally, weapon graves were believed to be those of \textit{laeti},\textsuperscript{28} but Böhner and Böhme suggested that they belonged to \textit{foederati}, an interpretation that has been widely accepted.\textsuperscript{29} One argument for interpreting these graves as those of Germanic warriors is that it was not generally deemed appropriate for Roman civilians to carry weapons, in life or in death. Some of the material, especially the women’s brooches, is believed to have originated from the Germanic territories east of the Rhine.\textsuperscript{30} The appearance

\textsuperscript{22} Böhme 1974; Böhme 1985; Swift 2000. We know of isolated examples of graves with an axe dating from the 3rd century. See above note 19 and Pirling 1993.
\textsuperscript{23} An occasional sword or shield dating to before the very end of the 4th century has been found in Northern Gaul. See Schulze-Dörlamm 1985, Abb. 32 and 33. For an early shield in Krefeld Gellep, see Pirling 1993. However, these few instances (between 5 and 10 for the entire late 3rd to late 4th century) must be seen as incidents triggered off by special circumstances of death rather than a structural change in burial rites in Northern Gaul.
\textsuperscript{24} Theuws/Alkemade 2000, 450, where we distinguished three major phases in the development of late Roman burial rites in relation to weapon graves: almost the entire 4th century (maybe the first half of the 4th century should be considered a phase of its own), late 4th/first half of 5th century, second half of 5th century/beginning of 6th century. It therefore confuses the issue to talk about the Germanic federate’s graves of the 4th and 5th centuries. Something occurred in the late 4th century that distinguishes the following period from the previous one. However, this change did not affect all rites; the lavish sword burials were added to an existing repertoire.
\textsuperscript{25} Theuws/Alkemade 2000.
\textsuperscript{27} Böhme 1974, 190; ‘Neu angekommene Germanen, die erstmals mit den Römern in engeren Kontakt kamen und sich ihres Kriegeriums und ihrer gehobenen Stellung in Gallien bewusst wurden, scheinen die Sitte der Waffenbeigabe ausgebildet zu haben.’ See also Böhme 1985; Böhme 1996; Seiller 1992 and many others. For an historiographical overview, see Effros 2003 and Halsall 1992 and 2000.
\textsuperscript{28} Werner 1950.
\textsuperscript{29} Böhner, 1963; Böhme 1974, 195-207.
\textsuperscript{30} See, however, comments to the contrary in Halsall 1992 and 2000.
of new burial rites and new types of objects, for both men and women, has been linked to the settlement of Germanic newcomers in Northern Gaul. These arguments follow directly from the concept of homogeneity, according to which each group has distinct characteristics that all its individual members must share. Such a model allows no room for reflection by individuals and groups, based on their observations and the appropriation of different cultural models, which would result in new interpretations and subsequently in ritual repertoires. In the model proposed by Böhme and others, the ‘mixed culture’ of late Roman Northern Gaul is one in which two distinct groups co-existed, but indeed as two distinct homogeneous cultural groups. The mixed culture is explained as the intermingling of ethnic groups, but not as a merging of ideas and mentalities based on reflection and interpretation in a new situation. There are two types of elite, two types of peasants, two types of women, two types of dwelling (stone and wood), etc.

This explanation of the presence of ‘Germanic’ men’s graves/weapon graves and women’s graves has met with criticism. While some scholars offered alternative ethnic interpretations, others were fundamentally critical about the ethnic interpretation of the burial ritual itself. Speaking of ‘Germanic’ weapon burials from the 5th rather than the 4th century, Périn emphasises — correctly — that the custom of depositing weapons in graves at that time emerged in Northern Gaul. He does not ignore the fact that Germanic influences played a role, but prefers to qualify the men in the graves as ‘Gallo-Frankish’ rather than as ‘Germanic warriors’. However, he does not voice similar doubts about the ‘Germanic’ character of the weapon burials of the 4th century. Although he is critical about the interpretations of weapon graves as those of Germanic warriors, his alternative falls within the classic, ethnic interpretation of the burial rites. I will explore the alternative explanations of Halsall and Whittaker in more depth in order to explain where my interpretations differ from theirs.

Halsall questioned the Germanic origin of the 4th-century weapon burial rite by showing that important elements of the rite had no antecedents in the Germanic territories east of the Rhine. He claims that the supposed origin of specific objects east of the Rhine is also open to question. A point in case are the tutulus fibulae, considered a clear marker of Germanic identity for the women in whose graves they are found. Although the style of these fibulae may have been inspired by Germanic examples, Halsall claims that several forms may have been produced in Northern Gaul, by Romans for Romans, and not by Romans for Germanic women, whose tastes differed from their Roman counterparts. Most other finds in Germanic women’s graves are interpreted as being of Roman origin. Next, Halsall points to the Roman world and functioned as middle men between Roman and Germanic groups. The men also served in the Roman army and for that reason practised a ‘Roman’ burial ritual (inhumation). However, we cannot rule out the possibility that those buried there were outsiders who settled in the Rhenen area and whose origins we cannot establish. As will be explained below, neither the Germanic identity of the settlers nor their native background can be substantiated.

31 For a recent interpretative example, see Van Es and Wagner (2000, 126), who suggest that the men and women buried with weapons and jewellery in the western part of the cemetery at Rhenen were members of leading indigenous Germanic families. They do so because the cemetery is situated on the north bank of the Rhine and thus ‘officially’ in Germanic territory. That the deceased were members of indigenous families is based on flimsy archaeological material that is supposed to indicate continuity of habitation from as early as the Iron Age onward (this argument may relate to a desire to present a lengthy continuity in ‘Germanicness’ of the indigenous people north of the Rhine, a central theme in the traditional early medieval ethnic identity debate; see the various contributions in Gillet 2002 and Bazelmans, this volume). Van Es and Wagner suppose that the indigenous men and women had intensive contacts with the


33 Périn 1981a; Périn 1981b; Périn/Feffer 20013, 119-142.

34 Périn/Feffer 20013, 69-80.


36 Distribution maps of tutulus fibulae show that different forms were deposited in graves in Northern Gaul and in Northern Germany. See Halsall 1992 and 2000.
uneven distribution of Germanic men’s and women’s graves. Large areas, notably the Trier–Moselle and Metz regions, contain no Germanic women’s graves.\(^{37}\) As we will see later, not only is this discrepancy relevant, but also the uneven distribution in Northern Gaul of men’s graves containing weapons. They are relatively rare in the Moselle valley and its surroundings. Germanic jewellery is also sparse in the Meuse valley and adjacent regions.\(^{38}\) Halsall interpreted men’s graves containing elaborate belts and weapons as being those of local leaders who, in the absence of effective Roman control, competed for the leadership of their communities. He claims that the burial rite was intended ‘to make statements of local prestige which, turning the usual interpretation on its head, might have been used by ‘Germanic’ settlers, but was fundamentally late ‘Roman’. Looking at the symbols displayed I then argued that these burials claimed forms of power normally reserved to the empire and its officials (the belt sets and official brooches; the weaponry)\(^{39}\). This interpretation proceeds from his suggestion that ‘furnished burial is a symptom of social instability and especially of power passed only with difficulty from one generation to the next. Put briefly the burial of grave-goods is a transient ritual display, requiring an audience at the graveside to read and understand the symbolic message of the artefacts. Analysis of the rite, in its various manifestations, in Gaul between the late 4th century and the late 7th suggests that it was adopted by local elites as a response to political crises and threats to their power, or, more widely as a competitive rite within larger communities.’\(^{40}\) It is my contention that this model is a step in the right direction, although it is too strictly geared to social practices, political events and power crises.\(^{41}\) Halsall, in his attempt to demonstrate that these graves cannot be interpreted as ‘Germanic’, goes to great lengths to show that the rites were all Roman. In doing so, I fear he loses sight of the significance of the novelty of weapon burial rites in the 4th century. The introduction of these new rites also requires some explanation. Why was a new ritual introduced when local leaders under pressure could have elaborated on existing ones?\(^{42}\) I will explain below that new ritual repertoires have meanings beyond social practices and the exercise of power, that they are highly relevant in the creation, definition and interpretation of new concepts, values, norms and ideas, and that the late Roman weapon burial rite was not initially about local leadership.

Whittaker’s explanation follows a similar route to that of Halsall in that it is social rather than ethnic.\(^{43}\) He concludes that the weapon graves had ‘Germanic’ connections, but that many of them were well integrated into Roman provincial culture. He finds it difficult to distinguish a cultural separation between Germans and Romans. He suggests, following Böhme, that weapon graves were possibly associated with Germanic families (because women’s and children’s graves are found alongside weapon graves of men) who took over villas. At the same time, military leaders became increasingly attached to the soil under a system of increasing military patronage, the more so after the imperial court moved to the border provinces. Landlords turned into warlords, with their own small, armed groups to protect themselves and their property. Whittaker explicitly refers to Vireux-Molhain as an example of military rural patronage, although he designates it a ‘small Roman fort opposite a \textit{vicus}, reinforced in the mid-4th century to mid-5th century by Germanic-looking groups’.\(^{44}\) Again, this is an interesting perspective that attempts to move

\(^{37}\) See the map in Halsall 1992.

\(^{38}\) Böhme 1985, 76.

\(^{39}\) Halsall 2000, 170. He is referring to his 1992 article in which he hypothesised that the ‘Germanic’ graves could be related to the ‘Bacaudae’ mentioned in the written sources and interpreted by Van Dam as ‘local community leaders who asserted their power as and when the imperial authority could not make itself felt in their region’ (Halsal 1992, 205-206, referring to Van Dam 1985).

\(^{40}\) Halsall 2001, 121-122.

\(^{41}\) See below.

\(^{42}\) I am not convinced by his interpretation of axes as related to \textit{limitanei}, Roman weapon burials in the Vosges, and depositions of weapons in cult places and in water (Halsall 2000). In my opinion, rather than an elaboration of existing rites, the weapon burial rite is a new phenomenon.

\(^{43}\) Whittaker 1994, 233-278.

\(^{44}\) Whittaker 1994, 270.
away from the old dichotomies. Nevertheless, he has difficulty letting go of the label ‘Germanic’ warrior to describe the occupants of the weapon graves. At best they have become ‘Germanic-looking’.

By now the ‘archaeological ethnic ascription theory’, which presupposes a clear relationship between specific types of objects and a person’s ethnic identity, has been amended to such an extent that we can no longer apply it with confidence. Recent research on the ascription of battle axes (francescas) to Francs as a sign of their ethnic identity has revealed the modern origin of the concept rather than its relationship to the early medieval practice of depositing axes in graves in the 4th to 7th century. The ethnic ascription theory has also been criticised by Amory, among others, in relation to Gothic identity, and more recently by Brather with regard to Alamannic, and by Effros with regard to Germanic identity. Nevertheless, ethnic ascription is still widely practised, as revealed in the publications of German, French and Dutch scholars. However, now that we appreciate that the new burial rites cannot easily be associated with Germanic ethnic identity, we are left with the question as to what they do signify. Before attempting to answer the question, I would first like to outline the ethnic ascription theory in Migration-period archaeology in order to understand how it evolved and just where it went wrong.

3 ETHNIC ASCRIPTION IN THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MIGRATION PERIOD

Until now, our understanding of late Roman burial rites in Northern Gaul has fallen within the classical ethnic ascription theory. It is not enough to formulate alternatives to this theory; instead, we must explain where it falls short. Central to the ethnic ascription theory in Migration-period archaeology is the merging of typological groups (my element 6 below) and distribution patterns (my element 7) with the constructions of homogeneous totalities represented by historians as tribal groups on the basis of ‘at face value’ interpretations of written texts (my element 3). I will explain this in more detail below while identifying the different elements of the theory and the problems with each one.

Any discussion of ethnic identity in late Roman and early medieval times proceeds on the basis of contemporary or later texts that present ethnic identity – an identity for large, overarching socio-political formations at an abstract level – as a fundamental aspect of society. This textual construction of identity is the first element. In general, the texts – from quite different genres and intended for a variety of audiences – were written within the Greek and Roman ethnographic traditions, with their stereotypical

46 Amory 1997; Brather 2002. However, I cannot agree with Brather’s pessimism on the interpretative possibilities of archaeology beyond everyday life, long-distance exchange, economics and social differences. See also Effros 2003.
47 See Koch’s unconditional identification of bow-brooches as markers of Germanic ethnic identity and specific types of these brooches as those of Frankish, Alamannic etc. women (1998, 535-564). This type of archaeological reasoning (‘Merowingerzeitliche Bügelfibeln sind hervorragend dazu geeignet, Frauen fränkischer Herkunft von solchen andersgermanischer Provenienz zu unter-scheiden’) seems to be a thing of the past, although I do admire the work for its catalogues and distribution maps, bearing in mind Härke’s criticism of the way these are composed (Härke 1991). Other examples are Böhme 1985, Seiller 1992 (with interesting circular arguments to match the archaeological data to the historical evidence), and Van Es/Wagner 2000.
48 ‘Ethnic identity’ or identities at the level of smaller polities, as we know them from earlier Roman times (see the contributions by Derks and Roymans, this volume), seem to be rarely mentioned in the written sources and epigraphy of the late Roman period (4th/5th centuries).
qualifications of the ‘barbaric other’. Modern historiography has ceased to take these texts at face value as reliable ethnographic treatises on other population groups. Instead, such narrative texts are constructions in written form of a perceived reality serving specific goals. It is vital to analyse who wrote the text, in what context, and for what perceived audience. Because many authors in late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages wrote texts with a specific agenda in mind, we cannot extract single phrases from texts in order to analyse ethnic identities or even to simply illustrate these identities. However, this does force us to ask what the relationship was between these texts and contemporary socio-political practices.

The second element is precisely those practices. How can we know about past political practices? A fundamental question is the relationship between (a) the act of producing the texts in relation to contemporary socio-political practices and (b) the contents of the texts in relation to such practices. The problem, however, is that these practices have to some extent been constructed – or reconstructed – on the basis of the same texts. So the question has to be rephrased: is it possible for us to know about socio-political practices independent of their past representations, or are we essentially analysing these past representations?

The third element comprises older (19th and first half of the 20th century) interpretations in historiography. Texts were often taken at face value and descriptions of the ‘other’ were considered ‘true’ descriptions of the cultural differences at the time the text was produced or of the period and region under consideration. Such interpretations flourished in the 19th century in the context of new emerging nation states in Europe and the nationalism that accompanied this. Moreover, they were based on a concept of culture that took cultural homogeneity as its point of departure. Ethnic groups described in the ancient texts were thus considered forerunners of the new unified nation states. Because ancient ethnographic traditions were shaped in part by similar theoretical and ideological elements, it was easy to make such interpretations. This created a ‘natural’ overlap between modern interpretations and old texts, so that there was no need to question the new 19th- and early 20th-century interpretations.

The fourth element in the debate is the late 20th-century interpretations of the texts. These developed after scholars accepted that the texts were largely literary constructs that may have related to cultural practices, observable differences and social practices, but equally, may not. They realised that a lack of independent sources made it difficult to establish whether the description of cultural differences in the texts referred to cultural differences that could have been observed ‘in the field’. Anthropological insights, in particular Frederic Barth’s *Ethnic groups and boundaries*, began to inform the debate. Scholars became aware that ‘ethnographic rules’ of an iron-like rigidity, to which almost all individual members of a group had to adhere from a young age, did not exist. The 19th-century construct of overlapping cultural and biological identity had already been abandoned. It was now suggested that there was some degree of overlap between ethnic and social identity, especially at the upper echelons of society. To be a Franc, for

---

49 See the various contributions on the nature of the textual construction of identity and its value for the historiography of ethnic identities in Murray 1998; Pohl 2000; Gillet 2002.
51 Pohl 2002.
52 Ian Wood (1997) already pointed out this problem when he insisted on the need for a history of representations in late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages.
54 Maas 1992, and as explained by Michael Maas in a paper at the University of California during a session of The Transformation of the Roman World programme.
55 Barth 1969.
56 This is of course the central rule governing the ethnic ascription theory in archaeology. If you are born a Frankish girl, you wear a brooch of a certain type until you die (this begs a host of questions: who determines who is a Frankish woman, from what age, at what age can a woman choose her own Frankish identity etc.?).
57 Reynolds 1998, Effros 2003 and many others.
instance, was to be a leader in society.\textsuperscript{58} Emphasis now lay on the fluidity of ethnic rules; Patrick Geary, in a well-known article, described ethnicity as a ‘situational construct’.\textsuperscript{59} Also entering into the debate were the relations and tensions between collective representations (by whom?) and individual attitudes.\textsuperscript{60}

The ethnic identity debate thus became highly complex, with clarity only emerging when another issue came to the fore: the distinction between the observations of cultural differences on the one hand and representations of cultural differences as political action on the other hand — in other words, the true realisation that elements one and two were not identical. As Walter Pohl states, the discourse on otherness — the ethnic discourse — became a key to political power in Late Antique and early medieval Europe.\textsuperscript{61}

He claims that ethnic identity owes its relevance to European history to the fact that it became one of the key political factors in early medieval polities.\textsuperscript{62} This should not suggest that from then on everyone could be easily identified as belonging to a specific ethnic group simply by the way they walked about.

As stated above, the texts that played a seminal role in this political process may not accurately describe observable cultural differences. Textual rhetoric and social practices may differ.

A fifth element in the debate is the material construction of identity. Written and spoken language is not the only medium for constructing identities; others are gestures and material culture. The way that people dress in specific situations, that pots are shaped, food is eaten, houses are built, settlements are organised and landscape is shaped may convey messages about the identity — including the ethnic identity — of a person, a family, or a group. However, the symbolism is complex and, by definition, open to multiple interpretations, in both the past and the present. Trying to understand the rhetoric of material culture in relation to the creation of identities is a hazardous undertaking. Nevertheless, it is one which archaeologists have been attempting for a long time.\textsuperscript{63}

The sixth element in the debate is the creation of typologies of objects. This was the first technique employed by most archaeologists of the Migration period to organise the material in an attempt to understand material constructions of identities. Based on the assumption that certain elements of clothing and jewellery were markers of specific ethnic identities, archaeologists devised detailed typologies to distinguish various ethnic signs.\textsuperscript{64} However, typologies are modern constructions based on morphological characteristics of objects. Although very useful for categorising objects chronologically, they may be less so when it comes to analysing social structures, identities or ideas.\textsuperscript{65} This classification of objects into typological groups that are then often equated with social and/or cultural groups is based on the materiality of the object alone. Although materiality as a major characteristic and value\textsuperscript{66} of an object may be a familiar concept to us, it may not be the only relevant value in a Migration period context for many of the objects involved. An object’s value or worth will not have been determined at the moment of production alone;\textsuperscript{67} it will have developed while circulating and ageing, to produce a ‘cultural biography’.\textsuperscript{68} Objects might have been valued for their ‘worth’ rather than their form, yet it is the latter characteristic which determines how they are grouped in a typology. In that case, objects that differ in a typological sense could well be identical in the perception of contemporaries on the basis of their worth. For exam-

\textsuperscript{58} This was certainly the case in later times. For instance in the \textit{Annales Regni Francorum}, the \textit{Franci} were the leading men of Neustria (Gerberding 1987).

\textsuperscript{59} Geary 1983.

\textsuperscript{60} Amory 1997.

\textsuperscript{61} Pohl 1998, 2.

\textsuperscript{62} Pohl 1998, 5.

\textsuperscript{63} For instance, on the basis of sunken huts = Germanic, certain pot-types = Germanic etc. See Effros 2003.

\textsuperscript{64} See above note 47.

\textsuperscript{65} Theuws/Alkemade 2000, 469–470; Theuws 2001, 198–199.

\textsuperscript{66} I use the term ‘worth’ to designate the immaterial ‘worth’ of the object and ‘value’ for its material ‘value’, although this is a somewhat modern distinction which may not have been so clear-cut in late antiquity. See also Bazelmans 1999, 168–188.

\textsuperscript{67} As the sum of the costs of labour, material and capital.

\textsuperscript{68} Kopytoff 1986.
ple, swords distributed by a single king, which should therefore be considered as a coherent group and which were probably recognised as such in the Early Middle Ages, may be found in different groups of the modern typologies because of their different shapes and forms. These different typological groups are generally associated with tribal groups such as Francs and Alamanni. In other words, while typologies of objects might be a useful tool for organising material for a chronological classification of objects, they do not provide a useful classification for analysing identities.

The seventh element in the debate is the creation of distribution maps of objects regarded as ethnic markers. Such maps represent the distribution of objects in each group of the typology. This distribution is then interpreted as a distribution of people with a specific ethnic identity. In individual cases, consideration is given to the possibility that the objects circulated independently of people. In many cases, a perceived clustering of the objects in a region where a specific ethnic group was located (often on the basis of a very limited number of indications in the texts, spread over a relatively long period) is presented as proof of the object’s use as an ethnic marker. These analyses are often based on the presence of objects in specific areas. Often, no consideration is given to their non-presence in other regions, for which there may be various explanations. For instance, a close examination of the distribution of specific types of 5th-century swords, which are essentially grave finds, reveals both clustering and an intermingling of types. It also reveals the non-presence of swords in graves in areas where historians – rightly or wrongly – have located important ‘Germanic’ groups such as the Francs and Burgundians. Nor are they found in the Moselle valley, where a Roman-like polity existed.

The archaeological ethnic ascription theory is a combination of elements three, six and seven. However, the theory’s foundation has been eroded. Historians have considerably revised their perceptions and interpretations of texts, just as archaeologists have revised their perceptions and interpretations of material culture. One of the key concepts in both these developments is ‘representation’, including strategies of representation to create identities and ideas. In the next section, I will use one example of changed interpretations of written texts in order to elaborate on the interpretation of grave finds.

4 BURYING GROUPS AND RHETORICAL STRATEGIES OF REPRESENTATION

For archaeologists studying identities, the historiography of one particular category of texts, that of Saint’s Lives, which shows an important shift in evaluation, may be of particular importance. These texts were initially considered of limited value because the genre – characterised by standard formulations, high-brow descriptions of the saints, copying etc. – made it impossible to extract a substantial amount of ‘true’ information on the life of the saint as an historical person. The texts did not produce sufficient reliable information on the socio-economic practices at the time the saint lived. For this reason, it was not considered a useful exercise to take the texts at face value. Using copied elements to analyse in detail the relationship between different texts, it was possible to create a genealogy of the text and its textual descent, both of which indicated its value (read: ‘limited’ value) in the analysis of factual history.

69 Theuws/Alkemade 2000.
70 Brather 2002.
71 Strangely enough, at the same time, the distribution and clustering in regions of some other types of objects is believed to reflect the activities of workshops in combination with ‘consumer demand’ of another type. Elaborate belts are a case in point.
72 Theuws/Alkemade 2000, 462-466.
73 The literature on the changing interpretations of material culture is growing rapidly. For a useful summary, see Johnson 2001.
74 In what follows, ‘life’ is written with a capital ‘L’ if the text is meant and with a lower case ‘l’ when the actual life is meant.
However, the evaluation of Saint’s Lives changed considerably once scholars realised that these should not be perceived as distortions of ‘reality’ or combinations of false or copied information, but rather as ‘arti-ficial’ creations, textual constructions to be read or heard by specific audiences for specific purposes. In her seminal book *Sacred Fictions. Holy Women and Hagiography in Late Antiquity*, Linda Coon points out that Saint’s Lives are not distorted descriptions of historical lives, but texts that reveal their authors’ theological and didactic agendas. It is almost impossible to reconstruct the actual historical person on the basis of these texts: they are ‘sacred fictions’. Therefore, although not stated explicitly, one of the themes of Late Antique Lives of female saints is, according to Coon, the institutionalisation of the male priesthood and the masculinisation of the altar space. In order to achieve their objectives, the authors used a number of literary strategies or rhetorical techniques such as inversion, paradox, transformation and exaggeration. When analysing the text, it is essential that we recognise and interpret these strategies. However, the authors did not operate in social and intellectual isolation. I will pass over the significance of the intellectual debts of authors in order to concentrate on the social context in which texts were produced. This context can be presented as a triangular relationship between the author, the audience and the main character of the text, who is usually an historical person. An analysis of the relationships between each point on the triangle places the production of the text in its proper context. These relationships were characterised by the didactic purposes of the author vis-à-vis the audience, as well as elements of identification by the author and the audience with the main character – the saint – who was a model to be emulated. This process of identification may then create an identity for the audience, in this case often a monastic community. Thus the narrative exists in several forms: in addition to the product of the author, there are the forms in which it has been understood by the audience in subsequent periods up to the present day. Clearly, a complex relationship exists between the texts, the socio-political practices in different periods, intellectual traditions, political and theological goals and historical persons. For our purpose, an important element of Linda Coon’s book is her analysis of the description of clothing as a literary strategy. The descriptions of clothing do not have an ethnographic character; their purpose relates to the theological and didactic agendas of the authors. Can these insights help us to analyse the late Roman burial rites in relation to the creation of identities? I believe they can.

First of all, we have to realise that the material culture originating from graves is ritually patterned. We must accept that the ritual acts as a filter through which a meaningful selection of the available material culture is deposited in a grave. It is not correct to represent the set of grave goods as a reflection of available material culture or as a more or less exact copy of the clothing and weaponry of the deceased person in his or her lifetime. The fundamental, incorrect point of departure in much interpretation of the burial rites of late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages is that the dead are equated with the living. Reconstruction drawings of warriors with their clothing and weaponry which suggest that this was how they looked while alive miss the point, even if this attire is represented as ‘Sunday or ceremonial clothing’ and if elements of the grave goods were worn in life. The drawings reproduce a number of grave goods placed in the grave during a ritual, either hung on the body or placed next to it (e.g. many of the elaborate belts in the 4th century – why?). At best such drawings are representations of the clothed body of a dead person.

---

75 Coon 1997. It was in fact Coon’s monograph that inspired me to write the present paper.
76 Coon 1997, xiv.
78 Coon 1997, 29-41.
79 See also Samson 1987; Treherne 1995; Halsall 1995.
80 Worse still is the drawing of the 6th-century kitchen of the ‘chief of Krefeld-Gellep’, where the grave goods have been taken out of the symbolic context of the burial rite and have been placed – functionally – in his kitchen. Obviously just returned from a day’s work, the chief can be seen roasting a pig (what an appetite for a single (?) man: there is only one table setting), while being served by a man. The caption reads: ‘Der Herr von Krefeld-Gellep Grab 1782 am häuslichen Herd’ (*Die Franken* 1996, 669). This picture entirely ignores the
The graves of the Migration period in Northern Gaul and their contents are comparable to the Lives of Saints in that they do not permit a reconstruction of the actual living historical persons buried in the grave. Instead, they should be analysed in terms of the rhetorical strategies employed in relation to the political and ideological agendas of the burying group. Thus, the grave is neither a reflection of the social position of the buried person in his or her lifetime, nor a static symbolic representation of a specific, perhaps even ideal, social position. It is the product of a rhetorical strategy. To illustrate the implications of this position, we can state that Childeric’s famous grave does not enable us to know him as an historical person, although most past research on his grave has been conducted with that goal in mind and has led to the type of reconstruction drawings mentioned above. What it does allow is an analysis of the political and ideological agenda of the burying group (Clovis?) and the ritual strategies involved. In fact, Childeric’s grave is the result of an important ritual strategy in the creation of Frankish kingship. Childeric’s identity as an historical person remains an enigma to archaeologists. Thus an analysis of the burial ritual must include an analysis of the triangular relationships between the authors of the ritual, the main character (the person to be buried) and the audience present at almost all burials. These relationships can be of a didactic nature and can involve elements of identification. For this reason, the burial may become a highly relevant cultural act that will itself be buried in the memory of those involved. But there is more.

In the end it is a dead body, a corpse, that is the essential component of burial rituals. The corpse is one of the elements in another triangle: one that includes the living and the mourners, the corpse and the burial, the soul and the dead. An analysis of the burial ritual must therefore include an analysis of the rhetoric of clothing and the body in late Antiquity for reasons beyond simply establishing the possible ethnic identity of the deceased. The transition from cremation to inhumation indicates that the body may have become a central element in a series of cultural constructions involving basic elements of the cosmological order of changing societies in Northern Gaul. The corpse may have been involved in the cultural construction of gender, the cultural construction of the person with its distinctive constituents (body, soul, image), and the deconstruction of the person at death, and – more than historiography has recognised to date – the cultural construction of ancestors (perhaps even different types of ancestors) in that rite of passage, the burial rite. This last element may open up new avenues of research as the dead

ritual context of the grave goods by stressing exclusively the functional character of the objects and forgetting the reasons for their deposition in the grave during a ritual.

One could elaborate extensively on the theoretical and modern ideological background of this drawing and its caption.

I have explained the basics of this position on Childeric’s grave on two occasions, i.e. at the International Congress of Medieval Studies Kalamazoo 1999 (unpublished paper ‘Sacred fictions and Childeric’s grave’) and at a round table conference in Paderborn 1999 (idem). See now also Halsall 2001, with the fundamentally similar question: ‘what exactly made Clovis, presumably, bury his father in this way? I accept his comments on my uncritical acceptance of the traditional date of burial (c. 481). My answer to the question was based on the theoretical considerations explained in Theuws/Alkemade 2000 and those formulated here. My views go beyond those of Halsall (others would say ‘where there is no evidence…’) and do not focus solely on the origins of the Merovingian kingdom as a political process, but on the conceptualisation of Merovingian kingship with the help of the burial ritual (the agenda). See also note 153. I hope to elaborate on this on another occasion.

Huntington/Metcalf 1979, 61-67.
Huntington/Metcalf 1979, 66.
Bazelmans 2002.
Bazelmans 1999.
Theuws 1999.

In addition to the already established research tradition on gender constructions and representations in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (Coon 1997; Smith 2000), gender is now emerging as a research theme in late Roman and early medieval burial archaeology. See, for example: Effros 1996; Halsall 1996; Hadley/Moore 1999.

Bazelmans 1999.
Theuws 1999.
body may not have been dressed as a past living person, but as a future ancestor in accordance with the skills required of that ancestor (protection: weapons; fertility: food, offspring?) in relation to the norms, values and ideas prevalent in certain societal contexts. All this may explain in a synchronic sense why burial rites took the form they did, but not why they changed. The diachronic element must be part of the interpretative model.

Traditional explanations for changes in burial rites, such as Germanic invasions or migrations, are inadequate. Instead, we have to conceptualise the lines along which groups brought about changes in burial rites in certain contexts. Nor does interpreting changes as the result of an unconditional takeover of strange – ‘Germanic’ – elements seem to be an acceptable explanation. This interpretation owes much to the concept of homogeneity, which hypothesises that cultural elements have an intrinsic meaning and remain unchanged even after they have been taken over. It implies that actors do not have the intellectual capacity to reflect on and influence their situation; they simply take things over. However, elements do change after being observed, through a process of interpretation, reflection and cultural appropriation. They thus become new elements in the cultural constructions of those who have become the ‘authors’ of new ritual repertoires geared to new societal contexts. This process of interpretation may be based on the perception of elements from different cultural contexts that merge in the creative process. Thus a group defining its positions and values in Late Antique Northern Gaul may have as their cultural sources the cultural values of Roman aristocracy, of the aristocracy of ‘barbarians’, Christian values and possibly others. The outcome of the reflective process is neither Roman, nor Germanic, nor Christian, nor pagan nor barbaric; it is that of a society, or segment of society, in Northern Gaul in the 4th and 5th centuries that I would prefer not to label.

To end this section, I would like to stress that an analysis of burial rites in Northern Gaul in late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages should encompass two major fields of enquiry: that of social practices of the time and that of the definition of concepts, ideas, values and norms. Most research to date has addressed short-term social practices involving concepts such as ‘social stress’, ‘legitimation of power’, ‘social instability’, ‘power exercise’, ‘intergenerational transfer of power’, ‘social competition’, and ‘competitive display’. But analysis of burial rites should go ‘beyond power’ to analyse the very definition of concepts central to the world view of social groups as observed in new ritual repertoires. Not everyone in late Roman times may have been aware of these concepts – perhaps no-one. If we had the opportunity to carry out anthropological field research in late Roman times and asked participants why they were performing the rites as they did, we might be disappointed by the answers. However, this is no reason for not coming up with answers ourselves.

---

88 The concept of ‘Mischkultur’ simply states that two different cultural homogeneous groups co-exist in the same region without a serious cultural exchange (at least on the material level).
89 The traditional argument goes: the elements may not change, but the group that uses them is changing (acculturation). I doubt whether elements remain unaltered after having been taken over by other groups and, for that theoretical reason, it is not very rewarding to search for the origins of these elements in order to establish where people came from and which original thoughts were introduced in the new context.
90 Theuws 2000.
91 Similarly, Heinrich Härke proposed that weapon graves should be seen not as simple warrior graves, but as graves in which the concept of the warrior is defined (Härke 1990, 1992). See also Theuws/Alkemade 2000 on the sword graves of 5th-century Gaul.
92 Bazelmans 1999, 189-191. Also in order to avoid too instrumental an interpretation of burial rites.
93 They would be answers that anthropologists are also accustomed to hearing, such as: ‘this is the way it should be done’ or ‘this is how we have performed the rites since time immemorial’ or ‘this is how we learned to perform the rites’. In other cases the answers do not constitute what we would call ‘scientific’ or ‘scholarly’ explanations.
Ultimately, we are left with the fundamental question: what were the political and ideological agendas of the burying groups and in what perception schemes were these agendas embedded? In the next section, I will examine a specific type of burial in Northern Gaul in the 4th century, the so-called weapon burials that have been interpreted in the past as those of Germanic soldiers/warriors. I will try to offer an alternative interpretation for this burial rite. I will first survey the evidence for weapon burials and then analyse different aspects of them.

5 FOURTH-CENTURY WEAPON BURIALS IN NORTHERN GAUL

Any analysis of these graves must still take as its starting point Horst Wolfgang Böhme’s seminal study *Germanische Grabfunde des 4. bis 5. Jahrhunderts zwischen unterer Elbe und Loire. Studien zur Chronologie und Bevölkerungsgeschichte*, which was published in 1974. Although his inventory of weapon graves in Northern Gaul is no longer up to date (new weapon graves have since been discovered), the insights into the composition of the graves and the overall distribution pattern have changed little. We observe this if we compare the maps presented in 1974 with the ones Böhme published in the 1985 volume about the fortress at Vireux-Molhain along the Meuse in Northern France and in the 1996 exhibition catalogue *Die Franken*. Although the quantity of evidence has increased, the qualitative composition of the evidence presented in 1974 remains valid. Böhme presented all types of weapon burials in tabular form, which I reproduce below in order to introduce the evidence (table 1).

A few comments are necessary. In the first place, as has been explained above, a chronological distinction must be made between 4th and 5th-century graves. Fifth-century weapon burials form a minority in the whole set: they are mainly found in the northernmost part of Northern Gaul and are generally ‘richer’ in terms of number, type or quality of weapon. This group includes, for example, the famous sword grave 43 of Krefeld-Gellep. The sword graves in the table date mainly from the very late 4th and 5th century (fig. 2), which means that the great majority of 4th-century weapon burials consist of graves with an axe, or a lance, or a combination of the two. New discoveries (e.g. in Vron and Vireux-Molhain) confirm this picture. It would not be correct to say that all weapon graves that date from the period after the turn of the 4th century are graves with complex sets of weapons. The boys’ (!) graves of Cologne Saint-Severin and Utrecht show that graves containing only axes date up to the middle of the 5th century. However, the overall trend was a decrease in the number of weapon burials as time went by, with such burials becoming rare after c. 410/25. Here we encounter our first problem, and one which has been insufficiently addressed until now: at a time when the number of Germanic warriors settling in Northern Gaul was supposedly on the increase, the number of graves ascribed to Germanic warriors decreased.

A related problem is that of the rarity of weapon burials altogether. If we deduct the 29 sword graves in Böhme’s table from the total number of weapon burials, we are left with 100 graves for much of the

---

94 Recent years have seen alternative interpretations that discard the traditional Germanic warrior interpretation. I will try to explain where my interpretations differ from these.

95 Böhme 1974.

96 Böhme 1985 and Böhme 1996. The 1996 map has one more dot than the 1985 map.


4th and for the beginning of the 5th century. That amounts to one grave per year. This figure has now changed, but not to such an extent that it alters our ideas about the number of performances of the ritual. If we had 1% of the total number of original weapon burials, there would be about 100 such burials per year for the whole of Northern Gaul north of the Loire. The conclusion must be that weapon burials were a rare phenomenon and it would be fair to conclude that the majority of the population never saw one. In my opinion, this fact has not been sufficiently incorporated in the analyses to date.

A further point well illustrated by Böhme’s table is the limited range of weapons deposited in 4th-century graves. As the majority of the sword graves date from the late 4th and 5th centuries, we have to conclude that over half of the 4th-century graves contained a single axe (a bow and arrows may have been present but Böhme did not include them in the table). A quarter contained an axe and a lance; a small number had a single spear. Exceptional graves may have had a sword or shield. To my knowledge, this remarkable limitation in the choice of weapons has not been dealt with sufficiently either.

Axes and lances are interpreted without further ado as weapons, a functional interpretation probably inspired by the presence of axes in later Merovingian graves alongside other weapons such as swords, shields, saxes and angos. Böhme claims the following: ‘In den Kriegergräbern des 4./5. Jahrhunderts treten unter den Angriffswaffen am häufigsten Äxte auf die sich in verschiedenen Formengruppen gliedern lassen.’\(^9^9\) In fact, these lines contain a circular argument: because the graves are those of warriors, the objects must be weapons, and the graves are therefore those of warriors. There are two consequences of this functional interpretation of the objects as weapons: 1) the deceased are identified beyond doubt as warriors and soldiers; and 2) other uses and symbolic meanings of the objects are not considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapons</th>
<th>total number of graves</th>
<th>west of Rhine</th>
<th>east of Rhine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sword, lance, axe, shield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, lance, shield</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, axe, shield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, lance, axe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, shield</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, lance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword, axe</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sword</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lance, shield, axe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lance, axe</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lance</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axe</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>129</strong></td>
<td><strong>113</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The composition of the sets of weapons in weapon graves in Northern Gaul and the adjacent Germanic territories in the 4th and first half of the 5th century, according to Böhme 1974. Grey: graves with no swords.

\(^9^9\) Böhme 1974, 104.
result of the last observation is that it rules out other interpretations of the act of depositing an axe or a lance in a grave during a ritual.\footnote{For that reason, I place weapons between quotation marks when referring to them.}

A functional interpretation is also given to a number of locations of ‘weapon’ graves. Some of them are found near walled towns (e.g. at Vermand), and others in direct proximity to a hill fortress (e.g. near Vireux-Molhain or Furfooz).\footnote{Vermand: Böhme 1974; Vireux-Molhain and Furfooz: Böhme 1985.} They are thus found near defensible sites, which are usually described in military terms and which supposedly occupied a place in the comprehensive late-Roman military (in depth) defence system.\footnote{The comprehensive nature of the defence system is based on Luttwak (see for instance Willems 1984, 274-275; Brulet 1990, 337), but has already largely been abandoned (see, among others, WHittaker 1994, 132-191).} The next step in the interpretation is: the graves of the men with ‘weapons’ are those of soldiers that formed the complement of the fortress or walled town in question. Böhme’s conclusion with regard to Vireux-Molhain reads as follows: ‘Un rituel funéraire inhabituel – tombes à incinération, offrandes d’armes– et des dons funéraires remarquables et peu conformes au contexte normal de l’Antiquité romaine tardive – fibules féminines, ceinturons militaires à boucles à têtes animalières, briquets et silex, ciceaux – assurent l’origine germanique de ces soldats incorporés dans l’armée romaine avec leurs familles’.\footnote{Böhme 1985, 76.} Pépin and Feffer qualified the men buried near the fortress of Vireux-Molhain as ‘“gendarmes”, qui etaient des soldats de métier et relevaient de l’organisation militaire romaine’.\footnote{Perrin/Feffer 20013, 99. It is highly interesting to read the separate text box on Vireux-Molhain by Pépin and Feffer for it summarises rather well the classical interpretation of 4th-century weapon graves.} However, Pépin makes an important observation to which I believe the research pays insufficient attention. The small number of soldiers buried in these cemeteries cannot have been the total complement of the fortress; the rest must have been buried elsewhere, as will have been the case for most similar fortresses such as Rhenen, Haillot, Furfooz, Condrat and Vert-la-Gravelle.\footnote{Pépin/Feffer 20013, 99.} We can add that the presence of women’s and children’s graves in these cemeteries shows them to be the burial grounds of families. As we will see later, there is another way to interpret this choice of location.

My last comment on the interpretation of these graves concerns the Germanic ethnic identity of the deceased. It is in fact quite difficult to extract from the different analyses of the burials the exact arguments for them being \textit{Germanic} ‘weapon’ graves. This dogma is so entrenched in modern research that hardly anyone bothers to question its basic assumptions; scholars simply reproduce them. The above quotation from Böhme is an excellent example of this. The arguments emerge from the ‘Roman–Germanic’ dichotomy and to some extent have both a positive and negative character – negative in the sense that they result from a perceived knowledge of what is Roman. That which is not considered Roman – such as carrying weapons in life (after completing military service) and in death (which is considered by archaeologists to be prohibited for Romans) – must be Germanic. Therefore, anyone buried with ‘weapons’ must be a Germanic man and soldier. Although only a few generations before the 4th century the majority of the population in the Roman West was cremated, inhumation is considered the Roman manner of burial. Therefore, anyone cremated in the 4th and 5th centuries must be Germanic, the more so because cremation was the burial rite commonly practised in the Germanic territories east of the river Rhine in the 4th and early 5th centuries.\footnote{Van Es /Wagner 2000, 122-123.} Therefore, those cremated west of the Rhine probably had their origin in these Germanic territories. Positive interpretations are the perceived origin and importation of specific objects in Gaul from territories on the other side of the river Rhine or the production of \textit{fibulae} in Gaul for Germanic women with their distinct Germanic tastes. These arguments do not stand up to closer inspection. It is not my aim to counter the existing arguments in detail as Halsall has
already done so.\textsuperscript{107} It may be useful, however, to point out some internal inconsistencies in the traditional explanation that are founded on the application of certain criteria. If cremation is a Germanic rite par excellence, it is not clear to me why most men and women whose graves contained weapons and Germanic jewellery were buried rather than cremated.\textsuperscript{108} Consider, for instance, the highly interesting

\textsuperscript{107} Halsall has demonstrated that the theory regarding the origin of Germanic brooch types from Germanic regions east and north of the Rhine is untenable (Halsall 1992, 2000).

\textsuperscript{108} The notable exception is the cemetery of Gennep-Touwslagersgroes in the Netherlands (IVd-VA), which consists entirely of cremation graves (Hiddink, Theuws
grave at Bonn Jakobstrasse (fig. 2). The dressed corpse of a man was buried in a sarcophagus with a belt around his waist, a small glass bottle and a drinking cup near his right hand, a crossbow brooch (on his left shoulder?), a sword (definitely a weapon) and a knife (probably in a small pocket on the scabbard) near his left arm. Of great interest here is that the crossbow fibula is incised with a Chi-rho as the bottom of the glass cup also appears to be. For advocates of the ethnic ascription theory, the man is at once a Roman (he was buried in a sarcophagus), a barbarian (there was a sword in his grave) and a Christian (the grave contained unmistakably Christian objects), even though in their opinion some of these categories are mutually exclusive. Rather than qualifying this man as a Roman, a ‘Reiternomade’, a German or a Christian, it is more interesting to analyse the rhetoric of this specific burial in the context in which he was buried. In the next section, however, I will not go into the details of individual burials, but will deal with the group of 4th-century ‘weapon’ burials as a whole. In analysing the rhetoric of late Roman ‘weapon’ burial rites, we must take into account three interlocking elements, each of which is very difficult to grasp. They are 1) the material culture used (and the different use contexts of those objects and the total field of meanings attached to it); 2) the various acts performed (including the audience present, the gestures, the phases of the ritual, etc.); and 3) the location of the burial (and the total field of meanings attached to the site). Because it is difficult to grasp the totality of acts performed from the moment it became clear that a person was going to die or had died to the final rituals after burial, I will concentrate here on the first and last element.

6 ‘WEAPON GRAVES’:
MATERIAL CULTURE AND LOCATIONS

What is the meaning of the deposition of ‘weapons’ in graves? First of all, if we wish to understand the total range of uses and meanings, we need to abandon the qualification ‘weapons’. Weapon is just one such use. Instead, we should refer to the objects by more specific names such as ‘axe’ or ‘lance’ and speak of ‘axe and lance graves’.

THE AXE

One fundamental question is: if in the 4th century axes and lances were deposited as weapons to qualify the person in question as a warrior, why in most cases was only the axe selected from the full range of available weapons? Wouldn’t a sword or shield have been a more likely choice to qualify the warrior as

---

109 Haupt 1973 has already struggled with the contents of the grave in relation to traditional interpretations. Ernst Pohl concludes that the man possibly had a ‘reiternomadische Herkunft’ on the basis of the belt fittings, the origin of the crossbow brooch from middle Danube workshops, and the presence of the sword, which makes him a ‘Transdanubian’. The glass objects and the knife are supposed to have originated from workshops in the Gallo-Germanic provinces. I do not believe there is any reason to select one object as being more important than others in determining origins. We cannot answer the question as to where the man was born or where he came from on the basis of the grave finds. He was supposedly buried in a cemetery in Bonn with civilian characteristics (south of the military camp) rather than in the cemetery to the west where ‘eine germanische Milizbesatzung des 4. Jahrhunderts samt Familien bestattet worden war’ (Pohl 1991).

110 Sex determination not on the basis of physical-anthropological research.

111 With regard to these criteria, see Stein 1974; Ament 1978 and Périn’s comments on their hypothesis (1981).
such? Yet that choice was hardly ever made in the 4th century. Perhaps there was never any intention of placing a weapon in the grave, but instead, an axe – an object with a far richer symbolic idiom. The axe had many uses and many symbolic meanings. It was military idiom on the one hand, and an agricultural one on the other. The axe refers to chopping wood, or more importantly felling trees – in other words, clearing land. It relates to the concept of fertility, the capacity to separate one thing from another and it was rated positively. However, it may also refer to battle, to decisions about life and death, and to the ability to provide protection. This dual meaning will have been the main reason for depositing axes in graves. In ethnic terms, axe deposition need be explained neither as a Germanic custom (as in traditional explanations) nor as a Roman one (as Halsall does). The axe as a symbol encompassing both military and agricultural meanings had been used since prehistoric times in many societies in Europe. One of its attractions is that it appealed to the systems of meanings of different peoples. Instead of arguing for its specific ethnic interpretation, I prefer to reverse the whole interpretation. I see it as an object with multi-

---

Fig 3. Late Roman inhumation grave (nr 183) from Vron (dép. Somme, France) with axe (1), knife (2), pottery (3–4), belt fittings (5) and an object with unknown function (6). After Seiller 1992.

---

112 See Pastoureau 1993, 32–34 for similar thoughts on axes later in the Middle Ages. This seems to be clearly illustrated by the presence of axes similar to those found in graves in hoards both west and east of the Rhine that contain mainly agricultural implements. See for instance the hoard of Osterburken (Baden-Württemberg, Germany), where a large number of agricultural implements as well as two swords were found. Henning 1985 did not interpret the axes as weapons, but rather as part of the set of agricultural implements.

113 Pastoureau 1993, 34.

114 These are the traditional connotations used in the interpretation of axes in later Merovingian graves.
ethnic connotations, making it an ethnically 'neutral' object eminently suited to the rhetoric of a new burial rite in late Roman Gaul, which resulted from an interpretative process involving the appropriation of elements from different cultural sources. The deeper meaning of the deposition will be clear once I have dealt with the other objects. If we look at axes placed in graves, we observe a great variety of forms. Many axes are quite small, and not particularly impressive on the battlefield; others seem quite useless for that purpose but are well suited for working wood (e.g. the axe in grave 183 from Vron (fig. 3) and the tool in grave 177 from the south-west cemetery in Tongres (fig. 4)); indeed, quite a number are well suited to splitting skulls. Finally, the contents of grave 29 from Tongres, which yielded an axe in combination with a pair of smith's tongs, may show that axes need not be interpreted as weapons (fig. 5).

**THE LANCE**

The lance also had many uses and meanings. It was a weapon in the sense that one could kill with it but, more than that, it was a symbol of authority in late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages, interestingly enough, in both Roman and barbarian contexts. Roman emperors are depicted with a lance on coins and silver dishes such as the famous mid-4th century dish in the Hermitage in Leningrad, which shows

---

115 See Böhme 1974, 104-110.
116 For example, Gasparri 2000, 99-101.
the triumph of Constantius II. 117 Germanic kings are associated with lances. 118 Some of the lances in the graves refer to another highly relevant field associated with the lance, namely the hunt. These lances are denoted by the German term 'Saufeder' and are characterised by two 'wings' just below the blade. 119

Known depictions of such lances used in the hunt include the one on a bronze dish in an axe grave (!) from Saint-Rimay (dep. Loir-et-Cher) in central France, which also contained pottery and glass cups (fig. 6). 120 I will come back to the hunt after I have dealt with another set of objects related to this activity: bow and arrows.

117 Kent/Painter 1977, 25.
118 Gasparri 2000. See also the famous signet ring in Childeric’s grave in Tournai which represents Childeric holding a lance.
119 Böhme 1974, 101-103.
120 Böhme 1974, 107.
Although it is easy to kill a person with a bow and arrows, Böhme did not include them in his list of weapons because they refer above all to the hunt. In his opinion, a bow and arrows cannot be used unequivocally to indicate the Germanic origin of the deceased person in whose grave they are found: Roman aristocrats liked to hunt as well. However, by leaving the bow and arrows out of the spectrum, we lose sight of the symbolic relationship between the various objects deposited in weapon graves. A bow and arrows are crucial indicators of the meaning of the rhetoric of the late Roman burial rite. They point to the hunt, and it is the hunt that provides a number of interesting clues.

Hunting was a favourite leisure-time activity of late Roman aristocrats. Its importance to their lifestyle is well represented in the art of the late empire. The genre of the hunt is a familiar one in the mosaics

---

Fig. 6. Late Roman grave from Saint-Remy (dép. Loir-et-Cher, France) with an axe, a bronze bowl depicting a boar hunt, pottery, and glass and bronze bowls and a deposited belt. After Böhme 1974, 107.

BOW AND ARROWS

THE HUNT

---

121 Böhme 1974, 110.
122 On the concept of elite lifestyle, see Theuws/Alkemade 2000, 411-417.
of large villas and palaces in east and west.\textsuperscript{124} It is a central theme in the later palace mosaics in Constantinople,\textsuperscript{125} but can be found in less ostentatious country houses as well. However, these mosaics were not just carpets that illustrated favourite activities or displays to impress visitors. Hunting scenes can also be found on glass bowls such as the ‘deer hunt cup’ from Andernach dating to the first half and middle of the 4th century and the mid-4th century ‘boar hunt cup’ from grave 61 of the cemetery in the Jakobstrasse in Cologne (fig. 7).\textsuperscript{126} Such bowls are mainly found in graves and it has been suggested that they were specially made for use at a funeral.\textsuperscript{127} Hunting scenes are also found on another element associated with burial rites: sarcophagi.\textsuperscript{128} A final example of a hunting scene on an object relevant to our inquiry is the depiction of a boar hunt on a Late Roman elaborate belt set whose provenance is unknown (possibly Intercisa, Hungaria) but which is now in the Diergardt collection in the Römisch-Germanisches Museum in Cologne.\textsuperscript{129}

Hunting was a source of great prestige. The presence of hunting scenes in late Antiquity refers to a re-evaluation of life in the country and especially to mastery over the world of animals and nature.\textsuperscript{130} Hunting is domination, having control over the world. We can elaborate still further on this idea. Three

\textsuperscript{124} Dunbabin 1999 with many examples.  
\textsuperscript{125} Jobst/Erdal/Gurtner 1997.  
\textsuperscript{127} Some of them, like the Andernach bowl, have inscriptions referring to overcoming death (Andreae 1980, 132): V(i)nca(s cum t)inis.  
\textsuperscript{128} Andreae 1980.  
\textsuperscript{129} Spätantike und frühes Christentum 1984, 633–636; Bullinger 1969, cat nr. 163, table 42.1.  
\textsuperscript{130} Closely related are the wild beast games in arenas and their artistic representations.
aspects make the hunt interesting with regard to the burial rites of Northern Gaul. The point of departure is that the hunt was a highly regulated activity involving considerable protocol and ceremony. First, the hunt allowed the leading men of society to demonstrate leadership and courage (*virtus*) in a relatively 'safe' environment outside the context of armed combat and battle. Second, the hunt represented and reinforced the social hierarchy, as different activities within the hunt will have been reserved for different men (the iconography indicates that it was an all-male event). It must have been clear who was a leader and who a follower. Third and most important for our case, although to my knowledge it has not been discussed in the literature, the hunt allows for representations of claims on territories: hunting is organising the landscape. This reference to the hunt in the burial ritual is highly relevant in relation to the presence of axes that refer to clearing land.

Hunting, however, has yet another important symbolic connotation. Hunting scenes on sarcophagi relate to the concept of overcoming death and the completion of life. The ferocious and dangerous animals that are hunted (lion and boar) are equated with death because they can bring death. The killing ability of these animals is made explicit on the sarcophagi in the depiction of a member of the hunting party lying on the ground, his life threatened by the animal attacking him. By killing the hunted animal, the hunter overcomes death. In doing so, the hunter (in fact the person who had the sarcophagus made) represents himself as a hero with *virtus*. As Andreae states, there is a 'Heroisierung im Akt der Überwinding des Todes'. This process of 'heroicisation' of the deceased person relates to his victory over temporal existence. He (for the hunters involved are men) is transferred to the world of eternal beings. Thus there is a direct relationship between the dead, death, funeral rites, the meaning of the hunt and the concept of eternity.

**AN INTERIM CONCLUSION**

What does this tell us about the rhetoric of the burial ritual? First of all, the symbolism of the axe, the lance and bow and arrows is tightly interwoven. Axes, lances, and bows and arrows should not be regarded simply as weapons: they are key elements in the sophisticated symbolism of permanent in the landscape, both cultural and physical. Central to this is the representation of claims on land, symbolised by placing in the grave both an axe (perhaps a special reference to the reclamation of those lands and to their fertility) and a bow and arrow (referring to the hunt, with its connotations of landscape). Moreover, the latter objects also refer to mastery over the world, more specifically over the new lands controlled by the family. The lance adds to this image, for it was one of the symbols of authority par excellence and was widely used in the hunt. Here I would like to stress how my interpretation of this ritual differs from that of Halsall. The point I am trying to make is that the ritual's prime objective does not relate to local competition and lavish display at the funeral in order to secure power positions at a local level. We will see later that we can even question the identification of these men as local leaders and the nature of these burials as lavish, with the exception of some later sword graves. If local competition were the prime incentive, we might have expected many more such burials. Instead, the ritual was about defining new

---

133 Andreae 1980, 135. Andreae sees this as the result of the merging of ‘der sepulkralallegorischen Tradition der mythologischen Jagddarstellungen mit dem Virtusymbol der Löwenjagd, in dem der Löwe den Tod verkörpert’.
134 Andreae 1980, 53. It is surprising that the iconography and symbolism of the hunt has not become part of the Christian symbolic repertoire. There is an additional element that may point to eternity being an element in the ‘programme’ of representation on sarcophagi that depict hunting scenes. Several of them feature a hare nibbling some grapes, which is generally interpreted as a symbol of immortality.
claims on land in a way that had not been done before. It was about conceptualising new and different forms of attachment to the landscape. However, some elements of the ritual were clearly appropriated from the world of the aristocracy by groups who were probably not aristocratic themselves.

The meaning of the ritual may have altered over time, especially in the late 4th century, when the nature of ‘weapon’ burials was changing and new elements such as hill fortresses became associated with them. I have already made several references to one site that can serve as an example: Vireux-Molhain, on the left bank of the Meuse in Northern France. The cemetery that dates from the late 4th and first half of the 5th century is contemporary with the fortress. The graves, some of which have been destroyed as a result of road building, cannot have numbered more than about 60 in total (47 have been found, many of them disturbed or robbed; four are cremation graves). The graves are those of men, women and children from no more than 3-5 families of two or three successive generations. The number of male graves with axes and/or lances is limited to five; a metal ornament from a sword scabbard was found in one grave, but no sword. One grave containing a lance belonged to the first phase of the cemetery (late 4th century), one grave with an axe to the phase around 400, while all other graves with an axe and the possible sword-grave belong to the first half of the 5th century. This can hardly be interpreted as the cemetery for the military complement of the fortress, as suggested by the excavators and later commentators. An alternative suggestion is possible, one that takes as its starting point the ability to provide protection rather than military defence. It is no coincidence that the axe, lance, bow and arrow burials near hill fortresses date from the late 4th century rather than an earlier period. It was a period when institutionalised state systems of protection were slowly weakening. The choice of location of the burials near these fortresses seems to me highly symbolic. As already suggested, they are the graves of families who claimed lands and positions of authority, but some added to this their ability to protect as a major qualification of their position. These people appear to have become leaders of their community through their ability to provide protection in the form of a fortress. The new, more lavish sword graves (which contain objects that are undeniably weapons) are also directly related to this new ‘ethos’. It is important therefore to distinguish between the burial rites of the 4th century and those of the later 4th and 5th century, in which I see a further development, not so much in terms of local competition and social stresses, but in the conceptual definition of what local leadership was about (although in special circumstances, as we shall see).

Having analysed the theoretical and methodological background to the interpretation of late Roman ‘weapon’ burials, I conclude that the graves of men in which axes, lances and bows and arrows were deposited have a rhetoric that relates to the representation of new types of claims on the land and positions of authority (to which later was added, in exceptional cases, the ability to protect), and not to the ethnic Germanic identity of the person in question or his status as a warrior. The accent is on the novelty of the type of claims. There is no indication that these men were of Germanic origin; that is not the message conveyed by the deposition of axes and lances. The choice of these particular items seems a delicate one since objects that unequivocally convey a message of weaponry (swords, shields and daggers) have been carefully avoided. The men in the graves could have been of Germanic origin, but they could equally have come from the region itself, from elsewhere within the empire, from territories further south or from England. The grave goods and the burial ritual simply do not inform us of their region of origin or their ethnic identity. There is no indication either that these men were warriors: that is not the message conveyed by the deposition of axes and lances. Perhaps it became the message at a later date, when swords and shields were also deposited, but even then I prefer to interpret those acts as representing the

136 Probably due to a disturbance of the grave.
138 Theuws/Alkemade 2000.
ability to protect rather than the warrior status of the man in question during his lifetime, although the
two elements are not mutually exclusive. We are therefore unable to reconstruct the ‘Germanisation’ and/
or the ‘militarisation’ of the countryside on the basis of this evidence. Nor do the ‘weapon’ graves seem
to be an element of competitive display as Halsall suggests; instead, they represent a rhetorical strategy in
the conceptualisation and creation of new claims on the land.

CLAIMING LANDS: WHAT LANDS, BY WHOM?

In this section I will first comment on Böhme’s distribution map of ‘weapon’ burials in Northern Gaul.139
The distribution of ‘weapon’ graves has always been interpreted as an undifferentiated phenomenon
reflecting the settlement of Germanic soldiers/warriors on Roman territory. Because the general distri-
bution is thought to coincide with the area where Germanic federates can be expected to have settled
(north of the Loire), no attempt has been made to analyse in more detail the distribution of ‘weapon’
graves over Northern Gaul. What follows is a first attempt.

It is immediately apparent from figure 8 that ‘weapon’ graves are distributed very unevenly over
Northern Gaul. In some regions, no such graves have been found to date, in others they are occasionally
present and in still others they are more abundant (bearing in mind the small total number of graves).
To illustrate different densities in the distribution of ‘weapon’ graves, I have added shades and a line to
the distribution map.

We can identify four areas where the graves are concentrated: first, the central Meuse valley; second,
the upper Somme valley; third, the region to the north in the departments of Pas de Calais and Nord;
fourth, the central Marne/Aisne valley. Outside these areas the distribution of ‘weapon’ graves quickly
thins out. The upper Moselle valley and the region south of the Ardennes can perhaps be regarded as areas
with a higher concentration of graves, but their distribution is less dense. Hardly any ‘weapon’ graves are
found between these regions, and there are large areas devoid of graves despite clear habitation. Why?
Although it is usually claimed that ‘weapon’ graves are found in the south, up to the river Loire (a for-
mulation from a northern, Germanic perspective), they are most definitely rare south of the river Seine.
They are also found on the river Rhine, but we would expect many more of them if they were associated
with Germanic soldiers/warriors in the service of the Roman army. Instead, the distribution map shows
that ‘weapon’ graves ‘shy away from’ the military zones on the Rhine and the Saxon shore in the north. I
have indicated this with a line that encircles all regions with concentrations of ‘weapon’ graves. That there
was an uneasy relationship between ‘weapon’ graves and the military was already clear from the fact that
no weapon graves have been found in the cemetery of the Saxon shore fort of Oudenburg in Belgium,
although they are found near the fortress of Krefeld-Gellep on the Rhine (but not in large numbers
compared to the total number of graves found). There may be specific reasons why weapon graves are
absent in certain areas like Toxandria, where the Francs are said to have settled and which we now know
underwent a resettlement phase in the late 4th century that lasted until about the third quarter of the
5th.140 However, in most parts of the region, no graves have yet been found. There may be quite different
reasons for the absence of ‘weapon’ graves in the middle and lower Moselle area.

139 I have used the latest version known to me: Die Franken
1996, 95. Unfortunately I have not been able to sort the
graves into the chronological phases that I find relevant
(4th century, late 4th first half 5th century). The majority,
however, seem to belong to the 4th century.

140 See Theuws/Hiddink 1997 for the theory that this reset-
tlement came from the south rather than the north and
that it does not relate to Julianus’ activities in the north.
What the map illustrates is that the distribution of ‘weapon’ graves is a phenomenon of the interior of Northern Gaul, far north of the river Seine. Another interesting fact is that the places where praefecti laetorum are supposed to have resided (even in the north) are almost all outside the areas with dense distributions. In my opinion, the distribution pattern of ‘weapon’ graves does not indicate where Germanic warriors settled; the distribution pattern is too specific. Nor does it show where local elites competed for power (why in specific regions and not in others?). There is another explanation that relates to the meaning of the burial rites as explained above. ‘Weapon’ graves are found in regions where large areas of agri deserti must have become available since the second half of the 3rd century. These were resettled under specific conditions in the 4th century, which led people to ritually define the new type of claims on the land. At that time, Northern Gaul was a patchwork (‘peau de léopard’) of settled and uninhabited areas where villa life continued to some extent. Habitation was certainly not as intense as it had been in

141 Böhner (1963) and Böhme (1974) have already established that the distribution of praefecti laetorum over Northern Gaul does not match the main distribution area of the ‘weapon’ graves.
previous centuries, but we should discard the traditional notion that Northern Gaul was a totally abandoned landscape. According to Van Ossel and Ouzoulias, the abandonment of the luxurious residential quarters of estates does not necessarily mean that the agricultural production of the villae stopped; many villae show traces of occupation in the 4th century. They believe that agricultural production must have undergone a series of changes and certainly did not continue at the level of previous centuries.142

A possible explanation for the ritual’s specific symbolism may be that the resettlement associated with it took place outside the traditional bonds of loyalty between a dominus and his dependents and that new forms of settlement and claims on land developed outside the traditional villa system. These new forms of settlement may have developed in areas where traditional forms of land ownership were weak. The specific burial rite is rare in areas where there were fewer agri deserti available and where high-ranking domini still largely controlled the landscape, as may have been the case in regions south of the Seine and in the central and lower Moselle valley. Or perhaps forms of resettlement, associated with new types of claims on the land, did not occur where the military firmly controlled the region (along the shore, the Rhine and the immediate hinterlands)143 and where other forms of resettlement (more group-like and under different land ownership conditions?) may have taken place (Toxandria?). In other words, the ‘weapon’ burials show us new types of landowners who were ritually defining their new types of claims on the soil.

Was this illegal? Probably not. Halsall tried to link the Bacaudae to this type of burial, but later corrected this interpretation. I will refrain from labelling these burials with the terms found in written texts such as Bacaudae, laeti, foederati, dediticii, Franci, Germani etc. In the case of the Bacaudae, it could very well be that in one region (the south) they were people trying to gain a kind of right to the soil denied them by the state and its representatives, rights that were granted to similar people by the same state in another region.144

What about the graves with elaborate belts and crossbow brooches? Are they related to this phenomenon? Perhaps. Quite a few ‘weapon’ graves contained elaborate belts. But that does not suddenly transform the families involved from settlers into soldiers. Halsall hypothesised that, in their lavish display at the burial rite, local leading families were emulating the symbols of power reserved for state and military officials. Again, perhaps. It is also possible that those occupying deserted lands under new conditions

143 This zone shows a remarkable resemblance to a similar zone suggested by Drinkwater (1996, 29), for the sake of argument, as a more reasonable line of defence if the Germanic ‘threats’ at the Roman frontier were as serious as contemporary texts suggest. Drinkwater, however, questions the usefulness of the texts – because of their specific genres – for establishing whether the threats were in fact so grave. He sees the threats, as mentioned in the panegyrics for instance, as a textual construction; the texts overrate the strength of the Frans and Alamanni, and form part of a ‘stage-show’ for internal political use to strengthen the position of the western emperor by emphasising that he is in constant need of a strong army (and ditto taxes). The emperor had to be depicted as a successful general (also by showing his constant improvements of the defences); if everything was quiet on the northern front, which was more often the case than many a Roman military leader would have wished, the aggression came from the Roman camp, not from the Germanic camp. Drinkwater explains that if we were to take the texts by Julianus and Ammianus Marcellinus as accurate representations of the geopolitical situation, it would mean that the Germanic people controlled a zone of about 130 miles wide inside the limes. However, I have already suggested that in the north of this zone at least a resettlement policy may have developed involving new settlers from the south and perhaps the north, which led to complex processes of identity creation (Theuws/Hidink 1996, 79-80). The zone presented here on the map between the limes and the area with a denser distribution of weapon graves is about 100 miles wide. It may have been controlled by the army, rather than by Germanic groups, but there is no evidence to substantiate this.
144 All kinds of rights might have been involved: social rights, tax reduction, etc, in which case the ‘weapon’ graves in the north were not those of bacaudae. On the Bacaudae, see Van Dam 1985, 25-56; Drinkwater 1992.
(with the help of the state?) included quite a number of veterans. The presence of crossbow brooches in the north Gallic countryside could be explained along similar lines. Originally the crossbow brooch was a military sign or symbol. Swift has shown that most of the oldest specimens were found along the limes, but that later types penetrated into the Gallic interior. This does not necessarily indicate a militarisation of the countryside (landlords turning into warlords, in the words of Whittaker), but may signal the occupation of lands by veterans under new conditions. Swift believes that, as crossbow brooches began to appear more inland than along the limes, their meaning changed: they became symbols of authority – not just of military officials but of civilian officials as well. This process runs parallel to the one described above for the late 4th and 5th centuries, when at least some of the ‘weapon’ burials signalled concepts different from those earlier in the 4th century. Significantly, however, as Böhme notes, crossbow brooches – a military marker par excellence – are absent from the graves of cemeteries associated with the hill fortresses in the central Meuse valley, with the exception of grave 3 at Furfooz (fig. 9). If these cemeteries were those of soldiers one would expect crossbow brooches to be present in them. This mismatch in expected distribution patterns requires some attention, as there are others that may be relevant too. It is difficult to interpret the distribution patterns of elaborate belts and brooches because

Fig. 9. Late Roman grave (nr 3) from Furfooz (province of Namur, Belgium) with elaborate belt (8), crossbow brooch (9), small bucket (beaker) (7), bronze bowl (2), glass cup (3), pottery (1, 4–6) and an axe, a lance, a comb, three arrowheads and a knife recorded in the 19th century, but now lost. After Dasnoy 1969.

145 Swift 2000, 73-81, 230-233. 146 Böhme 1985, 79. It is one of the most lavish axe burials.
the patterns presented are usually those of individual types.\textsuperscript{147} The purpose of these maps is to locate production centres and their ‘market’. The maps do not lend themselves to analysing the distribution of depositions of elaborate belts and brooches, although it was deposition processes that initially determined their distribution patterns.\textsuperscript{148} In order to understand these patterns we need quite different distribution maps that show the deposition of elaborate belts of all types in a certain period, as well as the contexts in which the objects were found. In the case of grave finds, these are the location within the grave, the grave’s location in the cemetery, the chronological position of the grave in the cemetery, the nature of the settlement, etc. Such maps are not yet available. From the maps to hand, we observe, at a very general level, that the distribution of elaborate belts to some extent matches that of ‘weapon’ graves, but that there are also marked differences. For instance, some types are regularly found in the Trier area, where others are rare or absent.\textsuperscript{149} This mismatch is a signal that the deposition of elaborate belts and brooches and those of ‘weapons’ may have a similar background. The same goes for ‘Germanic’ women’s graves. Halsall has already alerted us to the discrepancy in the distribution of ‘Germanic’ men’s and women’s graves.\textsuperscript{150} Traditional research has thrown them all onto one big heap, that of ‘Germanic’ graves. The question we must ask ourselves, however, taking into account more sophisticated gender approaches, different perception schemes and the analysis of different discourses, is what different rhetorical strategies lay behind the different deposition rites? Women may have been buried with jewellery for quite different reasons than men with ‘weapons’. Were the men who were buried with axes, lances, bow and arrows in the 4th and 5th centuries local leaders of families competing for local power, with the lavish burial as an important strategy? Some may have been; most of them were probably not – first of all, because the rhetoric of the burial ritual was not about social competition, and second, because the objects in the majority of the axe, lance and bow and arrow graves are not of exceptional quality. The large belts, like the majority of crossbow brooches, may have been mass-produced for the army.\textsuperscript{151} Axes, lances, bows and arrows would have been widely dispersed in society, either as agricultural implements or for hunting. The pottery or glass beakers found in graves would have been quite common.\textsuperscript{152} There seems to be no monumentalisation of these graves. I cannot imagine that the families who created these graves belonged to the elite. Some perhaps, but not the majority. Instead, they were families who occupied a special position vis-à-vis the traditional social relations and structures of land ownership in the countryside. They may have led small communities, but I do not believe that they determined events in the countryside. In some cases, however, their position may have changed at the end of the 4th century.

Finally, what I find hardest to explain is the small number of burials. This could always be due to the find circumstances and the current state of research. The small number of ‘weapon’ graves could also result

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[147] Swift 2000.
\item[148] See also Härke 1991. Too often distribution maps of this type are thought to represent the circulation of objects, which is a methodological mistake. They represent their deposition; circulation and deposition have different backgrounds.
\item[149] Present are belts of ‘Sorte 1 Form C type B’ (entire 4th century, Swift 2000, 193, fig. 234) and the chip carved belts ‘Sorte 1 Form E (later 4th century, Swift 2000, 200, fig 246). Barely present are late chip carved belts (Böhme 1972, map 12) and simple belts (Böhme 1972, map 13). I find it difficult to correlate the typologies and distribution maps of different authors. What we need now is distribution maps of complete belts, not of different parts such as the ‘lancet-shaped strap end’ or ‘propeller fittings’ etc.
\item[150] Halsall 1992.
\item[151] That is type 3/4 brooches that make up the bulk of the finds. Later crossbow brooches are sometimes of gold or silver, Swift 2000.
\item[152] In the settlement at Gennep, where there was an intensive sieving programme during excavation, hundreds of fragments of glass beakers demonstrate that the types of beakers found in the cemeteries were a common element in rural settlements (Heidings/Offenberg/Koelman 1992, 99-101).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
from the limited geographical areas in which these graves have been found in sufficient numbers. Another possibility is that only a small number of families buried one of their members as a way of expressing their claims to the soil. In that case, they may have found it necessary to create a protecting ancestor and a ‘lieu de mémoire’, where others did without or were unable to substantiate the claim. For that reason, references to the hunt could be even more important than I have suggested above. If the hunt also referred to overcoming death and the completion of life, this could be linked to the desire to create an ancestor to perpetuate the family’s claims. In addition to conceptualising new claims, performing such a burial rite may have had something to do with defining hereditary rights to property that may not have existed in that form for the social groups involved. This explanation differs from Halsall’s in that it does not refer to the stresses and crises surrounding the ‘normal’ intergenerational transfer of land and power when it came to competition between groups. The burial ritual created an ancestor for a family, with various connotations depending on the type of burial and ancestor required. The burial rite and the resulting grave are, like the Lives of Saints, ‘sacred fictions’.

7 CONCLUSION

In the end, I come back to the theme of the conference: material culture, power and ethnic identity. The study of late Roman burial rites is an arena well known for its ethnic identity research. New elements in the burial rites of Northern Gaul in the 4th century were invariably interpreted as either the result of the movement of ethnic groups into the region or, if the new rites were not present in the supposed region of origin, as a local elaboration of rites by foreign groups to define their ethnic identity. A fundamental question should be asked: why would ethnic identity be an important element in the burial ritual at all? Related to this basic issue are a number of other questions to which, however, there are no direct answers. If ethnic identity were an identity defining overarching groups in society, why would this identity pre-

---

153 My interpretation could well be one of the elements of the rhetorics of Childeric’s grave. Clovis had several problems with regard to the definition of what constitutes Frankish leadership/kingship. The intergenerational transfer of power was one of them, as Halsall (2001) rightly states, but not as a commonly recurring problem confronting all aristocratic families at death, in the competition for power between aristocratic groups, or in his case in the specific political evenemential context of his days. The problem was more structural and conceptual. Halsall may well be right in his supposition that the Roman army identified itself as Frankish over the course of time. Clovis’ attempt to make the generalship of the Roman army an overtly hereditary position, and thereby ruling out a leadership selection, may not have been automatically accepted (neither by his adversaries nor his friends). Childeric’s burial ritual might have helped to establish such a foundation for Merovingian leadership- turned- kingship as it helped to unite various groups. The burial was thus intended to create an apical ancestor who could provide protection (hence the weapons in the grave), who was anchored in the landscape, and whose monumental grave could become a ‘lieu de mémoire’ (did Childeric’s ‘grave’ really contain his body?). This seems to be the meaning of the ‘founder’s grave’. In my opinion, Childeric’s grave – like other male founders’ graves – should be interpreted first and foremost as the creation of ancestors who could protect, substantiate claims and create hereditary positions, which is why large amounts of weaponry were deposited in these graves. We need not be surprised that women were buried in founders’ graves. They may have been associated with fertility and continuity as well as hereditary positions; for some families, it may have been more important to create ancestors associated with these qualities than with male ancestors. Not many cemeteries have yielded founder-like graves in the generations that date from a later period. In my opinion, this was not because social competition ceased, but because – as long as no new groups presented claims – new ancestors were not needed.
vail in the burial rite over other (local and social) identities? Was the nature of specific ethnic identities communicated over large areas with such clarity that it became as invariable as traditional scholarship supposes? Was ethnic identity always such an issue for the villagers of Northern Gaul that they buried their dead accordingly? Or to put it more directly, why would women and men in villages scattered over Northern Gaul bury their kin according to ethnic identities as described in the texts of authors nearby and far away? Traditional scholarship dealing with burial rites may have placed such emphasis on ethnic interpretations because some Late Antique authors did so for political or other reasons. But they may well have had their own agenda, just as the villagers probably did. In section 3 I have tried to explain that the idea of ethnic identity as expressed in texts does not necessarily relate to social and ritual practices. What we know of ethnic identity in Late Antique Gaul is mainly based on textual constructions of identity. Was this identity widely shared on a day-to-day basis? Again, was it relevant in the burial rites of the majority of the population? The last two questions may be answered differently. Even if ethnic identity as we know it from textual constructions was widely shared (and I doubt that it was), I do not believe that it was a major issue in the burial rites in Northern Gaul in the 4th and 5th centuries. The burial rites may have been an arena for much more elaborate rhetorical strategies to communicate other aspects of ‘being in the world’, such as the presentation of new types of claims on the soil, outside the traditional bonds of the Roman villa system. The ‘weapon graves’ are possibly those of new ancestors that in some instances – but not all – underline those claims. As is usually the case, new interpretations engender new questions. I have tried to emphasise the fact that the burial rites of Northern Gaul in late Roman times are as rich a source for the study of norms, values and ideas as those of other societies subjected to anthropological study and that to interpret them as representing primarily ethnic identities is too one-dimensional.
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The early-medieval use of ethnic names from classical antiquity.  
The case of the Frisians
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I  INTRODUCTION

We first encounter the names of most northwest European early-medieval tribes in literary and epigraphical sources from the 3rd or 4th centuries. This is generally thought to be linked to the collective ethnogenesis that had its roots in the large-scale migrations that began in this period.¹ These migrations are believed to have made deep inroads into the old tribal order, leading to a fundamental transformation of the original ethnic geography of Germania magna. The Frisians are an exception, however: they are one of the few early-medieval tribes whose name we know from 1st- and 2nd-century sources.² The obvious explanation for this exceptional continuity would be to assume that the early-medieval inhabitants of the North and West Netherlands coastal region were the direct descendants of their older namesakes and that successive generations of people living there had continued to call themselves Frisians. If so, Frisian ethnogenesis would not be a phenomenon of the Migration period, but of prehistory.³

However, since the beginning of the 20th century some scholars have raised doubts as to whether the Frisian tribe did in fact survive undisturbed for over two millennia. In 1906 the archaeologist Pieter Boeles first put forward the notion of a far-reaching Anglo-Saxon invasion of the Frisian area from the east, in the eventful years between the Roman period and the early Middle Ages.⁴ According to Boeles, large numbers of Anglo-Saxons conquered the Frisian area in the 5th century and subdued the Frisians; the new Anglo-Frisian conglomerate, however, continued to be known under the old Frisian name. Although Boeles’ thesis found few adherents during the 20th century, recent archaeological, toponymic and linguistic research has given his ideas new impetus. There is strong evidence of complete or near complete depopulation in the North Netherlands coastal region in the 4th century, with colonists from the east encountering nobody – or almost nobody – there in the early 5th century. But how then can

² E.g. Ptolemaeus, Geogr. 2,11,7; Tacitus, Germ. 34; Dio, Hist. 54, 32, 2-2.
³ According, for example, to Halbertsma 2000 (1982), 20-23.
⁴ Boeles 1906. See also Boeles’ 1951 magnum opus.
we explain the continued use of the name Frisians if the original inhabitants either underwent profound social and demographic changes – which would certainly have affected their ethnic self-definition – or disappeared altogether? In this contribution, I shall investigate two alternative possibilities that could explain the survival of the Frisian name. The first is that the new inhabitants named themselves after the almost empty area they colonised or after the former or residual inhabitants of the colonised area. The second is that the Franks, outsiders who were familiar with the classical ethnographic tradition, reintroduced the name in the 6th and 7th centuries to designate the new ethnic amalgamation that had emerged in the Netherlands coastal region in the Migration period.

Ethnicity research has undergone a fundamental change in perspective in past decades in the fields of anthropology, archaeology and early-medieval historiography. Although this is not the place to discuss these changes, for a proper understanding of the position adopted in this article, I would like to emphasise that the cultivation and codification of myths, stories, genealogies, rituals and law always play a key role in ethnogenetic processes. It is often difficult or impossible to determine whether these ‘new’ traditions, which make no distinction between myth and history, have preserved the facts about the origin and history of the group. Not that this should be the purpose of research. It is more important to understand how a tradition derived its authenticity and credibility for a broader public from the way in which it was handed down in symbolic, oral or written form. For a proper understanding of early medieval sources for example, we need to place them in a complex intertextual matrix, which includes Greek and Roman ethnographic works.

In early-medieval sources, ethnic names are more than descriptive categories; they also evoke complex associations that are deeply rooted in the literary past. By mentioning certain ‘canonical’ names, authors could show off their knowledge or add weight to the actions of prominent people. And names of groups that played a key role in the author’s time could retrospectively gain a place in tribal histories.

With these considerations in mind, I intend below to focus once again on the Roman/early-medieval continuity of the Frisian name. Doubts about the most obvious explanation – that continuity of name implies ethnic continuity – have been prompted by the growing body of evidence of profound changes in the Netherlands coastal region in the late-Roman and Migration periods.

2 A LATE-ROMAN POPULATION HIATUS IN THE NETHERLANDS COASTAL REGION?

Russchen’s New light on dark age Frisia from 1967 is to date the best, most comprehensive rebuttal of Boeles’ thesis that the Frisians were the victim of a large-scale, destructive Anglo-Saxon invasion in late-Roman times. Nevertheless, new research compelled Russchen to modify his case for continued habitation in the North Netherlands coastal region: the physical anthropologist Huizinga had discovered an interruption in skull shape development in North Netherlands populations between Roman and early-medieval times; the onomastician Gysseling had demonstrated that place names in the Frisian-Groningen region did not predate the Migration period; and the archaeologist Halbertsma had pointed to the possibility of a late-Roman population hiatus in the terp area. By adding linguistic research, we
can use this tripartite division in the field of study to review research findings since 1967. My focus will not be the coastal region of the North Netherlands alone, but the West as well. After all, the Roman/early-medieval continuation of the Frisian name might also go back to continuity of habitation outside what is traditionally regarded as the Frisian heartland (i.e. Westergo and Oostergo or the North Netherlands coastal region), namely in North and South Holland – according to classical sources the territory of the *Frisii* (or *Frisii miniors*) and the *Frisiavones*.¹¹

We can be brief about physical-anthropological research in the Netherlands coastal region since Huizinga: there is almost none to speak of.¹² Without adding new material, and influenced by the criticism of Boeles’ thesis, Constandse-Westermann modified Huizinga’s pronouncements in the late 1960s and concluded that ‘without too complicated an explanation, the skulls of the *terp* Frisians and Groningers [...] [can] be linked to the present-day population of these provinces’. She argued, however, that synchronous and diachronous variation in skull shape did not rule out the possibility of ‘one or several waves of invasions or a gradual infiltration from the east or south-east by new tribes’.¹³

The study of place-name material offers more clues when it comes to making assertions about continuity or discontinuity of habitation in the West and North Netherlands coastal region. The very small number of archaic (i.e. pre-medieval) place and river names in North and South Holland is generally interpreted as proof of continuity of habitation on a modest scale on the Netherlands barrier beaches in the late-Roman period and early Middle Ages and of continued use during that time of the watercourses in the peat area behind the barrier beaches.¹⁴ However, the situation is very different in the North Netherlands coastal region. Whereas pre-medieval place and river names are very rare in Groningen, they appear to be absent altogether in Westergo, Oostergo and East Friesland.¹⁵ Because we can also demonstrate that early-medieval place names of the North Netherlands area are not of a great age and that there was no artificial fashioning of pre-medieval names into new, medieval ones, we can almost certainly interpret the virtual absence of archaic place names in terms of either a population hiatus or habitation on a very small scale.¹⁶ The survival of old river names may go back to the use of rivers in the coastal region by inhabitants of the pleistocene hinterland, which was continuously inhabited.¹⁷

Since the mid-seventies, archaeology in particular has shed new light on the habitation history of the West and North Netherlands coastal region in the first millennium.¹⁸ For the part of South Holland relevant to this article (the area near and north of the Oude Rijn), we can say that no new data has appeared since Bult and Hallewas’ survey, published in 1990, of the history of habitation in South Holland between 250 and 1000.¹⁹ They found that the second half of the 3rd century saw an end – within one or two generations – to the highly intensive occupation of the area in Roman times²⁰ and that there is almost

---

¹¹ The widely-held notion of an original Frisian homeland or core area, where they always lived and have persisted to this very day (see, for example, Russchen 1967, 27), is also an example of the prevailing romantic perspective on ethnicity.

¹² Given that physical-anthropological research has shown little interest in the Frisian area, I will not go into the complex relationship between population-genetic developments and ethnocultural processes.

¹³ Constandse-Westermann 1968, 220 (cf. 177-178).

¹⁴ Blok 1959a and 1959b; Gysseling 1959; Henderikx 1987, 43, appendix IV and map V, Besteman 1990, 98; Bult/Hallewas 1990, 73.


¹⁷ For habitation developments in Drenthe, see Waterbolk 1995.


¹⁹ Bult/Hallewas 1990.

²⁰ Cf. Henderikx 1987, 39-41. A recent excavation at Katwijk (Zanderij Westerbaan) suggests that far-reaching social changes even in Roman times may have influenced ethnic self-definition: two houses were built in the 2nd and 3rd centuries on top of a burial mound dating from the 1st century with 25 cremation graves (Van der Velde 1997).
no convincing evidence of habitation from the 4th, 5th and the first half of the 6th century. Despite intensified archaeological activity in the region, the possibility always remains of a Forschungslücke, certainly on the beach barriers. Nevertheless, we have no choice but to conclude that the area was either completely depopulated or only sparsely populated in the Migration period.

The situation is slightly different for North Holland. Here too we witness a sharp drop in population in the course of the 3rd century, but not everywhere. In his survey (also published in 1990) of the habitation history of North Holland in late-Roman times and the early Middle Ages, Besteman shows that some settlements (Den Burg, Schagen and Uitgeest) were still inhabited in the 4th century but that archaeological material from the 5th through to the 7th centuries is poorly represented: 5th- and 6th-century habitation may be archaeologically invisible due to the lack of imported, i.e. recognizable and dateable, pottery and our unfamiliarity with indigenous types of pottery. Recent research at Schagen and Castricum has produced a clearer picture of 4th- and early 5th-century habitation in North Holland, while the results of excavations at Uitgeest have provided the first clear evidence of habitation in the 5th and 6th centuries. At the same time, however, the end to the 4th- to 7th-century gap in habitation makes it clear that successive major changes occurred in this period in the number, location, scope and structure of settlements.

The discussion about changes in the North Netherlands coastal region in the late-Roman and Migration period was given a major new impetus in the 1980s, although the research on which it is based – despite recent excavations in the Frisian villages of Wijnaldum, Dongium and Peins – is still limited in scope. Thanks to the work of Waterbolk, we have a clearer understanding of how the well-known settlement of Ezinge developed. In terms of evaluating Boeles’ thesis, however, his new insights are not unambiguous. On the one hand, a closer look at the excavation data from Ezinge has revealed that Van Giffen’s village of Anglo-Saxon immigrants does not exist; on the other hand, the new reconstruction of Ezinge’s habitation history suggests a dramatic change in the spatial organisation of the settlement in the Migration period. According to researchers of the Tjitsma terp near Wijnaldum in Friesland, a compara-

21 Bult/Hallewas 1990, 73-74. The sharp drop in population is also clearly evident in the gradual return of the natural vegetation.
22 For habitation in a substantial part of North Holland in the Roman period, see Meffert 1998.
23 Dekker/De Weerd 1975, 49; Besteman 1990, 98-99. For Texel and Den Burg, see also Woltering 1996-1997, 324 ('At the present stage of the study little is understood of the 4th- and 5th-century AD occupation.' However, he then goes on to say: 'Despite the lack of finds which can be dated to the 4th and 5th centuries AD, there is no reason to assume that Texel was mostly or completely unoccupied during these centuries' (see also Woltering 1996-1997, 335 for a Roman/early-medieval continuity in orientation of elements in the settlement at Den Burg).
24 Diederik 1996.
26 De Koning in prep.
27 Although more or less formal depositions of human material are known from different settlements, little is known about the late-Roman/early-medieval burial ritual in North Holland.
28 For Wijnaldum, see Besteman et al. 1999.
29 For the entire Netherlands terp area, Knol reports six modern and for the most part relatively small-scale excavations that are relevant for painting a picture of this region in the late-Roman period and the early Middle Ages: Wijnaldum-Tjitsma, Tritzum-dorpswierde, Foudgum-dorpswierde, Driesum-Driesumerterp, Ezinge-dorpswierde and Heveskesklooster-dorpswierde (Knol 1993, 119-136). The number of relevant burial grounds is larger but only a few have been well or fully excavated (Knol 1993, 150 ff.).
31 De Langen/Waterbolk 1982-1988, 104. De Langen and Waterbolk do not see this change as marking a break or interruption in habitation because the pre-Roman/Roman radial structure has clearly been maintained outside the direct core of habitation until the present day (De Langen and Waterbolk 1982-1988, 104). Cf.
ble change is visible in the settlements of Tritsum and Wijnaldum, both in Westergo. In Wijnaldum we observe not only a fundamental change in the organisation of the settlement in the 5th century, but also in the construction of houses. Simple sod houses gained the upper hand over wooden, three-aisle farmsteads. In addition, the presence of imported pottery, coins and other metalware (jewellery in particular) tells us that there was a clear break in habitation in the period 300/350-425. After 425, according to the terp researchers, immigrants from the east (i.e. Schleswig-Holstein and the area between the Elbe and Weser rivers), who are discernibly different from their predecessors in house construction, burial rituals and material culture, took possession of Tjitsma. Some researchers, such as Knol and Galestin, doubt whether this interruption is representative of the northern coastal region as a whole, but others, like Erdrich and Taayke, support the Wijnaldum hypothesis. According to Erdrich, among the hundreds of metal objects from Roman times (predominantly fibulae) found in the North Netherlands coastal region, there are almost no examples from the period 300-425. And following an extensive study of the ceramics, Taayke believes that there was continuity of habitation in Groningen, Oostergo and Westergo (in descending order of probability) in a very small number of places but that, in contrast to Drenthe, there is very little evidence to support this. In the first-mentioned areas there is an almost total absence of 4th-century handmade pottery. Significant here too is the fact that the pottery characteristic of the late 3rd century in the coastal region differs markedly from the subsequent ‘Anglo-Saxon’ pottery and that there is a complete absence of transitional forms or of both forms found in association.

Finally, I must discuss developments in the field of linguistics, although these are controversial. Nevertheless, there has been recent consensus concerning the linguistic situation in the area along the

Knol 1993, 129 and 133. De Langen distanced himself in 1992 from the idea that the medieval radial arrangement of many terps dated back to the Iron Age (De Langen 1992, 155-186). He says that the radial organisation of the settlement of Oostergo is not representative of the medieval terp village and that such an arrangement only arose within level landscapes and if a settlement consisted of more than four farmsteads.


33 Cf. Erdrich, who concludes on the basis of metal finds from Wijnaldum that ‘the Tjitsma terp came more or less to an end even before the end of the 3rd century, or at least dropped to a level which is hardly evidenced archaeologically’ (Erdrich, 1999; see also note 171). There appears to be a comparable hiatus on a terp in the neighbouring terp clusters of Dongium and Peins: not only is there an absence of 4th-century imports there, but the entire surface of the Roman terp was completely ploughed and incorporated into a layer of arable land in the Migration period (unpublished excavation data 1998). See Bos and Jager (1996, 80) for a 4th-century population hiatus in a terp north of Goutum (Oostergo).

34 Cf. Knol 1993, 156.


37 It is important to realise that this cannot be attributed to a decline in Frisian/Roman contacts and the resulting reduced influx of Roman imports because these find types should be seen as indigenous ‘Germanic’ products.

38 Contra Knol 1993, 202. The introduction of Driessen-style pottery in the 3rd century also meant a complete and rather abrupt change in the pottery repertoire (Taayke 1996, V: 192-193). Taayke interprets this as Frisian compliance with growing Chaucian power or the result of joint participation by Frisians and Chauci in acts of piracy. It must be said that Taayke is very quick to establish a link between pottery and ethnic groups; in other words, he gives no theoretical underpinnings for the relationship between stylistic forms of pottery and ethnic appurtenances.

39 The question remains as to what historical linguistics of the Germanic – and more specifically the Frisian – language area can contribute to the present discussion if we accept, with Nielsen (1994), that: – the earliest Old Frisian manuscripts are of relatively recent date (13th century and later) and there is disagreement about the extent to which the characteristics of
continental North Sea coast before the Migration period: until 400 an Ingvaenic or Northwest Germanic language continuum existed here, from which Old Frisian, Old English, Old Saxon and Old Low Franconian later derived. According to most researchers, this means that there cannot have been an ‘original’ Anglo-Frisian entity: the strong linguistic affinity between Frisian and English is not the product of a 5th-century Anglo-Saxon invasion of the Frisian area, but of a differential development within Northwest Germanic, whereby the precursors of English and Frisian developed in a different way and at a different pace from other Northwest Germanic languages. According to Seebold, however, there is no explanation for how language boundaries, such as those between Frisian on the one hand and Frankish and Saxon on the other, can arise within such a continuum. He also believes that Saxons from the Danish and North German region, known as Jutes, settled in a relatively peaceful manner among the Frisians in late-Roman times. The language of the Jutes then became dominant in the Frisian area while the Frisian name prevailed for the new Frisian-Jutish conglomerate: Boeles’ thesis in a new guise!

Without making a definitive statement about continuity or cessation of habitation in the West and North Netherlands coastal region in the 4th or 5th century as a whole or in one of the sub-regions, we can nevertheless say that there are good reasons for doubting the continued survival of the Frisians in the late-Roman and Migration period. Using linguistic, place-name and archaeological data, there is reason to believe that radical changes occurred in the Netherlands coastal region in the 3rd and 4th centuries, and that the relatively substantial populations of the mid-Roman period were reduced to a minimum or disappeared altogether. In the 2nd century, but particularly from the mid-3rd century onward, this drop in population went hand in hand everywhere with fundamental changes in the local and regional organisation of settlements and in the material culture.

Various explanations for these changes have been put forward over the course of time. Even today, as of old, people point to the political and social unrest and the economic decline brought about by a combination of two factors: the gradual decline of Roman authority and the migration of large groups to the Roman or former Roman area. Recent decades have seen a focus on deteriorating natural conditions in the coastal region. To explain the regular alternation of pockets of clay and peat layers in the Netherlands coastal region, a model was developed in the 1950s (also very popular among archaeologists and onomasticians) of a succession of marine transgressions and regressions. According to this model, the influence of the sea changed regularly through differences in the speed and direction of sea-level movements and through differences in climatological conditions, mainly with regard to the frequency and extent of storms. Thus the late-Roman period supposedly saw a powerful transgression (the Dunkirk

Old Frisian that are typical of these texts can be traced back in time:
- the place-name and runological material stems almost exclusively from the 5th century or later, is often difficult to interpret and offers few clues to link the early-medieval Frisian dialect of the Netherlands coastal region to other contemporary Germanic dialects;
- none of the Germanic languages around the southern part of the North Sea developed into independent languages until the early Middle Ages, and in the case of Frisian possibly not until the 8th century, and that therefore language would initially have played only a very minor role in the formation of ethnic identities in this area in the Roman period and the early Middle Ages;
- we do not know the language of the North and West Netherlands coastal inhabitants from the late Iron Age and the Roman period; it is even possible that it wasn’t Germanic.

For a recent summary, see Van Bree 1997.


Seebold 1995.

For the relationship between Jutes and Frisians, see Seebold 1995, 10–13.

There was also a marked interruption in habitation in the terp area of North Germany; however, it began later (in the mid- to late 5th century) and lasted longer (until well into the 6th or 7th century).

Beets/Van der Spek/Van der Valk 1994, 10.
II-transgression) that rendered large parts of the Netherlands coastal region uninhabitable. Nowadays people are sceptical of these area-independent processes\(^{46}\) and focus instead on regional, coast-forming developments, which are affected by factors such as sediment supply, water-storage capacity and human intervention. These had very different effects in the 3rd to the 7th centuries in Zeeland and Goeree-Overflakkee,\(^{47}\) the estuaries of the Maas and the Oude Rijn, North Holland, the area between Texel and Friesland, Westergo,\(^{48}\) Oostergo and Groningen. In none of these areas are we able to establish a clear causal link between deteriorating natural conditions and the decline or disappearance of the population. Therefore, although the Frisian area was not exactly a land of milk and honey in the late-Roman period, doubts remain as to whether changes in the natural environment were the ‘prime mover’. For large parts of the coastal region, however, the above circumstances do appear to explain why there was little or no habitation for long periods in some sub-regions.\(^{49}\) In my conclusion, I will return briefly to the possible causes of the demographic changes in the Netherlands coastal region in the late-Roman period.

3 \textit{THE SURVIVAL OF THE FRISIAN NAME}

In the previous section we have seen that the West and North Netherlands coastal region was subjected to such far-reaching changes in the 3rd and 4th centuries that habitation fell dramatically or ceased altogether. In the latter case the new 5th-century inhabitants will have come from outside, which raises the question of how we can explain the continued use of the Frisian name. The former case gives rise to the same question. To what extent would the residual population have been in a position to generate the substantial population growth of the 5th and 6th centuries? Or should we here too be thinking in terms of immigration from other areas? However we answer this last question, the changes in the 3rd, 4th and 5th centuries were so far-reaching that they must have influenced the ethnic self-definition of the residual Frisian population.

In addition to the usual answers, I believe there are two additional ways of explaining why the Frisian name continued to be used. Both disregard the hypothesis that the early-medieval Frisians were the true descendants of the Roman Frisians, which could be possible even if we accepted that there was a population hiatus in the assumed core Frisian area (i.e. present-day Friesland and Groningen). Yet, as recent research shows, there seems to have been a certain continuity of habitation in North Holland. As I have already indicated, I find this hypothesis implausible because the far-reaching changes which are also archaeologically visible in North Holland would certainly have influenced the ethnic self-definition of its residual population. If this were not the case, then the Frisians must indeed be the exception to the late-Roman rule. I have one more reason to doubt this explanation and that is the absence of the Frisians in 4th 5th and 6th-century historical sources. But more of that later.

The first alternative answer is that new inhabitants called themselves after the more or less empty area that they colonised or after the former or residual inhabitants of the colonised area. It is accepted by anthropologists that groups devote considerable space in their foundation myths to the origin and nature of their relationships with the original inhabitants.\(^{50}\) It is therefore interesting to quote from the work of the 7th-century writer Fredegarius. Discussing the Trojan origin of the Franks, he says:

\begin{quote}
‘The first king they had was Priam; it is written throughout books of history how later they had Frigas as their king. Afterwards they were divided into two groups. One group reached Macedonia and they were called
\end{quote}

\(^{46}\) Beets/Van der Spek/Van der Valk 1994, 11.
\(^{47}\) Vos/Van Heeringen 1997.
\(^{48}\) Vos 1999.
\(^{49}\) Cf. Henderikx 1987, 45.
\(^{50}\) E.g. Platenkamp 1993. However, I know of no examples in which the immigrants were renamed after the original inhabitants.
In other words, in the eyes of scholarly contemporaries, it was possible for immigrants to rename themselves after the original population and the area they inhabited. Interestingly, Fredegarius’ story shows strong parallels with the early-modern/modern picture of Frisian history: did the residual Frisian population have much to endure from neighbouring tribes (first the Chauci, and later the Franks and Saxons), and could they not have used the support of others? Did their numbers not grow again quickly after a time? And, finally, in the days of Aldgisil and Redbad were they not regarded as a people who once again inspired awe? Perhaps these similarities reveal the deep historical, literary roots of prevailing but stereotypical notions about Frisian history. The question is whether, in their descriptions of the peoples occupying the northern periphery of the civilised world, early-medieval authors were similarly and perhaps even more directly indebted to an older tradition.

The second answer, and the one I wish to elaborate on here, is that the Frisian name was brought into circulation once again by outsiders in the course of the early Middle Ages. In a socio-political and ethnic sense, the Frisian area may have become so heterogeneous during the Migration period that when it came to naming the area, people reached back to the familiar – to the name of the inhabitants who had lived there in classical times. For these outsiders, I am thinking mainly of Frankish and/or Gallic senatorial elites. They had access not only to Roman documents that made frequent mention of the Frisians, but also to late-antique maps and encyclopaedic descriptions of the world, in which the Frisians played an enduring role. In their increasingly intensive contact with the Franks, it became natural for the inhabitants of the Netherlands coastal region to adopt the ethnic terminology of their more powerful neighbour. In a similar fashion, when it came to naming themselves, groups to the right of the Rhine had centuries earlier allowed themselves to be influenced by the Roman custom of referring to them as Germani. The most important foundation for this hypothesis is the lack of references to the name Frisian in 4th, 5th and 6th-century sources: there was no mention of Frisians for almost 300 years.

It is remarkable that the last report of Frisians in Roman times was in the early 4th century when imperial eulogists commented that the Frisii had been defeated and were settled in Gaul, where they ‘exhaust themselves working the muddy soil’. Although the Lower Rhine area moved further and further away from the Roman field of vision in the 4th and 5th centuries and late-classical authors came to see the Frisians as part of the Franks or Saxons, it is nevertheless surprising that the Frisians do not feature in the many reports about the often violent confrontations between Germanic groups and the Romans. And it is all the more surprising if we wish to view the Frisians as a developing Großstamm like the Franks and the Saxons. Nor do we encounter Frisians, as we do for instance the Franks, as German officers in Roman service, and nothing is known about Frisian army units in the late-Roman period. A long silence followed the early 4th-century mention, which is perhaps not so surprising in the light of the changes observed by archaeologists.

52 See Wood 1994, 54 and 160-161 for the few clues to Frisian political independence from the Merovingians in the 6th and early-7th centuries.
54 Pan. Lat. 8 (5) (cf. De Boone 1954, 57 and 61). I will not discuss here the early 5th-century reference to ‘Frisian horses’ in Vegetius’ *Malomedicina* (cf. Boeles 19512 (1927), 196) because such a ‘brand name’ can survive quite separate from the eponymous ethnic group.
55 Hiddink 1999.
The first to mention the Frisians (*Frisones*) again was the Byzantine writer Procopius, in his books on the history of Justinian’s wars, completed about the mid-6th century. Together with the *Angiloii* and *Brittones*, they were named as the inhabitants of the island of Brittia. In my view, the reliability of this report is open to question. Firstly, these Frisians are ‘out of place’, in other words, in England. According to Procopius, a wall divided Brittia into an inhabited and an uninhabited part. Most researchers are of the view that this referred to Hadrian’s wall, but is that really the case? Procopius distinguishes Brittia from Bretannia, the designation that he uses for England elsewhere in his work. Secondly, and this is underlined by my comment on the distinction Procopius makes, his knowledge of the Northern regions was poor, even though he had access, as he himself says, to Frankish and Anglian informants. Thirdly, the chapter is not about Frisians. Procopius speaks at length about another group – the mysterious *Varni* – who perhaps were located in the Netherlands coastal region, on the Rhine estuary. But this is not the place to pursue the many problems relating to the origin and location of this latter group.

The reliability of the next mention of the Frisians, thirty years later in 580, is also open to question. This concerns a reference in a eulogy for the Merovingian king Chilperic by the poet Venantius Fortunatus from Ravenna:

> ‘You \[Chilperik, JB\], inspire fear in the Goths, the Basques, the Danes, the Jutes, the Saxons and the Britons. With your father, as men know, you vanquished them in battle. You are a terror to the furthest Frisians and the Suebi, who seek your rule rather than prepare to fight you’.  

As we have already seen, historians nowadays attach little value to such lists of tribes in which old names suddenly reappear because the eulogies of late-antique poets often had only a partial foundation in historical reality. After all, names had to fit the metre and, in order to convey the special status of the subject’s deeds, they had to be part of the classical canon. The Frisians did belong to that canon, certainly for scholars such as Fortunatus who had enjoyed a broad classical education in Ravenna and who probably knew at first hand the work of Tacitus. Because of their participation in the revolt of 28 AD, the fame of the Frisians had spread not only among the Germans, as Tacitus comments, but also – thanks partly to Tacitus himself – among the Romans. It is therefore not surprising that, with a little juggling, we can recognise a garbled version of the Frisian name on the 4th-century *Tabula Peutingeriana* and in an anonymous late 5th-century description of the world. In the latter work we encounter *Frisiones* among other important early-Roman groups like the *Cannifates*, *Catti*, *Cauci* and *Haedui*, whose survival into the early Middle Ages is impossible to trace.

But didn’t the Frisians nevertheless play a key role in early 6th-century events surrounding the raid by the Danish king Hygelac or Chlochilaichus into the Merovingian kingdom of Theoderic? True, if we accept that *Beowulf*, a poem dating from the 8th, possibly 10th century, is a faithful account of events that...
had taken place two to four hundred years earlier,68 which is unlikely. After all, Gregory of Tours, who wrote about the Danish raid a little more than fifty years after the event, and who may have based his story on eyewitness accounts, makes no mention of Frisians.69 Beowulf scholars agree that the poem cannot be used as a Fundgrube for historical facts. Beowulf is not an epic narrative that arose directly out of the oral tradition of the Migration period, but a composition that was immediately committed to writing in the 8th century or later – in other words a new composition, from the mind of a Christian author with links to the highest nobility.70 As we have seen above, it is in such a context that a Trojan origin was ascribed to the Franks. What then does this mention of Frisians mean in a digression in Beowulf? Given the Frankish–Frisian involvement of the 7th and 8th centuries, I think it highly likely that the Frisians did not acquire a prominent place in English narratives until that time. The social space depicted in Beowulf is not a historical space but a literary one, to be understood in the specific politico-historical context out of which the poem arose and not in terms of the period in which the events mentioned in the story were supposed to have taken place.

Finally I must discuss a 6th-century reference to Frisia from an unexpected quarter.71 It concerns a coin type with the legend (obverse face) AVDVLFVS FRISIA and (reverse face) VICTVRIA AVDVLFVS (five examples) or (obverse face) FRISIA and (reverse face) AVDVLFVS (two examples).72 We can confidently date the production of these coins as both types occur in the treasure of Escharen, which was hidden in the ground around 600. Although the edge inscription is open to interpretation,73 different numismatists have stated that this involves a mintage by an unknown Frisian king or ruler.74 Such a hypothesis would shed new light on the continuation of the Frisian name because it suggests that the name Frisia was once again used, or was still in use, around 600 in the Frisian area. Pol, however, points out two important problems regarding Frisian claims to this coin type. Firstly, as Boeles has already suggested,75 it is difficult to reconcile the fine stylistic quality with Frisian coin production; instead, it seems to point to a northern Frankish origin.76 Secondly, the use of a country name would be unique, since geographical names on early-medieval coins are generally associated with pagi.77

In other words, none of the 6th-century references to the Frisians is without its problems. In fact, not until the 7th century was there regular contact between the Frisians and the Franks, with the Franks using the labels Frisia and Frisians.78 There is a gap of over 300 years, or about ten generations, between the last mention of the Frisians in Roman sources and the first in early-medieval sources. And this despite the fact that the Lower Rhine area does occur in the sources; for example, in the 4th and 5th centuries there is reference to Franks and Saxons for this area and in the 5th and 6th centuries to Varni (or Warni),

68 On the contested dating of Beowulf, see Bjork/Obermeier 1997.
71 The paragraph below is based on Pol in prep.
72 In the past, a copy of an Anastasian triens has also been ascribed to Friesland because it bears a legend ending in FRIS (Boeles 19512 (1927), 268 (fig. 55.1) and 272). This is unlikely, however, because the quality of the imitation is too good and because FRIS probably arose out of PBAUG when the coin was double struck.
73 For example, Lafaurie suggests that this was an unknown Frankish luminary who won a victory over the Frisians and assumed the royal privilege of being regarded as a victor (Lafaurie 1959–1960, 205).
75 Boeles 19512 (1927), 272.
76 According to Prou 1892, nr. 615 and De Belfort 1892-1895, nr. 1934, for reasons that are unclear. Both regard FRISIA as a place where coins were minted.
77 I should point out here that the name AVDVLFVS can be both Frankish and Frisian: a Latinisation of the Frankish Odolf or of the Old Frisian Adolf respectively (Bremmer 1982, 185).
78 The vita of Saint Eligius of Noyon is the first example of this (V. Eligii). See the corpus of texts in Lebecq 1983 (vol. II) for later mentions of Frisians and Frisia.
Heruli, Jutes and Suevi.\(^79\) We should therefore consider the possibility that there were no groups in the area who called themselves Frisians. Instead, the name became current once again when the Franks, in their increasingly intensive contact with the northern world, reintroduced it, partly influenced by the work of men of letters such as Fortunatus, who was familiar with classical ethnography.

Is the scenario I have just described plausible? I believe so. There are various other examples from the southern world of Merovingian/Carolingian interference in the naming of tribal groups, places and regions in the North:

- 1. the name *Frisia citerior*, literally ‘Frisia on this side’. Bede is the only one who uses this name,\(^80\) and we can only explain it from a Frankish perspective. Bede was probably following the usage of the English mission, under Austrasian patronage, whose members he knew personally;

- 2. *pagus* of *Toxandria*, the generally accepted name, mentioned in 8th-century texts, for a significant part of Brabant.\(^81\) Given the archaeologically well-documented breaks in habitation in this area in the 4th century and in the period from 475 to 550, this cannot be a local survival of the geographical name Toxandria, in use since late Roman times (the 1st-century *Texuandri* had long disappeared from history),\(^82\) but instead a Frankish name from outside;\(^83\)

- 3. *Sugambri*, the customary name for the Franks under the Gallic senatorial elite.\(^84\) This group had suffered a crushing defeat in 8 BC against the Romans. Later, the name of their tribe was only found in late-antique poetry, where they lived on as an illustrious people. Once again, this usage is based on a late-Roman example;\(^85\)

- 4. the name *Traiectum* for present-day Utrecht. Bede relates that, at the time of Willibrord’s mission, the *castellum* given to the missionary by Pepin was called ‘Wiltaburg, or the *oppidum* of the Wilts, in the ancient language of the people, but *Traiectum in the lingua Gallica*’.\(^86\) In view of the present-day name, the name of the former inhabitants of Utrecht and the surrounding area was obviously no match for that of the more powerful Austrasian elite;\(^87\)

- 5. the name *insula Batavorum*. In accordance with late-Roman usage,\(^88\) the Betuwe was given a variant of the geographic name *Batavia* in 8th-century and later documents.\(^89\) This will have reflected the local name. Strikingly, however, this name is not used in written sources associated with the royal court, such as the *Annals of St. Bertin* and Einhard’s *Life of Charlemagne*. Instead, we encounter phrases like *insula Batavorum* and *insula Batavorum in Rheno* that unmistakably go back to early-Roman descriptions.\(^90\)

\(^79\) Cf. De Boone 1951.

\(^80\) Bede *Hist.* V, 10.

\(^81\) See the many charters for Brabant in the *Liber Aureus Epternacensis* (Camps 1979). Cf. Theuws 1988, 109-120.

\(^82\) Cf. Amm. *R. Gest.* XVII, 8, who speaks of the *Sali* who settled *apud Tocxandriam locum* in about 358.

\(^83\) According to Theuws 1988, 109.


\(^85\) For example, Claudian, *In Eutropium* I, 383.

\(^86\) Bede *Hist.* V, 11. Willibrord may have been confusing Utrecht with Wiltenburg as the latter name was also used in the Middle Ages to refer to the Roman *castellum* of Vechten, which we can show also went by its Roman name in Willibrond’s time (Henderikx 1987, 81-82 and 85-86).

\(^87\) It is also tempting to attribute the survival to the present day of other Roman names west of Nijmegen to the much-intensified interference by the Merovingians and Carolingians with the Roman *limes* in the course of the 7th century. They probably regarded the *limes* as part of the Roman fiscus and therefore as the rightful possession of the king (cf. Lebecq 1983, 112). However, it is striking that many prehistoric names are also known from this area – i.e. the river area from Nijmegen to just beyond Utrecht (cf. Blok 1981, 145).

\(^88\) E.g. Zos., *Hist.* 3,8,1.

\(^89\) For example, in the oldest text from 726, there is reference to *in pago Batuowna and in Batuona* (Künzel, Blok and Verhoeven 1989 (1982), 87).

\(^90\) For a summary of these phrases, see Künzel, Blok and Verhoeven 1989 (1982), 87 (Betuwe). We could add *Ann. Bert.* ad 850: *Batavum insulam* and Einhard, *V. Kar.* 17: *Batavorum insulam.*
The Roman/early-medieval continuation of the Frisian name has always played an important role in the historiography of the North Netherlands coastal region. For many generations of historians and archaeologists, all of whom were influenced by romantic notions of ethnicity, it could only mean that successive generations of coastal inhabitants had called themselves Frisians – quite apart from the vicissitudes of history – from the very beginnings in the Iron Age until the present day. Even Boeles, who believed that dramatic changes had occurred in the Frisian area in the 4th and 5th centuries, could not escape the power of this ‘fact’: he said that although the Frisians may have been caught unawares by the Anglo-Saxons, their old tribal name had become general currency for the new Anglo-Saxon/Frisian conglomerate.

There is, however, an important reason to doubt this seemingly obvious continuation of the Frisian name. Place-name, archaeological and possibly linguistic research has revealed that major changes swept the West and North Netherlands coastal region from the 3rd to the 5th century: in addition to changes in the material culture, the burial ritual, the construction of houses and settlements and the naming of places and regions, most striking is the huge drop in population and perhaps even the temporary disappearance of people in many areas. The reasons for this latter phenomenon are not completely clear, but deteriorating natural circumstances were probably not decisive, except that some parts of the coastal region remained uninhabitable in a somewhat later period. In my view the depopulation could also be the result of intertribal raids on relatively unprotected and small scale societies in an area that was easily accessible by sea. In the world around the North Sea basin, raiding was a socio-cosmological practice that was deeply rooted in late prehistory, vital to the growing to maturity of young warriors and to the reproduction of the society as a whole. The disappearance of the Roman monopoly on violence left room for the return of raiding, especially in the coastal region to the south of the limes and the Southern North Sea region. It is no coincidence that the societies in North Germany and Denmark that may have been responsible for these raids underwent important changes in the 4th and 5th centuries.

Historians have pointed out the need, when studying ethnogenetic processes in Europe during this period, to pay particular attention to the much-discussed tribal elites, who had links with one another and with the church and its institutions and who were acquainted with the literary-ethnographic legacy of the classical world. Although the Frisian name may have been passed down in the Netherlands coastal region itself (either by successive generations of indigenous inhabitants or by newcomers who called themselves after the former inhabitants of the colonised area), we should bear in mind the possibility that the Frankish elite, by reaching back to old classical knowledge, reintroduced the Frisian name when naming places and groups in the northern periphery of the empire. There are various indications, and this may be one of them, that the area gradually became incorporated, not just in a specific power-political sense but also in a conceptual sense, despite the naming of place and inhabitants by the indigenous population.

Finally I wish to point out that this hypothesis – that the Franks may have been responsible for naming the Frisians – sheds new light on a number of other questions: the difficulties of demonstrating Frisian participation in the adventus Saxorum and the early-medieval socio-political structure of Frisian society. If we accept that the Frisii underwent a process of change in the 3rd and 4th centuries which strongly influenced their ethnic identity and ultimately led to the loss of that identity, it is perhaps not

---

93 See Hiddink 1999 for the developments in raiding around the North Sea basin.
94 See, for example, Hedeager 1992.
so surprising that we have difficulties proving a Frisian role in the adventus. The reference point for the early-medieval socio-political structure of Frisian society is usually the united Frisian kingdom of the late 7th century. The question is, however, whether Aldgisl and Redbad’s sphere of influence did in fact cover the entire Frisian area. There is evidence to suggest that the Frisian region was much more fragmented in a socio-political and ethnic sense. Why, for example, does the Lex Frisionum make a tripartite division between the area between the Sincfal and Vlie, between the Vlie and Lauwers, and between the Lauwers and Eems? And why did the Carolingians not take possession of the entire Frisian area at once when the Frisian kingdom fell at the death of Redbad? This may have been because – concealed behind a unity constructed by the Franks and ultimately also one that was politically and ecclesiastically engineered – there was originally an amalgamation of different societies.

CLASSICAL AND MEDIEVAL SOURCES

(For the Panegyrici Latini, Claudian’s In Eutropium, the Notitia Dignitatum and the Laterculus Veronensis, see Byvanck, 1931, Excerpta Romana I, 372–382, 455, 562–575 and 548–550 respectively).


Frederar, Chronicarum quae dicuntur Frederarum Scholastici Libri IV Cum Continuationibus, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores rerum Merovingicarum (SSRM) II, Hannover, 1888, 1-193.


97 This does not mean, however, that people from the Netherlands coastal region did not take part in the adventus.

98 L. Fris. passim.
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Index of names and places

This index contains only ancient names whereby no distinction has been made between the substantive and adjectival form of a name. In cases where a modern place name was arguably intended as the equivalent of an ancient name, it has been included, as have modern names referring to sites of ancient sanctuaries (whose ancient names have remained unknown). On the other hand, ‘Greeks’ and ‘Romans’ have not been taken into account nor have the personal names figuring in the appendix of Derks’s paper. As is inevitable in a volume that thematically spreads across the Graeco-Roman world, authors sometimes have spelled names of the same people or places differently. No attempt has been made to homogenise spelling nor to differentiate between the precise loci of the distinct spelling forms.

Ethnonyms

Abantes 41, 49
Achaians 1, 11, 13, 16, 26, 47, 52, 53, 214
Aedui 221, 222, 235, 236, 264, 329
Aeolians, see Aiolians
Aethogurgenses 195
Africans 194, 195, 199, 201, 210
Agrippinenses 163, 251, 257, 259-261, 263, 265, 268, 269
Aigosages 125
Aiolians 40, 44, 46, 47, 49, 51-53, 58, 61, 64, 70, 214
Akkadians 103
Angivarii 207, 208, 212
Anglo-Saxons 321, 332
Antiochenes 112
Apulians 157, 163
Aramaeans 82, 103
Argives 90
Arverni 221, 222, 235
Azanes 18, 25, 26
Babyloniens 58, 61, 103, 106-111, 113, 114
Baetasii 261, 262, 269
Bavares 193, 194
Baques 193, 194
barbarians, barbaric 50, 88, 90, 92, 137, 153, 191, 193, 196, 208, 215, 223-226, 229, 231, 291, 296, 301, 303, 329
barbarophonos 45
Basques 329
Batavians 1, 2, 5, 8, 197, 208, 213, 219, 220, 226-236, 240-260, 263-266, 268-270
Bavares 193, 202
Berbers 195
Bituriges 214
Britons 94, 252, 253, 329
Bructeri 212
Burgundians 284, 293
Calabri 147, 148, 163
Canninefates, Cannifates 207, 208, 246, 268, 329
Carnutes 264
Carolingians 316, 331, 333
Celts 118, 119, 123, 124, 126, 127, 130, 131, 141, 144, 214, 225, 272
Chaldaeans 103
Chamavi 212
Chatti, Catti 210, 242, 329
Chauci, Cauci 325, 328, 329
Cugerni 234, 235, 260-263, 268, 269
Danubians 103
Dauni 155
Dorians 11, 13, 37, 40, 44, 45, 47-51, 54, 58, 59, 66, 70, 71, 73, 74, 214
Danes 329
Dumitri 155
Eburones 4, 235
Etruscan 33, 62, 145, 147, 214
foederati 287, 311
Franks 190, 236, 284, 290, 291, 293, 309, 311, 322, 327, 328, 330, 333
Frisians, Fristis 5, 197, 207, 255, 321-323, 325-332
Frisian 329
Frisones 329
Galatians 191, 195, 198
Galatai 119, 121, 128, 130
Galattians 2, 3, 94, 117-125, 127-130, 134-138, 140, 143
Gallograeci 117, 118
Gambrivii 214
Garamantes 190, 191
Gauls, Galli 1, 118, 172, 210, 212, 214, 225, 226, 235, 244
Germans, Germani 6, 208, 210, 212, 214, 244, 245, 251, 253, 256, 260-62, 277, 284, 289, 311, 328, 329
Germanics 3, 6, 200, 226, 229-235, 245, 252, 255, 287-290, 292, 293, 296-302, 304, 305, 308-311, 313, 325, 328
Goths 190, 193, 290, 329
Gotones 212
Hellenes, Hellines 47, 50, 70, 86, 90, 92, 93, 102, 103
Herminones 214
Hermunduri 208
Heruli 331
Hispasus, -i 244
Hirrites 50, 55, 131, 134
Ingaevones 214
Ionians 1, 8, 37-44, 46, 47, 49-55, 57-60, 65, 66, 68-74, 214
Isaevones 214
Jews 102, 103, 106, 112, 167, 168, 170, 178
Jubaleni 192
Jutes 326, 329, 331
Karians 40, 43, 45, 46, 49, 57-61, 63, 65, 68, 71
Kasites 103
latti 287, 311
Laguatan 190, 194, 196
Linguones 255, 264
Lydians 8, 40, 41, 45, 46, 50, 58, 59, 61-64, 67, 69-71, 73, 74, 214
Lykiens 49, 69
Maece 193
Maccabees 167, 171
Macedonians 4, 5, 103, 105-107, 109, 112, 113, 137, 158, 159, 211, 214, 328
Marsi 214
Masayles 190, 192
Massinissenses 191, 195
Masyles 190, 191
Mauri 5, 190, 191, 193-196, 198, 199, 201, 202
Medes 91, 92
Medinises 195
Merovingians 6, 191, 222, 295, 314, 328, 329, 331
Messenians 69, 212
Messapians 147, 148, 150, 160, 161, 163
Milesians 41, 52, 59, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 71
Musulamii 191, 192, 197, 198
Musuni 197
Mysians 50
Nababes 193
Nahanarvali 213
Nasamones 4, 190, 193
Nicives 196, 197
Numidians 190, 191, 193, 198
Pagogurgenses 195
Palestinians 102, 170, 171, 176, 181
Pamphyloi 47
Parrhasians 25
Parthians 106
Persians 41, 42, 58, 59, 62, 63, 66, 70, 73, 74, 86-90, 103, 104, 133, 181, 195, 210, 211
- Persian wars 8, 37, 39, 73, 74, 88-91, 94, 97, 102
Pessinountioi 130
Pharusii 195
Phoenicians 67, 171, 175, 180, 195, 213
Phrygians 50, 58, 68, 127-131, 138
Psylli 190
Ptolemaic 193
Remi 5, 221, 235, 255
Rhigosages 125
Sabellian 155
Sallentini 147, 148
Sammite 145
Sarmattans 213
Saxons 94, 326, 328-330, 332
Scythians 174, 175, 210, 225
Semionnes 232
Sicambri 331
Spaniards (see also Hispanus) 112
Suburbures 196, 197
Suebi, Suevi 213, 214, 232, 329, 331
Sugambri (see also Sicambri) 331
Sumerians 103
Sunuci 261
Sybarites 60, 62
Syrians 106, 171, 179, 182
Taconians 132
Teutonians 117, 119, 123-125, 128-130
Teutoceri 234, 255
Thracians 61, 90, 103, 244, 253-255
Tolstobogians 117-119, 123-125, 127, 128, 130-133, 135
Toutobodacii 125
Traianenses 259, 262, 263, 265, 266, 268, 269
Treveri 121, 214, 252, 260, 263-265, 268-270
Trocmoii 117, 119, 123, 124, 130, 132
Tuilantes 254
Tungri 248, 252, 255, 260, 265, 268-270
Turdetanos 212
Ubians 6, 163, 234, 235, 245, 251, 255, 260-263, 266-269
Vandali 190
Vandali 214
Vangiones 252
Varni 329, 330
Vissagoths 94, 331
Voturii 125

Theonyms (including names of heroes and mythical ancestors)
Achaios 47
Achilleus 94
Aeneas, Aineidai 53, 201, 221, 222, 266-268
Ahura Mazda 104
Aiolos 47, 53
Alaisiagae 254
Alci 213
Amazons 89, 90, 93, 94
Ammon 191, 195, 196
Anahita 104
Andromeda 180
Aphrodite 46, 175, 179, 180
Apollo 41, 64, 66, 68-72, 89, 157, 182
Arados 171
Artemis 13, 64, 66, 68, 134, 175, 182
- Artemision 55, 56, 63, 64, 67
Atargatis 179
Atena 64, 66-68, 89, 93, 95, 175, 180, 212
- Pallas 64
- Poliouchos 64
- Promachos 90, 91, 93, 94
Baal Hammon 201
Bacchus 175
Baduhenna 207
Bacchus 215
Bacchus 217
Baduennos 207
Boros 54
Cacus 232
Capitolina triad 172, 201
Castor 213
Centaurus 90
Cepheus 180
Dagon 171, 181
(Dea) Roma, Roma and Augustus 129, 130, 133, 135, 267
Dea Syrinx 173
Derketi 179
di Ingrozoegirim 195
Dionysos 64, 173, 175-178
Dioscuri 175, 214
Doros 47, 180
Frigas 327
Galates 225
genius Vanisnesi 195
Geryones 225, 228
Glaucos 53
Gurzil 194, 195
Haeva 233
Hellen 47, 102, 214
Hera 13, 64, 66, 68, 70
- Heraion 52, 63, 64, 67, 70
Herakles 25, 47, 48, 178, 182, 212, 234
Heraklid(s), Herakleidai 13, 47-49, 53, 90
Hecules 8, 9, 89, 183, 191, 195, 220, 222-266, 266, 267
- Magnusus 222, 227-236, 253, 254
- Melquart 181, 182, 191, 195
Io 182
Ion 47, 52
Iphigenia 175
Janus 94
Juno Caeclestis 201
Jupiter 173, 195, 207
Kodros 53, 54, 89
Kybele (Kubaba) 68, 130, 131, 134, 135
Liber Pater 175
Mannus 214, 220
Marduk 105, 106
Marnas 180-182
Mars 207, 220-223, 226, 229, 231, 235, 266, 267, 269
- Camulus 221
- Thingous 254
- Ultor 266
Marsyas 173
Menestheus 89
Minerva 94, 134, 255
Minos 181, 182
Mitra 104
Nehalennia 254
Neleus, Neleids 51-54
Nestor 52
Ocelas 212
Odysseus 212, 224, 232
Orestes 175
Perseus 158, 159, 180
Pollux 213
Poseidon 16, 52, 65, 178-180
- Helikonios 49, 52, 60, 65, 70, 72
Priam 268, 327
Proteus 13
Pylades 175
Remus 221, 266
Rhadamanthus 181
Romulus 221, 222, 266
Saturn 201
Scythes 225
Tanit 201
Theseus 89
Tlepolemos 48, 53
Tincto 214
Tyche 172, 176, 178-180, 182
Carthage 157, 190, 194, 195, 200
Canusium, Canosa 146, 155-157, 161
Caesarea Maritima 168, 169, 171, 172
Brundisium, Brindisi 6, 148, 150, 151
Banasa 195
Bacontum 191
Caesarea Maritima 168, 169, 171, 172
Canusium, Canosa 146, 155-157, 161, 163
Cartage 157, 190, 194, 195, 200
Castra Herculis 224
Çatullar Tepe, see Mykale
Charax, see Alexandria on the Persian Gulf
Chios 37, 38, 40, 43, 44, 49, 56, 59, 64, 67-70
Coljnsplant, sanctuary 254
Corinth 15-17, 21, 25, 28, 109
Delos 42, 65, 67-72, 151, 153, 156, 157, 162
Delphi 65, 67, 89, 157, 159, 162
Didyma 63, 64-68
Dodopolis (Lydda) 170, 180
Dura Europos 178
Ekkobriga 123, 132, 134
Elatea 22
Elst, sanctuary 222, 225-227, 230, 232, 235, 236, 247
Empel, sanctuary 8, 222-224, 227, 228, 230-232, 234, 235, 247
Emporiae 112
Epheos 38, 53, 55-57, 59, 63, 64, 66-69, 71, 114, 137
Erythrai 38, 49, 56, 59, 61, 64, 68
Fleum 207
Gabb Holpeon 171
Gadara 181
Gaza 168, 170, 171, 180-183
Gela 14
Gordian 118, 123, 124, 126-128, 130, 132
Gravisca 40, 43
Güzelkamhi, see Mykale
Halikarnassos 37, 38, 45, 54, 56, 70, 122
Helike 52, 65
Hippo Regius 193, 194
Isthmia 16
Jaffa 180
Jerusalem 112, 114, 167, 170, 173, 178, 179
Kaletepe, see Mykale
Kessel 222, 227, 228, 230, 232, 235
Klaros 38, 56-64, 67, 68
Klazomenai 38, 43, 46, 56, 57, 70
Knidos 66, 70, 71, 161, 257
Knossos 22, 41, 181
Koonon
- of the Dorians: see Triopion
- of the Epirotes 158
- of the Galatians 128-130, 135, 136, 138
- of the Ionians: see Panionion of Phokis 18
- Kolophon 38, 4, 51-53, 58-64, 70
Kommos 20
Lambasia 201
Laodicea on the Sea 106, 109
Leece, Lupiae 149, 150
Lefkandi 22
Lepcis Magna 200
Lousoi 13
Magnesia on the Maiandros 38, 58, 59, 64, 66, 70
Martineia 27
Marathon 85-98
Massala 64
Megara 23
Megara Hyblaea 16
Melic 53, 60, 65, 66
Metapontion 13, 52, 155
Miletos 38, 41, 46, 49, 52, 53, 55-57, 59, 60, 63, 64, 67-71
Mykale 49, 53, 58-60, 65, 66, 70-72
Myous 38, 59
Mytilene 43, 53, 59, 70, 73
Naukratis 43, 61, 64, 70, 71
Neapolis (in Samaria) 170-174, 178, 183
Nippur 103, 104
Noviomagus (Nijmegen) 230, 247, 259, 260, 268, 270
Nysa (see also Scythopolis) 174-176, 178
Olympia 17, 27, 29, 67, 131
Oria 148, 154, 155, 159, 163
Oropos 26
Ostia 180, 181
Otomatik Tepe, see Mykale
Panionion 18, 37, 38, 52, 55, 60, 65, 66, 70, 72
Penteskouphia 25
Pergamum 93, 94, 118, 119, 123, 125, 131, 132, 136, 137, 159, 162
Persis 104
Pessinus (see also Pessiniuntio) 123, 128, 130-132, 135, 138
Phere 24
Phoika 38, 41, 43, 56-58, 61, 64, 66, 68, 70, 112
Pithekoussai 17, 22
Plataea 87, 88, 92, 95, 96
Priene 38
Pylus 29, 51-53
Raphia 178
Ravenna 329
Rhodos 42, 43, 48, 53, 55, 56, 70, 161
Rudiae 148, 149, 159, 160, 163
Samos 37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 46, 49, 52, 56, 58-61, 63, 66-68, 70, 71
Sardes 53, 56, 58, 61, 66, 68, 114
Scythopolis 171, 173-180, 183
Seleucea 170-173
Seleucia (in Pieria) 106
Seleucia (on the Euphrates) 103
Seleucia (on the Tigris) 4, 103, 106-111, 113, 114
Sepphoris (Dioecesarea) 168, 178, 182
 Smyrna 38, 46, 49, 51, 56, 59, 64, 67,
Soulrobria 132
Sparta 13, 23, 48, 51, 63, 74, 89, 92, 109, 212
Susa 106
Taranto 148, 150–152, 155, 161
Tavium (see also Taouianoi) 8, 123, 124, 129–132, 134–136, 138
Teos 38, 43, 53, 56, 61, 63, 66, 70
Thubursicum Numidarum 198
Tiberias 170
Tibiscum 249
Timgad 201
Tiryns 13
Toastochora 123, 132
Triopion 40, 66, 70
Troy 45, 49, 50, 53, 65, 162
Trojan heroes 212, 266
Trojan myths 212, 220–225, 235, 267, 268, 327, 330
Trojan war 41, 49, 50, 89, 102, 162
Tyre 171, 179, 181, 182
Ulpia Noviomagus, see Noviomagus
Urso 267
Uruk 103, 113
Vanisnesium 192, 195
Vindia 132
Vindolanda 213, 243, 252, 256, 264
Volubilis 191

Other geographical names
Achaia 13, 15, 16, 26, 28, 29, 42, 52, 53, 65
Aegira 26
Aigina 70
Aitolia 60, 61
Argolid 13, 21, 23, 42
Arkadia 13, 18, 21–23, 25, 26, 28
Attika 13, 42, 44, 47, 53, 59, 69, 71, 74
Azania 16, 26, 28
Babylonia 58, 71, 103–106, 108, 111
Batuvia 331
Boiotia 25, 42
Bretania 329
Brittia 329
Creta, Krete 15, 17, 20, 23, 48, 154, 181
Cyprus 17, 42, 68
Cyrenaica 190
Decapolis 173, 174, 179
Dodekanesos 48, 50, 53, 59
(Ionian) Dodekapolis 37–39, 52, 53, 65
Elis 26–28
Epiros 42, 158, 163
Etruria 14, 43
Euboea 17, 20, 22, 41–44, 47, 49, 59, 69, 71
(Dorian) Hexapolis 45
insula Batavorum 249, 270, 331
Kyklades 42–44, 49, 57, 59, 69, 71, 72
Lakonia 23
Latium 17
Lesbos 42, 49, 59
Lydia 46, 59, 61, 67, 69, 73
Lykia 49, 69
Magna Graecia 13, 153
Mesenia 28
pagus Condrustis 254
pagus Vellavus 254
Phoenicia 22, 43, 181
Phokis 18, 20, 23, 28
Sicily 13, 17, 54, 61, 92
Toxandria 309, 311, 331
Tripolyta 18

Personal names
Aldgisl 328, 333
Alexander (the Great) 4, 102, 103–107, 110, 112, 114, 128, 328
Alkaios of Mytilene 62, 73
Alyattes, Lydian king 67, 70
Amasis, pharaoh 67, 70
Antiochus I (Soter) 106, 107, 124
Antiochus II (Theos) 107, 113
Antiochus III (the Great) 106, 108, 109, 112, 125
Antiochus IV (Epiphanes) 106–112, 175
Antiochus V (Eupator) 108, 111
Arkas 25
Arminius 208, 229
Arsinoe II 156
Arthaphernes 86
Assurbanipal 104
Attalos I 125
Attalos II 93, 136, 137
Auldas 330
Childeric 295, 304, 314
Chilperic 329
Cimon 88, 89
Clovis 295, 314, 331
Cruptorix 7, 207–210, 212, 215
Darius 86
Datis 86
Deiotoras I Philorhomaiai 119, 131, 132, 134, 136, 137
Deiotoras II Philopator 119
Deiotoras Philadephos 137
Demetrius II Nicator 108, 175
Q. Ennius 6, 159–164
Eumenes, king of Pergamum 159, 162
M. Fulvius Nobilior 160
Gabinus 175
Germanicus 207, 208, 224, 266, 268
Gyges, Lydian king 59, 70
Herodicus of Babylon 101, 110, 112, 113
Hygelac 329
Juba I 191
Juba II 191, 195
Julius Caesar 112, 191, 221, 235
Julius Civilis 231, 255
Kroisos 41, 58, 61, 64, 67, 170
Cn. Manlius Vulso 118, 127, 131
Massinissa 190, 191, 195, 196
Masuna 202
Miltiades 87–89, 93
Mithradates VI Eupator 118, 119, 132
Mithridates II 109
Nebuchadnezzar 105, 106, 113
Necho II, pharaoh 67
Nikomedes 122, 123
Pisistratos 17
Pisistratidai 53, 54
Pepin 331
Pericles 91, 92
Pseudochulos 558, 61
Psammetichos II 43
Qoriatuus 16, 25
Redbad 328, 333
Remigius 331
Segestes 208
Segimmundus 208
Seleucus I Nicator 105–107, 110
Seleukos, son of Ariston 176
Shapur I 94
Solon 42, 46, 64, 170
Tacfarinas 191, 198
Tarquinus Priscus 214
Themistocles 93
Theodoric 202
Thessalos 17
Varus (P. Quinctilius –) 207
Willibrord 331
Xerxes 87
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